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PREFACE
These proceedings contain the full texts of all 65
papers presented at the 4lh International Conference
on CANDU Fuel. As such, they represent an update
on the state-of-the art in such important CANDU fuel
topics as International Development Programs and
Operating Experience with CANDU fuel,
Performance Assessments and Fuel Behavior
Modeling, Fuel Properties, Licensing and Accident
Analyses for CANDU fuel, Design, Testing and
Manufacturing, and Advanced Fuel Designs. The
large number of papers required the use of parallel
sessions for the first time at a CANDU Fuel
Conference.
The 4th International Conference on CANDU Fuel was the most successful to date, and the most
international, of this series of conferences. More than one third of the papers were international,
and 14 countries were represented among the 120 who participated in this conference. This is a
reflection of the growing number of laboratories around the world engaged in CANDU fuel
development activities. This trend is expected to grow as the development and demonstration of
advanced fuel cycles for CANDU expands over the next several years in order to exploit more
fully the fuel cycle flexibility offered by CANDU PHWR reactors. In particular, work to develop
and exploit the natural fuel cycle synergy between LWR and CANDU reactors will continue to
have a strong international focus.
Participant's feedback concerning this Conference series was again solicited through a postConference survey. On the basis of this response, and recognizing again that both the pace and
the number of international initiatives in CANDU fuel development are increasing, it is proposed
that the 5lh International Conference on CANDU Fuel be held in 1997 October, in Toronto.
Our thanks to all the members of the Organizing Committee for their efforts in the planning and
operation of this very successful conference, and to all of the authors, presenters, and participants
who made the 4lh International Conference on CANDU Fuel the best ever.
We look forward to seeing you all in 1997.

r
)r. Pauj J. Fehrenbach, AECL
General Manager, CANDU Technology Development

Standing L to R: N. Macici, Hydro Quebec; Dr. R. Olezza, Argentina; Dr. P. Butt, Pakistan; Dr. I. Abdelrazek, Egypt;
Dr. I. Uslu, Turkey; Dr. J. Nathwani, COG; Dr. X. Zhu, China; M. Wash, Zircatec; Dr. H.C. Suk, Korea;
Dr. B. Moscalu, Romania; K. Anantharaman, India; V. Langman, Ontario Hydro. Seated: P. Scholfield, GE Canada;
D. Cox, AECL; M. Floyd, AECL.
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PLENARY SESSION 7:
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS & EXPERIENCE
(Chair: I.J. Hastings, AECL)
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FUEL DEVELOPMENT & MANUFACTURING PROGRAMME UN INDIA
AND ADVANCED FUEL DESIGNS

M. DAS, S.A. BHARDWAJ, A.K. SAXENA
Nuclear Power Corporation, Bombay- 400094 ,INDIA
K. ANANTHARAMAN
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay- 400085 , INDIA
B.P.VARMA
Nuclear Fuel Complex, Hyderabad- 500762 , INDIA

ABSTRACT
The emphasis on self reliance in all areas of nuclear fuel cycle technology is the objective of
Department of Atomic Energy, India. To achieve this aim, various organisations are working in
close co-ordination. This paper contains a brief summary of the work carried out in India on
PHWR fuel technology.

INTRODUCTION
The Department of Atomic Energy is responsible for the development and application of
Atomic Energy in India. Nuclear Power is a major part of this. It has been our policy from the
beginning to develop indigenous capability in the entire nuclear fuel-cycle — prospecting &
mining through fabrication and reactor irradiation to reprocessing and waste treatment.
The power plants in India are designed, constructed & operated by Nuclear Power Corporation
(NPC ). Presently 8 units of 220 MWe PHWRs are in operation and 4 more are under
construction. These units use 19 element fuel bundles. The construction of two 500 MWe
PHWRs is being taken up and these reactors will use 37 element fuel bundles. The fuel bundle
currently in use are split spacer graphite coated bundles.
Nuclear Fuel Complex (NFC) at Hyderabad manufactures fuel assemblies for use in power
reactors. Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) at Bombay is the research centre for
development of thermal reactor fuel cycle. BARC has facilities for qualification testing of fuel and
fuel handling system, in-pile loops for irradiation testing and Post Irradiation Examination (PIE)
facilities besides a good analytical* development capability. The hot cells at Indira Gandhi Centre
for Atomic Research (IGCAR) is used for the PIE eventhough IGCAR is mainly working on fast,
reactor development.
This paper summarises the activities of all these organisations in thermal reactor fuel cycle.
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FUEL DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
The nineteen element wire wrap CANADIAN fuel design was used in 1971 for the RAPS Unit1, the first PHWR built in India.
In the original RAPS fuel design, the inter-element gaps and bundle to coolant tube gap were
maintained by helical wires and bearing pads wrapped and spot welded around the elements. In
order to avoid the possible fretting damage caused by these wires to the neighbouring element
sheath surface, skewed split spacers and short length bearing pads replaced the helical wire
design. This design change was primarily prompted by information available from Canada on the
fretting concern. The structural redesign of spacing arrangement is thus essentially same as
adopted in Canada. However, the difference exists in the fabrication related design details of
these spacers and bearing pads.
In the PHWR fuel manufactured in India, the spacer pads and bearing pads are attached to the
sheath by resistance spot welding technique. This was found to be safer, simpler and cost
effective technology as compared to the beryllium brazing.
In order to overcome the fuel failures induced due to power ramps or stress corrosion cracking
of zircaloy, and to increase the potential of the fuel element to resist the power ramp without
failures, the development work on graphite coating of the inside surface of the sheath was taken
up. Prototype fuel elements fabricated were test irradiated with encouraging results. This
graphite coating technique has been adopted in fuel manufacturing process since 1989 at NFC.
In addition to this change, based on the reactor operating experience, further evolutions in
design and fuel management have taken place. The performance of fuel has been steadily
improving. The experience gained with 19 element fuel bundle has led to the designs of 37
element fuel bundle for 500 MWe reactor and 22 element fuel bundle design for use in
220
MWe reactors and for use in advanced MOX fuel cycles.

THORIUM OXIDE FUEL
India's three stage nuclear power programme has been drawn with an aim to use the large
thorium resources available in the country in the second and subsequent stage of the power
programme, which envisages fast breeder reactors and heavy water reactors using advanced fuel
cycles. Fuel cycles to use Thorium, Thorium along with U-Pu MOX and Thorium with U-233
bearing fuels have been worked out in this context for PHWR's. Some of these cycles like Once
Through Thorium cycle (OTT) envisages use of thorium in PHWR's for extended burnups. There
has been a need therefore, to gain experience in irradiation of Thorium in power reactors.
The PHWR produces full power under conditions of equilibrium fuelling by having two burnup
zones, the inner zone having a higher discharge bumup than the outer zone. This causes the
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power distribution to be flat in the centre. But when the reactor is started up, at the beginning of
its life, all the fuel is new and there is a power peaking at the centre of the core. In many of the
earlier reactors, this was tackled by loading depleted uranium bundles. The depleted uranium was
obtained from reprocessing plant. The studies have shown that it is possible to use ThO2 bundles
for initial flux flattening without any adverse impact on shutdown system worths.
Four ThC>2 fuel bundles were loaded in MAPS-1 reactor to study their reactor worthiness.
These bundles were in the reactor for 280 FPD. Based on this experience, ThC>2 bundles were
used in KAPP-1 & KAPP-2 for initial flux flattening. The TI1O2 bundles have seen a maximum
power 315 KW and burnup of 4000 MWd/Te.
Till now 74 TI1O2 fuel bundles have been loaded in the reactors and have a zero defect rate.
PLUTONIUM UTILISATION
The trend towards increase in fuel discharge burnup has been mainly guided by the desire to
shrink the spent fuel inventory and to improve the utilisation of uranium resources. The increase
in discharge burnup results in a reduction in fuelling rate and hence the load on the fuelling
machine.
The best way of utilising plutonium will be in Fast Breeder Reactors. The evaluation of
plutonium recycling strategies indicate that the reduction in worth of plutonium in FBRs after one
recycle in PHWRs is very small. This is consistent with the studies in LWRs. After analysing
different combinations of enrichments of various elements of nineteen element cluster, a
configuration with central 7 rods having 0.4% W/O PuO2 in natural UO2 and outer rods
containing natural UO2 was selected. This cluster is capable of giving an average discharge
burnup of 10300 MWd/Te. The studies on fuel management pertaining to the change over from
natural UO2 core to MOX core has been completed.
The process flow sheet, specifications and quality control documents were evolved. A six pin
cluster is undergoing irradiation in Pressurised Water Loop in CIRUS reactor. This cluster has
seen a burnup of around 8000 MWd/Te. This irradiation will provide us confidence in our design
& fabrication procedure.
22-ELEMENT FUEL BUNDLE DESIGN
A fuel design to generate 15% higher power and having almost the same overall bundle
diameter, so as to suit the existing coolant channel diameter has been developed. The design is
compatible with the existing fuelling machines and fuel transfer system.
The 22 element fuel bundle design has 14 elements of 13.04 mm diameter in the outer ring, 7
elements in intermediate ring and the central element are of 15.2 mm diameter. This design makes
the radial distribution of power amongst fuel elements more uniform. Thus it is possible to
obtain a considerably higher bundle power while operating within the permissible linear heat
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generation rate (LHGR) in the maximum rated element locations in the fuel bundle or provide for
additional operating margins.
The prototype 22 element bundles manufactured were subjected to a series of out-of-reactor
tests to evaluate the performance with regard to the pressure drop, strength to withstand loads
by fuelling machines under normal and off normal conditions, endurance test etc. Fuelling
operations were demonstrated by fuelling machine compatibility test conducted on fuelling
machine test loop. Two channel load of 22 element fuel bundles were irradiated successfully in
MAPS reactor core. About 560 number of 22 element fuel bundles were fabricated further to
evaluate production process and are undergoing irradiation.

DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL
The fuel design & manufacture is supported by R&D infrastructure at BARC.
The out-of-pile test loops simulating the reactor operating conditions of temperature, pressure
and flow have been extensively used in the qualification of fuel and fuelling machine. The
qualification tests include pressure drop test, strength test, wear test and fuelling machine
compatibility test. The low temperature facilities have been used to study the flow characteristics
of fuel at low Reynolds Number and for studying vibration behaviour. These facilities have been
used extensively for qualifying special operating procedures.
An in-pile loop with a heat removal capacity of 400 KW is being used for irradiation testing of
fuel for the past two decades. Two more in-pile loops are being added to Dhruva reactor.
In addition to testing, many technologies developed have become part of regular fuel
production. The prominent development.missions completed include SGMP route for pellet
production, double dished chamfered pellets and low temperature sintering of UO2. The work is
in progress for ultrasonic testing of end plug to tube weld. The hot cells at BARC has been used
in for the examination of fuel bundles from MAPS.
In addition to these development works, a strong analytical capability in the areas of physics
design & core follow up, fuel design, performance evaluation & safety analysis has been
developed.

FUEL FABRICATION
The fabrication of 19 element wire-wrap fuel bundle for half the initial charge of RAPS-1
reactor during early 70s is the first major step in the fabrication of nuclear fuel. The fabrication
capability has grown to a level that the existing plant is able to meet the requirements of all the
operating plants today.
In order to meet the fuel requirements of reactors under construction/planned, it was decided to
establish a new 600 tpy plant and this will be implemented in phases.
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The civil construction work of this project is in an advanced stage. Some of the equipment have
already been received at site and some of the equipment are in the process of erection.
As Nuclear Fuel Complex is an integrated facility where Zirconium Sponge, Zircaloy tubes and
other core components are also produced, a new Zirconium Fabrication Plant for clad tube
fabrication is also under erection.
Presently at NFC, the Ammonium Diuranate route is followed to obtain the sinterable UO2
powder. In the new plant, a spray drier is being added for drying ADU in preference to turbo drier
presently used. This is expected to yield better flowable powder which will be helpful in
overcoming certain problems down the line operations.
The slurry extraction developed-in-house for extraction of uranium from the dissolution product
practiced in the existing plant has been found performing very satisfactorily. The same has been
retained for the new project also.
Continuous precipitation of ADU was practised over a long period. Later, based on the work
carried out at BARC wherein it was observed that if the precipitation was carried out under nearly
equilibrium condition, the precipitated ADU was more consistent & reproducible. This also
resulted in comparatively better filterability and flowable dried ADU. The same process has been
adopted in the new plants.
Considerable emphasis has been laid in the new plants on close control of parameters in powder
production which is expected to further improve the consistency of powder produced.
A
distributed digital control system is envisaged to monitor and control various critical parameter
from a centralised control room. Also emphasis is put on automation and mechanization to
improve productivity and reliability.
A full line of assembly in the new plant will be dedicated to 37 element bundle fabrication.
few such bundles fabricated are undergoing type testing at BARC, Bombay.

A

There has been continuous attempt to improve and upgrade the processes & achieve self
sufficiency in special purpose equipment at NFC. The process of resistance welding the spacer
and bearing pads developed at NFC will also be presented in the following sessions. Indigenously
developed equipment such as high temperature sintering furnace, end cap welding machines,
resistance welding machines for spacers & bearing pads which were described during the third
CANDU conference have now been time tested.

CONCLUSIONS
The development of indigenous capability in nuclear fuel cycle has been achieved to a large
extent. The performance of fuel in our reactors have improved considerably by incorporating
improvements in design, fuel manufacturing techniques & reactor operation so as to minimise
power shock to the fuel.
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The efforts in the design & development of special purpose indigenous fuel fabrication
equipments have paid dividends in terms of improved productivity.
Once the projects at NFC are commissioned, NFC will be able to takeup PHWR fuel
fabrication including 37 element bundle. Obviously, the new projects will have excess capacity
and will be in a position to undertake any fabrication work. Similarly, the new Zirconium
Fabrication Plant will have excess capacity for the fabrication of clad tubes to undertake
any job work.
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ABSTRACT
As the first R & D activity led to the nuclear fuel industrialization in Korea, KAERI
had successfully developed the CANDU-6 fuel bundle in the period of 1981 to 1986 and
has commercially produced more than 35,000 fuel bundles for the use in Wolsong Unit 1
since 1987. The commercial production of the CANDU-6 fuel in KAERI will be terminated
on the end of 1997 and KNFC will take over the mission of CANDU-6 fuel production with
a capacity of 400 tons of uranium per year from 1998.
In 1992 June, KAERI's long term nuclear R &D program as a national R & D program
for the enhancement of nuclear energy development in Korea was established with the
approval of Korea Atomic Energy Committee. Subsequently, the KAERI's CANDU fuel R
&D projects have been intensively carried out to develop CANDU new fuel such as CANFLEX
and DUPIC in which KAERI's advanced CANDU reactor development project also interested.
For CANFLEX fuel development : (1) 1992-1998, CANFLEX-NU fuel bundle is being
developed jointly by AECL and KAERL The bundle is expected to provide a fuel bundle
format that is more appropriate to the specific needs of CANDU advanced fuel cycles than
CANDU-6 fuel bundle; (2) 1996 - 2001, CANFLEX-SEU and -RU fuel will be developed
to reduce the CANDU fuel cycle cost. For DUPIC fuel development to improve fuel
utilization in the next century, (1) 1991-1993, the feasibility study was performed to determine
the most promising method of recycling the PWR spent fuel in CANDU; (2) 1993-2000, the
study for the experimental verification of the performance of DUPIC fuel by manufacturing
and testing of prototypical DUPIC fuel is conducted in cooperation with AECL and US DOS.
To support these CANDU fuel R & D program, KAERI develops the R & D facilities: (1)
1993-1997, a steady state CANDU fuel irradiation loop will be installed at HANARO
research reactor; (2) 1997-2001, a transient state CANDU fuel irradiation loop will be
installed at HANARO research reactor, (3) 1993 - 2000, the preparation of IMEF hot cell
facility and development of process equipment are under way for the DUPIC fuel fabrication;
(4) Beside these facilities, KAERI also makes recently an attempt on feasibility investigations
to have a critical assembly test facility for fuel reactivity tests as well as a loop for CHF
tests of CANDU fuel bundle.
1. INTRODUCTION
In Korea, ten nuclear power plants, 9 PWRs and 1 CANDU-PHWR , are currently in
operation with a total installed generation capacity of 8,616 MWe which accounts for about
29 % of the domestic installed generation capacity. The current status of Korea's nuclear
power plants as of 1995 September is shown in Table 1. In 1995, these nuclear power
plants have taken charge of around 34 percent of total annual generation of electric power in
Korea. In addition, seven nuclear power plants, 4 PWRs and 3 CANDU-PHWRs, are under
construction in Korea. Consequently, Korea will operate 17 nuclear power plants with the
total capacity of more than 15,000 MWe by 2001. Beside these nuclear power plants, Korea
tentatively plans the construction of additional nine units, 6 PWRs and 3 CANDU-PHWRs
for the start-up of 2002 to 2006, and would decommission Kori Unit 1 in 2004, as shown in
Table 2. In the year of 2006, 19 PWRs and 7 PHWRs will be operated in Korea. Following
the Korea's expected economical growth and energy consumption increase in the future, the
nuclear program will remain in the coming 30 years at least as significant as it is today.
Along with the active nuclear power program, the development of nuclear fuel technology
has been carried out as a part of the localization of the fuel cycle technology in Korea. In
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this regard, KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute) and KNFC (Korea Nuclear
Fuel Company) successfully produce the commercial fuel for the use in CANDU-PHWR
and PWRs in Korea, respectively.
As the first R & D activity led to the nuclear fuel industrialization in Korea, KAERI
successfully developed the CANDU-6 fuel bundle in the period of 1981 to 1986 and has
commercially produced more than 35,000 fuel bundles for use in Wolsong Unit 1 since
1987. In 1992, the Korean Government decided the commercial project of the CANDU fuel
production to be transferred from KAERI to KNFC because KAERI is a public organization
to do the atomic energy research and development and KNFC is a commercial fuel production
company. Subsequently, the commercial production of the CANDU-6 fuel in KAERI will
be terminated on the end of 1997 and KNFC will take over the mission of CANDU-6 fuel
production with a capacity of 400 tons of uranium per year from 1998.
Also in 1992 June, KAERI's long term nuclear R & D program as a national R & D
program for the enhancement of nuclear energy development in Korea was established with
the approval of Korea Atomic Energy Committee. As detailed in the following sections, the
KAERI's CANDU fuel R & D projects have been intensively carried out to develop CANDU
new fuel such as CANFLEX (CANdu FLEXible fuelling) andDUPIC (Direct Use of spent
PWR fuel in CANDU) and to develop the R & D facilities such as the fuel irradiation loop
in KAERI's HANARO research reactor and IMEF hot cell facility.

2. DEVELOPMENT AND FABRICATION OF CANDU-6 FUEL BUNDLE
Since late period of 1970s, nuclear fuel design and fabrication technologies have been
engaged as one important part of KAERI R & D activities. KAERI began the project to
develop the design and fabrication technologies of CANDU fuel in 1981 and succeeded in
the production of the prototype fuel bundles in 1983. In 1981 to 1982, a Hot Test Loop
facility was designed and constructed for the hydraulic tests of CANDU fuel bundles with
KAERI's own manpower and technology.
In 1983 and 1984, KAERI performed a series of out-of-reactor tests to evaluate and
guarantee the performance and safety of the KAERI's prototype fuel bundles and also to
show the compatibility of the fuel bundles with CANDU-6 reactor design. At this period,
KAERI successfully completed the tests of the pressure drop, strength, refuelling impact,
cross flow and endurance of the bundles using the Hot Test Loop, where the test and
evaluation methods were very conservative. All the out-of-reactor test results indicated that
the prototype fuel bundles were not only met to the CANDU-6 reactor's hydraulic requirements
but also compatible with the primary heat transport system and fuel handling system.
Keeping abreast with the development of the CANDU Hot Test Loop, in 1982, KAERI
made the Fuel Verification Agreement with AECL to perform the in-reactor performance test
of KAERI's prototype fuel bundles under CANDU-6 reactor condition. Based on the
Agreement, two KAERI made fuel bundles were irradiated in the U2C loop of NRU reactor
and examined at the AECL Chalk River Hot Cell Laboratory during the period of 1983 and
1984. One of the bundles was filled with 1.58 % slightly enriched UO, pellets, and the
other was assembled with natural UO, pellets. As the results of this NRU irradiation test,
AECL and KAERI experts jointly concluded that the bundles performed similarly to Canadian
made fuel subjected to the same power history since no significant deviations from normal
irradiated CANDU-6 fuel were revealed by surpassing their target burnups.
These results of the in- and out-reactor tests led to carry out the demonstration irradiation
test of KAERI made fuel bundles in Wolsong Unit 1 in which the 48 KAERI made fuel
bundles were irradiated during 1984 and 1985, and demonstrated the excellent performance
with the satisfaction of the discharge burnup and power output requirements without showing
any defects. This successful demonstration irradiation of the prototype CANDU-6 fuel
bundles in the commercial reactor made to decide commercial scale production of CANDU
fuel in KAERI. In 1986, KAERI fabricated 360 fuel bundles and also expanded the
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production capacity of the research facility to do the commercial scale fuel production for
Wolsong Unit 1 from 1987. Up to date, KAERI has commercially produced more than
35,000 fuel bundles for use in Wolsong Unit 1 since 1987. In KNFC site, a CANDU fuel
fabrication plant with a capacity of 400 tons of uranium per year is under construction in
cooperation with GEC in order to supply the fuel to Wolsong site's CANDU reactors from
1998. At that time, the KAERI production of about 48,000 CANDU-6 bundles as an
uranium weight of 900 tons will be accumulated.
3. CANFLEX FUEL DEVELOPMENT
Just after the successful completion of the CANDU-6 fuel R & D including the
demonstration irradiation in Wolsong Unit 1, KAERI conducted a CANDU-6 advanced fuel
development project between 1987 and 1990. This project focused to develop a CANDU-6
high burnup fuel bundle for the reduction of the fuel cycle cost as well as for the improvement
of fuel utilization, where the fuel bundle was intended for use with either NU or any of the
enriched fuels in the existing or new CANDU reactors. While, in 1989 and 1990, AECL
and KAERI conducted a joint study [1] on the potential for use of CANFLEX fuel in
CANDU reactors to identify the advantages and incentives for using CANFLEX with both
natural uranium (NU) and various enriched fuels, including slightly enriched uranium (SEU),
recovered uranium (RU) and so on. Based on the results of the AECL /KAERI joint study as
well as of the KAERI CANDU-6 advanced fuel development project, KAERI concluded that
the CANFLEX advanced fuel bundle have wide application in current and future CANDUs.
It is intended to be the optimal carrier for the extended burnup cycle for advanced fuel
cycles for CANDU power reactors and is intended to permit economic savings associated
with improved uranium utilization and reduced spent fuel volume. Subsequently, KAERI
expanded the domestic CANDU fuel R & D project into an international program,
"AECL/KAERI Joint CANFLEX Development Program (JCDP)" on February 1991.
The prime objective of the JCDP is to complete the development and proof testing of the
CANFLEX fuel bundle to permit the use of slightly enriched uranium and other advanced
fuel cycles in CANDU power reactors. It is intended that the product of the program will be
a fuel bundle developed, tested, and ready for large scale demonstration in a CANDU power
reactor [2]. In this paper, the status of the JCDP will not discuss in details because AECL
CANFLEX Program Coordinator will present a AECL/KAERI joint paper of "Bringing the
CANFLEX Fuel Bundle to Market" in this Conference. This joint paper describes the
CANFLEX bundle, the development and testing programs set up to demonstrate its capabilities,
plus the results obtained to date in those programs, and also outlines some of the analysis
being planned to support a small-scale demonstration irradiation in a CANDU-6 reactor.
However, as the following statements, it would be worth to mention KAERI's long term
nuclear R & D program approach to the industrial use of CANFLEX fuel in Korea.
In Korea, it is recognized that CANDU provides the utilities and countries operating
CANDU plants with a range of short, medium and long term strategic advantages. Paramount
among these advantages are competitive economic performance, operational flexibility,
safety and fuel cycle flexibility. CANDU can use many low fissile contents fuels, including
natural uranium, and other advanced fuel cycles such as SEU and RU. In the longer term,
CANDU can utilize Korea's abundant thorium reserves as fuel. This CANDU fuel cycle
flexibility ensures long-term energy security by providing diverse fuel cycle option.
Concerning the range of the medium and long term fuel cycle strategy, the KAERFs
CANFLEX fuel R & D project has been divided into the two categories, CANFLEX -NU
and -SEU(& -RU) fuels which are maybe called respectively as the third and fourth generation
CANDU fuels with respect to Korean development level of CANDU fuel technology as
shown in Fig. 1. Tables 3 and 4 outline the project for the developments of CANFLEX-NU,
-SEU and -RU fuels, respectively. Korean nuclear industrial community and KAERI expect
that the CANFLEX-NU fuel will be successfully developed under the AECL and KAERI
Joint CANFLEX Development Program. Also, they are hopeful that the CANFLEX-SEU (&
-RU) fuel will be continuously developed by AECL and KAERI jointly. Particularly the
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HANARO in-reactor fuel irradiation test loop as stated in Section 5 is strongly expected to
support the irradiation study of CANFLEX-SEU (&-RU) fuel as CANDU high burnup fuel.
KAERI has actively made efforts not only to develop the CANFLEX fuel bundle but
also to demonstrate the small-scale irradiation of CANFLEX-NU fuel in Wolsong Unit 1 for
the proof testing of the CANFLEX fuel bundle in CANDU power reactor and then ultimately
to do the full loading of CANFLEX fuel in Wolsong CANDU-6 reactors. KAERI and
AECL have jointly presented the CANFLEX program three times to the owner of Wolsong
reactors, KEPCO (Korea Electric Power Company), and one time to KINS (Korea Institute
of Nuclear Safety) which is the atomic regulatory body in Korea since 1992. Also, KAERI
has used to report and/or present the KAERI status of CANFLEX program to MOST
(Ministry of Science and Technology), KEPCO and KINS. Therefore, KEPCO has
recognized that the use of CANFLEX fuel will reduce the peak heat ratings for a given
bundle power, provide better fuel performance at the higher burnup, and provide greater
flexibility of fuel element internal design through the use of natural or slightly enriched
uranium or other advanced fuel cycle for optimization of uranium supply-demand imbalance
in the future. Also, KEPCO recently recognized the economic advantage for the use of
CANFLEX fuel in Wolsong reactors, providing Table 5 of CANFLEX-NU, -SEU and -RU
fuel cycle costs with respect to the CANDU-6 standard fuel. This CANFLEX economic
evaluation was based on KEPCO input data of uranium, conversion, enrichment and
fabrication costs. So, these circumstances encourage KAERI very much to do the demonstration
irradiation of CANFLEX fuel bundles in Wolsong Unit 1.
In Korea, there are two steps of Government's licensing for the irradiation of a new fuel
in a commercial nuclear power reactor according to Korean Atomic Law and Regulations,
which is independent on the scale of irradiation: (1) the fuel manufacturer shall obtain the
Government's fuel design approval before the manufacturing of the fuel for the irradiation,
by submitting the application documents with the report of fuel design and description of
fuel fabrication process ; (2) the owner of the power reactor shall obtain the Government's
fuel loading license before the irradiation, by submitting the application documents with the
safety analysis report, report of fuel test results, nuclear design report, validation report of
computer codes used in the safety analysis. Regarding the small scale demonstration
irradiation of CANFLEX-NU fuel bundles in Wolsong Unit 1, all the administrative and
technical documents for the Government's design approval as well as all the technical
documents for the fuel loading license are being prepared by KAERI, and so to do the
applications, hopefully, by around 1996 March. Based on this schedule, therefore, KAERI
expects the CANFLEX-NU fuel development project including the small scale demonstration
irradiation of the fuel in Wolsong Unit 1 to be sucessfully completed until 1998.
4. DUPIC FUEL DEVELOPMENT
Considering that the PWR spent fuel contains large enough fissile elements to be burned
in CANDU reactor, DUPIC is the concept of reusing spent PWR fuel in CANDU reactor
by fabricating fuel through thermal-mechanical processes. The potential benefits of the
DUPIC fuel cycle comparing with the conventional wet reprocessing are : (1) proliferation
resistance due to the non-separation of all the uranium, plutonium and fission products with
high radioactivity along the fabrication processes, (2) the small amount of radioactive
waste due to its nature of dry processing. Moreover, it will reduce the spent fuel to be
disposed by utilizing spent PWR fuel and the high burnup in CANDU, and will improve
uranium resource utilization being in harmony with the Korean electric power generation
strategy of combining the PWR and CANDU reactors.
A feasibility study as the Phase I research program was performed to evaluate the
characteristics of fuel and processes and to determine most promising way of DUPIC fuel
cycle from 1991 to 1993 in cooperation with AECL and US DOS. The evaluation criteria
were reactor physics, fuel performance, fabrication and handling, waste management, and
ability of safeguards, licence and retrofit to CANDU. Among seven DUPIC options,
OREOX (Oxidation and REduction of OXide fuel) process was selected as a most promising
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method in the view points of homogeneity of the characteristics of fuel produced by OREOX
process which is favorable in terms of physics, fuel performance and licensability.
In OREOX process, the PWR spent fuel will be decladded, and the fuel meat is treated
by successive oxidation and reduction to produce the Tesinterable powder for the DUPIC
fuel fabrication. During this process, most of gaseous and volatile fission products will
be removed. Then, the DUPIC fuel will be manufactured through the powder/pellet route
similar to the conventional CANDU fuel fabrication.
Following the feasibility study, the Phase II research program for the experimental
verification of DUPIC fuel was started in tripartite cooperation between KAERI, AECL and
USA in 1993 [3]. Its main objectives are to manufacture several prototype DUPIC fuel and
test them in a research reactor to verify their performance. The major activities and
milestones are shown in Table 6. The DUPIC fuel will be fabricated using currently
available hot cells in KAERI, such as PIEF (Post Irradiation Examination Facility) and
IMEF (Irradiated Materials Examination Facility), and the prototype fuel will be irradiated
in HANARO. To meet the objectives, the wide scope of technologies in the areas of reactor
physics and safety analysis, fuel manufacturing and quality control, hot cell facility
preparation, radioactive waste treatment, and safeguards technique shall be developed.
The parametric analyses of DUPIC fuel cycle, selection of the optimum fuel composition
and its effects on the fuel performance and safety are studied in cooperation with AECL[4].
The off-gas treatment during fuel manufacturing and stabilization of radioactive waste are
the one of the important areas for the technology development. The safeguards system and
nondestructive accounting technology are developed. Moreover, the OREOX process,
manufacturing process and equipment developments and fuel performance analysis can
be considered as crucial areas for the success of the DUPIC project.
The key step of DUPIC fuel development is the experimental verification of the OREOX
process which will convert the PWR spent fuel meat into powder feedstock for the
fabrication of high quality DUPIC pellet. As a preliminary experiment, KAERI has
prepared simulated PWR spent pellets, and treated them with several cycles of oxidation
and reduction. The simulated DUPIC pellets were then fabricated from the powder feedstock.
Based on the results, it was tentatively concluded that the reliable DUPIC pellets with
high sintered density can be produced by utilizing powder milling process after oxidation
and reduction steps. However, it requires the accumulation of more experimental data and
confirmation by the actual test with PWR spent fuel.
All the DUPIC fabrication campaigns shall be performed in remote operational manner
at hot cells. The development of the process technology and equipment to be practical use
in the campaigns is another important aspect of DUPIC fuel development. Some of the
fabrication and quality control processes shall be modified to fit in remote operation and
improved for the elimination of radioactive hazards and wastes. Even though KAERI has
no a lot of experiences in the precise operation of hot cell equipment, the prototype DUPIC
fuel will be successfully fabricated by utilizing the process automation and robotics technology
developed for other remote operations. The major process equipment are conceptually designed
now, and are going further on the development for the manufacturing and testing.
The DUPIC is a new conceptual CANDU fuel. It is not easy to find the closely-relevant
technical information and nuclear data which will be used for the evaluation of DUPIC
fuel performance. The experimental data for the behavior of various fission products in
OREOX process and irradiation of DUPIC fuel are collected and analyzed. The details
of the test irradiation and evaluation methods will be established.
5. R & D FACILITIES FOR THE FUEL DEVELOPMENT
To support these CANDU fuel R & D projects, KAERI develops the R & D facilities
such as the irradiation test loops of HANARO research reactor in KAERI and DUPIC hot
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cell facility of IMEF (Irradiated Material Examination Facility). These facility development
projects are also being progressed under KAERI's long term nuclear R & D program.
In 1993 to 1997, a steady state fuel irradiation loop facility with two in-pile sections for
the CANDU and PWR fuel irradiation tests is scheduled to be constructed at HANARO of
which initial criticality reached on 1995 February 8. The in-pile section for CANDU fuel
irradiation tests will be manufactured for the irradiation of, at least, one CANDU-6 type fuel
bundle with the nominal power of 800 kW under the nominal outlet coolant pressure of 10
MPa and the nominal outlet coolant temperature of 310 °C, where the average thermal
neutron flux of 1.26 x 1014 n /(cm -sec) is expected for irradiation of a 4 % enriched uranium
fuel bundle. The items of CANDU fuel irradiation study in the loop experiments are shown
in Table 7. This irradiation loop system is being designed in cooperation with DAEWOO
Engineering Company in Korea, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation and Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratories in USA. In 1995 January, the structural supports for the
in-pile sections was completely installed in the research reactor. This HANARO steady state
fuel irradiation loop will be operated by 1997 July. So, on the occasions of the HANARO
operation as well as on the expectation of the fuel irradiation facility operation in 1997, the
loop utilization programs up to the year 2001 have been comprehensively established for the
CANFLEX-SEU and -RU and DUPIC fuel developments, which are described in KAERI
document [5]. KAERI is hopeful that foreign countries join the KAERFs fuel irradiation
program or use the irradiation and post irradiation examination facilities.
Also as one of the KAERI's long term nuclear R & D programs, a transient state
CANDU fuel irradiation loop will be installed at HANARO research reactor from 1997 to
2001, in order to study the effects of power cycling on fuel integrity and material properties.
The PIEF at KAERI has been operated since 1987. This facility is adequately provided
with PWR spent fuel storage in pool (up to 12 PWR assemblies) and dismantling. The small
hot cells adjacent to the pool have been in use for PIE purposes such as fuel rod cutting and
sample analyses. Considering the satisfactory operation experiences of the PIEF, not much
difficulties are expected in using it for DUPIC purposes. As another hot cell facility at
KAERI, IMEF is currently under test operation adjacent to HANARO at neighboring location
to the PIEF. The IMEF was originally designed to complement technical functions of the
PIEF in support of the HANARO operation. As this facility consists of sizable hot cell lines,
some part of the hot cell spaces can be used, in principle, for remote fabrication of DUPIC
fuel by refurnishing of some relevant equipment. In the M-6 cell as so-called the DUPIC
cell in the IMEF, the DUPIC fuel fabrication process equipment for the oxidation/reduction,
pelletizing, element and bundle fabrications, waste management and safeguards, which are
under development, will be completely installed and operated until 2000.
For the industrial use of CANFLEX-SEU, DUPIC fuel and other advanced fuel cycles in
CANDU power reactors, it is believed that the reactor physics and thermalhydraulic
characteristics of the fuels shall be well established by means of validated computer code
calculations and/or experimental data, as done for CANDU natural uranium fuel. So,
KAERI takes a growing interest in the test facilities of reactor physics and thermalhydraulics
and then makes recently an attempt on feasibility investigations to have a critical assembly
test facility for fuel reactivity tests as well as a Freon Loop for CHF tests of fuel assembly.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In 1981 to 1986, KAERI successfully developed theCANDU-6 fuel bundle, which was
the first R & D activity led to the nuclear fuel industrialization in Korea. So far, KAERI has
supplied more than 35,000 fuel bundles to Wolsong Unit 1 since 1987. The commercial
production of the CANDU-6 fuel in KAERI will be terminated on the end of 1997 and
KNFC will take over the mission of the fuel production with an annual capacity of 400 tons
of uranium from 1998.
In 1992 June, KAERI's long term nuclear R & D program as a national R & D program
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for the enhancement of nuclear energy development in Korea was established with the
approval of Korea Atomic Energy Committee. Subsequently, the KAERI's CANDU fuel R
& D projects have been intensively carried out to develop CANDU advanced fuel and their
related experimental facilities and equipment:
1) Development of CANFLEX fuel to improve the operational safety and fuel cycle cost.
(1) 1992 ~ 1998, CANFLEX-NU fuel bundle is being developed jointly by AECL and
KAERI. The bundle is expected to provide a fuel bundle format that is more appropriate
to the specific needs of CANDU advanced fuel cycles than CANDU-6 fuel bundle.
(2) 1996 ~ 2001, CANFLEX-SEU and -RU fuel as CANDU high burnup fuel will be
developed to reduce the CANDU fuel cycle cost as well as to reduce die volumetric
production rate of spent fuel.
2) Development of DUPIC Fuel for the improvements of uranium utilization , the reduction
of volumetric production rate of spent fuel and proliferation resistance as a prospective
nuclear fuel cycle in future.
(1) 1991 ~ 1993, a feasibility study resulted to determine the most promising method of
recycling the PWR spent fuel in CANDU
(2) 1993 ~ 2000, the study for the experimental verification of the performance of
DUPIC fuel by manufacturing and testing of prototypical DUPIC fuel is being
conducted in cooperation with AECL and US DOS. The international joint research
project between KAERI, AECL and USA will provide the valuable database to
experimentally verify the performance of DUPIC fuel and to evaluate the usefulness
of the DUPIC fuel cycle in practice.
3) Development of R & D facilities and equipment to support the CANDU fuel R & D
projects.
(1) 1993-1997, a steady state fuel irradiation loop is being installed at HANARO.
(2) 1997~2001, a transient state fuel irradiation loop is scheduled to be installed at
HANARO.
(3) 1993 ~ 2000, the preparation of IMEF hot cell facility and development of process
equipment are under way for the DUPIC fuel fabrication.
(4) Beside these facilities, KAERI also makes recently an attempt on feasibility
investigations to have a critical assembly test facility for fuel reactivity tests as well
as a loop for CHF tests of CANDU fuel bundle.
These CANDU fuel R & D projects are also incorporated with KAERI's advanced
CANDU reactor development project, and will be led to the Korea's expected economicical
growth and energy consumption increase in future. Also, Korea is really hopeful that the R
& D results will be contribute the enhancement of the peaceful nuclear energy development
in the World.
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Table 1. Current Status of Korea's Nuclear Power Plants as of September 1995
Reactor
Commercial
Reactor Capacity
Manufacturer
Name
Type
(MWe) Reactor
T/G
Operation*
Kori#l
1978 April
PWR
GE
587
WH
Kori#2
PWR
650
GE
1983 July
WH
PWR
GE
1985 Sept.
Kori#3
950
WH
Kori#4
1986 April
PWR
GE
950
WH
Wolsong#l
AECL
NEI/PARSONS
1983 April
CANDU 679
Wolsong#2
CANDU 700
AECL
KHIC/GE
(1997 June)
Wolsong#3
CANDU 700
KHIC/GE
AECL
(1998 June)
Wolsong #4
KHIC/GE
(1999 June)
CANDU 700
AECL
Yonggwang #1
PWR
WH
950
WH
1986 Aug.
Yonggwang #2
PWR
WH
950
WH
1987 June
Yonggwang #3
PWR
KHIC/GE
1995 March
1000
KHIC
Yonggwang #4
KHIC/GE
PWR
1000
(1996 March)
KHIC
Yonggwang #5
PWR
(2000 June)
1000
KHIC
KHIC
Yonggwang #6
PWR
1000
(2001 June)
KHIC
KHIC
Ulchin #1
PWR
950
FRAMATOME ALSTHOM
1988 Sept.
Ulchin #2
PWR
1989 Sept.
950
FRAMATOME ALSTHOM
Ulchin #3
PWR
KHIC/GE
(1998 June)
1000
KHIC
Ulchin #4
PWR
KHIC/GE
1000
KHIC
(1999 June)
* Dates in brackets are the expected clate for commercial operation of the reactors
under construction in current.

Table 2. Power Reactors Planned Tentatively up to 2006 in Korea
Reactor Name
KNU#19
KNU#20
KNU#21
KNU#22
KNU#23
KNU#24
KNU#25
KNU#26
KNU#22
Kori#l

Reactor Type
PHWR
PWR
PWR
PHWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PHWR
PWR

Capacity (MWe)
700
1000
1000
700
1000
1000
1000
1000
700
587

Commercial Operation
2002 June
2002 June
2003 June
2003 June
2003 Oct.
2004 June
2005 June
2006 June
2003 June
2004 (Decommissioning)
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Table 3. KAERI's CANDU Fuel R & D Program for the Development of CANFLEX-NU Fuel
Work Scope

•

.—-

Year

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 19% 1997 1998 1999 2000

Fuel Design

- Fuel Design
- Performance Analysis
4—
- Fuel Design Manual
-4
- Products and Materials Specifications
- Test Specifications
•4— - •
- Full Core Analysis
Reactor Physics
4—
- Transition Core Analysis
- Physics Manual
4—
Thermalhydraulics - Full Core Analysis
4—
- Transition Core Analysis
- Generic Evaluation of Full Core
4—
Safety Analysis
Loading in Wolsong # 1
- Reload Transition Safety Analyis
Fuel Fabrication
- Fuel Fabrication for
a) Hydraulic Tests
-«
b) Fuel Handling Tests
c) NRU Irradiation Tests
d) ZED-2 Reactivity Tests
•4 - •
e) Demo Irradiation in Wolsong # 1
-NRU Irradiation & PIE Tests at AECL
0
•
In - Research
- ZED-2 Reactivity Tests at AECL
Reactor Tests
•4Out-of-Reactor
-CHF Tests at AECL
4—
—•
- Fuel Handling Tests at AECL
Tests
-HydraulicTests atKAERI
4—
-•
- Documentation
Licensing
4— •
- Government Design Approval
4*- Licensing for Demo Irrad. in Wolsong # 1
Demo Irradiation - Demo Irradiation in Wolsong #1
«4
in Wolsong # 1
-PIE atKAERI

t.

•

Table 4. KAERI's CANDU Fuel R & D Program for the Development of CANFLEX-SEU (& -RU) Fuel
Work Scope

"—~

Year

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Fuel Design

- Bundle Optimization and Fuel Design
- Performance Analysis
- Fuel Design Manual
- Products and Materials Specifications
- Test Specifications
- Full Core Analysis
Reactor Physics
- Transition Core Analysis
- Physics Manual
Thermalhydraulics - Full Core Analysis
- Transition Core Analysis
Safety Analysis
- Generic Evaluation of Full Core
Loading in Wolsong Rx.
- Reload Transition Safety Analyis
Fuel Fabrication
- Technology Development
- Fuel Fabrication for
a) Hydraulic Tests
c) HANARO Irradiation Tests
d) Reactivity Tests
e) Demo Irradiation in Wolsong Rx.
-HANARO Irradiation & PIE Tests
In - Research
- Reactivity Tests
Reactor Tests
- Scoping and Qualification CHF Tests
Out-of-Reactor
- Scoping and Qualification Hydraulic
Tests
Tests atKAERI
- Documentation
Licensing
- Government Design Approval
- Licensing for Demo fcrad. in Wolsong Rx.
Demo Irradiation - Demo Irradiation in Wolsong Rx.
in Wolsong Rx.
- PIE at KAERI

«44
•4-

—•
•4
4—i

4—'
•4-

-•

^^

•41 •

4»*
-4 1—*i

•4-
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Table 5. Relative Fuel Cycle Costs of CANFLEX-NU, -SEU
and RU with respect to the CANDU-6 Standard Fuel
CANFLEX
CANFLEX
CANFLEX
CANFLEX
CANDU-6
Fuel Type
37-Eleemnts 43-Elements 43-Elements 43-Elements 43-Elements
0. 71 % NU
1.2% SEU RU (0.9 %)
0. 71 % NU 0.9 % SEU
Relative value of
0.46
1.04
0.87
0.73
1.00
the fuel cycle cost
Note: All the input costs provided by KEPCO is used for this cost evaluation, where the
fabrication cost of CANFLEX 43-element fuel is assumed to be 16.2 % higher than
that of CANDU-6 37-element fuel..
Table 6 : Outline of the Experimental Verification Program of DUPIC
WORKSCOPE
'
YEAR_ 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Remarks
- Fabrication process
<->
development
AECL
Fuel Element - Element fabrication
&
fabrication & - Element irrad. test
- PIE
verification
KAERI
- Performance
evaluation
- Fabrication process
development
Fuel Bundle - Bundle fabrication
KAERI
fabrication & - Bundle irrad. test
«•»
verification
- PIE.
- Performance
evaluation
- Selection of optimal
AECL
Reactor
fuel composition
&
physics &
- Mechanical integrity
KAERI
safety
analysis
analysis
- Physics analysis
- Safety analysis
- Material control and
KAERI
Safeguards
accounting system
development
&
development
- Measurement
USA
technology
Table 7. Items of Irradiation Study in the Loop Experiments
1. Fuel
jUOjCSEUand RU); DUPIC,
2. Fuel
| Cylindrical pellet, Hollow cylindrical pellets, Dished end cylindrical
design
! pellets, Pellets with variations of density, grain size, chamfer, land width
i and dish depth, Elements with variations of diametral and axial gaps.
3. Sheath
j Zircaloy-4 tube with graphite coated or non-coated on the inner surface.
4. Bundle
i Proof tests of fuel bundles with brazed bearing and spacer pads,
design
j welded or brazed button, and optimized element configuration
5. Metallurgy] Fabrication techniques, Creep rates, Corrosion effects
6. Coolant j Crud formation and deposition, Gas formation, PH control;
chemistry I Corrosion decontamination; Fuel defects, Hydriding, etc
7. Heat
I Critical heat flux correlations (dryout tests), Pressurized water, boiling
transfer
I water fog and steam modes of cooling, internally ridged pressure tube, etc.

5th Generation CANDU Fuel - DUPIC
KAERI /AECL / US DOS Joint Development

DUPIC

4th Generation CANDU Fuel
(CANFLEX - Advanced Fuel Cycle)
KAERI (/AECL
CANFLEX-SEU & -RU
Joint ?) Development
3rd Generation CANDU Fuel
(CANFLEX Fuel Bundle)
KAERI/AECL
CANFLEX-NU
Joint Development
2nd Generation CANDU Fuel
(KAERI & KNFC produced Fuel)
Technology
CANDU-6
Development
Standard Fuel

1980

1st Generation
CANDU Fuel
(Imported
from Canada)
I

I

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

YEARS

Fig. 1 Strategical Projection of CANDU Fuel R & D Programs in Korea
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ARGENTINE ACTIVITIES ON FUELS FOR NUCLEAR GENERATION
STATIONS.
R.L. OLEZZA
J. VALESI
Comision National de Energia Atomica (C.N.E. A.)
Argentina

ABSTRAC.
In the last six years, significant changes have taken place in the nuclear activity field in
Argentina, therefore all the areas of the nuclear fuel cycle have been strongly
influenced by these.
The strategies carried out by CNEA to give an initial answer to the modifications of the
domestic and international context of the nuclear fuel cycle were described in the
previous Conference.
Three years later, it is possible to appreciate the first results of the application of those
strategies, and also that the frame has continued not only evolving and requiring new
answers, but adapting and accentuating some strategies as well.
A brief review of those results is presented here , together with a summary of the
condition of the current situation and of the proposals to face it.

INTRODUCTION.
In 1989, CNEA restated its policies and strategies for the nuclear fuel cycle, to adapt to
the conditions and requirements that a new context imposed, particularly in the domestic
sphere.
CNEA had taken two basic and fundamental decisions in the 70s:
* the generation of nuclear electricity in the country would come from adopting
the
natural uranium- heavy water line.
* the nuclear fuel cycle would be technologically and operatively self-sufficient.
The former, was a decision arising from the selection of the best technical and
economic alternatives based on the characteristics and potentialities of the country.
The latter one, was an imperative course of action, rising from the international
restrictions and limitations to which Argentina had been subject in relation with
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technology, materials and equipment linked with the nuclear bussiness. Consequently,
these conditions did not ensure a good supply of nuclear fuel to the power stations.
At that time, CNEA had to focus its efforts in developing and reaching technological
capacity in order to manufacture its nuclear fuels, to obtain the zircaloy components and
the uranium dioxide from the very primary raw materials.
By the middle of the 80s, CNEA operated two nuclear power stations, Atucha-I a 300
MW PHWR of German design, Embalse a 600 MW CANDU type and a third one
ATUCHA-H also a 600 MW PHWR under construction.
At that time, a plant for manufacturing fixel bundles for both power stations in operation
was already running This plant processed uranium dioxide coming from a conversion
facility fed with concentrates of domestic origin.
Simultaneously, zircaloy components were begining to be manufactured in a factory
designed to obtain them from circonium minerals if necessary .
CNEA had also begun the construction of a plant for heavy water production with a
capacity of 200 annual tons. This plant was destined to replace the rented load of the
CANDU Power Plant, to provide the first load of Atucha-II and to trade the surpluses.
At that time, CNEA began the setting up of a plant for the enrichement of uranium in
order to have autonomy in the commercialization of nuclear fuels for material testing
reactors.
Towards the end of the 80s, CNEA:
* carried out basic and applied research;
* went ahead with technological developments;
* operated nuclear power plants whose contribution to the electricity supply
represented 15 % of the total offer of electricity in the country;
* managed and operated by itself or through associated companies all the stages
of the front end of the nuclear fuel cycle;
* actively participated in the construction of a power plant, Atucha-II.
* was the main authority in regulatory activities.
CNEA had structured policies to give participation to private capitals in all those
activities that because of the size could be subject to industrial management. According
to this outline, CNEA formed companies of public right, where private groups owned
part of the shares and were responsible of the management and CNEA assumed
technological support and reserved managerial fundamental decisions. Thus two
companies were created, CONUAR for the production of nuclear fuels in 1981, and
FAE ( Special Alloys Manufacturing) for the production of zircaloy components and
special alloys in 1986.
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The dominant characteristics of the national scape were given mainly by the way with
which the electric generation activity and the country economic conditions were
developed.
The generation of electricity was an activity in the hands of the government.
The generation system was surpassed by the demand and the high inflation rates that
dated from some time before deterred the Sector from carrying out investments.
At the beginning of the 90s this situation modifies dramatically, the economy opens up,
the rate of inflation decreases abruptly, the government transfers to private sectors the
activities in the generation of non nuclear electricity
Two markets of electric power appear, a retail and a wholesaler market. The latter one,
structured fundamentally on the competitiveness of prices, and in which the offer begins
to surpass the demand.
From this time onwards , the generation of nuclear electricity is to compete with the
other kinds of generation, at the risk of receiving a penalty through power reductions or
having to leave the grid due to the decrease or lack of demand from the wholesaler,
market.
The external context became more favorable and it was possible to reach many foreign
suppliers of products associated with the nuclear activity, even, equipment itself.

PRESENT SITUATION
In the last three years the tendencies in the
consolidated and deepened.

domestic and foreign frame have

The policies of the government to separate the State from the commercial activities, and
to incorporate the private sector in conditions of risk, have now reached other sectors
of the nuclear field.
The nuclear power stations were separated from CNEA, through the creation of an
operation company, where CNEA does not have stock participation. This new company
is to be privatized after the approval by the Congress.
Another modification to CNEA's scope was the transfer of all regulatory activities to a
new governmental Regulatory Board, dependent directly from the Executive Power.
Consequently, the nuclear power stations that constituted an inner customer in CNEA
organization, have now become an external client. This change in the relationships
increases the necessity of improving the competitiveness of the nuclear fuel prices.
This objective is not easy to reach in a system designed to serve three nuclear power
stations that represent an equivalent of 280 tons of uranium per year and which should
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achieve the equilibrium point with only 150 annual uranium tons, that implies the 900
MW of the capacity installed today
Originaly, the commissioning of Atucha-II was programmed for 1997. In 1994, the
production of the first core was started. A quick increase in the nuclear total fuel
production capacity was required. It was necessary to overcome a bottle neck localized
in the plant of conversion, by importing part of the Embalse consumption. Today, the
construction of Atucha II is in a stand by state waiting for the capitals from
privatization.
To reduce the cost of the front end of our nuclear fuel cycle is not an easy task, Several
factors are responsible for those difficulties. Some of them are structural, like the
uranium yield from Argentinean minerals, others depend on temporary circunstances as
it is to pass to an economy of scale through the incorporation of Atucha-H to the system
and by mining unexploted deposits of higer uranium content.
The uranium cost could be decreased by looking for an appropriate proportion of
mixture between the consumption of domestic and forcing concentrates.
Efforts were made in several areas of the fuel bundles manufacturing process to reduce
the costs. The aspects involved were mainly related to:

Product Engineering.
The emphasis was laid on Atucha-I fuel bundle design, since this course of action
promised the higher benefits. The task was centered in three lines of decreasing
significance:
- slight enrichment of the fuel up to 0.85% in 235U.
- increase of the uranium content by replacing a structural rod by a fuel element
(the fuel assembly changes from 36 fuel rods to 37).
- decrease of the Zry mass of the spacer, the most important component of the
bundle from the structural and economic point of view .
The development of the first of these lines is in an advanced state. Now an irradiation
program is underway at the Atucha-I power plant. A set of twelve proptoptypes are in
the core. The program will be finished next year, after the irradiation of another set of
thirty prototypes that will include inner cladding wall graphite coating. The decision of
the massive entrance is foreseen for 1997. That would make it possible for an expected
burn-up of 12.000 MWD/ T.U. to be reched and to save about 15 % in the fuel cycle
cost.
A final hydrodinamic loop test is now being done to confirm the design that would
replace the structural rod.
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A less massive spacer is at the designe stage.
Only minor modifications have been practiced in the CANDU bundles to facilitate the
production process.

Process Engineering
In this aspect it was the production line of Candu bundles which received more
attention in order to increase its productivity.
The layout was improved, and different process stages were reviewed in order to
diminish or to eleminate preparation steps of components and materials .
As the personnel item plays a very important role in the manufacturing costs, an
intensive revision of the processes, to give them a higher degree of automation was
carried out.
Studies in the end plugs weld resistance process are under way to correlate
characteristic of the welds, operation parameters and different types of mechanisms of
welding force.

Organization.
To achieve additional reduction of fixed costs, most of the non special production
processes constituted by conventional operations were derived outside the Plant to be
done by subcontractors.
Then, it was necessary to identify and to develop suppliers of services
subcontractors and to place them under the QC and QA system.

as

Materials Procurement.
The almost disappearance of international limitations for the acquisition of raw materials
and equipment related to the nuclear business have opened the possibility of alternating
supplying sources, to better prices and to lower stocks levels.
An example is the procurement of zircaloy TREX and strips. Today the domestic
production is unprofitable due to scale factors when comparison with the current
international prices are made.
To try to reduce the cost of the interface supplier- client joint tasks with the suppliers
have been done. The idea was to avoid reiteration of tests and controls on materials and
components, to approach delivery conditions to those required for their immediate use
in the equipment of the production line, or that the supplier carries out some preliminary
operations that otherwise should be made in the customers line. This last methodology
may generate an additional benefit in reducing the costs by a higher economic value to
the scrap which is tansferred to the client.
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Achievements Of The Period.
In these last three years it has been possible to reduce the cost of the nuclear fuel cycle in
approximately 7 %.
An equivalent to 450 tons of uranium was manufactured as fuel bundles during this
period, 200 tons corresponded to Candu fuel. This implies an increase of about 34 % in
the total production regarding the period 1.990- 1.992.
The rate of manufacturing failures for Atucha-I fuels was 0,6% from January 1993 up to
the present.
The rate for CANDU bundles was 0,15% for the same period, but the rate falls to 0,1%
in the last twelve months.
A goal, which although not directly related with the fuel, but which deserves to stand
out was the setting in operation of the heavy water plant.

CONCLUSIONS.
The strategies and actions taken at the beginning of the 90s in order to reduce the cost
of the nuclear fuel and to increase its confidence level have begun to give the expected
results.
All the areas involved with the nuclear fuel have been submitted to fine adjustments in
the last three years, without leaving aside any aspects though minor they were in their
potential contribution to reach the objectives.
For the short term it is expected , that the enforcement of those policies that were
described above will lead to an increase in the favorable effects that have been obtained
up to the present.
In the mediate fixture, the use of slightly enriched fuel in an homogeneous core in
Atucha-L, and mainly, the starting in operation of Atucha-II will represent a quantitative
technical and economic jump.
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ROMANIAN-CANADIAN JOINT PROGRAM
FOR QUALIFICATION OF FCN AS A CANDU FUEL SUPPLIER
Constantin A. Galeriu, Gheorghe Andrei, Ana Bailescu
Axente Pascu, Mihail - Liviu Iliescu
Nuclear Fuel Plant (FCN), Pitesti - Romania
CA9800543

ABSTRACT
RENEL", the co-ordinator of Romanian Nuclear Program, have decided to improve,
starting 1990 the existing capability to produce CANDU nuclear fuel at FCN Pitesti. The
objective of the program was defined with AAC" for the qualification of FCN fuel plant
according to Canadian Z299.2 standard.
The Qualification Program was performed under AAC Work Order C-003.
The co-ordination was assumed by AECL, as overall Design Authority.
ZPI**\ were designated to supply technical assistance, equipments and know how where
necessary.
After a preliminary verification of the FCN fuel plant, including the processes and system
investigation, performed under AECL and ZPI assistance, the Qualification Program was
defined in all details.
The upgrading of documentation on all aspects required by Z299.2 was performed.
Few processes needed to be reconsidered and equipment was delivered by ZPI or other
suppliers. This includes mainly welding equipments and special inspection equipments.
Health Physics was practically fully reconsidered. New equipment and practice were adapted
to provide adequate control on health conditions.
Every manufacturing and inspection process was checked to determine their performance
during a Qualification Run based on acceptance criteria which have been established in the
Qualification Plan.
Manufacturing Demonstration Run was an important step to prove that all plant functions
have been accomplished during the fabrication of 200 fuel bundles. These bundles have been
fully accepted and 66 of them have been loaded in the first charge of Unit 1 Cernavoda NPS.
The surveillance and audit actions made by AECL and ZPI during this period confirmed the
FCN capability to operate an adequate system meeting the to required quality assurance
standard.
The very open attitude of AECL, Zircatec and FCN staff have stimulated the progress of
the project and a successful achievement of the target.
The experience achieved during this project by all the parts involved ensures a good basis
for the next joint programs.

* Romanian Power Authority
•* AECL - ANSALDO Consortium
*** Zircatec Precision Industries Inc. (Canada)
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INTRODUCTION
FCN fuel plant is a CANDU fuel manufacturing unit. FCN is placed in Pitesti Romania, about 130 km far away from Bucharest. Until 1992, the fabrication line operated
as a department of the Institute for Nuclear Research (ICN), i.e the former Institute for
Nuclear Power Reactors (INPR). Since 1992 this unit became a distinct company being a
subsidiary of RENEL. The Romanian Development Program for the nuclear fuel fabrication
until 1992 was is shown by paper (1).
In 1990, RENEL have mandated AECL to perform an evaluation of the system and of the
fuel quality produced.
The conclusion of this evaluation performed by AECL and ZPI, was that the plant should
be upgraded and qualified under Canadian assistance and a Quality Assurance Program
according to CAN3-Z299.2 is necessary to be implemented. The main required actions to
be performed are shown by paper (2).
Arrangements between RENEL and AAC ended up in november 1992 by the Work Order
C-003 giving to AECL the coordinating role. ZPI, was selected to provide technical
assistance and to supply equipments for several processes.
The program effectively started, after Export Permission issuing by the Canadian
Government, in december 1993.
The Qualification was completed in July 1994 and a Demonstration Run was performed
during October 1994 by fabricating about 200 CANDU-6 Fuel Bundles.
The plant capacity is of 23 fuel bundles per day, two shifts, this meaning about 100 U
tones per year.
A number of 66 fuel bundles were charged in the first core in the channels L90 to L95.
Fabrication of CANDU-6 fuel started essentially in January 1995.
The Final Audit for certification is planned for October 1995.
This paper describes how the Qualification Program was performed and its main
achievements.

QUALIFICATION PROGRAM
Basic conditions for qualification have been established by AECL, which have the
attribute of Design Authority for CANDU system.
The responsibility to operate Unit 1 of Cernavoda Nuclear Power Station, was undertaken
by AAC by the Project Management Contract (PMC) . The contract with RENEL included
the assignment for AAC to provide assistance of qualification of Romanian nuclear fuel
manufacturer. In these conditions, the Work Order for Pitesti Fuel Plant Qualification has
been issued by AAC. The Organizations and Authorities involved in the Qualification
Program are shown in Figure 1.
The first assessment made at Pitesti by Canadian teams in 1990 was focused on the
existing technical capability and Quality Assurance Program and its findings conducted to
which were performed after issuing the Work Order C-003:
Overall plant verification, including existing documents, equipment, processes, organization
and QA system and Health Physics.
Training of FCN personnel by lessons made at FCN and by attachments at ZPI factory in
Port Hope.
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Documentation transfer from ZPI for manufacturing documents and AECL for updated
Technical Specifications & Design Manual.
Transfer of specific equipment and necessary know how for a limited number of processes.
Most important cases are the end cap welding and the assembly welding but there are a few
other equipments procured under ZPI assistance with an important effect on technology
upgrading and Health Physics.
Preparation by FCN of a new manufacturing and revised OA documents in both English and
Romanian languages, which have been thoroughly reviewed and approved by ZPI and AECL.
Even the group of acceptable documents has been revised and reviewed.
Improvement of existing equipments and processes, where necessary, based on ZPI/AECL
recommendations.
Qualification of the material and services suppliers. Main material suppliers are Sandvik Sweden for Zircaloy tubes, Cezus - France for Zircaloy bars and sheet, Acheson-USA for
graphite and Feldioara Plant - Romania for uranium dioxide powder. Services are mainly
supplied by ICN, including mechanical testing for Zircaloy materials, corrosion and
autoclaving tests. An important part of measuring equipment calibrations is also performed
by ICN.
Processes Qualifications. This phase was achieved by an intensive work ending up in
processing representative quantities of material, permitting the verification of equipment
operation and collection of data for the process capability evaluation.
Manufacturing Demonstration. A fabrication run by manufacturing 200 fuel bundles was
required to demonstrate the FCN capability to operate all the systems and to produce quality
CANDU fuel bundles. This phase was accomplished under ZPI and AECL surveillance in
November 1994. All bundles produced during the Demonstration Run have been accepted.
Certification. AECL audited all systems as per CAN3-Z299.2 during Manufacturing
Demonstration. Based on the audit report AECL have authorized the starting of fuel
production. AECL monitoring program continues up to October 1995 when the final audit
shall be performed. The recommendations resulted after audit and monitoring reports are
already implemented.
CNCAN**** perform its own auditing actions and licensed FCN as supplier for
Cernavoda NPS (QA License and Operating License). ON this basis and after Safety Report
analysis, 66 fuel bundle have been introduced in Cemavoda NPS Unit 1 in 6 channel (L90
to L95), covering a wide range of operating conditions.

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS AT FCN PLANT BY THE QUALIFICATION PROGRAM
Organization and Quality Assurance System
Based on Z299 Series and Canadian staff recommendation FCN became effectively a

National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control
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reactive system with strong features of a preventive one.
Organization was improved by increasing the role of inspection and engineering departments.
Together with QA staff they became the strongest instruments to identify problems, find
solutions and implement necessary corrective and preventive actions. The key role of
production was maintained having in view that the principle of "to do things right the first
time" must became effective in this area. The revised job description establishes more
precisely the responsibilities and interfaces between key positions, the contact with
managerial Canadian practice being of a real help to optimize the FCN organization.
General Requirements and Procedures. The main achievement is the enforcement of system
functions. The better understanding of their correlations and the involvement of the whole
system in reaching the quality target have conducted to a coherent system of procedures
which fully covers the Z299.2 standard requirements. Based on their implementation together
with second and third level procedures FCN system is able to perform efficiently the
production target, to detect promptly any deviation from normal practice and to identify and
implement the applicable corrective actions.
Personnel training
The main goal was to develop a QA attitude at all levels. Based on training programs
and specific procedures the whole personnel (from top management to floor level) was
indoctrinated in order to understand and apply the QA requirements. The continuous help
offered by Canadian staff in this action was a strong support to reach this target.
It must be mentioned that indoctrination and training is a permanent task by which FCN
maintain and improve their achievements.

Implementation of Improved Manufacturing Documentation
FCN have preserved an important part of the previous manufacturing practice. However
FCN recognized Zircatec expertise in producing high quality CANDU fuel and consequently
in many cases we adopted Zircatec practice in the limits of availability and compatibility with
our technology.

Upgrading of the Equipments for Manufacturing and Quality Control
In the purpose of improving the product quality it has been decided that part of the
equipment is necessary to be replaced by new equipment. This was supplied by Zircatec and
other suppliers and arrangements were made through AAC line. The list of the new
equipment includes:
-

End cap welding machine
Assembly welding machine (End plate welding machine)
Rotary grit blasting for the appendages surface conditioning
Tumbling machine for end plate deburring
Coordinate machine for dimensional measurements on finished fuel bundle
End plate punching die
Microderm equipment for the measurement of thin layers by beta-back scattering
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(beryllium and graphite layers)
Equipment for hydrogen element content determination, which was produced by ICN.
Inspection tools and gauges for quality verification.

Improvement of the Processes. Process Qualifications and Process Control Practice
As established during the initial assessment, a number of processes or quality control
methods needed to be upgraded to ensure high quality products.
Processes Qualification was finally concluded by means of a Process Capability
Evaluation.
This was made using kq method, calculated for confidence level y and P > 1-a, where
a equals the specific acceptable quality levels (AQL's). This represents an improved
capability evaluation which ensured a better consistency for all processes.
Strengthening of the statistical process control through the use of the control charts to
a higher number of processes combined with the first-off samples resulted in more consistent
processes and adequate product quality. Permanent assessment of process trends by process
engineering, production and QA staff have conducted to immediate corrective actions and
continuous reduction of non-conforming products.

Improvement of Equipment and Practice for Health Physics
HP system was completely reconsidered and documented. Main achievements have been
made in providing equipment for air sampling, monitoring and sample analysis. A suitable
program for sampling and evaluation was implemented. The personnel was intensively
indoctrinated to wear individual protective equipment and to apply all safety rules. The main
progress is represented by the capability to ensure an adequate feedback for necessary
corrective actions. On this basis FCN plant was licensed by the Romanian Regulatory Body
represented by CNCAN.

Improvement of Problem Solving Ability
Working together with ZPI and AECL specialists during qualification period and daily
meeting, permitted to be familiarized with Canadian practice to identify and solve problems.
Using the team work practice and lowering the level of decisions resulted a more
operative way to solve the problems.

Introducing of New Preventive Maintenance Plans
CAN3-Z299.2 has not specific requirements for maintenance function. However during
the project and mainly after production starting raised the necessity to improved the
maintenance system in the following direction:
Organization was optimized by establishing specific maintenance responsibilities and
interfaces for all departments.
Schedule servicing based on real reliability of equipments with the increase of revision
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frequencies for old or key equipments. A continuous monitoring of interventions and revision
actions is performed.
Specifications of the required inspection an rework actions at least for the basic equipments.
Maintaining a permanent liaison with equipment suppliers to be able to adopt the proper
solutions in case of failure or when equipment improvements are required.
Procurement of spare parts in proper quantity to sustain scheduled revisions and accidental
equipment shutdowns.

Establishment of a Direct Contact Liaison with AECL and Zircatec
One of the most important FCN benefit was the possibility to share with AECL & ZPI
specialists their experience in design, production and irradiation of nuclear fuel

Retrieval of Confidence on Fuel Quality which can be produced by FCN Plant
This was one of the unwritten goals of this program. The AECL and ZPI confirmation
of FCN capability to produce CANDU-6 fuel bundles at the same quality level as the
experienced Canadian manufacturers represents a strong support for Customer and CNCAN
to accept FCN fuel in the first load from Unit 1 Cernavoda NPS. FCN is also able now to
start the evaluation and recovery of the fuel produced before 1991.

Production planning
Detailed monthly manufacturing plans are established and during the daily meetings the
managerial team analyze the production results and establish the required corrective action
if necessary .
Ensuring a rhythmic high quality production to support the reactor reloading schedule
became the most important FCN target to be reached in the next future.

Physical protection
A new physical protection system of high performance was designed and implemented,
FCN satisfying the last IAEA***** requirements.

DISCUSSION
The Project was influenced by a few factors which were decisive in the work progress.
The Cernavoda Project Management Contract (PMC), stimulated the AECL, ZPI and
RENEL co-operation on the Project but the international political circumstances brought

International Atomic Energy Agency
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about a significant delay in obtaining the Export Permit and therefore a delay in Canadian
equipments procurement and documentation transfer. Only our common efforts partially
compensated this delay.
The main part of the Project was financed via AAC by PMC. On the other hand,
RENEL sustained FCN to obtain necessary financial support from National Budget for a
parallel Project, including building improvements, procurement of some conventional
equipment and achievement of the plant physical protection. The long chain of financial
approvals and procurement intermediaries, correlated whit low flexibility in fund allocation
during the progress of the work, also conducted to some delays.
Our co-operation with AECL and ZPI has been continuous. FCN perception is that
AECL and ZPI staff have provided support to solve all the problems. They stimulated the
work at FCN by positive evaluation when the case and by recommending adequate planning
or corrective actions.
FCN have now a consolidated position. The ability to solve problems is considerable
improved. The manufactured product is of high quality, this being proved by objective
evidences.
Our relationship with Cernavoda Nuclear Power Station, was improved at managerial
and technical levels, and a permanent Customer representative is maintained at FCN site.
The experience achieved by all parts in this project ensures a good basis for other joint
Programs.
Possible future cooperation with AECL and other Canadian firms is for the assessment
and recovery of the existing stock of about 30,000 fuel bundles fabricated before 1991. The
negotiations are already initiated and are intermediated by AAC.
CONCLUSIONS
Further to the intensive efforts made by all parts involved in the project, FCN is now
able to produce the necessary quantity of fuel bundles to ensure the Unit 1 Cernavoda NPS
functioning.
The most important achievement is that FCN meet CAN3-Z299.2 quality assurance
standard and a strong "quality attitude" was developed.
The successful co-operation of Romanian and Canadian organizations shall stimulate the
next joint programs.
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ROMANIAN POWER AUTHORITY (RENEL)
Initiate QUALIFICATION PROGRAM & Provide FINANCIAL SUPPORT

AECL-ANSALDO CONSORTIUM (AAC)
Provide PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION (WORK ORDER C-003)
Organize Evaluation of FCN PLANT CONDITIONS AND PROCESSES
(by AECL & ZPI)

AECL

ZIRCATEC PRECISION
INDUSTRIES INC.

Supply FUEL SPECIFICATIONS

Provide TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE &
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER for
UPGRADING & QUALIFICATION

Review ZPI FUEL DESIGN &
DOCUMENTATION PACKAGE

Transfer to FCN ZPI
DOCUMENTATION PACKAGE

Review & Approve FCN SYSTEM &
DOCUMENTS

Review FCN SYSTEM &
DOCUMENTS

FCN
Implement UPGRADING PROGRAM FOR FUEL PLANT
Prepare own ENGINEERING PACKAGE, revise QUALITY ASSURANCE
DOCUMENTS and submit them to ZPI/AECL and RENEL/CNCAN for
review/approval
Prepare QUALIFICATION PLAN
Upgrade HEALTH PHYSICS (Equipment and Program)
Implement QA and ENGINEERING DOCUMENTATION
Perform PROCESSES QUALIFICATION & DEMONSTRATION RUN

NATIONAL COMMISSION for NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES CONTROL (CNCAN)
Audit and License FCN FUEL PLANT ( QA License and Operating License )
FIGURE 1 : Organizations and Authorities Involved in the Qualification Program of
Pitesti Fuel Plant (FCN) as CANDU Fuel Supplier
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ABSTRACT
This paper provides an overview of the current Canadian CANDU® fuel R&D programs
and operational experience. The details of operational experience for fuel in Canadian reactors are
summarized for the period 1991-1994; excellent fuel performance has been sustained, with steadystate bundle defect rates currently as low as 0.02%. The status of introducing "long" 37-element
bundles, and bundles with rounded bearing pads is reviewed. These minor changes in fuel design
have been selectively introduced in response to operational constraints (end-plate cracking and
pressure-tube fretting) at Ontario Hydro's Bruce-B and Darlington stations. The R&D programs are
generating a more complete understanding of CANDU fuel behaviour, while the CANDU Owners
Group (COG) Fuel Technology Program is being re-aligned to a more exclusive focus on the needs
of operating stations. Technical highlights and realized benefits from the COG program are
summarized. Re-organization of AECL to provide a one-company focus, with an outward looking
view to new CANDU markets, has strengthened R&D in advanced fuel cycles. Progress in
AECL's key fuel cycle programs is also summarized.
INTRODUCTION
The current economic downturn, particularly in Ontario, has brought extreme pressure to
the price of electricity and corresponding pressures on the nuclear industry to improve economics,
re-organize for improved efficiency, and reduce funding to some R&D programs. With the
backdrop of economic pressures, it is heartening to note that in 1994, Pickering Unit 7 broke the
world record for continuous operation, with an on-power run of 894 d. Also, in Ontario, about 60%
of the electricity generation was nuclear in 1994; 19% of Canadian generation. These achievements
can be attributed in some measure to the sustained excellent performance and economics of naturaluranium CANDU fuel. In spite of this success, there is a continued drive to improve fuel
performance and reliability, and to contribute to the resolution of operational issues. In addition,
AECL's Advanced Fuel Cycle Technology Program is helping the marketing of new CANDU
reactors by developing advanced fuel cycles to exploit the flexibility of the CANDU reactor, and to
provide potential benefits in capital cost reductions, safety and operating margins and security of
indigenous fuel supplies.
CANDU® is a registered trade mark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL).
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RECENT OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Fuel Performance
Natural-uranium fuel continues to demonstrate excellent performance in the 22 CANDU
power reactors operating in Canada. More than 1.2 million CANDU fuel bundles have now been
irradiated in these reactors, and less than 0.1% have developed defects.
Most of the failures continue to occur during periodic "defect excursions" attributed to
manufacturing flaws or non-standard operation; the steady-state defect rate (excluding excursions)
is about 0.02%. Table 1 summarizes the number of defects that were reported at each station
during the 4-a period 1991-1994. The defect rate and average discharge burnups recorded in 1994
are also shown for each station. The relatively high number of defects at the Point Lepreau station
were due to undertaking of the CANLUB coating [1], resulting in failures because of excess
hydrogen (22 defects in 1991 and 1992).
The cause of about half of the defects remains attributable to manufacturing flaws (or
unassigned causes), including primary hydriding, and the other half of the defects are related to
debris fretting wear or stress-corrosion cracking (SCC). The proportion of fretting defects is higher
in recent experience, relative to SCC failures, as shown in Table 2. This observation may be
attributable to skewing of the recent data by the start-up operation of the 4 Darlington reactors; a
higher frequency of fretting failures is typically observed during the early period of new reactor
operation.
The 1994 burnup data listed in Table 1 are typical of recent operating experience at most
stations. Darlington Units 3 and 4 reached equilibrium near mid-1994 and late-1994 respectively.
The recent trend in bumup at Pickering has been downwards to the current levels, which are
regarded as optimal with respect to fuel performance. The recent trend at Gentilly-2 has been a
slight increase in burnup, due primarily to improved isotopics in the heavy water. The average
uranium weight of bundles irradiated at Gentilly-2 has risen to about 19.31 kgU, without
deleterious consequences in fuel performance, as shown by the recent lack of fuel failures.
Operational Constraints
Several operational issues that have an effect on the fuel became prominent during the last
three or four years. These issues include
• outlet bundle end-plate cracking,
• abnormal fuel support (pressure-tube fretting), and
• fuel string relocation ("power pulse").
These issues are all interrelated, and a variety of successful solutions has been implemented
at the different affected stations.
In November 1990, fuel damage occurred during refuelling in Ontario Hydro's Darlington
Generating Station, Unit 2. The fatigue damage to the end plates was determined to be a result of
acoustic pressure pulsations caused by the main coolant pumps [2,3]. The pumps generated a
pressure pulse in the coolant at 150 Hz because of the 30-Hz pump rotation frequency multiplied
by the 5 pump impeller vanes. Moreover, the acoustic response of the piping amplified the pressure
pulses in the headers and feeders. This system response had not been anticipated in the primary
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heat transport system design, nor was the fuel designed for those pressure pulse conditions. Thus a
small number of fuel channels were subjected to unexpectedly high levels of pressure pulsation.
The pressure pulses resulted in axial and radial vibrations of the fuel. The axial vibrations
were complex; the centre 7 elements moved axially relative to the outer elements, causing fatigue
damage of the end plates, and some fretting wear of the end plates [4,5]. Most fatigue damage
occurred downstream where the fuel string is supported by the latches. These latches support only
on the outer-element end caps, and hence the hydraulic and fatigue loads were applied mostly to the
last bundle.
The movement of the fuel also resulted in fretting wear of the spacers within the bundle,
and caused damage to the pressure tubes. The damage to the pressure tubes was of most concern at
the inlet end of the channel at the rolled joint-burnish mark location. At this location, the fretting
caused by the bearing pads would threaten the life of the pressure tubes, if left uncorrected.
At the Darlington station, changing the number of impeller vanes from 5 to 7, and hence the
coolant pulsation frequency from 150 Hz to 210 Hz, greatly reduced acoustic pressure pulses
reaching the fuel. Thus the causes of this incident were identified, isolated, and corrected in
Darlington.
In addition to the pump impeller changes at the Darlington station, a decision was made in
1993 to change from 13- to 12-bundle fuel channels in both Darlington and Bruce-B, to eliminate
fretting of the pressure tube by the 13th bundle. Bundles with rounded bearing pads (corner radius
increased from 0.1 to 0.5 mm) were also introduced at both stations to reduce the severity of
pressure-tube fretting. However, implementation of the 12-bundle channels was halted when safety
and licensing analyses discovered that an unacceptable power pulse could result from an inlet
header break, with flow reversal causing the fuel string to shift to the inlet side, introducing sudden
positive reactivity into the core. This resulted in derating of all Bruce reactors to 60% of full power.
The Darlington reactors do not suffer from the power pulse problem to the same extent because of
the two-loop primary heat transport system. Other CANDU reactors are also unaffected because
their direction of fuelling is with the flow (FWF) rather than against the flow, so that a similar
accident scenario results in a negative reactivity insertion.
At the Bruce-B station, a small number of channels were also identified to have an acoustic
response causing a minor amount of end-plate fatigue, and wear on the pressure tube. About 13
bundles with cracked end plates have been found in Bruce-B reactors, but none were found in
Bruce-A reactors.
Two solutions are in the process of being implemented to overcome the combined problems
of fuel string relocation and pressure-tube fretting at the burnish mark. The Bruce-B and
Darlington stations are now fuelling specific channels with bundles that are 12.7 mm longer than
the normal 37-element bundle, in order to control the position of the inlet bundle and eliminate
concern about the power pulse and pressure-tube wear. Long bundles are added, as required, to
control the inlet gap and to accommodate pressure-tube elongation. At Bruce-B, a flowstraightening inlet shield plug (FSISP) has also been introduced in certain channels to control the
gap and reduce bundle vibration; at Bruce-A, the implemented solution has been to change the
direction of fuelling in 12 bundle channels to FWF. This change has required modification of the
shield plugs so that the downstream irradiated bundles are supported in a manner that does not
cause end-plate cracking [6]. The change to FWF at the Bruce-A station is now in progress.
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Status of Operational Solutions
Extensive out-reactor handling tests for long bundles were completed, and loading in BruceB reactors began (21 bundles) in 1993. The long-bundle program was extended in 1994 to 1710
bundles in Bruce-B reactors and 337 in Darlington. No performance problems have been
identified.
Rounded bearing pad bundles have been tested on a trial basis in both Bruce-B and
Darlington reactors in 1993 and 1994. The effectiveness of the rounded pads will require
assessments through fuel inspection and examination of the marks on pressure tubes.

CANADIAN CANDU FUEL R&D PROGRAMS
A key factor in the success of CANDU fuel has been effective co-operation in the Canadian
fuel industry between research, design, manufacture and operation. The CANDU Owners Group
(COG), a partnership between AECL, Ontario Hydro, Hydro-Que'bec and New Brunswick Electric
Power Commission, has facilitated this cooperation. COG has provided most of the funding for
R&D related to operating fuel technology, and for safety-related studies and experiments. In recent
years, there has been a continuation of the trend to focus COG R&D on current station issues. In
addition to COG R&D, AECL directs a vigorous Advanced Fuel Cycle Technology Program,
which builds upon the unique capability and flexibility of the CANDU reactor to utilize a number
of advanced fuel cycles.
COG Fuel Technology Program
A strategic plan for the overall COG organization has been developed and has undergone
further evolution in recent years. The principal Safety and Licensing issue that is addressed by the
Fuel Technology Working Party is
Maintain and Improve the Reliability, Economics, and Safety of CANDU Fuel.
The Fuel Technology Working Party directs applied R&D with the following 5 objectives:
determine and extend fuel operational limits;
provide fuel performance models;
relate fuel performance to fundamental fuel properties;
determine fuel behaviour under degraded cooling conditions; and
develop fuel designs that improve safety, economics and reliability
In addition to meeting these objectives, the various activities undertaken by the Working
Party facilitate the maintenance of an R&D infrastructure and response capability necessary to meet
the demands of our CANDU industry. Also, many of the projects provide understanding, data or
tools that are useful for addressing the AECB generic action item on "impact of fuel bundle
condition on reactor safety". Some of the recent technical highlights from the Fuel Technology
Working Party are described below.
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T-Pad Bearing Pads:
•
A total of 20 bundles with T-pad bearing pads have now been irradiated in Bruce-A and
Point Lepreau reactors. T-pad bearing pads are nearly "qualified", following satisfactory
examination of fuel from Bruce-A reactors. Examination of the Point Lepreau fuel is in
progress. The T-pad design offers the possibility of eliminating crevice corrosion in the
pressure tube-bearing pad contact area, by reducing heat flux across the modified geometry
of the bearing pad.
Post-Irradiation Examination Capabilities:
•
Techniques for quantifying the radial profile of UO2 density in irradiated fuel have been
developed.
•
Post-irradiation examination procedures have been standardized and qualified for
profilometry and H/D analysis.
•
Techniques for quantifying the radial profile of UO2 stoichiometry in irradiated fuel have
been developed.
•
Response capability has been maintained for CANDU industry needs.
Data to Address AECB Generic Action Item on Fuel Condition:
•
Sheath strains in high uranium-mass bundles have been confirmed to be a maximum of 1 %.
•
The thermal conductivity, specific heat and melting temperature of high-burnup SIMFUEL
has been measured.
•
Preliminary measurements of high-burnup CANDU fuel indicate that the increasing O/U
ratio is buffered by oxidation of fission product Mo, thus preventing large increases in the
O/U ratio.
Fuel Operational Limits Defined:
•
Determination of Specification Extremes:
• Well-characterized bundles with high- and low-density UO2 and a range of pellet-sheath
radial gaps have completed their irradiation at Point Lepreau and await shipment for
post-irradiation examination (PIE).
• Well-characterized bundles that have alternating elements coated with CANLUB await
irradiation.
•
Examination of highly irradiated NPD-40 experimental fuel (1200 MW»h/kg HE) infers that
inaccessible outer channels of CANDU reactors could be irradiated to burnups as high as
1000 MW»h/kg HE at linear powers < 20 kW/m without danger of fuel defects.
Other Realized Benefits:
•
Improved physical models of UO2 behaviour are aiding the quantification of fuel design
changes and licensing analyses.
•
Behaviour of fuel in a real incident involving loss of pump flow was quantified, with fairly
benign consequences noted.
•
The Fuel Engineers Manual continues to be used for operational problems.
AECL Advanced Fuel Cycle Technology Program
The CANDU reactor has the unique flexibility to use a number of fuel cycles. The driver
for advanced fuel cycles has traditionally been even further improvements in uranium utilization,
for example, through the use of 1.2% slightly enriched uranium (SEU), which can yield a 30%
improvement in fuel cycle costs and uranium utilization, while reducing spent fuel volumes by a
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factor of 3. However, other potential benefits are also important in pursuing advanced fuel
cycles:
• reduced plant capital costs (e.g., the use of SEU to flatten the power distribution in the core
and thereby increase rated output for the same core size);
• simplified plant design; and
• increased operating and safety margins (e.g., lower peak element ratings and higher critical
channel power in CANFLEX (CANDU FLEXible) fuel; reduced or negative void reactivity as
required in some markets).
Other incentives for advanced fuel cycles include:
• exploiting pressurized light-water reactor (PWR)-CANDU synergism (DUPIC, Direct Use of
Spent PWR Fuel In CANDU, and civilian mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel cycles that utilize the
spent or reprocessed PWR fuel),
• destruction of military plutonium from excess weapons stockpiles (e.g., as MOX fuel)
• destruction of Pu and actinide wastes (e.g., in an inert-matrix fuel design)
• maximization of energy derived from indigenous fuel materials (e.g., thorium fuels in
countries without uranium reserves).
The goal of AECL's Advanced Fuel Cycle Technology Program is to develop fuels and
fuel cycles to improve the performance of existing CANDU plants, to reduce capital and
operating costs in new CANDU plants, to enhance resource utilization and reduce waste handling
volumes, to enhance reactor safety, to overcome effects of component aging, and to exploit fuel
cycle flexibility in CANDU reactors.
The recent re-organization of AECL, with merging of the former Research Company and
CANDU Operations, has strengthened the Advanced Fuel Cycle initiatives, and yielded a mix of
short- and long-term development programs. Some the key projects are outlined below, or
elsewhere in these proceedings.
CANFLEX: The CANFLEX fuel bundle is the next stage in CANDU fuel evolution, and
features greater subdivision (43 elements) and 2 element sizes to reduce peak ratings by 20%,
and critical heat flux (CHF)-enhancement appendages to gain up to 7% improvement in critical
channel power. The status of the CANFLEX program is given elsewhere in these proceedings
[7].
DUPIC: DUPIC is a joint project between AECL, KAERI and the US Department of State to
develop the technology to fabricate CANDU fuel from spent PWR fuel, using only dry processes.
Each organization funds its own activities. The project consists of several tasks, including
optimization of the OREOX (OXidation-REduction-OXidation) process, fission-product
immobilization studies, waste management studies, assessment of decladding options, reactor
physics evaluations, and input to the International Atomic Energy Agency's safeguards
assessments. The OREOX process has been optimized in the laboratory using kilogram-sized
batches of unirradiated SIMFUEL [8], leading to the production of fuel pellets that meet the
specifications of CANDU fuel. Two experiments have been completed in hot cells to examine
the effect of temperature and environment in the OREOX process and to conduct trial sintering
tests of DUPIC fuel pellets. There have been a number of reactor physics activities including a
reassessment of the burnup of DUPIC fuel in a CANDU reactor, the representation of PWR fuel
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in codes and the anticipated power level of DUPIC elements in the NRU reactor. Work is
proceeding towards fabrication and irradiation of DUPIC fuel elements in the next two years.
Low Void Reactivity Fuel (LVRF): While positive void reactivity is an inherent feature of the
current CANDU core, it has been accommodated through several features in the CANDU design,
such as 2 independent fast-acting shutdown systems. As a consequence, the CANDU reactor has
an extremely high degree of safety. Nevertheless, some markets require zero or negative void
reactivity, and AECL has developed a fuel concept to meet those needs. The concept involves
incorporating dysprosium absorber in the central pins of a 37-element or CANFLEX bundle.
The amount of absorber, and the level of enrichment in the outer rings of the bundle can be
varied to achieve any desired level of discharge bumup and void reactivity [9].
A fabrication campaign in 1994 produced 35 LVRF bundles for physics testing in the ZED-2
reactor, including hot-channel and fine-structure measurements. Initial thermalhydraulic
measurements to determine CHF in Freon-22 have also been performed.
Irradiation in NRU of fuel elements with various Dy concentrations began in 1994 and 2
protoype 37-element LVRF bundles are also being irradiated. Demonstration of a high-bumup
(HB) 43-element CANFLEX version of the LVRF bundle concept (HB-LVRF) is also well
underway. As with the LVRF bundle, activities include fabrication, reactor physics,
thermalhydraulics and irradiation in a research reactor. The HB-LVRF bundle uses the latest Mk
IV CANFLEX geometry and is designed for a discharge bumup of 21 MW»d/kg U, with a
slightly negative void reactivity at mid-burnup.
MOX: Several CANDU MOX fuel irradiations are currently on-going in the NRU reactor.
Details of AECL's fabrication and irradiation testing program are given elsewhere [10,11].
Actinide Waste Annihilation: This work addresses the potential of CANDU reactors to either
bum excess military plutonium, without generating additional plutonium, or to bum (transmute)
transuranium actinides, termed actinide mix, generated in all reactors, but separated and
concentrated by reprocessing of LWR fuels. Although there are a number of candidate materials
to hold the Pu or actinide mix, in 1994 AECL began to focus on SiC. At the same time, AECL is
investigating other candidates materials, such as spinel. The studies include accelerator
simulations of in-reactor irradiation, and compatibility tests with water coolant and cladding
materials. Details are given elsewhere in these proceedings [12].
Thorium: The current thoriun fuel program builds on many years of prior work at AECL, and is
focussed on the once-through thorium fuel cycle. The program focuses on fabrication of new
fuel (and associated technology required to fabricate controlled microstructures), irradiation of
new and existing thorium fuels, and reactor physics and fuel management simulations.
Plutonium Dispositioning: With the end of the Cold War, and strategic disarmament treaties in
place, there is a growing international stockpile of weapons-grade Pu, derived from dismantled
nuclear warheads. AECL participated in a study by the US Department of Energy, to assess the
feasibility of dispositioning this excess Pu as MOX fuel in commercial power reactors, one option
being the CANDU reactor[13]. The feasibility of the CANDU MOX fuel option was established
in the study, which addressed technical and strategic issues, schedule, and cost related
parameters, with the objective of identifying a strategy permitting consumption of 501 of exweapons Pu as MOX fuel in CANDU reactors over 25 a. Aside from a hardened MOX fuel
reception area, the study concluded that no major modification would be required for 2 Bruce-A
reactors to undertake such a mission.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
CANDU fuel performance continues to be excellent in Canadian power stations. Recent
operational constraints such as fuel string relocation and pressure-tube fretting are being addressed
through minor changes to the fuel (e.g., "long" bundles and rounded bearing pads). A more
complete understanding of natural-uranium CANDU fuel behaviour is being gained through COG
projects that investigate fuel performance at the limits of current specifications.
Advanced fuel cycles are being developed to exploit the flexibility of the CANDU reactor
and provide potential benefits in capital cost reductions, safety, operating margins and security of
indigenous fuel supplies.
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Table 1: Canadian CANDU Fuel Performance Summary
Number of
Defects
(1991-1994)

Defect Rate
(defects/bundles
discharged)
xlOO
1994

Average Discharge Burnupf
(Mwh»/kg U)
1994

Bruce-A

19

0.

215

Bruce-B

13

0.

190

11

0.02

Station

Pickering-A

215.3

Pickering-B

193.2

Darlington

16

0.02

192.5

Gentilly-2

2

0.

180.5

Point Lepreau

28

0.04

178.8

Average values for all bundles discharged. Does not discount early discharge of
channels for inspection purposes.

Table 2: Causes of Defects
Defect
Mechanism

Percentage of Total
1991- 1994

All Data

Debris Fretting Wear

39

16

Stress-Corrosion
Cracking

12

35

Manufacturing and
Unassigned Causes

49

49

Includes 7 observations of circumferential end cap cracking (not confirmed to be SCC-related)
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ABSTRACT

Karachi Nuclear Power Plant (KANUPP) a 137 MWe CANDU unit is in operation since
1971. Initially, it was fueled with Canadian fuel bundles. In July 1980 Pakistani manufactured fuel
was introduced in the reactor core, irradiated to a burnup of about 7500 MWd-teU"1 and
successfully discharged in May 1984. The core was progressively fuelled with Pakistani fuel and
in August 1990 the reactor core contained all Pakistani made fuel.
As of the present, 3 core equivalent Pakistani fuel bundles have been successfully discharged
at an average burnup of 6500 MWd-teU"1. with a maximum burnup of ~ 10,200 MWd-teU"1. No
fuel failure of Pakistani bundles has been observed so far.
This paper presents the indigenous efforts towards manufacture and operational aspects of
KANUPP fuel and compares its behaviour with that of Canadian supplied fuel. The Pakistani fuel
has performed well and is as good as the Canadian fuel.

1.0 INTRODUCTION:
The local fabrication of nuclear fuel for Karachi Nuclear Power Plant (KANUPP) began
some fifteen years ago. The Canadian design [1] of brazed split spacer type 19-element bundles
was adopted. In order to ensure that these bundles were compatible with the reactor coolant
system and met the fuel transfer requirements vis-a-vis the fueling machine, the first few of these
bundles underwent necessary out-of core pressure drop and endurance tests in a special test rig
installed at KANUPP [2]. These tests were followed by in-core hot conditioning and thermal
hydraulic tests of four test bundles [3].

* Author presenting the paper.
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The ultimate performance assurance of a given fuel can, however, be obtained only after it
has completed its duty cycle in the reactor system for which it was designed. In order to assess the
capability of manufactured bundles to survive power changes due to fueling, reactivity
mechanism or reactor power cycles and withstand the design burnup, these were finally subjected
to fuel rating and burnup tests in the KANUPP reactor [4]. All the four test bundles performed
satisfactorily in the reactor environment to which these were exposed. These were irradiated to
the burnup in the range 7500 - 10,000 MWd-teU'1.
Based on the satisfactory in-core performance, locally fabricated fuel bundles were utilized in
increasing numbers for routine reactor fueling while the testing phase was still in progress. First of
the test bundle was discharged in 1984 and the whole core transformed into a core consisting
entirely of indigenously fabricated fuel bundles in 1990.
This paper updates the previously presented information [5] on the subject and describes the
salient features related to manufacturing, in-core irradiation and performance besides post
irradiation examination of these fuel bundles.
2.0

MANUFACTURE OF FUEL :
2.1 Uranium Dioxide Powder :
Laboratory scale studies to produce UO2 from yellow cake (YC) were conducted as far
back as 1973-1975 at PINSTECH [6]. After gaining confidence, a pilot plant for the
production of natural UO2 from the indigenous Uranium Ore Concentrate to meet the
CANDU fuel specifications was established in 1978 [7]. The process is based upon the
indigenous mining of Uranium Ore and producing crude YC. This YC is dissolved in Nitric
Acid and Uranyl Nitrate so obtained is refined in pulse columns by solvent extraction using
Tributyl Phosphate-Kerosine mixture. Purified Uranyl Nitrate is converted to Ammonium
di-uranate (ADU). Pure ADU is dried, pulverized, calcined and reduced to UO 2 ,
conforming to physical and chemical characteristics suitable for the production of reactor
grade UO2 pellets.
2.2 Fuel Pellets :
At the Fuel Fabrication Plant samples of the as received UO 2 powder are sieved,
inspected and tested for physical characteristics before subjecting them to the mandatory
advanced process check (APC). The UO2 pellets so produced are analyzed for chemical
purity.
The incoming lot of UO2 qualified for production on the basis of APC is released for
production. Sieved powder (-10 mesh) is slugged (4.2 ± 0.2 g/cc) on a hydraulic rotary press
followed by granulation through an built-in granulator. Any fines before granulation are
removed before the slugs reach the granulator. The granulated powder is mixed with
lubricant and pressed to green pellets (5.2 ± 0.2 g/c) on a hydraulic rotary press. The pellets
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are sintered at 1650 ± 25 °C in a molybedenum resistance heating furnace in dissociated
ammonia atmosphere.
During the early stage of production a number of problems were encountered during
pellet fabrication. However, with experience the chemical purity of powder and pellets has
been controlled and as well the mismatch of the tooling e.g., punch-die clearance and punch
entries. Ex ADU powder at times provided difficulties. Even when the physical
characteristics conformed to the specifications the powder yielded low density pellets. A
number of possible reasons have been investigated [8-9], but these factors have not been
made part of the physical characteristic evaluation of the powder. Occasionally therefore
resintering of pellets has been practiced but resintering often improves the sintered densities
marginally i.e., 0.1 g/cc.
2.3 Zircaloy Components :
Zircaloy material received in the form of strips are punched into components (wear
pads, spacers and end plates) using a fine blanking press. Quality control checks are exercised
at each step. Improvements have been made in the punching of wear pads. The die has been
modified so that the blanks and actual wear pads are punched of the same size. The blanks
are further loaded in the magazine and stamped for serrations. Thus the number of wear pads
produced from the same strip are doubled. End caps are machined out of Zircaloy bars and
accepted after following the required QC/QA procedures. These are machined over a high
precision, fully automatic turret lathe. Quality is also assured through patrol inspections.
2.4 Sub-Assemblies:
Both sides of spacers and wear pads are coated by vapourizing the Beryllium in an
electron beam vacuum chamber using rotating magazines. Previous to this, beryllium was
vaporized in Mo-boats by resistance heating in a vacuum chamber. The process losses were
extremely high and the practice was discontinued.
The Be-coated appendages are tacked on to Zircaloy tubes and brazed in a vacuum
induction furnace. The parameters are adjusted so that the product conforms to QC checks.
The sub-assemblies are internally coated with graphite slurry and baked at 350 °C under
vacuum better than 10 mm Hg. To achieve coating thickness of 0.0025 - 0.015 mm.
2.5 Fuel Elements :
The Fuel elements are produced by using a high precision, turret incorporated, single
head magnetic force upset resistance welding machine. The number of modifications were
incorporated in tooling and their materials to achieve production worthiness. The weld
parameters were studied and developed [10] to achieve the acceptable quality production
welds.
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The sub-assemblies are loaded with the sintered pellets and end caps welded in helium
atmosphere. Setup and process control (PC) welds before and after the welding of 19element kits are destructively tested for weld rating. 120% of wall thickness is the minimum
acceptable weld rating for production welds.
2.6 Fuel Bundles :
Welded elements are machined to remove weld upset material, adjusted for length and
preparation of end cap cone for bundle welding. These 19 pin elements are loaded in a
specially designed fixture and welded with end-plates by using special resistance spot welding
machine. To avoid oxidation, special electrodes have been designed. Built-in argon jets have
been provided in the legs of ground electrodes to provide inert gas blanket around the spot
welding area. The Process Control welds are evaluated before and after each shift. The
bundles after assembly are deburred and checked for helium leak before the final inspection
and packing.
3. 0 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE:
A comprehensive quality assurance system has been devised and implemented at the fuel
fabrication plant [11-12]. Material/Component Inspection system is presented in Fig. 1. The
system provides the essentially required loop of activities to ensure quality and reliability of the
product. The system is divided into the following three areas:
•
•
•

In-process inspection/testing, process and product
Statistical sampling
Quality assurance review

3.1 In-Process Inspection:
All production related activities are monitored, evaluated and approved on the shop floor
level. Prior production, first off and process control samples are taken and evaluated. No
production is undertaken till the results of these samples are approved. These activities are
controlled through petrol inspections of the product and evaluation of process parameters in
laboratories.
3.2 Statistical Sampling:
The quality of each production batch/lot is evaluated/ assured through statistical
sampling as per applied Military Standards. The product not conforming to the requirement is
D.AD, kept aside from production lot and subsequently reviewed in the light of resampling
procedures and actual product requirement.
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3.3 QA Review :
Joint production and quality assurance group meetings are held for the review of
previous experience and results. Engineering Change Notices, if essentially required are
issued and followed during new production schedule. This philosophy has been very useful
for the production activities.
4. 0 FUEL MANAGEMENT AT KANUPP:
The computational tools as well as the fueling strategies that have been in use during various
phases of KANUPP are discussed below :
4.1 Fuel Management Tools:
Historically, KANUPP core has gone through three different phases. The first phase
spanned a little over 800 full power days (fueling was based entirely on Canadian bundles)
when the core having seen through the initial startup and recycling, gradually approached an
equilibrium, operating with flux flattened central zone. The fueling schedule was based on the
computer program STOKE [13]. In the STOKE calculations, the irradiation of all the fuel
bundles in the inner zone was artificially reduced and the channels of this zone were not
called for fueling when due. This led to an increased irradiation of the fuel in the central zone
causing the flattening of neutron flux.
The second phase started when, at about 830 full power days (April, 1977), the fueling
strategy was changed. It was decided to allow the flux to peak in the central zone in order to
conserve fuel bundles. A computer code SIMFUP [14] was utilized in place of STOKE.
SIMFUP did not artificially reduce the bumup of inner zone channels. The channels fueled,
were the ones which naturally came up according to burnup and bundle power limit criteria.
The fueling strategy adopted through SIMFUP led to neutron flux profile which peaked in
the inner zone of the core. The generation capability of the plant was consequently reduced
from 137 MWe to 105 MWe to keep the heat flux from exceeding the design limits in the
central zone. The Pakistani fuel bundles were introduced during this phase.
The third phase commenced at 1574 full power days of reactor operation (July, 1986),
when the process of reverting back to the designed flux shapes was initiated. A new fuel
scheduling program FORESITE [15] was utilized. During the period (1574-1910 FPDs)
(July 1986 to February 1990) partially flattened core corresponding to max limit of 112 MWe
on generator load was realized (RFF = 0.6342 and AFF = 0.6201). In the subsequent period
the flattening was further increased enhancing the allowable power to 120 MWe. The
corresponding neutron flux flattening (RFF = 0.6736 and AFF = 0.630) has now been in
effect for quite some time.
Both the SIMFUP and FORESITE made use of flux and irradiation data computed by
the 3-D code PERIKAN [16].
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4.2 Operational Constraints:
The assessment of core performance warrants a look at the presently existing operational
constraints, which are:

4.2.1 Moderator and Coolant Isotopic :
At the time of commissioning the moderator and primary coolant heavy water
isotopic was 99.75 wt%. These purity figures have over a period of time came down to
the presently existing corresponding figures of 99.57 wt% and 98.80 wt% .
4.2.2 Moderator Operating Band :
The plant has not been operating in the design moderator operating band of 182-188
inches ( ~ 4620 - 4770 mm) for over a decade now. The current operating band is 177183 inches ( ~ 4500 - 4650 mm).
4.2.3 Plant Operation With Defuelled Channels :
KANUPP has operated with two of its channels (G12 and F16) with out any fuel
since October 1989. Channel F16 was normalized in December 1993 but G12 continues
to be Defuelled [17].
5. 0 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS :
The core performance is evaluated by following the fueling frequency, monitoring the
channel temperatures and analyzing the calculated results pertaining bundle and channel powers in
addition to studying the variation of average core and fuel average discharge burnup.
In many cases the parameters that provide information on fuel performance such as bundle
and channel powers besides the average core are not directly measurable. The computation of
such parameters is based on the well tested and evaluated computer code, which in the case of
KANUPP is PERDCAN. The PERTKAN code is being used for KANUPP fuel management since
420.3 FPDS (November, 1974).
5.1 Fueling Frequency:
The design equilibrium fueling rate of KANUPP is 4.2 fuel bundles/FPD corresponding
to design discharge burnup of 8650 MWd-teU"1. These ideal fuel performance figures have
never been achieved in actual practice.
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The rate of reactor fueling and consequently its discharge burnup depends on the
impurities present in reactor materials, as well as on the operating reactor power and fueling
scheme in effect during a given time period. No. of bundles fueled as a function of full power
days of reactor operation are plotted in Fig. 2. During flattened power distribution period
(i.e. from Commissioning to 829 FPDs) referred to as phase-1 above, the average fuel
consumption rate was 4.9 bundles/FPD. During the second phase, when the fueling scheme
was modified to allow flux peaking in the core center, the average fueling rate improved to
4.4 bundles/FPD (this was also due to operating the reactor at considerably reduced loads).
Currently with partial flux flattening corresponding to 120 MWe generator load, the fuel
consumption rate has increased to 5.2 bundles/FPD (contribution of deteriorated moderator
purity and reduced reflector thickness is also a cause).
5.2 Maximum Bundle and Channel Powers :
The maximum bundle power variation with full power days of reactor operation is given
in Fig. 3. which shows that MBP remained well within the operating band of 453 - 477 KW,
except just after the Fuel Channel Integrity Assessment (FCIA) in December 1993 which
reqquired 12 reactor channels to be examined. These channels were later fuelled with fresh
fuel, resulting in an increase in maximum bundle power. The reactor as a result was required
to operate at reduced powers to avoid fuel over rating.
The maximum channel power have also remained within the operating envelop of 2.8 3.2 MW in general.
5.3 Average Discharge Burnup :
The average discharge burnup during different phases of operating history of the plant is
tabulated here under:
Phase

Fueling Scheme

Max Operating
Capability
(MWe)

Moderator
Purity
(Wt %)

Ave Discharge
Burnup
(MWd/teU)

1

Fully Flattened
(Canadian Bundles)

137

99.7

6561

2

Centrally Peaked
(Canadian + Local
Bundles)

105

99.65

7985

3

Partially Flattened
(Local Bundles)

120

99.57

6598

The maximum burnup achieved by a locally fabricated bundle is 10156 MWd/teU.
corresponding figure for Canadian bundle is 12724 MWd/teU.

The
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6. 0 FUEL INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT:
An assessment of the integrity of the fuel bundles resident in the reactor core is carried out by
monitoring the Rb-88 and Cs-138 activities and their ratio through the use off GFP monitoring
system. Additional information to this effect could be obtained by monitoring the activity of 1-131
in the primary coolant. The performance of locally fabricated fuel bundles can be assessed by the
fact that all through the period that they have been in use, the GFP ratio remained in the range
0.2-0.6 well under alarm limit of 1.0 micro curie/litre. The 1-131 concentration almost constantly
remained below 5 micro curie litre as against the alarm limit of 500 micro curie/litre. None of
over 6000 bundles that have so far been irradiated have defected. In comparison a total of 13
WCL bundles failed in the initial stages of plant operation. The reason was suspected to be the
higher rate of power increase. A stringent fuel conditioning procedure is in effect since, which
obviously has paid dividends.
6.1 Mechanical Failures :
As of the present KANUPP has experienced only one mechanical failure of a Pakistani
made bundle, which occurred in 1990 due to development of end plate to end plate coupling
between two bundles in the fuel channel. The problem was noticed when the magazine could
not be rotated after receiving fuel from Channel H02. One bundle had been pulled partially
into the magazine by the bundle being defuelled. As a result the pulled bundle was damaged.
Removal of the fueling machine was accomplished sometime later after draining of the
channel [18].
The bundles involved were, both locally fabricated. Their irradiation and in-core
residence time were normal ~ 7000 MWd-teU"1 and ~ 500 FPDs respectively. It is possible
that the end plate of the two bundles got coupled due to breaking of end plate of the bundle
at 10th position and subsequent entanglement of its dislodged pencil with the end plate of
1 lth bundle. It was suspected that the plate had an inherent material or manufacturing defect.
Such a pre-existing defect could potentially get further deteriorated leading to accelerated
cracking under the effect of irradiation.
7.0 POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION:
A large number of fuel bundles with varied irradiation histories have been subjected to post
irradiation examination using high resolution gamma ray spectrometry [19]. Quite a few, specially
at the test bundles, have also been inspected employing a high magnification underwater telescope
[20]. These documented studies have in general indicated:
•
•
•

A good correlation between the theoretically and measured burnup.
Uniformity of irradiation, and
Satisfactory structural integrity - occasional slight deformation of end-plates and bowing of
pencils in bundles irradiated to high burnup ~ 10,000MWd/teU, have been observed.
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8. 0 SAFEGUARDS APPLICATION:
The IAEA safeguards apply to the fuel whether it is fresh , residing in-core or stored under
water after having been irradiated. The safeguards characteristics of the irradiated fuel are
thoroughly documented [21]. KANUPP has actively participated, in the recent past, in a
coordinated research programme (CRP) of the IAEA, culminating in the development of a spent
fuel verifier that has now been adopted by the IAEA for the in-situ verification of CANDU spent
fuel stored on stacked trays [22].

9. 0 CONCLUSION:

The local fuel is produced under strict QC/QA regime through indigenous resources and
efforts. It has performed successfully under varied irradiation conditions during KANUPP
operation for the last fifteen years. The in-core surveillance through temperature monitoring and
analysis of Rb-80 and CS-138 ratios revealed no measurable defect in the fuel. The achieved
burnups are also comparable to the initially imported fuel. The continuous efforts on the fuel
management practices have also played major role in the performance of fuel despite operational
constraints and problems that are integral to any power plant and cannot be avoided altogether.
The spent fuel is fully under IAEA Safeguards, the procedures are documented and have
been improved from time to time in collaboration with IAEA.
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MATERIAL/COMPONENTS INSPECTION
DURING CANDU FUEL MANUFACTURE
UO 2 As Received
Ave. Particle size O/U Ratio
Bigger Particle Size, Bulk
Density Surface Area, Tap Density
Metallography
UO 2 Slugs
Sieve Analysis (Granulated Power),
Bulk Density (Granulated Powder),
Slug Density.

Sheath As Received
Dimensional Check, Bow Check,
Segrigation for I.D Grouping,
Ultrasonic Test, Tensile Test,
Metallography, Visual Check,
Burst Test, Auloclaving.
Bar As Received
Visual & Dimentional Check
Ultrasonic Test
Tensile Test, Metallography

UO 2 Green Pellets
Edge Chamferred Condition, Green
Density, End Squareness, Land
Width, Dish Depth, Double Ended
Compaction.
Sintered Pellets
O/U Ratio
Grain Size
Sintered Density

End Cap Manufacture
Dimentional Check
Visual Check

Ground Sintered Pellets
Visual Inspection, Diameter Check,
Land Width, Surface Finish, Dish
Depth, End Squareness, Chemical
Analysis.

Elements Profiling
Dimensional Check

Stacking
Cut Off Inspection

End Plate Welding
Visual Check

Step Dimension

Torque Check

Loading
Stack Assembly Check
Pellet Diameter Check
Stack Length Check(%)

Bundle Final Inspection
End Square, Overall Height,
Spacing, Visual, I.D, Droop Test,
End Projection, Wear Pad,
Position Test, Visual Inspection
Length Inspection, Kink Gauging,
Bundle Welding,
Convex/Concave, Outring
Flatness, Wear Pad Step Height,
He-Leak Test, Alpha
Monitoring, Autoclave And PrePacking Inspection

FIG. 1

End Cap Welding
Metallography of Weld Joint

He-Leak Test

Strip for Wear Pads,
Spacer, End Plate
Thickness with Flatness Check,
Tensile Test, Metallography,
Visual Check.

Punching Appendages
Visual Check
Dimention Check
Wear Pad Ramping
Visual Check
Dimension Check

Be-Coating (W.P./Spacers)
Thickness Inspection
Colour Check
Scratch Test

Tacking/ Brazing
Metallography of Brazed Joint,
Visual Check, Dimensional
Check.

Centre W.Pad Milling
Wear Pad Thickness
Inspection
Visual Check
Graphite Coating
Dimentional Check
Visual Check
Chamfering
Dimensional Check
Visual Check
End Plate Pickling
Visual Check
Dimensional Check

KANUPP Reactor Fuelling History
(Commissioning - Todate)

Full Power Days of Operation

Maximum Bundle Power Variation
(January 1993 - August 1995)

Full Power Days of Operation
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A FEASIBLE APPROACH TO IMPLEMENT A COMMERCIAL
SCALE CANDU FUEL MANUFACTURING PLANT IN EGYPT
<o
§

I. EL-SHEHAWY* , M. EL-SHARAKY* , K. YASSO* , I. SELIM*,
N. GRAHAM * * AND D. NEWINGTON* *
* Nuclear Power Plants Authority, Cairo ,Egypt
** Zircatec Precision Industries Inc., Port Hope .Canada

ABSTRACT
Many planning scenarios have been examined to assess and evaluate the economic
estimates for implementing a commercial scale CANDU fuel manufacturing plant in Egypt.
The cost estimates indicated strong influence of the annual capital costs on total fuel
manufacturing cost; this is particularly evident in a small initial plant where the proposed
design output is only sufficient to supply reload fuel for a single CANDU-6 reactor. A
modular approach is investigated ,as a possible way, to reduce the capital costs for a small
initial fuel plant. In this approach the plant would do fuel assembly operations only and the
remainder of a plant would be constructed and equipped in the stages when high
production volumes can justify the capital expenses. Such approach seems economically
feasible for implementing a small scale CANDU fuel manufacturing plant in developing
countries such as Egypt and further improvement could be achieved over the years of
operation.

1 . INTRODUCTION
Nuclear Power Plants Authority , NPPA , is given the mandate to implement the
Egyptian nuclear power program for electricity generation . In its role , NPPA initiated
studies to assess the direction Egypt should take in developing the nuclear power
program. Setting out the criteria to be self reliant for the nuclear supplies, one of the main
objectives of these studies was to investigate and evaluate national industry capabilities .
The findings showed that the local industries could participate in producing a considerable
percentage of the different components of a nuclear power plants (1) . Referring to
introducing CANDU nuclear power reactors in Egypt, the studies provided encouraging
results pertaining to the potential participation of national industry in manufacturing
CANDU fuel (2) . Aiming at maximizing local participation for supplying CANDU fuel
components , a two stage program to develop localization capabilities was initiated jointly
with Canadian and US firms .
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The objectives of the first stage, i.e. Technology transfer program , were directed to
develop familiarity with technical parameters of CANDU-6 fuel and to establish local
capability to manufacture experimental fuel bundles . In-reactor irradiation and the results
of post-irradiation examinations will show experience that has been gained .
The overall target of the second stage was devoted to provide a technical and
economical feasibility study for establishing a commercial scale CANDU fuel plant in
Egypt . During the course of study, all key elements of the conceptual plant are explored .
Also , maximum local participation in the plant project is considered . In addition, the
economic incentives for manufacturing fuel bundles locally, compared to importing them
are examined . Furthermore, the influence of production capacity on economic estimates
is evaluated . The purpose of this work is to outline one of findings of this study with a
particular intent to discuss the effectiveness of applying staged capital approach , as a
possible way, to implement a small scale commercial CANDU Fuel manufacturing plant in
developing countries such as Egypt.

2. STUDY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

With a view of enhancing local participation, the on-going requirement for fuel supply
for a proposed CANDU reactor units in Egypt has been considered . The efforts have been
directed to carry out a study in order to investigate the technical aspects and to assess the
economic basis for establishing a commercial fabrication plant for CANDU fuel. The
study aimed at explore the essential key elements of the conceptual fuel plant. These
include site selection, facility licensing, plant design and construction, equipment supply
and installation, manufacturing qualification , staffing and plant operation . A Further
objective was to identify and maximize localization in sourcing the supply of services ,
components , and maintenance and operations for the proposed fuel plant. Finally the
main goal was to estimate fuel manufacturing costs in Egypt.
Throughout the scope of study , all sources that contribute to the cost of fuel
manufacturing are examined . These include capital costs , principally for the building ,
equipment and foreign technical assistance during construction and commissioning
periods, and operating costs which are mostly for materials, services and labor. The
estimated costs of fuel manufacturing , for a range of 100 TeU up to 400 TeU per year of
plant production capacities , are compared to the estimated cost of fuel that could be
obtained from foreign sources .

3. COST ESTIMATES AND EVALUATION

3.1 Ground Rules
In order to assess and evaluate the estimates of local fuel manufacturing cost, the
following basis are assumed :
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1- The plant size shall accommodate the supply of reload fuel for four CANDU-6 size
nuclear reactors ; although the initial requirement would be a fuel production capacity of
one CANDU-6 reactor, i.e. the equivalent of 100 TeU per year .
2- The uranium material, as ceramic grade UO2 powder, is owned by the nuclear utility
and would be supplied free-issue to the fuel plant.
3- The Zirconium materials for the fuel bundle assemblies would be obtained from foreign
suppliers.
4- The plant construction and manufacturing start - up schedule is estimated to be six
years after approval of the project . If an earlier start-up date is needed , this schedule
could be reduced to approximately five years by a staged start - up of plant operation ; this
would require early completion and operation of only the assembly process area of the
plant - as shown in Figure (1).
5- The cost estimates are based on a uniform depreciation rate of capital costs over a
period of fifteen years after production start-up , 10 % per year interest rate and 3 %
escalation rate to estimate cost at the time of production start-up.
6- A cost of purchasing manufacturing fuel services on the open market, on the basis
1994 US dollars , is assumed by a CANDU fuel manufacturer; i.e. Zircatec Precision
Industries Inc. This cost is taken as a guide for cost comparison purposes in the study
and for normalization processes throughout this work.

3.2 Cost Analysis Structure
The total fuel manufacturing cost when the plant is in production are made up of
operating costs and a cost for write-off or depreciation of the plant capital costs. These
costs , on an annual basis , are related to the annual fuel production capacity to be in terms
of $/kgU produced.
The operating costs, on an annual basis, include the costs of all materials and parts that
make up the fuel bundle , the cost of maintenance, the cost of plant staff and labor and
any other costs associated with plant operation .
The cost write-off of the plant capital costs , also on annual basis, is made up of an
amount for capital cost depreciation and an amount for interests on the capital cost
remaining after depreciation balance .

3.3 Fuel Cost Estimates
The normalized estimated costs of manufacturing fuel during the first year of production
in a fully integrated plant corresponding to its production capacities; i. e. 100 up to 400
TeU per year ,are shown in Figure (2) . The figure indicates highest cost of fuel
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manufacturing in the small output plant compared to that in larger output plants.
Furthermore, the figure shows the strong influence of capital costs on plant capacity and
a less dependency of production capacities on operating costs. Comparing to estimated
open market cost, it is evident that the fully integrated fuel plant with 300 TeU/Y initial
capacity or more would be economically competitive.
An analysis for assessing the impact of accumulated interest rates that might prevail
during the construction period is performed and its trend is shown in Figure (3). Due to
significant reduction in the annual capital cost charges corresponding to lower interest rate
than 10%, the analysis concluded that a plant of production capacity of 200 TeU/Y would
be economically competitive comparing to international market cost if the interest rate
could be reduced to 5% per year. However the trend shows the great sensitivity of capital
costs to interest rate particularly in small initial fuel plant; i.e. 100 TeU/Y .
To reduce the effect of capital costs on the fuel manufacture cost for small initial
capacity plant, the staged start-up option is firstly examined. It is proposed that only the
assembly area of the plant would be made operational, according to the short schedule,
while the constructed UO2 pellet and sheath assembly areas became operational sometime
latter. Figure (4) illustrates the estimated costs for staged start-up plant versus fully
integrated for small fuel plant capacity, i.e. for 100 TeU per year. The figure shows that
although the capital cost charges are reduced, this effect is strongly off-set by higher
operating costs. The higher annual operating costs are due to additional costs for the
importing of semi-finished fuel bundle components.

4. MODULAR PLANT APPROACH

Estimates of the total fuel manufacturing cost indicated that the cost is high ,
particularly in small capacity plant . The high cost is influenced significantly by higher
capital cost charges in the fully integrated plant and affected mainly by higher operating
costs in the staged start-up plant. In an effort to reduce total fuel manufacturing cost in
this small output plant, a staged capital investment is suggested. In this approach, only
the fuel assembly operations are considered in the initial manufacturing stages; the pellet
and sheath process areas could be planned but would be constructed and equipped in
stages when higher required capacities would justify the additional investments. In this
suggestion , the plant building would be a module to accommodate only the element and
bundle assembly manufacturing area and the associated inspection facilities and staff
offices.
The estimated costs to provide this first stage for fuel assembly operations only
comparing to those for fully integrated are shown in Figure (5). The capital cost estimates
indicate that the capital costs corresponding to modular approach are reduced by about
60% . Regarding the operating costs in this suggested modular approach, it appears
higher than those estimated for fully integrated plant but more reduction could be achieved
by increasing local supplies. In summary comparing the estimated total cost of
manufacturing fuel for the modular plant with those estimated for a fully integrated and for
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a staged start-up option for a fuel plant with small capacity ; 100 TeU/y, indicates a 25 %
reduction for the modular assembly-only plant comparing to fully integrated plant and
a reduction of 30 % relative to staged start-up plant.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The estimated fuel manufacturing cost associated with implementing a commercial scale
CANDU fuel manufacturing plant in a developing country such as Egypt indicates that the
cost is very volume dependent . A full-scale fuel plant at a rate of greater than 300 TeU
per year could be economically competitive with fuel purchased on the international
market , such plant could be feasible to provide fuel for three or more CANDU-6 reactor
units . Under a provision that the capital funds could be obtained at lower interest rate, i.e.
5% , the estimated fuel manufacturing cost would be competitive for a 200TeU/Y
capacity plant .The cost of fuel from a small plant of lower capacity, such that required to
provide a reload fuel for a single CANDU-6 reactor, would be high due to unduly high
capital cost charges.
In order to reduce the impact of capital costs in an initial small capacity fuel plant, a
modular plant for fuel assembly only is recommended . In this modular approach , the site
plan would include the proposed fuel scale fuel plant but the initial construction would
include only the fuel assembly and office areas. Although the annual operating costs in
this approach would be high ., due to the need to import semi-finished fuel components,
the lower capital costs would off-set these to some extent. Efforts to localize operating
costs through increasing local manufacture of semi-finished components and the
experience gained over years of operation of the modular initial plant, would further
reduce the fuel costs and improve the plant's economic competitiveness.
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ABSTRACT
This post-irradiation examination work has been done under the Research Contract No.
7756/RB, concluded between the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Institute for
Nuclear Research. The paper contains a general description of the INR post-irradiation facility
and methods and the relevant post-irradiation examination results obtained from an irradiated
experimental CANDU type fuel element designed, manufactured and tested by INR in a
power ramp test in the 100 kW Pressurised Water Irradiation Loop of the TRIGA 14 MW(th)
Reactor. The irradiation experiment consisted in testing an assembly of six fuel elements,
designed to reach a burnup of approx. 200 MWh/kgU, with typical CANDU linear power and
ramp rate.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Institute of Nuclear Research in Pitesti has a set of nuclear facilities that allow
various investigations on CANDU type nuclear fuel and materials:
•
•
•

TRIGA 14 MW(th) Materials Testing Reactor;
Irradiation loops and capsules;
Post-Irradiation Examination Laboratory.

The main irradiation tests carried out on experimental fuel elements are power ramps,
power cycling, fission gas pressure evolution and fission gas release rate evolution.
The Post-Irradiation Examination Laboratory (PIEL) is an alpha-gamma hot cell
facility, commissioned and licensed for nuclear operation in 1984. This facility has the
capability to carry out post-irradiation examination (PIE) on irradiated reactor fuel and
structural materials in support to the INR nuclear fuel research and development programme.
The objective of the paper is to present the relevant results obtained by post-irradiation
examination of a CANDU type experimental fuel element, tested in a small assembly of six
rods in a power ramp test. The test was carried out in the TRIGA reactor, in one of the
existing irradiation device.
This post-irradiation examination work has been done under the Research Contract
No. 7756/RB, concluded between the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Institute
for Nuclear Research.
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2.

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING DATA OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FUEL
ELEMENT

The experiment was designed by the INR group responsible for the development of
computer codes for the analysis of fuel performance in different operation conditions. The
main objective of the experiment was to verify the behaviour of experimental CANDU type
&el elements during power ramps at buraups beyond 160 MWh/kgU. In this scope the six
experimental fuel elements were designed, with a reduced length of 266 mm and with 5wt%
enriched UO 2 pellets, in order to achieve an uniform axial distribution of the neutronic flux
and respectively a significant linear power required by this type of test. Flux suppressers were
not provided at the ends of the fuel column. The specified irradiation parameters were:
•
•
•
•

Element burnup [MWh/kgU]:
Element linear power, low power phase [kW/m]:
Element linear power, after ramp [kW/m]:
Ramp rate [kW/ms]:

200
35
58
0.025

The experimental fuel elements were manufactured at INR, by a specialised group,
and the design specifications were fulfilled.
3.

IRRADIATION HISTORY

The irradiation experiment has been conducted in the 100 kW Pressurised Water
Irradiation Loop, installed in the core of the TRIGA reactor. The power ramp has been
performed at a burnup of 185 MWh/kgU. The total irradiation time has been of 6048 hours.
The specified irradiation parameters were also respected, as this fact was demonstrated by the
inferred values from the reactor and irradiation device instrumentation records. The evaluated
burnup at the end of the irradiation was 206 MWh/kgU, with an accuracy of ± 10%.
4.

POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION

4.1.

Methods and techniques for post-irradiation examination.

The heart of the facility consists of a block of two concrete shielded hot cells (37
PBq), equipped with nine working stations. Adjacent to these cells is a smaller block of two
steel shielded cells (37 TBq), equipped with two working stations, used for metallographic
examination and for chemical operations. Fast transfer of samples between the concrete cells
and the steel shielded cells is done by a pneumatic rabbit.
The post-irradiation examination methods and their associated techniques were
developed by the PEEL staff, based on a standard reference recommended practice for
post-irradiation examination of water reactor fuel elements [1]. The available PIE methods are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual inspection and photography
Dimensional control ( diameter, bow, length )
Eddy current control for clad integrity
Axial and radial gamma scanning, tomographic 3-D examination
Gas pressure and volume and void volume determination
Metallography, ceramography and quantitative microscopy
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•
•

Radiochemistry and burnup determination
Mechanical testing at room temperature and at 300 °C

In connection with these methods, the following typical techniques are used:
dismantling/reassembling, visual inspection by a monocular periscopes, profilometry, gamma
spectrometry, eddy current testing, mechanical puncturing and fission gas measurement,
precision low speed diamond disc cutting, metallographic preparation, microscopy ,
microhardness testing, fuel sample dissolution, alpha and gamma spectrometry, mass
spectrometry, tensile and burst testing of cladding, interim storage of conditioned fuel
fragments in storage pits, treatment and conditioning of solid wastes resulting from the
process.
The non-destructive examination process is performed by the use of three computer
controllable universal examination machines, which have in principle the same basic design.
During the examination process the fuel elements have a vertical atitude and the same axial
and azimuthal origin. Before starting a control process, manual verification of the calibration is
performed, using for this purpose adequate calibration gauges.
The macrographic examinations and detailed microscopic examinations are done using
a LEITZ 5 MM RT microscope and his associated image analyser. The radiochemical process
occurs in the radiochemistry sublaboratory, equipped with a high resolution gamma
spectrometer, an alpha spectrometer and a FINNIGAN MAT 261 mass spectrometer.
4.1.

Non-destructive examination

Visual control and photography, (see Fig.l) The control operation was done along
the fuel element axis and the outer surface was photographed at three azimuthal positions (0°,
120° and 240°). The control has no revealed particular items to be considered later ( i.e.
defects, deposits, corrosion effects and excessive dimensional changes). The obtained images,
show clearly that corrosion rate in the heat affected zone of the brazed appendices,
containing preponderantly the beta structural phase of zirconium, was higher than on the rest
of the sheath.
Dimensional control. The control operation has been performed, both before
irradiation and after irradiation, in order to have the possibility to calculate the ratio of
dimensional changes. The fuel element profile along the axis has been measured at three
azimuthal positions (0°, 120° and 240°) and at regular intervals of 0.001 m. The LVDT
transducers have been calibrated using a standard diameter gauge of 13.08 + 0.04 mm. The
dimensional control revealed the following results:
•
•
•
•
•

Diametral deformation at pellet interface, mean value [%]: 0.83
Diametral deformation at pellet midplane, mean value [%]: 0.43
Overall diametral deformation, mean value [%]:
0.43
Bow, mean value [mm]:
0.105
Axial elongation, mean value [%]:
0.03

Eddy current control for clad integrity. This control operation has been done in order
to detect different imperfections and defects in the cladding material and has confirmed the
integrity of the fuel element. In order to obtain a maximum sensitivity for detection and to
adjust the reference phase for the current the calibration has been done using an artificial
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defect gauge, containing artificially produced defects such as internal and external axial slits
(1250 x 10 x 100 microns) and penetrating holes (320, 2 3 0 , 1 1 0 microns in diameter).
Axial gamma scanning (see F i g . l ) .
This operation w a s used for axial discrete
acquisition o f specific gamma spectra o f Cs-137 (661.643 keg), Zr-95 (724.23 k e V ) and La140 (1596.17 k e V ) , shown as integral activity axial profile. In this scope a collimator slit
opening of 0.0005 m and a discrete displacement 0.0005 m m w e r e used. T h e calibration for
energy is performed using standard Co-60 and Cs-137 sources, while t h e calibration for
efficiency uses Sb-124 and Cs-137 sources. T h e increase o f activity at t h e ends of the fuel
column is caused by t h e end peaking o f the neutron flux. Based on t h e fact that no axial
migration o f Cs-137 w a s observed and that radionuclide is a long life and h a s practically the
same fission yield both for U-235 and Pu-239, burnup calculation h a s been done by using the
measured activity.
The " N " number o f existent Cs-137 atoms h a s been calculated b y t h e u s e o f the
relationship:

N=

i
S-Kzxao-S-t-A

(1)

where:
Ai
s
Kauto
s
t [s]
X [s 1 ]

- area of the peak recorded from the fuel rod a t ' T " axial elevation;
- efficiency of detection;
- gamma self-absorption coefficient;
- gamma-ray abundance;
- t i m e of acquisition;
- decay constant.

For the calculation of the burnup " B U " the following relationship has been used:
BU|MWh/kgU] =

N

'Ef

m

-4.45-10" 20

(2)

*7cs- u
where:
T]cs
Ef [MeV]
niu [g]
4.45xlO' 2 0

- fission yield of C s l 3 7 ;
- fission energy;
- mass o f metallic uranium in t h e fuel rod;
- transformation coefficient (1 M e V / g U t o 1 M W h / k g U ) .

The calculated value for b u m u p is 188.4 M W h / k g U (192 MeV/fission), with an
estimated accuracy o f 10 %.
Tomographic 3-D examination (see Fig.2). In order t o obtain the spatial distribution o f
activity of Cs-137 and La-140, in a cross section o f the fuel element, t h e measured radial
profiles were used in conjunction with a method of tomographic reconstruction based on a
maximum entropy algorithm [2]. The radial gamma spectra acquisitions w e r e done at five
angular positions (0°, 72°, 144°, 216°, 288°) and at a regular movement o f 0.00025 m m o f
the element in front of t h e collimator, having a slit o f 0.005 m in height and o f 0.00025 m in
the aperture. T h e distribution o f La-140 shows some agglomeration o f this radionuclide in
the centre o f t h e fuel pellet.
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4.2.

Destructive examination

Fuel rod puncture and fission gas measurements. Fuel rod puncturing and fission gas
pressure and inner free volume measurements are carried out using an appropriate device. The
technique is based on the puncture of the fuel rod in vacuum and a subsequent pressure
measurement, followed by introduction in the system of a known volume of inert gas and
pressure measurement. The obtained results are:
•
•
•

Fuel rod inner pressure [ kPa]:
Gas volume [ cm3]:
Fuel rod inner free volume [ cm3 ]:

488, accuracy 2%
4.78, accuracy 5%
1.25, accuracy 5%

Metallography and ceramography. Metallographic and ceramographic examination was
based on the cutting plan shown in Fig. 1. Four metallographic samples Ml, M2, M3, M4 were
prepared and examined. The sample cutting and preparation follows a typical procedure, based
on resin impregnation of the fuel element, slow speed diamond disk precise cutting, sample
embeddment in cold curing resin, metallographic preparation, ultrasonic bath cleaning and
surface quality inspection by a periscope.
General view of the sample (see Fig. 1). In this scope macrography was performed at
3x magnification and the corresponding images are shown in Fig.l. Due to the end flux
picking, the M4 sample (bottom end of the fuel element) shows serious restructuring with
central hole and with the central part of fuel pellet displaced toward the end plug, while the
other three samples show a typical irradiated fuel macrostructure.
Dimensional measurements. This control operation has been done both in order to
compare local results with non-destructive dimensional control results and to reveal some
other characteristics, like gap dimensions and distribution or metallographic parameters like
grain size, structural zone radius and plastic deformation radius. For the first case the
measurements are performed using the discrete displacement of microscope stage with an
accuracy of + 10 micrometers . For metallographic parameter determinations the
measurements are performed by the use of the micrometric scale wit 0.5 micrometer division,
incorporated in the special ocular of the microscope. The dimensional measurements on M2
sample revealed an excellent correspondence between the results obtained by non-destructive
dimensional control and outer diameter measurements.
Cladding surface condition (see Fig.3a). The outer surface of the cladding was found
uniformly covered with an adherent layer of ZxO2 with a thickness of 2-3 micrometers . The
inner surface of the cladding was found generally clean, free of scratches or fuel indentations.
Exceptions were found, near the interface between pellets and sheath ends, having a form of
short oxide layer (lens oxide layer) with a length smaller than 200 micrometers. These oxide
formations showed a tendency to connect themselves and to form a continuous layer, having
a thickness of 5-7 micrometers
Cladding structure (see Fig.3b). The hydriding condition of the cladding is shown on
M2 sample A content of hydrogen of about 80 ppm was estimated by means of hydruration
charts.
Condition of brazed and welded zones (see Fig.3c). The condition of brazed zones
(plugs, bearing pads, spacers) was also extensively examined. A brazing defect was found on
sample M2 at the interface between the bearing pad and the cladding. The end plug weld was
found as satisfactory. The Vickers hardness values obtained were about 260-280 units in the
HAZ and about 220-240 units at great distance from this zone.
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Uranium Dioxide Microstructure (see Fig. 4a and 4b). The UO2 microstructure was
revealed by chemical attack with a mixture of H2SO4 and H2O2. Three of the metallographic
samples (Ml, M2, M3) contain only two zone structure, equiaxed grown grains and assintered grains. The M4 sample had shown a three zone structure with columnar, equiaxed and
as-sintered grains zones. The measurement of the radii of the two zones on M2 sample
indicated the following values:
•
•

Equiaxed grown grains radius [mm]:
Pellet radius
[mm]:

3.1 + 0.02
6.13 ±0.02

The evaluation of the grain size has been done by the use of the interception method
[3]. The obtained equivalent ASTM numbers for grain size were:
•
•
4.3.

Grains, as sintered [micrometers]:
Grains, equiaxed [micrometers]:

7.9 + 0.1
20 + 0.2

Fuel burnup determination by mass spectrometry.

The absolute burnup value attained by the experimental fuel element has been
determined by the use of the method of atom percent fission in uranium fuel [4]. The mass
spectrometric determination of the concentrations and isotopic abundance have been
performed on irradiated and nonirradiated processed fuel sample solutions having a
concentration of approximately 1 gU / L. The obtained burnup value is 194.3 + 5.9 MWh /
kg U, with an accuracy + 3.0 %, and was obtained by the use of rigorous procedures for data
correction and burnup calculation.
5.0.

SUMMARY

The paper summarises the general procedure and results of a typical PIE work carried
out on an experimental CANDU type fuel rod, designed, fabricated, irradiated and investigated
for performance at INR Pitesti in the existing nuclear facilities.
The examined fuel element was tested in a power ramp test, designed for a burnup of
200 MWh/kgU and for power levels of 35 kW/m in low power phase of operation and of
58 kW/m after the ramp, with a ramp rate of 0.025 kW/ms. The fuel element has attained
practically a burnup of 194.3 (±3%) MWh/kgU, value determined by mass spectrometric
method, and revealed integrity, stability and a behaviour as it was predicted for such operating
conditions by the group responsible for experiment design and calibration of computer codes
for fuel performance analysis.
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Fig. 1 Axial gamma scan from A^ fiid rod. Integral profile.

Fig. 2 Reconstruction of the 137Cs and 148La distribution
in the cross section of the fuel rod

(a) Hydride plates (200 x)
(b) Inner oxide layer (400 x)
(c) Pore in pad-clad brazed zone (65 x)

Fig. 3 Clad microscopic examination

Fig. 4 Fuel microstructure ( 500x)
a - Equiaxed grown grains
b - As sintered grains
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IRRADIATED TO EXTENDED BURNUPS
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ABSTRACT

Bruce-type bundles XY, AAH and GF were successfully irradiated in the NRU reactor at Chalk
River Laboratories to outer-element burnups of 570-900 MWh/kgU. These bundles were of the
Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (NGS)-A "first-charge" design that contained gas plenums in
the outer elements. The maximum outer-element linear powers were 33-37 kW/m.
Post-irradiation examination of these bundles confirmed that all the elements were intact.
Bundles XY and AAH, irradiated to outer-element burnups of 570-700 MWh/kgU, experienced
low fission-gas release (FGR) (< 3%); bundle GF, irradiated to an outer-element buraup of
900 MWh/kgU, experienced high FGR (17%). Gas plenums and lower internal gas pressures
appear to have contributed to the relatively low sheath strain observed in bundle GF (0.1% at
midpellet). The analysis in this paper illustrates a dependence of FGR on power, burnup and
power-history type.
Prior experience with Bruce NGS-A fuel experiencing declining power histories has shown that
high FGR and fuel defects may occur at burnups > 500 MWh/kgU (equivalent to bundle-average
450 MWh/kgU) when maximum outer-element linear powers are > 50 kW/m. The analysis in
this paper suggests that CANDU 37-element fuel can be successfully irradiated (lowFGR/defect-free) to burnups of at least 700 MWh/kgU, provided maximum powers do not
exceed 40 kW/m.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Normally, natural UO2 fuel is discharged from CANDU reactors at a bundle-average burnup of
about 200 MWh/kgU. The performance of CANDU fuel at extended burnups (> 450 MWh/kgU)
is of interest to fuel designers who desire a better understanding of parameters that influence
performance. Such an understanding facilitates the optimization of bundle designs currently in
use, and the development of advanced fuel designs for extended burnups. Extended-burnup fuel
performance is also of interest to reactor operators who desire a better understanding of the limits
of operation, particularly for fuel resident in fuel channels that cannot be refueled for an extended
period of time.
In Ontario Hydro's Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (NGS)-A, 37-element fuel has achieved
burnups > 450 MWh/kgU (equivalent to an outer-element burnup of 500 MWh/kgU) in channels
experiencing refuelling restrictions [1,2]. Some of the fuel that has achieved outer-element
linear ratings > 50 kW/m has experienced high fission-gas release (FGR) and sheath failure due
to stress-corrosion cracking (SCC). Elements whose ratings were < 50 kW/m have not
experienced failure. This experience suggests that a power/burnup threshold exists, below which
safe (defect-free/low FGR) operation can take place [1]. Further investigations and correlations
are required to more clearly identify such a threshold.
Bundles XY, AAH and GF were successfully irradiated in the NRU reactor at Chalk River
Laboratories (CRL) to outer-element burnups of 570-900 MWh/kgU. These bundles were of 37element Bruce NGS-A "first-charge" design that contained gas plenums in the outer elements [3].
Post-irradiation examination (PIE) of these bundles was conducted to better understand the limits
of extended-burnup performance. This paper summarizes the PIE results of the three bundles
and discusses the correlation between parameters such as FGR and operating history. In
addition, the results are compared with those previously reported for Bruce NGS-A fuel
irradiated to extended burnups [1].

2. BACKGROUND
Bundles XY, AAH and GF were Bruce 37-element first charge production bundles manufactured
in 1975 and 1976. These bundles were similar to the current Bruce bundles, except that they
contained gas plenums in the outer elements to accommodate fission-gas release. These bundles
were irradiated in the NRU reactor at CRL between 1975 and 1990 to outer-element burnups of
570-900 MWh/kgU (Table 1).
Figures 1-3 show the power histories for the three bundles; the powers indicate the average
operating power for a given calculated burnup interval. In this paper, a maximum linear power

CANDU - CANada Deuterium Uranium is a registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.
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Table 1

Bundle

Post-Irradiation Examination Data
Power
History

FissionGas Release
(%)

Final Grain
Size at Pellet
Centre (nm)

Average
CANLUB

Average
Midpellet

(MWh/kgU)

Maximum
Linear Power
(kW/m)

Retention (%)b

Strain (%)'

Outer

902

37

17

10

20

0.1

Intermediate

709

29

1

7

22

-0.2

<1

7

Element
Type

Type

GF°

constant

Discharge
Burnup

Inner

AAH°

declining

689

37

2

7

7

-0.2

Intermediate

545

29

<1

5

5

-0.4

<]

6

568

33

2

6

18

-0.2

26

<1

6

44

-0.3

<1

6

Inner
Outer
XY°

constant

Intermediate

450

Inner

Database11

-0.4

Outer

-0.5

-0.6

declining

400-773

36-58

0.1-25

6-44

9-63

ramped

323-441

32-47

0.1-12

12-13

88

constant

458

24

0.1

7

73-78

-0.15 to 1

a - pellet density is about 10.6 g/cm and initial grain size is about 5-6 urn
b - only outer and intermediate elements are CANLUB-coated
c - average diameter change
d - from Reference 1

during irradiation is defined as the highest operating power sustained for at least 12 hours. Bundle
XY experienced a relatively steady power history with a sustained maximum outer-element linear
power (OELP) of 33 kW/m (Table 1 and Figure 1). Bundle AAH experienced a declining power
history, with a sustained maximum OELP of 37 kW/m (Figure 2 and Table 1). Bundle GF
experienced a relatively high power (41 kW/m) in the very early stage of the irradiation
(< 5 MWh/kgU) and then was maintained at a relatively steady power for the rest of its irradiation
(Figure 3 and Table 1). The power history of bundle GF is classified as "constant" and a sustained
maximum OELP of 37 kW/m is selected from the "constant" portion (> 5 MWh/kgU). Burnup
values in Table 1 were chemically determined.

3. POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION-RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Hot-cell examination of bundles XY, AAH and GF indicated that all the elements were intact.
3.1 Fission-Gas Release: Influence of Power History
The percent FGR experienced by the bundles is listed in Table 1. Release of gaseous and volatile
fission-products to the free space within an operating fuel element is an important factor
affecting the performance/integrity of a fuel element, especially when burnup is
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high (> 450 MWh/kgU). The release of large quantities of gaseous species such as xenon and
krypton can result in internal overpressurization of the element, leading to high sheath stress and
possible failure. The release of volatile species such as iodine supplies the corrodants necessary
for SCC of the sheath [4]. Thermal conductivity of the gas in the pellet-sheath gap is also
degraded by FGR, leading to higher fuel temperatures.
It is generally considered that FGR is dependent on temperature (element power) and burnup
(irradiation time), amongst other factors [5]. Floyd et al. [1] have summarized the FGR data
from Bruce NGS-A extended-burnup fuel. Their results have shown that FGR exhibits an
exponential dependence on fuel-element power, which largely obscures any burnup dependence.
Their data is reproduced in Figures 4 and 5, along with that from bundles XY, AAH and GF.
The data from three different types of power history (i.e., declining, ramped and constant) were
plotted in different groups in Figure 4, which shows the influence of maximum element linear
power on FGR. Data from each different type of power history occupies a different region. It
follows that fuel elements will have different FGR when they experience different types of power
history, even when they have the same maximum power. Fuel that experiences a declining
power history generally exhibits the lowest FGR for a given maximum element power. The
"scatter" in Figure 4 may be accounted for (at least in part) by burnup variance. Figure 5 shows
the influence of burnup on FGR for fuel elements with declining power histories. It is apparent
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that FGR is burnup-dependent, although the effect is much less than that for element power. The
effect of fuel density on FGR is not accounted for in this analysis [1,4].
3.2 Grain Growth at Pellet Centre
Grain growth is observed in the outer elements of bundle GF, but not in bundles XY and AAH.
Both FGR and grain growth are thermally-activated processes, and generally correlate with each
other [1,5]. Figures 6 and 7 show the correlation of grain growth to element maximum linear
power, element burnup and FGR. Little grain growth is observed when the power is low
(~ 40 kW/m). However, a factor of three can be attained in grain growth when powers are high
(> 50 kW/m). Generally, significant grain growth (> a factor of two) is accompanied by
significant FGR (Figure 7). Figure 8 shows typical grain morphology at the pellet centre of outer
elements from bundle GF. Gas bubbles and tunnels are not as well developed as those observed
in higher-powered bundles [1], but metallic fission-products (white dots in Figure 8) are clearly
visible. The dark regions shown in Figure 8 are due to the grains pulled out during polishing.
3.3 CANLUB Coating Behaviour
Bundles AAH, XY and GF exhibited low CANLUB retention, consistent with that previously
observed by Floyd et al. [1] in Bruce fuel irradiated to extended burnup (Table 1). Within the
normal operating envelope, graphite CANLUB coatings significantly improve fuel performance
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Figure 6 Final/Initial Grain Size at Pellet Centre versus Element Burnup for Bundles with
"Declining" Power Histories (Other Data from Reference 1)

Figure 7 Final/Initial Grain Size at Pellet Centre versus Fission-Gas Release (Other Data from
Reference 1)

Figure 8 Grain Morphology at Pellet Centre at Midplane of Element 1 (Bundle GF).
Average Grain Size is 10 (urn (initial size = 5 urn). Note that White Dots are Solid
Fission-Product Deposits and that Fission-Gas Bubbles and Tunnels are not Well
Developed at Grain Boundaries as those Observed in High-Powered Bundles [1].
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by increasing resistance to SCC-related power-ramp defects [4]. The "disappearance" of
CANLUB at extended burnups is currently under investigation at AECL.
3.4 Sheath Strain
Midpellet sheath strain was generally observed to be compressive or slightly tensile in bundles
AAH, XY and GF (Table 1). The largest average midpellet strain of 0.1% was observed in the
highest burnup bundle GF. This strain is significantly lower than that observed in Bruce fuel
irradiated to extended burnups; e.g., the average outer-element midpellet sheath strain of bundle
J24533C is about 0.9% and the FGR is 25% [1]. This difference may be due to the presence of
gas plenums in bundle GF.
3.5 Low FGR/Defect-Free Threshold
SCC-related defects have been observed in the sheath and endcaps of outer elements from Bruce
NGS-A fuel bundles, which have experienced declining power histories to extended burnups
when the maximum OELP is above 50 kW/m [1]. Therefore, a bundle-average limit of 450
MWh/kgU (equivalent to approximately 500 MWh/kgU outer-element burnup) has been
recommended in Ontario Hydro CANDU reactors. This burnup limit corresponds to 4-5% FGR
in Figure 5 for fuel having a power of- 50 kW/m. For fuel having powers of- 40 kW/m, Figure
5 illustrates that low FGR and defect-free operation can be extended to at least 700 MWh/kgU.
Bundle GF was successfully irradiated at maximum OELP of 37 kW/m to outer-element burnup
of 900 MWh/kgU with a FGR of 17%. Gas plenums in the outer elements of bundle GF may
have helped to decrease sheath strain by reducing internal gas pressure. Further work is needed
to better define the low FGR/defect-free threshold for bundles at maximum OELP around
40 kW/m and investigate the performance of fuel at maximum OELP's of 40-50 kW/m to
burnups > 600 MWh/kgU.

4. SUMMARY
Post-irradiation examination of bundles XY, AAH and GF confirmed that all the elements were
intact. Bundles XY and AAH, irradiated to outer-element burnups of 570-700 MWh/kgU,
experienced low fission-gas release (FGR) (< 3%); bundle GF, irradiated to an outer-element
burnup of 900 MWh/kgU, experienced high FGR (17%). Gas plenums and lower internal gas
pressures appear to have contributed to the relatively low sheath strain observed in bundle GF
(0.1% at midpellet). The FGR of bundles XY, AAH and GF, and previously-examined Bruce
fuel [1] exhibits a dependence of FGR on power, burnup and power-history type.
Past experience shows that Bruce-type elements irradiated at powers > 50 kW/m to
> 500 MWh/kgU (equivalent to 450 MWh/kgU bundle-average burnup) may experience high
FGR and SCC-related defects. The performance of bundle AAH suggests that low-FGR/defectfree operation can be extended to at least 700 MWh/kgU for bundles with declining power
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histories, provided powers do not exceed 40 kW/m. Additional investigations are recommended
to better define the low FGR/defect-free threshold for fuel bundles experiencing powers of 4050 kW/m.
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ABSTRACT
Bruce A Nuclear Division (BAND) units are operating at ~ 75% of full power, because of the potential
of a power pulse in the event of an inlet header break. As a result, BAND is converting to fueling with
flow, to eliminate the potential of a power pulse and to allow for full-power operation. Concerns
regarding the integrity of the end-of-life (EOL) bundles interacting with the latch at the downstream
end of the fuel channel were raised. BAND carried out a test program in which EOL bundles in the
upstream position 13 of Unit 2 were cascaded into the downstream latch position 1 of another channel.
Six of twelve cascaded bundles and two typical EOL position 13 (benchmark) bundles were selected
for post-irradiation examination (PIE). Incipient cracks were found in the assembly welds (endplateto-endcap welds) of all six cascaded bundles. No incipient cracks were found in the benchmark
bundles. Metallographic and fractographic examination, along with crack dating, and hydrogen and
deuterium analyses, indicated that the incipient cracks were the result of delayed-hydride assisted
cracking at the EOL. Consequently, Ontario Hydro changed the design of the outlet shield plug to
support all three rings of the fuel bundle, to minimize stress and prevent endplate cracking. Also, an
ultrasonic endplate inspection tool (UT) was developed and located in the fuel bay, to inspect fuelbundle endplates for cracks. A second test was done involving a series of four bundle cascades in
BAND Unit 4 channels that had new outlet shield plugs. The latch bundles were discharged after a hot
shutdown. The cascaded Unit 2 and Unit 4 latch bundles were checked for cracks using the UT. The
PIE found incipient cracks or less-than-ideal welds in the assembly welds of fuel elements from Unit 2
(latch-supported fuel bundles) that had been identified by the UT as having incipient cracks. No
incipient cracks were found in the assembly welds of fuel elements from Unit 4 (new outlet
shield-supported fuel bundles) confirming the UT results.

INTRODUCTION
Bruce A Nuclear Division (BAND) units are operating at ~ 75% of full power, because of the
potential of a power pulse in the event of an inlet header failure (i.e., flow reversal resulting in an
axial shift of the fuel string). As a result, BAND is converting to fueling with flow (FWF), to
eliminate the potential of a power pulse and to allow for full-power operation. The present
fueling method is to fuel against the flow (FAF); in this method a power pulse could occur,
because "fresh" fuel could shift toward the center of the reactor core as a result of flow direction
reversal, in the unlikely event of an inlet header failure. In the case of FWF, "older" fuel would
shift toward the center of the reactor core, which results in a negative reactivity pulse.
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Typically, new (unirradiated) bundles reside in the downstream latch position (axial position 1)
in a FAF scheme. In the FWF scheme, fully irradiated end-of-life (EOL) bundles would reside in
the downstream latch position. Concerns were raised regarding the integrity of these EOL
bundles interacting with the latch at the downstream end of the fuel channel. BAND carried out
a test program in which 12 EOL bundles in the upstream position 13 of Unit 2 were cascaded
into the adjacent channel's downstream position 1. This test was not a perfect simulation of the
FWF concept. Typically, the downstream endplate of a FAF bundle becomes domed, as Figure 1
shows. The endplate distortion (doming or dishing) results from the force of the coolant acting
on the elements that are not directly supported by the latch mechanism. In this test, the cascaded
bundle was inserted into position 1 of the adjacent channel, with its domed endplate against the
domed endplate of the position 2 bundle, as shown in Figure 1. This "reverse-dome" situation
represents a worst-case scenario with respect to endplate loads. The bundles were discharged
after a period of seven weeks, during a pressure-tube delayed-hydride cracking (DHC) avoidance
maneuver, as shown in Figure 2.
Six cascaded bundles and two benchmark bundles were selected for post-irradiation examination
at Chalk River Laboratories (CRL) and Whiteshell Laboratories (WL). Incipient cracks were
found in the assembly welds of the cascaded EOL bundles. The incipient cracks were the result
of delayed-hydride assisted cracking.
Consequently, the design of the outlet shield plug was changed to support all three rings of the
fuel bundle, to minimize stress and prevent endplate cracking. Also, an ultrasonic endplate
inspection tool (UT) was developed and located in the fuel bay, to inspect fuel-bundle endplates
for cracks. A second test was done, involving a series of four bundle cascades, from positions 10
to 13 into positions 4 to 1 of BAND Unit 4 channels, that had a redesigned outlet shield plug.
The four bundle cascades also reduced the stress on the position 1 bundle associated with the
dome-on-dome endplate situation. The position 1 bundles were discharged after a pressure-tube
DHC avoidance maneuver, and checked using the UT. No through-wall cracks were observed,
and the UT did not detect any incipient cracks. Twenty-two Unit 4 elements were selected for
PIE at CRL to qualify the performance of the new UT and the new outlet shield plug design. The
Unit 4 elements came from locations at or adjacent to radial web junctions that are more
susceptible to cracking. Three bundles from the Unit 2 test were also examined using the UT,
and incipient cracks were detected. Eight elements were selected for PIE, to qualify the
performance of the new UT.

FUEL IRRADIATION HISTORIES
An approximate equal number of bundles and elements manufactured by Zircatec Precision
Industries (ZPI) and General Electric Canada (GEC) were examined.
Bundle-average burnups calculated using the simulation-of-reactor-operation code (SORO)
ranged from 170 to 349 MWh/kg U. The bundle powers ranged from 500 to 800 kW.
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EXAMINATION RESULTS
The examination for each bundle comprised:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A visual examination of the endplates for distortion and cracking.
Bundle length and endplate distortion measurements for the benchmark bundles only.
A visual examination of the elements for obvious defects.
Bundle disassembly.
Metallographic examination often assembly welds from each bundle.
Peel testing of all remaining assembly welds, to facilitate examination of the welds for
incipient cracks.
Hydrogen and deuterium analysis of the endplate-weld material.
Crack dating based on the measured oxide thickness, using a fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectrometer.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) examination of selected incipient cracks.

Peel testing and H/D analysis were done on the individual elements examined in the second
campaign.
Visual Examination
No through-wall cracks were detected in any of the bundle or element endplates. The bundles'
endplate doming and dishing, and bundle-length measurements, were comparable to bundles
previously examined from the Bruce and Darlington nuclear generating stations.
Metallographic Examination
Incipient cracks were detected metallographically in all six Unit 2 cascaded EOL bundles. The
incipient cracks were at critical welds. Critical welds are welds at radial web junctions. These
locations are typically under higher stresses, because the coolant drag load across the endplate
and elements is shed from the inner elements to the outer elements, which are in direct support
with the latch fingers via the endplate radial webs.
Incipient cracks propagating into or along the heat-affected zone (HAZ) were observed. The
microstructures for all the cascaded and benchmark EOL bundles were comparable and no
anomalies were detected. Figures 4 and 5 show typical micrographs of the microstructure and
the hydride distribution of an assembly weld with an incipient crack. Less-than-ideal welds
(Figure 6) were also found in the cascaded bundles from both manufacturers. Less-than-ideal
weld micrographs show weld expulsion at the notches, and incomplete bonding along the weld
line.
Endplate-To-Endcap Peel Test
Peel tests were performed on all the assembly welds, except for the elements that were selected
for metallographic examination. Incipient cracks were detected in all six Unit 2 cascaded EOL
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bundles using the peel test. The peel test consists of inserting the tip of a screwdriver between
the top of the endcap and the endplate, and prying upwards until the endplate peels off the
endcap. The prying is done on both sides of the weld in several small steps, and the endplate
generally peels off in one or two pieces. The endplate will peel off at an incipient crack if one is
present. The fracture face created by peeling, on the bottom of the endplate and on the endcap,
was examined using a stereomicroscope. The fracture face is generally shiny and rough in
appearance when it has been created in-cell. Dark patches on the fracture faces are indicative of
an in-reactor incipient crack. The dark patches are oxide, which forms on the incipient crack
faces as a result of exposure to the primary-heat-transport-system coolant.
Figures 7 and 8 show a typical example of an incipient crack detected using the peel test that had
dark patches of oxide exhibiting two zones with different colours. The two colour zones are the
result of different oxide thicknesses on the fracture face, and indicate that the cracks grew in two
discrete steps, likely associated with the two cool-down steps experienced by these bundles.
Incipient cracks were detected in the majority of the elements that the UT had identified as
having incipient cracks. Some elements were identified as having small incipient cracks by the
UT. No cracks were detected in these elements using the peel test, but the fracture faces of the
assembly weld of these elements had dark-grey, mottled areas around the circumference of the
weld. The mottled grey surface (oxide layer) areas are quite flat, and the depth could not be
measured. The welds for these elements were less than ideal, and contained areas of incomplete
weld bonding, weld expulsion or weld upset that could crack before or during irradiation.
No incipient cracks were found for the two benchmark bundles or for the individual elements
from BAND Unit 4 using the peel test.
Crack Depth
The peel test crack depth was measured from the endcap side profile photographs, and is defined
as the depth to which the crack penetrated vertically into the endplate. Metallographic crack
depths were measured from either the as-polished or the etched micrographs at 50 or 15 OX.
Bundles that experienced two cool-downs had crack depths ranging from 0.3 to 1.0 mm.
Bundles experiencing one cool-down exhibited crack depths in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 mm.
Hydrogen And Deuterium Results
Assembly weld material was analyzed for hydrogen and deuterium. The equivalent hydrogen
concentration ranged from 35 to 74 ug/g and 41 to 111 pg/g for the BAND Unit 2 benchmark
and the cascaded bundles, respectively. The equivalent hydrogen concentrations ranged from 27
to 66 ug/g for the BAND Unit 4 fuel elements. Equivalent hydrogen is defined as follows:
rc . , , „ .
1 TTT J
i [Deuterium]
[Equivalent Hydrogen] = [Hydrogen] + -
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The hydrogen terminal solid solubility limit for dissolution (TSSD) at the zero-power-hot (ZPH)
shutdown temperature (~250°C) is approximately 30 u.g/g of equivalent hydrogen. The assembly
weld equivalent hydrogen concentration exceeded the TSSD value in most cases.
Crack Dating
The age of the crack was estimated by comparing the predicted oxide thickness to the measured
oxide thickness on the peeled endplate and endcap incipient crack faces. The oxide thickness
was measured using an FTIR spectrometer. The predicted oxide thickness was calculated based
on the power history of BAND-2, and the oxidation kinetics determined for the Darlington
Nuclear Generating Station (DNGS) N12 Program [1].
The FTIR equipment used to measure the oxide thickness has a detection limit of 0.2 urn, and all
the fracture faces examined had an oxide thickness less than the detection limit. The fractures
are estimated to have occurred within the last three days of residence in the cascaded channel,
and are likely associated with the pressure-tube DHC-avoidance maneuver prior to discharge.
SEM Examination
Two fracture faces were examined using the SEM. Figure 3 shows a SEM photograph that
contained areas of ductility (pulled-out features) and crystallographic facets. The fracture faces
from these two elements do not resemble the river- and beach-mark patterns observed for the
beginning-of-life fatigue cracks from the DNGS N12 investigation [2]. These cracks are not
fatigue cracks.

CRACK MECHANISM
SEM examinations of the endplate cracks found in the Unit 2 cascaded bundles did not resemble
the beginning-of-life DNGS N12 fatigue cracks [2]. An extensive fractographic and
metallographic examination of the cracks was performed to identify the mechanism of cracking.
DHC was considered as the most likely cause of cracking, because of the presence of high
stresses and sufficiently high equivalent hydrogen concentration. DHC has been previously
identified as the most likely and widely observed cracking mechanism in pressure tubes made of
Zircaloy and Zr-2.5Nb materials [3]. Fatigue cracking has been observed in assembly welds [2].
Generally, stress-corrosion cracking (SCC) is more common in Zircaloy fuel sheathing and
endcaps. Recent work at AECL indicates that SCC remains the most probable mechanism for
the Bruce-type end-cap defects, as several methods used to initiate and promote DHC (adding
hydrogen and temperature cycling) failed to produce defects similar to those observed in the
Bruce defects. DHC has been observed in endcap welds of Zr-2.5Nb fuel sheathing [4], and
recently DHC-assisted SCC has been observed in the endcap-to-sheath welds of Zr-4. After the
preliminary examination showed that the cracks were not caused by fatigue, emphasis shifted to
determining whether the cracks were caused by DHC.
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DHC is a time-dependent process, the rate of which is controlled by diffusion of hydrogen to the
crack (flaw) tip. To initiate and grow a DHC crack, the following conditions must be met:
1.

2.

A sufficient concentration of hydrogen must be available in the bulk of the material, to
result in the diffusional buildup of hydrogen at the flaw tip to a level equal to the
terminal solid solubility limit for hydride precipitation at a given temperature.
There must be a sufficiently high, normal tensile stress (or, equivalently, for sharp
cracks, stress-intensity factor) acting on the crack-tip hydride to cause it to fracture
(i.e., the applied K, > Km, the threshold stress-intensity factor).

Evidence for DHC in the Endplate Cracks
The following evidence indicates that DHC was the crack mechanism:
1.
2.
3.

4.

The majority of the assembly welds' equivalent hydrogen concentration exceeded the
TSSD concentration at 250°C of- 30 ug/g.
The cascaded bundles were in a high-stress situation.
Evidence of DHC arises from the metallographic and fractographic examinations.
Features typical of DHC, such as the accumulation of hydrides at the crack tip and
around the crack, and brittle features on the fracture surface corresponding to fractured
hydrides, were observed.
Crack dating indicated that the cracks occurred during the bundles' last three days of
residence. The amount of crack growth during the reactor pressure-tube DHCavoidance maneuver was calculated using the available DHC data on Zircaloy [5].
The calculated crack growth for the two cool-down steps was 1.2 and 0.5 mm,
respectively, which is in good agreement with the observed crack depths, based on the
uncertainties on the DHC velocity for Zircaloy and the affect of crystallographic
texture [5]. The amount of crack growth at the ZPH hold was calculated to be 7.4 mm,
which would lead to through-wall cracks, which were not found during the
examination, and supports the fact that the cracking occurred only during the two cooldown steps.

CONCLUSIONS
This campaign shows the importance of PIE in checking operational concerns and qualifying
non-destructive techniques.
The Unit 2 cascaded bundles had incipient cracks at the endplate-to-endcap welds, while the
benchmark bundles did not have any incipient cracks. The incipient cracks (thirty in total) were
equally divided between the two manufacturers. The cascaded and benchmark bundles had
comparable equivalent hydrogen concentrations and irradiation histories. The cascaded and
benchmark bundles were subjected to the same pressure tube DHC-avoidance maneuver. The
cascaded bundles were placed in a high-stress situation at the EOL, when they were cascaded
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into an adjacent channel in position 1. In this position, they were placed against the channel end
latch fingers, and the bundle endplate orientation was reversed to the normal situation (Figure 1).
The incipient cracks found in the assembly welds of the cascaded bundles were the result of
DHC.
No incipient cracks were found in the elements from BAND Unit 4, which had comparable
equivalent hydrogen concentrations, burnups, and power histories. The PIE results confirm the
UT results, and indicate that the redesigned outlet shield plug prevented DHC cracks in the
assembly welds. The UT performance was also verified by the PIE results from the Unit 2
elements that were tested using the UT.
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ABSTRACT
Post-defect deterioration is an important consideration for CANDU users who need to
decide when to remove fuel defects from the core. Previous work on this subject showed
that defective fuel is sufficiently stable while operating within the high power envelopes
of current CANDUs and will not pose risk to refuelling operations. For defective elements
operating below about 1000 kW/m2, secondary hydride damage of the Zircaloy cladding
occurs at burnups above 40 MWh/kgU. At higher heat fluxes, hydriding can be present
at lower burnups. The primary hole size also influences deterioration rates; fuel elements
with small holes hydride earlier than ones with large holes.

INTRODUCTION
Most large CANDU reactors are equipped with failed fuel detection and location systems that
can pinpoint the channel location of defective fuel. The on-power refuelling capability enables
fuel failures to be removed without any operating restrictions. However, a premature refuelling
of a suspect channel leads to an increase in fuelling machine demand, loss in fuel burnup, and
perturbations to fuel managemenL This creates an incentive to leave defective fuel in the reactor
until they achieve their design burnups. This approach leads to certain risks associated with: loss
of structural integrity of the defective fuel element or bundle due to post-defect deterioration, and
UO2 release from the defective fuel element that can deposit on heat transport system
components.
Loss of fuel element integrity can potentially cause jamming in the fuel channel or fuel handling
systems leading to forced reactor shutdowns and expensive cleanup operations. UO2 release is
also undesirable because it tends to increase occupational exposures at the station, as discussed
elsewhere (1>2t3).
This paper summarizes previous work on understanding the post-defect deterioration of CANDU
fuel. The main intent was to identify any operating restrictions or precautions that can be taken
to reduce the above risks.
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THEORY
It is well known that Zircaloy clad UO2 fuel undergoes some degradation when hydrogen is present
within the fuel element. This condition occurs when a breach in the cladding permits coolant ingress,
or when the fuel element initially contains excess hydrogen. The post-defect deterioration refers to
the secondary hydride (or deuteride) damage to the cladding that occurs after the formation of the
primary hole. As the amount of secondary damage increases, so does the amount of uranium exposed
to the coolant.
There are at least three steps of deterioration due to secondary damage:
1)

incubation: This is the period when the hydrogen dissociates from the source and finds a point
of entry on the inside surface of the cladding.

2)

sunburst formation: This is the period when the hydrogen within the cladding forms
hemispherical regions (referred to as "sunbursts") of solid hydride located on the inside (hot)
surface of the Zircaloy cladding.

3)

clad cracking: The volumetric expansion associated with the buildup of zirconium hydride
eventually causes cracking of the cladding.

REVIEW OF WORK DONE PRIOR TO THE 1980s
The behaviour of defective Zircaloy clad UO2 fuel elements was summarized in 1969 by Locke of
the UKAEA'4-5-65. He plotted "days-to-failure after defection" against the surface heat flux (SHF) of
the defective element for several in-reactor tests. The database included Canadian defects, specifically
ones irradiated in the NRX experimental loop and in the Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) reactor.
Locke was able to show a threshold delineating "successful" defect operation versus "unsuccessful"
operation on the basis of failure of the fuel element due to extensive hydride damage (see Figure 1).
Some secondary hydriding can be present for successful operation, whereas, fuel breakup or loss in
structural integrity is associated with unsuccessful operation. Locke concluded that the post-defect
deterioration rate is very dependent on the SHF and the post-defect residence time (At).
Locke's graph of At versus SHF provides an excellent method for comparing the post-defect
degradation of fuel elements of different geometries. Here are some of the reasons:
1)

These parameters can be easily calculated from available power histories of defects.

2)

The surface heat flux for Zircaloy sheaths, is essentially a measure of the temperature gradient
across the sheath for a range of element diameters and sheath thicknesses. This gradient is an
important parameter because it controls the hydrogen diffusion rate in the cladding.

3)

The time-to-failure parameter is particularly useful to the CANDU station operator in deciding
when to remove defective fuel.
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Locke's papers express the "time-to-failure" in both "effective full power days" and in "calendar days"
without discrimination. The former is a measure of the amount of energy produced by the reactor in
one day operating at full power, whereas, the latter is independent of reactor power. In view of this
discrepancy, we reviewed the reference for the one Canadian defect used to help position the left end
of the upper bound of Locke's curve in Figure 1. According to Locke, a defective bundle was
discharged from NPD with a "time-to-failure" of about 900 days. The original AECL report07* reveals
that this bundle was mechanically damaged during a non-standard reverse fuelling operation and had
remained in the reactor for an additional 28 months, or about 850 calendar days. However, subtracting
the time that NPD was shut down, the time at power after becoming defective was only 604 days.
Since NPD was not likely operating at full power during this period, the amount of energy produced
was likely less than 604 effective full power days. Consequently, AECL has always used Locke's
curve with caution.
Evidence obtained from the Canadian reactors indicated that some fuel elements with relatively large
holes had post-defect deterioration rates that were essentially reduced to zero while operating at high
SHFs and for long At's, as briefly mentioned below:
1)

In the 1960s, AECL embarked on several in-reactor tests to investigate post-defect
deterioration and fission product release behaviour of fuel elements with pre-drilled holes to
simulate defective fuel(8). These tests which lasted only a few weeks, did not provoke any
secondary hydride damage, even when irradiated at high linear powers (or high SHFs).
Whereas, fuel elements that operated at similar powers and that became defective via the more
conventional ways like overpower, stress corrosion cracking, porous endcaps, etc. did display
secondary damage.

2)

In the early 1970s, both Douglas Point and Pickering reactors experienced several power ramp
fuel defects(9) that had a range of post-defect residence times. The fuel inspections in the bay
showed that fuel defects with similar power histories but with different post-defect residence
times displayed similar hydride damage with large holes.

1982 SURVEY OF POST DEFECT BEHAVIOUR OF CANDU FUEL
To improve our understanding of post-defect deterioration, AECL began collecting information on
defective fuel elements irradiated in the experimental loops of NRX and NRU, and in the CANDU
power reactors. By 1982, the information was consolidated into one database and the results were
assessed, as described below.
Database
Until about 1976, General Electric Canada (under AECL contract) collected a considerable amount
of information on fuel defects discharged from NPD, Douglas Point and Pickering reactors,
representing about 33 reactor years of experience. The information came from the fuel inspections
done at the stations and from the Post-Irradiation Examinations (PIE) done in the hot cells at AECL.
A similar database was also created for the fuel defects from the NRU and NRX loops using
information primarily available from the PIE reports.
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The database included the following information:
bundle-serial number,
_'
number of defective elements,
channel and bundle positions,
loading, shifting and discharge dates,
power ramp date (if the cause was due to SCC),
days at power for each position,
total days at power,
burnups at the end of each position dwell and at the time of defecting,
best estimate of defect categories based on PIE and/or other evidence, and
hydriding damage classification.
The three defect categories included:
manufacturing flaws due to incomplete welds or porous endcaps,
power ramping due to SCC or centreline melting, and
mechanical damage due to gouging on fuel channel components, fretting by debris, pre-drilled
holes or machined slits.
In a few cases where neutron radiography and metallographic sections were available from the PIE,
we could provide a hydriding damage classification, as follows:
no hydriding,
incipient hydriding where internal hydriding was present but no through the wall cracks, and
visible hydriding as observed in the bays or in the visual inspection cells.
In cases where fuel elements were only inspected in the fuel bays and confirmed as being defective,
the classification was listed as "visible hydriding". Very few of the power reactor fuel defects received
PIE. Any bundles that were not visually confirmed as defective were excluded from the database.
By 1982, the database included about 137 defective bundles discharged from NPD, Douglas Point,
Pickering and Bruce power reactors; and about 133 defective fuel elements irradiated in the
experimental loops in the NRX and NRU research reactors in Chalk River.
With the above information, it was possible to calculate the average SHF after the onset of failure,
and the post-defect residence time in units of "days at power". The onset of failure corresponds to:
the time of initial loading for a manufacturing defect because the primary hole is present during the
total time at power; the time of the power ramp for a power ramp defect; and to the time of the
incident that led to the initial damage for a mechanically damaged defect. The post-defect residence
time is equal to the time period from the initial onset to discharge.

Survey Results
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the post-defect residence times versus the average surface heat flux for
defects caused by manufacturing flaws, power ramping, and mechanical damage, respectively. The
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operating boundaries for CANDU reactors shown on these figures were derived for 37-element fuel
bundles. All data from the power reactors should have SHFs and Ats below this boundary. The upper
portion of this-curve represents the maximum residence time of a fuel element having a burnup of
about 400 MWh/kgU. Most defective fuel elements in the power reactors are discharged before
achieving this burnup. The far right portion of the curve represents the maximum surface heat fluxes
of outer elements of a CANDU 6 fuel bundle operating along its high power envelope that peaks at
900 kW. This envelope is also representative of the maximum powers of bundles loaded into the
Bruce and Darlington reactors. The maximum SHFs for Pickering size fuel elements with its larger
diameter would be positioned to the left of the operating boundary.
a) Fuel Elements with Manufacturing Flaws
Figure 2 shows a secondary hydriding threshold which is drawn below the post-defect residence times
calculated for hydrided fuel elements having manufacturing flaws. Below SHFs of about 1000 kW/m2,
the threshold is drawn to coincide with a burnup of 48 MWh/kgU for 37-element size fuel elements
and of 58 MWh/kgU for 28-element size fuel. Above 1000 kW/m2, the threshold drops off due to the
presence of hydride damage found among NRX elements that had lower burnups of about 32
MWh/kgU. Very few defective elements displayed hydride damage below this threshold. The
exceptions are:
1)

One fuel element from a NPD bundle that had resided at essentially zero power for 762 days
displayed a cracked hydride at one end. Half the bundle resided outside the core while the
other half remained at very low flux. It is unknown if the hydrided end was in the flux, but
if it were, the discharge burnup could have easily exceeded 58 MWh/kgU.

2)

Two NRU fuel elements were internally contaminated with sodium silicate during fabrication,
which is believed to have been the source of hydrogen that led to hydriding damage.

3)

One NRU fuel element was clad with Zr-2.5 wt% Nb which is believed to have different
corrosion behaviour than the standard Zircaloy cladding.

b) Power Ramp Defects
Almost all power ramp defects from the power reactors displayed hydride damage as shown in Figure
3. The one exception was a slightly enriched experimental bundle in Douglas Point that displayed
incipient hydriding after operating for only two hours after the power ramp. Power ramp experiments
in the research reactors were normally terminated within hours of the power ramp if there was an
indication of a defect. Consequently, the absence of hydride damage among the defects from the
experimental loops enabled us to draw a secondary hydriding threshold for power ramp defects. This
curve which decreases from about one day to about two hours as the SHF increases suggests that the
post-defect deterioration rates for power ramp fuel are initially very high.
The inspection sheets for the power reactor defects indicated that bundles discharged a few days after
the power ramp had similar hydride damage as those discharged months later. These observations
suggest that beyond certain hole size, the deterioration rates are low and independent of the postdefect residence time.
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c) Mechanically Damaged Defects
The 19 points on Figure 4 represent 22 mechanically damaged fuel elements from the NRU, NRX
and NPD as briefly described below:
4 were NPD bundles each with one defective element gouged by the fuel latch during
abnormal refuelling™,
3 were NRU loop bundles, with five defective elements among two bundles damaged by
fretting against a fuel carriage device, and with one element on the third bundle gouged by
fuel handling between irradiations, and
12 were NRX loop elements that were purposely defective: having either small holes drilled
through the sheaths, or slits machined along the sheath before or during their irradiation®.
Only 3 of the 22 defective elements displayed some hydriding damage. Two of these had unusual
features: one contained thoria fuel, and the other had a sheath diameter of 20 mm and a length equal
to about half the standard CANDU fuel element. The third one came from the NRU loop and had a
discharge buraup of 43 MWh/kgU which is consistent with the secondary hydriding threshold for
elements having manufacturing flaws.
There are 4 Bruce fuel defects in the database that were caused by fretting by debris. These were
excluded from Figure 4, because the time of failure in each case was unknown which would have led
to a large uncertainty in calculating the post defect residence times. Nevertheless, three of the four
defective elements displayed hydride damage and had discharge burnups between 164 and 266
MWh/kgU. The fourth which was not hydrided, had the lowest burnup of 93 MWh/kgU.
Survey Findings
The 1982 survey findings are summarized below:
1)

Below 1000 kW/m2, secondary hydriding has only been observed on defective elements with
discharge burnups greater than about 40 MWh/kgU. This generally holds true for the three
defect categories.

2)

Above 1000 kW/m2, secondary hydriding has been present on defective elements with
discharge burnups as low as 10 MWh/kgU. This trend is particularly apparent among the
NRX defects (manufacturing flaws and power ramp) that operated at high powers.

3)

The post-defect deterioration rate is relatively high for defective elements with small holes
that permit water ingress. Elements with small holes (manufacturing flaws) display more
secondary damage than those with large holes (mechanically damaged).

4)

The post-defect deterioration rate is further enhanced for defective elements with small holes
and high fission product concentrations within the pellet-to-sheath gap. This is most likely the
case for power ramp defects within a couple of hours after a large power ramp. After holes
develop via the secondary hydriding, the deterioration rate diminishes to negligible levels, as
indicated by the Pickering defects that have resided in the core for hundreds of days at power.
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FEEDBACK ON POST-DEFECT DETERIORATION SINCE 1982
Since 1982, 16 large scale CANDUs came on line: 4 CANDU 6 units, 4_units each at Brace B,
Pickering B and Darlington. Each station has specific procedures for routinely monitoring and
collecting information for the fuel defects as they occur. There is no periodic formal overview to
assess the post-defect behaviour of the fuel. However, experts within the Canadian nuclear industry
participate in detailed investigations that take place whenever there are systematic fuel failures or
defect excursions. Although the main purpose is to identify the defect cause, the investigations
generally shed some light on the post-defect behaviour of CANDU fuel. Some examples of defect
excursions in recent years include:
excess hydrogen defects at Bruce 3 in 1984(10),
debris fretting defects at Pickering 5 in 1985,
power ramp defects at Pickering 1 in 1988(11), and
excess hydrogen defects at Point Lepreau in 1992(12).
The post-defect behaviour of fuel during these events is consistent with trends observed in 1982. The
excess hydrogen defects at Bruce 3 and Point Lepreau generally displayed secondary hydriding
damage at power and burnup conditions that are consistent with those for fuel elements having
manufacturing flaws(13). The power ramp defects at Pickering 1 in 1988 appeared to deteriorate almost
immediately after the power ramp, as indicated by the radioiodine levels in the coolant. The debris
fretting defects at Pickering 5 in 1985 were not assessed from the standpoint of post-defect behaviour.
DISCUSSION
The incubation period when the hydrogen becomes available for pickup by the cladding tends to be
short (hours) for power ramp defects and long (weeks) for elements with manfacturing flaws, and
extremely long (months) for elements with large holes created by mechanical damage, as
schematically shown in Figure 5. This large variation in incubation periods may not be entirely
explained by factors like hydrogen liberation due to oxidation of the UO2 pellet and cladding in a
high temperature steam environment, nor by the degradation of the corrosive properties of the
cladding due to irradiation embrittlement.
Another contributing factor may be due to the presence of the corrosive fission products that
accumulate within the pellet-to-sheath gap. They may play some role in assisting the hydrogen to
dissociate from the coolant and to enter the fuel cladding. Fuel elements with manufacturing flaws
contain hydrogen at burnups below 40 MWh/kgU. The cladding does not become hydrided because
there are no significant concentrations of fission products in the gap. Hydriding at low burnup only
occurs at high SHFs (or at element linear powers above 40 kW/m for 37 element fuel). At these high
ratings, fission product release to the gap is enhanced, even at the low burnup.
Defective elements with relatively large holes (like the mechanical defects) do not generally become
hydrided, because the large holes allow the coolant better access to the gap. This process tends to
flush out the fission products which prevents hydrogen pickup by the cladding.
Power ramp defects tend to occur at burnups greater than about 40 MWh/kgU due to the
characteristics of stress corrosion cracking. Almost immediately after a power ramp, the fission
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products that are normally trapped within the pellets are released directly into the gap at the time
when the sheath is stressed. The initial hole created by SCC is likely to be small, but large enough
to permit water ingress before the fission products have time to escape from the gap. Under these
conditons, hydrogen pickup and subsequent cracking of the sheath occur very rapidly, as demonstrated
by the secondary hydriding threshold on Figure 3.

CONCLUSIONS
1)

There is no evidence to suggest that a time limit is needed for post-defect residence times
from the standpoint of fuel element integrity. All fuel defects that occur at power, have been
successfully discharged without incident, even after hundreds of days at power.

2)

There appears to be a burnup dependent threshold for secondary hydriding corresponding to
about 40 MWh/kgU. Hydriding can occur at lower buraups, but only at surface heat fluxes
higher than about 1000 kW/m2 (or about 40 kW/m for 37-element fuel).
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ON BUNDLES IRRADIATED AT BRUCE AND POINT LEPREAU
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ABSTRACT
Crevice corrosion in CANDU reactors can occur between the standard design fuel bundle bearing
pads and the pressure tube when the element operates at a sufficiently high power to create the
crevice boiling condition necessary for the concentration of lithium hydroxide leading to
enhanced oxidation of the bearing pad and pressure tube. Since crevice corrosion was discovered
in Pickering pressure tubes, a concerted effort has been made on design changes to the standard
bearing pads in order to minimize/eliminate crevice corrosion. This development program led to
the T-Pad bearing pad design. Recent demonstration irradiations of prototype bundles, fitted with
T-Pad bearing pads, were conducted in Bruce and Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Stations.
The subsequent post-irradiation examinations indicated, that except for increased hydrogen and
deuterium pickup in the T-Pads, the performance of the T-Pads and bundles is consistent with
standard bearing pad bundles.

INTRODUCTION
Crevice corrosion in CANDU reactors can occur between the standard design fuel bundle bearing
pads and the pressure tube when the element operates at a sufficiently high power (>40 kW/m)
to create the crevice boiling condition necessary for the concentration of lithium hydroxide
leading to enhanced oxidation of the bearing pad and pressure tube [1].
The bearing pad/pressure tube corrosion phenomenon was discovered in some pressure tubes
removed from the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station in the mid-seventies. The corrosion
observed in these pressure tubes occurred in the interface area of the fuel element bearing pad
and the pressure tube. Very small gaps or crevices between the bearing pads and the pressure
tube is believed to cause reduction in the coolant flow rate around these regions to the extent that
superheating and/or boiling can occur, see Figure 1. This boiling tendency causes a local
increase in the concentration on the ph control agent lithium hydroxide, sufficient to generate the
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critical concentration required for accelerated corrosion of the zirconium alloys. The key to
preventing this type of corrosion is to prevent the concentration of the lithium hydroxide in these
very small gaps or to vent the gaps to allow coolant access [2].
•—
Since crevice corrosion was discovered in Pickering pressure tubes, a concerted effort has been
made on design changes to the standard bearing pads in order to minimize/eliminate crevice
corrosion. Various designs of advanced bearing pads (standoff, axial groove and trapezoid) were
extensively tested. This development program led to the T-Pad bearing pad design [3]. This
design combined all the functional characteristics of the former three configurations. It had three
regions of full bearing pad width in contact with the sheath and which are of reduced height to
prevent direct heat transfer from the sheath to the bearing pad/pressure tube interface. The
bearing surfaces are supported by thick webs and transition regions exposed to coolant flow
which tends to reduce the heat flux from the sheath to the bearing surfaces thus reducing the
potential for crevice corrosion.
A test program funded by CANDEV, was set up to verify the performance of the T-Pad through
(1) analysis of temperature distributions, (2) prototype fabrication of T-Pad bearing pad
specimens, (3) testing of the bearing pads and joints [4]. The positive conclusion of this work
led to the current T-Pad design and the manufacture of prototype bundles for irradiation, first in
the Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) reactor and more recently in Bruce [5] and Point
Lepreau nuclear generating stations [6]. A schematic drawing of the T-Pad design and a
photograph of a bundle fitted with T-Pad bearing pads are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.
Forty fuel bundles manufactured by Zircatec, were modified with T-Pads for irradiation in the
Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (BNGS) and in the Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station
(PLNGS). Half of the bundles had T-Pads on all outer-ring elements and half were manufactured
with T-Pads and standard bearing-pads on alternate outer elements [7]. The standard
production-type bearing pads acted as a control for the test irradiations. The T-Pads were
manufactured from standard bearing-pad spacers by special machining. Zircatec product
specifications applied to all phases of manufacture and inspection.
Of the bundles irradiated: two bundles J81172Z (100% T-Pads) and J81192Z (50% T-Pads and
50% standard bearing pads) from Bruce-A, Unit 4; and two bundles Y00005Z (50% T-Pads and
50% standard bearing pads) and Y00015Z (100% T-Pads) from PLNGS, were shipped to
Whiteshell Laboratories (WL) for post-irradiation examination (PEE). All bundles were visually
inspected underwater at the stations prior to shipment.

IRRADIATION HISTORY
BNGS bundles J81172Z & J81192Z resided in channel 024, bundle J81172Z was in position 7
throughout its irradiation history, and bundle J81192Z remained in position 8. Both bundles were
in-core a total of 247 days, followed by a cooling period of 710 days. Bundle J81172Z achieved
a burnup of 141 MWh/kgU, while bundle J81192Z achieved a burnup of 137 MWh/kgU. Peak
outer element burnups for both bundles were 159 and 154 MWh/kgU respectively. Bundle
J81172Z operated at a peak bundle and outer element linear power of 575 and 36 kW/m
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respectively. Bundle J81192Z operated at a peak bundle and outer element linear power of 557
and 35 kW/m respectively. The average outer element surface heat flux for bundle J81172Z was
88 W/cm2, for bundle J81192Z it was 86 W/cm2.
PLNGS bundle Y00005Z resided in channel P14E, positions 4/12 for 256 days and achieved a
calculated bundle average burnup and peak outer element linear power rating of 187 MWh/kgU
and 46 kW/m respectively. Bundle Y00015Z resided in channel P20E, positions 4/12 for 169
days and achieved a calculated bundle average burnup and peak outer element linear power rating
of 166 MWh/kgU and 35 kW/m respectively. The maximum surface heat flux for bundles
Y00005Z and Y00015Z was 111 and 85 W/cm2 respectively. The bundle irradiation histories
are displayed in Table 1.

POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION
The in-cell PIE consisted of the following:
1)

Detailed visual examination and photography: to record the as-received condition of t h e
bundles and to look for any unusual characteristics associated with the T-Pad design.

2)

Bearing pad wear mapping: to determine the existence and severity of any wear on the
bearing pads.

3)

Bundle profile measurements: to determine the effect of T-Pads on bundle geometry.

4)

Hydrogen and deuterium (H/D) analysis of sheath and bearing pad sections: to determine
any differences in H/D pickup as a result of the T-Pads.

5)

Metallographic examination of the sheath and bearing pads: to investigate braze bonding,
H/D distribution, corrosion, cracking etc.

OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
1.

All wear was within the normal range observed in previously examined BNGS bundles.

2.

There was no buildup of crud or any foreign material in any of the cut-out sections of the
T-Pads.

3.

There was very little evidence of fretting on either bundle. The majority of the marks
observed were longitudinal scratches caused by fuel loading/unloading in the reactor, and
out-reactor handling and transportation.

4.

Profilometer measurements of the profiles of the outer ring elements of both bundles did
not indicate anything unusual about the performance of these elements or the bearing pads.
The outer-ring elements were predominantly bowed away from the pressure-tube (towards
the centre of the bundle).
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5.

The condition of the T-Pad bearing pads compared very closely to the standard bearing
pads. There was no indication of braze failure or other features that would indicate that the
performance of the T-Pads was less satisfactory than that of the standard bearing pads.

6.

Averaged hydrogen values were in the range of 18-58 ug/g for all samples analyzed. The
greatest amount of hydrogen was found in the T-Pad sections with up to 100 ug/g analyzed
in a few of the samples. The T-Pad sections picked up more hydrogen than did the standard
bearing pads.
Deuterium values were higher in all samples, averaging from 45-300 |ig/g with the greatest
amount also in the T-Pad sections with up to 600 ug/g analyzed in a few of the samples.
Again the T-Pad sections generally picked up more deuterium than did the standard bearing
pad sections. Hydrogen/deuterium analysis results are displayed in Table 2. Figure 4 is
a comparison of photographs of a T-Pad and a standard bearing pad etched to reveal
hydrides/deuterides. Figure 5 is a photograph of the T-Pad with the greatest concentration
of hydride/deuterides observed.

7.

Metallographic examination indicated good braze bonding on all bearing pads examined.
Hydrides/deuterides were concentrated in the extremities of the T-Pads, particularly in the
PLNGS bundle T-Pads.

8.

There was little evidence of corrosion or pitting on either bearing pad type on any of the
bundles. Most of the corrosion pits observed were minor, the largest measuring 38 um in
depth by -0.5 mm in diameter. Figures 6 is photographs of this feature. The corrosion pits
observed were from elements believed to have been at the six o'clock position of the
bundle while in the reactor channel.

CONCLUSIONS
These PIEs indicated that the performance of T-Pad bearing pads was consistent with that of the
standard bearing-pad design. There was no indication of unusual wear, fretting, corrosion,
erosion, scratching, pitting, chipping, discoloration, or crud buildup that could be attributed to
the design or performance of the T-Pads. Deuterium pickup is greater in the T-Pads than the
standard bearing pads due partly to the lower operating temperature of the T-Pads. This creates
the thermal gradient which drives the hydrogen/deuterium to the coolest region of the T-Pad.
The increased surface area of the T-Pads and differences in surface finish, as a result of the
T-Pad manufacturing, may also contribute to the increased pickup of deuterium. Overall the
performance of the T-Pad bearing pads, under the operating conditions experienced, is very
similar to that of the standard bearing-pad design. There was little crevice corrosion observed
in connection with either the T-Pads or standard bearing pads. Therefore, it cannot be
unequivocally determined at this time that the T-Pads are more effective in preventing crevice
corrosion in pressure tubes. Additional bundles irradiated to higher burnups and operated at
higher power should be examined. Additionally, it may be necessary to conduct examinations
of pressure tubes to be able to absolutely determine the effectiveness of the T-Pad bearing pads
as a remedy against crevice corrosion.
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TABLE 1
IRRADIATION HISTORY
Reactor

Bruce-A Unit 4

Point Lepreau

Bundle

J81172Z

J81192Z

Y00005Z

Y00015Z

Channel

024

024

P14E

P20E

Position

7

8

4/12

4/12

Duration (Days)

247

247

256

169

Burnup (MWh/kgU)

141

137

187

166

OE Buraup (MWh/kgU)

159

154

212

188

Bundle Power (kW/m)

575

557

741

568

Peak OELP (kW/m)

36

35

46

35

OE Heat Flux (W/cm2)

88

86

111

85
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF AVERAGED H/D RESULTS (ng/g)
Point Lepreau NGS
Element Type/Sample/Analysis

BNGS-A4

Y00005Z

Y00015Z

J81192Z

T-Pad/ BP Only/

H

58

44

36

T-Pad/ BP Only/

D

119

196

297

STD/ BP Only/

H

40

-

33

STD/ BP Only/

D

120

-

198

T-Pad/ Sheath HAZ/

H

38

29

22

T-Pad/ Sheath HAZ/

D

110

128

122

STD/ Sheath HAZ/

H

34

-

30

STD/ Sheath HAZ/

D

104

-

147

T-Pad/ Sheath ARZ/

H

20

28

18

T-Pad/ Sheath ARZ/

D

60

71

53

STD/ Sheath ARZ/

H

28

-

19

STD/ Sheath ARZ/

D

78

-

45

NOTES:

HAZ = Heat-Affected Zone
ARZ = As-Received Zone
STD = Standard Bearing Pad
T-Pad = T-Pad Bearing Pad
BP = Bearing Pad
H = Hydrogen Value
D = Deuterium Value

FIGURE 1: CROSS-SECTION OF BUNDLE, PRESSURE TUBE & CALANDRIA TUBE

FIGURE 2: T-PAD BEARING PAD DESIGN

FIGURE 3: T-PAD BEARING PADS AS INSTALLED ON A CANDU BUNDLE

FIGURE 4: COMPARISON OF A T-PAD AND A STANDARD BEARING PAD,
ETCHED TO REVEAL HYDRIDE/DEUTERIDE DISTRIBUTION (50X).

FIGURE 5: THE T-PAD DISPLAYING THE GREATEST AMOUNT OF
HYDRIDE/DEUTERIDE OBSERVED (100X).

FIGURE 6: THE LARGEST CORROSION PIT OBSERVED (-0.5 mm IN DIAMETER x 38
\xm DEEP) ON THE CONTACT SURFACE OF A T-PAD. NOTE THE
PATCH OF OXIDE IN THE PIT REGION (200X).
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ABSTRACT

Several of the OECD/CSNI members have adapted a proposed methodology for code
validation and uncertainty assessment. Although the validation process adapted by members has
a high degree of commonality, the uncertainty assessment processes selected are more variable,
ranging from subjective to formal. This paper describes the validation and uncertainty assessment
process, the sources of uncertainty, methods of reducing uncertainty, and methods of assessing
uncertainty.
Examples are presented from the Ontario Hydro application of the validation methodology
and uncertainty assessment to the system thermal hydraulics discipline and the TUF (1) system
thermal hydraulics code.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The OECD/CSNI validation methodology can be broken into five stages, each associated
with one of a structured set of documents, as shown in Figure 1. The first two stages, the
Technical Basis Document and the Validation Matrix, are generic documents for a specific
discipline without reference to any specific simulation code. The remaining stages, the
Validation Plan, the Validation Exercises and the Validation Manual, are concerned with a
specific code version. The purpose of the validation process is to:
1) develop a consistent basis for validation within the various disciplines associated with
safety analyses;
2) clarify the phenomena and inter-relationships with other phenomena, with specific
accident scenarios and with safety concerns;
3) cross reference these phenomena to qualified data sets; and
4) document the comparison to these data sets and the uncertainty in the comparison.
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The foundation for uncertainty assessment is laid with the Technical Basis Document and
is finalized in the Validation Exercises and Validation Manual.

2.

VALIDATION PROCESS DOCUMENTS

Technical Basis Document
The primary purpose of the Technical Basis Document is to relate key safety concerns (e.g.,
fuel channel integrity) with phenomena1 and provide an overview of the technical basis for
accident analyses performed to quantify the consequences of events in an accident scenario (e.g.,
large break LOCA).
The process begins by listing all phenomena associated with the discipline in question. The
key parameters by which each phenomenon would be identified should also be developed at this
point. The key parameters become the focus of the uncertainty analysis.
The Technical Basis Document also identifies the accident scenarios and the phases of those
accidents which are to be validated. For each phase of an accident scenario, the appropriate
governing and secondary phenomena should be identified.
The process of creating a Technical Basis Document provides, for each accident scenario,
a justified and rational set of govermng phenomena and key parameters which address key safety
concerns. Table 1 provides an example of a cross-reference table of phenomena and accident
scenarios.

2.1 Validation Matrix
The purpose of the validation matrix is to relate important phenomena to data sets in which
the phenomena are known (or expected) to occur. The data sets can be from operational
experience, analytic solutions, single effect tests, integral tests and/or cross-code comparisons
with other validated codes. The data sets themselves must be validated, qualified and their
sources of error/uncertainty identified. Data sets which have been used for model building should
not be used for model validation.
The key matrices in this document cross-reference the phenomena (rows) with data sets
(columns) which provide validation of the selected phenomena for each accident scenario. The
number of filled cells in the matrix, particular in the same column, provides a convenient
summary of the ability to validate codes in the selected discipline. Table 2 provides an example
of a cross-reference matrix of phenomena and data sets.

Although several definitions can be found, a useful way of selecting phenomena is to assume they are
the cause of a change of state. Phenomena are not properties of materials nor quantities used to
characterize a process (e.g., thermal conductivity).
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A summary description of the phenomena and the test facilities would complete this
document. A suggested phenomenon summary would include:
1) a technical background indicating the manner in which the phenomena influence
behaviour during accident scenarios;
2) a summary of the state of knowledge and uncertainties in qualifying the phenomenon;
3) a brief summary of the potential impact of uncertainties in the phenomenon on expected
behaviour during accidents;
4) a listing of related phenomena; and
5) key references to papers or reports that describe or quantify the phenomenon.

2.2 Validation Plan
The Validation Plan is a specification document for a particular code version. This
document details what will be done to demonstrate that the code version accurately represents
the governing phenomena for selected accident scenarios. The plan also identifies the intended
application(s) for which the code version is being validated.
The criteria for the selection of sub-matrices from the validation matrix should be identified.
The selection criteria should be based on the key parameters and governing phenomena for the
code application(s) being validated. Important interactions between phenomena should be
addressed through integral experiments or by selecting tests having multiple (and over-lapping)
phenomena represented.
The method by which uncertainties will be assessed should also be addressed in the plan
document

2.3 Validation Exercises
The Validation Exercises reference the governing phenomena to be assessed and the data set,
or related data sets, to be used for validation. The quality, errors and uncertainties associated
with the data sets should be discussed. The test apparatus and procedure associated with the data
sets should be described.
If code modifications are required to match test conditions, the impact of those modifications
on the validation must be addressed.
On completion of the simulations and comparisons, the sensitivity of key output parameters
to key input parameters, and the accuracy and uncertainty of the comparisons should be qualified.
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2.4 Validation Manual
The Validation Manual is a summary document based on the Validation Plan and Validation
Exercises illustrating how the technical basis for validation has been satisfied. The document
also summarizes the accuracy and uncertainty associated with code predictions for intended
applications.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL
PHENOMENA

UNCERTAINTY

AND

QUANTIFICATION

OF

PHYSICAL

There are several issues to be addressed when comparing simulation predictions to data sets.
These issues include:
1) ascertaining the portion of the uncertainty in a code-to-data comparison that is attributable
to the code;
2) choosing the appropriate form of data reduction to reduce uncertainty;
3) evaluating the effect of sensor characteristics and response on data values (e.g., eliminate
sensor variable response by time series analysis);
4) identifying inherent large scatter data (e.g., waterhammer; a stochastic process) and
designing methods of treating it;
5) minimizing the impact of uncertainties with respect to margins to the limit of the
operating envelope; and
6) selecting a tractable uncertainty analysis methodology.
The validation documentation identifies and ranks the governing phenomena, key parameters
and supporting data sets. Uncertainties in the process must be explicitly recognized either as
probabilistic, through sensitivity/parametric analysis, expert judgement, use of conservative
assumptions, etc.
Some phenomena cannot be measured directly either due to their nature, a hostile test
environment (e.g., BTF), and/or measurement difficulties (e.g., quality meter, two-phase flows).
Figure 2 illustrates the components of uncertainty whether from experimental or modelled
behaviour. On the experimental side, gain, systematic error (bias) and random variation exist.
On the modelling side, a "user" effect2, time/space resolution approximations, uncertainty in
initial and boundary conditions, and sub-model uncertainties and bias exist. The measurement

2

The user effect is related to the range of answers possible when different users create the "same"
simulation.
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error can be systematic or due to impact of the sampling rate of digital data, sensor drift (e.g.,
aging, transmutation), sensor dead time, data "smoothing"/filtering, environmental uncertainties,
and noise. —
—
The simulation bias determined from the validation exercise is the error or accuracy of our
simulation. Uncertainty is not error, it is just uncertainty. Uncertainty in key parameters can be
assessed either by formal statistical means or, where formal methods are not available, as the
high/low range based on expert judgement/consensus.

4.

UNCERTAINTY METHODOLOGY

A number of methods of assessing uncertainty in simulation codes have been, or are being,
developed. For our large simulation codes, only a few of the methods are practical. The method
adopted should account for changing sensitivities during the course of the simulation and crosscorrelation between parameters.
In some applications, a simple root mean square (RMS) approach is used to combine
uncertainties. This method assigns all uncertainties equal importance, implies that each
uncertainty component is independent of the others, and implies that the variation in parameters
is normally distributed. For certain applications, these assumptions are justified while in others
the method may significantly over-estimate the uncertainty in key output parameters.
For small simulation codes, a Monte Carlo sampling approach can be used directly. If the
probability distribution functions (PDFs) for the input parameters are known, they can be sampled
directly to generate many simulations to permit PDFs for the output parameters to be created.
The method accounts for propagation of uncertainties from the input to the code outputs, does
not account for correlated inputs, but allows uncertainties in output parameters to be extracted
from their PDFs. If only the key input parameters are sampled (i.e., negligible correlation), the
uncertainties in output parameters are better defined. The number of simulations required can
be decreased if stratified sampling methods (e.g., latin hypercube (2)) are employed.
For larger simulation codes, response surface techniques (2) in which key input parameters
are related to selected output from a series of simulations to create a simplified analog (i.e.,
response surface) of the simulation code. The response surface is then treated as a small
simulation code as in the preceding paragraph. Since the response surface is an approximation
of the simulation code, the "goodness" of the uncertainty analysis is limited by the "goodness"
of the approximating response surface.
Two other methodologies have been investigated with limited success; adaptive control
theory analog (3) and interval arithmetic (4):
1) The adaptive control theory analog (i.e., Kalman filter) uses the difference between
experimental measurement and the simulation as the error signal in the adaptive control
(Figure 2).
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2) Interval arithmetic provides a means of accounting explicitly for ranges of variables (both
input and output) during a solution. The approach has been demonstrated for simple,
steady-state systems but tends to become divergent for time series analyses.
An uncertainty analysis methodology has been developed for the French CATHARE system
thermal hydraulics code. The technique is referred to as the Discrete Adjoint Sensitivity Method
(5). The method requires two simulations for a complete uncertainty assessment; one a normal
simulation, the other an adjoint simulation. The technique is under assessment for use with
Ontario Hydro's larger simulation codes.
While other methods are being investigated, uncertainty analysis is being performed using
linear error propagation (6). In this method, a set of input parameters, {xj, with uncertainties,
Ax; , are used to estimate the uncertainty in an output parameter, C, by combining the
uncertainties and the sensitivities, 9C/9xi5 using the expression:
AC = [ HOC/aXi) AXi)\inn] 1/n
where n

= 2, if the Xj are independent and their uncertainties are normally distributed,
= 1, for a total derivative expression.

To approximate independence of the Xj only key input parameters are considered as the key
parameters are most likely to form an independent set. The AXj are assumed to represent 95%
confidence limits and are evaluated using formal methods or are based on high/low ranges
determined by expert judgement/consensus.

5.

IMPACT

There are several impacts arising from the requirements for validation and uncertainty
assessment:
1) The validation methodology provides a rational and defensible basis for validating
simulation codes.
2) Data sets which contain error and uncertainty information, and which are themselves
validated, are required.
3) The validation matrices provide important evidence for the judicious selection of further
experiments.
4) The significant effort required in validating a simulation code and its associated
uncertainty assessment should keep the number of code versions to a small number (i.e.,
incremental changes in codes should become a thing of the past).
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TABLE 1
SYSTEM THERMAL HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA
RELEVANT TO ACCIDENT ANALYSIS —"

LOF

LOR

ID#

PHENOMENA

Large
LOCA

LOCA/
LOECI

Small
LOCA

TH1

Break Discharge

•

•

•

TH2

Coolant Voiding Rate

•

•

•

•

TH3

Phase Separation; Channels

•

•

•

•

TH4

Phase Separation: Headers

•

TH5

CHF & PDO Heat Transfer

•

•

•

•

•

TH6

End-fitting Blowdown

•

•

TH7

End-fitting Heat Transfer

•

•

•

•

•

Feed
Water
Line
Break

Steam
Line
Break

•

•

TH8
TH9
TH1O
TH11

LOCA
LOECI
LOF
LOR

Loss-of-Coolant Accident
Loss of Emergency Coolant Injection
Loss of Flow
Loss of Regulation

TABLE 2
SYSTEM THERMAL HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA and RELEVANT DATA SETS
FOR CODE VALIDATION
ID#

PHENOMENA

IN
1

IN
2

IN
3

IN
4

IN

5

IN
6

IN
7

TH1

Break Discharge Characteristics

•

a

o

TH2

Coolant Voiding Rate

a

a

o

TH3

Phase Separation: Channels

•

TH4

Phase Separation: Headers

TH5

CHF & PDO Heat Transfer

TH6

D
O

primary source
seconadry source

a

IN
8

o

0

IN
9
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Technical
Basis
Document

Relate safety concerns to
phenomena governing behaviour
during a phase of an accident

Relate basic phenomena to
data sets

generic (code independent); knowledge base
code version specific

to demonstrate mat the code
'version accurately represents the governing
phenomena for each phase of the
accident scenarios selected

Validation
Exercises

Compare model predictions to
selected data sets
(uncertainty)

Validation
Manual

Summarize code accuracy, sensitivities
and uncertainties for selected application

FIGURE 1
VALIDATION METHODOLOGY
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Experimental
Behavior

Systematic Error

Observed
Behavior

K
Random Variation
Modelling

User Effect
Modelled
Behavior

TK

Nodalization
Range of
Possible behavior

Uncertainty in initial and
Boundary conditions

FIGURE 2
COMPONENTS OF UNCERTAINTY
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ABSTRACT
FACTAR (Fuel Arid Channel Temperature And Response) is a computer code developed to simulate
the transient thermal and mechanical behaviour of 37-element or 28-element fuel bundles within a
single CANDU fuel channel for moderate (i.e., sheath temperatures less than the mleting point of
Zircaloy) loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) conditions including transition and large break LOCAs
with emergency coolant injection assumed available. FACTAR's predictions of fuel temperature and
sheath failure times are used for subsequent assessment of fission product releases and fuel string
expansion. In this paper, model capabilities and calculated quantities of the code are summarised.
The results from overly severe test cases are presented in order to clearly demonstrate the effect on
calculated fuel channel behaviour of a mechanistic assessment of fuel-to-sheath heat transfer, and
the impact of using a diffusion-limited model for Zircaloy/steam reaction (i.e., FROM) as opposed
to a reaction rate correlation, coupled with the assumption of unlimited steam supply.

1.

INTRODUCTION

FACTAR (References 1-4) is a computer code developed to simulate the transient thermal and mechanical
behaviour of 37-element or 28-element fuel bundles within a single CANDU fuel channel for moderate lossof-coolant accident (LOCA) conditions including transition and large break LOCAs with emergency coolant
injection (ECI) assumed available. The code has been designed to characterize the transient phenomena of
sheath strain and dynamic blowdown cooling conditions throughout a LOCA, including any initial overpower
transient. FACTAR provides a detailed transient model of sheath deformation and the impact of sheath strain
on fuel-to-sheath heat transfer and consequently the radial temperature profiles within the fuel elements.
FACTAR's predictions of fuel temperatures and sheath failure times are used for subsequent assessment of
fission product release. FACTAR has been designed to supersede CHAN (Reference 5) for analysis of a range
of moderate accidents, defined as those which avoid severe fuel damage conditions (which include gross
bundle deformation (e.g., bundle slumping), significant molten material formation and significant hydrogen
production). FACTAR has been used at Ontario Hydro for transition and large break LOCA analyses,
including fuel string compression studies, and at New Brunswick Power for investigation of fuel string
compression in a large break LOCA.
The basis for FACTAR is the validated code ELOCA.Mk4 (References 6,7), which is used to perform
detailed fuel element calculations for a representative fuel element of each fuel pitch circle in each bundle in
a single channel. Channel thermal hydraulic conditions are calculated using a flow-ring model driven by input
inlet transients, typically calculated from a sophisticated system thermal hydraulic code (e.g., TUF (Reference
8)). Convective heat transfer coefficients, thermal radiation fluxes (calculated using a ring/ring model) and
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steam flow rates (used to calculate Zircaloy/steam reaction rates) are calculated by the thermal hydraulic and
fuel channel portion of FACTAR and passed as boundary conditions to the fuel model ELOCA. Steady-state
burnup-dependent fuel element characteristics are calculated by the code FAGTAR_SS (Steady-State)
(Reference 9), which was developed from ELESIM-II (MOD10) (Reference 10) tcTprovide initial conditions
for transient calculations performed with FACTAR.
In addition to summarizing model capabilities and calculated quantities, this paper presents test cases which
demonstrate the effect of incorporating a mechanistic assessment of the fuel-to-sheath heat transfer coefficient,
and the impact of using a diffusion-limited model for Zircaloy/steam reaction {i.e., FROM (Reference 11)) as
opposed to a reaction rate correlation. Inclusion of these detailed models is shown to have a significant impact
on predicted fuel temperatures, and should not be ignored in the analysis of fuel channel behaviour.

2.

SUMMARY OF MODELS

2.1

Overview

The discussion of models presented here focuses on the most recently released code version FACTAR 1.3.1,
which evolved under the revision control process from FACTAR 1.2. FACTAR 1.3.1 was developed to
incorporate enhanced quality assurance features (e.g., automatic version identification), enhanced performance
by code optimisation, and modelling improvements primarily impacting upon pressure tube thermal
behaviour. Modelling assumptions include: homogeneous two-phase flow, circumferential symmetry, a
ring/ring geometry applied for thermal radiation calculations, no severe geometry changes during the transient
(i.e., only pressure tube and sheath strain are considered), uni-directional flow, with the flow direction
remaining the same throughout the transient (except during the initial blowdown period, during which fuel
element calculations are driven by TUF calculations).
Initial conditions and channel boundary condition transients provided externally include:
• coolant pressure, inlet coolant enthalpy and mass flow rate (from a system thermal hydraulics code);
• fuel power transients (from a physics code);
• initial fuel and sheath conditions (power and bumup history dependent) including element internal
pressure, temperature distribution and oxide layer thickness (from FACTAR_SS).
FACTAR output for both fuel and thermal hydraulic characteristics is available. Information required to
calculate fission product release, including UO2 temperature transients and sheath failure times, is output for
subsequent analysis. Additional information which primarily relates to general channel behaviour (such as
pressure tube temperature and strain, coolant characteristics, hydrogen produced) is also output. See
References 1 to 3 for more details.
2.2

Thermal Hydraulic and Channel Model

The calculation proceeds node by node (from inlet to outlet) along the length of the channel at each time
step, with the inlet enthalpy for the current bundle dependent upon the outlet enthalpy from the adjacent
upstream bundle. The coolant is modelled as flowing in annuli bounded by each fuel pitch circle and by the
pressure tube. The flow distribution between annuli at the inlet to the bundle is calculated from Bernoulli's
equation. The fraction of fuel element surface area in contact with each bounding flow annulus changes with
time due to sheath strain. The mixing characteristics between flow annuli and at bundle endplates must be
specified; a total of five options are available. An ongoing assessment of flow visualization studies and
comparison with the predictions of ASSERT-PV (Reference 12) to assist in establishing coolant mixing
characteristics is in progress.
The change in coolant enthalpy as a function of axial location, radial location and time is evaluated by
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solution of the one-dimensional, transient coolant energy conservation equation. The heat transfer rate to a
given flow annulus in contact with surfaces of fuel elements from a fuel ring is evaluated using the sheath
surface temperature evaluated in ELOCA and the appropriate coolant temperature and sheath-to-coolant
convective heat transfer coefficient. The amount of steam in a given annulus, calculated from the coolant
thermodynamic quality, is used to provide a boundary condition for the exothermic Zircaloy/steam reaction
calculation. The steam flow rate is modified, according to the mixing model, to account for oxygen depletion
through reaction at upstream bundle locations.
The calculation of the convective sheath-to-coolant heat transfer coefficient depends on the dryout status
at the current axial location. The location of the dryout front is determined when the average convective heat
flux from all elements in the bundle exceeds the bundle-average critical heat flux; dryout is assumed to occur
at the current axial location and at all downstream bundles. Dryout at the pressure tube surface is calculated
separately in FACTAR 1.3.1. For pre-dryout surfaces, a modified Dittus-Boelter equation is used which
accounts for flow rate variations. For post-dryout heat transfer, the Groeneveld-Delorme correlation
(Reference 13), which accounts for thermal non-equilibrium effects, is used for fuel element surfaces while
the Hadaller correlation (Reference 14) is used for the pressure tube and for fuel element surfaces in contact
with superheated steam. Separate calculations are performed on the inward- and outward-facing side of each
fuel element, since different conditions in each of the bounding flow annuli can result in different convective
heat transfer coefficients and coolant sink temperatures.
The radial pressure tube and calandria tube temperature distributions at any axial location are found by
solution of the discretised one-dimensional, transient energy equation. Pressure tube strain calculations, based
on the pressure tube temperature, are performed unless limited by pressure tube/calandria tube contact around
the circumference. The pressure tube diameter affects the flow distribution within the bundle due to changes
in the cross-sectional flow area for the outer flow annulus. The mechanical model, an implementation of
Shewfelt's equations for the transverse strain of Zr-2.5wt%Nb pressure tubes (Reference 15), is coupled with
the temperature solution. Radiation heat transfer calculations are performed when the coolant quality between
two exchanging surfaces is greater than 90 percent. The net radiative heat flux, calculated assuming a
ring/ring geometry (i.e., concentric infinitely long cylinders), is applied as a surface boundary condition for
each fuel element and pressure tube.
2.4

FXOCA Fnd/Sheath Model

The detailed mechanistic fuel code ELOCA. Mk4 is used as a basis for FACTAR. Calculated quantities for
ELOCA.Mk4, which applies an axi-symmetric geometry to a single fuel element, include: thermal, plastic and
elastic sheath deformation, variation of internal gas pressure, change in fuel characteristics (expansion,
cracking and melting), radial temperature profiles, and chemical reaction between the Zircaloy sheath and
steam. Modifications to the ELOCA code required to integrate it into FACTAR are summarised in References
1 to 4. Details of the extensive validation performed for ELOCA.Mk4 (and ELESIM) are summarised in
Reference 2.
In FACTAR, the Zircaloy/steam reaction can either be calculated using a kinetic correlation (i.e., UrbanicHeidrick correlation (Reference 16), Sawatzky correlation (Reference 17), or Prater-Cathcart correlation
(References 18, 19)), or the Full Range Oxidation Model (FROM). The validated model FROM provides a
detailed representation of the Zircaloy/steam reaction at the sheath surface, considering the possible limiting
effect of oxygen diffusion through the reacted sheath to unoxidised Zircaloy. The calculations are based on
the solution of the moving boundary diffusion problem, explicitly accounting for the formation and deletion
of beta-zircaloy, oxygen-stabilised alpha-zircaloy and ZrO2 substrate layers.
FACTAR incorporates a mechanistic assessment of the fuel-to-sheath heat transfer coefficient. This heat
transfer coefficient includes: i) a conductance term for solid-to-solid contact, taking into account the relative
surface roughnesses, ii) a gas conduction term, accounting for conductivity variations in the filling gas/fission
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gas mixture and a calculation of the temperature jump distance (which compensates for gas molecule/surface
collisions), and iii) a term for radiant heat transfer between surfaces.

3.

DEMONSTRATION ANALYSIS

FACTAR models a number of effects which are fundamentally important to the accurate representation of
fuel thermal/mechanical behaviour under loss-of-coolant accident conditions. Features which have a
significant impact are the variation in fuel-to-sheath heat transfer as a result of fuel and sheath mechanical
deformation, and the representation of the exothermic Zircaloy/steam reaction at the sheath surface by a
mechanistic, diffusion-limited model. In FACTAR, a variable fuel-to-sheath heat transfer coefficient (hfs) is
automatically calculated, while the use of FROM is the recommended Zircaloy/steam reaction treatment.
Representation of these phenomena in other simulation codes has often assumed a constant value of hfs, and
used a reaction rate correlation for calculating the heat of reaction due to sheath oxidation. This section
demonstrates the large impact that these assumptions have on simulation results. The case assessed was
deliberately made more severe than expected for a large break LOCA with ECI available in order to clearly
demonstrate the effects of variable hfs and oxygen diffusion on predicted fuel and sheath temperatures. The
simulations were performed using FACTAR 1.3.1 with different model options (selected via input). Three
cases were studied: i) invoking the mechanistic model FROM to calculate the Zircaloy/steam reaction and
internally calculating a time-variant fuel-to-sheath heat transfer coefficient (referred to as "Nominal Case");
ii) using the Prater-Cathcart correlation to assess Zircaloy/steam reaction rate, with a varying hfs (referred to
as "Correlation Case"); and iii) setting the fuel-to-sheath heat transfer coefficient for all fuel elements in the
channel to a constant value of 10 kW/m\K and using FROM (referred to as "Constant hfs Case").
3.1

Case Conditions

The channel pressure, inlet enthalpy and power transients of the case presented in this demonstration
analysis are typical of a 7.0 MW channel in the inner zone of Bruce Nuclear Generating Station B with a 35
percent pump discharge break occurring at the beginning of the transient. The coolant flow transient is also
typical of these conditions, except in the period from 20 seconds to approximately 45 seconds, where the flow
rate was reduced to lower values, i.e., it is stylized. This modification to the large break LOCA conditions was
made in order to achieve higher fuel and sheath temperatures, which magnifies differences arising from the
modelling treatment. As a result, the temperatures reported in this paper are not representative of cases used
in large break LOCA safety analyses. The input boundary conditions (channel pressure, inlet enthalpy, coolant
flow rate and overpower transient) are shown in Figures l(a) through l(d), respectively.
The partial mixing mode was used, i.e., the coolant flow is divided radially into two annuli separated by the
outermost ring of fuel elements. It is assumed that there is no communication between these coolant annuli.
A thermal hydraulic calculational time step of 0.1 seconds was used to a final simulation time of 150 seconds.
3.2

Effect of Zircaloy Oxidation Model

To evaluate the effect of the Zircaloy oxidation treatment, the results from the "Nominal Case" and the
"Correlation Case" are compared. Figure 2 shows the sheath temperature transients predicted by
FACTAR 1.3.1 for each representative fuel element at bundle 8. The results are indistinguishable until
approximately 40 seconds, when the sheath temperature predicted using the Prater-Cathcart model increases
by over 1000°C compared to that predicted using FROM. A similar departure is noted for the fuel average
temperature shown in Figure 3 for the same elements at bundle 8. At 40 seconds, the sheath temperature
reaches a level (about 1500°C) after which the oxidation reaction becomes self-sustaining, leading to run-away
oxidation and a very large sheath temperature excursion (the Prater-Cathcart model is comprised of two
correlations which switch at 1510°C). The fast rate of the oxidation reaction is most clearly seen in Figure
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4, which shows the total reacted layer thickness (ZrO2 plus oxygen-stabilised alpha-Zircaloy) as a function
of time. At approximately 40 seconds, the reacted layer thickness predicted by Prater-Cathcart increases
dramatically, with the sheath quickly consumed. In contrast, the FROM predictions show a slow increase in
reacted layer thickness, a result explained by the modelled limiting effect of oxygen diffusion through the
sheath on the oxidation rate. Without such a limitation on oxygen availability at the surface of unoxidised
Zircaloy, correlations (such as Prater-Cathcart) can significantly overpredict fuel and sheath temperatures.
3.3

Effect of Varying Fuel-to-Sheath Heat Transfer Coefficient

The effect of a varying hfion fuel element behaviour versus a constant value was evaluated by comparing
the results from the "Nominal Case" to the "Constant hfs Case". Figure 5 shows that FACTAR predicts a
much greater value of hfs than the constant value of 10 kW/m2.K for the inner two rings of fuel elements; the
opposite is found for the outer two rings (for the majority of the transient for the intermediate ring). The
explanation for the behaviour in the outer two rings is sheath lift-off: the internal gas pressure and differential
thermal expansion between the fuel and the sheath are sufficient to cause sheath ballooning and a relatively
large radial gap (about 22 um and 187 um for the intermediate and outer ring, respectively) between the fuel
and the sheath, consequently reducing the predicted heat transfer coefficient to a low value. The effect of high
hfs values leading to enhanced heat removal from the fuel is apparent from Figure 3 - the fuel average
temperature for the inner two rings is lower for the "Nominal Case". Figure 2 shows that higher sheath
temperatures are also predicted when the hfs is reduced; the sheath has stronger thermal coupling with the fuel
than with the coolant, and the temperature rises as a result of the higher fuel surface temperature.
Figure 3 shows that the fuel temperature for the intermediate ring is higher for the "Constant hfs Case" than
the "Nominal Case". Early in the transient, during the peak overpower period, the "Nominal" hfs is larger than
the constant value as shown in Figure 5; this time period is sufficiently long to lower the fuel temperature (and
raise the sheath temperature) and these differences persist throughout the transient. The sheath temperature
difference is enough to cause rapid oxidation of the sheath in the "Constant hfs case" which also contributes
to the higher fuel and sheath temperatures.
It should also be noted that the outer ring sheath temperatures for the "Constant hfs Case" are higher than
calculated in the "Nominal Case". This result is explained by considering thermal radiation exchange with
the hot intermediate ring sheaths, and convective heat removal differences due to upstream effects. Since the
sheath temperature tends to be higher in the "Constant hfs Case", more energy is deposited in the coolant at
upstream axial locations. When the coolant reaches bundle 8, it is approximately 100°C to 200°C hotter than
in the "Nominal Case". This high coolant temperature is a less effective sink for convection, and contributes
to higher sheath temperatures at bundle 8.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

A summary of FACTAR's model components and a demonstration analysis has been presented. The effect
of the treatment of Zircaloy/steam reaction and variable fuel-to-sheath heat transfer on fuel element
characteristics has been demonstrated. The use of a reaction-rate correlation for Zircaloy/steam reaction, as
opposed to an oxygen-limited diffusion model, can lead to large over-predictions of fuel and sheath
temperatures. The same effect is observed for the use of a constant fuel-to-sheath heat transfer coefficient,
as opposed to a mechanistic model which takes into account differential thermal strain and pressure driving
forces. Use of these simplified treatments (Le., constant h/s and instantaneous oxygen diffusion) will, in
general, lead to large overestimates of fuel and sheath temperatures and hence fission product release source
terms.
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FIGURE 1
Boundary Conditions Applied for all Cases

FIGURE 2
Sheath Temperature at Bundle 8
Note: The severity of this transient is not typical of what is expected for large break LOCAs with ECI available.
The conditions analyzed were deliberately more severe in order to clearly indicate the effects of hfs and oxygen diffusion.

FIGURE 3
Fuel Average Temperature at Bundle 8
Note: The severity of this transient is not typical of what is expected for large break LOCAs with ECI available.
The conditions analyzed were deliberately more severe in order to clearly indicate the effects of hfs and oxygen diffusion.

FIGURE 4
Reacted Layer Thickness (Oxide + Alpha-Zircaloy) at Bundle 8

FIGURE 5
Fuel-to-Sheath Heat Transfer Coefficient at Bundle 8
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FACTAR VALIDATION
P.B^Middleton, SJL Wadsworth, R.C. Rock, H.E. Sills, a n d V J . Langman
Reactor Safety and Operational Analysis Department
Ontario Hydro
ABSTRACT
A detailed strategy to validate fuel channel thermal mechanical behaviour codes for use in
current power reactor safety analysis is presented. The strategy is derived from a validation
process that has been recently adopted industry wide. Focus of the discussion is on the
validation plan for the code, FACTAR, for application in assessing fuel channel integrity safety
concerns during a large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

Ontario Hydro is validating its fuel channel, thermal mechanical behaviour code, FACTAR (Fuel
And Channel Temperature And Response). This task is one of the main requirements for AECB
acceptance of the Ontario Hydro large break LOCA generic safety analysis methodology. In the
short term, validation will focus on demonstrating sufficiency of modelling accuracy for
assessing parameters key to fuel channel integrity concerns during large break LOCAs.
The validation process used is based on an industry wide approach recently adopted for validating
computer codes used in reactor safety analyses. The initial part of the validation process is code
independent and applicable to all disciplines used in safety analyses. It is based on the matrix
format which the AECB has recommended as the most efficient, currently available vehicle to
transmit understanding of the extent of validation. It also represents a movement to a more
formalized level of validation in which confidence limits in modelling predictions for specific
safety concerns can be established.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the validation process is broken down into code dependent and
independent tasks. The development of a Technical Basis Report (TBR), which identifies all
phenomena associated with the various accident scenarios, and the Validation Matrix Report
(VMR), which relates these phenomena to validation data sets, are code independent tasks and
they are intended as a resource for the validation plans of specific codes. Ontario Hydro is
proceeding with the code specific validation of FACTAR in parallel with the development of the
TBR and VMR. Hence, the initial focus is to ensure that these reports include a certified subset
of information sufficient to carry out this code specific validation work.
The Technical Basis Report identifies the phenomena that are dominant for each phase of each
accident scenario of each selected discipline. It also provides a ranking of importance of these
phenomena by relating them to specific safety concerns and the measurable, key parameters used
to define the margin for each safety concern. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the steps used to interrelate
scenarios to safety concerns to key parameters for the discipline of fuel and fuel channel
behaviour. The TBR also serves to establish a relationship between the disciplines involved in
an accident scenario including system thermalhydraulics, containment behaviour, moderator
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behaviour, reactor physics, fuel and fuel channel thermal/mechanical behaviour, and fission
product release and transport.
For thermal mechanical behaviour of a fuel channel, the phenomena governing each safety
concern are defined in terms of key parameters. A phenomenon is defined as an observable
process, and thus does not include material properties, which are addressed separately by the
code specific validation plans. To aid in identifying all significant phenomena during any of the
in-core accident scenarios, the accidents are divided into generic phases (ie; for large break
LOCAs, the initial overpower transient period, a degraded cooling period prior to the initiation
of emergency coolant injection (ECI), a cooling period following ECI initiation, and a refill
period in which the fuel is quenched). Phenomena are then identified for each of these categories
in terms of the major physical, chemical, and thermodynamic processes including heat generation,
heat redistribution, heat losses, chemical changes, and physical changes. The phenomena list is
thus generic, not limited to the suite of models incorporated within any one code, but the
industry's best attempt at outlining the physical and chemical phenomena that would be expected
to occur in the postulated accident.
Phenomena are then ranked according to whether they are governing, or secondary within a
particular accident phase. A phenomenon is judged to be governing if it strongly influences
behaviour, while a secondary phenomenon is evident, but does not dominate behaviour. The
development of the code-independent validation knowledge base means that results can easily
be applied to any fuel channel code or scenario. Table 3 presents the resulting list of
phenomena groups and subgroups ranked for importance in the context of large break LOCAs
where ECI is available.
The Validation Matrix Report identifies all data sets (eg; experimental data bases, analytical
techniques, operational accidents, and cross code comparisons) that are of potential use as
validation material. These validation data sets are cross referenced against the governing
phenomena identified in the TBR for each discipline. Each validation data set is characterized
in terms of which phenomena are represented, the level of uncertainty in data and the quality
of documentation as illustrated in Table 4.
For the discipline of fuel and fuel channel behaviour there are few large integrated effects
experiments. Rather, there exists a large number of separate effects and partially integrated effects
experiments. In addition, many of the existing integrated effects experiments were designed more
for exploratory investigation rather that quantifying phenomena behaviour. This is a result of an
ongoing evolution in defining licensing accident scenarios to encompass greater extremes in
boundary conditions where the behaviour of fuel channel materials is at the frontier of current
knowledge. This makeup of the data base significantly affects the current strategy for its
application in validating codes in that a synthesis of many code/experiment comparisons are
required rather the more convenient prototypic proof type tests used in other disciplines.
The validation matrix, illustrated in Table 5, is subdivided by type of validation data set including
in-reactor tests, integral effects tests, separate effects tests, numerical benchmark problems,
fundamental analytical solutions, cross code comparisons, and operational incidents. At present
about 100 potentially useful validation data sets have been identified.
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The code-specific tasks of the validation process outlined in Figure 1 include the development
of a validation plan, validation exercises for each relevant experiment and the integration of the
results of this^work into a validation manual. The validation plan references the TBR to identify
relevant safety concerns, parameters and phenomena for the specific application. It then
references the Validation Matrix Report to identify relevant experimental data sets and outlines
a detailed strategy to achieve a particular validation target including methods to be used to judge
code-to-data comparisons, with emphasis on the analysis of experimental errors and modelling
errors. In this initial case it is the assessment of uncertainty in prediction (ie; by FACTAR and
associated auxiliary codes) of the key parameters that are used to determine the accuracies and
uncertainties during the simulation of a large break LOCA with ECI available.
Tables 1 and 2 identify the channel integrity safety concerns, and associated key parameters that
are used as a measure of margin, currently addressed for the large break LOCA (with ECI)
scenario. During the initial power pulse period, molten UO 2 contact with the pressure tube is the
dominant safety concern with the centerline UO2 temperature the governing parameter. During
the subsequent degraded cooling period, prior to ECI injection, the main safety concern is
pressure tube rupture due to the formation of local hot spots by molten material contact or forced
element contact. The governing parameters are sheath/end cap temperatures, axial expansion of
the elements, and pressure tube strain rate. Secondary safety concerns include pressure tube strain
at very high coolant pressure, when small temperature gradients could potentially affect pressure
tube integrity, and pressure tube strain under low pressure conditions, which affects the overall
extent of pressure tube contact with calandria tubes, hence affecting heat load to the moderator
and the potential for calandria tube dryout and consequent potential channel rupture. The
governing parameter used for both cases is pressure tube strain rate. Secondary parameters, such
as steady state UO2 temperature, are also defined in cases where it makes sense to subdivide a
governing parameter into measurable quantities for direct validation.
For the current large break LOCA channel integrity plan there are not any prototypic integral
tests available for an all effects check of models used to assess fuel and fuel channel behaviour.
Hence, the validation plan has to focus on synthesizing a composite of validation exercises
which demonstrates the uncertainty and accuracy in the model's predictions for these key
parameters; and ensures that interactions between phenomena are properly assessed. The primary
code used in the analysis of fuel channel integrity concerns is FACTAR and most of the required
validation is needed for its subcodes which include ELESIM, ELOCA, its heat transfer package,
and the pressure tube strain model. Significant validation work has been carried out to date for
these subcodes, although not in a validation matrix format consistent with the current industry
validation process. The existing work provides a strong initial basis to expand upon. Integrated
model validation can be done to a certain extent with experiments such as the Blowdown Test
Facility Experiment 104 (BTF-104), an in-reactor "mini channel" configuration.
BTF-104 is one of the most integrated all effects tests identified in the matrix. This test was
done in September 1993 in the NRU reactor at Chalk River Laboratories. The experiment
consisted of subjecting a single CANDU fuel element to an in-reactor coolant blowdown
transient to degraded cooling conditions. Measurements of thermal mechanical fuel behaviour
such as axial oxide thicknesses and hydrogen production rates are compared against the FACTAR
predictions using measured boundary conditions. Good agreement is indicative of realistic
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integration of major separate physical "channel" models including those that track cumulative
heat removal axially in this "mini channel" and the dynamic feedback of a prototypic fuel
element. Thisin-reactor data, though limited, serves a valuable purpose in enabling the interaction
between the various models to be assessed for realism.
Each validation exercise report assesses a specific validation data set. The report provides an
overview of the resource, discusses measurement error, model biases, etc., and provides direct
code-to-data comparisons, analyzed with the aim of judging the code's ability to model the
phenomenon in question. In some cases existing work/documentation can be used directly.
However, since early experimentation was largely focused on exploratory research, it often did
not include quantitative assessment of experimental error and thus requires reassessment.
The scatter in experimental and predicted values, which account for the uncertainty in measured
phenomena/parameters and boundary conditions, respectively, are used to define confidence limits
on model predictions. For example, if the code is able to predict the experimental results within
a l a band, then the agreement is said to be excellent, within 2 a is acceptable, and 3 a is poor.
For a transient analysis, these different confidence levels can be compared to that required of
modelling for different phases of an accident For example, agreement may be good during the
initial blowdown period, but poor, although acceptable, during the interval of degraded cooling
after ECI initiation. Current safety analysis requires more accurate predictions of key parameters
during the initial blowdown/ power pulse period of a LOCA and progressively less accuracy as
the ECI is triggered and becomes effective in cooling the core.
The impact of these confidence limits on safety concerns is gauged by carrying out sensitivity
analyses, using these limits, for the most severe licensing cases. This involves generating a
matrix of cases in which the code is run with the upper and lower confidence limits defined from
the validation exercises for major input parameters. Identification of confidence limits that have
an unacceptably large impact on safety margins will be used as a basis for recommending future
experimentation to expand the validation data base.
The short term outcome of this work will be the development of a Validation Manual for
FACTAR, and its auxiliary codes, which demonstrates sufficient accuracy and model correctness
for use in analysis of channel integrity safety concerns of a Large Break LOCA. The generic
validation matrix for the fuel and fuel channel discipline will be prepared in parallel, with die
reources required for this validation plan finalized first. This will constitute the initial stage of
an industry wide effort into computer code validation for this discipline.
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FIGURE 1 - VALIDATION PROCESS

Relate safety concerns to
phenomena governing behaviour
during a phase of an accident
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L
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planning
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TABLE 1 - LIST OF ACCIDENTS VERSUS PRIMARY SAFETY CONCERNS
PRIMARY SAFETY CONCERNS

ACCIDENT

LARGE LOCA

pt rupture via
molten UO2
contact

pt rupture via
strain at high
pressure & d'l's

pt rupture via
molten Zr

pt rupture via
element contact

COIItilCl

SMALL l.OCA

channel rupture
alter pt
ballooning

pt rupture via
element contact
pt rupture via
strain at high
pressure & dTs

short term FP
release

long term FP
release
I

short term
release

long term
release

D2 release

FP release

I.OCA+
LOECI

pt rupture via
molten UO2
contact

TRANSITION
BREAKS
(&rih)

pt rupture via
molten UO2
contact

FLOW
BLOCKAGE

channel failure
propogation

calandria vessel
failure

moderator drain

pi rupture via
clement contact

SOR guide tube
impairment

FP release

STAGNATION
FEEDER
BREAK

channel failure
prorogation

calandria vessel
failure

moderator drain

pt rupture via
clement contact

SOR guide tube
impairment

FP release

FH ACCIDENT

channel failure
propogation

pi rupture via
molten Zr
contact

pt rupture via
clement contact

channel rupture
after pt
ballooning (late
times also)

pt rupture via
element contact

FP release

short term
release
short term
release

EFF
ACCIDENT
IN-CORE
BREAK

C.T. failure due
to annulus
prcssurization

channel failure
propogation

calandria vessel
failure

pt rupture via
element contact

SOR guide tube
impairment

short term
release

i ..
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TABLE 2- SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS WHICH GOVERN EACH SAFETY
CONCERN FOR LARGE LOCA

KEY PARAMETERS

SAFETY CONCERNS
PT rupture
via molten
UO2
contact

PT rupture
via strain
at high
pressure &
dTs

PT rupture
via molten
Zr contact

PT rupture
via
element
contact

Channel
rupture after
PT
ballooning

Short term
FPreleaie

Temperature distribution in
UO2 at start of accident

*

*

*

He

*

Temperature distribution in
UO2 during transient

*

*

*

*

Sheath temperature during
accident

*

End cap temperature during
accident

*
**

*

Rate of pressure tube strain
Relative pressure tube to UO2
axial expansion
Fuel to pressure tube contact
pressure

*

Onset of CT dryout (Calandria
tube temperature rise)
Fuel sheath failure
Fuel damage upon rewet

* parameter which has a major impact on safety concern
** parameter which provides measure of margin for safety concern

*

Long term
FP release
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Table 3 - PHENOMENA RANKING - LARGE LOCA
ID Phenomena
Group

Phenomenon

ACCIDENT PHASE
Initial Condn's Power Pulse Cooling pre ECI Cooling post ECI Refill

Element Heat
production
gamma heating
fission product release
6 Element Heat
redistribution
Element Heat
removal
Elem Physical
changes

fission gas release to gap
sheath strain
element bowing/ bending
pellet bottoming
pellet cracking
UO2 swelling/densification
cracking due to impacts
W-

«

•**•

v

element sag
_23 Elem Chemical
_24 changes
25
26
Bundle Heat
Redistribution

Bundle Physical
changes

FT Heat
production &
redistribution

Zr hydriding
canlub deterioration
UO2 oxidation & grain growth

axial conduction to end plate
cracking due to impact

gamma heating
conduction from melt contact
conduction across annulus gap
contact conductance to CT
axial conduction to shield region

PT Physical
changes

PT Chemical
changes
Channel Heat
prod'n & redist'n
Channel physical
changes

slumping
axial bundle impact damage
hydriding
oxidation
»

*

•

gamma heating
garder spring collapse
CT and PT strain
annulus pressurization
crack propagation
52 Channel Rupture melt interaction with moderator
projectile impact onto CT
projectile impact onto guide tubes
54
55
shock wave onto adjacent channels
SHADED = PRIMARY

= SECONDARY

CLEAR = NEGLIG OR NA

TABLEi i -CHARACTERIZATION OF VALIDATION EEXPERIMENTS
CHARACTERIZATION

SEPARATE EFFECTS VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS
SE01 SE02 SE03 SE04 SE05 SE06 SE07 SE08 SE09 SE10 SE11 SE12 SE13 SE14 SE15 SE16 SE17 SE18 SE19 SE20

SELECTION CRITERIA
Documentation complete
Accuracy of BC measurements
Accuracy of Phenomenon measurements
Accuracy of integrated behaviour measurements
Range of applicability
PHYSICAL SETUP OF EXPERIMENT
UO2/Zr element ?
Full length ?
Number of elements
Burnup
Pressure tube
Calandria tube
garder springs

TEST CONDITIONS
Heating method
Heatup rate
Oxidizing conditions
Coolant pressure
Special conditions
BEHAVIOUR MEASURED
SS temperature distribution in UO2
Transient temperature distribution in UO2
Transient sheath temperature
Transient end cap temperature
Rate of pressure tube strain
Relative pressure tube to UO2 axial expansion
Fuel to pressure tube contact pressure
Onset of calandria tube dryout (CT temp rise)
Fuel sheath failure
Fuel damage upon rewet
Special behaviour

1-excellent, 2= sufficient
3= incomplete/limited
4 - Insufficient for practical application

N5
CO
I
CO

o

n - not applic or no, y-yes q=quantitative, s - scoping

01/11/95
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Table 5- Validation Matrix
ID Phenomenon

(observable processes)

IN-REACTOR EXPERIMENTS
IR21

IR22

IR23

3

SSOUDJk DCStlUS

4 fission product release
5 heating via fission product decay
6 conduction through UO2

7 heat transfer from UO2 to jheath
8 beat stored in UO2
9 radiation from sheath
10 convective cooling of sheath
11 conduction from append, to FT
12 sheath strain
13 element bowing/ bending
14 sheath failure
15 pellet bottoming
16 pellet cracking
17 UO2 iwelling/densification
18 cracking doe to jrnpucfff
19 rndiiil rxrwision

[mi
l_

fflgliH
^ H ! H
I M H
HHMBI
E a H l
I

I

IHHH
|

LJ
I

|

20 UO2 powdering/fragmentation

21 flyillffil «fl
22 Zr oxidation
23 Zrhydriding
24 UO2 oxidatioa & grain growth
25 coolant mixing
26 radiation heat transfer
27 coolant bypass
28 axial conduction to end plate
29 cracking doe to impact

iB

III
•II
iw
liii
Ufflll
\

30 slumping
31 differential dement expansion
32 melting and relocation

33

ramma hearing

11111
_

34 conduction from melt contact
35 conduction across annulus gap
36 contact conductance to CT
37 axial conduction to shield region
38 strain
39 axial expansion
40 slumping
41 axial bundle impact damage
42 hydriding

43

oxidation

44 convection to moderator
45
46 garder spring collapse

47

CT and PT strain

48 annulus pressurization
49 crack propagation
50 melt interaction with moderator
51 projectile impact onto CT
52 projectile impact onto guide tubes

53

shock wave onto adjacent channels

IR24

IR25

IR26

IR27

IR28

- "

1 end flnx peaking
2 radial flnx depression

lllli

IR29 IR30
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ABSTRACT
A qualitative assessment of the fission product release capability of the EL0CA.Mk5 computer
code was performed by simulating two transients from the sweep-gas experiment, FIO-133.
Improved agreement between calculated and experimental trends in release was obtained by
applying an interface pressure stress component to the pellet center. As well, results show that
the current system for defining the reference temperature distribution for the thermal stress
component is not always realistic. These results are being used in the development of a new,
mechanistic pellet stress model.

INTRODUCTION
For many postulated accident conditions, high fuel temperatures can result in failure of the
sheath and the subsequent release of fission products (FP) into the coolant. A fuel code
possessing the capability to calculate FP release during transients is of potential use in the
licensing of CANDU® reactors.
ELOCA.MkS is a FORTRAN-77 computer code developed to model the thermo-mechanical
response and associated fission-product release behaviour of CANDU fuel elements during hightemperature LOCA-type transients0"2'. It is an integration of the FREEDOM(3) gaseous
fission-product release model into the ELOCA(I'4) fuel element thermo-mechanical code that
allows the feedback mechanisms between fission-product release and thermo-mechanical response
to be modelled. In the thermo-mechanical mode, Mk4S, the code is capable of performing multisegment thermo-mechanical analysis of a CANDU fuel element, accounting for axial variations
in thermalhydraulic conditions, element power, Zircaloy microstructure, fuel physical state, fuelto-sheath heat transfer, and sheath oxidation and deformation.
For a single segment representation of a fuel element, the Mk5 mode of ELOCA.Mk5 couples

CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered Trademark.
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the thermo-mechanical processes with calculations for grain growth, fuel swelling and the
formation, diffusion and release of active and stable gaseous fission products. Gaseous FP
release is calculated by FREEDOM, accounting for the time-dependence-ef both the temperature
and hydrostatic stress state of the fuel pellet(3).
This paper describes the EL0CA.Mk5 pellet stress model and presents results from a
qualitative assessment of the effects of its interface pressure and thermal stress components on
FP release. To that end, EL0CA.Mk5 is applied in the Mk5 mode to simulate two transients
from the sweep-gas experiment, FIO-133, conducted in the NRX reactor at Chalk River
Laboratories in 1981(5). The assessment of short-lived gaseous FP release trends is qualitative
in nature as EL0CA.Mk5 models only Zircaloy sheath deformation and does not have the ability
to account quantitatively for stainless steel cladding behaviour. Hence the calculated interface
contact pressure is only approximate.

ELOCA.Mk5 FUEL PELLET STRESS MODEL
EL0CA.Mk5 models the fuel pellet as a number of concentric annuli whose height is adjusted
to account for dishes, chamfers and tapers that are present for every fuel pellet. A set of unique
thermo-physical properties is associated with each annulus. The fuel pellet is simulated by
assuming that above a certain temperature the UO, deforms plastically, whereas below that
temperature it cracks radially and behaves as an elastic solid. The pellet stress model assumes
that the pellet consists of four zones(6>7): a plastic core, a once-plastic zone that is cracked by
thermal contraction, a bridging annulus, and a zone of wedge fragments cracked by thermal
expansion.
The size of each zone is dependent on the previous power history, and is assumed to remain
constant during the transient. The radius of the once-plastic zone corresponds to the
plasticity-temperature isotherm at the maximum linear power applied to the pellet prior to the
transient. The wedge fragments contact each other to form a bridging annulus around the
once-plastic zone. The bridging annulus is the only non-plastic annulus in which all fragments
contact each other; at both greater and smaller radii the fragments are assumed to be separated
by cracks.
In FREEDOM, the release of fission product gases to the open void is caused not only by
temperature changes but also by changes in the pellet stress distribution. The three components
of fuel pellet stress used in the FREEDOM calculations are: the fuel-to-sheath interfacial pressure,
the element internal gas pressure, and the transient thermal stress.
The fuel-to-sheath interfacial pressure is assumed to be focused through the radially cracked
fuel fragments onto the bridging annulus of the pellet. The interfacial pressure hydrostatic stress
component (o/) in a particular annulus is given:
a/ = (Px rp)/(3 rj)

with

rj

> rb

where Pj is the interface pressure, rp is the pellet radius, ij is the radius of the jth annulus and rb
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is the radius of the bridging annulus. All annuli within the bridging annulus are assumed to be
free of interfacial pressure stress.
The internal gas pressure hydrostatic stress component in a particular annulus is the gas
pressure (ie. OjG = PG).
The EL0CA.Mk5 thermal stress model considers only elastic deformation and therefore does
not directly model creep relaxation of the plastic region. Hence, the model does not account for
the conversion of elastic strain into plastic strain. To compensate for this, the model requires
specification of a reference pre-transient temperature distribution at which all thermal stresses are
relaxed. In addition, thermal stresses are calculated only if transient temperatures exceed the
reference temperatures. The reference temperature distribution used by ELOCA.Mk5 is the
maximum temperatures reached during the pre-transient irradiation.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FIO-133 SWEEP-GAS EXPERIMENT
Experiment FIO-133 consisted of an instrumented, stainless-steel-clad UO2 fuel element, with
upper and lower gas lines, irradiated at a linear power of about 55 kW/m to a burnup of
approximately 80 MWh/(kg U) in the X-4 loop of the NRX reactor. The gaseous FP from the
fuel were continuously removed from the element by a He-2% H2 stream and collected in a
sample chamber outside the loop, where they were measured by gamma spectrometry. A full
description of the experiment, and a discussion of the experimental results, can be obtained
elsewhere(5).
The experiment operated normally for two months, during which time the fuel assembly was
cooled with pressurized water. Three dryout transients were conducted in the third month of
operation. Stable steam-water (fog) cooling was established before and immediately after each
dryout transient. The transients can be divided into three stages: heatup, steady high-temperature
and re-wet. Heatup refers to the time spent changing loop conditions to put the element into
dryout. Steady high-temperature is the time the element is in dryout, while re-wet consists of the
cooling portion of the transient. For the third transient, a reactor trip occurred during the re-wet
stage. Reactor power was maintained during the first two transients.

PREPARATION OF INPUT FOR ELESIM AND ELOCA
ELESIM Input
A version of ELESIM II Mod 10 containing the FREEDOM FP release model(3'8) was used to
calculate the pre-transient steady-state condition of the fuel. The code simulates the irradiation
history of the fuel and calculates the thermal-mechanical state, the pre-transient internal gas
pressure and the inventory of fission products in the grain, on the grain boundaries and in the
fuel-to-sheath gap. These calculated parameters are written to a data file, which specifies the
initial fuel conditions for the ELOCA.Mk5 simulations.
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The axial slots in the fuel pellet, cut to allow the passage of sweep-gas and the peripheral
thermocouples, are modelled by ELESIM as circumferential grooves of equivalent volume.
The sweep-gas pressure of 3 MPa was set and maintained in ELESIM by specifying an
arbitrarily high filling gas volume of 2.4x107 mm3 at STP and a plenum void of 2770 mm3/K.
As a result, effects from changes in volume were minimized and the calculated gas pressure
remained constant.
In the simulations, the power was reduced by 7.4% from 61.2 kW/m immediately prior to the
second transient to provide a better match between the calculated and measured central fuel
temperatures; and to improve the agreement with the reported average power of 55 kW/m(5). This
change was also made to the power history for the third transient.

ELOCA Input
For the second transient, the reactor power was kept constant with re-wet occurring during the
last 15 minutes of the transient. The reactor was tripped at re-wet during the last 4 minutes of
the third transient. These effects were accounted for in the ELOCA.Mk5 specification of relative
power for each transient.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the second and third transients, the bulk of the measured FP release occurred at re-wet,
with smaller amounts being released during the heatup and steady high-temperature stages of the
transient (Table 1)(5). Trends in calculated release for stable gases, 133I and I38Xe are compared
to the measured values below.

ELOCA.Mk5
Figures 1 and 2 show that the ELOCA.Mk5-calculated FP release did not capture the trends
in measured FP release for either transient. Most of the calculated FP release occurred during
the heatup and steady high-temperature phases, with only a small burst in release seen during rewet. In contrast, most of the measured FP release occurred during re-wet for both transients.
Modelling the stainless steel sheath as Zircaloy would likely affect the magnitude of the
calculated release but not the trends in release during the different stages of the transient.

Pellet Stress Model
As the release of FP to the gap depends not only on temperatures but also on the stress
distribution in the pellet, further simulations were conducted to investigate the thermal stress and
interface pressure stress components of the ELOCA.Mk5 pellet stress model.
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Thermal Stresses Suppressed. Currently, ELOCA uses the maximum temperatures calculated
by ELESIM during the steady-state irradiation as reference temperatures.. The shortcomings to
this approach'are clearly evident for the third transient, where the irradiation history includes the
second transient. The maximum ELESIM-calculated temperatures of the second transient are
used as the reference temperatures in the ELOCA simulation of the third transient.
In addition, stress-relaxation calculations indicate that the stress in the fuel will be halved in
approximately 200 seconds at 2500 K, and in about 2000 seconds at 2300 K. For experiment
FIO-133, the calculated fuel temperatures exceeded 2500 K for 1600 seconds of the second
transient, and for 1370 seconds of the third transient. This suggests that for either transient, the
thermal stresses in the fuel would be relaxed by the time re-wet is reached, indicating that the
fuel temperatures at re-wet are a more logical reference for these transients.
To investigate the effect of thermal stresses on FP release, ELOCA.Mk5 was modified to
suppress the thermal stress calculation, leaving the interface pressure stress as the only
time-dependent stress component acting on the fuel. For the second transient, suppressing the
thermal stresses results in more FP release earlier in the transient (compare Figure 1 and 3). In
addition, an increase in the final release of short-lived isotopes (138Xe) was observed. It appears
that for this case, the thermal stresses exert a compressive force on the pellet, which limits FP
bubble growth on the grain boundaries, and hence, the interlinkage and subsequent release of FP
to the gap.
Suppression of the thermal stress calculation in ELOCA.Mk5 had little effect on the release
of fission products in the third transient (Figures 2 and 4). The insensitivity of the third transient
to thermal stresses was due to the system of reference temperatures used in the thermal stress
calculations. The reference temperature distribution used by ELOCA corresponds to the
maximum ELESIM-calculated temperatures reached during the second transient. As a result,
thermal stresses are calculated only for the few annuli whose temperatures exceed the reference
temperatures.

Interface Pressure. The fuel-to-sheath interfacial pressure is assumed to be focused through the
radially cracked fuel fragments onto the bridging annulus of the pellet. All annuli within the
bridging annulus are assumed to be free of interfacial pressure stress. However, during the heatup phase of a transient the pellet center will swell against the bridging annulus and create a stress
field within it. In addition, the position of the bridging annulus is fixed and, therefore, cannot
account for changes in the size of the plastic core as temperatures increase during the transient.
The effect of non-zero interface pressure stresses to the pellet center and relocation of the
bridging annulus on FP release was studied by simulating the second transient with a modified
version of ELOCA.Mk5. Simulation (i) applied the stress component, due to interface pressure
at the bridging annulus, to all annuli lying within the bridging annulus. Since this stress
component is always compressive, it will reduce the growth and interlinkage of fission-gas
bubbles along the grain boundaries in these annuli, and will result in a reduction of FP release
to the open void. Simulation (ii) is identical to simulation (i) except that the bridging annulus
was relocated from the ELESIM-specified annulus 42 to annulus 75 to account for a larger plastic
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core resulting from the higher temperatures reached during the transient. For both simulations,
the thermal stress calculation was suppressed.
Figure 5 shows that applying the interface pressure stress to the pellet center resulted in similar
trends in calculated and measured FP release through the heatup and steady high-temperature
stages and a burst in release during re-wet. The reintroduction of liquid coolant to the fuel
element causes the fuel-to-sheath interface pressure to drop, resulting in a decrease in the stress
field in the pellet center. This in turn allows some of the accumulated fission-gas bubbles on the
grain boundaries to grow, interlink and be released.
Compared to simulation (i), relocating the bridging annulus towards the outer pellet edge
(simulation (ii)) resulted in an increased FP release (Figure 6). Similar trends in calculated and
measured release were observed. Relocating the bridging annulus towards the outer edge of the
pellet focuses a lower interface pressure stress on the bridging annulus and results in a reduced
compressive stress field in the pellet core, relative to simulation (i). This reduced stress field
allows more fission-gas bubble growth and interlinkage, thereby resulting in increased FP release.

CONCLUSIONS
ELOCA.Mk5 is a FORTRAN-77 computer code that calculates the thermo-mechanical and
gaseous fission-product release behaviour of CANDU fuel elements under transient conditions.
This paper presents results from a qualitative assessment of the fission product release capability
of the ELOCA.Mk5 code.
ELOCA.Mk5-calculated releases were compared with measured data from the sweep-gas
experiment FIO-133. Calculated trends in release were not in good agreement with the
experimental observation that most of the measured release occurred during re-wet. ELOCA
calculated that most of the release would take place during the heatup and steady
high-temperature stages.
These differences can, in part, be attributed to the modelling of the stainless steel-clad element,
used in the experiment, as a Zircaloy-clad element in the ELOCA.Mk5 simulation. Stainless steel
is stiffer and has a larger coefficient of thermal expansion than Zircaloy, in addition to a different
high-temperature creep behaviour. As a result, the interface pressure resulting from deformation
and differential fuel/sheath expansion was not an accurate representation of the experimental
conditions and hence only a qualitative assessment of its effects was possible.
The qualitative assessment has demonstrated that better agreement of calculated releases with
experimental trends can be obtained when the interface pressure component of the pellet stress
is applied to the plastic core. In contrast, the effects of suppressing the thermal stress component
of the pellet stress had an insignificant effect on the calculated trends in release. The assessment
has identified possible areas of improvement in the treatment of the thermal stress and interface
pressure components to make the stress model more general and consistent. In addition, the
results have shown that the current criterion for defining the reference temperature distribution
for the thermal stress component, which is based on elastic theory, is not always realistic.
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TABLE 1

PERCENTAGE RELEASE OF 138Xe MEASURED DURING THE SECOND
AND THIRD TRANSIENTS OF THE FIO-133 EXPERIMENT(5)
Heatup

Steady HighTemperature

Re-wet

Second Transient

0.03

0.09

0.44

Third Transient

0.10

0.09

1.30
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FIGURE 1

CALCULATED FP RELEASE DURING SECOND TRANSIENT

Time (s)

FIGURE 2

CALCULATED FP RELEASE DURING THIRD TRANSIENT
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FIGURE 3

CALCULATED FP RELEASE DURING SECOND TRANSIENT WITH
THERMAL STRESSES SUPPRESSED

Time(s)

FIGURE 4

CALCULATED FP RELEASE DURING THIRD TRANSIENT WITH
THERMAL STRESSES SUPPRESSED
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FIGURE 5

CALCULATED FP RELEASE DURING SECOND TRANSIENT, WITH
INTERFACE PRESSURE TO PELLET CENTER
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FIGURE 6

CALCULATED FP RELEASE DURING SECOND TRANSIENT, WITH
INTERFACE PRESSURE TO PELLET CENTER AND RELOCATED
BRIDGING ANNULUS
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ABSTRACT
The modified Ross and Stoute gap heat transfer model in the ELOCA.Mk5 code for CANDU
safety analysis is based on a simplified thermal deformation model. A review on a series of recent
experiments reveals that fuel pellets crack, relocate, and are eccentrically positioned within the
sheath rather than solid concentric cylinders. In this study, more realistic offset gap conductance
model is implemented in the code to estimate the fuel failure thresholds using the transient
conditions of a 100% Reactor Outlet Header (ROH) break LOCA. Based on the offset gap
conductance model, the total release of 1-131 from the failed fuel elements in the core is reduced
from 3876 TBq to 3283 TBq to increase margin for dose limit.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In CANDU safety analysis, ELOCA.Mk5^ transient fuel behaviour simulations are used to
calculate the thermo-mechanical response of a fuel element and fission product releases during the
accident. The dynamic gap conductance model in the ELOCA.Mk5 code assumes a modified Ross
and Stoute model^2^3) based on a simplified thermal deformation model. This model is lower bound
approach and hence conservative only in terms of fuel surface temperature predictions (i. e., initial
stored energy) for normal operation conditions. The amount of stored energy in the fuel at the start
of a reactor transient plays an important role in the response of the fuel element during the transient.
The sheath temperature after dryout could be underpredicted based on the modified Ross and Stoute
model. Therefore, for transient conditions, relationship between gap heat transfer and fuel failure
is very complicated and more realistic gap model is required.
The mechanism that governs heat transfer across the fuel-sheath gap has been well
understood^4). One significant trend in thermal calculations in the past ten years has been a steady
reduction in calculated values for fuel temperatures and stored energy^. This perspective permitted
data interpretation and fuel element modeling to focus on effective gap size rather than on the gap
conductance mechanism itself. U.S. NRC Regulatory Guided recommends that the calculation of
the gap width during reactor operation (hot gap size) take into account UO2 fuel swelling,
densification, creep, thermal expansion and fragment relocation, and sheath creep. The
recently-proposed models such as offset gap conductance model^ 7 ^ 8 ^ 9 ) and relocated gap
conductance modeK10) include the above essential phenomena and are based on in-pile and
out-of-pile test data. As a result, the heat transfer across the fuel-sheath gap is significantly greater
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than what is calculated with fuel pellet modelling as solid concentric cylinder.
In this paper, the recently-proposed, more realistic offset gap conductance model is described
along with the modified Ross and Stoute model. For verification purpose, the model is applied to
calculate the fuel-sheath gap conductance under the conditions of experiment. Fuel failure
calculations following a 100% Reactor Outlet Header (ROH) break LOCA are also performed for
an estimate of 1-131 release transients.
2.

DESCRIPTION OF GAP CONDUCTANCE MODELS

The international nuclear community has used the work of Ross and Stoute 1 ^ 3 ) as a standard,
classical reference for fuel-to-sheath heat transfer; essentially all of the present fuel-to-sheath heat
transfer models are based to some extent on their correlations. The modified Ross and Stoute model
is incorporated in ELOCA.Mk5. The offset gap conductance model has been incorporated into
state-of-the-art calculation methods for fuel element thermal response (FRAP-T6^ 7 \ RELAP5^8\
and GAPCON-THERMAL~2(9)).
2.1

Modified Ross and Stoute Model

Thermal conductance of the fuel-sheath gap is a strong function of hot gap size and of the
composition and pressure of the gases in the fuel element. The thermal conductance of the fill
gas/fission gas mixture at the fuel-to-sheath interface is given by
1.5 (Ri + R2) + tg + g
Where, hf
kg
Ri, R2
tg
g

2.2

=
=
=
=
=

u ;

conductance through the gas in the gap (W/cm 2 K)
thermal conductivity of gas (W/cm-K)
surface roughnesses of the fuel and the sheath (cm)
circumferentially averaged fuel-sheath gap width (cm)
temperature jump distance as a function of gas temperature, pressure,
and composition

Offset Gap Conductance Model

The offset gap conductance model correctly predicts the significant circumferential variation
in fuel temperature that was measured during the test series. The model is consistent with test results
indicating that fuel pellets are offset from the sheath center-line instead of centrally located within
the sheath. This variation causes the conductance through the gas in the gap to vary with
circumferential position. The circumferential variation of the conductance is taken into account by
dividing the gap into several equal segments. The conductance for each segment is calculated and
then an average conductance is computed.
The temperature jump distance terms account for the temperature discontinuity caused by
incomplete thermal accommodation of gas molecules to the surface temperature. The terms also
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account for the inability of gas molecules leaving the fuel and sheath .surfaces to completely
exchange their energy with neighboring gas molecules, which produces a nonlinear temperature
gradient near the fuel and sheath surfaces. The terms are calculated by
e' = 0.024688

kgTg
1 2
PgYyiaiMi"
/
1
/

(2)

i

Where, a;
Mj

= accommodation coefficient of the i-th component of gas
= molecular weight of the i-th component of gas

The accommodation coefficients for gases are obtained by using curve fits to the data of

3.

APPLICATION OF GAP CONDUCTANCE MODELS

3.1

Experiment Simulation

Results of the experiment^ performed previously were used to assess the applicability of the
offset gap conductance model implemented in ELOCA.Mk5 code to in-reactor conditions.
Campbell et al. performed a series of instrumented in-reactor measurements in which the fill gas
composition and pressure were controlled. Variations in fuel temperature and sheath strain were
determined as the internal gas pressure of helium or argon was varied. During these pressure cycles,
the pressure was varied in steps with the size of each step more or less proportional to pressure.
These experiments showed that where there was a fuel-to-sheath gap, the width of which could be
calculated from the change in sheath strain and fuel expansion, the classical approach of Ross and
Stoute based on laboratory measurements agreed closely with experiment.
Comparison with experimental data of heat transfer through the fuel-sheath gap was
conducted to ensure that the offset gap conductance model performed correctly in ELOCA.Mk.5.
As shown in Figure 1, the good agreement between the experimental and calculated values
demonstrates that the offset gap model has been implemented correctly. The offset gap conductance
model correctly predicts the significant circumferential variation in fuel temperature that was
measured during the test series (using 3 thermocouples). The model is consistent with test results
indicating that the width of the fuel-sheath gap varies with circumferential position. Furthermore,
this discrepancies of fuel surface temperatures become more pronounced with increasing gap size
for the recently-proposed model due to pellet eccentricity. Therefore, the effect of this realistic trend
on temperature prediction is more important for transient condition rather than normal operating
conditions.
3.2

1-131 Release Calculations Following a Large Break LOCA

To assess the effect of the gap heat transfer model on gap heat transfer, fuel behaviour
following a large LOCA is simulated using the ELOCA.Mk5 computer code. Fuel behaviour is
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simulated using thermohydraulic boundary conditions from the CATHENA single-channel
simulations and the power transients following a large LOCA. Transient fuel behaviour of
temperature, pressure, sheath strain and heat transfer is simulated using the steady-state conditions
from ELESTRES_M11C runs following the overpower envelope. A 100 percent Reactor Outlet
Header (ROH) break is selected as a critical break which results in the largest number and earliest
timing of fuei failures. The analysis is performed using the methodology-klentical to that described
in the Final Safety Analysis Report 12 ).
Thresholds for Fuel Failure. The fuel failure thresholds are defined as follows: for a given burnup,
the fuel failure threshold is the minimum linear power which would result in a prediction of fuel
element failing following a 100% ROH break. Simple and conservative criteria are used to
determine whether a fuel element fails or not, based on the predictions of the ELOCA.Mk5 code.
These criteria are based on experimental data and experience with operating reactors.
Transient 1-131 Release from Failed Fuel Elements. This part of the analysis makes use the results
of the fuel failure threshold calculation and the ELOCA.Mk5 transient fuel behaviour simulations
which were used to determine the failure thresholds. The fission product inventory which is
available for release following the event depends on the configuration of element powers and
burnups in the reactor core at the time of the accident. The powers and burnups of all the fuel bundles
for 260 full power days are obtained to maximize the 1-131 gap inventor/ 12 ). In order to simplify
the calculations, the fuel elements in the core are grouped according to their powers and burnups
(using 29 power intervals and 24 burnup intervals). The number of fuel elements expected to fail
is estimated by adding up the number of elements in each power/burnup group where the power is
equal to or greater than the fuel failure threshold at a specified burnup. An estimate of I-131 release
is obtained by determining which fuel elements are expected to fail following the accident and their
times of failure. Gap inventory is assumed to be released immediately when the fuel elements fail.
One percent of the grain inventories is added to the releases to account for the possibility of
additional releases of fission products from the fuel matrix due to diffusion, oxidation, Zircaloy-UO2
interaction and UO2 cracking.

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical fuel behaviour following a 100% ROH break is shown in Figures 2 and 3 for an
element in the outer ring at the top of bundle 6 in channel O6_mod. The fuel element burnup at time
of accident is assumed to be 150 MW-h/kg(U)). After 30 seconds, the discrepancy of the gap width
and the gap heat transfer become more pronounced for the offset gap conductance model due to the
enhanced eccentricity of gap. The difference between the resulting sheath strains calculated based
on the modified Ross and Stoute, and offset gap models increases depending on the gap width, i. e.,
heat transfer from the UO2-to the sheath. The fuel element is predicted to fail at 55 seconds for the
modified Ross and Stoute model and at 64 seconds for the offset gap model. In transient thermal
calculations, lower values of heat transfer across the fuel-to-sheath gap give lower fuel sheath
temperatures at the same initial stored energy, especially in wide-gap region (higher than - 500 |im).
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4.1

Thresholds for Fuel Failure
The limiting fuel failure mechanisms for the 100% ROH break are determined as follows:

i. Excessive diametral strain; the fuel sheath fails if uniform sheath strain exceeds 5% for sheath
temperatures below 1000°C(13)'(14l
ii. Significant cracks in the surface oxide; the fuel sheath fails if the uniform sheath strain exceeds
2% for sheath temperatures above 1000°C(15\
During the high temperature transient these two failure mechanisms are used to determine
the failure threshold power. Significant diametral strain is predicted for high and intermediate
burnup fuel elements, however fuel sheath temperatures remain below 1000°C. Therefore, only for
the high-power (i. e., high-temperature) and low-bumup elements, the failure criterion of 2% plus
sheath temperature in excess of 1000°C is limiting. The elements at the burnups lower than 120
MW-h/kg(U) are predicted to fail earliest about 27 seconds after the event by 2% criterion on the
basis of the modified Ross and Stoute gap conductance model. In the case of offset gap model, the
pellet eccentricity and light contact with the sheath reduce the calculated sheath temperature to
remain below 1000°C.
The resultant fuel failure thresholds at different burnups are shown in Figure 4. With higher
burnup, the fuel element fails at the power much lower than the limiting envelope. The pellet
eccentricity increases the predicted sheath temperature and strain defect threshold for fuel failure
at the burnups ranging from 50 MW-h/kg(U) to 110 MW-h/kg(U) and at the burnup of 150
MW-h/kg(U). Especilly, the highest discrepancy in the threshold occurs at the burnup of 60
MWh/kg(U) due to the highest element power prior to the transient.
4.2

Transient 1-131 Release from Failed Fuel Elements

Using the powers and burnups in the core, the number of failed fuel elements in the critical
pass following a 100% ROH LOCA is 1206 based on the modified Ross and Stoute gap model. The
number of failed elements predicted by the offset gap model is reduced to 1008 (about 10%
decrease). Figure 5 shows total 1-131 release from the critical pass. The fuel element behaviours
predicted for 1-131 release transients for both gap models are very similar with higher burnups
because of the same thresholds. Especially, at the burnup of 110 MW-h/kg(U), since the fuel
elements not failed are higher power (i. e., 48 kW/m to 51 kW/m) and have higher 1-131 inventories,
the discrepancy of the release is predicted to be higher than expected on the basis of the failure
thresholds. Using the offset gap model, no fuel failures are predicted at the element burnups ranging
from 60 MW-bTkg(U) to 90 MW-h/kg(U) because their differences of failure thresholds are higher.
Therefore, most dominant factor in determining the 1-131 release is the failure thresholds, which
depend strongly on the gap heat transfer and sheath temperature during the transient.
The total release of M31 is reduced from 3876 TBq to 3283 TBq, a difference of about 15%
due to the pellet eccentricity and light contact with the sheath. The 1-131 release transient following
the 100% ROH is constructed by adding the releases from failed fuel at each second as shown in
Figure 6. As well as total amount of the releases, the timing of the releases is predicted to be delayed
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in the enhanced eccentric gap model relative to that in the modified Ross and Stoute model. At 32
seconds after the break, the first release is predicted to occur from the fuel element which belongs
to the power/bumup group of a 52 kW/m and 150 MWh/kg(U) combination.
Relocation quickly becomes complete in a fuel element. The fragment moves outward to
lightly contact the sheath, creating an effective gap width. The offsetj;ap conductance model
correctly predicts the significant circumferential variation of fuel temperature that was measured
during the test. As a result, the effective gap width and the calculated values for fuel temperatures
and initial stored energy for normal operating conditions and then sheath temperatures during the
transient are reduced. Therefore, the prediction of the physically-based, offset gap conductance
model provides more realistic values for fuel-to-sheath gap heat transfer and fission product releases
compared to the modified Ross and Stoute model.
Fission gas released from the pellet prior to the accident contaminates the original helium fill
gas. Because fission gas is primarily xenon, with a conductivity 1/20 that of helium, fission gas
reduces its conductivity, and raises the fuel temperature at constant element power. These effects
produce more fission gas release, and the process continues until the fuel element stabilizes at the
point that its fill gas is thoroughly saturated with fission gas ("thermal feedback")- If the pellet
eccentricity reduce the temperature effect of varying gap size and fill gas composition at
Beginning-of-life (BOL), then the phenomena could be expected to reduce the impact of "thermal
feedback". The predicted 1-131 release resulting from the thermal feedback with and without
eccentricity is extreme; there is a spread of about 600 TBq between the highest and lowest predicted
values of the releases as shown in Figure 6. End-of-life (EOL) burnups for LWR fuel are
significantly higher than that for CANDU fuel. The "tuning" that improves LWR predictions based
on the offset gap conductance model at EOL could be less effective under some conditions for the
low burnups applicable to CANDU fuel at EOL.

5.
i.

CONCLUSIONS
The offset gap conductance model in ELOCA.Mk5 correctly predicts the significant
circumferential variation of fuel temperature measurements. The gap conductance model
provides more realistic values for gap heat transfer and fuel surface temperatures compared to
the modified Ross and Stoute model,

ii. For a 100% ROH break LOCA, the pellet fragment eccentricity reduces the calculated values
for initial stored energy and sheath temperatures during the transient. Effective gap width and
the impact of "thermal feedback" caused by fission product released into the gap are reduced,
and
iii. Conservatism of the modified Ross-Stoute gap conductance model is verified for 100% ROH
break in terms of dose calculations. Based on the enhanced eccentricity of gap, the timing of
1-131 release is delayed, and the total release from the failed fuel elements is reduced from 3876
TBq to 3283 TBq to increase margin for dose limit.
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ABSTRACT
For more than 20 years, the quality control of the end-cap, end-plates welds and of the
brazed appendage joints is made by destructive methods (metallographic examinations or
mechanical tests) on specimens sampled from production.
Having a very limited statistics, these destructive methods are useful only to indicate
"trends" of the production quality, not for detecting infrequent single defect events.
It is recognized that nondestructive examination techniques are required to achieve
sufficient evidence of the production quality, at a statistically significant sampling rate.
For this reason, the INR-Ultraacoustics R&D Lab has develop a family of equipments
for high resolution ultrasonic imaging, at performances close to the Acoustic Microscopy
domain.
The paper make a presentation of the examination methods and of the experimental
results obtained on characteristic welds and brazed joints samples. Detailed oif-line evaluations
of the C-scan and B-scan ultrasonic images are made and comparative analyses with
metallography are performed. Also, in the case of end-cap welds, numerical stress analysis are
made, in order to establish the influence of flaws on the weld strength.

1. INTRODUCTION
The nuclear fuel bundles of CANDU type consist of a number of zircaloy-4 clad fuel
elements spot-welded, at each end, to an end plate (figure 1).
Main mechanisms of in-reactor defects of the fuel bundles are related especially to the
fuel elements closure welds (end-cap welds) and end-plate welds. These are: opening-up of
incomplete welds and fatigue growth of the cracks initiated in the weld heat-affected zone
In order to reduce the in-reactor failure probability, it is necessary to have a minimum
number of defects in the final manufacturing stage.
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For this, it is recognized that nondestructive examination methods are required to
achieve sufficient "visibility" of the production quality, at a statistically significant sampling
rate [12].
Ultrasonic examination is of a particular interest because it allow the volumetric
characterization of the structural integrity of the welded and brazed zones, inclusively HAZ;
high resolutions can be obtained with the new high-frequency imaging techniques [10].
On the other hand, being a relatively high-speed nondestructive method .the ultrasonic
examination can be applied for a statistically significant quality evaluation.

2. MICROSTRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FUEL BUNDLE
WELDS
Being electric resistance welds, the end-cap and the end-plate welds are essentially
solid-state bonding with a sandwich-like macrostructure [3], There are three distinct zones
around the welded regions (figure 2, for the case of the end-cap weld [13]):
a) base metal (zone 1, equiaxed grains);
b) recristallized zone (zone 2, slightly elongated grains parallel with the weld-line),
c) dynamically recristallized zone (zone 3, fine-grained, containing persistent limits
due to precipitation of the alloying elements, especially Sn).
These zones have not only different microstructure, but also they have different
mechanical and acousto-elastic properties [2]. However, they have sufficient high ultrasonic
transparence and lower microstructure noise for a good signal to noise ratio, even to 50MHz.

3. EXAMINATION METHOD AND EQUIPMENTS
The nondestructive examination of the fuel bundle welds and brazed joints is based on
the automatic scanning of the weld and brazed zones with a very high focused ultrasonic
beam. To perform this, high resolution computer controlled mechanical scanning devices were
developed. Synchronous with the scanning of the investigated spatial domain, automatic
acquisition of the ultrasonic amplitude and time-of-flight data are performed. In this way,
ultrasonic C-Scan and B-Scan images of the welds volume are obtained [1],
The examination is made in immersion, using high-frequency/high-damped transducers,
with beam incidence on the cap surface (fig.4), for the end-cap welds, on the external plate
surface in the case of the end-plates welds (fig.6), and on the bearing pad or inter-eiement
spacer surface (fig.5) in the case of brazed joints examination.
The block-diagram of the MICROSCAN equipments for Acoustic Microscopy
investigations by C-scan and B-scan methods, is presented in fig.3.
For obtaining a good in-depth resolution, the ultrasonic signals are broad-band
amplified with a bandwidth close to the frequency response range of the transducer.
For obtaining a good lateral resolution, the flaw signal are separately amplified in a
narrow-band tuned on a frequency selected in the high-frequency region of the spectral
response of the transducer.
In figure 9, it is shown the frequency response of a high-resolution transducer, used in
our investigations (IAP-FM 25.3.1/KRAUTKRAMER).
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For this transducer, which are 0.3mm beam diameter, the minimum size of the
detectable flaw was determined by extrapolation of the amplitude response obtained for axial
holes with different diameter values (<t>i=0.14mm, <J>2=0-2mm, and <t>3=0.3mm, fig.8). The
results are presented in figure 10, for two different cases:
a) At 8SdB gain (the current value for end-cap examination). In this case, the noise is
lower than the. 8% amplitude threshold of the USIP12 flaw detector, and."the corresponding
minimum size of the detectable defect is around 80um diameter.
b) At 92dB gain, which correspond to 100% full scale amplitude of the axial hole with
^ - O . l m m diameter. In this case, the maximum noise level is 14% of the amplitude scale, and
the corresponding minimum size of the detectable defect is around 75um diameter. This is a
physical limit of the system, for the specified transducer. It is important to note that, because
of the complex welds geometry, both position and width of the flaw gates are variable during
the scanning process.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
End-cap welds examination
Three types of flaws are typical for the end-cap examination, as it results from our
investigations:
(1) Incomplete welds along the weld line (fig. 13, right).
(2) Inclusions in the HAZ (fig. 13, left).
(3) Cracks at the reentrant corner (fig.l 1 and 12).
The incomplete welds is the most common defect type and it is also provided and currently
evaluated by the metallographical procedures. The inclusion-type flaw and the flaws in the
reentrant corner zone are not usually the object of metalographic examination procedures.
However, these type of flaws are very significant for the structural integrity of the endcap weld, as it is discussed in the reference [4] and is, also, demonstrated by our calculations
of stress distributions (chapter 5).
End-plate welds examinations
The most frequent type of flaw encountered in our investigations are 2-dimensional
border defects, associated with transversal aria reduction of the weld zone. Some times, in
these distorted welds, isolated internal flaw are present, as it can be seen in fig. 15.
Generally, the welds from the external circle of the plate-end are symmetric and with a
minimum of 3.5mm in diameter (fig. 14). The defect welds are most often present on the
internal circles of the plate-end.
Brazed joints
Porosity in the brazing zirconium beryllium alloy are the most common defect (fig. 16).
Frequently, porosity is associated with high thickness of the brazing layer. If the
distance between the isolated pores are lower than the wavelength, the ultrasonic echo signal
is of multipole type.
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5. CALCULATIONS OF THE STRESS DISTRIBUTION AROUND DEFECTS IN
THE END-CAP WELDS
The estimation of stress and strain state in the end-cap region is an important part of
general threshold to analyse components with high defect probability of CANDU fuel bundle [5,6].
The analyse method developed in present work is of a large applicability, inwhat it concern the
geometric and physical particularities and the operation conditions on which fuel elements are
subjected. Also, it is important to sustain the end-cap weld acceptance criteria and to describe the
fuel defect mechanisms.
The methods consist in linking a computer code for simulation of the CANDU fuel type,
together with a code using finite element method for thermo-mechanical analysis.
First, we use the ROFEM 1.0 [14] code, which is able to predict the in-pile thermal and
mechanical behavior of fuel rods, to compute pellet deformations in normal conditions with several
burnup histories. The geometrical parameters are varied in the design limits. To point out the worst
case (e.g., conditions for which the radially and axially pellet displacements are greatest) we use
response surface method (RSM) [7].
Finally, we made a statistical analysis concentrated on contribution to pellet deformation,
sheath thickness, gap, shanfren and depth of pellet dish and also a combination of those.
The detailed local thermo-mechanical analysis in order to estimate stress and strain state
and work density is performed by means of two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element method
with the TEPSAC code [8].
The TEPSAC code performs general thermal and mechanical analyses with the finite
element method. The analysed structures are planar and axisymmetric and can be meshed in
triangle or quadrilateral elements. The type of analyses solved by TEPSAC are steady-state or
transient thermal analyses, elasto-plastic and creep analyses or any other combination of those.
The code uses the von - Misses formulation to define the yield surface, and the Prandtl
-Reuss flow rule to define the incremental plastic strains.
The code can be used to analyse more than one material with different physical
properties. The mechanical properties as Young modulus, Poisson coefficient, plastic modulus,
yielding stress can be expressed as functions of temperatures and strain rate.
The accuracy of the TEPSAC code has been verified against a wide range of analytical
solutions [9].
In the mechanical analyse, we use a small region that contains the end-cap, weld line and a
part of sheath. It is made by around 450 elements, 40 of them being along the weld.
Material properties are temperature dependent and, aiso we consider the metallurgical state
of Zircaloy-4. Yielding stress of melt material from weld region is 20% less than the value of sheath
material (figure 2).
Applied loads are: pellet displacements obtained from ROFEM 1.0 code, coolant pressure
and temperature distribution. We suppose that the pellets interact in radial direction with the sheath
and in axial direction with the end-cap.
To estimate the influence of defects on the end-cap weld strength, we perform calculation
with different positions of a flaw in weld line, from outside to inside of the element.
The radial
size of flaw is 12% from sheath thickness.
In figure 17, we present the effective stress and strain and work density at the end-cap
/sheath interface as a function of flaw position. For comparison, we have shown the computed
value in case of no-flaw, with dashed line.
The results indicate that a flaw positioned at 60 - 80% ST have a significant influence on
stress and strain state of weld and over 110% ST the influence of void position become
insignificant.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The nondestructive examination of the CANDU fuel bundle welds_a"nd brazed joints is
possible by high-frequency ultrasonic techniques.
The INR-Ultraacoustics R&D Laboratory has developed the MICROSCAN-02
equipment for ultrasonic examination of the end-plates welds and brazed joints and the
MICROSCAN-03 equipment for ultrasonic examination of the end-cap welds. The depth and
lateral resolution of these equipments are close to the Acoustic Microscopy domain.
In fact, an effective resolution of 0.05mm can be obtained for x50 magnification factor.
Thus, the ultrasonic C-Scan and B-Scan images can shown microstructure details at a scale
comparable with the usual metallography.
On the other hand, the ultrasonic method has the advantage to be a high-speed
nondestructive method which provide a volumetric characterization of structural integrity of
welds and brazed joints.
Powerful calculus methods are developed for analysis of the stress and strain
distribution around the flaws.
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Fig. 2. The local properties zones around a typical end-cap weld

Fig.3. BLOK-DIAGRAM

OF THE ACOUSTIC MIKROSCOPY EQUIPMENTS

Fig. I*. SCANNING GEOMETRES FOR THE END-CAP WELD EXAMINATION

Fig. 5- SCANNING GEOMETRIES FOR THE BRAZED JOINTS
EXAMINATION.

Fig. 6 SCANNING GEOMETRY FOR THE END PLATE
WELDS EXAMINATION

Fig. 7.Ultrasonic amplitude(A) and time-of-flight(Z) Images of the reference samples
for calibration at normal incidence (left) and oblique incidence (right) in the case of
the end-cap welds examination
PARAMETERS
Sample Code : DTNC1 (four radial holes of 0.5mm diameter)
Transducer : IAP.FM 253.1 / KRAUTKRAMER
Gain
: 38 dB
Detection
Threshold: 20%
Scanned Zone : 0--3607CircumferentiaI Resolution = 0.07mm
0-1.2mm/Radial Resolution = 0.05mm

DTIC1 (four holes of 0.5mm diameter,
inclined to 45° in the radial-axial plane)
IAP.FM 253.1 / KRAUTKRAMER
§8dB
20%
0~3607Circumferential Resolution = 0.07mm
2--4.4mm/Radial Resolution = 0.05mm

Fig. 8. Ultrasonic amplitude images of the minimum defect size reference samples
at normal incidence
PARAMETERS
Transducer
: IAP.FM 25.3.1 / KRABTKRAMER
Gaira
: 63 dB
Detection Threshold : 20%
Scammed Zone
; Rectangular 2s2m0i2 / Resolutiom = 0.005mm

Fig. 10. Evaluation of minimum detectable defect size:
a) on calibration conditions for current examination off end-cap welds
(gain 83dB)
b) on 92dB gain value, corresponding to 100% full scale amplitude
for the axial hole with 0o2mm diameter

Fig. 11. Ultrasonic amplitude image for sample BT18 at normal incidence.
In the encircled zone it cam be seen the image of the reentrant corner flaw
from fig. 12.
PARAMETERS
Sample Code
: DT18
Transducer
: IAP.FM 2S.3.1 / KRAUTKRAMER
Gain
: 83 dB
Detection Threshold : 20%
Scanned Zone
: 0—3607CircumfementiaI Resolution = 0.1mm
O—lmm/Radial Resolution = 0.025mm

Fig. 12, JVfetallograpfaic aspect (s5®0) of an reentrant corner crack.

Fig. 13. Ultrasonic amplitude images and metallographic aspects for an inclusion
type flaw in the HAZ (left) and for weld line type flaws (right).
PARAMETERS
Transducer
: IAP.FM 25.3.1 / KRAUTKRAMER
Gasra
: 33 dB
Detection TSsreslioBd: 20%
Scamraed Zone
°. 0~-3607Circumfeirential Resolution = 0.07mm
2~2.4mm/Radia! ResolutioH = 0.05mm

Fig. 14. UltrasoEk amplitude image of a welded end-plate.

Fig. IS. Ultrasonic amplitude image of the defect weld encircled ira fig. 14.

Fig, 16. Ultrasonic amplitude image (a) and metallograipfaie aspect s250 (b)
of porosity defects in a bearing pad brazing

Fig. 17. Evolution of effective stress, strain and work density as a function
of radial positon of flaw
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ABSTRACT
A new technique has been developed to apply pyrolytic carbon coating to the inner
surface of Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes at relatively low temperatures. The coating gas was a
mixture of commercial butane, as a source for carbon, and argon as a carrier gas.
The rate of the coating process was found to depend on the coating temperature and the
concentration of butane in the coating gas mixture. The average deposition rate of
pyrolytic carbon coating increased from 0.385 to 4.315 x 10-3 mg/(cm2.min) over the
temperature range 250-450 C and butane flow rate 50-90 cm3/min. The reported coating
efficiency ranged from 1.16 to 11.11 % over the temperature and the butane flow ranges of
the study, whereas the activation energy of the coating process was estimated to be 8.9
kcal/mql. Tensile tests and microhardness measurements performed on samples prepared
from the coated tubes indicated that the coating process has insiginificant effect on the
mechanical properties of the sheath.

INTRODUCTION
Fuel bundles of the CANDU-37 elements type have been used, with an excellent
performance, to fuel CANDU power reactors, with burnups of 7-9 MW.d/kg U. The
performance of the CANLUB coated elements, has been discussed in details (1,2),
including the optimization of the coating thickness (3). It has been reported that the
existing fuel element design, with the CANLUB sheath , is capable of reliable operation
to a burnup of 17 MWd/t U under steady power conditions. Enhanced fission gas release,
producing potentially fuel life-limiting effects, may occur at burnups higher than 22

o
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MW.d/kg U, or at power ramping (4,5).

New fuel designs which could allow for

substantially higher burnups would call for improved coatings for the fuel clad.
In this investigation, a new technique has been carried out to coat the inner surface of
Zry-4 tubes with pyrolytic carbon at relatively low temperature range J200 - 450° C).
The coating gas was a mixture of commercial butane and argon. Also, the possible
changes

in some of the mechanical properties of the coated tubes were investigated at

room temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK
1. Materials
Zircaloy-4 tubes (of 15 mm outside diameter, 0.5 mm wall thickness and average grain
size of 12 urn) have been used in this study. The coating gas mixture was composed of
commercial butane (93 % butane and 7 % propane, by volume) and argon. Butane was
used as source for carbon, whereas the argon served as the carrier gas.

2. Equipment
A tubular reactor (115 cm long and 6 cm inside diameter) was used in this investigation. The reactor was housed inside a 3.3 kw tubular furnace which was provided with a
Ni-Ni Cr thermocouple, a temperature controller and a rotary vacuum pump. A schematic
diagram of the experimental set up is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Coating Procedure
The samples of Zircaloy-4 tubes, having a length of about 7 cm, were cleaned by
distilled water followed by acetone and were then dried with warm air. The weight of each
sample and its inner surface area were determined. The sample was placed and secured in
the reactor. The system was evacuated by the rotary pump then flushed five times with
argon, to minimize the oxygen content. Heating started and continued until the predecided coating temperature was achieved (heating rate of 200 C/h). Argon and buatne
gases were introduced and their flow rates were adjusted according to the pre-decided
rates. The experimental procedure included the systemic variation of the coating
temperature (250-450

C), coating time (30-90 min.), and the hydrocarbon flow rate (50-

90 cm3/min.) at a pressure slightly above the atmospheric pressure (about 1.2 bars). In all
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experiments the argon flow rate was kept nearly constant (60 cm3/min.). At the end of
each run, the hydrocarbon gas flow was shut off and the electric power was disconnected.
The argon gas flow was continued to cool the sample for several minutes.
It was possible to overcome the oxidation problems by using pyrogallol as an oxygen
scavanger and calcium chloride to minimize moisture content in the flowing gases.

4. Testing Procedures
The rates of carbon deposition (coating) at the inner surface of the tube samples have
been evaluated by measuring the weight gain of the samples using a sensitive balance
(accuracy 0.1 mg). This technique is only suitable for coated samples having substantial
weight gain .
A photo-cell reflection setup has been used to determine the low coating weight gain
(to minimize errors in weighing in case of using ordinary balance). A schematic diagram
of the photo-cell reflection system is shown in Fig. 2. In that system, the coated Zry-4 tube
sample was placed between the light source and the photo- cell detector. A digital
multimeter is connected with the photo-cell detector to measure the induced voltage. Tube
samples having known coating densities and a blank sample were used to calibrate the
system.
A correlation between the measured voltage (which is a function of the reflected light
intensity) and the coating density was obtained. The correlation between the logarithmic
of the measured voltage (by using the photo cell system) and the coating density of the
deposited carbon on the inner surface of Zry-4 tubes is plotted in Fig 3. It is possible to put
that correlation in the form:
V = V o e-pw

(1)

where:
V : is the induced measured voltage of coated tube due to the reflected light
Vo: is a constant (depending on the geometry, surface condition of the tube, and position
of the light source), which was found to be 2.225 mV, for the setup under
consideration,
p : the absorption coefficient of carbon, which was estimated to be 3.6
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w : is the coating density, mg/cm2.
This equation helped in the estimating the non measurable coating weight gains. Also, it
was possible to estimate the weight gain of the deposited carbon of the CANLUB
cladding. For example, the measured voltage due to placing the CANLUB cladding in the
photo-cell system was 0.7 mV. Therefore, a coating weight gain of approximately 0.30
mg/cm2 could be predicted, as shown in Fig. 3.
In order to evaluate the effect of the coating process on the mechanical properties of the
coated tubes, a tensile specimens has been prepared from the coated tubes. Tensile testing
machine of type MP-0.5-1 was used at a strain rate of 2.22x10-3 $-1. All tests were
carried out at room temperature ( 2 7

C). The microhardness across the tube wall of the

coated and bare samples were measured using microhardness tester (Shimatzu-V type)
with a load of 100 g, applied for a time of 10 sec. The tested tube had been mounted and
polished carefully before testing. The microhardness identation was done in different
directions and the average of three measurements was taken. Micrographs of the pyrolytic
carbon coating and the blank tube surfaces were obtained using a scanning electron
microscope (Shimatzu-V type).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Coating Density
The variations of the coating density of pyrolytic carbon coated Zircaloy-4 tubes with
time are plotted in Fig. 4 and generally indicate that the weight gain increased by
increasing the coating temperature and by also increasing the butane concentration in the
coating gas mixture. The same type of dependence has also been reported by Ogawa (6),
for coatings deposited from the pyrolysis of n-Hexane at a the temperature range 800900 C and by Je (7) for the case of pyrolytic carbons deposited from propane.

2. Coating Rates
The estimated coating rates are plotted versus the coating temperature in Fig. 5 showing that the coating rate, although very slow, has increased about ten folds over the
temperature range 250-450 °C for the two tested hydrocarbon concentrations. The very
slow nature of the carbon deposition by the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons, especially at low
temperatures, has been reported by Savage (8), who suggested temperatures higher than
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550 C for measurable deposition rates for the pyrolysis of methane. The same conclusion
was reported by Abdelhalim (9 ) for pyrolytic carbon coatings, from commercial butane,
applied to UO2 microspheres at 800-1200 °C and butane concentration 3-10%.
The activation energy was determined experimentally by plotting thejogarithm of the
coating rate ,w , versus the reciprocal of the absolute temperature ,1/T , as shown in Fig. 6.
From the slope (-Q/R), the activation energy , Q , was found to be equal ~ 8.9 kcal/mol.
It was also reported (9) that the activation energy of the pyrolysis of commercial butane
was 1.2 kcal/mole at the temperatures higher than 900 ° C However, the activation
energy for temperatures below 900 C was 10.4 kcal/mole. This fact, would indicate two
deposition

mechanisms, each correspond to a different reaction rate. Murphy (10)

deduced that the activation energy of the pyrolytic carbon deposition for methane gas was
found to be 12.95 kcal/mole

at temperatures higher than 1500 °C. However, the

activation energy for temperatures below 1500 C, is about 63 kcal/mole. High values of
activation energy of methane are attributed to that the mass transfer controls the deposition
process at least down to 1500 C, below this temperature kinetics would control the
process.

3. Coating Efficiency
The coating efficiency was determined from the following equation:
coating efficiency =W(j/wj

(2)

where:
wd : is the weight of carbon deposited on the total bed surface area , and can be calculated
as =deposition rate x coating time x total bed surface area,
wj : is the weight of carbon which enter to the system in the form of butane gas , and can
be calculated from the flow rate of butane at coating time .
The effects of coating temperature and flow rate of butane on the coating efficiency are
shown in Fig. 7. It was found that the coating efficiency

dependents on the coating

temperature, and the flow rate of butane. The coating efficiency increased from 1.16 % at
25 C to 11.11 % at 450 C at a butane flow rate of 50 cm3/min ., whereas, it increased
from 0.8 % at 250 °C to 7.25 % at 450°C at a butane flow rate of 90 cm3/min. It could
also be noticed from Fig.8 that the increase in the concentration of butane in the coating
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gas mixture resulted in decreasing the coating efficiency at the same coating temperature.
The same trend was reported by Abdelhalim (9).
Bokros (11) found no variation of the coating efficiency with bed surface area, whereas Ford (12) reported that coating efficiency increase with the increase of bed surface area.
At lower temperatures, they separately observed a decrease in the coating efficiency when
methane was used. Also, Beatty (13) indicated that for propane as a hydrocarbon source,
the coating efficiency decreases with increasing the concentration of hydrocarbon gas at
low temperatures.

4. Mechanical Properties
The variation of the tensile strength (UTS) of the Zry-4 coated samples with the coating
temperatures, for the cases of two hydrocarbon concentrations, are shown in Fig. 8. The
UTS values varied between 605 MPa, for samples coated for 30 min . at 250°C, and 550
MPa for samples coated for 60 min. at 400 C for . Above this temperature, the UTS
started to drop remarkably.
The variation of the percent elongation of the same tested samples, with the coating
temperatures are indicated in Fig. 9, showing also no remarkable change up to 400 C.
Coating for long periods at temperature above 400 C would result in a noticeable
increase in the percent elongation of the samples.
This variation in the mechanical properties of Zircaloy-4 has been reported by Abdelazim (14), where the UTS decreased from 500 MPa at 500 °C to 416 MPa at 600 °C.
The elongation increased from 17 to 25% over that temperature range.
The results of the microhardness test for the blank and coated Zry-4 tubes at 400 and
450 C are shown in Fig. 10. The Vickers Hardness Number (VHN) has slightly changed
over the temperature range of the study after the coating process. Generally, the VHN is
highest relatively near the surface of the tube than mid of the tube, however, due to the
annealing effect of the coating process, the VHN profile became more uniform across the
tube thickness. The minimum of VHN was 210 and the maximum was 245 for the blank
tube. For tubes coated at 400 C, for 45 min. at a butane flow rate of 50 cm3/min., the
minimum VHN was 200 and the maximum was 220, whereas tube samples coated at 450
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C, for the same conditions of coating time and hydrocarbon concentration, the minimum
and the maximum VHN were 190 and 208, respectively.
It appears from the results of the UTS, percent elongation and microhardness
measurements on the coated and blank tubes, that the coating process has not significantly
changes of the hardness of Zry-4 tubes. In fact these results indicated that no hydride
formation for the Zry-4 tubes during the coating process, which otherwise, could have led
to higher microhardness (15 ).

5. Microstructure of Pyrolytic Carbon Coating
The scanning electron microscope examination was used to investigate the microstructure of pyrolytic carbon coating. Fig. 11 shows the micrograph of the deposited
carbon at coating temperature of 450 C for coating time of 60 min. and a butane flow of
90 cm3 /min., compared to the blank tube surface.
The extremely slow carbon deposition rates are characterized by a laminar, isotropic or
granular microstructures, depending on the deposition temperature and the hydrocarbon
used (9,11,16). The evaluation of the microstructure of the extremely thin coatings was
beyond the scope of this study.

CONCLUSIONS
1- Coating of Zircaloy-4 tubes by pyrolytic carbon through the thermal cracking of the
commercial butane in the low temperature range (250 - 450 C) is a practical and
economical technique.
2- The coating process rate depends on the temperature and the hydrocarbon concentration
in the coating gas mixture.
3- It is possible to determine very small coating densities by using a photo-cell reflection
system
4- The average deposition rate of the carbon coating is very small at the temperature range
of the study, which suggests coating of high thermal qualities and adhere to the sheath
relatively better, compared to the CANLUB coatings which peal out during loading of
the fuel pellets during the fabrication of fuel rods.
5- The coating process has not significantly affected the mechanical properties of Zry-4
tubes.
6- It is recommenced to perform the coating process at the temperature range (400-
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450 C) and at a butane flow rate of about 90 cm3/min., for coating times longer than
90 min. to obtain reasonable coating densities higher than 0.3 mg/cm2.
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FIG. 1 A SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL PYROLYTIC CARBON
COATING SYSTEM OF ZRY-4 TUBES.
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Fig. 2 A SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE PHOTO-CELL
REFLECTION SYSTEM.
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ADVANCES IN APPENDAGE JOINING TECHNIQUES FOR PHWR
FUEL CLADDING
P.B. DESAI, T.K. RAT, V.G. DATE, D.S.C. PURUSHOTHAM
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Bombay, India
ABSTRACT

This paper describes work carried out at the BARC on
the development of a technique to join tiny appendages
(spacers and bearing pads) to thin cladding (before loading
of UO? pellets)
by resistance welding for PHWR fuel
assemblies. The work includes qualifying the process for
production environment, designing prototype equipment for
regular production and
quality monitoring.
In the first phase of development, welding of
appendages on UO2 loaded elements was successfully
developed, and is being used in production.
Welding of appendages on to empty clad tubes is a
superior technique for several reasons.
Many problems
associated with development of welding on empty tubes were
resolved.
Work was initiated, in the second phase of the
development task, to select a suitable technique to join
appendages on empty clad tubes without any collapse of thin
clad. Several alternatives were reviewed and assessed such
as laser, full face welding, shim welding and shrink fitting
ring spacers. Selection of a method using a mandrel and a
modified electrode geometry was fully developed. Results
were optimized and process development successfully completed.
Appropriate weld monitoring techniques were also
reviewed for their adaptation. This technique is useful for
19, 22 as well as 37 element assemblies.
l.O

INTRODUCTION

The PHWR assembly depends on more than hundred tiny
appendages for the vital function of spacing for coolant
flow and bearing the load on the channels. At any time
there are hundreds of thousands of appendages in the reactor, joined to clad by brazing or resistance welding. Their
integrity is crucial during fabrication and subsequent
performance of the fuel.
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Beryllium coating and subsequent vacuum brazing is used
by many fuel manufacturers. We also carried out development
work in this area and optimized the ^parameters for the
process. Fig.l shows a metallograph of brazed joint. Simultaneously, development was carried out on resistance projection welding of appendages on loaded fuel elements as it is
felt to be be superior to brazing. The brazing process has
several drawbacks in fabrication and performance, viz. use
of toxic beryllium, process intricacy and cost. Further
brazing leads to change in cladding properties due to a
large heat affected zone. Resistance welding route has
hence been adopted in production of split spacer fuel assemblies of 19 and 22 elements type for 235 MWe reactors as
well as for 37 element type assemblies for 5OO MWe reactors.
It was felt desirable to load D0 2 pellets only after
joining of appendages to clad for several reasons such
reduced handling of UO^, improved recovery, simplicity in
fabrication, reduced damage to pellets etc. However, the
development task was challenging due to low clad thickness
(O.4 mm), narrow pellet clad gap, and the stringent quality
control requirements.
Several alternative joining techniques were evaluated
and development work was initiated.
2.O

WELDIHG OH EMPTY TUBE :

This task was taken up on a request from the Nuclear
Power Corporation of India. The process is expected to
improve in—pile performance of the fuel assemblies. The
earlier developed technique of welding on loaded elements
meets the requirements except that unlike brazing process,
it is not carried out on empty tubes cladding.
The pellet—clad gap is so small that loading of pellets is always a critical operation. Though specified gap
is O.O5 to O.125 mm, any reduction in this will forbid entry
of pellets. The clad thickness is so small that any application of heat and force will lead to distortion in ID. A
process was therefore to be developed which would result in
zero collapse.
Initially it was thought that unacceptable crevice
corrosion may be caused at the gap between clad and appendage in the reactor.
Combined with this a desire to increase the strength of joints led to development efforts on
full face welding.
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2.1

Selection of suitable joining technique;

The process has to meet the following criteria:
i. Metallurgically sound joint, ii. Adequate strength
iii. Narrow heat affected zone.
iv. Reliability and consistency of joint quality v.
Adaptability to large scale
production. vi. Adaptability to NDT
vii. Simple and
economical.
2.2

Shrink fitting of ring spacers:

Development work was carried out on a novel process of
shrink fitting of ring spacers. It involves optimizing
parameters for shrink fitting thin Zircaloy rings on cladding tubes which would act as spacers. Toolings were
developed for this purpose and some shrink-fit joints were
made by chilling process. Joint strength upto 3OO Kg was
obtained. The work was however, discontinued in favour of
other developments.
2.3

Full Face Welding :

Joining of full face of the appendage to clad will not
only avoid crevice corrosion but will also improve the joint
strength. Several methods were tried to achieve the objective. A 1OO KVA synchronous timer power source was used and
several experiments were conducted. While weld strength was
achieved, weld zone showed shrinkage porosity and consistency in weld quality was poor. An alternative shim welding
technique was also explored, but was not successful. These
methods were not found suitable for this appendage geometry
and thickness range, though found promising for higher
thickness.
The satisfactory in-reactor performance of the earlier
technique indicated that its welding specifications were
adequate for requirements of strength, geometry and crevice
corrosion . Therefore several other welding techniques were
evaluated.
2.4

EB

and Laser Welding :

Zircaloy has very good weldability for joining by EB
and Laser welding. For equivalent weld penetration, EB
requires lesser energy input and heat affected zone (HAZ) is
very small. The welds are carried out in vacuum which
protects the reactive metal though some loss of high vapour
pressure alloying elements such as chromium, tin etc take
place.
Initially experiments were carried out with Nd-YAG
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laser to weld bearing pads. These pads had some modifications for heat balance which were found to be unacceptable.
Subsequently, both types of appendages of actual sizes were
welded successfully using 400 watt laser. The edges of the
appendages were welded to clad using 56 joules in pulse
mode. However, EB and laser welding were not found to be an
economically viable technigues for production. A metallo—
graph of laser weld is shown in Fig.2.
2.5 Ultrasonic Welding:
An assessment of ultrasonic welding was also carried
out. The process was felt to be attractive because it
offers several advantages such as full face and low temperature (cold) welding of appendages. Weldability of zircaloy
using ultrasonic welding is reported to be very good. For
bearing pads to thin clad tube geometry, a limited number of
trials were conducted at power of 2.5 to 4.O Jew, and time
O.75 to 1.5 sec. Weld strength upto 35O Kg was achieved.
The results were however not conclusive and the process was
dropped. A metallograph of ultrasonic weld is shown in
fig.3.
3.0 RESISTANCE PROJECTION WELDIHG :
Initially, it was felt that this process will not be
appropriate for the objective since it involved joining of
very thin components to thicker components and resistance
welding reguires application of force and heat together.
However, to ensure minimum deviation from present production
practice and facilitate ease in changeover from old
practice, it was decided to work on this technique.
This technique gives a consistent and repeatable
quality. It is fast and does not require highly skilled
operators and results in a very small HAZ, heating and
cooling rates are very high, in the range of lOOO°C/sec.
Welding is carried out in local cover of inert gas, generally argon, but even in air, welds are satisfactory due to
short time and fast cooling. Microstructure in weld zone
and narrow HAZ consists of transformed beta structure.
3.1 Development work :
Characteristics of resistance welding, limitations of
the geometry of components, problems in zircaloy welding,
selection of power source e t c . , were thoroughly reviewed and
evaluated. The work was planned and executed in a phased
manner as follows for both spacers and bearing pads :
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a^
b.
c.
d.

Selecting type of power source
_-•Studying parameters and optimizing conditions of
welding process.
Equipment development to suit production requirement
Quality control and weld monitoring.

3.1.1. Power Source :
The following power sources have been tried for the work :
i.
ii.

Stored energy power source
Direct energy power source:
a. A.C. type
b. D.C. type, with electrode positive
with electrode negative

A large number of experiments have been conducted with
above alternatives. Welding conditions were set in each
case. Good welds could be obtained in all cases. There
were some variations in weld uniformity and depth of
penetration. Best results were obtained with direct energy
D.C. electrode positive power source. The results in different conditions are given in Table 1.
3.1.2 Welding conditions:
It was noticed that the clad collapse was sensitive to
welding current and squeeze. The combination of both were
carefully chosen and clad collapse was completely avoided. A
large number of welds were made in different conditions and
tested.
Several modifications were made in the fix
tures.Different types of locators were developed for spacers
and bearing pads.
Indexing of cladding for locating
appendages at correct positions was carried out. A suitable
mandrel was selected for internal support. For bearing
pads, two types of projections were studied, namely button
type and linear type. Strength was checked on a large number
of welds.
4.O RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Resistance projection welding of spacers and bearing
pads was carried out and various Q.C.tests were conducted
on the welds. Projections helped in welding of appendages of
different thicknesses. Direct energy, D.C. power source
with electrode positive has given the least HAZ.
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Spacers with two circular projection and bearing pads
with three circular as well as linear projections were used
and both gave satisfactory results. For the latter, projection height determines gap between pad and clad. Heat input
and gap increases with projection height.
Weld strength was checked on individual welds. Final
tests were carried out on a calibrated special weld strength
tester. Strengths required were 6O Kg and 8O kg for spacer
and bearing pads, respectively. Tests have met the following criteria:
a.
b.

Minimum strength of each value 6O/8O kg
Mean strength less 2 sigma 6O/8O kg

A large number of welds were tested for this purpose. Some
of the results are shown in Table 2.
Internal collapse was tested in two ways; (a) by passing pellets of different diameters before and after welding
and (b) by metallography. No collapse was noted after
welding. A metallograph of the weld region is shown in fig
4.
Corrosion tests were carried out for bearing pads of
both types. The results are shown in Table 3. The corrosion
rate was found acceptable. Results did not indicate any
difference between linear or circular projection.
5.O EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT :
The program from the beginning envisaged adaptability
to manufacturing work. Modified flow-sheet using this
joining technique and the current flow—sheet are shown in
Fig. 5.
The technique is suitable for automation. After
completion of development, a task to develop a design concept of a system for automated work was taken up.
It
included automated welding of appendages, a low inertia weld
head, mandrel support etc. and a block diagram of the
proposed design is shown in fig.6.
6.O QUALITY CONTROL AND HELD MONITORING :
Standard non-destructive tests can not be applied
readily to resistance welds. The quality control largely
depends on destructive tests such as strength and metallography on sampling basis. In addition, statistical quality
control is also followed by controlling mean minus 2 sigma
values.
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Several weld monitoring schemes were studied to
assess the reliability of the welds.
Ajweld monitor based
on dynamic resistance (DR) was connected to the system and
DR curves were studied for a large number of welds. Welds
were destructively tested and results were compared with
the curves. A very good correlation was established and a
DR window was identified for acceptable welds. Fig.7 shows
the details of the system. A study of weld upset was also
made similarly. The work indicated that an effective
quality control will require more than one monitoring system.
Some work on acoustic Emission (AE) testing was also
carried out which indicated very encouraging results. The
AE signals have been analyzed to distinguish deviation in
heat parameters as well as projection geometry in different
welds. Fig.8 shows schematic of AE monitoring set up
response signals.
CONCLUSIONS :
A resistance projection welding process is developed to
join appendages to cladding in PHWR fuel assemblies, and
qualified for 19-element as well as 3 7—element type of
assemblies. Weld strength, clad collapse, metallography and
corrosion tests have been rigorously carried out and confirmed that they meet the specifications. An automatic
welding system concept has been designed based on above
technique which can achieve required production rate.
Appropriate Q.C. plans have been worked out to ensure
the weld quality and consistency. Some of the weld monitoring system such as Dynamic Resistance, weld upset etc. have
been successfully employed to assure the weld quality nondestructively.
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TABLE-!
EFFECT OF TYPE OF POWER SOURCE.
BEARING PAD WELD

(STRENGTH IN Kg.)

MINIMUM SPECIFIED STRENGTH-8OK0.

AC

D.C+

DC-

X

111.38

101.82

107.5

IT

11.15

9.62

10.7

Xmin.

100

90

82.58

6 9,08

X-2CT

100

86.1

TABLE-2
RESULTS OF CORROSION TEST
BEARING PAD WELDS
CONDITIONS:

S. No.

PRESSURE

IO5Kg/cm2

TEMP.

400° C

PERIOD

14 Days

2
WEIGHT GAIN ( mg/dm)

TYPE OF
PROJECTION

t

27.3

CIRCULAR

2

19.5

CIRCULAR

3

1 6. .3

LINEAR

4

2 0.7

LINEAR

5

26.1

LINEAR
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TABLE-3

'...

QUALIFICATION OF. APPENDAGE WELDING

SPECIFICATION (IN Kg.fj
:
•
'

BEARING PADS

MINIMUM STRENGTH

SO

60

MEAN STRENGTH

80

60

X - 2 6 " (A/IIN.)

80

60

300

200

NUMBER OF WELDS

'

SPACERS

TEST CARRIFD OUT
COLLAPSE GO/NO GO GAUGE
SHEAR STRENGTH BY STRENGTH TSTER
MINIMUM STRENGTH
MEAN STRENGTH
X-2CT
METALLOGRAPHY

0, K.

O.K.

(IN Kgf)
94.3

60.7

12 1.2

83.7

9 9..7

62.9

O.K.

O.K.

FIG. 3
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FIG. 4
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ZIRCALOY CLADDING TUBES

I
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I

INSPECT

I
|

}/
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I
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I
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i
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\
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J
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FIG. 6
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FIG. 8

OF

AE SIGNAL OF APPENDAGE WELD
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ABSTRACT

Nuclear Fuel Complex, India switched-over to split-wart type
PHWR fuel bundles in mid-80s. Since then over 60,000 bundles of
this type have been fabricated for Indian PHWRs.
After considering
various
technical
aspects,
resistance
welding
was
chosen
for
appendage attachment to the fuel elements. The paper describes
experiences in scaling up of the technique to industrial production
of PHWR fuel
bundles, design & development of
special-purpose
equipment for this purpose, and the QA procedures employed for
regular production.
It also deals with appendage welding of 37
Element fuel bundles and improvements planned in the appendage
welding process.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Fuel Complex, a unit of Department of Atomic Energy,
is engaged in fabrication of fuel bundles for Indian PHWRs since
over two and a half decades.
Initially, the spacers and bearing
pads of fuel bundle were wire-wrap type.
Then there has been
a changeover to resistance welded split type spacers and bearing
pads. The initial development work was carried out at BARC. Later,
it was adopted at NFC on production scale around mid 80s.
Since
then about 60,000 bundles of this type have been fabricated and
supplied to different reactors. Their performance has been quite
satisfactory.
The following sections of the paper highlight various
aspects with
reference to process development,
special
purpose
equipment development and manufacture, bundle production, quality
standards adopted and future developments planned in this area.
2.0

PROCESS & EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT

2.1

PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

The fuel is a 19-Element bundle involving 3 different types
of elements which differ from each other with respect to number
of spacers/bear ing pads attached and their location ( F i g . 1).
With
the central element containing 6, inner element 5 and outer element
3 spacers each and in addition every outer element having 3 bearing
pads, the total number of spacers and bearing pads to be welded
in a fuel bundle works out to 72 and 36 respectively.
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Due to severe service condition in the reactor, i t is essential
that the appendage joints withstand complex forces during reactor
operation and hence should be strong and highly reliable.
Two routes of joining processes were considered for appendage
joints i . e . , Brazing and Welding. In view of the problems associated
with the Beryllium brazing (1), resistance welding was opted for
appendage attachment which has various advantages like eco-friendly
process, high rate of production, low equipment cost etc. (2). Initial
process development
work
was carried out at BARC with
very
satisfactory results.
Scaling up and production of bundles was
undertaken at Nuclear Fuel Complex. Now, regular production is being
carried out using this process.
Several factors have to be taken into account to obtain a
satisfactory weld-joint, like size, shape, thickness and orientation
of spacers and bearing pads and requirement of high joint strength
and
preventing
deformation
of
sheath
wall.
From
design
considerations, the appendages to be joined are thicker than the
sheath wall wherein the thickness ratio of appendages to sheath
ranges from 1.5 to 4.0. Projection welding chosen for the purposes
of heat balance between components of different thicknesses satisfied
shear strength and other requirements.
Based on the results of
developmental work, circular projections for spacers and longitudinal
projection for bearing pads are used.
2.2

SPECIAL PURPOSE EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT

2.2.1

SPACER PAD WELDING EQUIPMENT

A proto-type equipment suitable for lab-scale production was
designed and fabricated at BARC, which required manual manipulations
for all sequences of operations. With increased scale of production
at NFC (3) it was imperative that operations be automated, especially
feeding of tiny spacer components and positioning them on elements.
This
resulted
in
design
and
manufacture
of
a
semi-automatic
equipment. To further increase the plant capacity in terms of number
of bundles to be produced, high productivity, fully automatic spacer
welding
equipment
were
fabricated
and are
in use
in regular
production.
The figures 2 and 3 give different
views of the
equipment developed in-house using a micro-processor based PLC.
Sequence of operations in spacer welding performed in automatic
mode are depicted in Fig.4.
Presently 60 elements can be produced
per hour in an equipment. Involvement of operator is limited to
periodic checking of electrode condition and visual inspection of
welds.
The selection knob provided in the equipment allows choosing
operations required for any of the three types of elements, central/
inner/outer.
When the plain elements move forward one after other
on the in-feed conveyor, the pick up arm picks up an element and
positions it onto the welding station. The welding station basically
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consists of a bottom electrode with half-round profile, onto which
the element is clamped.
A pneumatically actuated block made out
of electrically insulating material, which clamps t h e j element firmly
in
bottom
electrode,
has
provision
for
positioning
the
spacer
component on the element.
The top electrode
is made out of
copper-alloy. It also applies the squeeze force necessary. Localised
inert atmosphere around the joint is ensured by special Argon purging
system. The indexing of the element for welding spacers at different
angular locations is achieved with the help of a stepper motor
coupled to the element clamping collet while the spacers loaded
in a magazine are positioned on the element by a pick and place
arm.
The welded elements are picked up by another arm and placed
on discharge
conveyor.
Simultaneously,
the
first
pick
up arm
positions
another
element on welding
station
and the
sequence
continues.
The machine has interlocks to terminate welding in the
event of wrong positioning of element, absence of spacer components,
and
inadequate
squeeze
force
so
as
to
ensure
the
quality
requirements.
Provisions also include data logging of important
welding parameters.
2.2.2

BEARING PAD WELDING EQUIPMENT

The basic equipment designed earlier for welding bearing
pads consisted of three weld-heads corresponding to the three
positions of bearing pads to be welded and a movable element
clamping device,
so that
welding of pads
located at
different
positions along the length of the element could be accomplished by
linearly indexing the element manually.
With the increased production
requirements,
design
and
fabrication
of
micro-processor
based
automatic bearing pad welding equipment was taken up with provision
for automatic coomponent feeding,
multiple-electrode bus-bar system
and low inertia squeeze force application mechanism.
This allows
carrying out welding of all the three bearing pads simultaneously
(Fig.5 & 6).
However, the operator is required to position the
element at the welding station and initiate the auto-sequence.
The
synchronous controller provided to the welding transformer facilitates
selection of number of cycles and conduction angle. Capacity per
hour of the equipment is 120 elements.
2.2.3

SELECTION OF WELDING POWER SOURCE

Selection
of
right
type
of
power
source needs
critical
considerations for ensuring the desired weld quality and consistency
in the end product.
Keeping in view the range of currents to be
employed and that the power source should not be influenced by
external variables, capacitor discharge type power source is employed
for spacer welding.
Short discharge times of these power sources
reduce oxidation and deformation of work pieces. Even for components
having thickness ratios greater than 4, this type of power source
was found to be more suitable.
For simultaneous welding of bearing
pads it
required higher power inputs.
A conventional
welding
transformer
along
with
a synchronous
weld controller
is found
suitable.
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2.3

PRODUCTION & QUALITY CONTROL

As stated earlier, well over 60,000 fuel bundles have been
fabricated at Nuclear Fuel Complex employing resistance welding
techniques.
The bundles have performed well in reactors.
There
is no evidence of crevice corrosion at these joints as was
apprehended i n i t i a l l y .
The joints are evaluated with respect to shear strength, sheath
depression
and
visual
defects
like
colouration,
sparking
and
arc-gauging.
Appendage welds carried out by resistance projection welding
techniques are not easily amenable for non-destructive testing due
to the shape and contour of the joint.
For regular production runs,
the destructive testing of set-up and process-welds is carried out
statistically to ensure shear strength specification. The standard
deviation is maintained in single digit, while sheath depression
measurement and metallography are done on random basis. Quality
Control on the production run is exercised through Control Charts
prepared based on the strength values of set up and process welds.
Any shift from the normal trend is corrected by identifying the
related parameters.
Typical frequency distribution of strength values
is shown in Fig. 7.
A shear strength testing equipment developed at NFC is
employed for checking the shear strength of the appendage welds
(Fig.8). Clamping of elements, shear force application, recording
and print-out of strength values and standard deviation are automatic.
3.0

APPENDAGE WELDING OF 37-ELEMENT FUEL BUNDLE

A number of fuel bundles have also been fabricated for type
testing for the proposed 500 JViWe PHWRs. As per the design of
37-Element fuel bundle spacer pads of three different thicknesses
are required to be welded to fuel elements.
The thickness ratio
of pad to sheath ranges from 2.2 to 8 . 1 .
Further outer element
(Fig.9) requires spacer pads of two thicknesses to be joined to
same element. This necessitates use of two separate magazines on
the machine for stacking and auto-feeding of pads at appropriate
element orientations. The height of projection of thicker pad was
slightly altered so that the same heat settings of the power source
is adequate to weld pads of two different thicknesses.
Alternatively,
the weldings can be accomplished by maintaining the same coin height
for the pads, and altering the heat settings from a programmable
power source.
4.0

IMPROVEMENTS PLANNED

4.1

APPENDAGE WELDING ON EMPTY TUBES

after

Presently, the appendage attachment is carried out on elements
loading of U0_ pellets into zircaloy tubes and end cap welding.
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In order to avoid excessive depression of the zircaloy tube and
damage to the U0_ pellets, it is desirable to Join appendages on
fuel cladding before loading of fuel pellets. A number of methods
were considered and with the process developed aT Nuclear Fuel
Complex, a few bundles have been produced.
However, suitability
of
the
process
to
automation
is
being
studied.
In
parallel,
development work is also being carried out at BARC.
4.2

CURVED BEARING PADS

Currently, bearing pads with slightly higher thickness are
welded to the sheath and are burr-milled to achieve the specified
finished thickness and radius of curvature.
Feasibility studies
for fabrication and welding bearing pads with finished curvature
and
thickness
were
conducted.
Techniques
were
developed
to
successfully weld the pads without any weld impressions on outer
surface.
This involved, apart from a change in design of bearing
pads, a suitable profile for welding electrodes, to avoid excessive
weld impressions.
A few bundles fabricated with the curved bearing pads are
undergoing type-tests in experimental loops and the regular production
is expected to commence very shortly.
5.0

CONCLUSIONS

Change over from wire-wrap type to split-wart type fuel
bundle
manufacturing
involved
various
aspects
to
be
critically
examined
with
respect
to
selection
of
process
for
appendage
attachment,
spacer/bearing
pad
component
design
etc.
After
considerable
developmental
efforts,
resistance
projection
welding
techniques were standardised for
large scale production of fuel
bundles, thus India is the f i r s t country to adopt this process.
Starting with manually operated machines in mid-eighties, the Complex
now has the expertise to build micro-processor based fully automatic
appendage
welding
equipment
with
sophisticated
controls.
The
production methods followed and the quality assurance standards
developed and practised have proved the adequacy of the systems
for good performance of the fuel in power reactors with respect
to this process. By suitably altering the flow-sheet and component
design, the process was successfully employed for the fabrication
of 37 element fuel
bundles.
Improved techniques developed for
appendage welding on empty tubes and curved bearing pad welding
w i l l be adopted shortly into the main stream production lines.
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ABSTRACT

CA9800561

There is evidence that formation of (XZrJyC) compounds is the chemical step involved in
preventing stress-corrosion cracking (SCC) of fuel sheathing. One of the recent key findings
is that SCC of unirradiated Zircaloy sheathing is observed only when CANLUB was "overbaked". This result appears to be consistent with results obtained by various analytical
techniques that show that if one of the key components in CANLUB was decomposed then
SCC would occur. Since there is a possible link between fuel oxidation and graphite coating,
the synthesis of Zr6I12C compounds using a different type of coating (without graphite) was
also investigated.
These results will assist in improving CANLUB specifications which will result in
improvements in manufacturers' process controls, so that CANLUB continues to be effective.
An increased understanding of CANLUB chemistry is also needed to improve the coating for
advanced CANDU fuels that will be irradiated to extended burnups.

INTRODUCTION
The CANLUB graphite layer between the Zircaloy sheath and the fuel pellets is an
essential component to the performance of CANDU fuel. The continued successful operation
of CANDU reactors, which includes routine power-ramping of CANDU fuel, depends on the
continued role of CANLUB in preventing stress-corrosion cracking (SCC). A subtle change
in the current DAG-154 CANLUB product could adversely affect the coating's ability to
prevent SCC, resulting in a defect excursion in CANDU reactors. Although CANLUB has
proven successful within the normal operating envelope of the natural UO2 fuel cycle, its
performance at extended burnups, typical of advanced fuel cycles, has been shown to
deteriorate (1,2).
The objective of this work is to understand the mechanism by which CANLUB prevents
SCC and the parameters which influence this mechanism. This will allow 1) the current
DAG-154 product to be better specified at the manufacturing level, thereby ensuring the
continued successful operation of CANDU reactors, and 2) the development of advanced
SCC-prevention coatings that will be utilized in the development of advanced fuel cycles
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operating to extended burnups.
Specimens-ef DAG-154 and binder baked at various temperatures were characterized by 13C
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Judging from the NMR data, the active
ingredient in CANLUB coating was identified after standard curing at 350°C. This active
component was found to be essential to form ZrxIyC compounds; those compounds could not
be formed using pure graphite or CANLUB cured at high temperatures (3). It is important to
ensure that CANLUB continues to protect the sheathing against SCC. Therefore, it is
essential to identify the effective components that are critical to the function of CANLUB (4),
and to develop a routine analytical tool to monitor those components.

EXPERIMENTAL

Characterization of CANLUB
To demonstrate the dependence of SCC threshold on the active ingredient in CANLUB,
specimens of DAG-154 baked at 320, 330, 340, 350, 360, 365, 370, 375, 380, 385, 390, 400,
420 and 440°C for two hours in vacuum (10 2 to 10'3 torr), were characterized by Raman
spectroscopy. The reactivity/capacity of the baked CANLUB specimens were evaluated
(qualitatively) by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) after reaction with I2 (200 mg) and
Zircaloy-4 sheathing at 600°C in vacuum (5).
C-ring SCC tests were performed at 320°C for the specimens of CANLUB baked onto the
sheathing at various temperatures. Rings cut from these CANLUB-coated fuel sheaths were
split longitudinally and loaded to a stress of -300 MPa at 320°C, in evacuated capsules (10 "3
torr) filled with iodine (at a concentration of - 0.02g I2 per cm2) for 24 hours.
Instrumentation
Specimens of DAG-154 baked at various temperatures were characterized by Raman
spectroscopy. Raman spectra were excited using 50 mW of 647.1 nm radiation. Laser
plasma lines were removed by passing the laser beam through a narrow bandpass filter.
Spectra were collected using a SPEX 1000M single monochromator equipped with a liquidnitrogen-cooled Spectrum One CCD detector. High rejection of the Rayleigh scatter was
achieved by placing a holographic notch filter in front of the spectrometer slits. Several areas
on the specimens were characterized. The measured spectra were baseline corrected and
cosmic-ray spikes were removed, then the areas of the peaks were measured. The area of the
graphite peak at 1580 cm'1 was used to normalize the intensities of the C-H stretching bands
(originated from the active component of CANLUB), to remove variations of laser power,
laser focus, and collection optics alignment
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of CANLUB
Graphite is a major ingredient of the CANLUB coating. Figure 1 shows a Raman spectra
of pure graphite in the spectral range of 200-3600 cm"1. The spectrum of graphite indicated
strong bands at 1332, 1582 and 2682 cm"1, and weak bands at 2465, 2924 and 3241 cm'1, as
well as several shoulders on the strong bands. The Raman spectrum of pure crystalline
graphite was expected to contain two Raman active bands, based on the symmetry of the
graphite unit cell. A group theoretical analysis of graphite (6) led to the following irreducible
representation for the optical modes:
Topt = 2E2g + E lu + A^ + 2B2g
The two E2g modes were Raman active and reported at 42 and 1581 cm"1. This accounted
for only one of the Raman bands observed in Figure 1 (at 1582 cm"1). The strong band at
1332 cm 1 had often been reported in the literature and was attributed to the presence of
microcrystalline materials (7,8). The Raman bands at 2465, 2682, 2924 and 3241 cm"1 were
also reported, but their origin was not clear. The band at 2924 cm'1 was in the same spectral
region as the C-H stretching bands of aliphatic hydrocarbons. Therefore, this could
potentially interfere with the detection of the active components in CANLUB.
Raman spectra of the CANLUB-coated samples were measured in the spectral regions
containing the major graphite peak (1200-1700 cm*1) and the hydrocarbon C-H stretching
peak (2700-3000 cm"1). Figure 2 shows a typical Raman spectrum of the CANLUB coating
(DAG-154). Similar to the graphite specimen shown in Figure 1, strong bands were observed
at 1330 and 1581 cm'1. Figure 3 shows the Raman spectrum of the C-H stretching bands
obtained from the same CANLUB-coated specimen. It is clear that the active component
from CANLUB can be detected by Raman spectroscopy. It must be emphasized that using
Raman spectroscopy to measure the active component in CANLUB is still in the
developmental stage, and further work is required (and has been planned for 1995/96) before
a definite correlation between the C-H peak intensity and active ingredient concentration can
be made.
One of the recent key findings is that SCC of unirradiated Zircaloy sheathing occurs when
CANLUB is over-baked at high temperatures (Figure 4). This result agrees with the previous
13
C NMR (3) and Raman results (see Figure 5) which showed that the key ingredient in
CANLUB decomposed and disappeared at certain temperatures. Zr6IJ2C-type compounds
could not be synthesized when CANLUB was baked at high temperatures. In fact, the
formation of the ZrxIyC compounds could not be achieved using pure graphite either.
These results suggest that 1) the formation of Cs(ZrxIyC) compounds is the chemical step
involved in preventing SCC of fuel sheathing, and 2) for CANLUB to work, the active
ingredient in CANLUB has to be remained after baking.
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CONCLUSIONS
Evidence has been obtained suggesting that:
1)

The organic carbon left after standard curing is required for the formation of ZrxIyC
compounds. These compounds could not be formed using pure graphite or CANLUB
cured at high temperatures.

2)

Zircaloy sheathing is more susceptible to SCC when DAG-154 CANLUB is overbaked.

3)

Raman spectroscopy can be used to monitor the active component CANLUB.
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FIGURE 1: RAMAN SURVEY SPECTRUM OBTAINED FROM PURE GRAPHITE.

FIGURE 2: RAMAN SURVEY SPECTRUM OBTAINED FROM CANLUB (DAG-154).

FIGURE 3: RAMAN C-H STRETCHING BANDS OBTAINED FROM CANLUB
(DAG-154).

FIGURE 4: SCC-TESTS OF CANLUB-COATED ZIRCALOY-4 SHEATHING WITH
BAKING TEMPERATURES RANGING FROM 320 to 440°C. A TYPICAL FRACTURE
SURFACE OBTAINED FROM SHEATHING WITH CANLUB BEING OVER-BAKED.

FIGURE 5: RAMAN SPECTRA OBTAINED FROM CANLUB (DAG-154 COATING)
BAKED AT TEMPERATURES RANGING FROM 320 TO 440°C. THE TWO ON THE
RIGHT HAND SIDE WERE AT THE HIGHEST TEMPERATURES.
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ABSTRACT

The fuel pellets produced by sol-gel technique were coated with boron nitride (BN). This
was achieved through chemical vapor deposition (CVD) using boron trichloride and ammonia.
Mixing and chemical reaction take place at a temperature around 875 K. The coated samples
were then sintered at 1600 K.
Thermal reactor physics lattice-cell code WIMS-D/4 was used in the neutronic analysis of
CANDU fuel bundle to observe the neutronic performance of the coated fuel. Three types of fuel
were considered; fuel made of natural uranium, slightly enriched uranium (SEU, enrichment:
0.82 % U-235), and SEU with various BN coatings. The burnup calculations showed that feasible
coating thickness is between 1 to 2
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INTRODUCTION
The technology of burnable absorbers is improving in two branches. One is the use of
gadolinia (GCI2O3) mixed homogeneously with the fuel, and the other method is to coat the fuel
pellets by a thin layer of zirconium diboride (ZrB2) so-called integral fuel burnable absorber
(IFBA). Although gadolinia has recently been extensively used as burnable absorber it has some
disadvantages such as low thermal conductivity, very fast depletion, and low moderator
temperature coefficient control [1-5]. The fabrication technique of ZrE&2 is quite complicated and
dissolution of unburned ZrE^ during reprocessing create problems [6-7].
The difficulties in sputtering of Zrl$2 can be overcome by the utilization of other deposition
methods. A recent technique introduced [8-9] is to coat the fuel with boron nitride [BN], which is
deposited on fuel by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). BN has the following advantages; (i) has
high thermal stability, (ii) is chemically inert, (iii) is very hard, and withstands high pressures and
temperatures, (iv) has excellent corrosion resistance, (v) withstands rapid heating and quenching
at 1500 C, (vi) has a thermal conductivity comparable to that of stainless steel.
Boron has a low neutron absorption cross section compared to gadolinium, therefore, it does
not rapidly burnout when mixed with fuel and its thickness can easily be adjusted to have
negligible residual reactivity at the EOC. It can also be used on gadolinia-containing fuels to
have the desired reactivity change during reactor operation.

BORON NITRIDE COATING

BN prepared by CVD has been extensively investigated in the last decade in surface coating,
production of synthetic abrasives, and manufacturing integral circuits in solid state electronics
[10-15]. BN is easily obtained from boron trichloride (BCI3) and ammonia (NH3) through the
reaction,

BCI3 + NH 3 - • BN(s) + 3HC1
This is the most well-known technique used in the literature. Besides BN, other undesired
intermediate compounds of boron are also formed, and they may deposit on the surface of
substrate. The substrate should be sintered at high temperatures (1600-1900 K) to evaporate these
undesired compounds. At this stage a considerable weight decrease is expected. The sintering of
the substrate yields the formation of hexagonal crystal structures. Hence, the mechanical
properties of BN are improved [10]. "BCI3 + NH3" reaction produces deposits with densities of
1.5 g/cm3 at 1300 C, but when the deposition temperature is increased to 1600 C the density
becomes 2.0 g/cm3 [12].
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EXPERIMENTS

The fuel was produced by sol-gel technique. The method of production and the effects of
production parameters on the properties of these fuels were explained elsewhere [15].
The tube furnace used for "BCI3 + NH3" reaction was given in a former work [9]. Since BCI3
readily reacts with NH3 at room temperature and forms a white powder, these gases were
introduced separately into the furnace in order to mix them in the vicinity of the substrate and to
avoid premature reaction. Argon (Ar) was used as carrier gas for BCI3. Hydrogen (H2) was used
to improve the purity and thus the properties of the product. In addition it prevents the oxidation
of pellets due the possible oxygen leakage. NH3 was introduced directly into the central zone of
the reaction tube through a thin alumina tube, while the mixed gas of BCI3 and Ar is introduced
at a location 20 mm behind the first stream. Mixing and chemical reaction take place in the hot
zone of the furnace at a temperature around 875 K. The coated pellets were then sintered at
1600 K. Three pellets partially coated with white BN are shown in Fig. 1.

NEUTRONIC ANALYSIS

Thermal reactor physics lattice-cell code WTMS-D/4 was used in the neutronic analysis of
CANDU fuel bundle[16]. Standard fuel bundle containing 37 fuel elements was considered for
calculations. Three types of fuel were considered; fuel made of natural uranium, slightly enriched
uranium (SEU, enrichment: 0.82 % U-235), and SEU with various BN coatings. In all cases fuel
pellets are in UO2 form. The first case, fuel pellets made with natural uranium, represents
conventional CANDU reactor fuel bundle. An alternative to the use of natural uranium might be
the use of slightly enriched uranium to improve fuel cycle characteristics. Slightly enriched
uranium may be taken from reprocessing of LWR spent fuel. Such fuel material contains about
0.82 % U-235 by weight. Fuel pellets in the first two cases are in 0.61 cm in radius. The third
type of fuel was considered to analyze the effect of BN coating on the neutronic behavior of the
fuel bundle. The thickness of BN coating was considered to be between 1 to 4 um. This coating
is applied to the surface of standard pellets such that the overall radius was increased from
0.61 cm by the thickness of the coating. Density of coating was taken to be 1.8 g/cm3. In all
cases, fuel pellets were assumed to be covered with 0.045 cm thick Zircaloy-4 sheath material.
Computer calculations were performed by using 1 day long time steps such that each time
step corresponds to 20 MWD/MTU burnup. The maximum burnup considered in computations is
12,000 MWD/MTU for 600 time steps.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The originally white BN powder deposited at 875 K on pellets turned into transparent film
upon sintering at 1600 K. The BN layer is very hard and strongly adherent on the surface of
pellets.
The infrared (IR) spectrum of BN powder (Fig.2) were found to be in agreement with the
ones given in the literature [10, 17-19], with a strong peak at 1400 cm'1 and two weak peaks at
about 800 and 880 cm"1. The strong peak is of B-N stretching while the weak ones are of B-N-B
stretching [19].
The X-ray diffraction analyses of sintered BN was shown in Fig.3 where the characteristic
peak is easily seen at 20=26°. It is a peak of hexagonal or turbostratic structure [14, 20, 21].
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures of uncoated BN pellet and thin BN coated
UO2 fuel pellet are shown in Fig.s 4 and 5 respectively. In Fig.5 urania grains are barely seen
under BN layer. Figure 6 shows the side view of BN coating on urania. The upper layer in the
figure is BN coating which forms only on the surface with no penetration into the fuel. It is seen
that there is a very good adherence of BN on substrate. The thickness of the coating is uniform
and about 10 um in this figure. Figure 7 was essentially taken by using backscattering technique.
The white area shows the heavy atom zone which is the fuel. BN and fuel atoms are not
penetrated into each other. BN stays as an inert impenetrating smooth coating on the fuel.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Figure 8 shows the variation of keff as a function of the fuel burnup for natural uranium, and
SEU coated with BN with various thicknesses. SEU ("0" um BN) and SEU(1 um BN) each has a
positive reactivity at the beginning of cycle (BOC) while others have negative reactivity. It seems
that SEU (2um) fuel has a negative reactivity of 0.031 at BOC, and expected to have a good
performance in the reactor. The fuels with coating more than 2 um require additional fissile
material to overcome negative reactivity effect. Feasible coating thickness is between 1 to 2 um
such that during the initial stages of burnup it neither requires excessive amount of absorber nor
additional fissile material. Criticality will be achieved as in the case of natural uranium loaded
core without making any change in the configuration of core.
It was found from the calculations that the number density histories for fissile isotopes
U-235 and Pu-239 and absorber material boron showed a slight variation as a function of the
thickness of BN coating. In Figure 9, the variations of the number densities of fuel constituents
are given as a function of burnup for 3um BN coated fuel case. Boron depletes out exponentially
by four orders of magnitude in 10,000 MWD/MTU. Pu-239 concentration increases with a
decreasing rate and reaches to 5.793 x 1019 atoms/cm3 at 12,000 MWD/MTU burnup. The initial
U-235 concentration is 1.849 x 1020 atoms/cm3 whereas the final concentration is 3.407 x 1019
atoms/cm3.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The IR spectrum analyses of BN powder was found to be in agreement with the reported
values in the literature. A strong absorption peak was found at 1400 cm"1 and the weaker
ones appeared at about 800 and 880 cm'1.
2. X-ray diffraction analyses of powder and sintered BN were found to be in agreement with
the reported values in the literature.
3. The side views of the coating showed that BN coating forms only on the surface and has
no penetration into the fuel. Furthermore, there is a very good adherence of BN on the
substrate. BN and fuel atoms are not penetrated into each other. BN stays as an inert
impenetrating smooth coating on the fuel.
4. SEU fuel coated with 2 |um BN gives a negative reactivity of 0.031 at BOC. Feasible
coating thickness is in between 1 to 2 um.
5. The number density of boron decreases exponentially by four orders of magnitude in
10,000 MWD/MTU.
6. Pu-239 production and U-235 depletion at extended time are almost identical in all coated
fuels.
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FIGURE 1. BN DEPOSITED FUEL PELLETS

FIGURE 2. IR SPECTRUM OF BN POWDER

FIGURE 3. XRD PATTERN OF BN POWDER

FIGURE 4. UNCOTED PICTURE OF UO2
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FIGURE 5. BN COATING ON UO2

FIGURE 6. SIDE VIEW OF BN COATING ON UO2

- i

FIGURE 7. SIDE VIEW OF BN COATING WITH BACKSCATTERING
TECHNIQUE
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ABSTRACT
In Nov. 1990, fuel damage occurred during refueling in Ontario Hydro's Darlington Unit 2
Generating Station. The fatigue damage to the end plates was determined to be a result of
acoustic pressure pulsations caused by the main coolant pumps. The pumps generated a
pressure pulse in the coolant at 150 Hz, due to the 30 Hz pump rotation frequency multiplied
by the five pump impeller vanes. Furthermore, the acoustic response of the piping amplified the
pressure pulses in the headers and feeders. Thus pulsation amplitudes greater than 40 kPa (0-topeak) reached the fuel. This system response had not been anticipated in the primary heat
transport system design, nor was the fuel designed for such pressure pulse conditions. Thus, a
small number of fuel channels was subject to unexpectedly high levels of pressure pulsations.
The realization that all fuel channels have some potential for pressure pulsations, required that
these conditions be incorporated into the tests qualifying new fuel or new channel hardware
designs. As a result, methods were developed to test fuel in conditions similar to those
experienced in reactor, and to develop techniques to determine acceptable fuel behavior.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The past practice for CANDU reactors to qualify the fuel was to assess the vibration
characteristics due to the flow conditions and to qualify the fuel / channel system through long
term out-reactor endurance tests. In order to optimize the geometry for higher flows, the
subsequent emphasis was at the fuel channel inlet where significant turbulence remains from the
coolant entrance effects to the channel through the end fitting / liner tube / shield plug / pressure
tube. A.D. Lane, I.E. Oldaker et al [1] led many of these studies to examine the effects of mass
flows, shield plug designs, spatial gaps between the shield plug and the fuel, feeder pipe
configuration and fuel designs. From this information, the endurance test conditions could be
selected carefully to establish the geometry which would lead to the most turbulence and
vibration. The selected flow would be 10 - 20 % greater than the highest nominal mass flow for
the reactor.
The fuel in Ontario Hydro's Darlington Generating station was found to have been damaged by
acoustic pressure pulsations caused by the main coolant pumps [2,3,4] after the fuel caused a
fuel handling event on November 30,1990. The damage to the fuel was end plate cracks caused
by fatigue which had been induced by the pressure pulsations causing the relative axial movement
between the inner and outer rings of fuel, particularly fuel on the latch at the end of the channel.
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Changing the number of impeller vanes from 5 to 7, and hence the coolant pulsation frequency
from 150 Hz to 210 Hz, greatly reduced acoustic pressures reaching the fuel. Thus, the causes of
this incident have been identified, isolated and corrected in Darlington.
The vibration of the fuel string caused by the pressure pulsations has also been related to an
increased level of fretting of the pressure tube.
As a result of the findings that pressure pulsations were not negligible in-reactor, and that the fuel
was sensitive to them, it was determined that future testing of fuel for Ontario Hydro's reactors
should also incorporate tests at realistic reactor pulsation conditions. Therefore, new test
methods have been developed to assess the effects of fuel design changes and potential solutions
to further mitigate the fretting of pressure tubes. Stern Laboratories has recently tested the
following components.
1) The "long" fuel bundle [5], which is simply longer than the standard bundle by 0.5 inches
(12.7 mm). This design change allows the fuel string to be loaded into fuel channels such that
the bundle at the coolant inlet end of the channel always rests on the spacer sleeve. This
prevents the inboard bearing pad from causing fretting of the "burnish" mark of the pressure
tube, a critical area of the channel. The maintenance of a relatively small axial gap between the
fuel string and the inlet shield plug also prevents significant movement of the string in the
event of a large break LOCA, reducing the reactivity insertion that such a fuel string movement
might cause.
2) The flow straightening inlet shield plug design [6], which has a 42 mm thick plate with 6.3 mm
flow holes installed in a plate in the shield plug skirt, just before the start of the fuel string.
This was one of the design solutions to the Darlington fretting problems at the rolled joint area
of the channel. The vibration of the bundle at the inlet end was significantly reduced.
3) The F3SP shield plug design [7], which supports the downstream end plate during operation,
rather than the latch support which supports the fuel string only on the shoulders of about 12
outer elements of the downstream bundle. This shield plug is necessary in the Bruce A
reactors for the "fueling with flow" (FWF) mode of operation. Without F3SP's, FWF
operation potentially could cause delayed hydride cracking failures of end plates, given the
high stresses on the end plate, sufficient hydride buildup in the end plate and sufficient
hydrogen supersaturation caused by operation at reduced temperature.
4) The acoustic shield plug design [8], which virtually eliminates the coolant pressure pulsation
which could enter the channel. This design of inlet shield plug is useful in order to prevent
both end plate cracking and severe pressure tube fretting.
Fuel test methods, particularly for qualification tests, should provide data which are clear and
unambiguous about the effects of design changes or the operating conditions. However, the
examination of data from Ontario Hydro's reactors demonstrated that there was a very high
degree of variability between channels, and a problem identifying which fuel bundles had caused
the fretting damage in a particular channel. Some fuel geometric factors related to mid plane
fretting are necessary to cause fretting of the pressure tube [9]. Thus, it has become apparent
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that not only do the flow and geometric conditions have to be bounded in the tests, the high
degree of variability must also be considered.
The approachTdeveloped to quantify the variability was one of optimization. Ideally, a large
number of endurance tests at the conditions imposed by the reactor, would provide confidence
that the design meets all requirements. However, this was not possible because it would impose
unreasonable demands on schedule and finances. The general approach taken is as follows.
1) Tests were developed which would span the reactor conditions and search for differences in
the response between the standard fuel or conditions, and the test fuel or conditions. This
makes an implicit assumption that the standard bundles perform in an acceptable way.
2) If it was felt to be necessary, a short endurance test would then be completed. The short
duration of the test would provide sufficient information to ensure that a severe fuel or
pressure tube problem did not exist, and that the design could be put into service with some
confidence in a minimal amount of time.
3) Final "proof tests would be completed in-reactor on a small scale, before full implementation
of the design change. It is to be recognized that the reactor imposes unique pressure pulsation
and flow conditions on each channel in the core. Therefore, a selection of channels is required.
The fuel bundles are then put through a standard irradiation, after which they are examined in
the fuel bays for wear or any other indications of damage. If this process is successful, the
design can then be accepted for full implementation.
In this paper we discuss the methods which were developed to investigate the fuel vibration
response under pressure pulsation conditions.
EXPERIMENTAL
MATERIALS AND TEST METHODS
Loop Configuration At Stern Laboratories
A Darlington fuel channel was assembled and installed in an existing high pressure loop at Stern
Laboratories. The feeder geometry was arranged to simulate the inlet feeder on channel K12 and
some features of the outlet feeder. The loop was equipped with a variable frequency pulse
generator and the channel was fueled. The fuel channel and feeders were fitted with dynamic
instrumentation to measure pressure, acceleration and fuel vibration and strain.
A schematic of the test apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The loop piping is designed to operate at
11 MPa and 310 °C and the main circulating pump can provide a flow of 60 kg.s"1 at 360 m head.
The loop operates on a "feed-and-bleed" principle for pressure and temperature control. A boiler
feed pump and pressurizer are used to control pressure, while excess pump heat is rejected from
the pressurizer to a condenser to maintain constant coolant temperature. Tests carried out here
were operated with the pressurizer full of water (no vapor).
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The following parameters were monitored for each test in selected combinations:
•
Dynamic pressure in feeders and channel
•
Acceleration of feeders and end fittings
•
Fuel bundle element radial velocity
•
Strain or displacement of downstream end plate bundle 1
•
Axial motion of bundles 1 and 13.
Pressure Pulsation Facility.
The variable frequency pressure pulse generator is located downstream of the flow measuring
orifice, as shown in Figure 1. It consists of a centrifugal pump with modified internals and a
variable speed drive DC motor capable of generating single frequencies from 2 to 260 Hz. A
bypass valve was installed around the pump to control the amount of flow through the pump
and hence the pulsation amplitude. The bypass valve can also be used to provide flow
oscillations at fractional Hz frequencies. A combination of a very low base oscillation with a
superimposed higher frequency from the pulse generator can be obtained by the combination of
the two devices.
Feeders.
The inlet feeder is designed to duplicate channel K12E at DNGS hydraulically and in most
mechanical respects. The pipe diameters and lengths are the same although some of the elbows
have been rotated due to space limitations. A pipe hanger supports the inlet feeder at the same
position as in the reactor. The outlet feeder design matches the reactor's 2.5" diameter section in
size and equivalent pipe resistance loss (L/D); the 3" remainder, however, does not quite
correspond to that of the reactor, due to the physical layout of the other loop components.
Fuel Channel Assembly.
The fuel channel assembly completes the high pressure test loop and it consists of a full scale
Darlington fuel channel mounted on a large steel I-beam. Due to the physical layout of the
laboratory, the fuel channel is located on a structural steel mezzanine above the pumps. The Ibeam was mounted on vibration isolators to minimize vibration transmission from the floor.
Fuel String
New fuel bundles were used for all the tests described here. The bundles were manually loaded in
the fuel channel and set to have a 12° misalignment between elements on the outer ring of
alternate bundles in the string. Selected outer elements of some bundles were equipped with
internal magnets to allow monitoring of their radial velocity. The initial Bundle #1 had a strain
gauge attached to its downstream end plate. In some tests, Bundle #1 had the end plate
deflection and dynamic motion monitored with ultrasonic position transducers, or eddy current
proximity probes.
Bundle Motion with Ultrasonic Transducers
Ultrasonic transducers supplied by Ontario Hydro Research were installed in the faces of the
inlet and outlet shield plugs to measure the relative displacement of the end plate circumferential
rings on the upstream end of bundle 13 and the downstream end of bundle 1. The ultrasonic
transducers were connected to Novascope signal conditioning equipment to displacement
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histories. The position and motion of the elements relative to the pressure tube could also be
monitored with the ultrasonic transducers located on the outside of the pressure tube. In this
way it could be determined whether the fuel elements were clear of the pressure tube and hence
free to vibrate" as seen in Figure 2. In addition, this technique allowed the measurement of the
vibration at any location along an element.
Data Acquisition
The instrumentation sensors were installed as required on the test loop and the output from the
signal conditioning amplifiers routed to the data acquisition and analysis work station. A Zonic
7000 Workstation with a 48 channel input section used Zeta software for data acquisition storage
and conversion to various functions in the time or spectral domain. All input channels were
sampled simultaneously and the time history data are stored on the system "thru-put disc" for
processing after testing. The digital data can be transferred to magnetic or optical storage media
for long term archival or retrieval for further processing. The equipment allows all data to be
processed on a time signal basis and the relation between signals assessed from the stored data.
Thus analysis of the data could be done off-line after the test equipment was shut down. A
typical power spectral density (psd) function is shown in Figure 3.
SELECTED TEST RESULTS
Data related to the acoustic pressure pulse conditions are required for the assessment of the
driving forces placed on the fuel. The acoustic response of the loop and fuel / channel is
measured during the tests in order to identify whether the new design has caused a change. The
pressure waves can consist of traveling, or standing waves, or a combination. Figure 4 shows the
dynamic pressure pattern in the inlet feeder and channel at 150 Hz excitation frequency and 265
°C. This has been developed using the measured response of 25 dynamic pressure transducers
located along the feeder-channel assembly. Each phase angle provides a snapshot of the pressure
pattern along the assembly at that instant in time. Following through a complete cycle (360°)
provides the complete wave pattern at one frequency. The analysis software allows the easy
gathering and analysis at the frequency of interest, and ignoring other components not of interest.
Figure 4 shows a plot of the wave form in the loop at the pump pressure pulse frequency of 150
Hz, and the operating condition of 265 °C. Marked on the figure are the positions of
components of the fuel channel. It can be seen that the dynamic pressures within the feeder are
highest, and that there is a significant component of standing wave. Within the channel, the
pattern indicates that a traveling wave exists. Figure 5 shows a similar plot at the 310 °C
temperature where the standing wave pattern appears within the channel as well. These acoustic
wave patterns determine the forcing function available to excite the fuel. It should be noted that
single point pressure measurements cannot be used to define this forcing function.
Displacement measurements of fuel elements are made with magnetic velocity transducers that
require a target magnet but can cover the full temperature range to 310 °C, or with ultrasonic
transducers that can be positioned anywhere along an element but are limited in operation to
temperatures below 100 °C. In general the two methods give very similar results with agreement
within ±5 %.
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Fretting Potential
The vibration of the fuel elements is the main cause of fretting between the elements and the
pressure tuber The measured parameters in these tests cannot directly- determine whether a
particular element has the ability to fret, because the vibration of the elements in contact with the
pressure tube, is small. That is, the elements with bearing pads that are in close proximity to the
pressure tube, have a small amplitude of vibration but it may be sufficient to cause fretting.
However, the elements which are away from the pressure tube and are free to vibrate can vibrate
with higher amplitudes. Thus, for the fretting elements there is an inverse relation between the
vibration amplitude and fretting. However, the fretting potential can be inferred from the
amplitude of vibration response for the non fretting elements and statistical methods (Student's
t) were used for the comparison of designs.
The results for the long bundle design showed a high degree of variability. The mode shapes of
the element vibration response from measurements made with ultrasonic transducers are shown
in Figure 6.
Figures 7 to 9 show how the characteristic vibration of the bundles is assessed. Figure 7 shows
the magnitude, phase and coherence of two elements measured at the end of the bundle location,
on opposite sides of the bundle (position 13, channel coolant inlet end). The fact that the
elements are coherent showing the same amplitude and 180° out of phase means that the bundle
is moving in a side to side motion at that location in the 5 to 20 Hz range. Similarly in Figure 8,
near the mid plane, there is poor coherence at the maximum element vibration of 30 to 35 Hz,
indicating the fundamental element vibration is independent of the other elements. In Figure 9 the
same two signals have high coherence only at the 150 Hz excitation frequency.
Figure 10 shows the dynamic pressure amplitude at 150 Hz along the fuel channel and the
element vibration amplitudes at the stimulated frequency for a fuel string. The tests were
conducted in a "temperature sweep mode" where the temperature of the loop was changed and
the characteristic acoustic response would cause dynamic pressure increases within the channel.
Clearly there is a high degree of variation of the element vibration along the channel. It was also
noted that changing the test conditions could significantly change the amplitude of one of the high
amplitude elements. However, the element vibrations followed the stimulated pressure pulse
within the channel. Frequency sweep tests are also used at fixed temperatures to look for
resonances in the fuel or acoustics.
Investigation of the response of the fuel to temperature changes, allowed a comparison of the
response to changes in design. Vibration of the fuel is very dependent on the fuel geometry, the
specific support and contact conditions for a particular fuel element. The clearances between the
fuel bearing pads and the pressure tube determine whether a particular element might cause
fretting [4].
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SUMMARY
1. Acoustic pressure pulsations in reactor loops can potentially induce vibrations in fuel which
can cause Tlamage to the fuel and channel. Therefore qualification-tests should include
representative acoustic test conditions to ensure acceptable performance.
2. Techniques have been developed to provide "temperature" and " frequency" sweeps that
cover the full range of conditions that could occur in reactor. These tests provide assurance
that new fuel bundle designs will function satisfactorily under reactor conditions.
3. Test loop acoustics must be carefully assessed to ensure they produce forcing function that are
representative of those the fuel experiences in reactor and thus result in realistic vibration
response.
4. Vibration amplitudes in CANDU fuel can be highly variable and therefore vibration
measurements must be made at many locations to provide a reliable estimate of fuel response
in assessing the effect of a design change.
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ABSTRACT
The primary objective of the BTF-104 experiment was to determine the timing, amount and
transport characteristics of fission products released from a previously irradiated CANDU-sized
fuel element subjected to a high-temperature transient representative of a Loss-of-Coolant
Accident (LOCA) with additional Loss-of-Emergency-Core-Cooling (LOECC). This paper
summarizes the results of the BTF-104 experiment.

INTRODUCTION
The objective of the Blowdown Test Facility (BTF) experimental programme is to obtain
fission-product release and transport, and fuel behaviour data from in-reactor, all-effects tests
under representative accident conditions for benchmarking computer codes used in CANDU®
safety and licensing analyses. The BTF is located in the National Research Universal (NRU)
reactor at the Chalk River Laboratories of AECL.(I>2) Test assemblies in the BTF are cooled with
pressurized water or saturated steam provided by the U-l loop. An accident sequence test in the
BTF is initiated by isolating the BTF in-reactor test section from the U-l loop, and voiding the
coolant in the test section through an instrumented piping system (blowdown line) into a sealed
tank (blowdown tank) in the basement of the NRU reactor building. Steam, inert gas and cold
water may be used for post-blowdown cooling in the BTF. The blowdown line is instrumented
to measure coolant thermalhydraulic parameters and fission-product gamma emissions.
The current BTF research programme consists of 3 experiments, BTF-107, BTF-104 and
BTF-105. In the BTF-107 experiment, performed in 1990, a three-element cluster of CANDUsized fuel elements was subjected to severely degraded cooling conditions resulting in a hightemperature transient.(3>4) A flow blockage developed during the test and the high-temperature
® CANada Deuterium Uranium, Registered Trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.
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transient was terminated with a cold water quench. The BTF-104 experiment was conducted in
1993 September under conditions representative of a Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) scenario
with additional Loss-Of-Emergency-Core-Cooling (LOECC). The target volume-average fuel
temperature for the BTF-104 experiment was 1550°C. The BTF-105 experiment is intended to
be similar to the BTF-104 experiment but with a higher target fuel temperature. Preliminary
results of the BTF-104 experiment were presented previously.(5) This paper summarizes the
current understanding of the BTF-104 experiment based on the results of the post-irradiation
examination (PIE) and post-test code analyses performed to date.

TEST SEQUENCE
The fuel element used in the BTF-104 experiment was previously irradiated to a burnup of
about 132 MWh/kg U at an average linear power of about 48 kW/m. After the pre-irradiation
period and 8 years of storage, the fuel element was instrumented and installed inside an
instrumented test assembly for re-irradiation in the BTF. The fuel element was surrounded with
a thermal shroud to minimize radial heat transfer from the fuel during the high-temperature
transient (see Figure 1). Thermocouples were installed at various locations on the test assembly
to measure coolant and material temperatures.
The BTF-104 fuel assembly was re-irradiated for 15 days prior to the transient at a fuel
element linear power of about 60 kW/m under pressurized water cooling conditions (270°C
coolant temperature and 10 MPa pressure) to reestablish a representative inventory of fission
products with short half lives (tm < 8 days). Four hours before the transient, the coolant was
changed to saturated steam (310°C temperature and 10 MPa pressure) to simplify the
thermalhydraulics of the blowdown. The reactor power was maintained at about 75% of full
power during this period to limit the maximum fuel and sheath temperatures. The total fuel
burnup was about 152 MWh/kg U prior to the test transient.

High-Temperature Transient
The reactor power was reduced to 2% of full power to start the transient. The blowdown
(depressurization) sequence was initiated about 30 minutes after the power reduction. When the
coolant pressure reached 0.5 MPa, low flows of steam (6 g/s) and inert gas (0.1 L/s of 1% H2
in He) were established to maintain a limited amount of cooling of the fuel element during the
high-temperature transient. The reactor power was increased and held at plateaus of 5, 6, 8, 11
and 12% of full power. Fuel element failure was detected by the gamma monitors on the
blowdown line during the plateau at 6% of full reactor power. The maximum volume-averaged
fuel temperature during the transient was about 1900°C. The transient was terminated with a
reactor trip from about 12% of full reactor power about 33 minutes after the blowdown, because
of high thermal shroud temperatures. After the reactor trip and a 20 s period of high-rate
(12 L/s) inert gas injection, the steam purge flow was restored and increased to 20 g/s to cool
the fuel more rapidly. After about 10 minutes of steam cooling, the steam flow was terminated.
A slow flow of inert gas was maintained for 48 hours following the transient.
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Measurements of coolant temperatures, assembly temperatures, pressure tube temperatures,
coolant pressures, neutron flux and blowdown line gamma-radiation fields were obtained during
the test. The-thermocouples attached to the fuel sheath and the turbine flowmeters upstream of
the fuel element did not provide reliable data during the high-temperature transient.
Eleven gamma-spectrometers collected data on-line during the BTF-104 transient. Gamma
emissions from Xe, Kr, I, Cs, Te and Rb isotopes were detected. The noble gases (Kr-85m,
Kr-87, Kr-88, Xe-133 and Xe-135) were detected immediately following element failure and
during subsequent power ramps in the early portion of the test. Later in the test, some of the
noble gas isotopes were difficult to detect because of the high background from deposited iodine.
A small amount of iodine (1-131,1-132,1-133,1-134 and 1-135) was detected at element failure.
The iodine signals increased slowly with time until about 200 s before the reactor trip when there
was a rapid increase in temperature and iodine release. The timing of the Rb-88 and Cs-138
releases were similar to those of the iodine isotopes.
Fission-product measurements were obtained with the gamma-spectrometry systems on the BTF
for several days after the transient. The BTF-104 fuel assembly was removed from the reactor
core and potted in epoxy about 3 days after the transient. After the fuel .assembly was removed,
the BTF blowdown line was flushed with cold water. Fission-product deposition data were
collected both before and after the water flush. About 90% of the Cs, I and Te released from
the fuel element was retained in the BTF piping system prior to the water flush. This observation
indicates that there is potential for crediting fission-product retention in the primary circuit piping
for reducing the releases into containment under similar conditions. Integral fission-product
releases based on post-test measurements made on the BTF piping and blowdown tank are
presented in Table 1. These integral releases agree well with reatined fission-product
measurements made during post-test y-scans of the fuel. Isotopes with longer half lives had
higher fractional releases, indicating that a significant portion of the releases during the BTF-104
transient were from the grain boundary and gap inventories produced during the soak irradiation.

POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION
The epoxied BTF-104 fuel assembly was sectioned and examined by gamma tomography.(6)
The tomographic examination showed the pellet stack to be mainly intact except for a 5 mm gap
about 120 mm down from the top of the fuel element where a fuel pellet had fractured and was
displaced laterally.
Metallographic examination showed the fuel sheath to be brittle (see Figure 2). Except for the
top and middle bearing pad zones where the sheath was almost intact (see Figure 3), much of the
sheath had fractured and fallen away from the element. No previously molten material was
found. Extensive columnar grain growth had occurred and the fuel centreline temperature may
have approached the melting point of UO2. Post-test analyses (see below) indicate that these high
fuel centreline temperatures likely occurred during the pressurized water and steam soak
irradiation periods prior to the transient. Metallography suggests that the fuel sheath temperatures
varied between 900 and 1700°C axially along the element. There was no evidence of sheath
oxidation along fracture surfaces, indicating that the sheath likely shattered after the high-
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temperature portion of the transient.

POST-TEST SIMULATIONS
Post-test computer-code simulations were done to aid in understanding the test results.
Calculations of fuel power, thermalhydraulics, fuel behaviour, and fission product release,
transport and deposition were performed.
Calorimetry coupled with on-line neutron flux measurements on the outside of the BTF
pressure tube and reactor physics simulations with the WIMS and MCNP computer codes were
used to determine the fuel power during the transient. The fuel power was calculated to be about
40% higher than previous estimates(5) mainly because of the effect of voiding the BTF test section
on the fuel power (see Figure 4). The fission-product inventory of the fuel element was
calculated with the ORIGEN code using this power history. The measured releases in Table 1
are expressed as fractions of the inventory calculated with the ORIGEN code.
The CATHENA computer code was used to perform post-test thermalhydraulics simulations
of the BTF-104 experiment. The fuel powers derived from the reactor physics analysis, and the
measured inlet coolant conditions, blowdown line wall temperatures and blowdown tank pressure
were used in the CATHENA calculations. The calculated fuel and sheath temperatures, and
fuel-to-sheath heat transfer were refined by performing iterative calculations with the CATHENA
and ELOCA codes. Good agreement was obtained between measured and calculated thermal
shroud liner temperatures during most of the transient period (see Figure 5). Figure 6 presents
the temperature readings from the mid-plane fuel sheath thermocouple along with the calculated
mid-plane fuel sheath, coolant and thermal shroud inner liner temperatures. The measured
temperature is closest to the calculated thermal shroud inner liner temperature, indicating that this
particular thermocouple was not in contact with the fuel sheath during the transient.
Fuel behaviour and fission-product release simulations were performed with the ELOCA code
using the fuel powers from the reactor physics analysis and the fuel sheath temperatures from the
CATHENA calculations. The area-average fuel temperatures calculated in a detailed twentysegment ELOCA thermo-mechanical simulation are shown in Figure 7. This calculation indicates
that a maximum volume-averaged fuel temperature of 1800-18 80°C was attained at the end of
the high-temperature transient. This calculation also indicates that a significant axial variation
in the fuel temperatures developed during the transient due to reduced sheath strain in the braze
heat affected zones near the bearing pads and higher strains towards the downstream end of the
element. The results of a five-segment fission-product release simulation with the ELOCA.Mk5S
code were in good agreement with the measured integral releases expressed as a fraction of the
inventory calculated with the ORIGEN code (see Table 1).
Fission-product transport calculations were performed with the VICTORIA computer code to
assist in refining the fission-product release rate estimates based on the downstream
y-spectrometry measurements. The calculated Cs, I and Te deposition patterns were similar in
form to the experimental data, but the calculated deposition values were about a factor of 20
higher than the measurements. To improve agreement between the measured and calculated
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fission-product deposition, it was necessary to assume that Cs transport characteristics were being
governed by chemical species less volatile than Csl and CsOH, perhaps a cesium uranate.

CONCLUSIONS
The timing, amount and transport characteristics of fission products released from a previously
irradiated CANDU-sized fuel element subjected to a high-temperature transient representative of
a LOCA with LOECC were measured in the BTF-104 experiment. The volume-averaged fuel
temperature was somewhat higher than the 1550°C target at the end of the transient, likely
between 1800 and 1880°C. Failure of some of the key instruments increased the uncertainty in
the fuel temperatures during the transient. Fission-product deposition data from this test indicate
the potential for crediting fission-product retention in the primary circuit piping in reducing the
releases into containment under similar conditions. Following the transient, the fuel sheath was
heavily oxidized and brittle at the downstream end. No previously-molten material was found.
The performance of the facility and test assembly during the BTF-104 experiment indicates that
tests under more severe conditions could be performed successfully.
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TABLE 1
FISSION-PRODUCT RELEASE
DURING THE BTF-104 EXPERIMENT
Isotope

Measured Release*
(%)

Calculated Release"
(%)

Kr-85m

10 ± 4

13.7

Kr-85

47 ± 6

-

Kr-87

8±2

7.7

Kr-88

7±2

11.4

Xe-133m

20 ± 2

31.7

Xe-133

23 ± 6

30.7

Xe-135

14 ± 2

17.0

1-131

33 ± 5

39.6

1-133

20 ± 5

23.2

Te-132

2.5 ± 0.7

-

Cs-134

72 ± 6

-

Cs-137

59 ± 5

48.6

Ba-140

1.4 ± 0.2

-

* - Measured fission-product release expressed relative to the element inventory calculated using
WIMS/ORIGEN
** - Calculated fission-product releases obtained from a five-segment ELOCA.Mk5S simulation

FIGURE 1: LONGITUDINAL CROSS SECTION OF THE BTF-104 FUEL ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 2: POLISHED SECTION OF THE BTF-104 FUEL LOG, ELEVATION 36 mm

FIGURE 3: POLISHED SECTION OF THE BTF-104 FUEL LOG, ELEVATION 252 mm
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FIGURE 4: FUEL POWER DURING STEAM SOAK AND TRANSIENT PERIODS
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FIGURE 5: MEASURED AND CALCULATED THERMAL SHROUD LINER
TEMPERATURES AT THE BOTTOM OF THE FUEL ELEMENT
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FIGURE 6: MEASURED AND CALCULATED FUEL ELEMENT MID-PLANE
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RELOCATION OF MOLTEN ZIRCALOY IN A
CANDU SUBCHANNEL GEOMETRY

P.M. MATHEW AND D.G. EVANS
Containment Analysis Branch
AECL, Whiteshell Laboratories
Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1LO

ABSTRACT

CA9800565

The results of the experiments described in this paper helped identify two mechanisms that will
restrict bundle temperature escalation in those postulated CANDU* nuclear power reactor
accidents in which considerable heat is generated by the Zr/steam reaction. One mechanism
involves the formation of a zirconium oxide crucible around the fuel pins and the other, the
relocation of molten sheath within the crucible. Both mechanisms result in a reduction in the
area of Zircaloy-4 sheath exposed to the steam. Because the rate of heat generation during a
reaction is proportional to area, reduction in the area of exposed sheath will limit the temperature
escalation during an accident.

INTRODUCTION

One of the key phenomena in a number of postulated severe nuclear reactor accidents is the
relocation of molten Zircaloy-4 sheath. In the CANDU nuclear reactor geometry, relocation of
the molten sheath is believed to be an important factor in the mitigation of the effects of the
highly exothermic Zr/steam reaction, in particular, resulting in a reduction in the rate of heat
generation from the reaction and, consequently, a lower-than-expected maximum fuel temperature.
As observed in tests at Westinghouse Canada [1], melt relocates to gaps between the fuel pellets
as well as into existing cracks in the pellets, reducing the area of Zr exposed to the steam.
Akalin [2] used this observation to develop a model which predicted that the area reduction from
relocation alone could dramatically reduce the maximum fuel temperature reached during a
postulated reactor accident. On the basis of these developments, experiments were undertaken
at AECL Whiteshell Laboratories to evaluate the influence of relocation on the heat generation
rate and to identify other mechanisms that could have the same effect.
®CANada Deuterium Uranium, registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The facility used in the experiments is shown schematically in Figure 1. The heart of the
facility is a vertically-oriented tube furnace heated by a graphite resistance element enclosed in
an inert-gas-filled chamber. The furnace is capable of a maximum internal hot zone temperature
of about 1850°C. Specimens were loaded into the bottom of the furnace tube, the system closed,
evacuated and back-filled with Ultra-High Purity argon. The sample was then inserted part way
into the furnace hot zone by a motorized ram, to be preheated to either ~1000°C or ~1400°C.
High temperature steam was then allowed into the bottom of the furnace tube while the specimen
was being inserted into the centre of the hot zone; these two actions were timed such that the
specimen was exposed to the steam shortly before its arrival at the centre of the hot zone.
Insertion rates were varied between 3.5 and 68 mm/s to obtain a range of specimen heat-up rates.
The specimen geometry used in most of the experiments is shown in Figure 2. The specimen
consists of two and one-half sheathed, hollow UO 2 fuel pellets arranged as a trefoil, the "closepacked" element configuration in a CANDU fuel bundle. A deflector made from the bottom of
a round-bottom thoria crucible directed the upward-flowing steam into the triangular region
between the three pellets. Some horizontally- and vertically-oriented sheathed single-pellet
specimens, and horizontally-oriented specimens consisting of two side-by-side sheathed pellets
were also included in the program to provide conditions where little or no relocation took place.
A thermocouple welded to the sheath monitored the specimen temperature up to ~1700°C and
a two-colour pyrometer focussed at the centre of the hot zone monitored the specimen
temperature from its arrival at the centre of the hot zone to the end of the test. Temperature was
recorded as a function of time; the temperatures were used as input data into the CATHENA
(Canadian Algorithm for Thermalhydraulic Numerical Analysis) code to analyse the results and
to model the test.
Throughout all of the experiments, the rate of hydrogen evolution from the Zr/steam reaction
was used as a measure of the extent of the oxidation and thus of the heat generated by the
reaction. The hydrogen was collected in a pair of water displacement units; the volume of
hydrogen generated was measured as a function of time. The measured hydrogen production was
then compared to that calculated by the CATHENA code using the above temperature/time data
and either the original Zircaloy-4 surface area or the exposed surface area measured after the test.
Each trefoil sample was sectioned in three orthogonal directions to evaluate the extent of the
relocation and the surface area of the relocated material exposed to steam. The composition of
the various phases found in these samples was determined using a Tracor-Northern TN-2000
energy dispersive analysis of X-rays (ED AX) unit installed on an ISO DS-100 scanning electron
microscope. The other two specimen configurations were generally sectioned in one plane, the
single pellet specimens parallel to the pellet axis and the two-pellet specimens perpendicular to
this axis.
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RESULTS

A photograph of a trefoil specimen after testing is shown in Figure 3 before being sectioned,
and in Figure 4 after being sectioned perpendicularly to the pellet axis. The microstructural
characteristics in Figure 4 were typical of those of all the other trefoil specimen cross-sections.
A white outer oxide (A, ZrO2) has formed around all three pellets (Figure 4). The darker
material beneath this outer layer (at B, for example) is oxidized previously-molten material
containing U ((Zr,\J)O2_J. Some of the molten material relocated only a short distance or
remained essentially in place (at B, for example); other molten material relocated either to the
bottom of the upper two pellets or into the triangular region between the three pellets (C). In
some specimens, the material in the triangular region was only partially oxidized; material that
remained unoxidized contained Zr, U and the Zircaloy-4 alloying elements (D).
The oxide layer completely surrounding the three pellets of the trefoil was termed the
"crucible". It is evident from Figure 4 that steam access to the material beneath the oxide would
be restricted once the crucible was formed. This would particularly be the case for material that
had relocated into the triangular region between the three pellets. In-addition to the crucible,
steam access to the triangular region was also restricted from the ends of the specimens.
Evidence of this effect is presented in Figure 5; a web of material has formed across the
triangular opening, restricting access of the steam to the inside of the triangular interstice. In
addition, Figure 5 also shows that the ends of the sheath have "sealed" to the pellets preventing
escape of the liquid from beneath the outer oxide or ingress of the steam. Effectively, all of the
molten sheath must be oxidized perpendicularly to the sides of the pellets or from the ends of the
triangular void.
It was found that the circumference of the crucible was less than the sum of the original
circumferences of the sheaths, resulting in a reduction of the area of the sheath exposed to the
steam. Additional area reduction is brought about by relocation; only the accumulated lengths
of molten material still clinging to the outer oxide shell (B, Figure 4) remain to be oxidized by
the steam in the direction perpendicular to the sides of the pellet. The remaining exposed area,
the end closure, was estimated from the type of cross-section shown in Figure 5, made from each
trefoil sample.
Typical results of the CATHENA analyses are presented in Figure 6B. Figure 6A is a plot
of the measured variation in temperature with time over the duration of a test. There was always
a gap between the last recorded temperature before the thermocouple failed and the time of
arrival of the specimen within the focal length of the pyrometer, where it was reasonable to
assume that the actual specimen surface temperature was being recorded. In general, the
thermocouple trace was simply extended to the intersection of the pyrometer trace and the furnace
temperature trace.
The modelling of a typical test in which significant relocation occurred is shown in
Figure 6B. This graph is a plot of the measured volume of hydrogen produced by the Zr/steam
reaction as a function of time, as well as the hydrogen production calculated by the CATHENA
code utilizing the different measured areas of sheath exposed to steam. The beginning of
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relocation was estimated by obtaining the minimum oxide thicknesses at the location where the
melt had relocated from and using the CATHENA code to calculate a-time to produce this
thickness of-oxide. This time coincided approximately with the point at which the measured
hydrogen production curve began to deviate from the hydrogen production curve calculated by
the CATHENA code using the temperatures from a plot such as Figure 6A and -assuming no
change in the original area of Zircaloy-4 throughout the test. Using the original Zircaloy-4 area
overestimates the rate of hydrogen evolution beyond the beginning of relocation, provided the
test conditions promote relocation.
Calculating the hydrogen production after the start of relocation using only the combined area
reduction from relocation and that from the crucible formation underestimates the rate of
hydrogen evolution. Closure of the ends of the triangular region between the three pellets
increases the area of exposed Zircaloy-4; when the end effects are included, the calculated and
the measured variation of hydrogen evolution with time agree quite well. Because the rate of
hydrogen production is proportional to the rate of heat evolved from the Zr/steam reaction, it can
be concluded that the reduction of the area of Zr-bearing material exposed to steam is a major
factor in the mitigation of the temperature escalation and the maximum temperature reached in
many of the tests designed to simulate severe accidents such as the Westinghouse tests [1].
A number of combinations of kinetic relationships can be chosen within the CATHENA code
to calculate the consequences of the Zr/steam reaction. All of the calculations in this study were
based on the kinetic relationships developed by Cathcart et al. [3] below the tetragonal-to-cubic
ZrO2.x transition (~1500°C) while the Prater and Courtright kinetics [4] were used above this
transition. This combination provided the best agreement with the data from the present
experiments.
Figure 7 shows that specimen heating rate also influences the extent of the area reduction
developed in a temperature transient of the type studied. The heating rates were taken as the
initial slopes of the measured temperature/time curves (e.g., Figure 6A). It appears from Figure 7
that little area reduction and relocation will take place below a specimen heating rate of 25°C/s.
Furthermore, the exposed Zircaloy-4 area established at 25°C/s of -25% of the original sheath
area does not change appreciably up to a heating rate of ~60°C/s, suggesting that the mitigating
effect of the two mechanisms of reducing the area of Zircaloy-4 exposed to steam also remains
constant over this heating rate range.
It should be noted that the measured and the calculated hydrogen production rates agreed for
those samples in which little or no relocation occurred when the calculated rate was based on the
original Zircaloy-4 sheath surface area.

DISCUSSION

The microstructures in Figures 4 and 5, the agreement between the measured and the
calculated start of relocation (Figure 6A) and the composition of the phases found in those
microstructures, indicate that the original area of the sheath is initially oxidized, followed by the
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formation of the crucible, and the melting and relocation of the remaining non-oxidized sheath.
The presence of U in the melt is probably a result of a combination of solid-state interaction
between the~Zircaloy-4 and the UO2 pellets during the preheat stefTand during heating to
temperature, and the dissolution of some of the UO2 after melting and during relocation. The
closure of the ends of the triangular space between the pellets appears to be caused by a
combination of the expansion of the oxide after relocation and the melt running down the inside
of the outer oxide layer.
The formation of a crucible around trefoils of pellets was noted in the Westinghouse tests [1].
The formation of the crucible clearly depends on the heating rate (Figure 7) and probably on the
proximity of neighbouring pellets. If the neighbouring pellets are close enough, the thermal
expansion of the components of the trefoil specimen may bring the sheath on adjacent pellets into
contact, allowing the oxide in the area of contact to dissolve and the two sheaths to bond. The
pressure of the melt relocating into the area between the pellets will force the oxide to bulge out
in this region; continuing oxidation seals the contact region between the sheaths from the upper
two pellets. A similar mechanism bridges the gaps between the upper two pellets and the lower
half-pellet of the trefoil.
The need to include the end-effect to bring the calculated and the measured hydrogen
production rates into agreement is essentially unique to the length of trefoil specimen used in this
study. The end effect would become increasingly inconsequential as the length of specimen
increased. Indeed, it is anticipated that for longer trefoil specimens, the combined reduction in
area from the crucible formation and the relocation of molten sheath would be the only factors
necessary to model the oxidation behaviour of the sheath on a trefoil of fuel elements in the type
of transient used in this investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

1.

A sequence of events that reduces the rate of hydrogen production from the Zr/steam
reaction when a trefoil of CANDU-sized fuel elements is subjected to a high
temperature transient in steam has been identified.

2.

Satisfactory agreement between the measured and the calculated hydrogen production
rates can be obtained by considering only the area changes that occur in a trefoil sample
undergoing a high temperature transient in steam. In effect, the major contributor to the
mitigation of the temperature escalation during such transients is the decrease in the area
of Zircaloy-4 exposed to the steam.

3.

Two mechanisms of area reduction have been found to operate in trefoil samples, one
involving the development of an oxide crucible surrounding all three pellets and one
involving the relocation of molten sheath. Neither mechanism operates when the heatup rate of the specimen is less than 25°C/s.
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FIGURE 1:

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE TEST FACILITY. (1) FURNACE CHAMBER,
POWER SUPPLY AND CONTROL, (2) SPECIMEN INSERTION MECHANISM, (3)
STEAM LINE, (4) STEAM GENERATOR, (5) TEST MONITORING SYSTEM

FIGURE 2: VIEW OF A TREFOIL SAMPLE BEFORE TESTING

FIGURE 3:

PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING THE APPEARANCE OF A TREFOIL SAMPLE
AFTER TESTING

FIGURE 4:

TYPICAL TREFOIL CROSS-SECTION. A: CRUCIBLE, B: (Zr,U)O2.x, C:
RELOCATED MOLTEN SHEATH, D: NON-OXIDIZED PREVIOUSLYMOLTEN SHEATH

FIGURE 5:

CROSS-SECTION BETWEEN UPPER TWO PELLETS OF A TREFOIL
SHOWING WEB (3) FORMED OVER THE TRIANGULAR REGION
BETWEEN THE PELLETS (1) OXIDIZED SHEATH ON UPPER PELLET, (2)
NON-OXIDIZED, PREVIOUSLY MOLTEN MATERIAL (3) WEB, (4) LOWER
HALF-PELLET, (5) OXIDIZED SHEATH ON LOWER HALF-PELLET
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FIGURE 7:
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CANDU FUEL COMPRESSION TESTS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
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ABSTRACT

CA9800566

An inlet header large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in CANDU reactors with fuelling against
flow can cause the fuel to shift in the channels with a consequent reactivity insertion. This results in an
increased fuel power transient, and a potential increase in the analyzed consequences for such events. As
the reactors age and the channel axial gaps increase, the magnitude of the predicted power transient
increases. A design solution to reduce the power transient is to limit the amount of fuel movement by
reducing the channel axial gap. This solution was implemented into Ontario Hydro's Bruce B and
Darlington reactors.
A consequence of a reduced channel axial gap is the potential for the fuel column axial expansion to
become constrained by the channel end components in large break LOCAs. This experimental program
investigated the effects of pellet cracking and elevated sheath temperatures on the ability of the fuel
elements, of the 37-element bundle design, to sustain axial loads. The unirradiated fuel elements tested
were either in the as-received condition or with the UO2 fuel pellets cracked in a mechanical process to
simulate the effect of irradiation. The load deformation characteristics demonstrated that, for a given
amount of axial compression, the loads sustainable by the elements at elevated sheath temperatures were
low. As a result, excess axial expansion would be easily accommodated without further challenge to
pressure tube integrity.

INTRODUCTION
In March 1993, the positive reactivity issue was assessed in some of Ontario Hydro's reactors with
respect to large break LOCAs1. The issue was associated with fuel string movement during an inlet header
break, which causes an increase in the power transient experienced by the fuel. As the reactors age, the
axial pressure tube creep results in an increased axial gap in the channel between the inlet fuel bundle and
the inlet shield plug. With increasing channel axial gap, the magnitude of possible relocation increases,
which causes a resulting increase in the level of the power transient during the first few seconds in RIH
large break LOCAs. A design solution to lower the power transient is to reduce the channel axial gap by
the introduction of long fuel bundles, flow straightening inlet shield plugs, and a gap management system.
This solution has been implemented into Ontario Hydro's Bruce B and Darlington reactors.
Another reason to minimize the axial gap is to relocate the fuel onto the spacer sleeve to avoid burnish
mark fretting on the pressure tube. The burnish mark is a high stress location and it is very desirable to
avoid fretting at this position. The result was that the minimum gap that could reasonably be
accommodated, considering all the factors, was 32 mm (1.25 inch). However, this led to another concern
that during large break LOCAs, the fuel string could, in a limited number of high power channels, expand
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axially into contact with the ends of the fuel channel. The expanding fuel column, constrained between
the fuel latch at the channel outlet and the flow straightening inlet shield plug, exerts an axial load on the
channel components.
. .
The channel axial gap needs to be minimized in order to reduce the fuel movement and the potential
overpower transient during a LOCA. At the same time it is desirable to reduce fretting at the burnish
mark. An axial gap management system simultaneously accomplishes these tasks. This system uses long
fuel bundles and flow straightening inlet shield plugs to control the axial gap. The quantification of the
axial loads in this program demonstrates that the loads are sufficiently low that channel integrity is
assured.
This paper discusses tests performed on single outer fuel elements, both with initially intact and
cracked pellets, at uniform temperatures of 300 to 1100 °C. The compression load "stiffness" determined
from the cracked fuel elements, in the temperature range 800 to 1000 °C, was found to be approximately
0.5 kN/mm. This is considerably lower than the value of 14 kN/mm used in the recent analysis of high
temperature behaviour under conditions of axial restraint2.

BACKGROUND
Past experimental programs were generally not designed to assist in the investigation of axial
compression of CANDU fuel during high temperature transients. Therefore, the information used in the
safety analysis of this type of event was developed from low temperature tests which did not take into
account the effect of sheath temperatures in reducing the strength and the resulting compliance of the fuel
column.
Single element compression tests at room temperature were completed at AECL-CRL3. These tests
were completed in support of the Darlington N12 program which was investigating the effect of irradiated
fuel on the spring constant of the fuel string. In this program, two series of tests were completed. The
first series was a compression of the fuel element including endcaps. In the second series, the tests used
a direct load applied to the fuel pellet column within the fuel sheath (up to 2 kN). The loading of the fuel
elements was applied through a simple lever arm loaded with a series of weights. In order to avoid
element deflection at the higher loads, a restraining ring was located at the element centre. The fuel used
for these tests was irradiated in Darlington. The elements were loaded up to 2 kN. The load deformation
curves indicated that the main contribution at low loads was the element axial stiffness of the fuel sheath.
The element stiffness was measured as 2.79 kN/mm. It was noted that at higher loads there was a
hysteresis effect due to the combined effect of the sheath and the UO2 column. At the highest load, the
element modulus was estimated as 42 GPa. Note that before measurements were made, the fuel stack was
compressed repeatedly to pack pellet pieces together; therefore, high loads were expected in these tests.
When the upper endcaps were removed in order to apply the loads directly to the UO2 fuel stack, the
end pellets were easily removed as fragments about 1 - 5 mm in size.
If the UO2 fuel column became supporting, then the effective modulus of the element would increase.
The value of the modulus is stress dependent as it effectively depends on the compression of the cracks;
as they compress, the effective contact surface increases*, leading to a higher effective modulus. The
initial modulus can be expected to be quite low in CANDU fuel because the initial pellet loads are only
about 160 N. Thus, considerable elastic compression of the fuel stack would be expected before the
modulus becomes high.
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The fragment sizes can be estimated from photographs in Reference 4. The variation of fuel cracking
with power for CANDU fuel shows that a cross section of a pellet contains many fragments5 (about 40
distinct pieces in a 50 kW/m element section). Each pellet can be considered an assembly of fragments
and cannot beTexpected to support significant axial loads, unless restrained within the sheath. Thus, the
sheath and fuel pellet fragment column becomes the structural assembly. The restraint of the sheath
provides the forces to prevent the pellet fragments from falling away at minimal load. The higher the
radial restraint by the fuel sheath, the more the UO2 column could be expected to act as an integral
structure. However, at high temperatures, the sheath is weak, and will only provide a small amount of
radial constraint to the diametral expansion of the UO2 column. Thus, a temperature dependent relation
which would follow the plastic flow characteristics of the fuel sheath is expected.

EXPERIMENTAL
Single element compression tests were conducted on outer fuel elements, of the 37-element bundle
design, compressed between end supports. The elements were axially aligned and constrained
concentrically at the ends within an externally heated tube to simulate the fuel temperature and radial
clearance of an element within a fuel bundle. Fresh outer fuel elements were cut from production fuel
bundles. The outer elements are of most interest since they are predicted to experience more constrained
expansion. The end plates were included in some initial tests, but most tests had the end plate and the
spigot of the endcap removed to determine the separate effects of the compression of the fuel element,
rather than the spigot/endcap effect The following provides a more complete description of the tests.
A schematic of the test apparatus is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a 0.6 metre long, 3/4 inch
schedule 160 stainless steel pipe test section. The measured bore of the pipe is 16.00 mm that yields a
nominal clearance of 0.64 mm to the element mid-plane appendages (sheath outside diameter is 13.12
mm). Each end of the test section is equipped with a loading head, one fixed and one traversing. The
loading heads serve to maintain concentricity of the element at the endcaps while applying the load to the
end plate segment only and provide penetrations for purge gas and thermocouples.
The fixed loading head is mounted to a load cell to measure the applied axial load and has a
penetration for five thermocouples leads. Three thermocouples are located along the element and one at
each end plate segment. The loading head and the load cell are separated by a zirconia cup which
provides a thermal barrier to minimize axial heat loss and prevent damage to the load cell due to high
temperatures.
The traversing loading head is mounted to tiie hydraulic ram and has a bellows installed which allows
up to 25 mm of un-restrained axial travel. A zirconia cup is also installed at this end to minimize axial
heat loss. The axial travel is measured using a calibrated linear potentiometer which has a resolution of
±0.10 mm (la). The maximum travel is limited to 25 mm by a limit switch that automatically stops the
hydraulic ram extension. This limit is adjustable to any amount less than 25 mm as required. The
hydraulic fluid circuit is equipped with flow and back pressure control valves which are required to set
the rate of deformation, the creep load and the maximum load.
The test section is enclosed with six semicircular and equal length ceramic insulated heaters capable
of operating up to 1100°C. These heaters are independently powered to minimize temperature gradients
along the length. Three type K thermocouples are mounted on the outside of the test section. These
thermocouples monitor the heater temperatures and provide for over-temperature protection of the heaters.
The temperatures are measured by premium grade, 0.5 mm diameter, ungrounded, ANSI type K
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thermocouples. The test element is instrumented at each end, at the centre and at each end plate segment
with thermocouples. The thermocouple tips are fastened to clean areas of the test element with Zircaloy
shim material spot welded over them.
All instrument calibrations and checks were performed in accordance with written procedures. The
thermocouples have an uncertainty of ±0.375% of reading and their calibration was checked with boiling
water as the reference temperature. The linear potentiometer was calibrated (0 to 40 mm) against
laboratory reference length standards and was found to have an uncertainty in the displacement
measurement of ±0.1 mm. The load cell was calibrated (0 to 22.2 kN) and found to have an uncertainty
in the load measurement of ±21 N. An alternate load cell (0 to 8.0 kN, F.S.) was used for Test #28 and
those following because of the reduced loads being applied to the elements at this time.

CRACKED FUEL PELLET PREPARATION
Some of the tests required that the fuel pellets be cracked in order to simulate irradiated fuel. A
mechanical press and die set was manufactured, shown in Rgure 2 and a procedure developed to prepare
the cracked fuel. Typical longitudinal and transverse cross sections of the mechanically cracked fuel are
shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The element was inserted with the bearing pad up into the cracking rig and pressed between the dies.
The pressing pressure was slowly increased to 4000 psi and decreased with a manually operated valve.
This process was repeated four times with the element rotated to -90°, -45°, +45° and 180°, in that order
with respect to the bearing pad. At 180°, the insert in the lower die was removed to allow the passage
of the bearing pad and hence greater coverage of the element

TEST PROCEDURE
A series of constant rate axial compression tests were performed at temperatures ranging from 300 to
1000 °C. The majority of the axial compression tests were performed at a constant compression rate of
3.0 mm.s"1, but tests were also performed at compression rates of 2.0 mm.s"1 and 0.25 mm.s"1.
The overall length of each element before and after the test was measured. Throughout the tests,
different measurements were taken as required such as the fuel pellet axial clearance, the element bow at
the quarter and mid points and end cap projection height for example.

AXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS
The test housing was sealed, mounted into the compression rig and pressurized with Argon (<170 kPa)
to ensure there were no major leaks. After a leak free system was established, the test housing interior
was purged with Argon for about 10 minutes to eliminate any remaining air.
Power was applied to the ceramic heaters and the temperature was allowed to stabilize at the test
temperature. With exception of the endcaps, the temperature gradient along the test element was typically
less than ±10°C. The test housing was then isolated by closing the Argon purge gas valves to prevent
loose UO2 from escaping the rig.
The linear potentiometer was then zeroed, with the crosshead held manually against the element and
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the travel limit was set The time dependent data acquisition was initiated then the axial load was applied
to deform the element at a constant rate. The load was then removed, either automatically if the loading
head displacement limit was reached, or manually if the maximum load was reached. The unloading curve
was also measured.
The specimen was allowed to cool and filtered gas samples were checked for active material. Since
no contamination was found, all post test measurements were done at Stern Laboratories. After the first
compression test at 800°C and 25 mm of travel, the element was jammed into the test housing due to
excessive distortion of the element From this test on, the maximum load set point was reduced from 10
kN to approximately 4 kN and the maximum travel was reduced from 25 mm to less than 5 mm.

AXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS RESULTS
Tests 1 through 5 were conducted at various temperatures from 300°C to 800°C, with as-received fuel
pellets and the spigots and end plate segments intact. The maximum load and travel were set at 10 kN
and 25 mm for these tests. All these tests showed sheath ridging and buckling and the spigots had
collapsed such that the end plate was in contact with the endcap. The severity of the distortions increased
with the test temperature. Test 5, which was performed at 800°C, was jammed into the test section. After
this test the maximum load and travel were reduced to lessen the severity of the element distortions.
Tests 6 and 7 were performed with the end plate segments and spigots removed and at 800°C. Figure 5
contains the load versus axial compression plots for these tests. The legend lists the test temperature with
the test number in brackets. An overall element stiffness was extracted from these plots. The calculated
stiffness is equal to the total change in load divided by the total axial compression. Plots of the calculated
stiffness are shown in Figure 6.
Tests (8, 9, 10, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 28) were performed with the end plate segments and spigots
removed, with as-received fuel pellets, at average temperatures from 300°C to 1100°C and the bearing
pads facing up. The maximum load and travel were maintained below 5 kN and 5 mm, respectively.
Figure 7 contains the load versus axial compression plots and Figure 8 contains the calculated stiffness
plots for these tests.
Tests (14,15,16,18,19,20, 21,27 and 29) were performed with the end plate segments and spigots
removed, with cracked fuel pellets, at average temperatures from 300°C to 1100°C and the bearing pads
facing up. The maximum load and travel were maintained below 5 kN and 5.1 mm, respectively.
Figure 9 contains the load versus axial compression plots and Figure 10 contains the calculated stiffness
plots for these tests. These plots reveal that the stiffness is reasonably constant over the range of
compressions tested and decreases with increasing average temperature. The peak stiffness of 1.4 kKmrn"1
was at 300°C and the minimum was 0.3 kN.mm"1 at 1100°C before decreasing with increasing
compression. Tests (11,12 and 13) were similarly configured and performed at 800°C to 1000°C but with
a preliminary fuel pellet cracking procedure that resulted in fuel with a coarse structure.
The maximum axial compression for Test 29 was limited to approximately 2 mm. Total indicator
readings (TIR) made on this element reveal that the maximum lateral deflection from the centreline of the
element is 0.89 mm at 90° from the bearing pad centreline.
Tests (32, 33 and 34) were performed with the end plate segments and spigots intact, with cracked
fuel pellets, at an average temperature of 900°C, the bearing pads facing down and at various axial
compression rates. The compression rate was 2 mm.s"1 for Test 32 and 0.25 mm.s'1 for Tests 33 and 34.
Test 33 is suspect since for a given compression the load was low, ie. low stiffness. Post test observations
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showed that the element was improperly seated into the loading head. Both Tests 33 and 34 were loaded
more than once to increasing compression limits. Figure 11 contains the load versus axial compression
plots for Tests 29, 32 and 34. These plots show insignificant effects on the stiffness due to the
compression rate over the range tested.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The test results indicate that there was significant accommodation of the fuel in axial compression.
The degree of accommodation is dependent upon the temperature, and the mechanical state of the UO2
fuel pellets (i.e., cracked or intact).
1. The highest load was measured in compressing the uncracked fuel element. This load exceeded 10
kN for an axial compression of 10 to 21.5 mm. The end spigots also deformed during these tests.
The greatest deformation occurred at the highest temperature (800 °C).
2. The highest load measured in compressing the uncracked fuel element without end plate spigots was
4.8 kN with an axial compression of 3 to 5 mm. The load did not appear to be very sensitive to the
temperature of testing.
3. The highest load recorded in compressing the cracked fuel elements was 4.5 kN at 500 °C and with
no spigots on the endcaps. The loads did decrease with temperature, dropping to about 1.5 kN for
an axial compression of 4 to 5 mm.
4. The compression rate did not have a large effect on the load curves at 900 °C.
5. For axial compressions of less than 2 mm (between the endcaps, no spigots) the fuel sheath was found
not to contact neighbouring surfaces.
The results supported Ontario Hydro's safety analysis and demonstrated a significant conservatism in
the modelling of the axial loading under conditions of constrained axial expansion. The forces required
to compress a fuel element axially, in order to accommodate predicted excess axial expansions at elevated
fuel temperatures, are significantly less than the analysis predictioa
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FIGURE 1: SINGLE ELEMENT TEST ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 2: FUEL PELLET CRACKING RIG

FIGURE 3: LONGITUDINAL CROSS SECTION

FIGURE 4: TRANSVERSE CROSS SECTION
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Figure 5: Load vs. Axial Compression
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Figure 6: Element Stiffness vs. Axial Compression
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ABSTRACT
Post-irradiation examinations (PIE) were conducted on prototype 43-element CANDU1 fuel bundles that
overheated during test irradiations in the NRU reactor. PIE revealed that the bundles remained physically intact,
but on several elements the Zr-4 sheath collapsed into axial gaps between the pellet stack and end caps, between
adjacent pellets within the stacks, and into missing pellet chips and cracks. Helium pressurization tests showed
that none of the collapsed elements leaked. Hydride blisters were discovered on a few elements, but the source of
the hydrogen was not linked to a breach of the cladding or end caps. These defects were attributed to primary
hydriding. Microstructural changes in the fuel and cladding indicate that the cladding-was briefly exposed to
temperatures in the range 600-800°C and pressures above 11.2 MPa. The results show that Zr-4 cladding behaves
in a highly ductile manner during such transient, high-temperature and high-pressure excursions.

INTRODUCTION
Five prototype 43-element CANDU fuel bundles (1,2) were irradiated in the U2 loop of the NRU reactor from
1990 November 5 to 19, at linear power ratings up to 65 kW/m (equivalent to 1250 kW bundle power). The
bundles overheated following a reactor trip due to the loss of class IV electrical power to the site. The main pumps
of the irradiation test loop were not equipped with flywheels or backup power, and they stopped almost
immediately after the power outage. When the pumps stopped, the coolant flow stagnated briefly in the down-flow
leg of the U2 loop, and then reversed direction as convective cooling was established. The bundles overheated
during this brief stagnation period. On the subsequent startup of NRU, the loop-coolant gamma-activity monitors
indicated that there was a defect in the string, and the fuel assembly was removed from the reactor. Postirradiation examinations in the NRU bays and the hot cells revealed that the bundles were physically intact, but the
Zr-4 sheath had collapsed into axial gaps in several elements. Hydride blisters with fission-product deposits were
also observed.
This paper describes the prototype bundle fabrication and the irradiation conditions, and presents the main
results from the post-irradiation examinations.

FUEL MATERIALS
The prototype 43-element bundle contains two element sizes, 11.5 mm diameter elements with 0.33 mm thick
(nominal) Zr-4 cladding in the outer and intermediate rings, and 13.5 mm diameter elements with 0.35 mm thick
(nominal) cladding in the inner ring and centre. The Zr-4 tubing was supplied in the annealed condition,
according to the ASTM standard, B-353-83. The yield strength was 362-400 MPa, UTS 538-578 MPa, elongation
28%, and grain size 9 [an. Bearing pads and spacer pads were brazed onto the sheaths by Zircatec Precision
Industries (ZPI). All sheaths were CANLUB coated.

1

CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium; registered trademark.
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The fuel pellets were also made by ZPI, using both natural UO2 and 2.59% enriched UO2. The double-dished
pellets were produced with a 12.5° chamfer, but approximately four stack lengths, two of each diameter, were made
with a 45° chamfer. This feature was expected to reduce pellet ridging at high burnup^nd these pellets were
included in selected elements in three bundles.
The sintered density of the pellets was depressed by using controlled additions of a carbohydrate pore former to
produce residual porosity of a suitable size (<10 um) and distribution. The final sintered density of the enriched
pellets was 10.51-10.56 g/cm3 and that of the natural UO2 pellets was 10.64-10.71 g/cm3. The hydrogen content
of the pellets was typically 150-250 ug per stack.

BUNDLE FABRICATION
The five bundles were assembled and welded at CRL, using sub-assemblies (Zr-4 endcaps, endplates, sheaths and
UO2 pellets) provided by various suppliers. Two of the bundles, AHN and AHP, contained enriched UO2 only in
the inner elements, with natural UO2 in the intermediate and outer elements. This allowed the inner elements to
operate at higher power than achievable in the three all-enriched bundles. Selected elements in bundles AHK (22
and 36), AHL (22) and AHP (36) were also loaded with pellets containing a 45° chamfer.

IRRADIATION CONDITIONS
The five bundles, identified as AHM, AHL, AHK, AHP and AHN, were loaded in the vertical test section, in
axial positions 1 (top) to 5 (near bottom), respectively. A Bruce-type fuel bundle, identified as ZK, was loaded in
position 6 (bottom). The bundles were irradiated in the inlet (downflow) leg of the U2 loop from 1990 November 5
to 19. Table 1 lists the typical operating conditions during the irradiation and immediately prior to the trip. The
light-water coolant was typically maintained atpH 10 with the addition of LiOH. Table 2 lists the element linear
power ratings and surface heat flux during the irradiation. There was a flux tilt (~ 4%) across the loop site due to
an adjacent, empty (withdrawn) control-rod site at NRU lattice position F21. Elements facing this D2O-filled site
were exposed to a higher flux and thus ran at higher powers than elements on the opposite side of the bundle. A
total of approximately six full-power-days had accumulated during the short irradiation, resulting in a maximum
element (mid-plane) burnup of 10.8 MWh/kgU.
Table 3 summarizes the pertinent events, as recorded on the NRU sequential logger, following the loss of pump
power. The records show that the power outage in NRU lasted for approximately 4 min; however, the main U2
loop pumps were not switched back on for another 6 min. When the pumps are off, decay heat and stored energy
of the loop fuel is removed by thermal syphoning; i.e., natural convective cooling. However, the normal flow
direction in the inlet leg of the U2 loop is downward, so in order for thermal syphoning to begin, the coolant flow
must first stop, and then reverse itself. Cooling of the fuel was severely impaired during this transition from
pumped flow to natural circulation, and the fuel bundles, which were running at high power immediately before
the trip, overheated during the brief stagnation period that preceded full thermal syphoning. Subsequent analysis
indicates that the fuel was exposed to a more-or-less stagnant steam atmosphere above 11.2 MPa for at least 8-10 s.

POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATIONS
The post-irradiation examinations consisted of: visual inspections and sipping tests in the NRU bays;
disassembly and visual examinations in the universal cells; neutron radiographic examinations; leak testing via
pressurization with helium; metallographic and ceramographic examinations in the hot cells; and, hydrogen
analyses of the fuel samples.
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RESULTS
NRU Bay Examinations and Sipping Tests
Underwater inspection revealed extensive sheath collapse on the outer elements of bundles AHK and AHL. The
Zr-4 cladding had collapsed into gaps between the end cap and pellet stack, and between adjacent pellets within the
stack. All other bundles appeared to be in good condition (subsequent examinations showed that the inner
elements in bundle AHP had collapsed sheaths, but these were not visible underwater). Gamma activity in the
water samples from underwater sipping tests indicated that bundles AHK and AHL had possibly defected.
Visual Examinations
Bundle AHM from position 1 (top), and AHN from position 5 (near bottom) were essentially undamaged, and
hence were not destructively examined. However, bundles AHL (#2), AHK (#3) and AHP (#4), which operated in
the higher flux sites in the loop, had extensive sheath collapse and evidence of hydride blisters. Figure 1 shows the
location of the damaged elements in bundles AHL and AHK. Figure 2 shows the typical collapse features observed
on several elements.
The damage in bundle AHL was mainly located in the segment of the bundle circumscribed by elements 8
through 16. Within individual elements most of the damage occurred near the reference end (RE) which was at
the top during irradiation; however, there were also several instances of collapse near the bottom, or non-reference
ends (NRE). In the outer ring (maximum element linear power 38-48 kW/m), 8 of the 21 elements contained
areas with varying degrees of deformation, ranging from slight localized indentations to complete circumferential
grooves. In the intermediate ring (maximum element linear power 24-31 kW/m), elements 27, 28 and 31 had
crevices where the sheath collapsed into the gap between the pellet stack and the end caps at the reference end.
The inner ring of 13.5 mm diameter elements (maximum element linear power 25-31 kW/m) contained two
elements that had through-wall defects with fission-product stains flowing from the blisters.
The damage in bundle AHK extended to a larger segment of the bundle, compared to bundle AHL. In the outer
ring (maximum element linear power 53-61 kW/m), 15 of the 21 elements were visibly damaged, some with severe
collapse zones; i.e., deep circumferential grooves that were clearly visible through the cell window. In the
intermediate ring (maximum element linear power 34-39 kW/m), six elements showed evidence of sheath collapse,
and three had artifacts that may have been possible hydride blisters. In the inner ring of elements (maximum
element linear power 35-40 kW/m), whitish oxide bands were observed at the edges of the braze heat-affected
zones, and a possible hydride blister defect was observed.
Bundle AHP contained natural UO2 in the outer and intermediate ring of elements, and 2.59% enriched UO2 in
the inner ring of seven elements. The outer and intermediate rings operated at maximum element linear powers of
28 and 21 kW/m, respectively, while the innermost ring operated at 65 kW/m. The outer and intermediate ring
had no damaged elements, but five of the seven inner elements had collapsed zones.
Neutron Radiography
Fourteen elements from bundles AHK and AHL were radiographed to determine whether hydrogenous material
could be detected in elements that were severely damaged or suspected of having through-wall defects.
Hydrogenous material was found in elements AHL 36 and 39, but conclusive evidence was not found in either
elements AHK 32 or 36, both of which were suspected of being defective.

Helium Leak Testing
Ten elements from bundles AHK, AHL and AHP were leak tested using high-pressure (13.8 MPa) helium. Two
leaking elements were found in bundle AHL. Element AHL 36 contained two defects and element AHL 39
contained one defect, at the locations indicated on the radiographs. The suspect elements from bundle AHK (32
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and 36) were retested, but no leaks were discovered. None of the elements with severe deformation from sheath
collapse showed any evidence of a leak.
Metallographic Examinations
Elements from bundles AHL, AHK and AHP were selected for metallographic examination.
Sheath Collapse. Typical micrographs of the collapsed regions on representative high-power elements are shown
in Figure 3.
The outer elements of bundle AHL operated at a maximum linear power of 48 kW/m before the incident. The
sheath collapsed into the gap between the first and second pellets under the RE bearing pad of AHL 12, as shown
in Figure 3. The measured gap between the pellets at the collapsed zone was approximately 0.84 mm, but the
depth to which the sheath inner diameter intruded was approximately 1.3 mm from the outer surface. The
equivalent diametral strain would be -16.5% if the depth of the crevice was uniform around the circumference;
however, the support provided by the bearing pad prevented complete collapse. There was minimal sheath wall
thinning at the crevice. The polarized light image shows that the deformed sheath contained the large grains
expected in the braze heat-affected zone, but there was a thin layer of smaller recrystallized grains on the inside
surface of the sheath. The microstructure of the pellets at the collapse site revealed equiaxed grain growth at the
centre of the fuel. Other than typical cracks and a missing pellet chip that may have resulted from sample
preparation, there were no anomalous features.
Similar but more extensive sheath collapse was observed in bundle AHK, which operated at a maximum outer
element linear power of 65 kW/m.
The inner element in bundle AHP operated at a maximum linear power of 65 kW/m. Element AHP 36 contained
45° chamfered pellets, and as shown in Figure 3, the sheath collapsed into the space formed by the chamfers,
which was approximately 1.0-1.4 mm wide at the pellet surface. The calculated diametral strain was
approximately -3%. The micrographs show the expected equiaxed grain growth at the centre of the pellet, but
there was also evidence of the onset of fuel coalescence and infilling of the dish at the hot centre of adjacent pellets.
Oxide Thickness Measurements. The inside surface of the intact elements was generally free of oxides, but
oxygen-enriched layers up to lum thick were observed on the sheath I.D. Typically, the O.D. was covered with an
oxide layer 1-2 pm thick remote from the collapse zones, but within the crevice up to 10 um patches were seen.
Hydride Blisters. Hydride blisters were observed in elements AHL 36 and 39. On AHL 39, the hydride
concentration extended over approximately 1.3 mm (3%) of the inside circumference of the sheath. The periphery
of the fuel in the region of the defects contained a thin, fragmented, oxidized layer. In element AHL 39, this outer
layer appeared to be adhering to the sheath. There was also evidence of oxidation along the radial cracks in the
pellets. This suggests that the pellets were exposed to an oxidizing atmosphere while at elevated temperatures. It
is not clear whether this occurred during the overheating transient, or as a result of the fuel being returned to
power during the subsequent startup.
Grain Growth. Fuel samples from AHK (8, 27 and 36), AHL (12, 28 and 36) and AHP (12, 36 and 40) were
sectioned, mounted transversely and examined to determine the degree of grain growth within the pellets. Most of
the samples exhibited no measurable grain growth, or equiaxed growth at the centre. However, one of the three
samples from element AHK 8 showed evidence of columnar grain growth extending to approximately mid-radius
of the pellet (r/a = 0.48 - 0.52).
End-Cap Examination. The end caps from element AHL 39 were sectioned and examined to determine whether
the material and welds were sound. No signs of piping or connected porosity were detected. Concentrations of
randomly oriented hydride flakes were observed in the spigot of the RE end cap, but otherwise the end cap was free
of anomalies, and the end closure welds were intact.
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Hydrogen Analysis
The hydrogen-eontent of the irradiated Zircaloy sheath samples ranged from 26-57 ^gTg. Samples of
unirradiated tubing were also analyzed by ZPI and the reported hydrogen content was < 5 ng/g.

DISCUSSION
Effect of Thin-Wall Cladding
There was initial concern that the collapse may have occurred because thin-wall cladding was used in the
bundles. However, although the nominal wall thickness was less than that of 37-element fuel, the ratio of mean
radius to minimum thickness (R/t), which determines the maximum hoop stress due to coolant pressure (pR/t), was
comparable to that of current CANDU fuel. For example, the R/t for these prototype bundles (5.585/0.33 = 16.92
and 6.5725/0.355 = 18.51) falls within the range for CANDU-6 (6.35/0.38 = 16.71) and Pickering (7.41/0.38 =
18.51). Therefore, the hoop stress in the 43-element bundles would be comparable to that in current CANDU fuel,
hence cladding collapse would not be expected under normal operating conditions.
There have been previous examples of sheath collapse into axial gaps in experimental bundles with cladding up
to 0.41 mm thick, under off-normal conditions. However, no defects have been attributed to sheath collapse. The
sheath deformation into unsupported plenum regions and interpellet gaps, observed in the previous experimental
bundles, appeared almost identical to that observed in these prototype 43-element bundles. This suggests that the
current damage must have occurred under similar off-normal conditions.
Effect of Cladding Annealing
The prototype bundles contained fully annealed cladding and the yield strength was lower than that of typical
cold-worked and stress-relieved CANDU fuel cladding. Autoclave tests were performed on archive annealed
samples and standard stress-relieved cladding samples, to assess the effect of prior heat-treatment on collapse
behaviour. There was no sheath collapse into axial gaps up to 3 mm wide under typical CANDU operating
conditions, 300°C and 11 MPa, but at temperatures above 600°C the collapse behaviour was reproduced and both
materials behaved similarly. This suggests that prior heat treatment had little effect, and confirms that the
observed damage must have occurred under off-normal conditions.
Transient Conditions after Pump Flow Stopped
Post-test assessments showed that the coolant flow stagnated following the loss of class IV power, and the fuel
string was exposed to an almost stagnant steam atmosphere for at least 8-10 s. Under these conditions, the main
heat-transfer process is radiation. Based on the assumption that the heat-transfer coefficient quickly changed from
the initial forced convective cooling value (50 kW/m^) to a value between that for cooling by radiation (0.2
kW/m^) and poor steam flow (1.0 kW/m^), calculations show that sheath temperatures of 600°C were likely, and
temperatures of the order of 850°C were possible. The NRU logs show that the surge tank relief valve opened and
remained so for 7 s, indicating that the system pressure was greater than 11.2 MPa during this period. The second
high-pressure trip shows that the system was pressurized to between 10.5 and 11.2 MPa for approximately 1.5 min
following the outage.
Sheath Collapse Conditions
At temperatures between 600 and 850°C, and under a pressure of 11.2 MPa or greater, the Zr-4 cladding would
be expected to plastically deform into the open gaps and missing pellet chips. The total sheath stress is the sum of
(i) the compressive stresses due to mechanical or hydraulic loads, (ii) bending stresses due to load eccentricity, and
(iii) hoop stresses due to coolant pressure,
a =

P + PRr e + BE
A
I
t
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where P is the applied load per element, A is the sheath cross-section area, R is the mean radius, r e is the
eccentricity of the load, I is the moment of inertia of the sheath, p is the coolant pressure and t is the sheath wall
thickness. At 1+.2 MPa coolant pressure, the hoop stress alone is equal to 189 MPa in-the 11.5 mm diameter
elements and 2(57 MPa in the 13.5 mm diameter elements. However, at 600°C the yield strength of Zr-4 is only 93 MPa. Clearly, the maximum sheath stress exceeded the Zr-4 yield strength, hence plastic flow would be
expected.
Temperature Markers
The collapsed zone under the bearing pad in element AHK 12 contained a thin layer of small recrystallized
grains on the inside surface of the sheath. Zirconium alloys start to recrystallize only when recovery is almost
complete; i.e., after hours at 600° or minutes at 800°C. The presence of alpha grains remote from the collapse
zone indicate that the sheath temperature did not exceed 815°C, the alpha-beta transformation temperature. Thus
the recrystallized grains indicate that the sheath may have been in the 600 to 800°C range.
Oxide layers 1-3 um thick on the outside surface of the sheaths also indicate that high temperatures were
achieved. Correlations for weight gain of Zircaloy as a function of time in steam show that for 100 s exposure (the
duration of high-pressure excursion due to steam generation in the loop was - 1 . 5 min) a 0.5 jim oxide layer would
grow at 600°C and a 2 um layer would grow at 800°C (3). Assuming that the oxide layer prior to the incident was
- 0.5 um, considering the short irradiation period, then temperatures of 600 to 800°C would be required to grow
the oxide to 1-3 jim. Given the uncertainty in the duration of the high-temperature excursion, the estimates based
on oxide thickness seem consistent with those based on microstructural observations.
Most of the fuel pellets showed no evidence of abnormal fuel temperatures. However, one sample from AHK 8
showed columnar grain growth at the centre. The high temperature appeared to be localized in one region of the
element, as two other samples from AHK 8 showed equiaxed growth. Some fuel samples also showed evidence of
crack healing within the pellets, and dendritic grain growth at adjacent hot pellet interfaces.
Location of Damaged Elements in the Bundle
Most of the severe damage in the bundles was in the segment facing the empty (withdrawn) control-rod site at
NRU lattice position F21, consistent with the known flux tilt across the loop. However, it is difficult to reconcile
the localization of damage with such a reportedly small flux tilt.
Hydride Blisters
Hydride blisters were found in elements 36 and 39 from bundle AHL. Blisters are usually secondary
manifestations of primary defects in CANDU fuel. However, the loop in NRU is light-water cooled, so the
hydriding damage could be primary or secondary. Known primary defect mechanisms include incomplete or
defective closure welds, porous end caps, stress-corrosion cracking and debris fretting. The metallographic
examinations eliminated defective welds or porous end caps as likely causes, and fretting and stress corrosion
cracking were ruled out, so by elimination the defects were attributed to primary hydriding. It is known that
improperly baked CANLUB coatings may be a source of hydrogen, but the source of hydrogen in elements AHL 36
and 39 was not established.
Leak Testing of Collapsed Elements
The helium pressurization tests showed that none of the collapsed elements leaked. This was a significant
finding since some of the elements contained deep grooves where the sheath collapsed plastically into gaps between
the stack and end cap and between pellets. The maximum measured diametral strain was -16% where the sheath
intruded 1.3 mm below the pellet surface. At such severe strains, sheath thinning and possible failure of the
cladding were suspected, but the results showed no significant sheath thinning or breach of cladding due to
collapse.
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CONCLUSION-

—

The prototype 43-element bundles overheated when, due to loss of electrical power to the NRU loop pumps, the
coolant flow stagnated briefly in the down-flow leg of the U2 loop and then reversed direction as thermal
syphoning was established. The stored energy and decay heat were sufficient to cause overheating and
overpressurization of the bundles during the brief stagnation period associated with the transition from pumped
flow to thermal syphoning.
The cladding collapsed into the gaps between the pellet stack and end caps, between adjacent pellets within the
stack, and into missing pellet chips and cracks. The cladding flowed plastically into the gaps due to the reduction
in Zr-4 strength at high temperature. However, no defects were attributed to sheath collapse.
Two inner elements in bundles AHL contained defects due to hydride blisters. The defects were attributed to
primary hydriding, but the source of the hydrogen could not be conclusively linked to a breach in the cladding,
welds or end caps, or to the CANLUB coating, sheath or pellets. The source of the hydrogen was not determined.
The post-irradiation examinations show that although the fuel cladding was subjected to abnormally high
temperatures in the range 600-850°C, and pressures above 11.2 MPa, the bundles remained physically intact, and
none of the collapsed elements leaked. The results show that thin-wall Zr-4 cladding behaves in a highly ductile
manner during a short-term, high-temperature, high-pressure transient of the type encountered when the coolant
flow stagnated.
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Table 1. Typical U-2 Loop Operating Conditions During the Irradiation
Parameter —
E-20 Power (MW)
Total Loop Power (MW)

Mean
3.382
5.558

Min/Max
1.610/3.842
2.044/6.202

Std. Deviation
0.442
0.710

Inlet Temperature (°C)

238.4

16.5

Outlet Temperature (°C)
Inlet Pressure (MPa)

286.1
11.384

210.0/256.1
260.7/292.4

Outlet Pressure (MPa)

10.871
19.53

Mass Flow (kg/s)

Before Trip
3.725
5.9
255

7.499/11.692

6.5
0.064

7.185/11.130

0.192

291
11.49
10.93

15.00/21.27

1.42

20.0

Table 2. Power Distribution and Surface Heat Flux in Fuel Bundles

Outer
Intermediate
Inner

Avg. Power
RE-NRE
(kW/m)
35.8-44.8
22.8 - 28.6
23.3 - 29.2

Max. Power
RE-NRE
(kW/m)
38.4 - 48.0
24.5 - 30.6
25.0-31.3

Flux Tilt
Powera
(kW/m)
48.8
31.-1"
31.8

Max. Surface
Heat Flux b
(kW/m 2 )
1350
860
750

AHK(3)

Outer
Intermediate
Inner

49.5-57.1
31.6-36.4
32.3 - 37.2

53.1-61.2
33.9 - 39.0
34.6 - 39.9

62.2
39.7
40.6

1721
1099
957

AHP(4)

Outer
Intermediate
Inner

25.0 - 26.6
18.4-19.5
57.2 - 60.9

26.8 - 28.5
19.7-21.0
61.4-65.2

29.0
21.3
66.3

803
598
1563

Bundle (pos)

Element

AHL(2)

a

Flux tilt calculated as 1.7% of maximum sustained element linear power from BURFEL.
b Surface heat flux at power rating due to flux tilt.

Table 3. Summary of Events Recorded on NRU Data Logger 90/11/19
Clock Time
09:53:56.7
09:53:57.1
09:53:58.1

Elapsed Time (s)
0.0
0.4
1.4

09:53:58.8
09:54:00.8
09:54:01.9
09:54:07.8
09:54:12.5
09:55:27.4
09:57:57.1
09:58:30.6
10:01:43.3
10:03:49.0

2.1
4.1
5.2
11.1
15.8
90.7
240.4
273.9
457.6
592.3

Event
Reactor trip due to power outage
U2 low-flow trip (10% loss of flow)
High-temperature alert
(175°C in thermal syphon leg)
Surge tank high-pressure trip (1525 psig)
Surge tank relief valve open (1625 psig)
High-pressure alarm cleared
Relief valve closed
2nd high-pressure trip
High-pressure trip cleared
NRU Class IV power restored
High test-section temperature
Main flow controller cleared
Low-flow trip cleared (pumps on)

BUNDLE AHL
(2.59% Enriched UO2)
48 kW/m Outer Ring
31 kW/m Intermediate Ring
31 kW/m Inner Ring

BUNDLE AHK
(2.59% Enriched U02)
61 kW/m Outer Ring
39 kW/m Intermediate Ring
40 kW/m Inner Ring

Figure 1.

Schematic showing location of damage on bundles. C = complete collapse,
c = partial collapse, H = confirmed hydride defect, h = possible hydride blister.

Figure 2.

Examples of sheath collapse observed on elements in bundles AHK.

Figure 3.

Micrographs showing sheath collapse under bearing pad of AHL 12, and into pellet chamfers in
AHP 36. Top shows general fuel condition and bottom shows polarized light image of sheath at
the corresponding collapse zones. Arrows show recrystallized grains on inside surface of
collapsed sheath under bearing pad (braze heat-affected zone). Equiaxed grains in annealed
tubing where sheath collapsed into pellet chamfers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the 1995 outage at Point Lepreau Generating Station (PLGS), the fuel channels underwent
a Spacer Location And Relocation (SLAR) procedure. The SLAR tool is used during the defuelling
of the channel. However, this tool restricts coolant flow in the channel. It was possible that the
fuelling machine ram could have become jammed during this process, inhibiting flow in the fuel
channel. To determine the possible consequences of this, an assessment was made of the heatup rate
of the fuel bundles at decay powers in stagnant coolant1. The goal was to determine a waiting period
to allow for decay heat sources to diminish before beginning SLAR such that the maximum bundle
temperature would not exceed a pre-defined limit. An interim limit of 600 °C was initially used.
The work reported in this paper addresses whether that limit can be supported. The goal was to
ensure that there will be no fuel failures for the set of possible scenarios.
While this analysis was undertaken for the accident scenario described above, it is generally
applicable for any situation in which a bundle which is at decay power levels is expected to heat up
in steam to temperatures up to 600 °C at low system pressures. Although the bundle temperature
transients used in this analysis are derived from Reference [1], the failure times are so long with
respect to the heatup times that small variations in bundle heatup rates will have negligible impact
on the predicted sheath failure time.
There are two potential failure mechanisms of concern for this type of scenario. The first is overstrain due to the internal fission gas pressure in the fuel element, which could fail the fuel element
at elevated temperatures. The second possible mechanism of sheath failure is embrittlement due to
oxidation, where the oxidation is sufficiently advanced that brittle sheath fracture would be expected
upon rewet.
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Both of these processes are also of concern after the postulated accident has ended. If the fuel
sheath remains intact during the accident, it could nonetheless be too severely oxidized to withstand
subsequent normal operation, or to remain intact during defuelling from the channel. Also, if the
sheath has strained significantly during the postulated accident, dryout powers could be affected.
Sheath strain could also cause the fuel to experience higher temperatures, due to the larger than
nominal fuel-to-sheath gap. Either one of these factors will affect any subsequent operation of the
reactor with the fuel in question.
Based upon the above considerations, time limits are determined in this document which define
the length of oxidation at 600 °C after which fuel element failures or significant impact on dryout
powers and fuel temperatures would be expected upon subsequent normal operation of the bundles.
Another time limit is determined which defines the length of time after which failures would be
expected upon subsequent handling of the fuel bundles (i.e. during defuelling). And finally, time
limits defining the duration of oxidation after which fuel element failures could occur either during
rewet or due to sheath overstrain are established.

2. OXIDATION EMBRITTLEMENT

2.1 Methodology
To determine whether a fuel element has oxidized sufficiently that it may not survive subsequent
operation, or defuelling, or indeed the rewet process which must occur to terminate the accident,
recourse is taken to experimental data. The measure used to define the impact of oxidation on the
likelihood of sheath failure is the absorbed energy to fracture (AEF). This measure defines the
toughness of a material, and is the energy which must be applied per unit area to fracture the
material. AEF decreases with increasing brittleness.
Reference [2] examines the impact of Zircaloy oxidation in steam on embrittlement. The
experimental data points can be fitted to curves of the form AEF = A • e "B 5 + C, where AEF is
the absorbed energy to fracture (J/cm2), 6 is the oxide thickness (um) and A, B and C are constants.
Reference [2] proposes two limits for use in analysis of oxidation embrittlement. The first is a limit
on AEF for subsequent handling, the other is a limit on AEF for embrittlement failure upon rewet.
The recommendation is 20 J/cm2 AEF for subsequent handling of parent or B-HAZ material and
10 J/cm2 AEF for embrittlement failure upon rewet. The dependence of AEF on oxidation is
different for parent and B-HAZ material. This means that parent material can oxidize to a greater
extent than B-HAZ before being embrittled to the same degree.
Reference [2] does not provide an oxidation limit beyond which subsequent operation should be
avoided. However, such a limit can be derived. The measurements of AEF for zero oxidation for
both parent and B-HAZ material has an experimentally measured variation which is reported in
Reference [3]. The assumption is made that a bundle can be operated after oxidation as long as the
best estimate of AEF is not less than the 1-sigma lower limit of the AEF for unoxidized material.
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These limits correspond to 5.6 urn oxidation for parent material and 6.3 um oxidation for B-HAZ
material. The amount of oxidation required to embrittle Zircaloy when oxidized in steam is much
less than is required for oxidation in air. This is because of the effect of dissolution of hydrogen in
the Zircaloy substrate in the steam oxidation case, which decreases the ductility of the fuel sheath.
Reference [2] provides data for oxidation rates in air and steam at 600°C. In the temperature range
considered in the analysis in this document, the oxidation of Zircaloy exhibits linear kinetics, after
a short period of cubic growth. This cubic growth period ends as oxide cracking begins to occur
(also referred to as breakaway oxidation), leading to linear kinetics. Correlations are presented to
determine the oxide growth on parent and B-HAZ material in Reference [2], and the growth rates
determined there are used in this analysis. The initial period of cubic oxidation is ignored, as it is
small compared to the oxidation times considered here.
Reference [2] does not provide oxidation rate data for temperatures below 600°C. For this
analysis, the sensitivity to temperature is examined. In order to determine the oxidation rate for
Zircaloy at temperatures of 500°C and 500°C, the oxidation rates measured for Zircaloy in steam
in the temperature range 600°C - 750°C are extrapolated using a logarithmic fit. In order to account
for the uncertainty inherent in extrapolating these oxidation rates, the oxidation rates used for this
analysis at 550°C and 500°C are the extrapolated rates plus a 3-o uncertainty allowance.
Using the oxide growth rates and the limiting oxide thicknesses from the experimental data on
embrittlement, the elapsed time until reaching the oxidation limit for failure on subsequent operation,
subsequent handling or rewet can be determined for a range of temperatures between 500 °C and
600°C. Note that the fuel sheaths will have a small initial oxide layer thickness before heatup
begins. A nominal initial oxide thickness of 1 urn is assumed in this analysis.

2.2 Results
Figure 1 shows the limits imposed by oxidation embrittlement of B-HAZ and parent material at
600°C for subsequent operation, subsequent handling (i.e., defuelling) and rewet, respectively. In
all cases, the limiting material is the B-HAZ material. The fuel would be expected to survive rewet
as long as the oxidation at 600°C did not last longer than 59.1 hours. The fuel would be expected
to survive defuelling without failing as long as the duration of oxidation at 600 °C did not exceed
36.1 hours. The fuel would be expected to be able to operate normally without any appreciable
performance deterioration as long as the oxidation period at 600°C did not exceed 5.0 hours.
Figures 2 and 3 show the same limits for oxidation rates extrapolated at the 3-o limit of uncertainty
to 550°C and 500°C, respectively. At 550 c C the time limit for rewet failure is 8.0 hours, the time
limit for failure on handling is 2.4 days and the time limit for rewet failure is 3.9 days. At 500°C
these time limits increase to 20.2 hours, 6.1 days and 9.9 days, respectively.
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3. SHEATHSTRAIN

3.1 Methodology
The second mechanism which is of concern with respect to fuel integrity during the postulated
accident is sheath strain failure due to internal gas pressure. As the sheath heats up, its tensile
strength decreases. Also important is differential thermal expansion between the fuel and the sheath,
which reduces the available free volume to hold the fission products. Finally, the increase in
temperature results in an increase in pressure of the fission gas. These processes result in a
simultaneous increase in pressure and decrease in sheath strength which will lead to sheath
deformation. Sheath strain under such conditions can lead to strain failure by local overstrain or by
high strain rate. High strain rate failure is typically invoked at strain rates of 10 s'1. Sheath failure
by overstrain will occur when local strains reach 15%-100%, depending on the heatup rate, the
sheath temperature, the oxidation state, etc.
The calculation performed for this analysis gives average sheath strainr not local strain. Sheath
failure by overstrain will be assumed to occur when the average sheath strain reaches 5%. Since the
strain process is very slow in this scenario, the strain is expected to be very uniform. Therefore, the
use of a 5% average strain as a failure criterion should result in an underestimate of the time to
failure.
In order to determine the time to reach 5% average sheath strain, recourse was taken to conditions
determined with calculations based upon ELESIM-II modlO, version 1.24 and to a small utility
program called CREEP which incorporates thermal expansion correlations5 with creep data from
Reference [6]. CREEP was developed because ELESIM is incapable of modelling changes in
thermal hydraulic boundary conditions and analysis with ELOCA would take excessive amounts of
computer time for the long duration transients of many days which are considered here. A brief
description of CREEP follows.
CREEP takes initial conditions of fuel element dimensions and internal gas pressures from an
ELESIM-II modlO output file and transient boundary conditions of fuel and sheath temperature and
system pressure from its own input file. Using correlations from References [5] and [6], CREEP
determines the evolution of internal gas pressure and fuel element dimensions. The processes of
radial creep due to the pressure and due to thermal expansion are both assessed, with user-defined
criteria for time step selection. This last allows the user to ensure that a converged solution is
achieved. CREEP does not credit the effect of oxide strengthening on creep rates. This will result
in an under-prediction of time to failure.
In order to determine the shortest possible time interval to sheath failure, the ELESIM-II modlO
analysis used a fuel element which follows the overpower envelope, with maximum possible UO2
density and minimum possible dimensional clearances. Two different histories were considered.
The first is for the outer element of a bundle which has achieved 200 MW-h/kgU burnup, while a
second ELESIM case for a very high burnup bundle, 400 MW-h/kgU, was also performed.
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The two burnups selected are justified based upon the fact that, as of 14 February 1995, only 94
bundles in the core had burnups above 200 MW-h/kgU (i.e., outer element burnup of -230
MW-h/kgU), the burnup achieved in the lower burnup ELESIM run. All bundles in core except
those whose burnups are above 200 MW-h/kgU can be represented by that one ELESIM run for the
purposes of this analysis. Therefore, this ELESIM run should apply to all but - 2 % of the channels
in the core. The other channels can be represented by the higher burnup case. Note that the highest
burnup bundle as of 14 February was 280 MW-h/kgU, which is significantly below the 400
MW-h/kgU burnup indicated by the high burnup ELESIM run.
The CREEP runs were performed using a temperature history which is based on the temperature
transients from Reference [1]. The temperatures shown here are pro-rated for cases with other
maximum temperatures. Maximum temperatures of 450°C, 500°C, 550°C, 575 °C and 600°C were
used. The bundle heats up to maximum temperature in -21 minutes. As will be seen, sheath failure
takes place for elapsed times on the order of days by overstrain, so the amount of time spent in the
heatup phase is not a critical parameter. The thermal hydraulic analysis produced only predicted fuel
temperatures, so in most cases, the fuel and sheath temperatures are assumed to be identical.
However, a sensitivity study is performed to assess the impact of a cooler sheath, since this would
be predicted to occur. Calculations indicate that the difference between the fuel and sheath would
be expected to be in the range of 4.5 °C to 32°C for a bundle at 200 MW-h/kgU which had followed
the overpower envelope and achieved a maximum temperature of 600° C at decay power levels with
a system pressure of 0.14 MPa.
The time step selection in CREEP is defined in all of the analyses performed such that the
maximum change in sheath strain due to internal gas pressure is limited to 10"4, the maximum
allowed change in sheath temperature in a single time step is 100.0°C and the largest allowable time
step irrespective of other limitations is 1000.0 s.
The system pressure used in the CREEP covered a range of pressures which were intended to
represent pressures for various possible situations, from a channel in the top of the core with the
PHTS drained to the headers up to the system being pressurized such that the boilers can act as a heat
sink. The pressures used are 0.14 MPa, 0.2 MPa, 0.3 MPa, 0.5 MPa and 1.1 MPa. No pressures
higher than 1.1 MPa were assessed, since failure times at this pressure were >115 days for all
maximum temperatures examined.
For fuel in channels which experience heatup in steam for extended periods but does not fail, some
sheath strain will still have occurred. When the reactor is returned to power, the sheath strain could
adversely affect the critical channel power (CCP). This concern has been addressed in Reference
[7], which performed calculations with NUCIRC version MOD 1.501 and ASSERT-4 version 2.
The NUCIRC calculations include the impact of increases in sheath diameter in a single channel on
CCP. This calculation did not include the impact of the larger fuel element diameter on CHF and
showed that the reduction in CCP was linearly dependent on the increase in fuel diameter, with a 1%
increase in sheath diameter for all fuel in the channel being equivalent to a 2.2% penalty in CCP.
The ASSERT-4 calculations examined the impact of the increase in sheath diameter on CHF. These
calculations, however, indicate that the margin to dryout increases with sheath strain (MCHFR =
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1.006 for nominal sheath dimensions, MCHFR =1.051 for 1% sheath strain). The ASSERT-4
calculations apparently do not model the effect of element-to-element gap on CHF. Therefore, it is
recommendedTthat the NUCIRC results be used.
The impact of fuel sheath strain of up to 5% on fuel temperatures is assessed by repeating the
lower burnup ELESIM run with an initial fuel to sheath gap of 400 urn, which corresponds to 5%
sheath strain. The power/burnup history indicated here is of a fuel bundle following the licensing
overpower envelope, so this will show the maximum possible impact of operation of fuel with sheath
strains just short of failure. The operational parameters of concern for assessment of the impact are
fuel centreline temperature, fission gas release and sheath strain.

3.2 Results
Table 1 shows the earliest possible time to predicted sheath failure by overstrain for a bundle
which followed the overpower envelope to a maximum burnup of 200 MW-h/kgU, for a range of
maximum fuel/sheath temperatures and system pressures. The earliest failure is predicted to be at
3.0 d, in the scenario in which the system pressure is 0.14 MPa and he maximum achieved
temperature is 600 °C.
The subroutine which calculates the creep rate of the sheath has an uncertainty which means that
the prediction is good to within a factor of 1.0377 ± 0.3632. This implies that the 3-sigma limit of
the creep rate would be determined by multiplying the predicted creep rate by a factor of 2.127.
Table 2 shows the earliest time to sheath failure using this large uncertainty assessment for the creep
rate of the sheath. It shows that the earliest failure is predicted to be at 1.4 d.
Only a very small percentage of bundles will have burnups in excess of those assumed in the runs
reported in Tables 1 and 2. In order to determine the sensitivity of the predicted time to failure on
the peak burnup, the runs reported in Table 1 were performed using the higher burnup ELESIM case.
Table 3 shows that the earliest time to failure reduces from 3.0 d to 2.0 d.
In order to determine the sensitivity of the predicted time to failure to the assumption on the fuelto-sheath temperature difference, a run was performed which was based upon the most limiting of
the runs shown in Tables 1,2 and 3. This is the case with system pressure of 0.14 MPa, maximum
fuel and sheath temperature of 600°C, 3-a limit on sheath strain rates and a bundle buraup of 200
MW-h/kgU. The sheath temperatures in the run were reduced so that there was a 25 °C temperature
difference between the fuel and the sheath throughout the transient. Hence, temperature transient
for the fuel had a maximum value of 600°C, with the peak sheath temperature reaching 575 °C. This
case resulted in sheath failure being predicted at 4.0 d. In contrast, the case with maximum fuel and
sheath temperatures of 600 °C had failure at 1.4 d and the case with maximum fuel and sheath
temperature of 575 °C had a predicted failure at 4.4 d. This result indicates, as would be expected,
that the sheath temperature is more important than the fuel temperature in these calculations, but that
the fuel temperature has a non-negligible impact. The result also indicates that using a sheath
temperature equal to the predicted fuel temperature results in an under-prediction of the time to
failure, so the uncertainty in the sheath temperature is dealt with conservatively in this analysis.
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According to the analysis described in Section 2, return to power would result in the possibility
of sheath failure by embrittlement after 5.0 hours, 8.0 hours or 20.2 hoiifsTor maximum fuel and
sheath temperatures of 600°C, 550°C or 500°C, respectively. Examination of CREEP results for
the corresponding cases with a 3-a allowance for creep rate uncertainty indicates that by the time at
which subsequent operation could result in fuel failures, the sheath strains are in the range 1.4% 3.0%. Therefore, in the event of an accident which does not result in sufficient oxidation to embrittle
the sheath beyond the limit for subsequent operation, the CCP for the affected channel should be
reduced by 6.6%. A reduction in a single channel's CCP would have to be allowed for in the ROP
trip setpoint. In most cases, a penalty in this setpoint results in a requirement to reduce reactor
power. Due to the strong economic penalties associated with this, it may have been deemed
preferable to defuel a channel whose fuel had experienced heatup to these temperatures in steam.
In order to assess the impact of returning to power with strained fuel sheaths, Figures 4, 5 and 6
show comparison of various critical parameters for the case with 5% initial strain and no initial
strain. Fuel temperatures are higher by up to 175 °C and fission gas release is approximately doubled
in the case with 5% initial strain because the differential pressure across the fuel sheath is
insufficient to close the radial gap. These effects are acceptable, however, since the predicted fission
gas release is within levels which have been observed in CANDU fuel, fuel temperatures do not
approach fuel melting and fuel sheath strains are compressive.

4. SLAR EXPERIENCE
The analysis reported in this paper was made use of during the 1995 outage at PLGS. On August
8, 1995, the SLARing of channel O01 had been completed and the fuel had been returned to the
channel when the fuelling machine guide sleeve became jammed. Due to this problem, the channel
closure plug at the inlet end of the channel could not be replaced.
In order to rectify this problem, it was proposed to drain channel O01, manually replace the closure
plug and then re-fill the channel. This process was estimated to take ~30 minutes (in fact, the
channel was drained for a total of 39 minutes). However, it was necessary to ensure that fuel sheath
integrity would not be compromised during the drain and that subsequent fuel performance would
not be affected.
The situation considered in the analysis reported in this paper is not identical to what occurred in
channel O01, since this analysis considers oxidation in steam rather than in air. However, since
oxidation in steam is more limiting in terms of elapsed time to reach the various embrittlement
criteria, applying this work to the actual situation was conservative.
It was estimated that the peak steady-state temperature which would be achieved by the hottest
bundle in channel O01 was 245 °C and that it would take ~4 hours to reach this temperature.
Therefore, in the time interval in which the channel drain occurred, heatup was to a much lower
temperature of-65 °C. However, even if the channel were to reach the much higher temperature of
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500°C, the analysis presented in this paper indicated that 5% sheath strain would not occur until a
time interval of >115 days and the embrittlement due to oxidation would not cause problems in
subsequent operation until 20.2 hours had passed at 500°C. Based ori this information, it was
possible to quickly come to the conclusion that the proposed procedure for replacing the closure plug
did not impose any risk of sheath failure due to sheath strain nor did it pose any risk of sufficient
oxide embrittlement that there were any concerns for subsequent operation.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of sheath embrittlement due to oxidation in steam at 600 °C shows that there would
be no embrittlement resulting in significant degradation in operating margin as long as the oxidation
period were less than 5.0 hours. The fuel would be expected to survive normal defuelling as long
as the oxidation period is less than 36.1 hours. The fuel would not be expected to fail on rewet as
long as the oxidation period is less than 2.5 days. For oxidation at 550°C, these times increase to
8.0 hours, 2.4 days and 3.9 days, respectively. At 500°C, the corresponding limiting times are 20.2
hours, 6.1 days and 9.9 days, respectively.
Analysis presented in this paper indicates that immediate sheath failure by overstrain could also
occur in this scenario. For the most restrictive conditions of sheath temperature and system pressure
considered in this analysis (maximum temperature of 600°C and system pressure of 0.14 MPa), a
fuel element would have 3.0 days (72 hours) until the earliest possible time of failure by overstrain.
If the fuel bundle burnup is in excess of 200 MW-h/kgU, this time would be reduced to 2.0 days.
The failure time by overstrain for a specific scenario can be determined by examination of either
Table 1 or Table 3. If a large uncertainty in the sheath strain rate is desired, the failure times due to
Table 2 can be used instead of the failure times due to Table 1.
Table 4 shows the time to reach the various different failure criteria for various temperatures for
a bundle whose burnup is less than 200 MW-h/kgU with a system pressure of 0.14 MPa for a range
of maximum sheath temperatures. Similar failure times for different bundle burnups, system
pressures and uncertainty allowances for sheath strain can be obtained by replacing the times for
immediate sheath strain failure by the appropriate data from Tables 1, 2 or 3.
This indicates that, for the specific scenario of the fuelling machine ram becoming stuck during
SLARing in the upcoming outage, the 600 °C maximum temperature can be supported. The proviso
is that, if the fuelling machine ram is not freed before the times indicated above are exceeded, fuel
sheath failures could occur either immediately, on fuel rewet, during subsequent fuel handling or on
return to power, depending on the time limit exceeded. Note that, if the oxidation lasts for longer
than 5.0 hours with a maximum sheath temperature of 600°C, it is not recommended to re-irradiate
the fuel bundles due to the potential oxidation embrittlement of the fuel sheath, even though the
sheath would not be expected to fail.
If the oxidation period is less than 5.0 hours and the decision is made to re-irradiate the fuel
bundles, consideration of the impact of the sheath strain which would have occurred indicates that
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the critical channel power of the channel would drop by up to 6.6%. This would likely lead to the
necessity to impose penalties on the ROP trip setpoint Such a penalty would likely result in a
requirement tcToperate the reactor at reduced power. In this case, the economic penalty may be such
that the choice would be made to defuel the channel. Another impact of the sheath strain will be to
increase fuel centreline temperature by up to 175°C and to increase fission gas release by up to a
factor of 2. Increases in the parameters by this amount should not preclude safe operation. Note that
operating the fuel below license limit powers will ameliorate the impact of the sheath strain on fuel
temperatures and fission gas release.
The analysis performed for this paper was applied during the 1995 PLGS outage. Because of
problems replacing the channel closure plug on channel O01, it was necessary to drain the channel
and replace the closure plug manually. This analysis was used to demonstrate that the procedure did
not result in any threat either to fuel sheath integrity or to subsequent return to power for the fuel in
channel O01.
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Maximum Temperature (°C)
600

System
Pressure
(MPa)

575

550

500

450

0.14

3.0 d

9.3 d

30.4 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

0.2

3.5 d

10.8 d

35.5 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

0.3

4.6 d

14.3 d

47.5 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

0.5

9.3 d

30.2 d

105.5 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

1.1

>115.0d

>115.0d

>115.0d

>115.0d

>115.0d

Table 1: Minimum Time to Sheath Failure by Overstrain for Various Maximum Temperatures
and System Pressures (nominal sheath strain rates, 200 MW-h/kgU bundle)

Maximum Temperature (°C)
600

System
Pressure
(MPa)

575

550

500

450

0.14

1.4 d

4.4 d

14.3 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

0.2

1.6 d

5.1 d

16.7 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

0.3

2.2 d

6.7 d

22.3 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

0.5

4.4 d

14.2 d

49.4 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

1.1

>115.0d

>115.0d

>115.0d

>115.0d

>115.0d

Table 2: Minimum Time to Sheath Failure by Overstrain for Various Maximum Temperatures
and System Pressures (3a limit on sheath strain rates, 200 MW-h/kgU bundle)
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Maximum Temperature (°C)
600

System
Pressure
(MPa)

575

550

500

450

0.14

2.0 d

6.2 d

20.4 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

0.2

2.3 d

7.1 d

23.3 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

0.3

2.9 d

9.0 d

29.8 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

0.5

5.1 d

16.2 d

55.3 d

>115.0d

>115.0d

1.1

>115.0d

>115.0d

>115.0d

>115.0d

>115.0d

Table 3: Minimum Time to Sheath Failure by Overstrain for Various Maximum Temperatures
and System Pressures (nominal sheath strain rates, 400 MW-h/kgU bundle)

Maximum Temperature (°C)
600

Sheath
Failure
Mode

550

500

Embrittlement Failure on Operation

5.0 h

8.0 h

20.2 h

Embrittlement Failure on Handling

36.1 h

2.4 d

6.1 d

Embrittlement Failure on Rewet

2.5 d

3.9 d

9.9 d

Sheath Strain Failure Immediately

3.0 d

30.4 d

>115.0d

Table 4: Time to Reach Various Fuel Sheath Failure Criteria for a Range of Maximum
Temperatures (Immediate sheath strain failure times are the shortest times from Table 1)
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Figure 1: Oxide Growth for Parent and B-HAZ Material at 600°C,
Showing Limits for Oxide Growth
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Figure 2: Oxide Growth for Parent and B-HAZ Material at 550°C,
Showing Limits for Oxide Growth
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Figure 3: Oxide Growth for Parent and B-HAZ Material at 500°C,
Showing Limits for Oxide Growth
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Figure 4: Impact of 5% Initial Sheath Strain on Fuel Centreline Temperatures
during Operation at Licensing Envelope
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during Operation at Licensing Envelope
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ABSTRACT
A recently developed advanced CANDU fuel bundle, CANFLEX has two major
design improvements over the 37-element standard bundle: bundle ring power flattening
and CHF enhancement. Effect of each of the two design changes of CANFLEX bundle on
CANDU-6 reactor safety has been assessed for the two representative accident scenarios,
30% RIH break (large break LOCA) and total loss of class IV power to all PHT pumps
(non-LOCA) using CATHENA and SOPHT simulations.
The bundle ring power flattening increases the safety margin for both large break
LOCA and non-LOCA, but the 10% CHF enhancement increases the safety margin for
non-LOCA only.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Presently, KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute) and AECL (Atomic
Energy Canadian Limited) are jointly developing an advanced CANDU fuel, CANFLEX
(CANDU Flexbile Fuelling) (Reference 1). The CANFLEX 43-element bundle design
(shown in Figure 1) for CANDU 6 reactor has evolved from Nuclear Power Demonstration
(NPD) 7-element, Douglas Point 19-element, Pickering 28-element, Bruce 37-element and
CANDU-6 37-element fuel bundle designs. The CANFLEX bundle has two major design
improvements over the standard CANDU-6 37-element bundle while maintaining
compatibility with the existing CANDU reactor fuel handling systems and all other fuel
performance characteristics. First, the CANFLEX bundle contains 43 elements of two
different diameters, thereby flattening bundle element ring power distribution and reducing
peak linear element power by 20% (i.e., less than 50 kW/m). Secondly, the CANFLEX
bundle has attachment of critical heat flux (CHF) enhancement pads called 'buttons', which
increases the CHF of a fuel bundle by a minimum of 15% with a minimal pressure-drop
penalty. The resulting improvement of both safety and operating margins for CANFLEX
bundle will facilitate the use of various fuel cycles such as RU (Recovered Uranium), SEU
(Slightly Enriched Uranium), MOX (Mixed Oxide Fuel), DUPIC (Direct Use of Spent PWR
Fuel in CANDU Reactors), etc., in CANDU reactors.
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This paper describes the effect of each of the two design changes of
CANFLEX-NU (Natural Uranium) bundle on CANDU-6 reactor safety. The two
representative design base accidents are analyzed for this purpose; -large break loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) and loss of flow accident (LOFA), i.e. non-LOCA. For large break
LOCA, 30% JFtlH break is chosen to be analyzed, and for LOFA, the total loss of class IV
power to all primary heat transport (PHT) pumps. Effects of each of the two design
changes on the fuel and fuel channel integrities are assessed for the two accident scenarios
using CATHENA and SOPHT simulations (References 2 and 3).
2.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The responses of the heat transport system to the 30% RIH break and total loss
of class IV power for a CANDU-6 reactor are analyzed using CATHENA and SOPHT full
circuit models, respectively. SOPHT code is used for the trip coverage analyses for
non-LOCAs due to its better control model, compared to CATHENA code. The effects of
individual channel characteristics (channel power, elevation, feeder geometry etc.) on fuel
and fuel channel behaviour are analyzed by way of CATHENA single channel simulations
using header boundary conditions predicted by the full circuit simulations. The CATHENA
single channel contains a more detailed model for fuel and PT than the full circuit model.
The CATHENA single channel models for the CANFLEX and standard bundle cases are
described in Reference 4. A node-link model of the fuel channel assembly is constructed
and the transient thermalhydraulic header boundary conditions (pressure, enthalpy and void
fraction) from the full-circuit simulations are applied to the inlet and outlet headers.
All fuel bundles in the channel are assumed to have a bundle element ring power
profile at a burnup corresponding to the plutonium peak. The profiles give the most severe
temperature transients for the fuel elements in the outermost ring, and hence are limiting
for both fuel and fuel channel integrities. Table 1 presents the profiles for the CANFLEX
and standard bundles and shows the bundle ring power flattening for the CANFLEX
bundle.
3.

ANALYSIS RESULTS

Transient thermalhydraulic header boundary conditions obtained from the full
circuit analyses for the reactor loaded with the standard bundles are used for the slave
channel simulations of both the CANFLEX and standard bundle cases.
The reference CATHENA single channel simulation is taken as the one with the
37-element standard bundle. Effects of the bundle ring power flattening on the fuel and
fuel channel behaviours are assessed from the simulations with the 43-element
CANFLEX-NU bundle without any CHF enhancement pad attachment. Effects of the CHF
enhancement on the fuel and fuel channel behaviours are assessed from the simulations
with the hypothetic standard bundle having CHF enhancement pad attachments. The
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amount of CHF enhancement is assumed to be 10%, i.e., 5% lower than the minimum
enhancement
3.1

30%-RIH Break Case

3.1.1

Effect of Bundle Ring Power Flattening

Figure 2 shows the temperature transients for the centerline, sheath of the top fuel
element and the inside surface of the PT top sector at mid-channel. The maximum fuel
centerline temperatures for the CANFLEX and standard bundles are well below melting
(1960 °C and 2348 °C, respectively) and occur both at 1.6 s. The maximum sheath
temperatures for the CANFLEX and standard bundles are 1402 °C and 1530 °C,
respectively and occur both at 21 s. The lower maximum fuel centerline and sheath
temperatures of the CANFLEX bundle are attributed to the lower stored heat caused by
the lower maximum linear element power for the (ring power flattened) CANFLEX bundle
as compared with the standard bundle.
The PT top sector temperature monotonously increases up to the time of PT/CT
contact and then rapidly cools down due to the heat loss to the surrounding moderator.
The PT heatup rate for the CANFLEX bundle is lower compared to the standard bundle.
The PT contacts its CT at 18 s and 16 s with the average contact temperatures and
pressures of 795 °C and 802 °C, and 4.3 MPa and 4.6 MPa for the CANFLEX and standard
bundles, respectively. The maximum PT top sector temperatures at the time of each
PT/CT contact for the CANFLEX and standard bundles are 806 °C and 817 °C,
respectively.
3.1.2

Effect of CHF Enhancement

The 10% CHF increase resulting from the CHF enhancement pad attachment gives
none or at most 2 °C decrease in the maximum fuel centerline, sheath and PT
temperatures. This is because, following large break LOCA, the fuel channels located
downstream of the break void quickly, sheath dryout occurs within 2 s from the break
initiation and the 10% CHF increase is too immaterial to affect the sheath dryout
behaviour.
3.2

Total Loss of Class IV Power Case

3.2.1

Effect of Bundle Ring Power Flattening

Figure 3 shows the temperature transients for the centerline and sheath of the top fuel
element at mid-channel. The fuel centerline temperature increases due to the increased
power caused by the positive void coefficient of CANDU reactor. The maximum fuel
centerline temperatures for the CANFLEX and standard bundles are well below melting
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(1909 °C and 2307 °C, respectively) and occur both at 5.8 s. Dryouts are predicted to occur
for the CANFLEX and standard bundles at 4.8 s and 4.2 s, respectively. The maximum
sheath temperatures for the CANFLEX and standard bundles are 676 °C and 778 °C,
respectively and occur both at 5.7 s. As in the case of 30% RIH break case, the lower
maximum fuel centerline and sheath temperatures of the CANFLEX bundle are attributed
to the lower stored heat caused by the lower maximum linear element power for the (ring
power flattened) CANFLEX bundle as compared with the standard bundle.
3.2.2

Effect of CHF Enhancement

It is shown in Figure 3 that the maximum fuel centerline temperatures for the
hypothetic standard bundle with CHF enhancement pad attachments are the same as those
for the standard bundle. However, the maximum sheath temperature for the hypothetic
standard bundle is 705 °C (73 °C lower compared to the standard bundle) and occur at 5.7
s. Dryout for the hypothetic bundle occurs at 4.8 s, i.e., 0.6 s later compared to the
standard bundle case. Unlike large break LOCA such as 30% RIH break case, the CHF
enhancement affects both the timing of the onset of dryout and the maximum sheath
temperature. This is because, for non-LOCA cases such as loss of class IV power
accident, the onset of sheath dryout (and therefore CHF) is considered as a critical event
directly related with the safety requirement for fuel integrity.
4.

CONCLUSION

A recently developed advanced CANDU fuel bundle, CANFLEX has two major
design improvements over the 37-element standard bundle: bundle ring power flattening
and CHF enhancement. Effect of each of the two design changes of CANFLEX bundle on
CANDU-6 reactor safety has been assessed for the two representative accident scenarios,
30% RIH break (a large break LOCA) and total loss of class IV power to all PHT pumps
(non-LOCA) using CATHENA and SOPHT simulations.
The bundle ring power flattening increases the safety margin for both large break
LOCA and non-LOCA, but the 10% CHF enhancement increases the safety margin for
non-LOCA only.
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TABLE 1
BUNDLE POWER DISTRIBUTION
AT PLUTONIUM PEAK (~60MW.h/kg(U))

Parameters

Standard

CANFLEX

1.131
0.9206
0.8051
0.7613

1.058
0.8707
1.080
1.0325

Relevant
Element
Power
Normalized to Bundle Average^
Outer Element
Intermediate Element
Inner Element
Center Element
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Figure 2 : Temperature Transients at Axial Node 7 of 7.3 MW (O6)
Channel; Fuel Centerline, Sheath & PT Temperatures at the Top of
Standard (solid line) & CANFLEX (dotted line) Bundles (30% RIH Break
LOCA Case)
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Figure 3 : Fuel Centerline & Sheath Temperature Transients of Top
Outer Element at Axial Node 7 of 7.3 MW (06) Channel (Total Loss of
Class IV Power Case)
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ABSTRACT
Recently, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) sponsored Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL),
to evaluate salient technical, strategic, schedule, and cost related parameters of using CANDU reactors
for dispositioning of weapons grade plutonium in the form of Mixed OXide (MOX) fuel. A study team
consisting of key staff from the CANDU reactor designers and researchers (AECL), operators (Ontario
Hydro) and fuel suppliers analyzed all significant factors involved in such application, with the objective
of identifying an arrangement permitting burning of MOX in CANDU at the earliest date.
One of Ontario Hydro's multi-unit stations, Bruce A nuclear generating station (4x769 MW(e)), was
chosen as the reference for the study. The assessment showed that no significant modifications of reactor
or process systems are necessary to operate with a full MOX core. Plant modifications would be limited
to fuel handling and modifications necessary to accommodate enhanced security and safeguards
requirements. No major safety limitations were identified.
An important task of the study was to define the optimum design parameters of MOX fuel to achieve the
target disposition rates — two tonnes of plutonium per year in the reference case, and four tonnes per year
for an alternative case — without altering the design base of operating and safety parameters of the
reactor system, and without requiring excessive fuel supply. The reference MOX fuel design employed
the standard 37-element CANDU geometry bundle. This fuel would operate within the same burnup
and power rating envelope as standard CANDU natural-uranium fuel, and its nuclear parameters would
allow the reactor to operate within its existing licensing envelope. The 43-element CANFLEX fuel
bundle was chosen for the alternative case. This fuel bundle, which is currently being qualified for
commercial use, has two sizes of elements, and operates at a lower linear power rating, thus permitting
higher plutonium concentrations and higher burnups. Use of this design would reduce the quantity of
MOX fuel bundles required by almost half, a significant economic advantage.
Two Bruce A reactors would be used for the reference case of dispositioning of two tonnes of plutonium
per year, and four for the alternative case of dispositioning of four tonnes per year.

NOTE:

This paper was presented at the IAEA Technical Committee Meeting, Recycling of Plutonium
and Uranium in Water Reactor Fuels, Windermere, U.K., 1995 July 3-7 and is also available
as a report (AECL-11429)
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Introduction: Overview of Plutonium Dispositioning in CANDU
The U.S. Government is currently considering about a dozen options for dispositioning of weapons
plutonium. The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, in its 1994 January report, "Management and
Disposition of Excess Weapons Plutonium", urged the U.S. and Russian Governments to act
expeditiously to demilitarize excess fissile material from dismantled nuclear weapons, calling the
continued availability of such materials, even when placed in safe storage, a "clear and present danger".
As part of this assessment, the U.S. DOE sponsored AECL to lead a study on dispositioning
weapons-grade plutonium using CANDU technology. To perform this study, AECL Technologies Inc.,
the U.S. corporation of AECL, assembled a team to analyze significant technical, strategic, schedule, and
economic aspects of plutonium dispositioning in CANDU. The team consisted of AECL's reactor design
and research staff, Ontario Hydro (which owns and operates twenty CANDU reactors), the U.S. DOE
Hanford site contractor (which manages an existing facility that could be converted to fabricate CANDU
MOX fuel), Zircatec Precision Industries (a Canadian CANDU fuel supplier that fabricates about half of
the natural uranium fuel bundles used in Canada), MOX fuel fabrication experts from Babcock and
Wilcox, and technical experts from Gamma Engineering Corporation. In addition, input was provided by
the IAEA, the Atomic Energy Control Board (the Canadian nuclear regulator), and DOE's Los Alamos
and Lawrence Livermore National Labs.
The focus of the study was on utilizing the ex-weapons plutonium as MOX fuel in CANDU. The U.S.
DOE specified a plutonium disposition rate of two tonnes per year in the reference case, and four tonnes
per year in an alternative study case. These options would render the plutonium inaccessible to diversion
through the characteristics of spent MOX fuel (such as high radiation fields), and at the same time
generate electricity. A longer-term option considered was plutonium annihilation in CANDU, mixing the
plutonium in a non-fertile matrix material (hence, destroying the ex-weapons plutonium without
producing new plutonium).
The study concluded that the main objective, a plutonium disposition rate of two tonnes per year, could be
achieved by burning the plutonium as MOX fuel in two Bruce A reactors. The Bruce reactor site contains
eight reactors, four Bruce A reactors, and four Bruce B reactors, each about 769 MW(e). The Bruce
generating station, located on Lake Huron, about 300 km northeast of Detroit, is particularly suited for
this mission, because of its base load operating mode, its proximity to the U.S. border, and its existing
safeguards and security infrastructure. The Bruce A units have further neutronic advantages for
accommodating plutonium, which will be discussed later in the paper.
A primary objective in the reference case was a MOX fuel design that would allow the reactor to operate
within its current licensing envelope. The standard 37-element bundle design was chosen for the
reference case, with depleted uranium as the matrix material. The outer two rings of elements contained
plutonium, while the central seven elements in the bundle contained a burnable neutron absorber
(dysprosium). The neutron absorber allowed a greater amount of plutonium to be loaded into the bundle
than would otherwise have been possible, by suppressing the extra reactivity, and resulted in the coolant
void reactivity coefficient being negative. The alternative case, of dispositioning four tonnes of plutonium
per year, clearly could be achieved by burning the MOX reference fuel in four Bruce A reactors rather
than two. However, the economics favour using the same size of fuel-fabrication facility as in the
reference case, and not increasing significantly the MOX fuel-fabrication rate. This was achieved by
using the higher-burnup 43-element CANFLEX design [1] for the alternative case, and increasing the
plutonium content of the bundle, and hence the fuel burnup.
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The study concluded that the reference MOX fuel design could be used without any changes to the reactor
core. The main engineering change required to the plant would be to enhance the physical security for the
MOX fuel; specifically, a new, secure building would be required for the storage of the fresh MOX fuel,
and the route to the new fuel loading room would require hardening.
.._!.
The philosophy in MOX fuel fabrication was to manufacture the MOX fuel close to the source of the
plutonium, and to transport finished MOX bundles to the Bruce site. The study found a significant
economic advantage and shorter implementation schedule by using an existing facility and infrastructure,
rather than constructing a new facility. The simplicity of the CANDU fuel-bundle design facilitates MOX
fuel fabrication. The fuel-fabrication requirements in both the reference and advanced MOX fuel cases
could be met by modifying the existing Fuel and Materials Examination Facility (FMEF) at the U.S. DOE
Hanford reservation (with a CANDU MOX fuel fabrication capacity of about 170 metric tonnes of heavy
metal per year). A lead time of about four years would be required for conversion, licensing, and testing
of the facility. A subsequent study determined that the existing, unused Barn well Nuclear Fuel Plant,
which is located adjacent to DOE's Savannah River facility, would also be suitable.
One month's supply of fuel in the reference case will be about 754 bundles, for two Bruce A reactors. It
is proposed that seven CANDU MOX bundles (each with its own packaging/shielding material) would be
packaged in a standard, stainless-steel, 55-gallon (US) drum. The drums would be loaded into a DOE
Safe Secure Transport (SST) vehicle, which has the ability to carry 48 drums on pallets. Three such SSTs
would be loaded and travel in a convoy to the Bruce site. Hence, one month's fuel supply (for two Bruce
A reactors) can be moved in one convoy. The fabrication, transport, and utilization at the Bruce site of the
CANDU MOX fuel would comply with all national and international safeguards and security regulations.
The study assumed that the spent MOX fuel would be stored at the Bruce site in wet and/or dry interim
storage, and would then be transported to permanent disposal at either a U.S. or a Canadian geological
repository.
The focus of the remainder of this paper is on the fuel design and performance, and the reactor physics
results of the study.
MOX Fuel Design
The high neutron economy of the CANDU reactor and fuel design, required for using natural-uranium
fuel, facilitates the use of other fuels [2]. While this paper focuses on the use of military plutonium as
MOX fuel in CANDU, the CANDU reactor is an ideal machine for deriving the maximum energy
potential from spent PWR fuel [3,4,5].
The simple CANDU fuel bundle design not only simplifies MOX fuel fabrication, but provides a large
degree of flexibility in terms of the fuel composition across the bundle. Some considerations in
optimizing the reference MOX fuel design for plutonium dispositioning were as follows:
Maximize the amount of plutonium in the bundle (to minimize the number of bundles required),
without needing to hold down additional excess reactivity in the core. A neutron absorber was
added to the bundle, to accommodate a larger amount of plutonium, and to obviate the need to
add additional dissolved poison in the moderator. The use of depleted uranium as the matrix
material also necessitated a higher plutonium content in the bundle.
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Achieve acceptable reactivity coefficients. The addition of a burnable poison to the central
elements made the coolant void reactivity negative. This offsets the effects of both a smaller
delayed neutron fraction and neutron lifetime with MOX fuel. Accident consequences are
similar or are more benign than with natural-uranium fuel.
- —1
Minimize the peak linear element ratings over the fuel burnup. Enrichment grading was chosen
for the outer two rings of fuel containing plutonium, to reduce ratings. The choice of
enrichments also was near-optimal, from the thermalhydraulics consideration of critical heat flux.
Maintain the existing fuel power/burnup envelopes for the reference case. Average discharge
burnup in the reference MOX fuel case was only slightly higher than natural uranium, and peak
element burnup was about the same as for natural uranium. Also, the fuel-management strategy
(regular bi-directional two-bundle shift) helped reduce peak bundle powers, and the refuelling
ripple.
Minimize the implementation time. The reference MOX fuel design has a high degree of
"provenness", employing the standard 37-element bundle and a power/burnup envelope within
that of natural uranium. Hence, the time required to verify the fuel design and performance for
MOX fuel, and to licence the reactor, will be minimized.
The reference fuel design has depleted uranium throughout (0.2% U-235), with 5% dysprosium in the
central 7 elements (the central element, and the next ring of 6 elements); 2.0% plutonium in the third ring
of 12 elements, and 1.2% plutonium in the outer ring of 18 elements. The bundle average burnup of the
reference MOX fuel is 9700 MWd/te heavy element (HE), compared to 8300 MWd/te HE for natural
uranium fuel in Bruce A. Peak element burnup is about the same as for natural uranium (about 16 000
MWd/te HE). The fresh reference MOX fuel design contains 232 g plutonium per bundle, of which 94%
is fissile.
The advanced MOX fuel design utilizes the 43-element CANFLEX geometry, which features two
element diameters, arranged in rings of 1,7,14 and 21 elements. The central 8 elements are larger than
the outer 35 elements. The greater subdivision in the bundle, along with two element sizes, reduces the
peak element rating by about 20%, compared to the 37-element bundle operating at the same bundle
power. This lower element rating facilitates the achievement of extended burnup in CANDU, by
lowering the fuel temperature and fission-gas release. The core-average burnup of the advanced MOX
design was chosen to be 17 100 MWd/te HE, which results in a peak burnup of under 30 000 MWd/te
HE. These are buraups for which we have some experience. The advanced MOX bundle contains 374 g
plutonium in the fresh fuel. As in the reference bundle, the plutonium is confined to the outer two rings of
fuel: 3.5% plutonium in ring 3, and 2.1% in ring 4, mixed with depleted uranium. The central 8 elements
contain 6% dysprosium mixed with depleted uranium. There is some minor optimization of the internal
element design (pellet size and shape, and clearances).
In both the reference and advanced MOX fuel designs, coolant void reactivity is negative, about -4.7 mk
and -1.7 mk, respectively, compared to about +11 mk for natural uranium. This number refers to the
change in reactivity that would accompany a hypothetical, instantaneous voiding of all the coolant in the
reactor core.
Each Bruce A reactor would consume about one tonne of plutonium per year, in both the reference and
alternative cases. In the reference 37-element MOX fuel design, the plutonium content in the spent fuel is
154 g, while in the advanced MOX fuel the plutonium content in the spent fuel is 254 g. In both cases,
the initial plutonium content is reduced by about one third in the spent fuel. (Keep in mind that the
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objective of this strategy is not to destroy the plutonium, but to convert it to a form that has a high degree
of diversion resistance through the characteristics of spent fuel, while producing electricity.)
CANDU Rea€tor Physics With MOX Fuel

_1

The use of MOX fuel is facilitated in the Bruce A reactor through two features of the core design. First,
Bruce A has no adjuster rods. Adjuster rods are used in some CANDU reactors, primarily to provide a
certain xenon override capability following a reactor shutdown. The adjuster rods also flatten the flux in
the center of the core. With enriched fuel, a suitable axial power profile can be obtained through use of a
simple axial fuel-management scheme, so the adjuster rods are not needed for shaping the axial power
distribution. Second, the Bruce A station plans to change the fuelling direction to that of the coolant flow.
This will increase the margin to dryout with the MOX fuel.
The on-power refuelling of CANDU not only enables the reactor to be operated with only a small amount
of excess reactivity in the core, but also provides a great deal of flexibility in fuel management, because of
the ability to shape the power distributions through the core, both axially and radially. With both the
reference and advanced MOX fuel designs, a very simple, bi-directional (adjacent channels are refuelled
in the opposite direction), two-bundle shift fuelling scheme in the direction of coolant flow results in an
excellent axial power distribution. The power peaks around axial bundle position 4, and decreases along
the length of the channel. Hence, the bundles at the downstream end of the channel have the lowest
power, which increases the margin to dryout. This fuelling scheme causes only relatively fresh fuel to
experience a power boost as a result of refuelling. This simple fuel-management strategy results in good
axial flattening of the axial power distribution, with the peak bundle power being about 20% lower than
with natural-uranium fuel.
Radially, the distribution of burnup through the core was chosen to give a similar channel power
distribution to natural uranium.
The core design with MOX fuel was based on the lattice code WIMS-AECL [6], with the
two-dimensional finite-difference reactor code RFSP [7]. A 100-day time-dependent refuelling
simulation was performed for the reference MOX core, in which the refuelling of individual channels was
modelled. The maximum element, bundle and channel powers, power/burnup envelopes, power-boost
envelopes, and refuelling ripples were all below the corresponding values experienced for Bruce A with
natural uranium fuel. Table 1 compares the characteristics of the natural uranium, reference MOX, and
advanced MOX cores. The burnup with the advanced MOX fuel design of course extends past that
normally experienced in Bruce A. However, the power/burnup envelope for the advanced MOX fuel is
within that for experimental fuel irradiations in the NRU research reactor at AECL's Chalk River
Laboratories.
The reactivity worths of the reactivity devices (liquid zone controllers, mechanical control absorbers, and
shutoff rods) are lower with MOX fuel than with natural uranium. However, the worths are adequate
for reactivity control and shutdown. The reactor control system was modelled for MOX fuel, and no
hardware changes are required (a modest change to the primary control feedback gain may be required.)
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CANDU MOX Fuel Performance
Figure 1 shows a typical snapshot of peak linear element ratings and corresponding element burnup for
the reference MOX fuel, for an arbitrary point in time from the refuelling simulation. Each point in the
plot corresponds to the peak element rating and corresponding element burnup for a bundle in the core.
Superimposed on the snapshot is the natural-uranium high-power envelope, for Bruce A. The power
envelope for the reference MOX fuel is considerably lower than for natural uranium, and is well below
known failure thresholds.
Further confirmation of fuel performance was provided by modelling the fuel behaviour for the
high-power envelope, for both the reference and advanced MOX fuel designs, and for natural uranium.
The ELESTRES [8] code was used for this modelling, with a focus on fission-gas release, internal
pressure, and ridge strains. In ELESTRES, a single element is modelled by accounting for the radial and
axial variations in stresses and displacements. Predictions of total fission gas released to the "free
inventory", maximum internal gas pressure, and sheath strains for both the reference and advanced MOX
fuel designs were well below the values corresponding to the natural-uranium high-power envelope. This
is due to the lower peak element ratings for the MOX fuel designs, which reduce fission-gas release, and
the optimized internal design of the MOX fuel elements, which reduces internal pressure and sheath
strains.
The thermalhydraulic performance of the MOX fuel was assessed using the ASSERT [9] subchannel
code, and the NUCIRC [10,11] steady-state-system thermalhydraulics code. ASSERT provided critical
heat flux (CHF) data for the MOX bundles, while NUCIRC provided the critical channel power (CCP),
the channel power at which CHF first occurs on any fuel element in the reactor. The ASSERT
calculations (at constant flow) indicated that the steep radial power profile through the MOX bundles
reduced CHF, while the axial power profile, skewed towards the inlet end, increased CHF. The net result
for the reference MOX fuel was a slight increase in both the CHF, as well as in the pressure drop along
the channel. To calculate the effect on CCP, the effect of the increase in both CHF and pressure drop on
the dryout power at constant header-to-header pressure drop was determined using NUCIRC. The same
dryout power was predicted for the reference MOX and natural-uranium cases, within the uncertainty of
the calculation. For the CANFLEX bundle with MOX fuel, ASSERT predicted slightly lower CHF and
pressure drop (because of the larger flow area in the CANFLEX bundle compared to the 37-element
bundle). NUCIRC predicted a slightly greater (2%) CCP for the CANFLEX MOX fuel compared to the
37-element natural-uranium reference case. It is noted that this calculation did not include the
CHF-enhancement features of the CANFLEX bundle, which are expected to increase CCP by 6-8% for
natural uranium. Thus, it is expected that the advanced MOX bundle will have a CCP several percent
higher than the existing 37-element natural-uranium bundle.
Safety and Licensing with MOX Fuel
Table 1 includes a comparison of the neutron kinetic parameters of MOX and natural-uranium fuel. With
both a smaller delayed neutron fraction and prompt neutron lifetime, the response of MOX fuel to a
reactivity change is faster than with natural-uranium fuel. This faster response is compensated by the
negative coolant void reactivity designed in the MOX fuel bundle.
A systematic investigation of all the design-basis accidents was made for the MOX fuel, with emphasis on
those accidents that rely on a neutronic trip. For some design-basis accidents, typically
loss-of-coolant-accidents (LOCA) and loss-of-flow events, neutronic trips would not occur, due to the
negative coolant void reactivity in the MOX core. However, it was found that existing process trip
parameters will provide effective protection for these events.
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In the particular case of a large-break LOCA, with natural-uranium fuel the reactor trips quickly (in less
than 0.5 s) with one of the two, independent shutdown systems. With MOX fuel, both shutdown systems
will trip the reactor on either heat-transport-system low pressure or low flow.-The total energy deposited
in the fuel five seconds after LOCA initiation will be lower for the MOX fuel than for natural-uranium
fuel, indicating that fuel heatup will be reduced and that existing safety design objectives would be met.
The response to other design-basis accidents was either similar or better than for natural-uranium fuel.
Transition to MOX Fuel
The on-power refuelling of CANDU would enable the reference MOX fuel to be introduced to the
natural-uranium core during the normal course of refuelling. The similarity of burnups between natural
uranium and the reference MOX fuel, and the two-bundle shift fuelling scheme with the MOX fuel,
would reduce the reactivity perturbations during refuelling. Natural uranium would be replaced by MOX,
two bundles at a time. The fuelling rate is 15.5 MOX fuel bundles per full-power day (FPD), and there
are 6240 fuel bundles in the core. Hence, it would take at least 400 FPDs to displace all the
natural-uranium fuel bundles with MOX. (The fact that channels are refuelled at different rates means
that it will take longer to convert to a full MOX core; it is expected to take at least 600 FPDs to reach the
equilibrium MOX core condition.) The absence of adjuster rods in Bruce A would also be an advantage
during the transition. The same procedure could be used to replace the reference MOX fuel with the
CANFLEX MOX fuel bundles at a later stage, if desired. This approach would enable the earliest start to
the transition, and would derive the maximum energy from the MOX fuel.
Another strategy for the transition would be to start up after a major scheduled outage with a full MOX
core.
The transition from natural uranium to MOX fuel has not been modelled during this study, and would be
optimized as part of the implementation program. On-power refuelling again provides flexibility in
shaping the axial power profile during the transition, should that be required.
Plutonium Annihilation In CANDU
A longer-term option for the near complete destruction or annihilation of the plutonium is to burn the
plutonium in an inert matrix (rather than in a fertile uranium matrix) in CANDU [12-14]. The absence of
uranium-238 eliminates the source of further creation of plutonium and over 40% of the neutron
absorption in the lattice, resulting in a remarkable improvement in neutron economy. The absence of the
neutron absorption reduces the fissile requirement of the plutonium annihilator relative to the
natural-uranium-fuelled core. A lower fissile inventory requires a correspondingly higher operating
neutron flux level, to produce the rated power, and makes CANDU superior to other reactor types
(including fast breeder reactors) in the annihilation process. This superiority is evident from the high
(>80%) annihilation rate that is achievable per pass through the reactor. By using the on-power fuelling
machines to "shuffle" the fuel through one or two additional passes, essentially all of the plutonium may
be annihilated. While this option would require substantially more development than the MOX option, it
resolves the question of ultimate disposal without requiring highly advanced technology or reprocessing.
AECL is currently investigating the suitability of various candidate inert matrix materials, with emphasis
on SiC.
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Status of Technology
There is now-significant favourable world-wide experience with the fabrication^ and irradiation
performance of MOX fuel. AECL has over 25 years of experience with MOX fuel. Irradiation testing in
the NRU research reactor and post irradiation examinations are still being conducted as part of AECL's
advanced fuel-cycle program. Rehabilitation of the Recycle Fuel Fabrication Laboratory (RFFL), a series
of glove boxes for the remote fabrication of alpha-active fuel, is currently underway at Chalk River
Laboratories. A companion paper in this conference summarizes AECL's experience and current
programs with MOX fuel [15].
The CANFLEX (CANDU Flexible Fuelling) program, upon which the advanced MOX fuel design is
based, is nearing completion [1]. This program was started by AECL in 1986, and since 1991, the
Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) has been a partner in the program. The program is
aimed at demonstrating the CANFLEX bundle to the point that would enable a power reactor
demonstration in the next couple of years. The major milestones over the next year are:
- fabrication of 50 natural-uranium CANFLEX bundles for flow, endurance and handling tests, and for
reactor physics measurements,
- ZED-2 reactor physics measurements with 35 CANFLEX bundles with natural-uranium fuel,
- completion of licensing-rigour CHF tests in Freon, to demonstrate the improvement in CCP over the
37-element bundle,
- completion of fuel-handling tests and fuelling-machine-compatibility tests,
- initiation of flow and endurance tests, and
- continuation of NRU irradiation of CANFLEX bundles to burnups beyond natural uranium.
Hence, the timing of the CANFLEX program is consistent with its availability for plutonium
dispositioning.
Another advanced fuel program underway in AECL that would provide support to the plutonium
dispositioning program is low void reactivity fuel (LVRF) [16]. This fuel design is similar to the MOX
fuel designs used in the plutonium dispositioning study, but employs enriched uranium rather than MOX
fuel in the outer two rings of elements. By varying the level of burnable poison in the center of the
bundle, and the enrichment in the outer two rings, the level of void reactivity and fuel discharge burnup
can be tailored to meet customer requirements. The concept was conceived for those jurisdictions in
which reduced or negative void reactivity is required. A short-term demonstration program is currently
underway to establish the technical feasibility of the LVRF design, in both the 37-element and CANFLEX
geometries. The program includes NRU prototype irradiations, reactor physics testing in the ZED-2
reactor, and measurements of CHF in Freon. Prototype elements containing dysprosium have already
been irradiated and examined, and the expected good fuel performance has so far been confirmed. This
program provides a solid technology base for the MOX fuel designs for plutonium dispositioning.
Deployment Strategies
The CANFLEX design would require fabrication of roughly half the number of MOX fuel bundles to
achieve a certain plutonium disposition rate, compared to the 37-element design. Hence, with a given size
MOX fuel fabrication plant, CANFLEX could be used to either double the amount of plutonium that
could be dispositioned in a given time, or to halve the time required to dispose of a given amount of
plutonium.
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One of the attractive features of the CANDU plutonium dispositioning option is the symmetry of a
CANDU reactor in Canada burning military plutonium from both the U.S. and from Russia. Conversion
of the Russian military plutonium to CANDU MOX fuel could take place in Russia, and would involve
considerable Russian nuclear technology, resources and labour. Shipment of -CANDU MOX fuel
containing only about 2% plutonium to Canada would be better, from a safeguards and security
viewpoint, than would shipment of relatively pure plutonium. Alternatively, a CANDU reactor in Russia
or Eastern Europe could burn the MOX fuel fabricated in Russia from weapons plutonium. This option
would provide energy value from the plutonium, an important objective of Russian policy.
Fabrication of CANDU MOX fuel from military plutonium is the subject of a similar joint study being
planned by the Russian and Canadian Governments.
Finally, the plutonium annihilation option in CANDU offers the possibility of a longer-term solution to the
ultimate destruction of plutonium, in parallel with an immediate short-term solution to dispositioning of
military plutonium.
Summary
This study performed for the U.S. DOE has identified practical and safe options for the dispositioning of
military plutonium in existing CANDU reactors. By careful fuel design, the fuel and nuclear
characteristics will be within existing envelopes for fuel performance, safety and licensing. Utilization of
existing fuel fabrication and transportation facilities and methods has resulted in a low-cost, low-risk
method for long-term plutonium dispositioning. The integrated system can be ready to begin plutonium
consumption in four years. No changes are required to the existing reactor system, other than for
provision of safe and secure storage of new fuel. An annihilation option that uses the unique features of
the CANDU system to achieve high levels of destruction of plutonium offers an attractive option for
ultimate disposition without requiring reprocessing of spent fuel or advanced technology.
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Table 1:

Comparison of Core Characteristics with Natural Uranium-and MOX Fuel

MOX,

Average burnup (MWd/te HE)

Natural

37-element

MOX,

Uranium

Reference

CANFLEX

8300

9700

17 100

Maximum burnup (MWd/te HE)

15 000

15 500

28 000

Bundles / full power day / reactor

18

15.5

9

2,4 or 8

2

2

Maximum channel power (kW)

7200

7000

7000

Maximum bundle power (kW)

960

780

800

Full core void reactivity (mk)

+11

-4.7

-1.7

Fuel temperature coefficient
(micro-k/degree C)

-6.0

-3.0

-2.0

0.00582

0.00383

0.00369

0.0009

0.0005

0.00046

Bundles per channel refuelled

Total delayed neutron fraction
Prompt neutron lifetime (s)

FIGURE 1

Snapshot of Intermediate- and Outer-Element Powers and Bumups for Reference
MOX Fuel in Bruce A

,
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ABSTRACT
CANDU1 reactors are w.ell-suited to utilize carrier fuels to burn excess Pu or actinide waste,
because of their excellent neutron economy and fuel-management capabilities. The selection
process for determining a good candidate(s) for the carrier matrix is in its early stages. SiC
appears to be an excellent choice, because of its high thermal conductivity and resistance to
oxidation and interaction with water coolant even at high temperatures, as well as its lack of
neutron absorption. Resistance to fission-fragment damage and other issues relevant to its use as
a fuel for CANDU reactors are being investigated.

INTRODUCTION
Two new and interesting challenges face the nuclear community. One is the disposition of Pu
freed by the dismantling of nuclear weapons in the United States and Russia; the other is the
interest in countries that reprocess fuel to reduce the amount of toxic actinide waste, particularly
the transuranic actinides such as 2 3 7 Np, 241 Am and 244 Cm. Among the many options considered
for these challenges is to incorporate Pu or the transuranic actinides in an inert-matrix carrier
fuel for burning in thermal or fast reactors. CANDU reactors offer particular advantages in this
regard. The development of this carrier fuel is the subject of this paper.
REASONS FOR DEVELOPING INERT-MATRIX CARRIER FUEL
Plutonium Burning
The main option for burning the world's reserves of military plutonium is via the use of MOX
(Mixed Oxide) fuel. AECL has contributed to a US Department of Energy study of options for
this purpose [1]. Current CANDU reactors at Bruce A could be used with full-core loading of
MOX fuel. However, another option would be to develop a non-UO2-based fuel, as described
above; this would also eliminate production of plutonium via neutron absorption in 2 3 8 U, which
occurs in UO2-based fuels, including MOX. The advantage would be more efficient and
complete destruction of plutonium. The disadvantage is that a long program would be required
to develop the fuel satisfactorily, whereas MOX fuel needs little, if any, development work.
'CANDU: Canada Deuterium Uranium is a registered trademark
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While annihilation of military plutonium has been emphasized here, the technique could also
be used for disposing of reactor-grade plutonium. Given the expected. large production of
plutonium over the next few decades from standard reactor operation, and~the time lag of at least
a decade to develop a carrier material, this may prove to be the more realistic application of a Puburning fuel, and is the rationale for U.S. efforts to develop an inert-matrix carrier fuel.
Actinide-Waste Burning
Normal use of current reactors produces carcinogenic, long-lived actmides, especially 241 Am,
237
Np and 244 Cm, and reprocessing increases their concentrations. A European multinational
program called EFTTRA (Experimental Feasibility of Targets for Transmutation) is working to
develop methods to separate the actmides and to develop acceptable carrier materials to combine
with the actinides for use as a reactor fuel. The use of both light-water reactors (LWR's) and fast
reactors (FR's) is being considered. However, CANDU offers an attractive alternative.
The use of accelerators to transmute the actinides to less-toxic elements is also being
investigated. Finally, the option of using ThO2-based fuels to eliminate the production of the
unwanted actinides must be carefully considered. Thorium, with its low atomic mass of 232, will
not absorb a sufficient number of neutrons, in-reactor, to produce the high-mass actinides
mentioned above.
Use of Inert-Matrix Fuels in CANDU Reactors
CANDU is well suited for the use of carrier fuels to annihilate plutonium or actinide waste,
because it is neutron economic and because on-line refueling and the capability for fuel-bundle
management in the core permits more fuel-management options than are allowed in LWR's.
Reference 2 on Pu-annihilation states:
Pu annihilation rates can be maximized by progressively shifting the fuels into higher
neutron-flux regions as the fissile content of the fuel decreases. Fissile content drops by
90% in a single pass through a CANDU fuel channel. A second pass of the fuel is
needed to reduce the fissile content of the discharged fuel to negligible levels. (Almost)
complete annihilation of the fissile inventory is, therefore, achievable without having to
reprocess and refabricate the discharged fuel.
In natural-uranium fuel, 2 3 8 U is the main non-fissile absorber of neutrons, the others being
other heavy elements, fission products, non-fuel components of the lattice and leakage from the
reactor. The absence of 23 ^U in inert-matrix fuels has two important consequences [2], the first
being positive and the second negative:
1. The absence of the main absorber, 2 ^ U , means that the neutron economy is greatly
increased. This in turn means that the fissile content required in the fuel is greatly reduced,
and that the neutron flux levels need to be much higher to maintain power levels equivalent
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to the natural-uranium CANDU reactors. The lower initial fissile concentration means that
the Pu can be burned to very low levels.
2. The lack of 239 Pu production (due to the lack of 238jj) means that the fissile content of the
fuel decreases rapidly with burnup. This means that the refueling rate must be significantly
increased. Ref. 2 indicates that the refueling rate is kept within the capability of the CANDU
fuel-handling system by increasing the fissile content of the bundles. This, however, means
that reactivity suppression is required and thus the Pu content in the discharged fuel is raised.
The maximum allowable refueling rate therefore limits the extent of Pu annihilation in the
discharged fuel.
PROPERTIES REQUIRED FOR A CARRIER MATERIAL
Neutronics: All elements in the carrier material must have low neutron absorption.
Melting Temperature: A high melting temperature is required so that fuel operating
temperatures are below approximately 0.5 of the melting temperature (kelvin). This ensures that
thermally activated processes, such as fission-gas diffusion, are acceptably slow. A high melting
temperature also ensures that there is an acceptable safety margin between the fuel operating
temperature and melting temperature, to accommodate potential off-normal excursions.
Compatibility with Coolant and Clad: Chemical compatibility with water at coolant
temperatures is a requirement. Compatibility with the clad is also required, to high temperatures
(~1500°C) for acceptable behaviour in accident scenarios. However, the clad need not be a
zirconium alloy.
Phase Stability: Phase transformations, including vitrification (amorphization) as the fuel
temperature cycles up and down, are unacceptable if there is a volume change associated with the
transformation, or if the material loses structural integrity.
Thermal Conductivity: High thermal conductivity is advantageous, since this reduces the fuel
operating temperature (for a given element power rating), and, therefore, provides increased
safety margins in accident scenarios. The extra advantage of high thermal conductivity is an
advantage that helps justify the time and expense of developing a new fuel.
Acceptable Microstructure with Pu: The plutonium should either be incorporated as a solid
solution in the matrix, or as a well-dispersed distribution of fine particles. For example, MOX
fuel, with a distribution of fine particles of PuO2 in UO 2 , is quite acceptable. Only 5-7 |am
surrounding each Pu-containing particle is affected by fission-fragment damage. This eliminates
the need for a matrix material that can withstand fission-fragment damage. The matrix material
acts like a protective barrier around the Pu, and contains any fission gases that are released by the
fuel particles. However, if the Pu is dispersed as a solid solution, and the matrix can withstand
the fission-fragment damage, the fuel is more like standard UO2 fuel, and should have excellent
performance. Consequently, this property is advantageous, but probably not essential.
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Irradiation, Properties: Good irradiation properties would be required, and demonstrated by
extensive in-reactor testing.
CANDIDATES
A list of candidate inert-matrix carrier materials includes ZrO2, BeO, CeO2, MgAl 2 O 4 , SiC
and ZrSiO4.
Other potential candidates are A12O3 and silicide dispersion fuels. Alumina (A12O3) has been
rejected, because it has long been known to become amorphous, with a volume change of 30%
when used as a fuel. Silicide dispersion fuels have been rejected for safety considerations
because the Al matrix of the dispersion fuels has too low a melting temperature, about 600°C.

PROPERTIES OF THE CANDIDATE MATERIALS
Melting temperatures, thermal conductivities, and heat capacities of the candidate materials
are listed in Table 1. They are described below.
Zirconia has a high melting temperature and good neutronic properties (absorption cross
section of 0.184 barns for thermal neutrons), as long as hafnium, a persistent impurity, is
carefully removed. Commercial-grade Zr contains 1-3% Hf, but nuclear-grade Zr is essentially
pure (-50 ppm Hf). It is insoluble in water, and is compatible with Zircaloy sheath. However,
the thermal conductivity of ZrO2 is even lower than that of UO2Phase stability is another potential issue. Zirconia undergoes a phase transformation with a
large associated volume change at 900-1000°C (monoclinic to tetragonal). This phase
transformation causes cracking and would eventually disintegrate the fuel, after repeated
temperature cycling through the phase-transition temperature. However, additions of yttrium,
calcium, magnesium or possibly other materials will stabilize the high-temperature cubic phase
of zirconia. (This cubic phase is the fluorite structure, the same as UO 2 , PuO2, and ThO2.)
Approximately 8 at.% of the additive is required for full stabilization, but smaller amounts
provide partial stabilization. The fracture toughness that this stabilization provides makes this
material a well-studied material in the general ceramics field. Thus, zirconia's poor thermal
conductivity is its most serious drawback. The fuel would have to run at lower powers than
urania. Other, more acceptable, candidates are sought.
BeO has a very high thermal conductivity, and a high melting temperature. The conductivity
does decrease rapidly with temperature, but is still high at 1000°C. It has a very low neutronic
absorption cross section (0.008 barns for thermal neutrons), and is a neutron moderator. It does
not undergo phase transitions (hexagonal at all temperatures). A potential drawback is its
toxicity. This hazard is highest when using powders, as fabrication would probably require.
However, since Pu is toxic already, the extra toxicity of BeO should be acceptable. It is not
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known whether the material would form a solid solution with Pu. The toxicity of BeO would
make laboratory testing more difficult.
Spinel (MgAl2O4) has been suggested by the Europeans. EFTTRA is strongly considering
MgAl2O4 for both LWR's and FR's, and irradiations are underway in PHENIX FR. The melting
point is sufficiently high, 2135°C. However, its thermal conductivity is only marginally higher
than that for UO 2 .
Cerium oxide (CeO2) is considered, because its crystal structure is identical to UO 2 . Since
UO 2 has good properties (except for thermal conductivity), and, especially, good irradiation
performance, it is thought that this material could have similar good properties. Its thermal
conductivity is about 10.9 W/m-K at 100°C, slightly higher than that for UO 2 , and its melting
temperature is very high, 2600°C. Because of its close similarity with UO2, CeC>2 is a promising
candidate.
Silicon carbide (SiC) is a material with a considerable base of industrial use, and a large data
base on properties, especially compared to the above-noted candidates. SiC has a very high
thermal conductivity and a high melting temperature. Both elements, Sr and C, are low neutron
absorbers, and C will also act as a neutron moderator. Fabrication methods have been developed
for industrial application, although these may require modification to incorporate Pu.
IRRADIATION EXPERIENCE
The only program to test carrier materials in-reactor, with a fissile component, was a Bettis
program [3-5] in the early 1960's, to select a material for a full-core loading of the Shippingport
test reactor. Bettis tested A12O3, ZrO2, ZrO2+CaO, BeO and ZrSiO4, all containing large
amounts of UO 2 (>20 wt.%). Only ZrO2 behaved satisfactorily: A12O3 became amorphous after
only a very short-time in-reactor; BeO exhibited high swelling (from fission-gas bubble
formation) and the BeO matrix material "suffered considerable fission-fragment damage". The
authors of the Bettis reports suggest that it was the cubic crystal structure of ZrO2, presumably
stabilized by the large UO2 addition, which provided its resistance to damage. This was
supported, for example, by the results on the candidate material ZrO2+CaO+UO2, which existed
as a two-phase material: one phase cubic and one non-cubic. The cubic phase showed resistance
to damage, whereas the non-cubic phase did not. A12O3, BeO, and ZrSiO4 are all non-cubic, and
did not test well. However, CeO2, MgAl2O4, and SiC, candidates described above but not tested
by Bettis, all form cubic crystal structures. Therefore, there is reason to expect that one or more
of those candidates will be acceptable as a carrier material for Pu in CANDU.
The Bettis results show that ZrO 2 might make a good carrier material. However, it is the least
desirable of the suggested candidates, from a thermal conductivity consideration. Therefore, a
program of developing a carrier material for Pu in CANDU has begun, focusing first on the
candidates CeO2, MgAl2O4, ZrSiO4, and SiC.
It must be kept in mind that the Bettis tests utilized large amounts of UO 2 , with a high content
of fissile U. The application considered here would use only a small amount of fissile
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component, and this component could be in the form of finely dispersed particles in the matrix.
Therefore, most of the matrix of the candidate material would not experience fission-fragment
damage. Therefore, candidates not deemed feasible by the Bettis tests may still be suitable for
this application.
AECL TEST PROGRAM
Accelerators can be used to help in the initial screening of candidate materials, as described
below. This must be followed by a substantial in-reactor irradiation program (with dissolved
fissile material, although not necessarily Pu initially). Simultaneously, an out-reactor propertiesdetermination program must be undertaken, to establish that there are no other deleterious
properties of the candidate material, such as reaction with water or the selected clad material.
Accelerator Testing
Promising candidates are being tested by subjecting them to a 72 MeV beam of iodine ions, to
cause damage similar to fission-fragment damage in-reactor. Iodine is a typical fission fragment,
and 72 MeV is a typical fission-fragment energy. The aim is to determine whether swelling
would be expected in-reactor. This work is ongoing, and results presented here are preliminary.
To date, silicon carbide, spinel (MgA^C^), cerium oxide, zircon (ZrSiC>4), alumina and uranium
oxide (for benchmark purposes) samples have been tested, from ambient temperature to 1200°C.
The samples were analyzed using a number of techniques to investigate swelling, but laser
profilometry of the surface proved to be the most effective. The samples of UO 2 and SiC were
not sufficiently flat initially for high-accuracy laser profilometry, and these materials will be retested, but initial results are still informative. As expected for the alumina specimen, swelling
was apparent (Fig. 1). Also, as expected, no swelling was observed in the UO2 specimens
(Fig. 2). These two results lend confidence to the methods. SiC showed no swelling at 300°C
and 900°C (Figs. 3-4). Of the other samples tested, spinel (MgA^O^ showed evidence of
swelling at ambient temperature (Fig. 5). Most candidates showed decreasing swelling (height at
the beam spot) with temperature. Since this work is ongoing, further evaluation will be
performed when the work is complete.
Compatibility With Coolant
To assess the behaviour of SiC with CANDU coolant under failed fuel-sheath conditions, an
880 mg sample was placed in water in an autoclave at 300°C and a pH of 10.3. After three
months, there was almost no interaction. Figure 6 shows weight changes for that time. X-ray
photospectroscopy (XPS) showed that the thin scale that eventually builds up on the SiC is an
oxide, with contamination of Pb and Cu from the autoclave itself. The weight loss (12 mg in a
sample of 880 mg) is due to flaking of the oxide layer.
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Other Tests ...
Samples of SiC have been fabricated with various amounts of Ce, a standard substitute for Pu.
The intent is to determine what microstructures can be made. No analyses have yet been
performed. Will Ce (Pu) form a solid solution in the SiC, or will it form particles in the SiC, and
if the latter, how finely dispersed can the particles be made? (A solid solution would resemble
standard CANDU or LWR UO 2 fuels; finely dispersed particles would resemble MOX fuel,
which has shown good performance to high burnup.) Also planned are laboratory tests on SiC
for compatibility to Zr-based sheath materials to 1500°C, to determine behaviour in accident
scenarios.
After determining suitable fabrication methods, fuel rods could be made in the Recycle Fuel
Fabrication Laboratory of Chalk River Laboratories [6], for testing in the National Research
Universal (NRU) reactor. The tests would span the expected operating range of fuel-power
densities and temperatures in CANDU reactors. Multi-bundle tests in a CANDU reactor would
be required, finally, before partial-core or full-core loading.
CONCLUSIONS
CANDU reactors are well-suited to utilize carrier fuels to burn excess Pu or actinide waste,
because of their excellent neutron economy and fuel-management capabilities. The selection
process for determining suitable candidate(s) for the carrier matrix is in its early stages. SiC
appears to be an excellent choice, because of its high thermal conductivity and resistance to
oxidation and interaction with water coolant even at high temperatures, as well as its lack of
neutron absorption. Resistance to fission-fragment damage and other issues relevant to its use as
a fuel for CANDU reactors are being investigated.
The author acknowledges the close assistance from co-workers in this field: P. Lucuta (Fuel
Development Branch), H. Andrews (Tandem Accelerating Superconducting Cyclotron), Hj.
Matzke (Transuranium Institute), V. Krstic (Queen's University) and A. Dastur (Engineer
Emeritus).
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TABLE 1. MELTING TEMPERATURES AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES
OF CANDIDATE CARRIER MATERIALS

Figure 1

Contact profilometry of a surface of AI2O3, bombarded with iodine (beam-spot diameter
= 0.27 mm) to a dose of 1 x 1017 ions/cm2. Surface relief of approximately 1.6 |±m has
occurred. AI2O3 is well-known to swell in-reactor, so this result, combined with that of
Figure 2, provides confidence in the methods.

FIGURE 2

Laser profilometry of the surface of a UO2 sample bombarded by 72 MeV iodine
to a dose of 1 x 1016 ions/cm2 at ambient temperature. The lower portion of the
figure shows a cross section of the profile in the y direction. Although the sample
curvature limits the resolution of the profilometry, the lack of any surface relief
where the beam entered the sample is a good indication that no swelling has
occurred.

FIGURE 3

Laser profilometry of a SiC sample, bombarded with iodine at 300°C, to doses of
1 x 1017 and 1 x 1016 ions/cm2. A third spot was used to assist in setup and beam
configuration. Although the sample was not sufficiently flat for good resolution,
no indication of swelling is seen.

FIGURE 5

Laser profilometry of spinel (MgAl2O4) bombarded with iodine at 500°C to a dose
of 1 x 1016 ions/cm2. The lower portion of the figure shows a cross section in the
y direction and indicates that the bomarded surface has risen about 1.4 |im.

Figure 6. Weight changes (%) for an 880 mg sample in water for 90 days at CANDU coolant
conditions (320°C, pH=10.2).
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes AECL's mixed oxide (MOX) fuel-irradiation and post-irradiation
examination (PIE) program. Post-irradiation examination results of two major irradiation
experiments involving several (U, Pu)O2 fuel bundles are highlighted. One experiment involved
bundles irradiated to burnups ranging from 400 to 1200 MWh/kgHE in the Nuclear Power
Demonstration (NPD) reactor. The other experiment consisted of several (U, Pu)O2 bundles
irradiated to burnups of up to 500 MWh/kgHE in the National Research Universal (NRU)
reactor. Results of these experiments demonstrate the excellent performance of CANDU® MOX
fuel. This paper also outlines the status of current MOX fuel irradiation tests, including the
irradiation of various (U, Pu)O2 and (Th, Pu)O2 bundles. The strategic importance of MOX fuel
to CANDU fuel-cycle flexibility is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
As an integral component of AECL's mixed oxide (MOX) fuel program, irradiation testing
and post-irradiation examination (PIE) of various types of MOX (Pu-containing) fuel have been
on-going for more than thirty years. Initially, the program consisted of multi-element tests aimed
at studying the basic ceramic properties and behaviour of MOX fuel. More recently, the program
has involved multi-bundle demonstration testing of Canadian-fabricated MOX fuel.
This paper discusses the results of two multi-bundle irradiations, namely the NPD-40 and the
BDL-419 experiments. These experiments consisted of irradiating several (U, Pu)O2 bundles in
the Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) and the National Research Universal (NRU) reactors.
The PIE results of both tests are highlighted. In addition, this paper outlines the status of current
MOX fuel irradiation tests, including the irradiation of various (U, Pu)O2 and (Th, Pu)O2 bundles
in NRU.

CANDU® is a registered trade mark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL).
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THE NPD-40 EXPERIMENT
Objective
The NPD-40 experiment was a demonstration-scale irradiation test in NPD involving six
bundles containing (U, Pu)O2 fuel [1]. The objective of the experiment was to show that MOX
fuel could operate successfully to extended burnup, under typical CANDU power-reactor
operating conditions. Subsequent to the NPD irradiation, several bundles were power-ramped in
NRU.
Fuel Design and Fabrication
The six bundles were of the standard 19-element design, but contained two different types of
non-standard fuel pellets from two different manufacturers. Three of the bundles had annular
pellets (3.33 wt.% Pu in natural uranium; density = 10.5 Mg/m3) contained in thin-walled,
collapsible Zircaloy-4 sheaths; the other three bundles had lower-density solid pellets (3.00 wt.%
Pu in natural uranium; density = 10.2 Mg/m3) contained in thick-walled, free-standing Zircaloy-4
sheaths (Table 1). The pellets were fabricated by two manufacturers using standard methods
(i.e., mixing and blending, pre-pressing, granulation, final pressing, sintering and grinding).
Zircaloy-4 sub-assemblies (i.e., appendaged sheaths with one end cap welded in place and with
graphite CANLUB coating on the sheath inside surface) were supplied by General Electric
Canada (GEC). Loading of measured stacks of pellets and plenum inserts into the subassemblies and TIG end-closure welding were performed inside glove boxes at the Chalk River
Laboratories (CRL). Bundle assembly welding was conducted by GEC. The bundles were
inspected at CRL prior to irradiation in NPD.
Irradiation History
The bundles were loaded into NPD in 1973. Most of the bundles achieved outer-element
discharge burnups in the range of 370 to 420 MWh/kgHE, with the exception of bundle KB,
which achieved an outer-element burnup of 1180 MWh/kgHE (Table 2). Outer-element linear
powers (OELP) up to 50 kW/m were experienced at beginning-of-life, decreasing to about 15 to
25 kW/m at end-of-life.
Following the NPD irradiation, three bundles (one with normal-density pellets, bundle KA,
and two with low-density pellets, bundles KE and KF) were power-ramped in NRU. After a few
hours of low-power operation (OELP of about 20 kW/m), the bundles were ramped to an OELP
of 50 kW/m. This power ramp produced some defects in bundle KA. Bundles KE and KF
survived and operated at 50 kW/m for 10 days. A further increase in OELP to about 70 kW/m
resulted in a defect in bundle KE.
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Post-Irradiation Examination
All bundles were visually examined after the NPD irradiation. The bundles were
disassembled, and several elements were measured for their dimensional changes. In general, the
elements exhibited compressive midpellet strains; the maximum values were -0.7% for the thinwalled, collapsible sheaths and -0.3% for the thick-walled, free-standing sheaths. Following the
power ramp in NRU, elements from bundle KA (ramped to 50 kW/m) still exhibited small
compressive strains. Following the power ramp to 70 kW/m, outer elements of bundles KE and
KF exhibited tensile strains of about 1%. The lower-powered inner elements of both bundles
exhibited compressive strains.
Internal gases were extracted, measured and analyzed by mass spectrometry for all bundles,
except KD. The non-ramped bundles (KB and KC) exhibited low fission-gas release (FGR) in
the range from 2 to 4% (Table 3). Elements that were ramped to 70 kW/m (KE and KF)
experienced high FGR, in the range of 45 to 50%. Bundle KA, which was ramped to 50 kW/m,
exhibited outer-element FGR of about 11%.
Metallographic examination showed that the microstructures had isolated regions of porosity
and metallic fission-product precipitates (Figure 1). These were attributed to the presence of
high-fissile-content particles in the as-sintered pellet that resulted in zones of increased fission
density and localized temperature increase during operation. It is postulated that most of the
FGR was from these zones of initial high-fissile Pu content.
PIE measurements indicated that elements containing low-density pellets had thicker
CANLUB coatings than those containing normal-density pellets. There is no clear reason for
this, although it may be attributed to a difference in as-fabricated coating thickness (the bundle
kits were fabricated at different periods during 1972). The thicker CANLUB coatings may have
augmented the benefits of low-density pellets, resulting in the observed superior performance of
these bundles during power-ramp tests in NRU.
Conclusions of NPD-40
This test demonstrates the excellent performance of a dry-blended MOX fuel bundle that
experienced a declining power history from beginning-of-life power ratings up to 50 kW/m to
very high burnup (outer element = 1180 MWh/kgHE). Dimensional changes and FGR were
minimal, and there were no indications of defects during the irradiation. Two of three bundles
that experienced power ramps at about 400 MWh/kgHE experienced failures; those with lowdensity pellets and thick-walled sheaths exhibited a higher failure threshold (~ 70 kW/m) than
the bundle with normal-density pellets and thin-walled sheathing (~ 50 kW/m).
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THE BDL-419 EXPERIMENT
Objectives
Like the NPD-40 experiment, BDL-419 is a multi-bundle demonstration irradiation; however,
unlike NPD-40, BDL-419 involved Bruce-type fuel that was completely fabricated in Canada.
The objectives of the experiment were to:
1. Demonstrate that (U, Pu)O2 fuel fabricated in the Recycle Fuel Fabrication Laboratories
(RFFL) at CRL is capable of sustaining the power history requirement for CANDU power
reactors.
2. Examine the performance of Pu-enriched Bruce-type fuel to high burnup under CANDU
power-reactor operating conditions.
Six BDL-419 bundles, ABA to ABF, were irradiated in NRU during the early 1980s. This
irradiation was terminated when some bundles were inadvertently brokenjduring handling in the
irradiated fuel bays. This paper discusses the PIE results for bundles ABB and ABC that
achieved the highest powers and burnups.
Fuel Design and Fabrication
A total of fifteen (U, Pu)O2 Bruce-type fuel bundles were produced for BDL-419. These
bundles were fabricated in the RFFL, the CRL facility comprising lines of glove boxes and fume
hoods, designed and built to fabricate alpha-active fuels [2]. The (U, Pu)O2 fuel pellets
contained approximately 0.5 wt % fissile plutonium in natural uranium. A conventional dryblending process (i.e., turbula blending of the starting fuel powders, followed by pre-pressing,
granulation, final pressing, sintering and centreless grinding) was employed for the fabrication of
the pellets, resulting in an average pellet density of 10.54 g/cm3. The pellets were loaded into
sheaths coated with either DAG-154, ES-242 or siloxane. The loaded elements were assembled
into bundles by GEC in 1980. The bundles were essentially the same as 37-element Bruce
power-reactor fuel bundles, except for the removal of the central element to facilitate insertion of
a central guide tube for vertical irradiation in NRU. Other pertinent manufacturing data are listed
in Table 4.
Irradiation History of Bundles ABB and ABC
Bundles ABB and ABC were first installed in NRU in 1980 March and discharged from the
reactor in 1984 August with chemically determined outer-element burnups of 470 and
540 MWh/kgHE, respectively (Table 5). During irradiation, both bundles experienced declining
power histories, with a sustained maximum OELP of 52 and 59 kW/m, respectively.
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Post-Irradiation Examination
Using in-cell periscopes, bundles ABB and ABC were examined visually and were found to be
in good condition. Diameters of elements from both bundles were measured using an in-cell
profilometer. Residual midpellet strains were generally compressive; ABB and ABC outer
elements exhibited average midpellet strains of -0.1% and 0%, respectively. These results are
within the range of those observed in natural UO2 bundles having similar pellet densities and
power histories.
Elements from bundles ABB and ABC were selected for gas-puncture analysis. The
calculated FGR for the outer elements of bundles ABB and ABC was 4% and 13%, respectively
(Table 6). Figure 2 compares the FGR results from bundles ABB and ABC with those from
other natural UO2 bundles having similar declining power histories. The FGR of bundles ABB
and ABC is generally consistent with that observed by Floyd et al. for natural UO2 CANDU fuel
that experienced similar power histories in Bruce-A [3,4].
Metallographic examinations revealed that significant central grain growth occurred in the
outer-element pellets of bundles ABB and ABC, resulting in equiaxed grains greater than 100 jim
(Figure 3). This extent of grain growth is not observed in natural UO2 power reactor bundles,
even for those that experienced similar power histories to burnups of about 700 MWh/kgU [3,4].
This significant difference in fuel restructuring may indicate that the central temperature of outerelement pellets from bundle ABB and ABC was higher than that of UO2 fuel experiencing
similar power histories, or that the MOX fuel has different grain-growth kinetics. The extensive
microstructural changes in bundles ABB and ABC probably occurred in the early part of the
irradiation, when peak powers were achieved.
Figure 4 shows the macrograph and alpha and beta/gamma autoradiographs for an outer
element from bundle ABC. The higher-powered outer element exhibits evidence of central grain
growth, Pu homogenization and fission-product migration. These features are not observed in
the lower-powered intermediate elements. Metallic precipitates, similar to the metallic fissionproduct precipitates seen in the NPD-40 bundles and attributed to the presence of high-fissilecontent particles, were also observed in these bundles.
Discussion of Bundle ABB/ABC Performance
Investigations have demonstrated that MOX fuel having high Pu concentrations (10%-30%)
exhibit lower thermal conductivities than that of UO2 [5]. Blanpain et al. demonstrated that
MOX fuel containing ~ 5% Pu in depleted uranium experiences centreline temperatures 100°C
greater than those for UO2 at a power of 40 kW/m [6]. Although lower thermal conductivities
(and higher operating temperatures) have been observed in MOX fuel, the Pu content of BDL419 fuel is much lower than that used in these studies; i.e., 0.5% Pu in BDL-419 fuel vs.
5 - 30% Pu in the other fuels. Hence, thermal conductivity differences may not fully explain the
observed grain growth. Another possible explanation is that this fuel may have experienced
different grain-growth kinetics (e.g., a lower temperature threshold for columnar grain growth)
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compared to natural UO2 fuel. Further studies are required to investigate the thermal
conductivities-and grain growth kinetics of MOX fuels having the appropriate range of Pu
concentrations.
In spite of undergoing enhanced grain growth, bundles ABB and ABC did not exhibit FGR
higher than that expected for comparable UO2 fuel irradiated in Bruce-A. There are several
possible reasons for this:
1.

A difference in the point in the irradiation when peak power was achieved (40 MWh/kgHE
for bundles ABB and ABC vs. 80 to 120 MWh/kgU for Bruce-A UO2 bundles).

2.

Lower pellet density (10.5 g/cm3 for bundles ABB and ABC vs. 10.7 g/cm3 for Bruce-A
UO2 bundles).

3.

Recent studies indicate that, although local FGR from Pu-rich agglomerates is high due to
high local burnup, the fission gas tends to be retained by the relatively cool, surrounding
matrix, forming closed porosity [5,7].

Conclusions from the PIE of Bundles ABB and ABC
Bundles ABB and ABC have demonstrated that (U, Pu)O2 fuel fabricated by AECL in the
RFFL can be successfully operated with declining power histories at peak OELPs greater than
50 kW/m to burnups around 500 MWh/kgHE. In general, their performance was comparable to
that of natural UO 2 power reactor fuel. Although more extensive grain restructuring was
observed in the MOX fuel compared with similarly operated UO2 fuel (attributed to higher
centreline temperatures or different grain-growth kinetics), this had no deleterious effect on the
overall performance of the bundles. In particular, the FGR of the MOX fuel was similar to that
of comparable UO2 fuel.

CURRENT MOX FUEL IRRADIATIONS AT AECL
Several bundles from the BDL-419 experiment are currently under irradiation in NRU.
(Th, 1.4% Pu)O2 bundles are also being irradiated under experiment BDL-422. Both
experiments demonstrate the performance of fuel bundles fabricated by AECL in the RFFL.
The BDL-419 bundles currently under irradiation in NRU have reached outer-element burnups
up to 500 MWh/kgHE. In light of the excellent performance of bundles ABB and ABC, the
target burnup for the bundles currently under irradiation is 750 to 1000 MWh/kgHE.
The BDL-422 experiment involves the irradiation testing of six Bruce-type (Th, Pu)O2 fuel
bundles containing outer-element gas plenums in NRU. Outer-element burnups are presently at
~ 500 MWh/kgHE. PIE is planned on three of these bundles, with the remainder being irradiated
to a target burnup of 750 to 1000 MWh/kgHE.
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STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF MOX FUEL
There are several reasons for the continued strategic importance of MOX fuel utilization in
CANDU power reactors. Worldwide experience in MOX fuel fabrication and in-reactor
performance is growing, resulting in increased confidence in this fuel type. Plutonium from
conventional reprocessing is currently mixed with depleted uranium to form MOX fuel, which is
used in several pressurized water reactors (PWRs) in Europe. For example, in France, 16 PWRs
are already licensed to operate with partial (30%) MOX cores, and plans to expand this to 28
PWRs are being considered [8]. MOX fuel has also been used to operate two PWRs in
Switzerland for 17 years [9]. In Japan, the long-term nuclear plan has a target of about ten lightwater reactors utilizing MOX fuel by the year 2000 [10]. The required infrastructure for MOX
fuel utilization already exists in these parts of the world. The ability to utilize MOX fuel in
CANDU power reactors contributes to the flexibility of CANDU technology in fuel-cycle
utilization.
MOX utilization is an important factor in the synergism between CANDU and other reactor
systems. In Korea, the CANDU/PWR two-reactor system offers the possibility of recycling the
MOX fuel from reprocessed PWR fuel back into CANDU reactors. This would have potential
advantages compared with recycling in a PWR. A full MOX core could be used in existing
CANDU reactors. Although MOX fuel is much more expensive to manufacture compared to
natural uranium, the relatively simpler design of the CANDU fuel bundle will result in less
expensive MOX fuel-fabrication costs compared with PWR MOX. A high-burnup CANDU
MOX fuel therefore has the potential of lower fuel-cycle costs than PWR MOX. Up to 50%
more energy could be extracted from the plutonium as MOX fuel in CANDU reactors, compared
with recycle in a PWR. This has important advantages in improving natural uranium utilization,
reducing enrichment requirements, and in reducing the amount of spent fuel for ultimate
disposal. Further possibilities exist of achieving the full potential of CANDU/PWR synergism
with new fuel-recycling processes. An example is the TANDEM fuel cycle, where the uranium
and plutonium from PWR spent fuel are co-precipitated without separation. Only the fission
products, and higher actinide isotopes, are removed. This fuel cycle takes advantage of the fact
that the fissile component in PWR spent fuel (about 1.5%) can be used directly in CANDU
reactors, without readjustment of the enrichment. This process is potentially simpler, cheaper,
and more easily safeguarded than conventional reprocessing.
More recently, disarmament efforts in the United States and the former Soviet Union have
resulted in large inventories of weapons-derived plutonium that require dispositioning. One
option being considered is to incorporate the plutonium into MOX CANDU fuel and utilize it in
Bruce NGS-A reactors [11]. AECL's experience, resulting from 30 years of MOX fuel
fabrication and irradiation testing, has contributed to the credibility of this option.
Thorium fuel cycles also offer a resource-efficient alternative for dispositioning weaponsderived nuclear material: either highly enriched uranium or plutonium. In the Pu/Th cycle, a
high fraction of plutonium would be consumed (>90% of the fissile plutonium, or >75% of the
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total plutoniufn), while valuable 233U would be produced. The used fuel would be stored until
the 233U could.be recovered in a manner that was economical and highly safeguardable.

SUMMARY
Irradiation testing and PIE of MOX fuel is continuing at AECL; it has progressed from multielement to multi-bundle demonstration testing of the 37-element design. PIE has confirmed the
excellent performance of (U, Pu)O2 bundles in the following cases:
1. Experiencing declining power histories from beginning-of-life powers up to 50 kW/m
to burnups up to 1180 MWh/kgHE.
2. Experiencing declining power histories from beginning-of-life powers > 50 kW/m to
burnups of about 500 MWh/kgHE.
In both cases, dimensional changes and FGR were comparable to that expected for UO2. These
irradiation performance assessments have demonstrated that MOX fuel remains a viable CANDU
fuel-cycle option that strategically warrants continued development. Further irradiation testing is
required to investigate high-buraup CANDU fuel design with appropriate Pu concentrations
relevant to projected MOX fuel-cycle needs.
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Table 1.

Fuel Design Data for Bundles of Experiment NPD-40 (Type I is Bundles KA, KB and
KC; Type II is Bundles KD, KE and KF; Dimensions in mm unless otherwise stated)
Parameter

Type I Fuel

Type II Fuel

19-Element Geometry

19-Element Geometry

495.0

495.0

81.6

81.6

Overall Length

492.6

492.6

Internal Diameter

14.44

13.77

Wall Thickness

0.38

0.65

Zircaloy-4

Zircaloy-4

Aktiebolaget Atomenergi

Belgonucleaire

Density (Mg/m3)

10.5

10.2

Outside Diameter

14.2

13.67

Central Hole Diameter

2.54

Length

14.6

14.68

3.33 wt% Pu in (U + Pu)

3.0 wt% Pu in (U + Pu)

Bundle Design
Overall Length
Overall Diameter
Element Design

Sheathing Material
Pellet Design
Manufacturer

Enrichment
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Table 2. NPD-40 Element Burnup (MWh/kgHE)

Bundle

Centre Element

Outer Element

Inner Element

Bundle Average

KA

170

220

420

340

KB

850

930

1180

1080

KC

170

230

420

350

KD

170

220

390

320

KE

170

210

370

310

KF

190

240

400

340

Table 3. Fission-Gas (Xenon) Release for Outer Elements of NPD-40 Bundles
Bundle

Ramp Power, leW/ra

Range FGR, %

Average FGR, %

KB

non-ramped

2.0 - 4.3

3.4

KC

non-ramped

—

2.4

KA

50

11.0-11.1

11.1

KE

70

45.2 - 47.7

46.7

KF

70

47.1 - 48.5

47.8
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Table 4. Manufacturing Data for BDL-419 Bundles
Parameter

Value

Bundle Design

37-Element (Bruce) Geometry

Overall Length

493.59 mm

Heavy Element Weight

17.69 kg

Element Data
Stack Length

465-472 mm

Sheath Internal Diameter

12.22-12.24 mm

Sheath Outer Diameter

13.06 mm

Sheathing Material

Cold-worked Zircaloy-4

Pellet Data
Manufacturer

RFFL, AECL
10.54 (10.47-10.60) g/cm3
12.1 mm

Density
Outside Diameter
Length

12.1 (11.8-12.4) mm

Enrichment

0.49 wt% fissile Pu in (Pu + U)

Table 5. BDL-419 Bundles ABB and ABC Burnup and Power History
Bundle

Outer-Element Burnup

Power (kW/m)

(MWh/kgHE)

Operating*

Sustained Max.b

Peak"

ABB

468

47

52

54

ABC

539

53

59

61

a. highest average power for a given burnup interval
b. highest operating power sustained for at least 12 h
c. highest power attained during the irradiation

ABB-Outer

255.5

11.0

4.3

ABB-Intermediate

198.7

0.82

0.4

ABC-Outer

294.3

37.2

12.7

ABC-Intermediate

208.0

1.3

0.6

Figure 1.

Microstructure of element KB-01 showing porous zone with metallic precipitates.

Figure 2. Fission-Gas Release versus Element Burnup for fuel experiencing declining power
histories from beeinnins-of-life Dowers in the ranee of 50-59 kW/m Cas shown).

Figure 3. Micrograph showing grain morphology at pellet centre of an outer element from
Bundle ABC. Note that the grains at pellet centres are larger than 100 \\m.

Figure 4.

Outer element from bundle ABC: (a) macrograph showing fuel structure, (b) {Vy
autoradiograph (white spots represent high fission-product regions and dark circle
indicates fission-product depletion in the pellet centre), and (c) a autoradiograph
(dark spots represent Pu-rich regions; note the Pu homogenization region in the
pellet centre).
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ABSTRACT
The object of this paper is to make a quali-quantitative evaluation of the advantages that the
implementation of a strategy making use of the synergy the system LWR-HWR would bring
about. The hypothesis is that a nuclear growth moratorium would be established as from the year
2000 until 2030.
During that period all LWRs that cease working would be replaced by HWRs, tending to arrive
to the year 2030 with HWRs only.

The analysis is based on a Utopian hypothesis. The objective is to show quali-quantitatively the
advantages of synergism in the system LWR-HWR By synergism, we understand the use of spent
fuel from LWRs as input fuel for HWRs. Both data on costs and the conclusions are merely
guidelines to evaluate the magnitude of the problem being discussed, and they are not to be
considered as scientific-economic proof
This is a prospective analysis based on the hypothesis that, as from the year 2000, a global
nuclear moratorium will be declared by which all countries would commit themselves -during 30
years- to maintain a level of electronuclear production equal or smaller to that of 2000
(approximately the equivalent of 400 GWe). This hypothesis would be based on the need,
expressed by public opinion, to wait for other technologies (e.g. fusion) to mature so as to
guarantee more safety in the operation of present day nuclear power stations and in the
management of radioactive waste.
Within this framework, the idea is that as from the year 2000 all LWR nuclear power stations
that cease working due to obsolescence would be replaced by HWR plants. Fuel for the stations
to be installed after 2000 would be U + Pu (MOX)," resulting from stored Spent Fuel Elements
(SFE) discharged from LWR stations.
Using the following premises:
- to use a "once through" cycle in the HWRs to be installed as from the year 2000;
- to treat SFE LWRs with >10-30 cooling years, to produce fuel elements for HWRs;
- LWRs effective life should not exceed 30 years;
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the following can be proved:
- the same capacity installed in the year 2000 will be mantained until 2030, when all of the nuclear
system will be composed of HWRs.
- all HWRs installed as from 2000 will have their fuel guaranteed further than the year 2030,
resulting fromLWRs' SHE.

Basis of Estimates and Calculations
Graph 1 is built considering the values in Table 1 (1), and assuming that all reactors are LWR
type (from the year 2000 onwards, when LWRs cease working they will be replaced by HWRs,
keeping nucleoelectrical power constant).
It is estimated that by the year 2000 the amount of fuel discharged by the plants will be 200,000
t. and that all that fuel, either reprocessed or not, will be available for the HWRs that will be
installed after the year 2000.
In graph 1, integration of curves gives the following results:
Power supplied by LWRs from the year 2000 until 2030:
5160 GWey.
Power supplied by HWRs from the year 2000 until 2030:
6840 GWey.
Calculation of the amount of fuel needed to feed HWRs. Accumulated fuel until the year 2000:
200,0001
Fuel discharged from LWRs until 2030: 5160 GWey x 25 t/GWey = 129,0001
Fuel discharged from the core of LWRs that cease operating:
400 GWe x 78 t/GWe = 31,2001
Total fuel accumulated: 200,0001 + 129,0001 + 31,2001 = 360,2001
It is assumed that HWRs will burn LWRs' decontaminated fuel up to 25,000 MWd/t (Canflex
type fuel), as from an average initial enrichment (U+Pu) of 1.5% fissile.
3570 MWth/GWe x 6840 GWey=285,0001
25.000 MWth d/t
365 d/y 0.8(uf)
Amount of fuel needed for the first loading of HWRs:
400 GWe x 143 t/GWe=57,2001
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Total fuel demanded by HWRs: 285,0001 + 57,2001 = 342,2001
Unused LWR fuel until 2030: 360,200 - 342,200 = 18,0001
Determination of minimum cooling time of fuel to be treated. Power supplied between 2020-2030
by LWRs (integration last section, curve 2, graph 1):
[(70- 20) 5 + 2 0 x 5 + 20x_5] GWey = 257 GWey
2

2

Power supplied between 2000 and 2020: 5160 GWey - 257 GWey = 4885 GWey
Exhausted fuel: 4885 Gwey x 25 t/Gwey - 122,125 t
Fuel discharged from stations that cease operating:
(400 - 70) Gwe x 78 t/Gwe = 27,740 t
Fuel accumulated until the year 2000: 200,0001
Total fuel exhausted until the year 2020:
122,125 t + 27,740 t + 200,0001 = 349,865 t
The total amount of fuel to feed HWRs is 342,000 t. But, by the year 2020, 349,865 t would
have accumulated, so that fuel will always be reprocessed with a decay time of over 10 years.
Consumption of natural uranium Only the uranium that is necessary to feed the remnant LWR
installations between the years 2000 and 2030 will be used.
3100 MWth/GWe x (3.3 - 03) tUnat/t
(0.72 - 0.3)
= 1901 Unat/GWey
35.000 MWthd/t
365 d/y.0.8(uf)
1901 Unat/GWey x 5160 GWey = 980,4001 Unat
Production of high level activity waste. As HWRs' SFE: 285,0001.
As LWRs1 untreated SFE : 18,0001 (considered as fuel)
Reprocessing wastes:
3.4 105 t U x 0.0321 FP/t U = 5.4 10 4 1HLW vitr.
0.2tFP/tHLWvitr.
3.4 105 t U x 0.241 hufls/t U = 8.2 10 4 1 hulls
Total high level activity waste:
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285,0001 + 54,000 t + 82,0001 = 420,0001HLW
Required SWU.
4609 SWU/Kg U (3,3%) x 26,000 Kg U/GWey = 1.2 105 SWU/GWey
1.2 105 SWU/GWey x 5160 GWey = 6.2 10 8 SWU
Pu Contents in HLW.
285,0001 x 6.9 Kg Pu/t + 18,000 x 9.1 Kg Pu/t = 9901 Pu
Initial D2O Use. 625 t D2O/GWe x 400 GWe = 250,0001
Operative use of D2O is not considered.
Comparison with an "LWR only" StrategyConsumption of natural uranium, 2000-2030.
1901 Unat/GWey x 400 GWe x 30 y = 2,280,0001U nat
Accumulated HLW. Discharged from the reactors 2000-2030:
400 GWe x 30 y x 25 t U/GWey = 300,0001
Accumulated until the year 2000: 200,0001
From decommissioning of 400 GWe: 400 GWe x 78 t/GWe = 31,2001
Total uranium accumulated until the year 2030 (HLW):
200,0001 + 300,0001 + 31,2001 = 531,2001 HLW
Required SWU. 1.2 10 5 SWU/GWey x 1.2 10 4 GWea = 1.4 10 9 SWU
Pu contents in HLW. 531,2001 x 9.1 Kg Pu/t = 48321 Pu

Table 2 summarizes the calculations.
Table 3 compares the costs of both strategies. These values have been calculated ignoring the
time factor in investment and payments.
If we analyze the values obtained in Table 3, the cost of both strategies, after a simplified
calculation, does not reflect a marked advantage of one over the other.
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Conclusions
According to the analysis with present day data, the advantage of a strategy that makes use of
synergy between HWR and LWR systems, is fundamentally centered in the management of waste
(either produced at the front-end or at the back-end of the fuel cycle). The saving of uranium
must also be emphasized, since it is a non renewable resource.
At the front-end, thousands of Rn curies would not be released into the environment and billions
of m^ of deads and contaminating liquid effluents would not be produced. Also, the production of
large volumes of tails in the enrichment plants would be avoided.
At the back-end a smaller volume of HLW would be produced, with a much smaller specific
contents of phitonium. This waste is potentially less dangerous than the HLWs produced by
LWRs (2).
Although the above mentioned advantages are not easily quantified, they will surely influence
future decisions on nucleoelectrical planning.
Another advantage, even more difficult to quantify, but that opens vast possibilities for the use
of this power, is the partition and transmutation of minor actinides and long-lived fission products.
Irradiated LWR fuels treated through wet way enable the development of this possibility.
Last, when analyzing the table of costs, we may infer that the factors that will influence future
decisions on the choice of a LWR-HWR strategy will be the following:
- the cost of natural uranium;
- the cost of reprocessing;
- the cost of D2O;
- the cost of enrichment.
At present, it is difficult to foresee the development of the cost of natural uranium; it may be
expected to increase, and this would favor the use of HWRs.
Regarding the cost of reprocessing, it can be estimated that, if a type of process like the
coprocessing-Impurex is used, and with long decay time fuel, prices should tend to decrease (3).
Regarding the cost of D2O, at present it should be lower than the one used for these
calculations ($ 275/Kg) due to the apparently over installed capacity. Also, new types of HWRs,
specially designed to work with MOX fuels, should be considered because they should operate
with a smaller D2O inventory.
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New enrichment processes, cheaper than present day ones, will influence negatively a LWRHWR strategy.
Scale economy in the new fuel cycle plants and international commercial agreements in the
nuclear area will certainly have strong repercussions over nucleoelectrical planning.
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Table 1 . INSTALLED NUCLEAR POWER IN THE WORLD

Year
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

Year
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

GWe
0.005
1.21
5.4
16.5
71.7
135
251
330
380
400

Qty. of Reactors
1
17
53
80
176
253
375
420
475
500

Graph 1. ELECTRIC POWER GENERATED BY BOTH ALTERNATIVES
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LWR's
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HWR's
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generated by a
'LWR only'
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Table 2. HWR STRATEGY VS. LWR STRATEGY
HWR
Strategy
Natural U Consumption (t)
HLW Intermediate (*) and
Final Storage Capacity
(SFE + Vitrified HLW +
Hulls) (t)
Required SWU
Pu Content in HLW (t)

LWR
Strategy

% Savings (or Pu
content) with HWR
Strategy

9.8x10 s

2.3 x 1 0 6

4.2 x 10 s
6.2x10*

5.3 x 10 s
1.4x109

126

9.9X102

4.8x103

-385

135

26

(*) The saving in the Intermediate Storage Capacity could be higher than 26%
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Table 3. COSTS HWR AND LWR STRATEGIES
HWR Strategy LWR Strategy
U$S (billions)
Cost of natural U
9.8 10^x60 10 J
2.3.10° x 60 10J
Cost of conversion of UF6
9.8.10& x 9 10 J
2.3.10 b x9 10 J
Cost of manufacturing FE
type PWR:
1.3.10s x 180 10J=2.3 10 l u
type Canflex MOX: 3.5 105 x 210 103=7.4 1 0 Total:
9.7 1010
type PWR 3.4.10& x 180 10a
Cost of SWU
6.2.10 a x100
1.4.10 b x100
Cost of Intermediate Storage
Pool Storage (10 years) + Dry Storage
2.9.105 x (80+10) 103=2.6 10 10
1.8 10 4 x (80+10) 103=1.6 10s
2.8 10 10
&
J
5.3 10 x (80+10) 10
Cost of Reprocessing
3.5 10 & x650 10J
Cost of transport
from reactor pool to reprocessing plant
3.4 10s x 40 103=1.40 1010
to final storage
(SFE)
2.9 10 5 x40 103=1.20 1O10
(HLWvitr.+hulls) 1.4 10 5 x 10 103=0.14 1 0 2.74 1010
from reactor pool to storage away from reactor
5.3 10 5 x40 103= 2.1 10™
to final storage
5.3 10 5 x40 10 3 =2.1 10—
4.2 1010
Cost of Final Storage
4.2 10 s x350 10J
5.3 10s X350 10-*
Cost of Nuclear Power Plant
400 x 1360 10° (CANDU 600E)
400x1411 10°(AP600)
Cost of D2O
2.5 10s x 275 10J
Approximate Total Cost of investments and Main
Supplies (2000-2030)

59
140
9
21

97
61
62
140

28
48
230

27

42
150
190
520
560
69

1250

1202
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AECL'S PROGRESS EN DEVELOPING THE DUPIC FUEL FABRICATION PROCESS
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ABSTRACT
Spent Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) fuel can be used directly in CANDU* reactors without
the need for wet chemical reprocessing or reenrichment. Considerable experimental progress has
been made in verifying the practicality of this fuel cycle, including hot-cell experiments using
spent PWR fuels and out-cell trials using surrogate fuels. This paper describes the current status
of these experiments.

INTRODUCTION
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), the Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute
(KAERI) and the United States Departments of State and Energy (US DOS/DOE) are involved
in a joint program to develop a process for the Direct Use of spent PWR fuel in CANDU*
reactors (DUPIC). This involves reconfiguring spent PWR fuel into a form that can be used in
a CANDU reactor without using conventional, wet reprocessing technology. This provides a
proliferation-resistant fuel cycle that does not involve wet chemistry at any stage of the process.
The reference PWR fuel for this project is 3.5% U-235 at start of life, with a discharge burnup
of 35 MWd/kgU. This is typical of Korean spent PWR fuel. The residual fissile content of this
spent fuel is sufficient to burn in a CANDU reactor without the addition of more fissile material.
Although the achievable burnup with this fuel will depend on details of the bundle design, the
burnup is approximately 18 MWd/kgHM, which compares to natural uranium burnups in CANDU
of around 7.5 MWd/kgU.
A Phase I study, looking at various reconfiguration methods, has been completed. The process
that was recommended is OREOX, a process in which dense UO2 pellets are broken down into
a ceramic-grade powder by cyclic oxidation and reduction, and the resulting powder is pressed
and sintered into CANDU-quality pellets that are assembled into CANDU bundles.
Phase II, an experimental verification to demonstrate the feasibility of the OREOX process,
is now underway. There are a number of issues being addressed, including:

* CANDU = Canada Deuterium Uranium, a registered trademark
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•
•
•
•
•
•

a decladding technology to separate spent PWR fuel from its cladding,
optimizing the OREOX cycle to produce a sinterable powder,
remotely fabricating CANDU-quality pellets, elements and bundles,
trapping and disposing of volatile fission products throughout the process,
irradiation testing DUPIC fuel to measure fuel performance,
extending modelling codes to include DUPIC fuel, and

•

establishing safeguards procedures for the entire process.

All of the processing and fabrication activities must be performed in a hot-cell environment.
The workscope for this phase of the project is divided among the various members as follows:
•
•
•
•

Development of fuel-element fabrication technology
AECL
Development of fuel-bundle fabrication technology
KAERI
Reactor physics and safety analysis
Joint AECL/KAERI
Verification of irradiation behaviour
KAERI (with AECL)
Safeguards
US/KAERI
The results described here focus on advancements by AECL in optimizing the OREOX cycle.

OREOX PROCESS
A number of possible reconfiguring technologies were assessed during Phase I, and the one
chosen for further study was OREOX. The OREOX process uses crystallographic phase
transitions in uranium oxides to break the initial UO2 pellets into fine powders. Oxidizing UO2
into U3O8 results in a transition from a cubic to an orthorhombic structure, with an associated
volume increase of 32%. The cyclic transformation between cubic and orthorhombic phases
causes microcracking in the matrix, and the production of a fine powder. If the powder can be
made fine enough, it can be processed as a ceramic-grade powder into CANDU-quality fuel
pellets, for assembly into CANDU fuel bundles.
The OREOX process has a number of steps, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

decladding the spent PWR fuel,
subjecting the exposed fuel to alternating cycles of oxidation and reduction, to produce
a fine powder,
any subsequent powder conditioning (i.e., milling) required to improve the sinterability
of the powder,
fabricating CANDU-quality fuel pellets from that powder,
loading the pellets into sheaths,
assembling the CANDU bundles,
disposing of irradiated PWR assembly hardware, and
trapping and disposing of volatile fission products released during the decladding,
OREOX and sintering processes.
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A schematic flowsheet of the OREOX process is shown in Figure 1.
Hot-cell arfd pilot-scale out-cell experiments are being performed ~in parallel during the
development phase of this project.

HOT-CELL EXPERIMENTS
Hot-cell experiments using small quantities of irradiated PWR fuel (between one and three
pellets), have investigated fission-product (FP) release during various OREOX thermal cycles.
Volatile FP's are expected to be released during the OREOX process, including noble gases
(krypton and xenon), cesium, iodine and possibly ruthenium. It would be desirable to have
volatile FP's removed in the (relatively low temperature) OREOX furnace, rather than in the
(more complex and sophisticated) sintering furnace. To facilitate this, various OREOX schedules
were examined to investigate FP release.
A horizontal tube furnace with a 7.5 cm diameter alumina tube was used for these experiments.
Fuel samples were contained in alumina boats mounted in alumina trays that were inserted into
the furnace tube. Appropriate gases (air, Ar/4% H2, Ar/12%CO or CO2) were flowed into the
furnace tube and out into the hot-cell ventilation system after scrubbing through an appropriate
filter system. Because of safety constraints in the hot cells, the hydrogen content of reduction
gases did not exceed 4%.
Two spent PWR fuels were used for the in-cell tests. Fuel A had an initial enrichment of
2.55% U-235, achieved a burnup of 28 MWd/kgU (672 MWh/kgU), and was discharged in 1974
May. Fuel B was initially 3.5% U-235, achieved 57 MWd/kgU (1375 MWh/kgU), and was
discharged in 1988 February. Although neither fuel duplicates the reference spent PWR fuel
specifications, they do bracket the conditions (one a lower initial enrichment and burnup, the
other the correct initial enrichment but a higher burnup). The trend in nuclear power is to higher
burnups, making this high-burnup information important.
OREOX trials were conducted using a number of thermal cycles. It was found that Fuel A
(28 MWd/kgU) was rapidly oxidized at approximately 400°C (which is consistent with 4-atom%
SIMFUEL" results), and only partially oxidized at 350°C. Fuel B (57 MWd/kgU) did not appear
to be oxidized until the temperature was raised to 500°C. Thus the burnup of the fuel has a
significant impact on the OREOX schedule to be used.
FP release was monitored during the various OREOX cycles. 98% of the cesium was released
after 3.9 hours at 1400°C, whereas 76% was released after 1.4 hours at 1320°C. Approximately
3.5% of the krypton was released from Fuel A at 400°C, whereas 30% of the krypton was
released from Fuel B under similar conditions. Ruthenium was released rapidly during heating
to 1400°C, whereas no europium was released during any of these tests. There was no release

SIMFUEL is UO2 containing stable chemical additives that simulate the composition
of irradiated fuel.
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of FP's during the reduction portions of the schedules (except for a small amount of krypton
released during the first two cycles). FP release is summarized in Table. I.
Resultant powder morphologies were similar to those found in initial out-cell trials during
commissioning of the apparatus. Equipment was not available for these first in-cell trials, to
investigate powder sinterability.

PILOT-SCALE PROCESSING
Powder and pellet fabrication properties were examined during out-cell pilot-scale processing.
These experiments looked at variables such as cycle temperatures, powder bed depth, gas-flow
rates and dwell times at temperature. Powder characterization was performed on all powders.
The important powder parameters are: particle-size distribution, surface area, and sinterability.
Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) analysis is the best method of characterizing irradiated fuel
powder, and this method was therefore also used to "bench-mark" powders produced during pilotscale OREOX trials.
All out-cell tests used SIMFUEL simulating fuel with 4 atom% burnup (approximately 35
MWd/kgU). The composition of the SIMFUEL is listed in Table n. Because SIMFUEL is a
sintered product composed of stable additives, it contains no volatile elements. The primary
importance of SIMFUEL tests in these experiments is to determine the sinterability of powders
fabricated by various OREOX cycles.
During the initial pilot-scale trials, a high-temperature oxidation stage (1100°C) was included
in the first cycle. Subsequent cycles were: reduction in Ar/4%H2 at 700°C and oxidation in air
at 400°C. The intent of the high-temperature oxidation was to drive off volatile FP's before
reaching the sintering furnace. Note that, although these experiments were performed out-cell,
the hydrogen content of reduction gases was kept down to 4%, to be consistent with the smallscale hot-cell and future pilot-scale experiments that will be done in-cell.
The initial oxidation at 1100°C was performed in a regular box furnace. All subsequent
processing was in a box furnace with an extended hot zone and a stainless-steel hydrogen retort.
Alumina trays 18 cm x 14 cm x 6 cm were used to contain the pellets and powder in the furnace
during processing. A tray of as-fabricated SIMFUEL pellets is shown in Figure 2A). The same
pellets after the OREOX process are shown in Figure 2B).
SEM investigation of as-produced powder indicated that it was very coarse (>5 um), with a
smooth surface and some indication of laminations in particles. A SEM of this powder is shown
in Figure 3. Pellets made from this powder crumbled on exit from the die and it was not possible
to make sintered samples.
To increase the sinterability of the powder, it was subjected to dry vibratory milling for 1 hour
using cylindrical zirconia media (12.5 mm dia x 12.5 mm tall). Pellets fabricated from this
powder sintered to a density of 9.9 g/cm3 (approximately 92% of the theoretical density of 4
atom% burnup SIMFUEL). The poor sinterability of this powder is attributed to the coarseness
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introduced during the initial high-temperature oxidation stage.
The second set of pilot-scale trials did not include the high-temperature oxidation, and used
only three cycles of oxidizing in air at 400°C and reducing in Ar/4%H2 at 700°C. All oxidation
and reduction was done in the large box furnace with the stainless-steel retort. The as-produced
powders had a mean particle size of 2.4 um (50% mass level as measured by sedimentation) and
a surface area of 4.0 m2/g. A SEM is shown in Figure 4. Some of this powder was also
vibratory milled, as above. After milling, the particle size was 1.7 um and the surface area was
6.5 m2/g.
Pellets were fabricated from both powders and sintered. The sintered densities were: asproduced 96.5% of the theoretical density of 4 atom%-burnup SIMFUEL, after milling 97.9% of
theoretical density. Both are within the CANDU-specified window of 95.3% to 98.1% of the
theoretical density (of fresh UO2).
Overall, it was found that OREOX pellets made from SIMFUEL powders that had been
subjected to a high-temperature oxidation stage did not sinter to a high density, whereas those
that did not experience this step had adequate sinterability.

CONCLUSIONS
Although high-temperature oxidation is effective in driving off volatile fission products, it
causes the formation of coarse granules that are resistant to further size reduction and have poor
processing/sintering characteristics.
The hot-cell FP release results can be summarized as:
•
•
•
•
•

98% of the cesium was released after 3.9 hours at 1400°C, whereas 76% was released
after 1.4 hours at 1320°C.
Approximately 3.5% of the krypton was released from Fuel A at 400°C, whereas 30% of
the krypton was released from Fuel B under similar conditions.
100% of the ruthenium was released rapidly during heating in air to 1400°C.
No europium was released during any of these tests.
There was no release of FP's during the reduction portions of the schedules (except for
a small amount of krypton released during the first two cycles).

These results imply that restricting the oxidation temperature to less than 500°C will result in
significant quantities of cesium remaining in the fuel during the OREOX process and being
released in the sintering furnace. There is no indication yet of how ruthenium, europium or
cesium will behave in a sintering furnace.
Dry vibratory milling was found to improve the sinterability of as-produced powders.
High-density pellets, meeting CANDU specifications for sintered density, can be produced on
a pilot scale using an OREOX cycle and SIMFUEL.
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FUTURE ACTIVITIES
The DUPIC project has had a very promising start and is gaining momentum. Future work
will continue to optimize the OREOX cycle on both a small scale, using spent PWR fuel, and
on a pilot scale, using SIMFUEL.
In parallel with this, in-cell efforts will be scaled up, leading to the fabrication, using spent
PWR fuel, of both OREOX fuel elements (by AECL) and bundles (by KAERI) for a research
reactor irradiation. These elements and bundles will then be subjected to post-irradiation
examination. Fuel performance modelling codes will then be extended to include DUPIC fuel.
All partners in the project (AECL/KAERI/DOS/DOE) will continue to work towards the
establishment of safeguards procedures and equipment.
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Table I. Fission-product removal from spent PWR fuel
Low Temper;iture (400°C)
Fuel A

FuelB

High
Temperature
(1400°C)

Cesium

<1%

<1%

98%

Krypton

3.5%

30%

100%

Ruthenium

<1%

<1%

100%

Europium

0%

0%

0%

Table n. Composition of 4 atom%-burnup SIMFUEL
Element

Also Representing

Ba

g/gu
%
0.22

Ce

Np

0.28

La

Am, Cm

0.14

Mo

0.40

Sr

0.08

Y

0.05

Zr

0.40

Rh

0.05

Pd

0.22

Ru

Tc

0.29

Nd

Pr, Pm, Sm

0.47
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PWR Element Decladdinq

•

Trap Volatile FP's

Oxidation Reduction

>

Trap Volatile FP's

Powder Conditioninq
Pelletizing
Sintering

Trap Volatile FP's

Element Loading
Bundle Assembly

FIGURE 1 SCHEMATIC FLOW SHEET FOR THE OREOX PROCESS
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A)

\

B)
FIGURE 2 ALUMINA TRAY WITH SIMFUEL PELLETS A) BEFORE AND
B) AFTER THE OREOX PROCESS
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FIGURE 3 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF OREOX POWDER AFTER A
SERIES OF HEAT TREATMENTS, INCLUDING A HIGH-TEMPERATURE OXIDATION

FIGURE 4 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF OREOX POWDER
AFTER ONLY LOW-TEMPERATURE OXIDATIONS
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ABSTRACT
A parametric study has been performed for the various refueling schemes of CANDU 6
reactor loaded with reference DUPIC fuel. The optimum discharge burnup was determined such
that the peak bundle power is minimized for the equilibrium core. Based on the results of
instantaneous core calculation using patterned random age distributions, it was decided to perform
the refueling simulations only for 2-bundle and 4-bundle shift refueling schemes. The 600 FPD
simulation has shown that the operational margins of the channel and bundle power to the license
limits are 7.9% and 17.1%, respectively, for 2-bundle shift refueling scheme. The 4-bundle shift
refueling scheme also satisfies the license limits and the operational margins of the channel and
bundle power are 7.1% and 9.8%, respectively. The results of refueling simulation indicate the
possibility of using reference DUPIC fuel in current CANDU 6 reactor.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A fuel management study for the direct use of spent PWR fuel in CANDU (DUPIC)1 was
performed to establish a refueling scheme for a CANDU core loaded with the reference DUPIC
fuel. The reference DUPIC fuel is made of the spent PWR fuel of which the initial enrichment
and discharge burnup are 3.5 w/o and 35000 MWD/T, respectively. The DUPIC fuel bundle
utilizes CANFLEX2 geometry which has 43 fuel pins. The fuel compositions are the same for
all 43 fuel pins except for the center one which is blended with 27.1 gram of natural dysprosium
to reduce the void reactivity.
The fissile content of the reference DUPIC fuel is 1.56 w/o, which is more than twice that
of natural uranium fuel. For a reactor which is operated with the fuel of higher fissile content,
the power ripple upon refueling is expected to be much higher than that of natural uranium core
because the reactivity insertion is more localized if the refueling schemes are the same in both
DUPIC and natural uranium cores. In order to ensure the operational safety and controllerability,
it is necessary to find a refueling scheme and fuel management strategy appropriate for the
DUPIC core.
In this study, the lattice parameters of the reference DUPIC fuel are generated by a transport code WIMS-AECL3 using ENDF/B-V cross-section library. The incremental cross-sections,
which are the properties of the reactivity devices and the structural materials in the reactor, are
calculated by a 3-dimensional transport code SHETAN4 using a model5 developed previously.
And the refueling scheme was studied by a finite difference diffusion code RFSP6.
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H.

EQUILIBRIUM CORE

Because of the daily refueling feature of CANDU reactor, the reactor condition is not the
same all the time. In RFSP, an equilibrium core is obtained by the time-average model which
uses the lattice parameters averaged over a irradiation time. To determine the discharge burnup
of the equilibrium core, the core is divided into 2 regions in radial direction and the critical core
is searched by- adjusting the average discharge burnups of inner and outer core with a fixed zone
controller level of 50% for the calculational simplicity.
Discharge Burnup
There are many combinations of inner and outer core discharge burnups which make the core
critical. The critical core was searched for a given burnup ratio (y), defined as the discharge
burnup of the inner core over that of the outer core, and the optimum burnup ratio (TopO was
searched by changing the burnup ratio from 0.9 to 1.5 for the possible refueling schemes. The
optimum burnup ratio was determined such that the peak bundle power reaches the minimum.
The variation of peak bundle power as a function of bunrup ratio is shown in Figure 1 for
each refueling scheme. The peak bundle power becomes the minimum when the burnup ratio is
between 1.00 and 1.15. Based on this, the optimum burnup ratios were determined as 1.15, 1.10,
1.00, and 1.00 for 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-bundle shift refueling schemes, respectively.
Refueling Region
The 2-region core model has shown that the power distribution is tilted in the top and
bottom regions because the distribution of zone controller water is not exactly symmetric in the
vertical direction. The channel power produced in the bottom half of the core is about 2.5%
higher than a half of the total reactor power. In order to maintain a symmetric power profile,
the core was subdivided into top and bottom region, resulting in total of 4 refueling regions.
The discharge burnup of top region was slightly reduced while that of bottom region was
increased by the same increment until the power shape is symmetric. Therefore the average
discharge burnups of inner and outer core are the same as those of 2-region core model. The
major advantage of the 4-region core model is the reduction of peak channel and bundle power
because of the radial power flattening. It was possible to achieve about 2.5% reduction in the
peak channel and bundle power compared to the 2-region core model.
The properties of the equilibrium core are summarized in Table 1 and compared to those of
natural uranium core. For the 6-bundle shift refueling scheme, a half of the fuel bundles in a
channel are refueled at a time, which results in the lowest axial form factor. Compared to the
natural uranium core, the peak channel and bundle powers are reduced appreciably for the
2-bundle and 4-bundle refueling schemes because of the improved axial power flattening.
Reactivity Devices
The effect of refueling scheme on the reactivity worths of devices and structural materials
has been thoroughly investigated and is summarized in Table 2. For adjusters, the reduction in
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reactivity worth is 44% for 2-bundle shift refueling scheme compared to the natural uranium core
due to the axial power flattening and spectral shift in DUPIC core. The reactivity worths of
zone controller and shutoff rods are reduced by 19% and 29%, respectively, for the 2-bundle shift
refueling scheme.

HI.

INSTANTANEOUS CORE

During the refueling operation, the channel and bundle power should be kept below the
operating limits. Because the instantaneous power distribution is not available from the timeaverage model of RFSP, an instantaneous core calculation is performed by RFSP using a
patterned random number (age) distribution, shown in Figure 2, which was artificially generated
based on engineering judgement and experience. Using the age distribution, the instantaneous
core model assumes the fuel bumup as below:
u(i,j,k) = Ui(k) + f(i,j) x ( Q2(k) - U!(k) )
where Ui(k) and fc)2(k) are the burnups immediately after and before refueling, respectively, and
are obtained from the time-average calculation. f(i,j) is the fraction of time that channel (i,j) is
through its cycle. In this way, the instantaneous core model represents a snapshot of the fuel
burnup upon refueling.
Age Distribution
The reference age distribution shown in Figure 2 is composed of 24 blocks where each
block contains 25 channels. The fresh and oldest fuel are located in channel D-7 and G-9,
respectively. In order to simulate a core which has the fresh fuel at different locations, 30
different age patterns were produced. First the fresh fuel is located at channel index 1 for 24
blocks by incrementing the age by 0.0026 continuously. Since channel index 1 does not exist in
blocks 1, 2, 9, 10, 13, 14, 20 and 22, there are 16 age patterns. Secondly, if the fresh fuel is
located at channel index 2 for all blocks, the number of age patterns is 14. The location of
fresh fuel in 30 age patterns is shown in Figure 3, which approximates 30 different refueling
operations.
Instantaneous Calculation
The instantaneous calculation was performed for 30 age patterns and the results are
summarized in Table 3. The reactivity insertion of each refueling operation for the 6-bundle and
8-bundle shift refueling schemes are so large that the channel and bundle power exceed the
current operating limits of 7300 kW and 935 kW, respectively.
Though this is not an actual refueling simulation, it is quite probable that the operating limits of channel and bundle power
could be violated for certain refueling operations when 6-bundle or 8-bundle shift refueling
scheme is applied for the DUPIC core. Therefore it was decided to perform the refueling
simulations only for 2-bundle and 4-bundle shift refueling schemes.
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IV.

REFUELING SIMULATION

The refueling simulation has been performed for the 2-bundle and 4-bundle shift refueling
schemes using an auto-refueling method which applies several constraints for the selection of refueling channels. The neutronics properties of 2-bundle and 4-bundle shifted core are different
from the typical 8-bundle shifted core such that the axial power shape is channel-front-peaked. If
the fuel channel is near the adjusters, the neutron flux in the middle of the channel is depressed
and the axial decoupling is pronounced.
In order to maintain the reference (equilibrium) power distribution, the refueling channels
should be selected uniformly over the entire core. It is also desirable to select the same number
of channels from two bi-directional channels in order not to deteriorate the dished axial power
shape. Therefore the channels are selected in the following sequence:
• channel in the zone-pair of the highest reactivity requirement,
• channel of the highest discharge burnup ratio in a zone-pair, and
• channel in the side of the lower zone level.
Therefore a channel which belongs to a zone-pair (the front and back zones which share the
same channels) of the highest reactivity requirement will be selected if the discharge burnup ratio,
defined as the current discharge burnup over the reference one, is the highest in that zone-pair.
If a channel of high burnup is refueled in one direction, a channel to be" refueled from the other
side will likely be refueled next time if its discharge burnup becomes the highest. If the zone
power is relatively high in a particular region, the fuel bundles in that zone will be irradiated
more and the probability of being selected as a refueling channel increases accordingly.
2-Bundle Shift Refueling
The 2-bundle shift refueling simulation was performed for 600 FPD and the results are summarized in Table 4. Because the refueling perturbation is relatively small, the channel and
bundle powers are well below the operating limits. The averages of peak channel and bundle
power are 6722 kW and 775 kW, which correspond to 7.9% and 17.1% margins to the license
limits for operation, respectively. The channel power peaking factor (CPPF) increases up to 1.11
while the average CPPF over 600 FPD is 1.07, which is close to that of the natural uranium
core. The zone controller level varies sensitively to compensate for the local power peaking
caused mainly by the highly reactive DUPIC fuel and the axially decoupled power shape.
4-Bundle Shift Refueling
The 4-bundle shift refueling simulation was also performed for 600 FPD and the results are
summarized in Table 4. In this case, the refueling ripple is higher than 2-bundle shift refueling
scheme and the peak channel and bundle powers are very close to the operating limits. As given
in Table 4, the operating margins of the channel and bundle power are 7.1% and 9.8%, respectively. The CPPF is about twice as big as that of 2-bundle shift refueling simulation. The
CPPF is exacerbated in the 4-bundle shift refueling scheme because the refueling reactivity of a
channel is doubled while the reference channel power distribution is similar to that of 2-bundle
shift refueling scheme.
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The time-dependent behaviour of peak channel and bundle powers are compared in Figures
4 and 5, respectively. The variation of CPPF for 2-bundle shift and 4-bundle shift refueling
schemes are also compared each other in Figure 6.

V. CONCLUSION

.._; •

The results of 2-bundle shift refueling simulation indicate that the reference DUPIC fuel can
be used in the current CANDU 6 reactor. Compared to the natural uranium core, the operational
margins of the channel and bundle power increase in 2-bundle shift DUPIC core because of more
power flattening. For 4-bundle shift refueling scheme, the operational limits of the channel and
bundle power are still satisfied but the CPPF is deteriorated compared to 2-bundle shift refueling
scheme. In conclusion, it is feasible to utilize the reference DUPIC fuel in current CANDU 6
reactor without design changes.
In order to improve the core performance and the quality of the simulation results, it is necessary to develope an analytic method for the refueling simulation and to study on the following
items in the future:
•

an improved method for the refueling channel selection in order to minimize the channel
power, bundle power, CPPF, and zone controller level change,
• analysis on the performance of reactivity devices including reactor shutdown margin and xenon
over-ride capability, and
• analysis on the regional over power (ROP) trip system performance.
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TABLE 1. FUEL MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS FOR 4-REGION CORE MODEL
2-Bundle
Shift

4-Bundle
Shift

6-Bundle _ 8-Bundle
Shift
Shift

8-Bundle
(Nat. U)

Discharge Burnup
(MWD/T)

Inner Top
Inner Bottom
Outer Top
Outer Bottom
Whole

16088.8
16204.4
14452.1
14572.7
15050.9

15711.3
15829.1
14591.9
14711.3
15042.4

14963.3 - -44810.9
15077.9
14918.0
14911.6
14764.7
15023.7
14867.5
14988.1
14834.9

7741.0
7741.0
6854.3
6854.3
7167.2

Refueling Rate
(Channels/Day)

Inner Top
Inner Bottom
Outer Top
Outer Bottom
Whole

0.68
0.67
1.39
1.33
4.06

0.36
0.35
0.67
0.65
2.03

0.27
0.27
0.42
0.41
1.36

0.20
0.20
0.31
0.31
1.03

0.69
0.69
1.27
1.27
1.97

0.84
0.78
0.61
6223.3
6490.8

0.84
0.76
0.59
6335.9
6444.2

0.81
0.64
0.52
6687.1
6382.2

0.81
0.67
0.56
6716.0
6397.6

0.81
0.67
0.55
6701.4
6732.0

709.1
738.8

760.95
768.56

866.7
853.1

813.2
795.6

819.1
827.5

Radial
Axial
Whole
Peak Channel Power Inner
Outer
(kW)

Form Factor
(Average/Maximum)

Peak Bundle Power
(kW)

TABLE 2.

Inner
Outer

REACTIVITY WORTH(MK) OF DEVICES AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

Adjuster
Zone Controller
Shutoff Rod(28)
Shutoff Rod(26)
Mechanical Control Absorber
Guide Tube
Locator/Bracket
All

2-Bundle
Shift

4-Bundle
Shift

6-Bundle
Shift

8-Bundle
Shift

8-Bundle
(Nat. U)

8.89
5.47
65.32
38.17
7.29
2.41
0.51
11.47

10.03
5.76
68.78
40.97
7.52
2.39
0.44
12.49

13.32
4.78
71.13
46.32
8.86
2.53
0.37
15.80

14.14
5.15
75.40
48.10
9.35
2.53
0.38
16.55

15.90
6.73
92.01
56.80
11.54
2.71
1.09
18.77

All = Adjuster + Zone Controller + Guide Tubes + Locator/Bracket
Shutoff Rod(28) = All Shutoff Rods In
Shutoff Rod(26) = SOR1 and SOR5 are missing
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TABLE 3.

SUMMARY OF 30 INSTANTANEOUS CALCULATIONS

Peak Channel Power (kW)

Peak Bundle Power (kW)
Channel Power Peaking
Factor
Zone Controller Level

Radial Form Factor

Maximum
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Minimum

2-Bundle
Shift
6699.0
6629.3
6580.0
783.0
771.1
763.0
1.129
1.110
1.088
0.797
0.538
0.200
0.824
0.818
0.810

4-Bundle
Shift
7232.0
7043.8
6911.0
906.0
874.8
858.0
1.1480
1.1219
1.1040
0.8000
0.5781
0.2650
0.7850
0.7703
0.7500

6-Bundle 8-Bundle
Shift "
Shift
8157.0
9054.0
7765.5.. 1 8373.5
7447.0
7769.0
1147.0
1200.0
1077.8
1106.8
1029.0
1024.0
1.277
1.425
1.207
1.303
1.234
1.169
0.800
0.800
0.692
0.754
0.237
0.227
0.728
0.698
0.649
0.699
0.599
0.665

8-Bundle
(Nat. U)
7135.0
6875.1
6704.0
894.0
871.9
840.0
1.127
1.093
1.080
0.800
0.538
0.200
0.809
0.789
0.760

TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF 2- AND 4-BUNDLE SHIFT REFUELING SIMULATION

Inner Core Discharge Burnup
(MWD/T)
Outer Core Discharge Burnup
(MWD/T)
Peak Channel Power1 (kW)

Peak Bundle Power2 (kW)

Channel Power Peaking Factor

Refueling Rate(Channels/FPD)
License Limit : 7300 kW
License Limit : 935 kW

2

Maximum
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Minimum

2-Bundle Shift

4-Bundle Shift

16416.7
16133.3
15562.5
14958.3
14516.7
13000.0
7150.0
6722.2
6530.0
825.0
775.2
750.0
1.1470
1.0716
1.0480
1.3328
2.7171
4.0499

18250.0
15779.2
13666.7
19875.0
14579.2
13083.3
7066.0
6781.4
6620.0
886.0
843.1
820.0
1.1930
1.1363
1.1000
0.6922
1.3461
2.0383

FIGURE 1.

MAXIMUM BUNDLE POWER(KW) FOR EACH REFUELING SCHEME
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FIGURE 3.

LOCATION OF FRESH FUEL FOR 30 AGE PATTERNS
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ABSTRACT
A preliminary study was performed for the evaluation of Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC)
parameters of nominal DUPIC fuel in CANDU reactor. For the reference 2-bundle shift refueling
scheme, the predicted ramped power and power increase of the 43-element DUPIC fuel in the
equilibrium core are below the SCC thresholds of CANDU natural uranium fuel. For 4-bundle
shift refueling scheme, the envelope of element ramped power and power increase upon refueling
are 8% and 44% higher than those of 2-bundle shift refueling scheme on the average, respectively, and both schemes are not expected to cause SCC failures.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The cause of CANDU fuel defects is categorized into three mechanisms such as fretting by
debris, Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC), and manufacturing defects1.
The most performance
23
limiting fuel defect mechanism related to reactor operation is SCC ' because it is a function of
fuel bumup, ramped (final) power and power increase upon refueling. In general, the fresh fuel
is very resistant to the SCC failure, but as the fuel is irradiated, the corrosive fission products
accumulated in the fuel gap can cause failure of the sheath when combined with sheath stresses
generated during a power ramp. This phenomenon is common to all Zircaloy sheath UO2 fuels.
For the direct use of spent PWR fuel in CANDU (DUPIC), the higher fissile content of
DUPIC fuel prohibits the use of typical 8-bundle shift refueling scheme, which enhances core
characteristics different from natural uranium CANDU 6 reactor. The compatability of DUPIC
fuel to CANDU reactor can be classified into several aspects such as mechanical compatability,
controllability, safety, economics, etc. The geometry of 43-element CANFLEX bundle is suitable
to current CANDU 6 fuel channel and refueling machine. The 2-bundle and 4-bundle shift refueling simulations4 have shown that the channel and bundle powers satisfy the license limits of
operation.
As a part of conceptual design of DUPIC fuel in normal operation, the fuel performance
parameters were calculated for the possible refueling schemes of DUPIC core. Since the SCC
threshold of DUPIC fuel is not available, the fuel performance parameters were compared to the
SCC threshold of natural uranium fuel, referred to as 1982 SCC threshold curve by Manzer5.
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H.

DUPIC FUEL BUNDLE DESIGN

Fuel Composition
The nominal DUPIC fuel6 is made of spent PWR fuel which has an initial enrichment of 3.5
w/o and a discharge burnup of 35000 MWD/T. It was assumed that the spent PWR fuel is
cooled for ten years before decladding and is refabricated by an oxidation-reduction process
(OREOX)7. The fuel density is currently assumed to be 10.4 g/cm3. By the nature of OREOX
process, the volatile and semi-volatile fission products are removed and all the fuel materials and
solid fission products are directly reused as DUPIC fuel. The composition of major fuel material
is given in Table 1.
Fuel Bundle
The DUPIC fuel bundle design utilizes CANFLEX geometry which has 43 fuel elements to
enhance thermal margin and reduce the peak linear element rating. The fuel bundle contains a
poisoned element at the center in order to reduce the coolant void reactivity by increasing parastic
capture of neutrons upon coolant voiding. The poison material used in the center element is a
grey absorber (natural dysprosium) so that the void reactivity is suppressed throughout the irradiation time.
The poison material in the center pin increases the relative linear power of the outer element
more than that of natural uranium fuel bundle at the early stage. As the fuel is irradiated, the
location of peak relative linear power is shifted to the second ring as shown in Table 2.

HI.

DUPIC FUEL PERFORMANCE

Power Envelope
The refueling simulation was performed for the nominal DUPIC core by RFSP8 using 2bundle and 4-bundle shift refueling schemes. The simulation continues until the core reaches the
equilibrium state where most channels have been refueled at least once. The ramped bundle
power and power increase were calculated at every full power day (FPD). The maximum and
minimum powers of fuel element were obtained for every bumup interval of 1 MWh/kg and the
envelopes of ramped element power and power increase are plotted in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
Unlike natural uranium fuel, the high power envelope decreases linearly as fuel bumup
because there is no plutonium buildup for mid-burnup DUPIC fuels. But the power increase
upon refueling is relatively large for low burnup fuels because of channel-front-peaked axial
power shape and high fissile content For 4-bundle shift refueling scheme, the maximum and
average changes of ramped power are 51% and 8%, respectively, compared to 2-bundle shift.
The ramped power is mostly high for the fuel of which the element burnup is less than
approximately 150 MWh/kg because fuel bundles are located at high flux Tegion during that
period.
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The envelope of power increase is higher for 4-bundle shift refueling scheme by 44% on the
average compared to 2-bundle shift. For 4-bundle shift, the bundle displacement and residence
time are twice those of 2-bundle shift and the magnitude of power increase is relatively high
until the fuel bundle is located in the middle, i.e., the high bundle power region of a channel.
Power History

;

The ramped power is strongly dependent on the axial power shape of a channel. For example, the element ramped power of 2 bundles loaded in channel M4, which has the peak bundle
power in the time-average core, are plotted in Figure 3 as a function of element irradiation until
those bundles are discharged. As shown in Figure 3, the ramped power changes abruptly when
the channel M4 was refueled. Between 2 refueling operations, the ramped power is slowly decreasing because of fissile burnout with a small fluctuations due to zone controller level change.
The power increase upon refueling can be easily obtained from Figure 3 and is shown in
Figure 4 for 2-bundle shift refueling scheme. The fuel element gets the highest power increase
when the fuel bundle is shifted at the channel front region where the channel power is the
highest. For CANDU reactor, all the fuel bundles experience the linear power increase whenever
the channel is refueled.
In order to keep enough margin to SCC threshold, the refueling
operation should be done in an appropriate time interval such that a fuel of high burnup is not
positioned at the high flux region. Also the refueling simulation should be optimized such that
the reference (time-average) power distribution is maintained.

IV. SCC THRESHOLD OF DUPIC FUEL
The SCC threshold of DUPIC fuel may be different from the empirically derived ones of
natural uranium CANDU fuel. If the density of DUPIC fuel is determined lower than the normal
range specified for natural uranium fuel, the densification effect will increase accordingly. As the
fuel is irradiated, the net effect of densification and swelling on the sheath stress and strain could
be less than that of natural uranium fuel for the same pellet design. But the internal design of
fuel element may require small modifications to accommodate the high burnup of DUPIC fuel
which is twice that of natural uranium fuel.
In general, it is expected that there are three concerns for the performance of low density
and high burnup DUPIC fuel:
- the fuel element dimensional stability due to densification effect,
- the SCC threshold change due to fuel element density and dimension, and
- the SCC threshold of DUPIC fuel for high burnup region.

V.

CONCLUSION

The flatter power distribution of DUPIC core may provide sufficient margin to prevent SCC
failures and small changes to the SCC thresholds of DUPIC fuel. If the margin to SCC failure
is found to be not enough, 2-bundle shift refueling scheme may be required as compared to 4-
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bundle shift scheme in order to reduce the power ramps caused by refueling operation.
It is expected that the envelopes of fuel performance parameter could be reduced more if the
refueling simulation is optimized such that power ripple is minimized. -At the same time, it is
necessary to develope a theoretical basis for the SCC threshold of DUPIC fuel and to verify by
experiments. _
_^ "
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TABLE 1. COMPOSITION OF REFERENCE DUPIC FUEL (KG/BUNDLE)
Equilibrium Fuel
7452.9 MWD/T

Fresh Fuel
0.0 MWD/T

Isotope

Discharged Fuel
15039.9 MWD/T

U235_
U236U238

0.16291
0.08088
17.20170

0.10021
0.08931
17.12662

0.05171
0.09498
17.03359

Pu238
Pu239
Pu240
Pu241
Pu242

0.00195
0.09766
0.04059
0.01479
0.00934

0.00249
0.07540
0.05136
0.01476
0.01282

0.00292
0.06141
0.05681
0.01502
0.01779

Am241
Am242m
Am243

0.00944
0.00001
0.00193

0.00547
0.00005
0.00282

0.00277
0.00003
0.00404

TABLE 2.

RELATIVE ELEMENT BURNUP AND LINEAR POWER OF DUPIC FUEL

Bundle
Bumup
(MWD/T)

Ring 1

Ring 2

Ring 3

Ring 4

Ring 1

Ring 2

Ring 3

Ring 4

0.000
162.749
1133.772
2422.986
4029.984
5636.940
7243.989
8851.334
10459.177
12067.153
13676.419
15286.700
16898.512
18511.926
20127.057

1.000
0.355
0.361
0.372
0.388
0.405
0.423
0.442
0.462
0.482
0.502
0.522
0.542
0.561
0.579

1.000
0.655
0.662
0.674
0.689
0.703
0.117
0.730
0.743
0.755
0.767
0.777
0.787
0.796
0.804

1.000
0.863
0.869
0.876
0.885
0.893
0.900
0.907
0.913
0.918
0.922
0.926
0.929
0.931
0.933

1.000
1.292
1.285
1.273
1.260
1.247
1.234
1.223
1.212
1.201
1.192
1.183
1.175
1.168
1.162

0.437
0.439
0.464
0.497
0.541
0.587
0.637
0.688
0.740
0.792
0.842
0.888
0.928
0.961
0.986

0.853
0.854
0.884
0.915
0.952
0.988
1.021
1.052
1.080
1.104
1.125
1.141
1.153
1.160
1.164

0.806
0.807
0.821
0.834
0.849
0.861
0.871
0.880
0.886
0.890
0.893
0.894
0.894
0.893
0.891

1.205
1.204
1.183
1.163
1.139
1.116
1.096
1.078
1.062
1.048
1.037
1.029
1.023
1.020
1.018

Relative Element Linear Power

Relative Element Burnup
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TRANSIENT FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE~
DURING REACTOR SHUTDOWN AND STARTUP

C. E. L. HUNT and B. J.LEWIS

CA9800577

Royal Military College of Canada, Department of Chemistry
and Chemical Engineering, Kingston, Ontario, K7K 5L0.

ABSTRACT
Sweep gas experiments performed at CRL from 1979 to 1985 have been analysed to
determine the fraction of the fission product gas inventory that is released on reactor
shutdown and startup. Empirical equations were derived and applied to calculate the xenon
release from companion fuel elements and from a well documented experimental fuel bundle
irradiated in the NRU reactor. The measured gas release could be matched to within about a
factor of two for an experimental irradiation with a burnup of 217 MWh/kgU.

1. INTRODUCTION
From mid 1979 to 1985 a total of six sweep gas experiments were done in the NRX
reactor at the Chalk River Laboratories of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. The first two
experiments were designed to measure the steady state release rate of fission gases(1'3). Later
experiments measured the effects of severe transients such as loop blowdown(4~8). During the
course of the irradiations there were many reactor shutdown and startup transients and for
some of these transients the fission product release was continuously monitored.
Re-examination of the records showed that two experiments, designated FIO-133 and
FIO-134, had good shutdown and startup data. Two others, FIO-122 and FIO-124, had
some useable data, primarily for startups. Table 1 lists the basic parameters for these four
experiments.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The sweep gas circuit and the data reduction techniques have been thoroughly
described elsewhere^. Details of the four fuel assemblies are given in Table 1 and are
briefly discussed below.
FIO-122 operated at a nominal linear power of 43 kW/m to a burnup of 86
MWh/kgU. Irradiation was halted because the swept element defected. Counting times
tended to be long so little detail was obtained on the transient shutdown release. Of the total
of 27 startup and shutdown cycles, fission product release was measured during six transients
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and on three occasions an attempt was made to measure the dynamics of the shutdown
release. Counting times were shortened, but spectrometer saturation occurred. This resulted
in loss of datarfrom the shutdown peak. Since the reactor startup rate-was much slower than
the shutdown rate, the peak release was also lower and there was less spectrometer
saturation. As a result, startup releases were generally more reliable. Again, long counting
times resulted in loss of detail of the release kinetics. Details of fuel power and burnup at
each shutdown were estimated from plots of the reactor power.
FIO-124 operated at a nominal linear power of 60 kW/m to a burnup of 50
MWh/kgU. Again, irradiation was halted because the swept element defected. There were
18 reactor startup and shutdowns. Data was recorded during four shutdowns and six
startups. Similar problems of spectrometer saturation during the shutdowns were experienced
as for FIO-122. The fuel power and burnup at each transient was again estimated from plots
of the reactor power.
FIO-133 was the first of the experiments planned for transient tests. There were 31
startup and shutdown cycles, three of which were high temperature transients. The fuel
element operated at a power varying from about 52 to 62 kW/m to a burnup of 54.9
MWh/kgU. Collimator modifications minimized the problem of spectrometer saturation and
counting times were generally reduced, in some cases to as short as 45 seconds. As a result,
the shutdown data were generally good. However, some of the shutdowns were short, less
than an hour, and there is evidence from the long lived isotopes that all of the fission gases
had not been fully vented by the time the reactor started up again. As a result, the measured
release on shutdown is probably low for these short transients. Fuel power and burnup at
each shutdown were obtained from the original computer calculations.
FIO-134 was a high burnup experiment which operated at a linear power varying
from 52 to 61 kW/m, with the average close to 54 kW/m, to a burnup of 200 MWh/kgU.
At this burnup the sweep gas was changed from inert to oxidizing and irradiation continued
to a burnup of 227 MWh/kgU. Data was obtained for 12 shutdowns and 10 startups. The
fuel power and burnup were taken from computer printouts.

3. ANALYSIS
Figure 1 shows one of the shutdown-startup transients for FIO-133 where counting
times were 45 seconds. The isotopes 133Xe and 85mKr have been selected as examples to
show the general behaviour. There is still evidence of some spectrometer saturation during
at least the first two data points of the shutdown. Startup occurred in steps and this is
reflected in the startup release rate. There is no evidence that during startup release rates
were high enough to saturate the spectrometer.
The release data for each shutdown and startup for each isotope were integrated over
the particular transient. The steady state inventory was calculated from the operating power
immediately prior to the shutdown.
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The rate of change of the number of atoms of a given isotope present in the UO2 fuel
element may be expressed by:
dN/dt = B - R - X N
= 0 at steady state
where:

N
B
R
X

=
=
=
=

(1)

number of atoms in the fuel,
number of atoms born per second, (calculated from the fuel power)
number of atoms released per second, (measured by the spectrometer)
decay constant of the isotope (s'1).

Therefore, at steady state conditions:
N = (B - R)/X

(2)

Let the number of atoms released during the transient be n. This will be some
fraction of N and therefore will have the same dependence on X. It is also a measured
quantity since
n = I ^icntRCt) dt

(3)

The transient release fraction can then be defined by
F = n/N = X j ^ ^ ( t ) dt / (B - R)

(4)

where all the quantities are either known or measured.
As may be seen from Table 1, the fuel elements for the four experiments had
different dimensions. The larger pellets of FIO-133 seem to have had little effect on the
results, which have been expressed as release fractions. We were able to consider all
experiments as one data set. Fuel stack length also varied. For convenience, all release
rates were converted to atoms/s per meter of fuel length.
Release fractions were calculated for each shutdown. Figure 2 shows an example.
Xe, 135Xe and 135mXe release fractions were always high. Subtraction of the iodine
contribution often made the result slightly low. This correction was done by extrapolating
the long term release rate of the xenon, where the rate had become that of the iodine
precursor, back to time zero for the shutdown and subtracting the integral below this
extrapolated curve. The large extrapolation introduces considerable potential for error. In
the example shown, the correction for the iodine contribution appears to be about right for
133
Xe, too large for 135Xe, but not enough for 135mXe. Release fractions for isotopes with
half-lives shorter than 89Kr (3.2 minutes) were also often apparently in error, most likely
because of the large corrections that had to be made for the flight time, which was usually at
least 200 seconds from the fuel to the spectrometer. This is five or more half-lives for 139Xe
and 90Kr. As shown in the example taken for Figure 2, the isotopes with very short halflives, 137Xe and beyond, show a consistent trend of over correction for the flight time
133
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between the fuel element and the spectrometer.
The shutdown release fraction was found to depend strongly on both fuel power and
burnup. With the exception of very low burnup, less than about 10 MWh/kgU, where the
fuel is still sintering, (see section 3.2) both dependencies increase exponentially.

3.1. Power Dependence of Shutdown Release
The analysis was complicated because of the strong dependence of the release on both
power and burnup. Initially, the combined data from all four experiments were examined,
looking at small increments of burnup. Unfortunately, so much data was lost because of
spectrometer saturation in FIO-122 and FIO-124 that analysis using data from all four
experiments proved impossible. Finally, six shutdowns from FIO-133 spanning a burnup
range from 41.3 to 47.9 MWh/kgU and a power range from 46.7 to 62.1 kW/m were
selected. Spectrometer saturation still occurred, but appeared to be restricted to one, or at
most two counting cycles, certainly less than two minutes total. It was assumed that the
proportion of the data lost in this manner was small compared with the overall integral.
The next problem was to select representative isotopes where there was a strong
gamma ray signal and little chance of interference from extraneous peaks. The data for the
85m
Kr gamma-ray peak at 151.2 keV with an abundance of 0.755 was finally selected as
probably being the most reliable. 88Kr at 196.3 keV and a gamma abundance of 0.26 was
chosen as a check. 133Xe was rejected because the data was badly scattered and the 81 keV
gamma ray is subject to interference from 131I. There is also a problem from the
contribution of the precursor 133I. 135Xe was also rejected because of complications caused by
the long-lived iodine precursor and neutron absorption effects.
The results are shown on Figure 3. The slope of the regression line through the 85mKr
data is 7.02 and that through the 88Kr data is 6.04. An average value between the 85mKr and
88
Kr power dependence of about 6.5 is probably reasonable. This value was used for the
next stage of the analysis.

3.2. Burnup Dependence of Shutdown Release
Having established a power dependence using a limited data set, where the burnup
was almost constant, we used all of the data for FIO-133 and FIO-134 to establish the burnup
dependence. The power was standardized to 55 kW/m using the power dependence of 6.5.
Again, most weight was given to 85mRr and 88Kr. Figure 4 shows the results for 85mKr.
After the initial sintering portion of the curve, up to about 10 MWh/kgU, a bumup
dependence of 2.4 appears to fit the data. Some data falls below the given line because of
incomplete release due to the short time between a shutdown and the following startup. The
same slope was also a good representation for 88Kr. The correlation curve is generally
conservative, providing an upper-bound for the release fraction.
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From the above analysis, we now have a dependence of the release fraction, F, (Eq.
4) on both fuel operating power and burnup. We may write a correlation as follows:
F = 2.2 (1019) P6-5 B2-4

(B>10MWh/kgU)

(5)

where the power, P, is in kW/m and the burnup, B, is in MWh/kgU.
We thus have an empirical equation for the release fraction of fission products
resulting from a shutdown. Since the release fraction is constant for all isotopes, regardless
of decay constant, we also have a measure of the release fraction of stable isotopes, which
may be considered to have infinite half-life. These are the ones which will result in buildup
of gas pressure in the fuel-to-sheath gap. With Eq (5) we should be able to calculate the
pressure buildup due to shutdowns for any fuel element for which the power, burnup and
shutdown history are known. However, as shown in Figure 1, there is also a comparable
release on reactor startup that needs to be considered.

3.3. Startup Release Analysis
Having established the release behaviour resulting from the shutdown, it is now
necessary to determine the release that occurs on startup. There are two possibilities to
consider. The fuel cracked on shutdown releasing stored inventory. At least a part of the
startup release peak that is observed will be by diffusion from the increased surface area,
until sintering heals the cracks. The second possibility is that additional cracking may occur,
because of thermal stresses generated by the return to power, in which case additional stored
inventory will be released as well.
The peak release for all but the very shortest lived isotopes, which required time to
build up a measureable inventory, occured well before the reactor had reached full power.
The actual fuel power at the time the maximum release rate was measured was obtained from
operating history records for both FIO-133 and FIO-134. The measured peak release rate
was compared with the steady state release rate for the same conditions, i.e. power and
burnup. This required an analysis of the steady state behaviour.
3.3.1. Steady State Release Rates. Again, we are faced with the problem of analyzing
something which possibly depends simultaneously on both power and burnup. We also have
experiments where there were different swept areas (number and size of grooves) and fuel
length (see Table 1). As before, 85mKr was chosen as the isotope upon which to place the
most reliance.
The steady state release rates for all four experiments and all isotopes were plotted as
a function of burnup. Figure 5 shows the results for 85mKr. The release rates have been
normalized to identical fuel length, 477 mm, and identical swept areas of six grooves 1.15
mm x 1.15 mm by multiplying by the ratios of the swept areas.
Best estimate lines were drawn through the data for each isotope and the slope
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calculated. Values varied from a low of 0.71 for 135Xe to a high of 0.94 for both 87Kr and
88
Kr. The value for 85mKr, i.e. the isotope which is considered to be the most reliable, was
approximatelyf0.8. It should be noted, however, that this only applies td a burnup greater
than about 10 MWh/kgU. At very low burnup, the effects of sintering of the fuel, discussed
in section 3.1, also applies.
Having established a burnup dependence for the steady state release rate, the next step
was to calculate a power dependence. Using a burnup dependence of 0.8, the steady state
release rates were normalized to a nominal burnup of 50 MWh/kgU and plotted as a function
of fuel power. The results for 85mKr are shown in Figure 6. As with other data, the scatter
varied widely from one isotope to another. Best estimate lines were again drawn through the
results for each isotope. The slope varied from about 3.7 to 5. Since the 85mKr is expected
to be the most reliable data, the lower value is probably closer to the correct value.
3.3.2. Startup Release Fraction. The line shown on Figure 6, and similar plots for the other
isotopes, were used to estimate the steady state release rate that would be expected for each
isotope at the fuel power when the peak startup release rate was observed.
The long lived isotopes like I33Xe generally show peak release rates hundreds or
thousands of times greater than the expected steady state value for the same fuel power.
However, for almost all startups, the fraction of inventory remaining at startup was large for
these isotopes, i.e., usually greater than 0.95. Figure 7 shows the results for isotopes where
the remaining inventory on startup was usually very much less. It shows the ratio of the
observed startup peak release rate to the steady state release rate (i.e. the rate that is
predicted to occur at the power at which the peak release rate was observed) versus the
fraction of inventory of the isotope remaining when the reactor started up. The scatter is
large, as would be expected considering all the uncertainties in picking steady state release
rate values from Figures 6, and in calculating the remaining inventory of short lived isotopes
when the shutdown period is probably little better known than to the nearest five to ten
minutes. However, Figure 7 shows a clear trend, in spite of the large scatter. The more
inventory that remains on startup, the higher the release. Therefore, there must be additional
fuel cracking on startup, and hence release of stored inventory. This is consistent with the
very high ratios calculated for the long-lived 133Xe.
The data for 133Xe was plotted separately on Figure 8 as the ratio of the peak release
rate to the steady state release rate versus the fuel power at the time the peak release was
measured. The figure shows no clear dependence on the fuel power. As a result, we
conclude that the amount of fuel cracking that occurs on startup is an inherent characteristic
and is not power dependent. This is not surprising if one considers that the fuel temperature
depends on fuel power and above some temperature the UO2 will become plastic and no
longer crack due to imposed thermal stresses. Thus, we could expect that fuel will always
crack on reactor startup until the appropriate power, and hence temperature, is reached.
This should be true for all fuel elements.
Having established that additional cracking does occur on startup, the next problem is
to try to calculate the magnitude of the release, particularly for the stable fission gas.
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3.3.3. Stable Fission Gas Release on Startup. It was assumed that the stable fission gas
release on startup would be most closely approximated by that of 133Xe. Those startups were
selected where-the most detail, shortest counting times, was obtained so-that there was a
reliable value for the integrated release. Six startups were selected from each of FIO-133
and FIO-134. This integrated peak was corrected by dividing by the fraction of the
inventory remaining at the time of reactor startup. A release fraction for startup was then
calculated by dividing the corrected startup release by the pre-shutdown inventory. The
results are shown on Figure 9 superimposed on the shutdown release fraction curve from
Figure 4.
There are two major anomalies. The first data point for FIO-133 is low, but this may
be because of the low burnup of 27 MWh/kgU. The datum for FIO-134 at 123 MWh/kgU,
which is high by an order of magnitude, cannot be explained. The remaining data scatter
about a line that would suggest that the startup release fraction is independent of burnup,
with a value of about 8 x 10"4.

4. MODEL APPLICATIONS
We now have values for the release behaviour both on shutdown and startup. On
shutdown, the release fraction is independent of the decay constant as expected. It is
dependent on the fuel operating power and on the burnup, and may be expressed by Eq. (5):
FSD = 2.2(1019) P 6 5 B 2 4

(5)

The release fraction on startup is independent of either power or burnup and may be
expressed by the constant value obtained from Figure 9:
F s u = 8 x 10-4

(6)

It has been shown from both the sweep gas tests(56) and in-reactor tests where a
pressure transducer continuously measured the internal fuel element gas pressure, reported by
Notley et al(9) that the gas release during steady state operation is negligible compared with
the release during power transients. The above two expressions, therefore, should give us a
way of calculating the stable gas release expected from a fuel element based on its known
power history. This was done for FIO-122 and FIO-124, where post irradiation gas puncture
measurements were done on companion fuel elements. In addition, gas puncture results were
available from several of both outer and inner elements of a fuel bundle SCA, which was
irradiated in NRU in 1966 and 1967. It was irradiated to a burnup of 147 MWh/kgU on the
inner elements and 217 MWh/kgU on the outer elements. Power and burnup data and the
startup /shutdown history were obtained from the reactor operating logs. Gas puncture data
has been previously reported(10).
The results are summarized on Table 2. Since we are calculating the fraction of the
total amount of stable gas that is released, the most important shutdowns are those which
occur towards the end of the irradiation. There were a total of 27 shutdowns during the
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irradiation of FIO-122, 18 for FIO-124 and 117 for bundle SCA. The~results for FIO-122
are within the measured range, for FIO-124 they are slightly low, and for fuel bundle SCA
the calculated-release for both the inner and outer elements are too
The history for bundle SCA showed that there were many shutdowns, particularly
towards the end of the irradiation, where the time at power between startup and the next
shutdown was short (in some cases less than one hour). There were two shutdowns for FIO133 at a burnup of 7.6 MWh/kgU with only three hours between reactor startup and the
second shutdown. The number of atoms released on the second shutdown were nearly two
orders of magnitude lower than would be expected compared with shutdowns occurring after
about 100 hours or more at power.
Unpublished photomicrographs from FIO-122 showed that cracks created in the UO2
will resinter during subsequent irradiation. We postulate that if the fuel has only been at
power for a short time before there is another reactor shutdown, the cracks produced in the
UO 2 during the previous shutdown/startup cycle will not have had time to heal and the
thermal stresses resulting from the new shutdown will tend to make cracks follow the paths
of the previous, unhealed cracks. There would thus be little new inventory released since it
had already been released by the previous shutdown and startup. The question then is how
much time at power is required to complete resintering?
Plots of release rate as a function of time were available for FIO-133 and FIO-134.
Examination of these plots showed that 135Xe was probably the best isotope to analyze for
determining the sintering kinetics. The signal is strong and unambiguous. Five startups
from FIO-133 and six from FIO-134 were examined and the times to return to equilibrium
were estimated directly from the plots. The times obtained for each experiment and the
operating fuel power at each of these startups were averaged. Plots were not available for
the other two experiments so times were estimated from the computer printout of the release
rates. Only two startups from FIO-124 were suitable (i.e., the spectrometer was on for a
long enough time after startup to unambiguously determine when equilibrium had been
reached), and one from FIO-122. The results are shown on Figure 10. In spite of large
scatter between individual measurements, the averages, as plotted, show remarkable
consistency. These are probably overestimates of the time required to resinter because the
reactor power is usually raised in steps so that full power is reached some time after the
nominal time of the startup.
The next question is how much do the cracks have to resinter before the next
shutdown will result in new cracks following a new path, and again release inventory stored
in the grain boundary bubbles. We know that about 3 hours at a nominal power of 52 kW/m
is insufficient since, as discussed above, the release was nearly two orders of magnitude
lower than expected. Unfortunately we have no other useful data. The time required for
complete resintering is almost certainly an over estimate. From Figure 10, the 3-hour data
point is about 1/8 of the time required for complete resintering at 52 kW/m. Increasing the
fraction of resintering required before cracks follow a new path made the predictions for both
FIO-122 and FIO-124 worse, but improved them for the fuel bundle SCA. Three quarters of
the time required for complete resintering was taken as a reasonable compromise. Thus, it is
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assumed in the present calculation that no additional stored gas is released on shutdown or
startup if the time between the previous startup and the given shutdown is less than 3/4 of
that estimated^*) produce complete resintering. The results are also summarized on Table 2.

5. CONCLUSIONS
1.
A correlation has been developed to predict the fraction of the total fission gas
inventory released during reactor shutdown and startup. This work is based on analysis of
release rates that were measured for short-lived isotopes in sweep gas experiments at the
Chalk River Laboratories (linear powers from 43 to 60 kW/m, up to a burnup of 200
MWh/kgU).
2.
The fission gas released from fuel on reactor shutdown can be estimated based on fuel
power P (in kw/m) and burnup B (in MWh/kgU). The empirical equation derived for the
fraction of the steady-state inventory released on shutdown is:
FSD = 2.2 (10-19) P 6 5 B2-4
The shutdown gas release fraction depends on the extent to which the fuel cracks from the
thermal shock. The fuel cracks further on startup and the amount of startup cracking is
relatively independent of the fuel power and burnup. A constant value for the fraction of the
total inventory released on startup is deduced to be:
F s u = 8 x lO"4
3.
If the operating time between two consecutive startups is insufficient to resinter the
cracks, the fractional gas release is orders of magnitude less than that calculated above.
About 3/4 of the time estimated to completely resinter may be required before the next
shutdown will produce cracks which follow a new path through the fuel.
4.
The gas release calculated over the lifetime of the fuel agrees within a factor of = 2
with gas puncture measurements provided several assumptions are made. The main
assumption was that no further gas was released if the time between reactor startup and
shutdown was less than 3/4 of that estimated to produce complete resintering of the cracks in
the UO2.
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TABLE 1
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Characteristic

FIO-122

Fuel
Enrichment
Density (Mg/m3)

UO2
5.02
10.71

Grain size (um)
Pellet diameter (mm)
Fuel stack length (mm)
Number of swept grooves
Groove dimensions (mm)
Sheath
Outside diameter (mm)
Wall thickness (mm)
Coolant
Pressure (MPa)
Flow (kg/s)

CRL Experiment designation
FIO-124
FIO-133

7

UO2
4.5
10.65
7

UO2
1.38
10.65
7.6

12.16

12.16

477

477

18.09
378

6
1.15x1.15
Zircaloy-4

4

3

3

1.15x1.15

1.3x1.0

1.3x1.0

2rcaloy-4

304LSS

304LSS

13.11

13.11

0.43
Pressurized
water

0.43
Pressurized

19.85
0.82
Pressurized

13.06
0.635
Pressurized
water

8.5
1.1

water
6.5

water, fog.
8.5

1.1

0.24

240
39-45

240
58-63

Final bumup (MWh/kgU)

86

50

260-275
52-62
54.9

Total shutdowns
Shutdowns with data

27

18
4

Inlet temperature (°C)
Linear power range (kW/m)

Startups with data

FIO-134

3
6

6

31
16
15

UO2
5.98
10.64
"-'

10
11.63
477

8.5
0.24
260
52-61
227
34
12
10

TABLE 2
SUMMAFIY OF STABLE GAS RELEASE

Experiment

Percent Xenon released
Calculated %
Allowing 3/4
All

Measured %

Shutdowns
of the time to
and Startups
complete
sintering
FIO-122
FIO-124

1.3-2
2.2 - 2.5

3/4 of the
time to
complete
sintering
(h)

1.53

0.78

46

1.69

1.02

15

46.2
6.8

24.6

22

Bundle SCA
Outer elements

15.15-20.15

Inner elements

0.04 - 0.62

2.37

65
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CANDU TYPE FUEL BEHAVIOR EVALUATION - A PROBABILISTIC APPROACH
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ABSTRACT

C A 9 8 0 0 5 7 8

In order to realistically assess the behavior of the fuel elements during in-reactor operation,
probabilistic methods have recently been introduced in the analysis of fuel performance. The
present paper summarizes the achievements in this field at the Institute for Nuclear Research
(INR), pointing out some advantages of the utilized method in the evaluation of CANDU type
fuel behavior in steady state conditions. The Response Surface Method (RSM) has been selected
for the investigation of the effects of the variability in fuel element computer code inputs on the
code outputs (fuel element performance parameters). A new developed version of the
probabilistic code APMESRA based on RSM is briefly presented. The examples of application
include the analysis of the results of an in-reactor fuel element experiment and the investigation of
the calculated performance parameter distribution for a new CANDU type extended burnup fuel
element design.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear fuel element performance evaluation has usually relied upon the use of complex
computer codes. In the codes used for this purpose, all mechanisms being important for the fuel
element behavior have to be modeled in sufficient details, and these codes need a sound data base
so they really cover the range of application. Such a code simulates in a deterministic way fuel
element behavior for various configurations of its input data. Each run of the code produces a
single set of output values that describe the fuel performance.
Fuel behavior analyses are, however, subject to various levels of uncertainties due to different
factors such as statistical uncertainty on material behavior, tolerances on dimensions and
uncertainties with respect to operating conditions and power history. These uncertainties are
usually taken into account by a conservative approach, method that may result in unrealistic
assumptions in some cases. The necessity for improving fuel performance has recently raised the
problem of cutting excess conservatism, especially for the new fuel designs.
Another type of approach, that can offer an adequate answer for the above problem, is based
on probabilistic analyses and permits rigorous evaluation of the uncertainties of calculated fuel
element performance parameters. The principles of the probabilistic methodology of analysis are
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well established and frequently used in many other areas. It offers a variety of practical
instruments for quantifying the conservatism. Information provided by this approach is more
extensive and reliable and, depending on the particular probabilistic method utilized, consists of
probability functions, statistical moments, fractiles, etc.
The most important inconvenient of the probabilistic methods has been considered to be the
great amount of deterministic computer runs requested by a usual analysis. The availability and
the performances of the new generation of computers offer now the possibility of currently
utilizing these methods in our field. The present paper summarizes the experience gained in INR
[1, 2] during the introduction and utilization of the probabilistic methodology in CANDU type
fuel performance analyses, pointing out the main features and advantages of the selected methods
and giving illustrative examples of application.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
The method selected for the probabilistic analysis of calculated fuel element behavior was the
response surface method (RSM). It provides techniques for studying general problems in which a
response variable (dependent variable) varies in some pattern according to the different values (levels)
assumed by one or more independent variables [3, 4].
The objective of employing response surface techniques in nuclear fuel-behavior analysis is to
model the code response, in a delimited region of the input parameter space, by a simple smoothing
function. The equation representing the variation of the code computed result as a function of the
perturbed inputs is called the response surface equation. The second-order polynomial has been
preferred as fitting function on account of its simplicity. It is important to note that the coefficients of
second-order response equation are directly proportional to the partial derivatives of a truncated
Taylor series expansion of the response about the nominal value. Thus, the response surface method
can produce (a) the sensitivity coefficients for each input variable, (b) each second-order cross product
between inputs, (c) a mechanism for mapping the response surface. The fact that in deriving the
response equation no assumptions are made about the probability distribution functions of the input
variables permits an analytical estimation of the response statistical moments by the technique of error
propagation [4]. From these moments, the characteristic of the probability density function of the
investigated response variable can be estimated by moment matching methods [5].
The application of the probabilistic response surface method to a fuel element behavior modeling
code is a multi-stage process. We describe here the key-steps, pointing out the particularities of the
implemented techniques and methods:
i) Selection of the response surface independent variables; Up to now, in similar analyses, the input
variables that do not or slightly affect the code output are singled out by engineering judgment. During
the code running, they are maintained at their nominal values or arbitrarily assigned to other values in
their range. Using a more rigorous approach, a systematic procedure to pick out and certify the
variables to be included in the response surface model has been developed. It includes a rank ordering
of the input variables, normalized to a variable taken as a reference, via RSM sensitivity analysis.
Another interesting feature of the implemented methodology is the possibility of randomization of the
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variables not included in the final response surface model. This procedure is able to give a figure of
merit of the neglected variables through an independent analysis of residuals.
ii) Choice of the experimental design; This design is simply a pattern for perturbing the selected
input variables of the problem. The deterministic code is run as many times the design dictates, varying
each time the input variable perturbation according to the pattern. An efficient experimental design
allows to obtain a maximum of information from a reasonable number of nirisT In our analyses, the
most used experimental design is the central composite design(CCD) on five levels [3]. Also the
technique of sequential design has been utilized in problems with a large number of input variables.
iii) Determination of response surface equation; This step is performed by using standard step-wise
regression analysis. An important aspect at this stage is to determine the adequacy of fit of the
response surface equation. This is done by directly comparing the predictions obtained via response
surface equation with independent deterministic code runs for random combinations of input variable
values. Thus, possibly important terms that might bias the response equation may be determined
through this independent residual analysis. If the determined response equation is found to be
inadequate for the analyzed region, a simple probabilistic analysis can be performed by using the
classic Monte Carlo method on the deterministic code.
iv) Estimation of the probability density function of the response; The characteristics of the
probability density of the investigated output variable are obtained by treating the obtained second
order polynomial response equation with the second order error propagation technique. Specific
theoretical equations were developed in order to obtain the first four statistical moments of the
probability density function of the response utilizing the known statistical moment of each perturbed
input variable. Further, by using moment matching methods, the probability density function of the
response can be fully determined. The matching methods selected for this stage are Gram-Charlier
series and Johnson distributions [5]. An alternative of the above mention method, which is adequate
when the statistical moments of the input variables are not available, is the utilization of Monte Carlo
sampling on response equation, method that can offer only an indication of the statistical properties of
the investigated response variable . The method can also be utilized in parallel with moment matching
in order to additionally verify the final results.
All the above mentioned techniques and methods have been implemented in a sequence of
computer routines that are combined in a flexible computer code called APMESRA 3.1 [1, 2]. The
last version of this code has been developed for PC environment, being fully portable. The
implemented structure of the code allows the analyst control in all the above mentioned stages
3. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION. DISCUSSION
3.1 Application to fuel element behavior modeling codes assessment
The first example is related to the process of comparison between code predictions and
experimental data performed during a recent international blind comparison exercise (FUMEX)
organized by IAEA.
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In the context of intended extension of bumup of nuclear fuel (including CANDU type fuel)
the requirements on fuel element modeling codes have increased during recent years. Better
models and data for calibration are necessary because more accurate predictions are required
since the margins to certain design criteria become smaller with increasing burnup. In this
respect, IAEA FUMEX blind comparison exercise has been proved to be an important step in
exploring the existing predictive capabilities at extended burnup for a large number of nuclear
fuel behavior modeling codes. IAEA has provided a consistent set of well-qualified experimental
data obtained on various fuel rods irradiated to high burnups in Halden reactor [6].
An additional requirement of the exercise was the probabilistic uncertainty analysis of the
calculated results with respect to the three main sources of uncertainty: irradiation conditions
(considered parameter- power history), fuel rod characteristics (considered parameter - diametral
gap) and code material data (considered parameter - UO2 thermal conductivity). INR has
participated in the exercise with an updated version of ROFEM code [7]. Significant illustrative
results of the probabilistic uncertainty analysis performed for two of the most challenging
experiments (rod 3.1-He filled and rod 3.3 -Xe filled) are presented in figure 3 and 4. A
summary of the rod characteristics is included in table 1 and the power histories are illustrated in
figure 1 and 2. The rods were instrumented with high accuracy thermocouples for in- reactor
centre temperature measurements. The evolution of the centre temperature with burnup for a
given linear power level (20 kW/m) is figured for measured values and blind predictions of
ROFEM. The figures also include the limits of the uncertainty band obtained by means of the
probabilistic methodology. The considered input parameters have been" assumed to follow a
normal distribution with a standard deviation of 1.66 % relative to nominal value for linear power
and thermal conductivity and 1.7 am for diametral gap. It can be noticed that the uncertainty
bands follow the trend of the measured values suggesting the code capability in simulating the
most important phenomena that took place in these complex experiments. The uncertainty band
covers adequately the blind predictions and measured values, giving a valuable indication that
there are no sistematic differences to be taken into account.
Another example of probabilistic approach application was taken from the results obtained
during the process of steady state fuel behavior modeling code validation, performed by utilizing
the experimental data generated in the experimental program on CANDU type fuel fabricated and
irradiated in INR [7, 8]. The selected cases comprise an enriched fuel element - A24 (see table 1)
that supported without defect a significant ramp at relatively high burnup (figure 5). Due to the
particular irradiation device utilized in this test, the uncertainties on irradiation conditions were
higher than usual. In order to realistically asses the influence of these uncertainties on code
calculations, a probabilistic analysis has been performed, taking into account the known
uncertainties on irradiation conditions and also on fuel element constructive characteristics. A
total of 21 input variables has been considered into this analysis. In figure 6 the probability
distribution of ROFEM code calculated values of fission gas released volume is plotted together
with the measured value and its error interval. This approach was utilized in assessing the code
predictions versus the validation criterion ( in this case: multiply/divide 2 band). The
contributions of each input variable uncertainty on code calculations have been evaluated by
using response surface equation coefficients, allowing a rank ordering of the input variable
importance for all the performance parameters investigated. For the fission gas released volume ,
the input variables with significant contribution on variance were found to be: linear power (input
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standard deviation a = 2.3%), coolant temperature (input a = 1%) and pellet grain size (input o
= 0.4 \xm). This example has revealed a part of the advantages of the probabilistic approach in
fuel element performance evaluation : availability of the probability density function for any
calculated performance parameter, estimation of the sensitivity coefficients and rank ordering of
the input variables investigated. The separate contribution of the input sources of uncertainties on
performance parameters can be evaluated, allowing to identify the jtreas in which the
deterministic code needs further improvements. Also, this type of information can constitute a
basis for refining validation criteria and for improvements in designing new experiments.

3.2 Application to fuel design development process
Burnup extension is a process in continuing progress. Parallel investigations and experimental
programs have accompanied this process and knowledge has increased about potential
performance affecting phenomena associated with increased burnup. Fuel design analyses using
current methodology often only allow limited burnup increases. Therefore effort has to be spent
in order to find solutions that permit further increase of burnup. Besides fuel bundle and fuel
element design improvements, the removal of excess conservatism from design criteria and from
design calculations can contribute to this goal [9]. The main means for eliminating excess
conservatism from design calculations at extended burnup are : refining the models, improving
the data base and utilization of probabilistic design methods.
An example of the probabilistic methodology application to the evaluation of a particular
CANDU type fuel design is presented in the following. An essential prerequisite for such an
analysis is a best-estimate fuel element behavior modeling code that must incorporate an update
of knowledge about potential performance limiting phenomena at extended burnup. The above
mentioned version of ROFEM code includes such developments (e.g. burnup dependent
degradation of UO2 thermal conductivity [10], burnup dependence of radial heat generation rate)
and has demonstrated good prediction capabilities in FUMEX blind comparison exercise [11].
The case under study was that of a 43 element fuel bundle design with two size fuel elements
containing 1.2 wt% enriched UO2 pellets [12]. The design includes modifications of internal fuel
element geometry (e.g. pellet length, land width, axial gap, dish depth) in order to reduce the
detrimental effects on fuel behavior at extended burnups. The probabilistic methodology has been
applied for evaluating the effect of variation of fuel element design data within their tolerances on
calculated fuel performance parameters. The outer elements linear power histories utilized in this
set of calculations were deduced from the envelope bundle power history presented in figure 7,
which was calculated from core management simulations involving a 2-bundles shift refueling
scheme .
Figure 8 includes a series of succesive results obtained in evaluating the evolution of outer fuel
element internal pressure for three different situations. The curve denoted "37 nominal"
represents the evolution of calculated internal pressure in the outer element of a standard
geometry CANDU 37 bundle containing enriched UO2 (1.2 wt% ). It can be noticed that the
internal pressure for this nominal case is permanently very close to the coolant pressure. The
"worst case" conservative calculation produced significantly higher values and was not figured.
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This curve was included as a reference for the next results. In the same figure are presented the
calculated uncertainty band limits for the outer elements of the new 43 elements bundle design
(noted 43a). A version of this design, containing UO2 pellets with a different grain size range
(25-45 urn) was investigated using the same approach. The calculated uncertainty band limits for
this version are also figured (43b), showing a significant reduced range for internal pressure
values. Other important additional results have been selected and included jn figures 9. It shows
the probability "density function of EOL internal pressure for the 43b design, calculated using the
two available methods on response surface equations. It also includes cumulative probability
calculated for the same parameter, function that can be used directly for evaluating the
probability of exceeding a given value (threshold). In figure 10 is presented the contribution to
the variance of calculated EOL internal pressure (43b case) from 5 input parameters that have
been selected in a RSM preliminary sensitivity analysis.
Another important advantage of this approach is the possibility of correctly establishing the
"worst case" combination of the input variables for a given case and finding the associated
probability of occurrence. This is the practical way of quantifying the conservatism of design
calculations and also the basis for designs comparison.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The features and advantages of the probabilistic methodology developed and currently applied
at INR to CANDU type fuel behavior evaluation are briefly described and some illustrative
examples of application are presented.
The methodology has proved to be a powerful tool for identifying the main sources of
uncertainties in fuel behavior modeling code calculations in order to give a perspective on current
code predictions.
The probabilistic approach is also extremely useful in the process of new fuel design development
and comparison. It can give a quantitative measure for the design differences and a measure for
the importance of the tolerances specified for the fuel. This approach has also the capability of
characterizing the degree of conservatism within fuel design analysis by making statements about
the probability of occurrence of extreme values
The examples presented point out the flexibility of the method, allowing its utilization in areas
of maximum interest for the CANDU fuel type development.
Future work is expected to introduce this approach in a more realistic evaluation of fuel
element failures during steady state operation (SCC related failures) by coupling specific failure
models presently under development with the techniques of the methodology.
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TABLE 1. FUEL ELEMENT CARACTERISTICS AND IRRADIATION CONDITIONS

Fuel Element NO.
Pellet
Radius, inner
Radius, outer
Length
End geometry
Dishing volume
Dish depth
Land width
Surface roughness, Ra
Density
Grain size
Enrichment U
Cladding
Radius, inner
Radius, outer
Surface roughness, Ra
Material type
Pjn
Fuel stack length,
enriched
Filling gas
Filling gas pressure
Gap, diametral
Coolant / moderator
Coolant pressure
Coolant temperature

FUMEX3.1
mm
mm
mm
mm3

mm
mm
urn
%TD
j^m

% W/O

mm
mm
|a.m

mm
bar
(j.m

MPa
°C

FUMEX3.3

0.9
0.9
5.35
5.375
12.7
12.7
One end dished
22.8
22.8

A24
0
6.076
13.3
Double end dished

1.5
1
95.
3.4
10

95.
3.4
10

.25
.55
.5
95.9
9.4
5.00

5.4
6.25
0.5
Zy-2

5.4
6.25
0.5
Zy-2

6.11
6.53
0.5
Zy-4

140

140

He

Xe

187.3
He
1
70
H2O
10.4
300

1.5
1

1
1
100
50
D2O, HBWR conditions
3.36
3.36
240
240

FIGURE 1. POWER HISTORY - FUEL ROD 3.1

FIGURE 2. POWER HISTORY - FUEL ROD 3.3
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ABSTRACT
A new analytical solution for the diffusion of fission-gas atoms inside the UO2 fuel grain has
been obtained. This solution and a related numerical procedure model fission-gas atom
migration to the grain boundary under varying conditions of temperature and fission power and
including the grain growth process. This new formulation is presented and its improvements
and advandages are outlined. The fission-gas release results obtained with a developmental
version of ELESJM, which incorporates this new model, as well as some other improvements,
are presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Fission gas release modelling is a major component of any simulation of nuclear fuel
behaviour during normal operating conditions, as well as during accidents. This is because of
the need to estimate both the source term, and the impact fission gas release has on fuel pin
integrity.
Much effort has been devoted to experimental and theoretical studies related to different
aspects of fission-gas release, at AECL and elsewhere. A major conclusion of these studies
was a general phenomenological model of gaseous fission-gas release from UC>2(1). There is
widespread agreement that there are three main stages before the fission gas atoms reach the
free-voidage space.
The first stage involves gas atom migration to the grain boundary, by both diffusion and grain
boundary sweeping. Fission gas bubbles precipitate inside the grain and act as traps for
diffusing gas atoms. In competition with this process fission gas bubbles also act as gas atom
sources because of the re-solution process caused by recoil of fission fragments. As well, the
intragranular fission gas bubbles can migrate to the grain boundary under certain conditions of
temperature and stress.
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The intermediate stage is characterized by the precipitation of grain-face bubbles and the
formation of tunnels on the edge of the grains. Diffusion along grain boundaries might also be
effective on a short distance scale, but this mechanism is not usually-included in fission-gas
release models.
In the final stage, the newly created porosity formed by the grain-edge bubbles forms a
network of interconnected tunnels with access to open voidage via the outer surface of the
pellet or intergranular cracks. This interlinkage of intergranular bubbles occurs at a certain
fission-gas atom saturation level of the grain boundary, after which venting of the gas to the
free volume occurs. The network of tunnels is maintained as long as enough new gas
continues to arrive at the grain boundary. If the network collapses after venting, it takes some
time to re-create it.
The purpose of the present paper is to present a new analytical model for gas atom diffusion
inside the grain, part of the first stage described above. An outline of the phenomenological
model is presented in Section 2. The mathematical model that offers an exact analytical
solution and its implementation into a numerical procedure for varying temperature and fission
power histories is described in Section 3. Some results obtained by using the new model in the
ELESIM code are presented in Section 4, followed by conclusions and plans for future work
in Section 5.

2.

FISSION-GAS-ATOM MIGRATION TO THE GRAIN BOUNDARY

Fission gas atoms such as Xe, or Kr are not soluble in the UO2 matrix. They will start
diffusing through the matrix, provided the necessary thermo-chemical potential gradient is large
enough. The grain boundaries are assumed to be perfect sinks for the fission gas atoms, since
once the gas atoms arrive at the grain boundary, they have a higher mobility and are captured
by the intergranular bubbles. Therefore, a concentration gradient is created inside the grain,
with the grain boundaries at zero concentration. The migration of fission-gas atoms down this
concentration gradient is characterized by an intrinsic diffusion coefficient.
The process is complicated by the formation of intragranular bubbles, which act as a
distributed sink, as well as a distributed source through the re-solution process. There is still
debate on the mobility of intragranular bubbles under various conditions. The treatment of
intragranular bubble evolution can be circumvented by using an effective diffusion coefficient,
which already incorporates their trapping effect on gas-atom diffusion. This procedure is
applicable for normal operating and some abnormal conditions. However, for situations like
post-irradiation annealing, when re-solution does not occur, the intragranular bubble
concentration must be considered in the model.
Another process that complicates the description of intragranular diffusion is grain growth.
By moving through the matrix, the grain boundaries collect the fission gas atoms encountered
in their path. The grain boundaries move such that the bigger grains grow at the expense of the
smaller grains, which practically disappear after a period. There is actually a distribution of
grain sizes, and the grain-growth process is very complex and depends on the initial
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microstructure, which is subject to a large variability due to differences in manufacturing
parameters.
In principle, the difiusion equation could be solved for different grain-size classes, using a
moving boundary difiusion model. This would account for the fact that some grains are
growing, and some are shrinking. Still, there are conceptual problems, which make the
implementation of this multigroup formalism difficult. For instance, a certain grain-size class
can contain both growing and shrinking grains, which have different concentration distributions
at the beginning of a simulation time-step. Thus, an exact solution that accounts for past
history becomes impossible if individual grain-size categories are to be traced back to the
beginning of the simulation.
The procedure adopted here is to use an average grain size. Shrinking grains will eventually
disappear, such that their gas inventory will be deposited on the grain boundary in any event.
This average grain size is readily available through known correlations based on fitting
experimental data. The knowledge of the grain growth process is not advanced enough to
warrant a more sophisticated treatment based on moving boundaries.
For the usual applications, the model is based on a number of approximations, shared with
most of the models reported in the literature(1>2). The structural unit of the matrix, for the
present application, is the average grain. This is assumed to be spherical, and the concentration
inside it is calculated to keep track of the gas migration to the grain boundary, unlike other
models which calculate an equivalent sphere radius based on surface/volume ratio. The time is
discretized according to the power variation, such that constant temperature can be assumed
during any time-increment. The grain growth is modeled as a step-function, the grain radius
being constant during a given time-step. The grain-boundary sweeping is calculated
incrementally based on the average gas concentration during that time-step. The mathematical
model based on these assumptions is outlined below.

3.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR FISSION-GAS-ATOM DIFFUSION INSIDE
THE GRAIN

The difiusion of gas atoms to the grain boundary can be described by the following equation,
treating the grains as spheres of radius a:

at

r

fr

where C(r,t) is the gas atom concentration, D is the effective difiusion coefficient, which
depends on the local temperature, and 6 is the source term, calculated as the volumetric fission
rate multiplied by the fission yield of fission-gas atoms.
As the diffusion coefficient and the source term vary with time according to the changing
power history, the approach taken is to solve equation (1) for a given time-increment, with all
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the parameters being treated as constant during the increment. Therefore, the initial and
boundary conditions are:
C(r,0) = C0(r)
C(a,t) = O

(2)

where Co is the concentration of gas atoms at the beginning of the time increment, while the
grain boundary is considered as a perfect sink as described by equation (2), and t is the time
elapsed from the beginning of the time-increment.
To solve equation (1), the dependent variable is changed to W(r,t), which is then written as
the sum of two parts according to the following relations:
(3)
W(r,t) = U(r) + V(r,t)

(4)

where U(r,t) satisfies the steady-state equation:
^ 20
dr
£7(0) = 0

(5)

while V(r,t) is the solution of:

) o
(6)

The solution to equation (5) is immediate, while equation (6) is solved through separation of
variables. The final solution is written in the form of a trigonometric series as follows:

P)
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where
y=r/a

- normalized radius

(8)

D'=D/a2

-effective diflusion coefficient

(9)
(10)

The expansion coefficients At" contain the information related to the fission-gasconcentration distribution at the beginning of the time interval. A recursive relation is obtained
for these coefficients, which allows the exact calculation of the varying temperature history to
be performed:
P

(~1)*

-

2

n~ - 2D- T

'n-V

This form of the solution is used to derive the flux of gas atoms to the boundary. After
integrating this flux for the respective time step, the percentage release is obtained. This can be
split up into two terms that can be related to the old gas and the new gas respectively, such that
the absolute fission-gas release for a given time-step can be calculated and added to the
previous fission-gas release.
The grain boundary sweeping can be estimated by calculating the swept volume
corresponding to the number of grains remaining at the end of the time-step. Alternatively, a
balance for the average grain concentration can be written:

The end result of both approaches is a fractional gas release due to sweeping equal to:

X,=l-(—) 3

03)

a
4.

RESULTS

This model was implemented in the fission-gas release module in a developmental version of
the ELESIM code and is currently being benchmarked, other improvements to the fission-gas
release model addressing the second and the third stages described in Section 1, were presented
previously^.
The experiments in the fission-gas release database(4) were simulated and the results showed
improved agreement between the measurements and the simulations. The fission-gas releases
calculated with both the current and the revised(developmental) versions of ELESIM are
compared with the experimental data in Figures 1 and 2 for the normal burnup range, and in
Figures 3 and 4 for the extended burnup data range.
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Since this model eliminates the time-step sensitivity, there are now no limitations on the
burnup increment size and number. The main improvements are that the-high-burnup fissiongas release data are better reproduced, and that the previous wide spread of the calculations is
reduced significantly, showing a more consistent response of the code. This reduction in the
variance between the calculations and the measurements is attributed to the new diffusion
model presented in this paper.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

A model for diffusion of stable fission gases inside the UO2 fuel grain has been defined, which
is applicable to normal and abnormal operating conditions. The main improvement of the
present treatment is the exact solution to the diffusion equation inside the grain with varying
diffusion coefficients and a moving boundary. This model is limited only by the assumption
that the diffusion coefficient and grain boundary position remain constant during a time-step.
The analytical solution used previously®, lacked precision because of the assumed uniform
initial concentration for any time-step (relation 2), which made the calculation very sensitive to
the number of time-steps used. The analytical solution presented here has the added advantage
of being fast and robust, without any of the problems that the numerical methods might
experience.
The present formulation of the model is considered precise from the theoretical viewpoint,
and sufficiently accurate with regard to the approximations introduced to model the real
process. Future work will focus on implementing the model for the radioactive-fission-gas
release needed for accident calculations.
6.
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ABSTRACT
The BOW code calculates the lateral deflections of a fuel element consisting of sheath and
pellets, due to temperature gradients, hydraulic drag and gravity. The fuel element is subjected
to restraint from endplates, neighboring fuel elements and the pressure tube. Many new features
have been added to the BOW code since its original release in 1985. This paper outlines the
major improvements made to the code and verification/validation results.
INTRODUCTION
Bowing is defined as the lateral deflection of a fuel element. During irradiation, bowing occurs
due to in-service temperature and external loads. Assessments of bowing of fuel elements can
help demonstrate the integrity of nuclear fuel and its surrounding components. Figure 1 shows
the structure and configuration of a CANDU® 6 fuel bundle.
The computer code BOW may be used to establish limiting conditions for which element
deflection is sufficiently low for thermal-hydraulic conditions to be acceptable. BOW can be
used to assess element bow under nominal system pressure, high element power, and dryout that
lasts for a few seconds (no creep).
The original version of the BOW code [1] calculated deflections in the two lateral directions
(horizontal and vertical), and rotations about the same two lateral directions. The code has now
been expanded to calculate the local strains, stresses, curvatures, contact forces, change in
element length, and critical buckling load. In calculating these quantities, the code accounts for
appendages, length differentials among elements in neighbouring rings, initial bow, radial webs
of the endplates, contacts with the pressure tube, local dryouts, and non-circular cross-sections.
Following a brief discussion on bowing of nuclear fuel, this paper discusses the major
improvements made to the BOW code since its original release. These improvements are in the
following areas: buckling, strains, stresses, curvature, contact force, change in length, Fourier
series representations of endplate spring constants, length differential among neighbouring rings,
cross-coupling effects of endplate restraint and simultaneous solutions, effect of appendages,
effect of radial webs, non-circular cross sections, and streamlined input/output. Verifications and
validations of the BOW code against independent solutions and experiments are given.

CANDU®: CANada Deuterium Uranium is a registered trademark of AECL.
Presented at the Fourth International Conference on CANDU Fuel, Pembroke, Canada, 1995
October 1-4.
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BACKGROUND
Under operating conditions, the neutron-flux gradient causes a temperature-gradient in the radial
direction. The coolant temperature and sheath-to-coolant heat-transfer coefficient also vary
among subchannels between fuel elements, and cause variations in sheath temperature in the
circumferential direction at a given axial location. Radial gradients of neutron flux can also
cause temperature gradients. The unsymmetric distribution of temperature with respect to the
fuel neutral axis results in unsymmetric thermal expansion, and causes the fuel element to bend
toward the long side. This thermally induced deflection may be further increased by the axially
applied hydraulic drag load. In addition, the formation of a drypatch on the sheath outer surface
due to an increase in power, causes a local increase in temperature in the drypatch area, and
further increases the deflection of the fuel element Figure 2 shows a schematic view of a typical
fuel element. A more detailed description of bowing of a fuel element is given in [2].
IMPROVEMENTS TO THE BOW CODE
Buckling
Buckling is important in fuel design. If a fuel bundle has inadequate buckling strength, it may
jam against the pressure tube, and cause difficulties in its subsequent removal. The BOW code
can be used to assess the buckling strength of different CANDU fuel bundles. The improved
version of BOW accounts for the effects of element strength, endplate restraint, appendages and
lateral spring applied at an axial location between the two endplates.
For a fuel element with an arbitrary number of appendages, endplate restraint, and lateral spring,
BOW first calculates the critical buckling load for the fuel element by neglecting the appendages
(if any). A scaling factor, derived using the Ritz method [3], is then applied to the calculated
critical buckling load, to account for the strengthening effect of the appendages.
Curvature
Curvature determines the degree of bending for a fuel element The nodal curvatures are
calculated at each finite-element node in the horizontal and vertical coordinate planes. The
profiles of the two lateral displacements within a finite element are assumed to be parabolic
along the axial direction. Since each finite-element node (e.g., node i), with the exception of the
two end nodes, is connected to two finite elements, the arithmetic average of the curvatures at
the node i, calculated from finite element i and i+1, is taken as the curvature at node i. The
curvatures in the horizontal and vertical planes are also used to calculate strains and change in
the fuel-element length.
Strains
Large strains may cause damage to the sheath and lead to the failure of the fuel element. The
sheath total strains due to bending, axial hydraulic loading, and thermal loading are calculated
using the equations derived from the unsymmetric bending theory in [4] for each finite-element
node along the axial direction. The extreme strains (highest and lowest in value) and their
locations (radius and angle) at each nodal location are determined by comparing strains at the
mesh grid specified by the user in the BOW input file. The mesh is shown schematically in
Figure 3.
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Stresses
Pure bending and axial deformation are considered when stresses in the sheath are calculated.
The upper and~lower bounds of normal stress at every finite-element nodelire determined by
comparing the stresses at the mesh grids shown in Figure 3.
Contact Force
When the deflection of a fuel element at a single axial location exceeds the allowed clearance
between the fuel-element and the pressure tube, or between fuel elements, contact will occur.
The degree of contact largely determines the magnitude of the contact force. BOW monitors
deflection at every finite-element node along the direction in which the clearance(s) are specified
in the BOW input file.
Contact must have taken place at node / if the nodal forces, calculated using its two neighbouring
elements i and i+1, are different, provided that there are no other concentrated external forces
applied to node i. The difference is the contact force at node /. Since the finite-element
technique is used in the BOW code, the nodal forces may be easily obtained once the nodal
displacements are available. When other forces, including concentrated load and external
springs, are applied to a finite-element node, the contact force at this node must be modified
according to the principle of mechanical equilibrium.
The current version of BOW can be used to analyze multiple contacts of a fuel element with its
neighbouring fuel elements or pressure tube. If contacts are detected, BOW writes the total
number of contacts and contact forces into the standard output file. As a direct application of the
contact force calculation, BOW also calculates the restraining forces and moments exerted to the
fuel element by the endplates.
Change in Length
The change in fuel-element length due to bending, thermal expansion and axial compression is
calculated in the BOW code. BOW writes the net change and each of the three components into
the standard output.
The bending component is calculated for each finite element using a parabolic displacement
profile. Since the temperature within a fuel element may vary axially, circumferentially and
radially, an average temperature is used to calculate the change in fuel element length for each
finite element.
Length Differential Among Neighbouring Rings
The length differential between elements located in different neighbouring rings may cause the
fuel element in either of the two rings to bend. Since the elastic deformation of endplate due to
concentrated force, bending moment, and/or torque diminishes at a fast rate with distance from
the location where the forces and moments are applied, only those fuel elements located in the
neighbourhood of radial webs bend noticeably due to the length differential. Other fuel elements
are essentially not affected by the length differential.
Fourier Series Representations of Endplate Spring Constants
The endplate restraint, or radial and tangential torsional spring constants, is calculated from both
straight beam theory and curved beam theory. For typical endplates of CANDU fuel bundles,
the straight beam theory is fairly accurate, compared to the curved beam theory. Nevertheless,
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the implementation of Fourier series representations of endplate spring constants enables the
BOW code to be used for endplate dimensions in a wider range, while providing better results
than the straight beam theory used in the original version.
. _1."
The current version of the BOW code uses the previously established criteria to determine
whether the straight beam theory or curved beam theory should be used according to the BOW
input data. For the curved beam theory, the code uses the Fourier series representations for the
two torsional spring constants. Table 1 compares the endplate spring constants for both straight
beam theory and curved beam theory applied to a CANDU 6 endplate. The differences in the
spring constants between the two theories are very small.
Cross^coupling Effect of Endplate Restraint
The cross-coupling effect of endplate restraint occurs when the endplate torsional spring
constants are obtained in the radial and tangential coordinate plane, and the deflections of the
fuel element are obtained in the horizontal and vertical coordinate planes. Because the radial and
tangential axes may not coincide with the horizontal and vertical directions, and the radial
torsional spring constant may not be equal to the tangential torsional spring constant, the
deflection of the fuel element in the horizontal direction is interrelated to the deflection in the
vertical direction. The cross-coupling effect can be significant To account for the
cross-coupling effects as a result of endplates, appendages, and non-circular cross sections of a
fuel element, one option is to solve the deflections simultaneously in the two lateral directions.
To account for the cross-coupling effect of linear springs Kj>r and Ki>t applied at node i in the
radial and tangential directions, and torsional springs Si>r and S^t applied at node i in the radial
and tangential coordinate planes, the following equations of transformation were used to derive
the equivalent spring constants (both lateral and torsional) in the (x,y) coordinates from the
known spring constants in the (r,t) coordinates:
,,rcos20 + Kiilsia29
'Citr - KLl)sinecose

- $,,)sine cose

(KUr - K,:,,)sin0cos0l
2

(1)

2

Kirsia 9 + K:icos 9

SUrsia29 • ~

*~

(2)

where 6 is the angle between the fuel-element centreline and the horizontal axis.
Equation (1) applies when lateral spring constants are specified in the radial and tangential
coordinate planes; Equation (2) applies when torsional spring constants are specified in the radial
and tangential coordinate planes. Consideration of the cross-coupling terms in the above
equations requires that the deflections in the horizontal and vertical directions be solved
simultaneously, rather than independently. Since the deflections in the two lateral directions are
solved independently in the original version of the BOW code, the results are accurate only for
the fuel element located at 90° or its multiples, with respect to the horizontal axis. Figure 4
shows the maximum deflection of a typical CANDU 6 fuel element due to a radial temperature
gradient driven by an element linear power of 66 kW/m, versus angular locations of the fuel
element Compared with the simultaneous solution, the independent solution yields the largest
error at 45°, 135°, 225° and 315°, and the lowest (zero) error at 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°.
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Since the temperature gradient due to linear power is in the radial direction, the net deflection of
the fuel element should also be in the radial direction. Figure 4 shows that the maximum
deflection of the fuel element using the modified BOW code is identical.injhe radial direction
and zero in the tangential direction, for angular locations varying from 0° to 360°. This is in
agreement with our expectation. Hence, the revised version of BOW gives an accurate
deflection for a fuel element at arbitrary angular locations.
Effect of Appendages
Appendages including, bearing pads and spacers, strengthen the fuel element, provided that the
weld is strong enough to transfer the deformation and forces during element bowing. The degree
of strengthening is dependent on the material properties and dimensions of the appendages
(usually including bearing pads and spacers). For CANDU 6 fuel, the appendages will increase
the critical buckling loads by less than 1%. However, for fuel elements of small diameter, the
effect of appendages on buckling could be larger.
The appendages tend to have a larger impact on bending of the fuel elements. For a typical
CANDU 6 fuel element, the bearing pads and spacers reduce bending in the radial direction due
to linear power and hydraulic drag load by about 6%. As noted earlier, the appendages tend to
have a greater impact on smaller fuel elements used in advanced fuel designs.
Non-circular Cross Section
The BOW code can also be used to analyze the deflections of a fuel element with various
geometries of cross sections. The current version can be used to analyze the following
geometries: solid and hollow rectangle, and solid and hollow ellipses. This feature was added to
test the code against analytical solutions.
Streamlined Input/Output
The input file required to ran the BOW code has been streamlined, to simplify the preparation of
input data. The capability to handle multiple cases was added to the code; this was particularly
necessary and important for code verification and validation. A total of 129 test cases were set
up to test the BOW code against independent analytical solutions, and ANSYS (a general
purpose, finite-element code developed by Swanson Analysis Systems Inc.).
A most complete BOW input file consists of 17 data groups, in which detailed geometries,
material properties, boundary conditions, hydraulic drag force, element linear power, drypatches,
etc., may be defined. A typical input file may vary from a few lines to thirty lines, depending on
the complexity of the problem.
Typical CPU/Turnaround Time and Memory
The CPU (Central Processing Unit) time and memory requirements for running the BOW code
are very low. A typical run of the BOW code requires only 0.2 seconds of CPU time, and less
than 1 second of turnaround time on our 735-series Hewlett Packard computers at Sheridan
Park. Approximately 380K of memory is required for a typical run.
ANALYTICAL VERIFICATIONS AND VALIDATIONS
Closed-Form Analytical Solution and ANSYS
BOW has been verified against closed-form analytical solutions and other independent solutions,
such as ANSYS, for a total of 129 cases:
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•

48 cases used in verification and validation of lateral deflections,

•

14 cases used in verification and validation of curvature,

•

13 cases used in verification and validation of strains,

•

13 cases used in verification and validation of stresses,

•

6 cases used in verification and validation of contact forces,

•

22 cases used in verification and validation of critical buckling loads, and

•

13 cases used in verification and validation of change in length.

For parameters in the above seven categories, results obtained using the BOW code are in good
agreement with analytical and ANSYS solutions. The difference is generally with ± 1 % .
Table 2 compares critical buckling loads predicted by both the BOW and ANSYS codes for a
CANDU 6 fuel element supported by different torsional spring constants simulating the
endplates. Table 3 compares contact forces for a fuel element with a specified clearance at its
midspan, subjected to the axial drag load and concentrated bending moments, between the BOW
calculation and closed-form solutions. Table 4 summarizes the verification results of lateral
deflections for eleven selected cases.
Figure 5 shows the critical buckling loads of a typical CANDU 6 fuel element at various axial
locations. Timoshenko's simplified approximate solution [3] is shown in the same figure for the
case when the lateral spring is at the mid-span of the fuel element. Timoshenko's linear
assumption gives acceptable results only for the spring constant varying in the neighbourhood of
the critical spring constant.
Experimental Data
Two out-of-reactor experiments were performed recently at the Sheridan Park Engineering
Laboratory (SPEL) to validate the strength of CANDU 6 unirradiated fuel element and fuel
bundle.
In the first experiment, a single CANDU 6 fuel bundle was held horizontally on a load frame at
room temperature, while one of its outer elements was pulled radially upwards at the midplane.
The radial deflections of the fuel element were measured at two axial locations (midspan and
end). Figure 6 shows that there is very good agreement between the measured radial deflections
and those calculated using the BOW code. Figure 6 also shows that analytical calculations using
hinged supports overpredicted the central deflections by about 40%. This suggests that the
endplates exert significant restraints on element deflections. The result is in agreement with the
conclusion on endplate restraint in reference [1], based on element vs. bundle deflection of
irradiated fuel. Using the averaged slope in the deflection-force curve using measured data, we
found that the endplate provides a restraint that is equivalent to 64 Nm/rad of torsional spring
constant in the radial coordinate plane. For the same fuel element and endplate dimensions,
BOW gives 65 Nm/rad, which is higher than the measured data by only 1%.
In the second experiment, a fuel bundle was compressed vertically between a steel plate and
simulated fuelling machine side-stops. The test was conducted at room temperature in air.
Strains on various fuel elements and at various axial locations were measured at SPEL. Figure 7
shows the strains measured at four gauge locations on four different fuel elements, and
calculated using BOW versus compressive axial force. The trends of the BOW calculation are in
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good agreement with the measurements. However, due to the non-uniform distribution of the
bundle forcesrthere are some differences in strain magnitude for strains at a particular strain
gauge. Figure 8 shows the strain profile along the axial direction calculated using the BOW
code. Since the eccentric axial load is applied at one end only, the deflection profile is
unsymmetric along the axial direction. At the axial locations close to the endplate, the
comparison between the BOW predictions and the experiments is less satisfactory. This is
probably caused by the large local plastic deformation of the endplate, and change in eccentricity
of the axial load due to the endplate deformation. The calculated strains are in fairly good
agreement with the measured strains at the axial locations close to the midspan.
Preliminary checks were also made of BOW predictions vs. two in-reactor experiments. One
experiment (WR-928A) was conducted at the Whiteshell Laboratories (Pinawa, Manitoba), and
the other (NR) at the Chalk River Laboratories (Chalk River, Ontario). In both experiments, the
fuel was irradiated under wet coolant conditions (linear power of 15.1-38.4 kW/m in test
WR-928A, and 58-63 kW/m in test NR) for a few months.
The WR-928A fuel bundle was irradiated in organic coolant having a temperature of about
500°C which is much higher than that of normal PHWR (Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor)
coolant, hence creep relaxation caused substantial permanent bowing. The NR fuel contained
eccentric assembly welds, which exaggerated the bowing caused by the hydraulic drag. Thus the
bowing of both of the above fuels is not representative of commercial CANDU fuel.
Nevertheless, the exaggerated bows make these irradiations desirable from the perspective of
software evaluation.
In the WR-928A experiment, post-irradiation bows of 0.4 to 1.8 mm were measured, for an
average of 1.1 mm. For flux-gradient factors in the range 0.032 to 0.7 [2], BOW predicted
initial in-reactor bows of 0.56 to 1.2 mm, for an average of 0.9 mm.
In the NR experiment, post-irradiation bows of 0.3 to 1.2 mm were measured [5], for an average
of 0.75 mm. BOW predicted initial in-reactor bows of 0.4 to 0.8 mm, for an average of 0.6 mm.
A direct comparison can be made between the above post-irradiation (out-reactor)
measurements and BOW-calculated initial deflections, if the thermal recovery (stress relaxation)
converts all initial elastic bow to permanent strain, and if the creep in. the PHWR adds a
negligible amount to the permanent (measured) bow. In addition, there are uncertainties in some
input data for BOW calculations; e.g., in the flux-gradient factor, in the curvature-transfer factor,
and in the rigidity-enhancement factor. Nevertheless, if the creep is assumed to be insignificant,
and if the stress relaxation is assumed to be complete, then the predictions of average bow are
within 0.2 mm of the measurements in the experiments. The range of predicted bow is also
within the range of measurements.
SUMMARY
This paper has described twelve improvements made to the BOW code since its original release.
A total of 129 test cases have been developed and collected in the data base for the BOW code.
BOW calculations for all parameters in various categories are generally accurate to within 1%
for the tested cases. Predictions of BOW are in excellent agreement with the recent
measurements for deflections and endplate torsional spring constants, and are consistent with the
two previous post-irradiation measurements taken in experiments performed at Whiteshell
Laboratories and Chalk River Laboratories.
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TABLE 1
RADIAL AND TANGENTIAL TORSIONAL SPRING CONSTANTS OF A TYPICAL
CANDU 6 ENDPLATE
Rigidity Enhancement Factor (KEF)
and Temperature

Straight Beam Theory
Sr (Nm/Rad)

Curved Beam Theory

St (Nm/Rad)

5r(Nm/Rad)

REF=0.5, T=300C
REF=0.0, T=300C

99.066
77.427

97.324
97.324

103.29
79.999

REF=0.0, T=20C

96.397

117.6

99.490

St (Nm/Rad)

99.60
99.60
120.37

TABLE2
CRITICAL BUCKLING LOADS OF A CANDU 6 FUEL ELEMENT WITHOUT LATERAL
RESTRAINT USING BOW AND ANSYS
Torsional
Spring Constants
[kNm/Rad]

0.000
0.081

Critical Buckling Loads [N]
Without Appendages
With Appendages
BOW
ANSYS
Difference
BOW
ANSYS
Difference
1084.4
1092.1
<1%
1084.8
<1%
1097.1
1659.7
1658.2
<1%
1658.7
<1%
1668.1
2585.6
2840.3

2596.1

0.300
0.400
0.500
1.000

2848.7
3040.5
3557.3

1.500
2.000
3.000

3782.8
3907.8
4041.8

3034.8
3562.3
3787.5
3914.9
4051.1

<1%

2597.0

2603.2

<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%

2849.7
3041.6
3558.7
3784.3
3909.5
4043.6

2859.6
3055.7
3585.6
3816.2

<1%
<1%

3945.1
4082.8

<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%

TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF CONTACT FORCE DUE TO A SINGLE CONTACT AT THE MIDSPAN
OF A FUEL ELEMENT
Applied Bending Applied Axial
Load [N]
Moment [N.m]
1.0

1000

1.0

2000
100

Analytical
16.783
68.211

Contact Force [N]
BOW 1.5
16.909

Difference
<1%
<1%

20.535

68.313
20.542

500

41.069

41.097

<1%

5.0

1000

67.335

5.0

2000

67.291
122.194

<1%
<1%

5.0
5.0

121.608

<1%
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TABLE4
SUMMARY OF VERIFICATION RESULTS FOR SELECTED CASES
Horizontal Direction
Vertical Direction
Theory BOW Difference Theory BOW Difference

Description of Cases*

Cases

200Nm,400Nm

1

9

1*****1
^

7.016

7.019

< 1%

14.03

14.04

< 1%

2.074

2.070

< 1%

2.771

2.760

< 1%

3.367

3.369

< 1%

2.020

2.021

< 1%

4.040

4.043

< 1%

5.386

5.390

< 1%

0.328

0.329

< 1%

0.656

0.658

< 1%

5.300

5.300

< 1%

1.060

1.060

< 1%

565 N 0.873

0.865

< 1%

1.746

1.729

< 1%

3.184

3.183

< 1%

8.209

8.211

< 1%

1.015

1.006

<1%

2.030

2.012

< 1%

0.5085

0.506

< 1%

1.017

1.011

<l%

0.5085

0.506

< \%

1.017

1.011

<1%

3Nm,4Nm

10Nm,6Nm
3

1 * * * * t

4

.
<T=

3Nm,4Nm

^
n^

A

/\

JT=30°C, 60 C

5

A

A

50N, ION |
6

J

7*

0.3m

1*

7

565 N

, 0.2mA
" I *

"|

AT = 30°C,60°C

200Nm,400Nm

8

<&,—t

i—i

t—M\

K=200,100Nm/ra<T^
565 N

9

~Tt

565 N

f~
eccentricity 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm

565N

10
eccentricity 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm

565N
11

1

-• • " A
eccentricity 0 ^ mm, 1.0 mm

* The first load (force, moment, temperature, eccentricity) is applied horizontally; the second load is
applied vertically.
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ABSTRACT

J

Considering only the thermally-induced bending moments which are generated both within
the sheath and between the fuel and sheath by a asymmetric temperature distribution with
respect to the axis of an element, a generalized and explicit analytical formula for the
thermally-induced bending is developed in this paper, based on the cases of 1) the bending
of an empty tube treated by neglecting of the fuel/sheath mechanical interaction and 2) the
fuel/sheath interaction due to the pellet and sheath temperature variations. In each the cases,
the temperature asymmetries in sheath are modelled to be caused by the combined effects of
(i) non-uniform coolant temperature due to imperfect coolant mixing, (ii) variable
sheath/coolant heat transfer coefficient, (iii) asymmetric heat generation due to neutron flux
gradients across an element and so as to inclusively cover the uniform temperature distributions
within the fuel and sheath with respect to the axial centerline.
Investigating the relative importances of the various parameters affecting fuel element
bowing, the element bowing is found to be greatly affected with the variations of element
length, sheath diameter, pellet/sheath mechanical interaction and neutron flux depression
factors, pellet thermal expansion coefficient, pellet/sheath heat transfer coefficient in
comparison with those of other parameters such as sheath thickness^ film heat transfer
coefficient, sheath thermal expansion coefficient, and sheath and pellet thermal conductivities.
Also, the element bowing of the standard 37-element bundle and CANFLEX 43-element
bundle for the use in CANDU-6 reactors was analyzed with the formula, which could help to
demonstrate the integrity of the fuel. All the required input data for the analyses were
generated in terms of the reactor operation conditions on the reactor physics, thermalhydraulics
and fuel performance by using various CANDU computer codes. The analysis results
indicate that the CANFLEX 43-element bundle shows more desirable element bowing
behaviours than the standard 37-element bundle.
1. INTRODUCTION
Assessments of bowing of nuclear fuel elements can help demonstrate the integrity of
fuel and of surrounding components during irradiation, as a function of operating conditions
such as channel power. The bowing is defined as the lateral deflection of the element from
the axial centerline during irradiation, and the magnitude of the bow is the maximum
defection between points of restraint. Bowed fuel elements could reduce subchannel flow
area resulting in poor heat transfer due to local coolant starvation and these elements may
consequently defect as a result of local overheating. Another phenomenon which is attributed
partially to bowing and partially to irradiation induced swelling is the 'sticking' of bundles in
a fuel channel. If 'sticking' occurs, more force is required during bundle shifting and
removal during the refuelling process.
The element bowing is attributed to actions of both the thermally induced bending
moments and the bending moments due to hydraulic drag and mechanical loads during the
refuelling process, and is restrained by the appendages, end plates and neighboring elements
of the bundle. The thermally-induced bending moments are generated both within the
sheath and between the fuel and sheath by an asymmetric temperature distribution with
respect to the axis of an element. One side of the element becomes hotter than the other
and the element bows in the direction of the hotter side to accommodate the differential
axial strain. The temperature variations around the fuel and sheath set up the bend moments.
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Based on these phenomena, Veeder and Schankula[l] developed analytically a timeindependent model of the thermally-induced bowing theory of fuel elements which are
constituents of fuel bundles similar in size and shape to those used in CANDU (Canada
deuterium uranium) power reactors [2]. Fig. 1 shows a typical CANDU fuel bundle. Their
analysis was basically hypothesized that bowing of pelletized fuel elements of the type under
consideration is primarily a thermally induced phenomenon. Based on the Veeder and
Schankula model, Tayal [3] developed the BOW code to calculate the bowing of CANDU
fuel elements-due to gradients of temperature and due to hydraulic forces. It is noted that
the variations of the coolant temperature and film heat transfer coefficient are neglected in
their final formula for the element bowing, and that their formula of the sheath temperature
variations and so deflections are not adequately derived. To cope with these neglects and
improper derivation of the bowing formula, an improvement of the bowing analysis model
has been done through re-assessment of Veeder and Schankula model and so resulted in a
generalized formula for the thermally-induced bowing calculation [4].
This paper presents the thermally-induced bowing modeling and time-independent,
generalized and explicit analytical formula for the calculations of the temperature variations
and hence the bending moments by considering the peripheral temperature gradients caused
by them. It also outlines the method of all the required input data generations for the
analyses in terms of CANDU-6 reactor operating conditions on the reactor physics,
thermalhydraulics and fuel performance by using various CANDU computer codes.
Also this paper describes a parametric study on the generalized bowing formula to
investigate the influence of the variation or change of an element geometric, material or
operation parameters such as one of element length, sheath inside diameter, coolant temperature
variation factor, a factor of mechanical interaction between fuel pellet and sheath, neutron
flux depression factor, pellet thermal expansion coefficient, pellet/sheath heat transfer
coefficient, sheath thickness, film heat transfer coefficient, sheath thermal expansion
coefficient, and sheath and pellet thermal conductivities on the element bowing.
Finally, this paper shows the thermally-induced element bowing behaviours of the standard
37-element bundle and CANFLEX (CANdu FLEXible fuelling) 43-element bundle in CANDU6 reactor by analyzing them with the formula, which could help to demonstrate the integrity
of the fuel. It is also interested in the comparisons of the element bowing behaviours of
CANFLEX 43-element bundle with that of the standard 37-element bundle. CANFLEX is a
43-element, CANDU advanced fuel bundle under joint development by KAERI (Korea
Atomic Energy Research Institute) and AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) since
February 1991 [5], The major feature of the CANFLEX fuel bundle is an increase in the
number of fuel elements, from 37, 13.1 mm diameter elements in the standard CANDU-6
fuel bundle, to 43 elements of two different diameters. The 11.5 mm diameter elements in
the outer two rings of the CANFLEX fuel bundle allow the peak element ratings in the
bundle to be reduced by about 20 % in comparison to the standard 37-element bundle. The
13.5 mm diameter elements in the inner two rings of the CANFLEX fuel bundle compensate
for the fuel volume lost due to the smaller-diameter outer elements. Another important
feature is the use of CHF-enhancing features on all elements in the CANFLEX fuel bundle.
These will provide larger operating margins in existing CANDU reactors, thus permitting
more flexibility in the use of fuel cycles with the CANDU-reactor on-power fuelling system.
Notation used in this paper are listed at the last page of this paper.
2. MODELING AND FORMULATING OF THE BOWING
2.1 Basic Hypotheses and General Solutions of Heat Conduction Equations
The model for the thermally-induced bowing of CANDU fuel elements presented in this
paper is based on the three basic hypotheses from which the in-reactor bowing of pelletized
fuel elements is considered to cause bending moments both within the sheath and
between the fuel and sheath due to the peripheral temperature gradients by:
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(1) non-uniform coolant temperature due to imperfect coolant mixing,
(2) variable heat transfer coefficient between fuel and coolant, and
(3) asymmetric heat generation due to neutron flux gradients across an element,
These inclusively cover the uniform temperature distributions within the fuel and sheath with
respect to the axial centerline.
The generalized and explicit analytical formulas for the thermally-induced bending can
be derived with consideration of 1) bending of an empty tube treated by neglecting of the
fuel/sheath mechanical interaction and 2) interaction between fuel pellet and sheath due to
the pellet and sheath temperature variations.
The coordinate system used in the present model is shown in Fig. 2. The angle 0 is
measured in the clockwise direction from the vector CO. From the geometry of the bundle
we make the plausible assumption that the temperature distributions within the fuel and
sheath are symmetrical about the vector CO. It is also assumed that the neutron flux
distribution through the bundle can approximately described by a modified Bessel function
I ^ v R ) , where K is the inverse diffusion length for thermal neutrons in the homogenized
fuel channel (fuel, coolant and sheath) and R is the displacement between the center of
bundle and center of element under consideration :
;-l)" Im(KTRi) Im(KT) cosm0

(2.1-1)

If the fuel thermal conductivity, X, is a constant value, the heat conduction equation in
the fuel with asymmetric heat generation in the cylindrical coordinates becomes

xdr\

dr)

r2d 62

(2.1-2)

X

where q 0 (r, R=0) is the power per unit volume at the center of flux symmetry.
The heat conduction equation for the region of sheath in which the heat generation is
negligible is given by
1 d

A general solution to the heat conduction equation of Eq. (2.1-2) can be expressed as
T(r, 0 ) = A o + AI o (jcR) + ^ A i n r m cos/n0

(2.1-4)

m=l

where A o represents the centerline temperature, and A is given by

A =T—,
z nJ

7q>

.

(2-1-5)

A general solution to Eq.(2.1-3) can be obtained for the region of sheath:
Ts(r, 0) = Bo + Blnr + j r ( B B r " + % l c o s i B 0

(2.1-6)

2.2 Boundary Conditions of the Heat Conduction Equations
The coefficients in Eqs. (2.2.1-4) and (2.2.1-6) are determined the following boundary
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conditions for the elements with asymmetric or symmetric heat generation in coolant with
non-uniform temperatures due to imperfect mixing and non-uniform film heat transfer between
sheath and coolant and are by equating terms in cos m8:
(a) Coolant temperature variation at r = b:
T ^ = T c ( l + j3 cosfl )
where

--

(2.2-1)

^=Tc(max)Tc(min)
Tc(max) + Tc(min)

(b) Continuity of heat flux at r = a:

(c) Continuity of heat flux at r = b:

Q
where

=h se (T s -T c t b

(2.2-4)

hsc = h« (1 + y cos 6)

(2.2 - 5)

Mmax)-h. e (inin)
hsc(max) + hsc(min)

~-

(2 2-6)

2.3 Formulation of Bowing
23.1 Bending of an empty tube
The fuel sheath can be treated as an empty tube, if the mechanical interaction between
the sheath and fuel pellets is neglected. The empty tube bending moment due to temperature
variation within the sheath can be found by using the following formula [6]:

Ms = a s Es J " J 2* Ts cos 9 r2 dr dO

(2.3 -1)

and substituting Eq.(2.1-6) withm = 1 into Eq.(2.3-1) this becomes

Ms » ^ - ^ - [ B , (b4 - a4) + 2 C, (b2 - a2)]

(2.3 - 2)

In a CANDU bundle, the end caps are welded to the ends of the sheaths to seal the
elements. End plates are welded to the end caps to hold the elements in the bundle assembly.
So the sheaths can be assumed in hinged end conditions. Therefore, the deflection 8 of the
sheath at the mid-span due to the bending moment is given by
,-.-•

,

(2.3-3)

8E5IS
8b L l
bj
4
4
in which I = % (b - a ) / 4 is used for the moment of inertia, I , of a hollow tube of
thickness t = b - a and then t/b =0 is counted for the thinned wailed tube. Veeder and
Schankula [1] noted that the hinged end condition was found experimentally to be a good
approximation for elements in the type of fuel bundles under investigation at AECL.
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Since the maximum surface temperature of sheath is given by setting m = 1 and 0 = 0
or 2TI in Eq.(2.1-6), and the minimum surface temperature of sheath is given by setting m =
1 and 0 = n in Eq.(2.1-6), the bracketed term in Eq.(2.3-3) is reduced to be approximately
equal to half of the difference between the maximum (T _ Qv) and minimum (T . ) surface
temperatures of sheath:
C
T
- T • AT
.—'.'''
B f b + -^- = - ^ i
5S£. = i±b.
(2.3-4)
b
2
2
where Bj and B 2 are determined by applying the boundary conditions in Section 2.2.
Cooperating Eqs. (2.1-4) and (2.1-6) with the boundary conditions in Section 2.2 where
m = 1 shall be provided, the half of the difference between the maximum and minimum
surface sheath temperatures is obtained:

B,b + —) = {aK,[h , e (l - y 2)p Tc - y w] - 2bw D}/K 2

(2.3 - 5)

This equation gives the difference ATgE between the maximum and minimum surface
temperatures of sheath according to Eq. Eq.(2.3-4), and the deflection 8gg of the empty
tube according to Eq. (2.3-3):
ATSE = 2{aK! (h sc(1 - 7 2))S Tc - 7 w) - 2bw D } / K 2
^

s c

( l - 7

2

) i 3

T c - 7 w)-2bwD}

(2.3 - 6)

(2.3-7)

where
3

it

(2.3-8)
(2.3-9)
(2.3-10)

in which w is the average heat flux of the element and D is a factor determined by the flux
depression through the fuel bundle.
2.3.2 Bending due to interaction between pellet stack and sheath
The fuel pellet stack is a column of ceramic fuel pellets within the sheath. Each of the
pellets cracks into many smaller pieces during irradiation. The fuel stack is therefore
incapable of sustaining an applied bending moment. If, however, the sheath is collapsed
into the pellets or the fuel grips the sheath, it can induce a bending moment in the sheath,
because the thermal expansion of the sheath at the interface is smaller than that of the
pellet. Assuming that the strength of the sheath is insufficient to resist the thermal expansion
of the fuel, the component of strain due to the elastic stress in the sheath can be ignored.
Based on this assumption, at the point (a, 0), the difference in longitudinal thermal strain
between the fuel and sheath is given by
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AS(a, 0) = aT(a, 0)-a,T s (a, 0)

(2.3-12)

T(a, 0)-T s (a, 0)

(2.3-13)

and
= ~ ^ -

which is provided by Eq.(2.2-3). If there is no slip between fuel stack and sheath, the
sheath will be strained in the axial direction by an amount equal to the-differential thermal
strain, and if there is some slip between them, the mechanical strain will be less than
the differential thermal strain. Therefore, a relationship between the differential thermal
strain and the induced mechanical strain can be expressed by
(2.3-14)

Ae (a, 0) = GAS(a, 0)

where G is a factor between 0 and 1. Veederand Schankula[l] indicated that G is about 0.5
according to the calculations for a free standing sheath having a diametral clearance of 0.08
mm with the CANDU fuel modeling code ELESTRES[7] and so the collapsibility of the
sheath implies a value of G greater than 0.5. Substituting Eqs. (2.3-12) and (2.3-13) into
Eq. (2.3-14) gives

Ae (a, 0) = G ] [(a - ccs )T(a, 9)] - ^ 3 ^

<2-3"15>

^

Also, cooperating Eqs. (2.1-4) and (2.1-6) with the boundary conditions at r = a and m
= 1, the strain relationship of Eq.(2.3-15) is given by
Ae (a,

-2h S c(l-y 2 )bwD > |
K,

cos0 ) -

K,

cos0 \ (2.3-16)

where
(2.3-17)

K3 = a-

K 4 =(a-aj-U^+ i- + ^
^h
X, h )
h
&

K

(2.3-18)

fs

= AXK 4 Kl 0 (KR i )I 1 (Ka)

Cooperating Eq.(2.3-16) with Eq.(2.3-1), the induced bending moment in the sheath
is given by
Ms = Es a2 tj 2* Ae (a, 0) cos0 d0

(2.3-19)

The deflection 8QT due to the bending moment at the mid-span is given by assuming the
hinged end conditions and by noting that terms in the integration of Eq. (2.3-19) which are
independent of 9 vanish when integrated between the limits, as do all terms in cos 0
MS/2

G/2

8E S I S

8a f '

Lf
K 4 w(Ay-2h S c(l-y 2 )bD)]

(2.3-20)
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| K 4 w(Ay-2h 8 c ( l-y

2

)bD)|

in which theinoment of inertia, I =n a 3 t is used for the thin walled tubing.
Noting Eqs.(2.3-6) and (2.3-7), the term in the brackets of the Eq.(2.3-21) may be
arbitrarily regarded as being equivalent to a temperature difference ATgj, across the sheath
which would produce a deflection equal to that caused by interaction between fuel pellet and
sheath. Thus,

2.3.3 Bowing combined effects of the empty tube bending and pellet/sheath interactions
In Section 2.3.2, the element bowing at the point (a, 9 ) is due to the difference in
longitudinal thermal strain between the fuel and sheath for the interaction between pellet
stack and sheath. This element bowing does not include the effect of the bending moment
due to temperature variation within the sheath as treated in Section. 2.3.1. So the element
bowing combined effects of the empty tube bending and pellet/sheath interaction shall be
formulated by adding Eq.(2.3-6) with Eq.(2.3-22) for AT gc and adding Eq.(2.3-7) with
Eq.(2.3-20) for 5B
sc
AT S C

2{aK 1 (h sc (l-y 2 )0T c -yw)-2bwD}

a«s f

I

3

K22

JJ

K2

I2 a s { a K 1 ( h S c ( l - y 2 ) i 8 T c - r w ) - 2 b w D }
8 b K2
K2

J

(2.3.24)

K
2

3. METHOD OF THE BOW FORMULA'S INPUT DATA GENERATION
IN TERMS OF CANDU-6 OPERATING CONDITIONS
In order to investigate the thermally induced element bowing behaviours of the standard
37-element and CANFLEX 43-element bundles in CANDU-6 reactor as well as to illustrate
the relative importances of the various parameters affecting fuel element bowing, the numerical
values of the parameters associated with the reactor physics, thermal hydraulic, and element
and material performances are generated by simulating the CANDU-6 full power operation
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with the standard 37-element and CANFLEX 43-element natural U 0 2 fuel bundles :
1) The bundle and element dimensions are taken from the nominal design values.
2) The channel and fuel bundle power histories for the given bundle and element
geometries are obtained from the RFSP [8] refuelling simulation of the CANDU-6 full
power reactor operation from an equilibrium core condition to 600 full power days (FPD),
based on the_reference eight-bundle refuelling. With the WIMS-AECLJ9], the bundle's
ring power ratio, element power (q') and neutron flux depression factor (D) associated with
Eq.(2.3-24) are estimated from the bundle power histories. For given CANDU fuel element
and bundle geometries, the element bowing is strongly dependent on the operating power
history and coolant conditions as discussed below. Therefore, the representative bundles for
the present element bow assessment are selected from those loaded in the highest power
channel (N-6) in CANDU-6. According this simulation, one batch of 8 fuel bundles is
refuelled and placed in, so to say, P-l to P-8 positions from the upstream of the N-6 channel
at 100 FPDs. The 4 fuel bundles in the channel upstream positions P-l to P-4 are moved to
the positions, so to say, P-9 to P-12 in the channel downstream by refuelling at 280 FFDs,
and then are discharged at 490 FPD. The remaining 4 fuel bundles in the channel upstream
positions P-6 to P-8 are discharged at 280 FFDs. Among these bundles, the two bundles in
the positions of P-4 and P-6 are selected as the representative bundles for the present calculations,
because (i) the fuel bundle in the P-6 position is irradiated with the continuous highest bundle
power and (ii) the outer and intermediate rings of the end plate of the last downstream bundle
B-4 in the P-12 position are contacted with both the shield plug and ram adaptor during the
in-reactor service and the refuelling after 280 FPDs.
3) With NUCIRC single channel analysis code [10], the channel flow and heat flux of
the given bundle and element geometries are calculated for the given channel power, headto-head pressure drop and pressure loss coefficients of bundles. The subchannel flow
characteristics are analyzed with use of COBRA-IHc code[ll], providing the results of
single channel analysis as the boundary conditions. The subchannel characteristics were
analyzed by taking 1/12 and 1/14 symmetric geometries, respectively, for the 37- and
43-element bundles as shown in Fig. 3. The subchannel flow characteristics are coolant
temperature, film heat transfer coefficients which are associated with Eq. (2.3-24).
4) As the parameters employed in Eq. (2.3-24), the thermal expansion coefficients and
conductivities of fuel and sheath, the film heat transfer coefficient and the mechanical
interaction factor G are estimated with ELESTRESJ7] and the MATPRO's formulas[12],
providing the element dimensions and power histories and the coolant characteristics. That
is, providing these material average temperatures from the calculations with ELESTRES,
the thermal expansion coefficients are calculated by using the MATPRO's formulas[12].
The G is conservatively estimated from the relationship, G = 1 - (Gopera(- A ^
?
where G ration is the diametral gap in the operation and so then calculated oy
^ d Gbcsh dement is the diametral gap measured or calculated in the fresh element condition.
For example, the numerical values of the pertinent parameters are given in Table 1 by
taking the data generation method mentioned above. This table is only made for a parametric
study on the generalized bowing formula to illustrate the relative importances of the various
parameters affecting fuel element bowing in the following section. The parameter values in
Table 1 are taken to explain bowing in CANDU type fuel elements without having to invoke
other mechanisms such as compressive axial loads.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
During CANDU-6 fuel bundle irradiations, the radial distributions of neutron flux and
subchannel coolant temperatures through the fuel bundle are considered to be symmetrical
about the bundle axis centerline. So, the neutron flux distribution in the center element and
coolant temperature distribution around the element periphery will be symmetrical about the
element axis centerline. But, the neutron flux distributions in the elements in the outer,
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intermediate and inner rings of the bundle and coolant temperature distributions around the
their periphery will be asymmetrical about the element axis centerline. In this paper, a
generalized and explicit analytical formula for the thermally-induced bowing of CANDU
fuel elements is developed as Eq.(2.3-24) in consideration of all the elements with symmetric
or asymmetric neutron and/or coolant temperature distribution(s), It is noted that Eqs. (2.3-6),
(2.3-16) and (2.3.-22) are comparable with Veeder and Schankula's equations (11), (16) and
(20) in Reference 1, respectively, where Veeder and Schankula's equations (11) and (20) do
not properly _treat the effects of the coolant temperature and film heaUxansfer coefficient
variations, and Veeder and Schankula's equations (11) and (16) can not be derivable.
4.1 Relative Importances of the Parameters Affecting the Fuel Element Bowing,
To illustrate the relative importances of the various parameters affecting fuel element
bowing, the element deflection, 5op of Eq. (2.3-24), was calculated for an element in the
outer ring of the 37-element natural UO 2 fuel bundle.
The sensitivities of the parameters employed in Eq. (2.3-24) are shown in Figs. 4 and 5
for the asymmetric and symmetric heat generating fuel elements, respectively, where the
variation was made for each one of p , y , G, q', D, he , a , a , X , X and t in the
equation for all the other fixed parameters. The horizontal axis m Figs. 4 and 5 represents
a normalized scale, N, for the variations of the parameters where N = 51.6 corresponds to
each the values of the parameters valued in Table 1. The vertical axis in Figs. 4 and 5 as
well as in Figs. 6 and 7 represents the deflections of the elements at the mid-span , and its
negative or positive value refers to the element deflection in the direction of the pressure
tube wall or the bundle center side.
(1) The term and factor G of the pellet/sheath interaction
For the instance of the fuel element characterized in Table 1, the bowing (0.02 mm) due
to the empty tube term as the first term in the right hand side of Eq.(2.3-24) is in the
direction of the bundle center because the temperature of sheath outer-surface faced to fuel
bundle center is hotter than that faced to the pressure tube wall, due to the hotter coolant
temperature in the bundle center side. While, the bowing (0.35 mm) due to the pellet/sheath
interaction term as the second term also in the right hand side is the direction of the pressure
tube wall because the temperature of sheath inner surface faced to the pressure tube wall is
hotter than that faced to the fuel bundle center, due to the small neutron flux gradients in the
pressure tube wall side. The net bending (0.33 mm) towards the pressure tube wall. The
mechanical interaction between the pellet stack and the sheath has, in this instance, about
18 times greater effect on the element bowing than the empty tube as in the non-interaction
between the pellet and the sheath. Since the pellet/sheath interaction predominates, the
element bowing will be a tendency to bow out towards the wall of the pressure tube.
Changing with G = 0.0 to + 1.0 only in Eq.(2.3-24), the bows of the elements with the
asymmetric and symmetric heat increases significantly, as expected, as a linear function of
G (see Figs. 4 and 5), where their deflections are in the opposite directions between each
other. So, if the element has a pellet/sheath mechanical interaction, the bending will
increases almost in proportion to the mechanical interaction factor G.
(2) The element length and sheath inner radius and thickness
Comparing between the pellet/sheath interaction and non-interaction terms mentioned
above, the net bending is realized to increases almost in direct proportion to the square of
the element length /, and almost in inverse proportion to the inner radius a of sheath.
With the increase of sheath thickness t only in Eq.(2.3-24), the bowing of the element
with the asymmetric heat is slowly and linearly raised in the direction of the pressure tube
wall (see Fig. 4) because of the hotter temperature of sheath inner surface in the pressure
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tube wall side, and that with the symmetric heat, however, was slowly and linearly reduced
in the direction of the bundle center (see Fig. 5) because of the hotter coolant temperature in
the bundle center side.
(3) The asymmetric or symmetric heat generation in fuel, the element linear power
q* and the neutron depression factor D
The fuel element with an asymmetric heat (D ^ 0) will bow out towards the wall of the
pressure tube (see Fig. 4), because the neutron flux gradient across the element is more
affected in the bowing. However, the element with a symmetric heat (D= 0) will bow out
towards the bundle center (see Fig. 5) because of the hotter coolant temperature in the bundle
center side.
With the increase of q1 value only in Eq.(2.3-24), the bowing of the element with the
asymmetric heat increases significantly and linearly (see Fig, 4), and however, that with
the symmetric heat decreases slowly and linearly (see Fig. 5).
With the increase of neutron flux depression factor D value only in Eq.(2.3-24), the
bowing of the element with the asymmetric heat increases stiffly and linearly (see Fig. 4). If
there is no neutron flux depression (D = 0) in the element, however, the element will be in a
constant deflection in the direction of the bundle center side as expected.
(4) jJ and 7 factors for the coolant temperature and film heat transfer variations
With the increase of fJ value only in Eq.(2.3-24), the bowing of the element with the
asymmetric or symmetric heat decreases stiffly and linearly (see Figs. 4 and 5).
With the increase of y value only in Eq.(2.3-24), the bowing of the element with the
asymmetric heat increases slowly and linearly (see Fig. 4), and however, that with the
symmetric heat decreases slowly and linearly (see Fig. 5).
So it can be noted that the effect of the y variation on the element bowing is not greater
than that of p variation, and also that the variation of p value will results to significantly
different results of the element deflections.
(5) The coefficients (hfs, a s , a ) and the thermal conductivities (A. , X)
With the increase of h^g value only in Eq.(2.3-24), the bowing of the element with the
asymmetric heat decreases exponentially with a rather stiff slope for the range of h^ =
0.001 to about 30 kW/m K and with a rather flattened slope for the range of h f = about 30 to
90kW/rnK(seeFig.4).
As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the bowing of the element with the asymmetric or symmetric
heat is slowly and linearly reduced with the increase of a g value only in Eq.(2.3-24), and
increases stiffly and linearly with the increase of a value only in Eq.(2.3-24)
With the increase of k value only in Eq. (2.3-24), the bowing of the element with the
asymmetric heat decreases stiffly and exponentially (see Fig. 4), but that with the symmetric
heat decreases slowly and exponentially (see Fig. 5).
With the increase of X value only in Eq.(2.3-24), the bowing of the element with the
asymmetric or symmetric heat decreases slowly and linearly (see Figs. 4 and 5).
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4.2 Element Bowing of the 37-and 43-Element Bundles in CANDU-6
The two bundles in the CANDU-6 highest power channel, N-6 were selected as the
representative bundles for the present bowing analyses. One bundle B-4, which is either the
37- or 43-element bundle, so to say, at the P-4 position, has been operated with the high
power of around 700 kW in the operation of the 100 to 280 FPDs and with the low power of
around 150 kW at the P-12 downstream position in the operation of the 280 FFDs to the
discharge at-490 FPDs. The other bundle B-6, which is either the 37-_br 43 bundle at the
P-6 position, has been operated with the continuous highest power of around 800 kW in the
fuel string in the operation of the 100 FPDs to the discharge at 280 FPs.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the thermally-induced element bows of the 37- and 43-element
bundles, which are estimated by Eq.(2.3-24) with the input described earlier.
(1) The Elements of the Fuel Bundles with a Stepwise Power History
The thermally-induced bows of the intermediate element (E3) and outer elements (E4 and
E5) of the B-4 37-element bundle at the P-4 position in the high power operation until 280
FPDs were in direction of the pressure tube wall (see Fig. 6 (A)), while the those at the
P-12 position in the low bundle power operation after the refuelling at 280 FPDs was
switched to the direction of the bundle center. The bowing of inner element (E2) of the B-4
bundle in the high power operation was in the direction of the bundle center, and that in
the low power operation was in the direction of the pressure tube wall until about 360 FPDs
operation and then was in the direction of the bundle center after the operation at about
360 FPDs. The bowing of outer elements is larger than that of other elements, because the
outer elements have high power than the other elements.
The thermally-induced bows of the intermediate element(E3) and outer elements (E4 and
E5) of the 43-element bundles at the P-4 position in the high power operation until 280 FPDs
were in the direction of the pressure tube wall (see Fig. 6 (B)), while those at the P-12
position in the low bundle power operation after the refuelling at 280 FPDs was switched in
the direction of the bundle center. The bowing of inner element (E2) for all the high and
low bundle power operations was in the direction of the bundle center, even if a transient
bowing appeared in the power change during the refuelling at 280 FPDs. The inner element
bowing is larger for the high bundle power operation until 280 FPDs and the outer element
bowing is larger for the low bundle power operation after 280 FPDs, since the inner
elements have high power in the early burnup stage in comparison with the outer elements.
As shown in Figs. 6 (A) and (B) of the element bows of the bundle at the positions of
P-4 and P-12, the maximum thermally-induced element bowing of the 37-element bundle
occurred in the outer element at around 280 FPDs just before the refuelling and was in the
direction of the pressure tube wall side, while that of the 43-element bundle at the same
positions of B-4 and B-12 occurred in the inner element at around 140 FPDs as a rather early
burnup stage and was also in the direction of the pressure tube wall. The maximum
thermally-induced element bowing of 37-element bundle was 0.15 mm, which was about 30
% larger than that of the 43-element bundle.
(2) The Elements of the Fuel Bundles with a Continuous High Power History
The thermally-induced bowing of the intermediate element (E3) and outer elements (E4
and E5) of the 37-element bundle at the P-6 position in the operation of the continuous high
power from the loading at 100 FPDs to the discharge at 290 FPDs was in the direction of
the pressure tube wall (see Fig. 7 (A)). The intermediate element bow gradually and slightly
decreased with the increase of the burnp, while the outer element bows gradually increased
with the increase of the burnup. The thermally-induced bow of the inner elements during
the in-reactor service was almost constant in the direction of the bundle center.
The thermally-induced bowing of all the inner, intermediate and outer elements of the
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B-6 43-element bundle at the P-6 position in the continuous high bundle power operation
from the loading at 100 FPDs to the discharge at 290 FPDs was in the direction of the
pressure tube wall (see Fig. 7(B)). All the element bows gradually decreased with the
increase of the burnup.
As shownin Figs. 7 (A) and (B), the maximum thermally-induced bowing of the 37-element
bundle at the P-6 position occurred in the outer element at around 280 FPDs just before the
refuelling and was in the direction of the pressure tube wall. While, that of the 43-element
bundle at the same position of P-6 occurred in the inner element at around 140 FPDs as a
rather early burnup stage and was also in the direction of the pressure tube wall. The
maximum thermally-induced element bow of 37-element bundle was 0.22 mm which was
about 2 times larger than that of the 43-element bundle. It is noted that the outer element
bowing of the 37-element bundle is going to be more unstable since it is increased with the
increase of the burnup, while all the element bows of the 43-element bundle are going to be
more stable since it is gradually disappeared when the bumup is increased.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
(1) Eq. (2.3-24) is explicitly and analytically generalized for the predictions of the
thermally induced element bowing. The fuel/sheath mechanical interaction factor G in the
equation is an empirical factor and so is required to find appropriate value by experiments or
computer simulation with existing irradiation data in a long term It is noted that Eqs.(2.3-6),
(2.3-16) and (2.3.-22) are comparable with Veeder and Schankula's Eqs. (11), (16) and (20)
in Reference 1, respectively. Veeder and Schankula's Eqs. (11) and (20) do not properly
taken into account the effects of the coolant temperature and film heat transfer coefficient
variations, and Veeder and Schankula's equations (11) and (16) can not be derivable.
A systematic method of the generation of the input values of the physics, thermal
hydraulic, and element and material performance parameters associated with the bowing
formula was established with various computer codes such as RFSP, WIMS-AECL,
NUCIRC, COBRA and ELESTRES.
The two bundles in the CANDU-6 highest power channel, N-6 were selected as the
representative bundles for the present bowing analyses. One bundle B-4, which is either the
37- or 43-element bundle, has been operated with the high power of around 700 kW at the
P-4 position in the operation of 100 to 280 FPDs and with the low power of around 150 kW
at the downstream position of P-12 in the operation of 280 FFDs to the discharge at 490
FPDs. The other bundle B-6, which is either the 37- or 43 bundle, has been operated with
the continuous highest power of around 800 kW at the P-6 position in the fuel string in the
operating period of 100 FPDs to the discharge at 280 FPs.
(2) The results of the sensitivity study on the parameters affecting the thermally induced
bowing of CANDU-6 fuel element indicates that the variations of the element length , the
sheath inner radius, coolant temperature, pellet/sheath mechanical interaction factor, the
neutron flux depression factor , element linear power, pellet thermal expansion coefficient
and the pellet/sheath heat transfer coefficient greatly effect on the element bowing than
those of other parameters such as the sheath thickness , film heat transfer, sheath thermal
expansion coefficient, the sheath and pellet thermal conductivities. It is also noted that with
the increase of the sheath thickness only, the bowing of the element with an asymmetric heat
will be slowly and linearly raised, and, however, the bowing of the symmetric heat generated
elements will be slowly and linearly reduced.
(3) The thermally induced element bows of the bundles operated with the stepwise
powers is smaller than that of the bundles operated with a continue high powers.
In the 37-element bundles, a maximum value of the thermally induced element
bowing occurs in the outer element (E4) of the bundle in the continuous high power
operation. In the 43-element bundles, that occurs in the inner element (E2) of the bundle
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also in the in the continuous high power operation. Both the maximum bows are in the
direction of the pressure tube wall. The maximum bowing (< 0.22 mm) of the element in the
37-element bundle is larger than that (< 0.12 mm) in the 43-element bundle during the
in-reactor service or refuelling. The maximum bowing of the outer element in the 37-element
bundle is relatively small at the early burnup and then reached the maximum level at the end
of life time in the reactor. However, the bowing of the inner and intermediate elements is
smaller than those of the outer elements, and decreases with the increase of burnup. The
bows of all the inner, intermediate and outer elements of the 43-element bundle operated
with the continue high powers are relatively high at the early burnup and then reached the
minimum level at the end of life time in the reactor.
(4) Considering the integrity of fuel element and bundle as a function of operation
conditions such as bundle and channel powers, the element bowing behaviour of the
CANFLEX 43-element bundle could be more safe than that of the 37-element bundle during
the in-reactor service or refuelling. This is one of advantages for the CANFLEX 43-element
bundle in comparison with the standard 37-element bundle.

NOTATION
a, b
D
G
hfs
hsc , hsc
Is
KjtoK4
/
q'
r, 6
Rj, R
t
Tc
T(r,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

inner and outer radii of sheath (b = a +1)
neutron flux gradient factor, defined in text
the mechanical interaction factor between 0 and 1.
heat transfer coefficient between fuel and sheath
local and average film heat transfer coefficients between sheath and coolant
moment of inertia for sheath
quantities defined in text.
unrestrained length of fuel element
power per unit fuel length
cylindrical coordinates of point P with respect to axis of element (see Fig. 2)
distances of element axis and point P from bundle axis (see Fig. 2)
sheath thickness (t = b - a)
average coolant temperature
temperature at point P

w
a, a g
P, Y

=
=
=

8
AT ?
K

=
=
=

k, X$

=

average heat flux of the element
thermal expansion coefficients of fuel and sheath
quantities defined in text relating to variation of coolant temperatures and
film heat transfer, respectively.
magnitude of bow
difference between maximum and minimum sheath surface temperatures
inverse diffusion length for thermal neutrons in homogenized bundle (fuel,
sheath and coolant)
thermal conductivity of fuel and sheath
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Table 1. Numerical Values * of CANDU-6 Fuel Element
Parameters used for the Sensitivity Calculations
Parameter
Value
a (mm)
6.12
D (fraction) 0.030
a (|am/m K) 11.0
h (kW/m2K) 50.0
300
T(°C)

Parameter
t(mm)
q1 (kW/m)
L(kW/mK)
Y (fraction)
P (fraction)

Value
0.42
51.6
0.016
0.026
0.0048

Parameter
/ (mm)
a s (|im/m K)
X(kW/mK)
h f t (kW/m2K)
G (fraction)

Value
500
4.4
0.003
9.86
1.0

* The values are assumed for the present calculations to explain bowing in CANDU type fuel
elements without having to invoke other mechanisms such as compressive axial loads.
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(a) END VIEW OF STANDARD
37-ELEMENT BUNDLE
INSIDE PRESSURE TUBE

(b) 37-ELEMENT
FUEL BUNDLE
(c) END VIEW OF CANFLEX
43-ELEMENT FUEL BUNDLE
INSIDE PRESSURE TUBE
1. Zircaloy Bearing Tads
2. Zircaloy Fuel Shciilh
3. Zircaloy End Cap
4. Zircaloy End Support Plate
S. Uranium Dioxide I'cllels
6. Graphite lnterlayer
7. Inter Element Spacers
K. Pressure Tube
9. O I F Enhancement Cads*
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EFFECT OF RADIAL POWER PROFILE ON ENDPLATE INTEGRITY

.CA9800582

M. TAYAL*, B. WONG*, Y. SHUDOH**
* /viumic Energy of Canada Limited, Mississauga, Canada
** Electric Power Development Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT
Differential enrichment of uranium and/or radial gradients of neutron flux generally result in a
non-uniform power profile along the radius of a CANDU® fuel bundle. This bends the endplates.
This paper describes a methodology to assess the resulting elastic/plastic stresses/strains in the
endplate. A failure criterion is proposed, along with an illustrative example.

INTRODUCTION
In a CANDU* fuel bundle, fuel elements in the various rings (see Figure la) operate at
different powers because of radial gradients of neutron flux. This leads to differential thermal
axial expansions of the fuel elements in the various rings. The differential element lengths bend
the endplate, see Figure lb. This generates stresses and strains in the endplate.
In natural-uranium CANDU fuel bundles, the degree of endplate bending is small enough that
no current CANDU endplate has ever failed from the above mechanism. In some of the
advanced fuel cycles that are now being proposed for the CANDU reactors, different levels of
uranium enrichment are being suggested for the various rings. One example is the Advanced
Large Scale (ALS) CANDU reactor (1). This leads to steeper gradients of element powers, see
Figure 2, and a greater degree of endplate bending.
The objective of this study was to confirm that the endplates will not fail due to the higher
bending strains expected in the ALS CANDU reactor.
The text first provides some technical background pertinent to the specific conditions assessed
in this study. Then a failure criterion is established for endplate strain as a function of neutron
dose. This is followed by assessments of length-differentials and of endplate stresses/strains.

CANDU®:

Canada Deuterium Uranium is a registered trademark of Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited

Presented at the Fourth International Conference on CANDU Fuel, Pembroke, Canada,
1994 October 1-4. Sponsored by CNS, COG, IAEA.
952251
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BACKGROUND
The scope of this study was limited to assessments of endplate stresses and strains due to
length differentials among the fuel elements of a slightly-enriched uranium (SEU) CANFLEX (2)
fuel bundle, see Figure la. The bundle was considered to experience the power-ramps expected
in the ALS CANDU reactor (1). The reactor contains 632 fuel channels and its gross electrical
output is 1235 MWe. The core-average discharge burnup is 21 GW.d/tU. To achieve this, the
fuel elements contain slightly enriched uranium in the outer two rings. Depleted uranium is used
in the inner two rings. The bundle also contains some burnable poison (1).
Reactor physics simulations provided the power histories and the power ramps in the different
rings. The maximum bundle-average bumup is about 600 MW.h/kgU while the maximum
element burnup is about 800 MW.h/kgU. Generally, the power and the size of the power-ramp
decrease with burnup.
FAILURE CRITERION
The ductility of Zircaloy decreases with fluence. Figure 3 shows a compilation of tensile test
data of Yamashita et al (3) and of Hardy (4).
Element-length-differentials impose secondary (rather than primary) stresses and strains in the
endplate. For this reason, we used only that experimental data which was obtained from
secondary tensile strains. Data based on primary stresses, such as data collected using burst tests,
were excluded. As well, some of the reported data were excluded because they were directed
primarily at determining the influence of various levels of defects on the ductility of irradiated
Zircaloy.
The data in Figure 3 show considerable scatter. Nevertheless, there is a clear trend towards
decreasing ductility with increasing fluence.
We fitted the following design-centre curve to the above data:

8

O

where e = strain-to-failure (%) at fluence <|>; e0 = strain-to-failure (%) at zero fluence; <j) = fast
fluence (n/cm2); ct = 0.13; Cj = 4.78 x 1020; and e = exponential.
We used this curve as our failure criterion. Thus, we compared the above ductility to the
maximum incremental strains in the endplate due to the power-ramps at various burnups. The
incremental endplate strains, in turn, were calculated using the incremental differential lengths
of fuel elements during the power-ramps. This is described in the next section.
952251
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LENGTH DIFFERENTIAL
The ELESTRES code (5) was used to calculate the length differentials among the elements
at the different endplate rings. Thus, our assessment included on-power effects including: thermal
expansion, densification, fission product swelling, collapsible cladding, pellet cracking, and
elastic/plastic/creep deformation of the pellet
The differential length is the highest, about 2 mm, when the fuel is first brought to full power.
With increasing burnup, the power ramps become smaller, see Figure 4a. The same behaviour
applies to the incremental differential lengths, see Figure 4b. At the exit burnup, the incremental
differential length is negligible.
METHOD FOR CALCULATING ENDPLATE DEFORMATION
The finite element code MARC (6) was used to calculate the endplate stresses and strains.
The following major features of the MARC code were used: elastic-plastic analyses; large
displacements; updated Lagrangian formulation; and thick-shell finite elements. Brief
descriptions of these are given below.
Elastic-plastic analyses enabled us to alter the local strength of the endplate as a function of
the local stress. The elastic-plastic calculations used an incremental approach. This means that
the external displacements/loads were increased gradually, in relatively small increments, from
their initial values to their final values. At each increment the additional plastic flow was
calculated based on the stresses reached during the previous increment We used the Von Mises
formulation for the yield surface, and the Prandtl-Ruess flow rule. This approach permits one
to account for the dynamic changes in the local stress distribution caused by plastic flow.
The 'large displacement' formulation was used to calculate the local strains from the local
displacements. This formulation includes several second order terms, for example, the gradients
of local rotations, that are usually ignored in most analyses. But we included them here because
the expected deflection of the endplate is similar to its thickness and hence is considered
relatively 'large' in this context
In formulating the stiffness matrices, the 'updated Lagrangian' technique was used. In this
technique, the geometric component of the stiffness matrix is updated at each increment based
on the geometry calculated in the previous increment This feature was considered desirable in
view of the relatively large displacements of the endplate.
'Thick-shell' finite elements were used rather than the more common 'beam' elements. This
enabled us to subdivide the endplate rings and ribs into a number of segments across their widths.
This gave a more detailed numerical representation of the endplate, consequently higher accuracy.
952251
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Figure 5 shows the finite element mesh for the endplate. It uses triangular elements arranged
in a hexagonal pattern. Previous experience suggests that this combination generally gives the
highest accuracy (5,7).
. J.."
The mesh is fine in areas of high stresses and of high gradients of stresses. When there are
several similar areas of high concentrations of stresses, only one representative segment has a fine
mesh and the remaining have relatively coarse meshes. Coarse mesh is also used in areas of
relatively low stresses. Thus six regions are represented by fine meshes, and are labelled A to
F in Figure 5. With these features we could obtain the detailed local stresses in the critical
regions, along with the overall responses of the remaining regions, while minimizing the
computing costs.
The resulting mesh contains 1021 nodes and 1465 finite elements in the endplate. Each finite
element was further subdivided into seven layers through its thickness. This enabled us to
account for partial plasticity through the thickness of the endplate.
The interactions between the endplate and the fuel elements were simulated via springs. The
appropriate spring constants were obtained by using the BEAM code (8). Thus, on-power
pellet/sheath interaction was reflected in the assessment
ENDPLATE BEHAVIOUR
Figure 6 shows a typical deformed shape of the endplate for a length differential of 2 mm.
The dishing of the endplate is quite noticeable. The maximum strain occurs at the junction of
the long radial rib and the intermediate ring. This reflects the combined influences of the
following parameters: degree of local bending; local stress concentrations due to the junction of
radial ribs and circumferential rings; and stress concentrations due to the junctions between fuel
elements and endplates.
Figure 7 shows the evolution of endplate strain at different locations. Again, it is clear that
the intermediate ring develops the highest strains, while the outer ring has negligible strains.
The endplate becomes plastic when the length differential reaches 0.35 mm. Our analysis
accounted for plastic flow at higher length differentials.
For the highest length-differential, 2 mm, the maximum effective stress is 241 MPa and the
maximum principal stress is 274 MPa. The maximum strain is 3.2%. This occurs when the fuel
is first brought to power. At this time the ductility of Zircaloy is about 15%, hence a strain of
about 3% poses no threat to endplate integrity.

952251
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Figure 4c shows the endplate strains for power ramps at different burnups. The corresponding
failure limits are also shown. It is clear that the strains are well below the corresponding failure
limits. Hence, we expect the endplate to maintain its structural integrity under the above
conditions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Within a fuel bundle, steeper radial gradients of element power increase the axial bending of
the endplate. We assessed the resulting endplate strains in a SEU/CANFLEX bundle
experiencing the power-ramp of an Advanced Large Scale (ALS) CANDU reactor.
In the endplate, the intermediate ring generally contains the highest stresses/strains because
the endplate bends the most at that location. The endplate stresses/strains peak near the fuel
element that is closest to the junction of the intermediate ring and the long radial rib.
The stresses and strains in the endplate stay elastic for length-differentials less than 0.35 mm,
and become plastic at higher length-differentials. When the fuel is first brought to power, the
length-differential is about 2 mm. This gives a maximum effective stress of 241 MPa, and a
maximum principal stress of 274 MPa. The maximum strain is 3.2%. At this time the ductility
of Zircaloy is about 15%, hence strains of about 3% poses no threat to endplate integrity.
Irradiation reduces the ductility of Zircaloy. But irradiated fuel also experiences much smaller
power-ramps, hence much smaller incremental strains. We examined the above effects for a
range of burnups up to 800 MW.h/kgU. For all burnups in this range, the incremental strains are
well below the corresponding ductilities. Hence the endplate is not at risk of failure from this
mechanism.
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Figure 5 : Finite Element Mesh
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BRINGING THE CANFLEX FUEL BUNDLE TO MARKET
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL)
H.C. SUK, K.S. SIM, C.H. CHUNG AND C.B. CHOI
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI)

ABSTRACT
CANFLEX* is a 43-element CANDU** fuel bundle, under joint development by AECL and
KAERI, to facilitate the use of various advanced fuel cycles in CANDU reactors through the
provision of enhanced operating margins. The bundle uses two element diameters (13.5 and 11.5
mm) to reduce element ratings by 20%, and includes the use of critical-heat-flux (CHF)
enhancing appendages to increase the minimum CHF ratio or dryout margin of the bundle. Test
programs are underway to demonstrate: the irradiation behaviour, hydraulic characteristics and
reactor physics properties of the bundle, along with a test program to demonstrate the ability of
the bundle to be handled by CANDU-6 fuelling machines. A fuel design manual and safety
analysis reports have been drafted, and both analyses, plus discussions with utilities are underway
for a demonstration irradiation in a CANDU-6 reactor.

1. INTRODUCTION
A program to identify, optimize and develop a high-burnup CANDU bundle for use with
advanced fuel cycles was first pursued by AECL in 1987, and the CANFLEX 43-element bundle
was identified as the most appropriate candidate for that roleA ' ' Following the completion of
a joint AECL/KAERI study in 1990, KAERI joined the CANFLEX program in 1991, and the
program has operated as a joint AECL/KAERI effort since that time.
A number of papers have been presented during the past five years in Canada, Korea and
elsewhere, identifying the technical advances made in this program, the most recent of which are
cited in references (3,4). Papers on CANFLEX have also been presented at previous Canadian
Nuclear Society Fuel Conferences.' ' ' The intent of this paper is thus to review the progress
made on the CANFLEX development program since the last CNS Fuel Conference in 1992
October, and cover the following aspects of the program: design/analysis, fabrication
development, hydraulic behaviour, CHF and CHF-enhancement testing, irradiation testing, reactor
physics testing, and a range of mechanical tests to ensure satisfactory behaviour and compatibility
with CANDU-6 fuelling machines. Also reviewed are recent studies to identify the benefits that
the extra operating margins in the CANFLEX bundle can bring to counteract aging effects in
operating CANDU reactors.
* CANDU FLEXIBLE FUELLING, registered trademark.
** CANada Deutrium Uranium, registered trademark.
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2. DESIGN .
The major-feature of the CANFLEX bundle is an increase in the number of fuel elements,
from 37, 13.1 mm diameter elements in the standard CANDU-6 bundle, to 43 elements of two
different diameters. The 11.5 mm diameter elements in the outer two rings of the CANFLEX
bundle allow the peak element ratings in the bundle to be reduced by 20% in comparison to the
standard 37-element bundle, as shown in Figure 1. The 13.5 mm diameter elements in the inner
rings of the bundle compensate for the fuel volume lost due to the smaller-diameter outer
elements. Another important feature is the use of CHF-enhancing features on all elements in the
CANFLEX bundle. These will provide larger operating margins in existing CANDU reactors,
thus permitting more flexibility in the use of fuel cycles with the CANDU-reactor on-power
fuelling system.
The detailed design features of the bundle have continued to evolve as a result of ongoing
design analysis, thermalhydraulics testing, and feedback from fabrication development work,
which was undertaken at KAERI, AECL, and a Canadian commercial fuel fabricator. The result
is the Mk.4 bundle design, which incorporates an optimized CHF-enhancing feature that is based
both on extensive thermalhydraulics testing and fabrication development testing. The detailed
CANFLEX Mk.4 design has now been consolidated onto a joint AECL/KAERI reference
drawing.
The first draft of the CANFLEX fuel design manual and bundle technical specification has also
been produced, as have a large number of supporting design analysis reports.

3. REACTOR PHYSICS
The uranium content in a CANFLEX bundle is similar to that in the standard 37-element
bundle, and reactor physics effects in a reactor loaded with natural-uranium CANFLEX fuel will
not differ significantly from those experienced in existing CANDU reactors. This has been
confirmed by comparing WIMS-AECL^ ' calculations of various reactivity coefficients for both
bundle geometries as a function of burnup. However, because the CANFLEX bundle geometry
is outside the range of the existing experimental database that is used to validate the physics
codes, a program to validate AECL lattice codes for CANFLEX fuel is underway.
An important aspect of the validation program is a series of measurements in the ZED-2
critical facility. The test program to make the measurements started in August, and is expected
to be completed in early November of this year. The test uses 35 natural-uranium CANFLEX
bundles, plus one specially segmented CANFLEX bundle, fabricated to allow the efficient
insertion and removal of activation foils from between the pellets of elements within each of its
rings. The measurements made will include the buckling of the CANFLEX fuel lattice both with
and without heavy-water coolant, as well as the effect on reactivity of heating the fuel and
coolant to 300°C. In addition, many reaction rate ratios will be measured.
It is also possible to validate one calculational method against another that is believed to be
more accurate. Monte Carlo methods can provide the most accurate estimates of some of the
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neutronic aspects of reactor design. The Monte Carlo code MCNP^ ' has therefore been used
to alculate the coolant void reactivity effect for infinite lattices of both CANFLEX and 37element CANBU fuel, and the results have been compared with those predicted by WIMS-AECL.
Due to a limited number of temperature compilations of the data in the MCNP cross-section
libraries, the calculations have been restricted to a uniform temperature of 300 K, and the data
should be seen as a WIMS-AECL validation exercise rather than a direct calculation of the void
effect in an operating CANDU. For further simplification, and to ensure an exact correspondence
between the WIMS-AECL and MCNP calculations, only the infinite lattice with fresh fuel is
considered.
For the 37-element fuel, both codes predict the same coolant void reactivity effect within the
statistical accuracy of the MCNP calculation (±0.14 milli-k), although the value of k m f predicted
by MCNP is about 3.4 milli-k larger for both the cooled and voided lattices. For the CANFLEX
fuel, the MCNP values of k m f are again larger by similar amounts, but the predicted coolant void
reactivity is also larger by 0.29±0.13 milli-k. Within the statistical accuracy of the MCNP
calculation, the WIMS-AECL predicted 7% increase in the void reactivity of the CANFLEX,
compared to the 37-element bundle, is confirmed.

4. CHF ENHANCEMENT
CHF-enhancement features have been incorporated into the CANFLEX bundle to provide
greater operating flexibility. For example, the use of fuel cycles involving high concentrations
of fissile material, can result in extensively distorted axial power profiles in some channels, and
steep radial flux gradients in the bundles. These perturbations to the normal power profiles in
bundles could result in a lowering of bundle (and channel) powers, if CHF-enhancement features
were not available. These CHF-enhancement features become even more important when fuel
cycles are introduced to older reactors, because some of the originally available operating margins
may have been lost due to the effects of steam-generator fouling and pressure-tube creep.
The CHF-enhancement features incorporated into the CANFLEX bundle have been derived
from a series of small-scale CHF tests using a variety of sizes, shapes and locations for CHFenhancing devices. These were applied to the CANFLEX Mk.3 design bundle, and were further
optimized in several bundle CHF tests using Freon-22 as the modelling fluid. This has resulted
in the arrangement used in the CANFLEX Mk.4 design. It is estimated that the CHF-enhancing
features in the Mk.4 CANFLEX bundle will result in an increase in critical channel power (CCP)
of approximately 7%. A key component of the current CANFLEX program is to undertake
prototype CHF tests on Mk.4 bundles intended to confirm this increase; this is discussed further
in section 9.

5. IRRADIATION TESTING
Although the first irradiation testing of CANFLEX bundles started in late 1990, it was
terminated by a loss-of-flow incident in the loop in which the test was being done. Further
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irradiation testing of CANFLEX bundles was not able to start until 1994 February, because of
modifications to the NRU reactor and the U-l and U-2 fuel-bundle test loops. The various
CANFLEX brandies irradiated since the re-commencement of irradiation testing are listed in
Table 1, along with their operating parameters and current status. The lead bundle (AJK) has
achieved a burnup of 192 MWh/kgU.
A CANFLEX MK3 bundle (bundle AJJ) was in the first fuel string to be irradiated in NRU
following the re-licensing of the NRU loops. This irradiation started in the U-l loop, but due
to a problem with the loop, the bundle had to be removed with a burnup of less than 200
MWh/kgU. It was subsequently added to a string in the U-2 loop, when that loop started
operation in 1994 October. However, because of a defect in a non-CANFLEX bundle in that fuel
string, bundle AJJ had to be removed once again, and did not get back into the loop until 1995
January, where it operated satisfactorily until 1995 March, when it was removed because of a
defect signal. The bundle, which achieved a burnup of 290 MWh/kgU, is currently undergoing
PIE to determine the cause of its defect.
All of the remaining CANFLEX bundles (with the exception of AHT and AHV) contain UO2
fuel enriched to 2.25 wt% U-235, in order to be able to maintain high-power operation up to the
target burnup of 500 MWh/kgU. However, this enrichment has resulted in higher bundle powers
than anticipated, and has resulted in a limitation in the positions in which these bundles can be
irradiated. The CANFLEX Mk.3 design contains representative (although not optimized) CHFenhancement devices. This allows most aspects of this technology to be irradiation tested. The
bundle was fabricated by a commercial fuel manufacturer (Zircatec Precision Industries), to allow
the demonstration of standard manufacturing technology in the CANFLEX bundles.
Two CANFLEX Mk.4 bundles with an enrichment of 2.25 wt% have been fabricated recently
at the KAERI fuel manufacturing facility, in preparation for irradiation testing in NRU. The
bundles contain all of the design features currently planned for the CANFLEX bundle, and will
serve to qualify the KAERI fabrication of CANFLEX bundles. One of these bundles will be
incorporated into the irradiation test at the earliest opportunity.

6. FUEL HANDLING
The CANFLEX Mk.3 and 4 bundles have been designed to be interchangeable with the
standard 37-element bundles currently used in CANDU-6 reactors. Also, to be acceptable in a
specific operating CANDU reactor, the CANFLEX bundle must be shown to be compatible with
the type of fuel-handling equipment used in that reactor. Hence it is a requirement that the
CANFLEX Mk.4 bundle be capable of being handled by the existing CANDU-6 fuel-handling
system without any modification or special procedures during normal on-power fuelling.
Fuelling in a CANDU-6 reactor means charging two new fuel bundles into the upstream end
of a channel, and discharging two irradiated bundles out the other, downstream end of the
channel, by means of a fuelling machine connected at each end of the channel. Because this
operation is done at full reactor power, the bundles must conform perfectly with the mechanisms
in the fuelling machines. Bundles within a fuelling machine are contained in a rotating magazine,
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each chamber of which can hold two fuel bundles. The entry of bundles into the magazine is
controlled by two separator/sidestops, which engage with the ends of a few elements in the outer
ring of the bundle. These separator/sidestops can transmit very high loads.to the elements with
which they engage, and so a very precise fit is required to avoid distortiorr and possible damage.
Tests have been done with both the CANFLEX and the existing 37-element CANDU-6
bundles, to study how the bundles interact with the sidestops under axial loads up to and beyond
normal design load. An important part of the tests with CANFLEX bundles has been to measure
the clearances between the bundle's endplate and the sidestops, to make sure that there are
adequate clearances for normal handling. At the same time, the "engagement" of the sidestops
with the end caps of the fuel elements has to be adequate to prevent damage to the fuel itself.
These features are shown in Figure 2. To make these measurements and to refine the design of
the bundle, we fabricated a special "sidestop fixture" in which a bundle could be positioned
against sidestops, Figure 3. The relevant clearances and penetrations were then measured. This
work showed the bundles to be compatible with the fuelling-machine mechanisms.
The final "acceptance" tests for fuelling-machine compatibility involve the use of an actual
CANDU-6 fuelling machine in the test rig at AECL's Sheridan Park Laboratories. These tests
have been scheduled to begin in 1995 mid-October, and coincide with the availability of a new
CANDU-6 fuelling machine that will just have completed its acceptance tests at Sheridan Park.
Four CANFLEX Mk.4 bundles have been fabricated at the KAERI fuel production facility for
use in these tests.

7. FABRICATION
To date, fifteen CANFLEX fuel bundles have been fabricated in Canada. The first nine of
these were early prototype bundles that utilized additional planes of bearing pads and spacer pads
to increase CHF. As the bundle design evolved, a decision was made to use strategically placed
appendages to enhance CHF. AECL staff worked with commercial fuel fabricators to develop
the welding technology, plus the design and acceptance criteria for CHF-enhancement
appendages. Six additional Mk.3 bundles have been fabricated with welded CHF-enhancement
appendages, and one more is due to be completed shortly. These bundles contain 2.25% enriched
UO2 for irradiation testing in NRU.
KAERI has also fabricated a significant number of natural-uranium CANFLEX bundles in their
large-scale fabrication facility for use in various in- and out-reactor tests. Over 40 CANFLEX
bundles have been made in Korea to date, and of these, over 26 bundles have been fabricated to
the latest Mk.4 or reference design. These bundles contain additional CHF-enhancement
appendages in subchannels, where CHF is most likely to occur. There was initial concern that
the additional CHF appendages may complicate the bundle assembly process, but this has been
avoided with a specially designed assembly jig. Thirty-six CANFLEX bundles have recently
been delivered to the ZED-2 reactor at Chalk River Laboratories (CRL) for reactor physics tests,
and four Mk.4 bundles, with the most recent bearing pad height, have been fabricated for use in
tests, to demonstrate the compatibility of CANFLEX bundles with the CANDU-6 fuelling
machine. Two enriched CANFLEX Mk.4 bundles have also been fabricated by KAERI for
irradiation testing in the NRU reactor.
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8. FLOW TESTING
Four types of flow testing have been involved in the CANFLEX bundle development program:
flow excitation tests, pressure drop (AP) tests, flow-based strength tests, and endurance (vibration
and fretting) tests. Excitation tests were undertaken by AECL early in the CANFLEX program,
to investigate the vibration excitation characteristics of the small-diameter outer elements in the
CANFLEX bundle. This work showed that the small-diameter CANFLEX element had only a
slightly lower natural frequency, and a slightly higher vibration amplitude, than a corresponding
element for a 37-element bundle,' > as had been anticipated. The other three components of the
flow-testing program are being undertaken by KAERI.
Two major campaigns of pressure-drop measurements have been completed by KAERI, the
most recent of which was on a string of twelve CANFLEX Mk.4 bundles, which showed an
average pressure drop that was essentially identical to that of a string of standard 37-element
bundles, as shown in Figure 4. It is important to note that these CANFLEX Mk.4 bundles do
not have a higher pressure drop than standard 37-element bundles, even though they are equipped
with CHF-enhancing devices. Two flow-based strength tests are required for all bundle designs
for CANDU reactors: a strength test to show that the bundle can support the hydraulic drag of
a full string of bundles on the fuelling-machine sidestops without bundle damage, and a single
sidestop test to demonstrate that the hydraulic force of a full channel of bundles can be carried
by one sidestop. Both of these tests have been completed at KAERI. The results indicate that
the bundle can withstand the hydraulic forces, but detailed evaluation is still underway. A
refuelling impact test, simulating the impact of a new fuel bundle coming to rest against the
stationary bundles in the channel, is also required.
The final test required is a flow endurance test, to demonstrate acceptable vibration and
fretting behaviour of the CANFLEX bundles in a fuel channel operating at a specified set of flow
conditions. Preparation of the loop at KAERI, where this test will be done, is nearing
completion; the test is due to start in early 1996.
Preparation is also underway at CRL to undertake pressure-drop tests on CANFLEX Mk.4
bundles using a new retractable probe technique, and using Freon-134a as a modelling fluid,
rather than cold water. This offers the prospect to get more precise measurements of bundle
junction pressure drop at Reynolds numbers closer to actual reactor operating conditions.

9. CHF TESTING
As discussed earlier, a CHF-enhancement technology has been developed, optimized, and
integrated into the design and manufacturing procedures for the CANFLEX Mk.4 bundle.
However, it is also necessary to undertake separate, precise measurements of the resultant CHF
capabilities of the bundle over a wide range of flow conditions, to provide the kind of qualityassured data necessary to support the introduction of CANFLEX bundles into an operating
CANDU-6 reactor. A test program to do this has been set up in the MR-3 Freon loop at CRL.
The electrically heated, fuel-bundle-string simulator required for this test is now nearing
completion, and testing is expected to commence in 1995 October. These tests will measure the
CHF characteristics of the CANFLEX bundle over a set range of flow conditions, both with and
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without CHF enhancement. This will enable the contribution of the enhancement devices to the
overall bundle^ CHF to be qualified. It is anticipated that the CHF results from an enhanced
CANFLEX bundle will be available in 1996 April. The results will also be compared with the
results made _on an electrically heated, fuel-bundle-string simulator foT standard 37-element
bundles, measured over the same range of flow conditions, to provide a direct comparison with
the CHF behaviour of current 37-element bundles. Bundle CHF tests are also planned in
channels simulating various degrees of pressure-tube creep. The results of these tests will be
used in conjunction with the subchannel code ASSERT,*- ' to predict CANFLEX-bundle CHF
behaviour for reactors with any degree of pressure-tube creep! '

10. CONCLUSIONS
Most of the critical testing and analysis required to support the introduction of a small number
of CANFLEX bundles into a CANDU-6 reactor have either been completed or are well advanced
in the preparation stage, and should be completed by the end of 1997.
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TABLE 1
CANFLEX BUNDLES IRRADIATED TO DATE

BUNDLE

ENRICHMENT
(wt% U-235)

BUNDLE
POWER
(kW)

LINEAR RATING
(kW/m)
PEAK

AVERAGE

BURNUP
TO 95
AUG.
(MWh/kgU)

STATUS

AJJ (Mk3)

2.25

1106

69

57

290

Undergoing PIE to
determine the cause of
the defect.

AHT(Mkl)
AHV(Mkl)

Natural U
Natural U

272
369

-

30
18

27
25

Discontinued.
Replaced with Mk3
design.

AJK(Mk3)

2.25

821

50

42

192

Continuing irradiation.

AJL (Mk3)

2.25

1143

73

64

75

Defect detected 1995
June.

AJN(Mk3)

2.25

839

57

50

118

Continuing irradiation.

AJM(Mk3)

2.25

806

30

28

71

Continuing irradiation.
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FIGURES

LINEAR-ELEMENT RATINGS IN CANFLEX AND 37-ELEMENT BUNDLES
FOR VARIOUS ENRICHMENTS AND BURNUPS
(FOR A BUNDLE POWER OF 935 KW)
CANFLEX BUNDLE

37-ELEMENT BUNDLE

3 * 4 3 2 1
ELEMENT RINGS

FIGURE 1: COMPARISON OF CANFLEX AND
37-ELEMENT BUNDLE FUEL RATINGS.

CLEARANCE BETWEEN SIDE STOPS AND CANRLEX ENDPLATE
{maximum side stop penetration)
CLEARANCE ' C BETWEEN
SIDESIOP AND ENDPLATE
5FBUNDLE

ENGAGEMENT "F Of
SIDESTOP VWTH ENDCAP
OF FUEL ELEMENT

TWO SIDESTOP
SEGMENTS

FIGURE 2: INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CANFLEX
BUNDLE AND CANDU-6 FUELLING MACHINE.

DP-Test-43
DP-Test-37
20
25
Mass Flow, kg/s

FIGURE 3: CANFLEX BUNDLE IN SIDE STOP
SIMULATOR (PLEASE NOTE THE ABILITY TO ADJUST
THE TWO SIDE STOPS, AND THE GAP IN EACH SIDE
STOP TO ACCOMMODATE BUNDLE SEPARATORS).

30

35

FIGURE 4: COMPARISON OF 37 AND CANFLEX
BUNDLE PRESSURE DROPS.
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THE USE OF GRAPHITE FOR
THE REDUCTION OF VOID REACTIVITY IN CANDU REACTORS

BJ. MIN, B.G. KIM, K-S. SIM AND H.C. SUKKorea Atomic Energy Research Institute

CA9800584
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Yusong, Taejon 305-600, Korea
ABSTRACT
Coolant void reactivity can be reduced by using burnable poison in CANDU reactors. The
use of graphite in the fuel bundle is introduced to reduce coolant void reactivity by adding
an appropriate amount of burnable poison in the central rod. This study shows that
sufficiently low void reactivity which is controllable by Reactor Regulating System (RRS)
can be achieved by using graphite used fuel with slightly enriched uranium. Zero void
reactivity can be also obtained by using graphite used fuel with a large central rod. A new
fuel bundle with graphite rods can substantially reduce the void reactivity with less burnup
penalty compared to previously proposed low void reactivity fuel with depleted uranium.

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to reduce coolant void reactivity in CANDU reactors, the use of depleted uranium
in a fuel bundle was proposed^) based on the understanding of neutronic behavior of the
CANDU lattice under nominal and voided conditions.
When depleted uranium is used in a fuel bundle, however, the fraction of power shared by
depleted uranium is very small since fissile content of depleted uranium is small and
burnup penalty is not so small because depleted uranium acts as an absorber. Also, by
using depleted uranium, a large amount of actinide isotopes are produced as radioactive
wastes.
To resolve above problems, graphite is introduced to the bundle instead of depleted
uranium. The fuel bundle consists of intermediate and outer fuel elements containing
slightly enriched uranium, a central graphite rod poisoned with burnable poison
(dysprosium) and surrounding graphite rods as an inner ring. That is, the depleted
uranium rods from the previously proposed fuel are replaced by graphite rods. Graphite
rods inside the fuel bundle act as moderator/reflector under normal condition which give
better neutron economy. When void occurs, these graphite rods support central burnable
poison to suppress positive reactivity by thermalizing fast neutrons.
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Above concept was evaluated for the standard CANFLEX(2) and large central rod fuel
bundles with slightly enriched uranium. In this paper, the use of graphite in the fue]
bundle is focused instead of using depleted uranium.

2. PRINCIPLE OF COOLANT VOID REDUCTION^)

. _:.'

In CANDU reactor, the change of neutron spectrum brings positive reactivity on voiding.
Coolant void causes a significant redistribution of flux in the fuel channel. This flux
redistribution can have a major impact on the thermal reaction ratio due to the location of
the fissile material in the fuel bundle.
The production of new negative reactivity components due to voiding is focused rather
than attempting to reduce the magnitude of the positive void reactivity components. This
is achieved by making use of redistribution of thermal neutron flux that occurs across the
fuel bundle upon voiding. The negative reactivity component is created by placing
neutron absorbing material in the central region, where the thermal neutron flux increases
on voiding. From this feature, the use of depleted uranium and burnable poison in the
central rod was proposed for low void reactivity.
Natural dysprosium was selected due to the optimum burnout rate which satisfies several
conditions. In this paper, the use of graphite and burnable poison is introduced to improve
fuel cycle economy with low void reactivity.

3. WIMS CALCULATIONS
The simulations are carried out with the WIMS-AECL code(3X The Winfrith library is
used for the neutron cross sections. The neutron spectrum is calculated in thirty-three
energy groups. The PIJ option is used to model the fuel elements discretely in the WIMS
calculations.
The Winfrith library has only dysprosium-164 data for dysprosium isotope.
DY164 data is considered as natural dysprosium for WIMS calculations.

Therefore,

Reactivity of the lattice that would produce a critical reactor was obtained from the
previous analysis of the CANDU 6 reactor. The k-infinity of the critical lattice was
1.045. The excess reactivity of 45 mk is accounted for the reactor leakage as well as all
the absorptions, other than those occurring in the fuel channels, in the reactor.
Two fuel bundle designs are used to evaluate for the specific targets of coolant void
reactivity. The first is standard CANFLEX 43-element fuel bundle design (Fig. l(a)).
The second is 43-element fuel bundle design with a large central rod (Fig. l(b)). The
amount of dysprosium in the central rod was adjusted to give the desired void reactivity.
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WIMS calculations are done for the standard CANFLEX and for the large central rod fuel
bundles of 1.2 wt %, 1.4 wt %, 1.7 wt % and 2.0 wt % enriched uranium having an
appropriate amount of burnable poison in the central rod. The fuel bundles consist of
outer two rings containing slightly enriched uranium, central depleted uranium or graphite
rod poisoned with burnable poison and surrounding depleted uranium or graphite rods as
inner rings.
- —•
3.1 Standard CANFLEX Geometry
The effects of using depleted uranium (0.25 wt %) and graphite in the LVRF (Low Void
Reactivity Fuel) designs are investigated using the standard CANFLEX fuel. Table 1
shows the variations of discharge burnup, void reactivity and MLHGR (Maximum Linear
Heat Generation Rate) versus amount of burnable poison in the central rod. In the case of
depleted uranium, the average discharge burnup of ring 3 and ring 4 elements is shown in
parentheses. The discharge burnups of the graphite used fuel are larger than those of
depleted uranium used fuel.
Using depleted uranium and 1.2 wt % enriched uranium fuel, zero void reactivity can not
be achieved and discharge fuel burnup is significantly reduced. However, using graphite,
zero void reactivity can be achieved and discharge fuel burnup is relatively large. For the
same void reactivity case (1.9 mk) in Table 1, the energy output per fuel bundle from
graphite used fuel is 2.0 times of that from the reference fuel (depleted uranium used
fuel).
The other calculations are done for higher enriched uranium fuel in order to increase
discharge burnup. They have similar tendency with Table 1. In the cases of both fuels for
higher enrichment, zero void reactivity can not be achieved.
3.2 A Large Central Rod Geometry
The effects of using depleted uranium and graphite in the LVRF designs are investigated
using the 43-elements fuel design with a large central rod to make zero void reactivity
with sufficient burnup. Table 2 shows the variations of discharge burnup, void reactivity
and MLHGR versus amount of burnable poison in the central rod. The discharge burnups
of graphite used fuel are larger than those of depleted uranium used fuel.
Using depleted uranium and 1.2 wt % enriched uranium fuel, zero void reactivity can be
achieved but the discharge fuel burnup is significantly reduced. Using graphite, zero void
reactivity can be also achieved but the discharge fuel burnup is relatively high. In this
case, discharge burnup of zero void reactivity fuel is almost same as that of the current
natural uranium fuel. However, since the uranium mass of graphite fuel is less than that
of current fuel, the energy output per bundle with zero void reactivity (103.2 MWD) is
small compared to that of current natural uranium fuel in CANDU reactors.
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The other calculations are done for higher enriched uranium fuel in order to increase
discharge burnup. They have similar tendency with Table 2.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Reduction in the void reactivity that is potentially held up in the coolant will limit the
reactivity excursion during a LOCA. If zero void reactivity is included as an optimization
parameter in future CANDU plant design, many of the concepts which are required in the
present plant design in order to minimize LOCA consequence can be simplified. Low
void reactivity (2 mk) which is sufficiently controlled by RRS (specially, Zone Control
Unit) when LOCA occurs, is focused. In this case, behavior of large LOCA may be
similar to that of small LOCA in current CANDU reactors. Zero void reactivity is also to
be target with a large central rod.
Figure 2(a) shows the relationships between discharge burnup and U 2 3 5 enrichment for
low void reactivity fuel with the standard CANFLEX geometry. In the 1.2 wt % enriched
uranium fuel, the discharge burnup of the graphite used fuel is 2.4 times of that of the
depleted uranium used fuel. In the 2.0 wt % enriched uranium fuel, however, the
discharge burnup of the graphite used fuel is 1.3 times of that of the depleted uranium
used fuel. Figure 3(a) shows the relationships between discharge burnup and U 2 3 5
enrichment for low void reactivity fuel with the large central rod. In the 1.2 wt %
enriched uranium fuel, the discharge burnup of the graphite used fuel is 1.8 times of that
of the depleted uranium used fuel. In the 2.0 wt % enriched uranium fuel, however, the
discharge burnup of the graphite used fuel is 1.3 times of that of the depleted uranium
fuel. Figure 4(a) shows the relationships between discharge burnup and U 2 3 5 enrichment
for zero void reactivity fuel with the large central rod. In the 1.2 wt % enriched uranium
fuel, the discharge burnup of the graphite used fuel is 4.0 times of that of the depleted
uranium used fuel. In the 2.0 wt % enriched uranium fuel, however, the discharge burnup
of the graphite used fuel is 1.4 times of that of the depleted uranium used fuel.
Figures 2(b), 3(b) and 4(b) show the relationships between energy output per bundle and
U 2 3 5 enrichment for three types of fuel bundles. In the 1.2 wt % enrichment, the energy
outputs per fuel bundle from graphite used fuels are much better than those from depleted
uranium used fuels. However the benefits of graphite fuels reduce at higher enrichments
as known from behavior of discharge burnups. In the 2.0 wt % enrichment, the energy
outputs per fuel bundle from graphite used fuels are almost same as those from depleted
uranium used fuels.
Figures 2(c), 3(c) and 4(c) show the relationships between MLHGR and U 2 3 5 enrichment
for three types of fuel bundles. Although figures show that graphite fuel always results in
slightly higher MLHGR, the increase of MLHGR due to the replaced graphite rods is less
than 5% and can be ignored.
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From the above results, as enrichment of fuel increases, the discharge burnup of the
depleted uranium used fuel increases significantly because the conversion ratio of depleted
uranium is increased because of sufficient fast neutrons. Zero void reactivity can not be
achieved in standard CANFLEX geometry. Low void reactivity can be achieved by using
graphite fuel with less burnup penalty. In a large central rod geometry, zero void
reactivity-fuel with the graphite rods is also more effective than that with the depleted
uranium rods.
As for the bundle dimensional stability, the following two parameters are considered. One
is the dissolution of graphite through chemical reaction with oxygen in the form of CO or
CO2 gases, which consequently leads to the increase in the element internal pressure.
The other is the axial expansion of the elements into different lengths at each ring due to
the difference in power and neutron flux. The former parameter is considered to be
insignificant because of low temperature and no fission gas production. The latter should
be evaluated and reflected for the design optimization of the fuel bundle which has
graphite-filled elements for low void reactivity.

5. CONCLUSION
Graphite used fuel is found to improve fuel economy compared with the depleted uranium
used fuel for low void reactivity. This new fuel bundle reduces void reactivity
substantially with less burnup penalty compared to previously proposed fuel bundleC1).
In the case of low void reactivity which can be sufficiently controlled by RRS when
LOCA occurs, the use of graphite in fuel bundle is much better than that of depleted
uranium. In the case of zero void reactivity, the use of graphite in fuel bundle is also
more economical than that of depleted uranium in fuel bundle. If low (or zero) void
reactivity is required for CANDU reactors, the fuel cost might be reduced by using
graphite for the low void reactivity fuel.
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Table 1. Variation of Discharge Burnup and Void Reactivity for 1.2 wt % Enriched Fuel (CANFLEX)

Dy
Content
in

Estimated Discharge
Fuel Burnup
(MWD/T)

Rod

Dep. U*

0%
10%
20%
25%
30%
40%
100%

15907(18287)
5386( 6561)
4524( 5520)

3966(4826)
3378( 4056)

Void Reactivity
at Mid Burnup
(mk)

Energy Output
per 1Bundle
(MWD)

Graphite** Dep. U Graphite Dep. U Graphite
20336
17173
12520
10515
9403
8300
6529

11.5
2.3
2.0

1.9
1.5

9.7
8.3
3.2
1.9
1.4
1.0
0.0

295.9
100.2
84.1

73.8
62.8

286.7
242.1
176.5
148.3
132.6
117.0
93.5

MLHGR***

Dep. U Graphite
58.89
60.24
60.30

60.34
60.39

61.66
62.45
62.66
62.70
62.73
62.76
62.77

* : Fuel with Depleted Uranium
** : Fuel with Graphite
*** : Maximum Linear Heat Generation Rate Based on a Bundle Power of lOOOkW
( ) : The Average Discharge Burnup of the Ring 3 and Ring 4
Table 2. Variation of Discharge Burnup and Void Reactivity for 1.2 wt % Enriched Fuel
(A Large Central Rod)
Dy
Content
in

Estimated Discharge
Fuel Burnup
(MWD/T)

Rod

Dep. U*

0%
1%
1.5%
2%
5%
7%
8%
9%
10%
11 %
12%

16127(18412)
10569(12439)
6469(7803)
3196(3926)
188( 234)

Void Reactivity
at Mid Burnup
(mk)

Energy Output
per Bundle
(MWD)

Graphite** Dep. U Graphite Dep. U Graphite
20360

16357
14153
12721
10929
9022
7463
6297

11.6
6.6
2.4
0.6
-0.7

9.9

8.3
5.9
4.3
2.5
0.9
0.1
-0.7

296.1
194.0
118.8
58.7
3.5

287.1

230.6
199.6
179.4
154.1
127.2
105.2
88.8

* : Fuel with Depleted Uranium
** : Fuel with Graphite
*** : Maximum Linear Heat Generation Rate Based on a Bundle Power of lOOOkW
( ) : The Average Discharge Burnup of the Ring 3 and Ring 4

MLHGR***

Dep. U Graphite
59.01
60.44
60.70
60.87
61.22

61.66

62.74
62.91
62.97
63.03
63.07
63.11
63.14

(a) The Standard CANFLEX Geometry

(b) A Large Central Rod Geometry

Figure 1. 43 Elements Bundle Design
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ABSTRACT
To meet the economic and safety specifications of Electric Power Development Company
Limited (EPDC), Japan, a new fuel bundle is being designed for a Highly Advanced Core (HAC)
CANDU* reactor. The design core-average bumup is 40 GW.d/tU, which is about five times the
burnup of current CANDU 6 reactors. With the proposed new fuel design, the void reactivity
of the HAC reactor is essentially zero.
From evaluations of fourteen potential bundle designs, a 61-element bundle has been selected for
further development and assessment The bundle contains enriched uranium, depleted uranium,
and burnable poison. The bundle is sized to fit in the current CANDU 6 pressure tubes.
The bundle's performance has been assessed from the perspectives of corrosion, vibration,
fretting, fatigue, and buclding. OveralL the HAC 61-element bundle appears promising, and no
serious feasibility issue has been uncovered.

INTRODUCTION
EPDC has set a goal to enhance the competitiveness of the CANDU* reactor design with
respect to the next generation of advanced large Light Water Reactors (LWRs) being developed
for Japan. To realize this objective, specific targets were established for lower capital cost, lower
operating cost, and higher safety during postulated accidents. Improvements in these areas will
help position this Highly Advanced Core (HAC) CANDU reactor as an attractive option within
the Japanese market
The HAC reactor contains 640 fuel channels and its gross electrical output is in the range of
1300 MWe.

CANDU®:

Canada Deuterium Uranium is a registered trademark of AECL.

Presented at the Fourth International Conference on CANDU Fuel, Pembroke, Canada,
1995 October 1-4. Sponsored by CNS, COG, IAEA.
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This paper summarizes the status of the fuel design for the HAC CANDU reactor. The text
first discusses the requirements imposed by the HAC reactor on the fuel design. This is followed
by a description of the HAC fuel bundle design. Subsequent sectionsioutline the expected
performance of the HAC bundle in the areas of corrosion, vibration, fretting, fatigue, and
buckling.

BACKGROUND
The requirements set by EPDC on the HAC fuel bundle include: core-average burnup of
40 GW.d/tU or higher; maximum element buraup less than 55 GW.d/tU (1300 MW.h/kgU); coreaverage uranium enrichment less than 3.25%; half-core void reactivity of essentially zero; target
maximum element rating of 45 kW/m or less; and channel powers in the range of 7.4 MW.
In particular, note that the core-average burnup (40 GW.d/tU) is about five times that achieved
in the current CANDU 6 reactors.
The existing 37-element fuel bundle performs extremely well for core-average burnups in the
range of 7-8 GW.d/tU. The slightly enriched uranium (SEU) version of The CANFLEX bundle
is currently targeted for core-average burnups of about 21 GW.d/tU. Physics, Process, and Fuel
assessments showed that these existing fuel designs (37-element and CANFLEX) could not
simultaneously satisfy all the specifications of the HAC CANDU reactor. Hence, it was
necessary to develop a new fuel design for the HAC CANDU reactor.
In current commercial CANDU reactors, reactivity of the natural uranium fuel limits the
core-average burnup to 7-8 GW.d/tU. By using enriched uranium and advanced internal designs
in test reactors, experimental CANDU fuel bundles have already demonstrated satisfactory
irradiation performance to burnups of 50 GW.d/tU. Lead test assemblies of LWR fuel have also
been successfully irradiated to burnups of 55 GW.d/tU. This gives us confidence that, with
enriched uranium and advanced internal designs, commercial CANDU fuel can be designed for
the HAC burnups.

BUNDLE DESIGN
Fourteen concepts of fuel bundle designs were surveyed for use in pressure tubes of several
diameters. These included the 37-element and CANFLEX bundles, as well as new fuel design
concepts containing up to 86 fuel elements.
The survey showed that a 61-element bundle, named the 61 MK3, meets all the EPDC
specifications simultaneously. Hence, it was chosen for further development and assessment
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Figure 1 shows the cross-section of the 61 MK3 bundle. It fits inside a standard CANDU 6
pressure tube. Also, it is designed to interface with components very similar to those used in
CANDU 6 reactors.
. _1
The 61 fuel elements of this HAC bundle are arranged in five concentric rings. The fifty-four
fuel elements in the outer three rings contain slightly enriched uranium (SEU). The remaining
seven elements in the inner two rings contain depleted uranium and a burnable poison.
The bundle contains fuel elements of two different diameters. The outer 54 SEU elements
have slightly smaller diameters than the inner seven depleted uranium elements. All 61 fuel
elements of the HAC bundle have smaller diameters than CANDU 6 elements.

FEATURES OF THE HAC BUNDLE
The major design features of the HAC 61 MK3 fuel bundle are summarized below, along with
their corresponding benefits :
• Judicious use of slightly enriched uranium, depleted uranium, and burnable poison, in
conjunction with optimized refuelling schemes and with the bundle layout noted above,
permits the core-average burnup to reach 40GW.d/tU. The high burnup means that
proportionately less fuel bundles are required to produce a given amount of energy. This
reduces the volume of spent fuel and the associated cost of waste disposal.
• The above features also permit flattening the radial and axial distributions of power through
the reactor core and through the cross-section of the fuel bundle. This increases the maximum
channel power to 7.4 MW, and reduces the capital cost per installed kW. The large number
of fuel elements in the bundle help maintain the margin to dryout at the elevated channel
powers.
• The core-average enrichment in the HAC CANDU reactor is kept below the nominal of 3.25%
used in the advanced LWRs of similar burnups. This provides a competitive advantage to the
HAC CANDU reactor against the advanced LWRs in the area of resource utilization.
• Half-core void reactivity is essentially zero. This enhances the safety of the reactor during
postulated accidents. It is achieved by combining enriched and depleted uranium with
burnable poison in the fuel[l].
• Maximum element burnup is about 50 GW.d/tU (1200 MW.h/kgU). Thus, the element burnup
is within the range for which satisfactory experience is available from experimental CANDU
fuel and from lead LWR fuel assemblies.
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Element ratings are kept below 45 kW/m. The comparatively lowTatings limit fission gas
release and pellet expansion. This helps fuel retain its structural integrity at the higher
burnups. _
__1
Element diameters are within the range of current fabrication and irradiation experience in the
fuel industry.
Collapsible sheaths are used, as in current CANDU fueL This promotes the transfer of heat
from the fuel pellets to the coolant This also enables us to take advantage of the accumulated
knowledge, experience, and analytical tools pertaining to CANDU fuel. At the same time,
preliminary assessments show that the HAC sheath is strong enough to withstand axial
compressive loads during on-power fuelling.
The penetration distance of the fuelling machine sidestops has been maximized. This
minimizes the eccentricity of the axial load on the sheath during refuelling. This in turn
reduces the bending stresses in the sheath. To achieve this, the width of the outer endplate
ring was optimized, and additional radial ribs were added to the endplate.
The geometry of the endplates has been designed to minimize endplate stresses and to
facilitate bundle fabrication while considering the consequences on coolant flow. Thus a
balanced combination of strength, coolant flow, and fabricability is expected.
The bearing pads are slightly closer to the endcaps in the HAC fuel compared to CANDU 6
fuel. This compensates for the greater flexibility of the HAC fuel elements, and ensures good
dimensional compatibility between the bundle and the pressure tube.
The axial "skew" angle (at which the spacers are attached to the sheath relative to the element
centreline) has been reduced in HAC fuel compared to CANDU 6, while preserving the
contact surface area of the spacers. This facilitates fabrication without compromising the wear
rate of the spacers.
The endcap design conforms with compatibility with fuel handling systems similar to
CANDU 6. This minimizes the need for changes to the fuel handling system concept
The following sections describe the expected performance of the HAC fuel bundle.
WATER-SIDE CORROSION
The nominal residence time of the HAC fuel bundle in the reactor is about 5 years at full
power. Zircaloy fuel components oxidize and develop a layer of ZrO2 when exposed to the
coolant for a prolonged period. Excessive water-side corrosion could lead to fuel failures via a
number of mechanisms, e.g. (1) a through-wall defect in the sheath, (2) reduction of load-bearing
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capability due to wall thinning, and (3) hydriding. Hence, an assessment of water-side corrosion
of the sheath has been done.
To estimate the extent of anticipated corrosion, we reviewed the available sheath corrosion
data from CANDUs and from Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs). Figure 2a shows the peak
oxide thickness in PWR sheaths for burnups up to 60 GW.d/tU. Based on the trends noted in the
PWR data, the CANDU oxidation data was extrapolated to the high burnups of the HAC
CANDU reactor. Figure 2b shows the average oxide thickness in CANDU sheaths. From this,
it was estimated that at 55 GW.d/tU, corrosion will reduce the wall thickness of a HAC sheath
by a nominal of about 10%. However, over the same period, irradiation hardening will increase
the yield strength of the sheath by 80-90%. This compensates for the effect of corrosion on the
load-carrying capacity of the sheath.
The following factors tend to reduce the corrosion rates in CANDU sheaths compared to
PWRs: i) the coolant temperature is lower in CANDUs, which reduces sheath temperature;
ii) the coolant chemistry (pH) is less oxidizing in CANDUs; and iii) the element ratings are
higher in the current commercial CANDUs, so for a given burnup the time in the reactor is
lower.
At the operating temperature of the HAC sheath, hydrogen has a high degree of solubility in
Zircaloy. Hence, hydriding is not expected to cause embrittlement of the HAC sheath.
VIBRATION
Excessive flow-induced vibrations of the fuel elements and the bundle can cause fretting
damage to pressure tubes and to bundle components. Excessive vibrations can also threaten
bundle integrity via fatigue of the assembly welds or of the endplate. For these reasons, the
vibration amplitudes of the HAC bundle were assessed.
The transverse vibrations of the HAC fuel elements were compared to the CANDU 6
vibrations using four vibration calculation methods : a correlation developed by Paidoussis [2];
a correlation based on data obtained by Quinn [3]; and the theory of random vibration [4] with
the turbulent pressure spatial correlations obtained by Chen [5] and Gorman [6]. All led to
qualitatively similar conclusions, as described below.
The smaller diameters of the HAC fuel elements tend to increase the vibration amplitudes in
HAC fuel. On the other hand, the HAC bundle contains comparatively more open subchannels.
This leads to lower coolant velocities in the HAC subchannels, which in turn tend to decrease
the vibration amplitudes.
The overall result is that the net transverse vibrations of HAC elements are expected to be
similar to those of the CANDU 6 fuel.
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FRETTING
One possible consequence of excessive vibrations is fretting of the pressure tube and/or of the
fuel bundle. Fretting occurs due to repeated relative motion between the fuel bundle and the
pressure tube, or between different parts of the fuel bundle. Fretting is not a problem in the
CANDU 6 reactor. Nevertheless, it is prudent to ensure that HAC reactors will also exhibit
satisfactory fretting behaviour.
The VIBIC computer code [7] was used to study the relationship between fuel element
vibration <i.e., no bundle motion) and the volume wear rate of the pressure tubes by the bearing
pads. The forces exciting a fuel element are due to unsteady turbulent pressures acting over its
surface. The studies showed that the most significant factor was the smaller diameter of the HAC
element which resulted in lower forces and less power available to cause fretting. Because of this,
the maximum wear rate of the pressure tube by the HAC bundle was predicted to be lower than
that by a CANDU 6 bundle.
Transverse bundle motion, excited by flow turbulence, is another potential cause of pressure
tube fretting. A simplified computer model was used to calculate the motion of the 61-element
bundle. The preliminary calculations indicate that as long as the inlet turbulence is kept low, the
HAC bundle's motion is expected to be less than about 5 um rms. Design of the channel can
minimize inlet turbulence and reduce fretting tendencies. Thus, the fretting wear due to bundle
motion is not expected to be a concern.

FATIGUE
Another possible consequence of excessive vibrations is fatigue of the endplate and/or of the
assembly weld. We used the BEAM computer code [8] to estimate the resulting alternating
stresses at these locations.
The BEAM code shows that lateral vibrations of the fuel elements lead to nominal zero-topeak alternating stresses of 2.5 MPa in the endplate, and 1.9 MPa in the assembly weld. The
corresponding fatigue strength is 28 MPa for the endplate, and 22 MPa for the assembly weld
[9]. The preceding fatigue strengths account for the local stress concentrations by including
appropriate strength-reduction factors based on Peterson's delta concept [10]. Considering the
substantial margins between the alternating stresses and the fatigue strengths, it was concluded
that the HAC endplates and assembly welds will not fail by fatigue due to flow-induced lateral
vibrations of the fuel elements.
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BUCKLING
Since the element diameters of the HAC bundle are smaller than those of the CANDU 6
bundle, it was necessary to confirm that the HAC bundle has adequate strength against possible
buckling due to normal axial loads during refuelling. If a fuel bundle does buckle in the reactor,
there could be concerns with the bundle jamming against surrounding components like pressure
tube, fuelling machine, endfitting, etc. This may lead to difficulties in subsequent removal of the
fuel bundle. To confirm that this would not occur in the HAC reactor, the buckling strength of
the HAC bundle was evaluated.
The axial load most likely to cause buckling occurs during refuelling, when the fuel bundle
is supported by side-stops. The expected in-reactor load is 7.5 kN.
The following factors were considered in estimating the corresponding buckling strength of
the HAC bundle : strength of the sheaths; effect of appendages; effect of endplates; effect of
contact with neighbouring fuel elements through inter-element spacers; and effect of eccentricity
in the support provided by side-stops. The BOW code [11] was used for this assessment
In the HAC reactor, the reference separator configuration is designed to provide support for
a minimum of 14 fuel elements. With this configuration, the HAC bundle is estimated to have
a buckling strength of 16 kN at the operating temperature. This estimate does not account for
the effects of load shedding and of irradiation strengthening of the sheath. Thus, the actual
buckling strength is expected to be higher than 16 kN. Hence, refuelling loads are not expected
to be a concern with respect to buckling.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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i)

After assessing fourteen different bundle designs, the HAC 61 MK3 fuel design has been
chosen as the reference fuel design for the 640-channel HAC reactor. Further
development and assessment will focus on this fuel design.

ii)

The 61 MK3 bundle has 61 fuel elements arranged in five rings. The three outer rings
contain slightly enriched fuel. The two inner rings contain depleted uranium and a
burnable poison. The bundle contains fuel elements of two different diameters, which are
both smaller than the elements of the 37-element CANDU 6 fuel bundle.

iii)

Nominal sheath oxidation is expected to be about 10% of the wall thickness. However,
the corresponding loss of strength will be compensated by a 80-90% increase in the
sheath yield strength due to irradiation.

iv)

The vibration amplitudes are expected to be acceptably small. The corresponding
alternating stresses in the assembly weld as well as in the endplate are well below their
respective fatigue strengths.
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v)

Preliminary assessments suggest that the fretting of the HAC bundle will likely be similar
to that of the CANDU 6 bundles. This rate of fretting is acceptably low.

vi)

The in-reactor buckling strength of the HAC bundle is expected to be significantly higher
than the normal axial loads during refuelling.

vii)

Overall, the HAC 61-element fuel bundle design appears promising, and no serious
feasibility issue has been uncovered.
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ABSTRACT
Studies are currently underway to increase the average burnup in CANDU®* reactors while
maintaining a low probability of fuel failure due to stress-corrosion cracking. This paper presents
the results of a feasibility study on a design modification of the CANDU fuel involving annular
UO2 pellets separated by graphite discs. Slightly enriched uranium is used. The two-dimensional
computer program FEAT was used to calculate the temperature distribution in the pellet, sheath,
and graphite discs. The classical equation for steady-state non-linear conduction of heat is solved
in the program by the finite element technique. A sensitivity analysis was carried out to examine
the effects of fuel element linear power, fuel element burnup, pellet central hole diameter, and
heat transfer coefficients at various interfaces of the pellet/sheath/disc; specifically, to investigate
their impacts on fuel temperature distribution. The results confirm that, compared to the
conventional solid pellets, annular pellets reduce the temperature at the pellet/disc interface.
However, the annular pellets have little effect on the volume-average temperature of the pellet.

CANDU®:

Canada Deuterium Uranium is a registered trademark of Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited.

Presented at the Fourth International Conference on CANDU Fuel, Pembroke, Canada,
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INTRODUCTION
The average fuel burnup in CANDU reactors can be increased by-using slightly enriched
uranium. At high burnups, one consideration of fuel integrity involves stress-corrosion cracking
due to pellet expansion and due to internal gas pressure. Previous studies [1] have shown that
one way to enhance fuel integrity at high burnups is to use inter-pellet graphite discs. The
graphite discs reduce the pellet temperature, which leads to less fission gas release, less pellet
thermal expansion, and consequently less sheath stress.
The objective of the study reported in this paper was to investigate the influence of annular
pellets on temperatures in graphite disc fuel.
In the past, graphite discs with solid and with annular pellets have been irradiated in test
reactors [1]. The incentive to consider annular pellets was originally driven by a desire to prevent
excessive chemical interaction of the graphite disc with UO2 and/or Zircaloy. The interaction
occurs only at very high temperatures [1,2]. Irradiations have shown that at high powers and
burnups, the performance of graphite fuel continues to be excellent - despite some UOj/graphite
chemical interaction [1]. Nevertheless, annular pellets have been proposed in the past [1,3] for
additional conservatism. The previous results have shown that the graphite discs, with solid or
annular pellets, do reduce the pellet temperatures significantly [1,4].
Annular pellets have several competing influences on the performance of the fuel element.
Firstly, the temperature is the highest at the centre of the pellet. Hence, the removal of UO2 from
the centre of the pellet tends to decrease the peak temperature in the pellet. Secondly, annular
pellets provide open space at the centre of the pellet This accommodates pellet swelling, which
reduces sheath strains. Thirdly, annular pellets use less UO2 to produce the same power. Hence
the power density is higher in annular pellets, which tends to increase the temperatures. Fourthly,
annular pellets reduce the throughput of UO2, which reduces the total energy produced by the fuel
bundle, and also increases the load on the fuelling machines. Thus, the pros of annular pellets
need to be balanced against the cons. One place to start is to obtain a quantitative understanding
of the above factors.
This study focussed on fuel temperatures at the following locations: pellet/disc interface;
sheath/disc interface; and volume-average temperature in the pellet. In addition, this paper also
describes a sensitivity analysis of some key factors that affect fuel temperatures; e.g., element
linear power, element burnup, central hole size, and uncertainties in the values of heat transfer
coefficients at the pellet/sheath, pellet/disc, and sheath/disc interfaces. A nomenclature is given
at the end of the text (before the tables and figures).
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THEORY
Figure 1 shows a schematic geometry of the UO2 pellet, graphite disc and Zr-4 sheath for
which temperature calculations were performed. It also shows the terms and definitions used in
this paper. A two-dimensional finite element mesh, which represents the components of the
geometrical system (pellet/sheath/graphite-disc), is shown in Figure 2. It allows for appropriate
changes in the central hole dimensions. It contains 349 nodes connecting 534 finite elements,
of which 13 are surface elements. To attain maximum accuracy, triangular finite elements were
used and arranged in hexagonal patterns. The two-dimensional computer program FEAT [5] was
used to calculate the temperatures. FEAT is based on solving the classical equation for
steady-state non-linear conduction of heat This computer program calculates temperature
distribution in solids of arbitrary shapes. The code can model internal generation of heat,
prescribed convection to heat sink, prescribed temperatures at boundaries, prescribed heat flux
on surfaces, and temperature-dependent material properties, such as thermal conductivity. The
calculations considered axisymmetric conditions, in that the temperatures were allowed to vary
radially and axially along the pellet, sheath, and disc, but not around the circumference.
Similarly, the geometry of the analyzed system and the boundary conditions were considered
axisymmetric. Heat transfer at the interfaces (pellet/sheath, pellet/disc, and disc/sheath) was
modeled through gap elements, where they were given associated surface area and heat transfer
coefficients. Heat was transferred to the outside coolant via forced convection at surface
elements on the outside of the sheath.
The mathematical modelling is based on the following assumptions:
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1.

Nuclear heat generation within the UO2 pellet varies radially, and the axial variation of
heat generation has been neglected.

2.

No flow of heat is allowed from the pellet to the neighbouring pellets. Most of the heat
flows from the pellet to the sheath, and from the pellet to the graphite disc to the sheath,
and finally to the coolant This is because of the large temperature difference between
the coolant and fuel pellet On the other hand, there is very little heat flow from one
pellet to the other through the graphite disc, since neighbouring pellets are at similar
temperatures.

3.

The initial filling gas and the released fission gases are modeled as conducting finite
elements. Heat flow via convection is included via appropriate heat transfer coefficients
in the gaps.

4.

The centre of the pellet is considered to have expanded thermally and filled the initial
volume of the pellet dish.
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CASE STUDY
The powers reported in this paper refer to element linear ratings, rather-than pellet ratings. This
means that for a given element rating, the pellets in graphite disc fuel operate at a higher
volumetric heat generation rate, to compensate for heat not produced in the graphite. Similarly,
the annular pellets operate at higher volumetric heat generation rate than the solid pellets. The
latter effect is considered automatically in the FEAT code. The code's logic accounts for the
variation of neutron flux across the pellet radius and through the central hole.
For the sensitivity analysis, a reference case was assembled based on a previous study [5]; it
is listed in Table 1. The "base" value of power was 55 kW/m. The following ranges of
parameters were assessed:
element linear power: 35-75 kW/m,
element burnup: 10-400 MWh/kg U,
heat transfer coefficient at pellet/disc interface (Hpd): 1-15 kW/m2.K,
heat transfer coefficient at pellet/sheath interface (Hps): 7-16 kW/m2.K,
heat transfer coefficient at sheath/disc interface (Hsd): 0.5-10 kW/m 2.K, and
central hole diameter: 0-3 mm.
The geometrical and the base data modelled are listed in Table 1. The thermal conductivity
of the UO2 pellet and Zircaloy cladding are from MATPRO-09 [6], and form a part of the FEAT
code. The thermal conductivity of graphite was obtained from the manufacturer's product data
sheet [7]. The radial distribution of the heat generation rate within the pellet was provided by
the ELESTRES code. The heat transfer coefficient at the pellei/sheath interface (base value:
9 kW/m2. K) was calculated using ELESTRES. The heat transfer coefficients at the pellet/disc
(base value: 3.21 kW/m2.K) and disc/sheath (base value: 9.64 kW/m2.K) interfaces were scaled
from previous heat transfer coefficients based on experimental measurements of corrosion rates
in superheated steam.

RESULTS
The following fuel element temperatures were calculated using the FEAT code: pellet
volume-averaged temperature (Tv); cross-section averaged temperature at the end plane of the
pellet (Tcs); sheath temperature at the sheath/disc interface (Tsd); and maximum pellet
temperature at the pellet/disc interface (Tpd). Results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in
Figures 3 to 8. The impacts of introducing central holes of different sizes in lowering pellet
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temperatures were studied and quantified in Figures 9 through 12. Many computer simulations
were performed to calculate the fuel temperatures for the following cases:
-the presence or absence of graphite discs, and
-four different diameters of the central hole.
Before we discuss the above results in detail, we first describe an assessment of the
suitability of the FEAT code for this specific application. For this purpose, we reviewed the
performance of fuel element NMT of experiment X-282 [1]. The fuel element contained graphite
discs, and elliptical grain growth was observed in that irradiation; see Figure 13(a) [1]. This is
typical of many graphite disc irradiations [1]. Grain growth depends mainly on time at local
temperature, and accelerates rapidly above 1600°C. Hence the shape of the grain growth profile
can be taken to be indicative of the shape of the local isotherm. Without the graphite discs, grain
growth profiles normally do not show any significant gradient along the pellet length. Hence the
elliptical grains in the graphite disc fuel reflect a pronounced heat removal via the graphite discs,
resulting in elliptical isotherms.
Figure 13(b) shows typical isotherms calculated by the FEAT code. They are also elliptical.
Thus the shapes of the calculated isotherms are very similar to the observed grain growth
profiles. This provides a degree of confidence in the FEAT calculations.
Figure 13(b) also quantifies the benefit of graphite discs in reducing pellet temperatures. At
the midplane of the pellet, the peak temperature is about 1950°C. At the endplane, graphite
discs have reduced the peak temperature to about 1150°C. Thus, for this irradiation, the
graphite discs reduced the local peak temperature by about 800°C.

DISCUSSION
Results of the sensitivity study are discussed in this section.
Effect of Element Linear Power
Figure 3 shows fuel temperature variations resulting from changes in element linear power.
The data correspond to an annular pellet with a central hole diameter of 3 mm. As expected,
pellet temperatures increase significantly with power. The figure shows that in this annular pellet,
the maximum temperature at the pellet/disc interface stays below 1600°C at powers as high as
80 kW/m. The pellet volume-averaged temperature and the averaged cross-section temperature
at the pellet end plane also increase as linear power increases. The sheath temperature at the
sheath/disc interface increases linearly as the linear power increases, but it is well below 700°C,
the temperature at which zirconium hydride is formed [1].
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Effect of Burnup
Burnup affects the neutron flux depression across the fuel element, which in turn changes the
temperature profile. As Figure 4 shows, the fuel temperatures at 55 kW/m are not too sensitive
to this parameter. The effect of burnup on thermal conductivity of UO2 was not accounted for
in these calculations.
Effect of Heat Transfer Coefficient Between Pellet and Disc
Figure 5 shows that the pellet temperatures generally decrease as the pellet/disc heat transfer
coefficient increases. The pellet temperatures become asymptotic at high values of the pellet/disc
heat transfer coefficient. The sheath temperature is not affected much by the increase in the
pellet/disc heat transfer coefficient.
Effect of Heat Transfer Coefficient Between Pellet and Sheath
Figure 6 shows the variation of fuel temperatures with the pellet/sheath heat transfer
coefficient. The pellet temperatures decrease as the pellet/sheath heat transfer coefficient
increases, and eventually reach an asymptotic value. The sheath temperature decreases slowly
with the pellet/sheath heat transfer coefficient. It tends to be relatively constant, which means
that it is not sensitive to changes in the pellet/sheath heat transfer coefficient.
Effect of Heat Transfer Coefficient Between Sheath and Disc
As Figure 7 shows, pellet temperatures decrease as the sheath/disc heat transfer coefficient
increases. As the sheath/disc heat transfer coefficient becomes very large, the pellet temperatures
become constant The sheath temperature increases as the sheath/disc heat transfer coefficient
increases, due to the increase in heat flow from the pellet through the graphite disc to the sheath.
This increase in heat flow causes a local increase in sheath temperature at the sheath/disc
interface.
Effect of Central Hole Size
As Figures 8-12 show, the maximum pellet/disc interface temperature is decreased by about
200°C as the central hole diameter increases from 0 to 3 mm, while the other fuel temperatures
have no significant changes in their values as the central hole diameter increases.
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In summary, the sensitivity study shows the following trends:
1.

Element linear power has a strong effect on the fuel temperatures, in that the pellet
temperatures increase considerably as the linear power increases.

2.

Figure 11 shows that changing the hole diameter from 0 to 3 mm reduces the maximum
pellet temperature at the pellet/disc interface by about 200°C at 55 kW/m, which is
equivalent to a reduction of about 12 kW/m in element power.

3.

From Figure 9, it is clear that bulk fuel temperatures are not affected much by the central
hole. The sheath temperature at the disc interface is also not changed much by the hole.
Central holes displace the source of nuclear heat closer to the heat sink (coolant), which
reduces the temperature in the inner regions of the pellet On the other hand, increasing
the hole diameter means that less uranium is utilized to produce the same power, which
leads to increasing the pellet average temperature and the end-temperature. The result of
these two counteracting effects is no significant net change in the pellet average
temperature.
For these reasons, fission gas release and total expansion are expected to be similar in
both annular and solid pellets. But their impacts on sheath stresses may be significantly
differenL In solid pellets, all the pellet expansion goes to the outer surface of the pellet
and is transmitted to the sheath. An annular pellet may have the same total expansion, but
some of it will likely go towards the hole, leaving less expansion at the outer surface.
This will likely lower sheath stresses. An example of this is given in Figure 13(a), which
shows the post-irradiation profile of a pellet that was initially annular. Irradiation "filled"
the initial hole substantially, which illustrates the tendency of the annular pellet to expand
inwards.
4.
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Pellet temperatures (Tv, Tcs, and Tpd) decrease asymptotically as the heat transfer
coefficients (Hpd, Hps, and Hsd) increase. The sheath temperature at the disc interface
(Tsd) increases as the disc's heat transfer coefficients increase, while it decreases as the
pellet/sheath heat transfer coefficient increases. This is because increasing the disc's heat
transfer coefficients provides an easy path for the heat to flow from the pellet to the
sheath via the graphite disc. Consequently, the temperature of the sheath (Tsd) increases
locally. Also, increasing the pellet-to-sheath heat transfer coefficient increases the heat
flux from the pellet to the sheath, which decreases the sheath temperature over the
graphite disc.
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

Graphite discs reduce the local peak temperature significantly. Eotexample, in irradiation
X-282, the peak temperature near the graphite discs was about 800°C lower than the
corresponding temperature away from the discs.

2.

Isotherms calculated by the FEAT code have elliptical shapes, which are very similar to
the grain-growth profiles observed previously in irradiated graphite-disc fuel.

3.

A hole of 3 mm diameter lowers the maximum pellet/graphite-disc interface temperature
by about 200°C (at an operating power of about 55 kW/m).

4.

The sheath temperature at the sheath/graphite-disc interface is always below the limiting
temperature of 700°C, at which zirconium hydride is formed.

5.

Overall, central holes do not have a major impact on the bulk temperature of the pellet
However, in an annular pellet, some of the pellet expansion will be accommodated in the
central hole, leaving less expansion at the outer surface. This will likely lower sheath
stresses.
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NOMENCLATURE
Heat Transfer Coefficient at the Pellet/Disc Interface
Heat Transfer Coefficient at the Pellet/Sheath Interface
Heat Transfer Coefficient at the Sheath/Disc Interface
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Tcs:

Cross-section Average Temperature at the End Plane of the Pellet

Tp,,:

Maximum Temperature in the Pellet at the Pellet/Disc Interface

T^,:

Sheath Temperature at the Sheath/Disc Interface

Tv:

Volume-Average Temperature in the Pellet
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Table 1: Base Case Data
Geometry
- Ratio of pellet length to diameter
- Ratio of pellet hole to diameter

0.705
0.25

Material Conductivity (W/m.K)
- UO2 and Zircaloy
- Graphite Disc

- Air

as per MATPRO-09, 11
120 at 20°C
65 at 500°C
50 at 1000°C
0.002

Heat Transfer Coefficients (kW/m2K)
-

Pellet/sheath
Sheath/coolant
Pellet/disc
Disc/sheath

9.0 from ELESTRES code
50.0 from ELESTRES code
3.21
9.64

Base Data
- Element Linear Power (kW/m)
- Burnup (MWh/kg.U)
- Enrichment (U235 weight percentage)
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55
200
1.4
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ABSTRACT
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited's mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication activities are
conducted in the Recycle Fuel Fabrication Laboratories (RFFL) at the Chalk River Laboratories.
The RFFL facility is designed to produce experimental quantities of CANDU MOX fuel for
reactor physics tests or demonstration irradiations. From 1979 to 1987, several MOX fuel
fabrication campaigns were run in the RFFL, producing various quantities of fuel with different
compositions. About 150 bundles, containing over three tonnes of MOX, were fabricated in the
RFFL before operations in the facility were suspended. In late 1987, the RFFL was placed in a
state of active standby, a condition where no fuel fabrication activities are conducted, but the
monitoring and ventilation systems in the facility are maintained.
Currently, a project to rehabilitate the RFFL and resume MOX fuel fabrication is nearing
completion. This project is funded by the CANDU Owners' Group (COG). The initial
fabrication campaign will consist of the production of thirty-eight 37-element (U,Pu)O2 bundles
containing 0.3 wt% Pu in Heavy Element (H.E.) destined for physics tests in the zero-power
ZED-2 reactor.
An overview of the Rehabilitation Project will be given.
INTRODUCTION
AECL's MOX fuel program was started more than thirty years ago. The program consisted of
two components:
•
•

irradiation testing and post-irradiation examination (PIE) of various types of MOX fuel,
and,
development of MOX fuel fabrication technology.

CANDU is a registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL)
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Irradiation testing and PIE of MOX fuel is still continuing at AECL; it has gone from early
multi-element tests to recent multi-bundle demonstration testing. This paper-discusses the
second component of AECL's MOX fuel program, i.e., MOX fuel fabrication.
HISTORY OF THE RFFL
Start-Up
Various forms of fuel containing plutonium have been handled by AECL at its Chalk River
Laboratories (CRL) since 1960. Research activities were conducted in glove boxes between
1960 and 1970, including the development of MOX fuel fabrication technology, measurement of
physical properties, production of fuel samples for experimental irradiation, etc. In 1970, a
decision was made to re-model the plutonium laboratory and install new facilities, to focus on
MOX fuel fabrication technology. Installation of the new facilities was complete by 1975 [1].
The facility, collectively referred to as the Recycle Fuel Fabrication Laboratories (RFFL), is
designed to produce experimental quantities of alpha-active fuel such as MOX for reactor
physics tests or demonstration irradiations.
The Fabrication Process in the RFFL
Subject to special precautions because of the presence of Pu (e.g., essentially all operations are
done inside glove boxes), the processes employed in the RFFL follow conventional natural UO2
practice. The fabrication line was designed for the production of sealed individual fuel elements,
starting from UO2 or ThO2 powders as the major component and PuO2 or 233UO2 as the minor
component.
The fabrication process adopted in the RFFL is outlined in Fig. 1. Weighed amounts of the
starting oxide powders are mixed either in single-stage or double-stage blending, the latter being
used for more dilute mixtures to achieve better homogeneity. After blending, the MOX powder
is pre-pressed using an isostatic press, to convert the mixed powder into compacts, which are, in
turn, fed into a granulator. The resulting free-flowing granules are then suitable for final pressing
into green pellets using a single-cavity hydraulic press.
The green pellets are loaded into a batch furnace, where sintering is done in a dilute hydrogen
cover gas. Sintered pellets are then centreless ground to a specified diameter and surface finish.
The pellets are washed and then dried in warm air. Acceptable pellets are loaded into empty
sheaths that already have one end cap welded and all appendages brazed in place (these subassemblies are supplied by commercial fabricators). The second end cap is welded to the loaded
sheath using a tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding system. The sealed elements are then helium
leak-tested, scanned for surface alpha contamination, and, if required, assayed by neutron
interrogation. Following assay, the elements are ready for bundle assembly.
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Previous Fabrication Campaigns
From 1979 t a 1987, several MOX fuel fabrication campaigns were run in the RFFL, producing
various quantities of fuel with different compositions [1]. As listed in Table 1, the first campaign
consisted of producing fifteen (U,Pu)C>2 fuel bundles containing 0.5 wt % Pu in H.E. Later,
about 1.3 tonnes of (Th,Pu)O2 fuel (over 1630 elements) were produced, with a range of
compositions from 1.8 wt % to 2.3 wt % Pu in H.E. The last campaign was particularly
challenging, since it involved the fabrication of 1350 elements containing 1.4 wt % 233 U in H.E.
The challenge is due to the presence of 232 U, which has a gamma-active daughter [2].
The fuel elements and bundles produced in the RFFL were used for test irradiations in NRU and
for physics tests in the zero-power ZED-2 reactor. About 150 bundles, containing over three
tonnes of MOX, were fabricated in the RFFL before operations in the facility were suspended.
In late 1987, the RFFL was placed in a state of active standby, a condition where no fuel
fabrication activities are conducted, but the monitoring and ventilation systems in the facility are
maintained.
RFFL REHABILITATION PROJECT
Currently, a project to rehabilitate the RFFL and resume MOX fuel fabrication is nearing
completion. This project is funded by the CANDU Owners' Group (COG) through Working
Party 25. The initial fabrication campaign will consist of the production of thirty-eight 37element (U,Pu)O2 bundles containing 0.3 wt % Pu in H.E., destined for physics tests in the
research reactor ZED-2 at CRL.
The scope of the project was defined by an initial feasibility study, complemented by two indepth assessments:
1. A series of Fitness-for-Service studies, focusing on the facility's structure, services
and process equipment, taking current standards and regulations into account, and
2. A Hazards and Operability (HAZOP) analysis, focusing on the safety aspects of
operating the rehabilitated facility.
These assessments generated numerous recommendations for specific action. Major "hardware"
actions included bracing the building to meet the most current (1990) National Building Code of
Canada seismic standards, replacement of the Radiation Protection (RP) systems, addition of an
alpha-in-air sampling system between the primary and secondary High-Efficiency Particulate Air
(HEP A) filters in the exhaust train, and extension of the alarm display system.
The rehabilitation project also included a considerable "software" component, including
extensive new and revised documentation, and staffing and training activities to re-staff the
facility.
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All activities were and continue to be done with extensive liaison with AECL's internal safety
body (the Safety Review Committee, SRC) and with the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB).
WHAT'S NEW IN THE RFFL
Process Equipment
The Fitness-for-Service review indicated that several items of process equipment should be
replaced, including those for metallographic preparation and examination, and chemical analysis.
New components were also brought in to update the capabilities of the facility. A new PuO2
reception glove box was installed housing the can opener, which will be used to de-can welded
PuC>2 containers both for the production line and for purposes of sampling and re-packaging. A
master-mix high-intensity blender was acquired to enable a double-stage blending operation for
dilute concentrations of MOX fuel. In addition to an exhaustive overhaul of all process
equipment, new components, such as die sets for the press, controllers for the sintering furnaces,
and a helium leak detector for weld inspection, were procured to update the fuel fabrication line.

Radiation Protection
Radiation protection in the RFFL follows current AECL standards and practices and is based on
the following principles:
•
•
•
•

Division of the facility into zones of progressively greater contamination hazard with
personnel monitoring at each boundary on exit,
Division of the staff into groups of progressively increasing qualifications, training
and responsibility,
Operation of a system of alpha CAMs (continuous air monitors), distributed through
the facility and set to alarm at a pre-set level of airborne alpha activity,
Operation with Personal Air Samplers (PAS) for all staff doing glovebox work in the
facility. The PAS filters are analyzed daily as a routine, and as required, e.g., if an
alpha CAM alarms.

The alpha CAMs that had been used in the facility during previous operation had their
components replaced with state-of-the-art commercial units. This replacement afforded the
opportunity to optimize the pattern of the sampling heads to optimize system resources and
performance, particularly so far as response time to activity release is concerned. To this end, a
quantitative air-flow study was conducted, using inactive tracer gas (SF6), in the main fabrication
room to determine
•
•

the rate of dispersion of a release throughout the room, and
the rate of decay of concentration at any given point.
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Operations Quality Assurance
The RFFL is a licensed nuclear facility that comes under the AECL Nuclear Operations Quality
Management Program. The program is based on the management principles and practices
embodied in the CSA/CAN3-N286 series of standards. The development of the RFFL-specific
Conduct of Operations Manual is in compliance with the requirements of the program.
The Conduct of Operations Manual complements the AECL Nuclear Operations Quality Manual,
and, together with the operating procedures, essentially comprises the QA documents that
describe the system for assuring the quality of operations in the RFFL. The Manual describes the
RFFL organization, responsibilities, processes and controls that demonstrate application of the
principles and practices specified in the standard, CAN/CSA-N286.5-M87 Operations Quality
Assurance for Nuclear Power Plants. It also describes how MOX fuel bundles are fabricated to
the requirements of the CAN/CSA Z299.2 QA program standard. Thus the manual contains the
full range of measures implemented to ensure both operational safety and product quality.
The Conduct of Operations Manual governs all activities and functions affecting the quality of
operations in the RFFL. Quality, in this context, means the safe, reliable and effective
performance of personnel and equipment associated with the fabrication of MOX fuels according
to customer's specifications. This Manual applies to the operation and maintenance of fuel
fabrication process equipment and all nuclear safety-related systems and components in the
facility.
Nuclear Materials Accountability
Previous MOX fuel fabrication operations in the facility had been supported by a computer
system known as INMACS (Integrated Nuclear Material Accountability and Control System),
which combined the functions of both
1. Criticality avoidance (control of movement of materials to ensure that criticality
limits are not exceeded), and
2. Inventory control (tracking and reporting of nuclear material inventories).
The INMACS hardware and software were obsolete at the time that the RFFL was put into active
standby. As part of the Rehabilitation Project, a new system has been developed to meet all
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), AECB and AECL requirements for inventory
control, and support Operations' responsibility for criticality avoidance. This system, RFFL
Nuclear Materials Accountability System (RNMAS), has been developed in Microsoft Access®
V2.0 in accordance with the software QA provisions of CAN/CSA-N286.7, running on a
dedicated Pentium-based PC with dedicated data backup. The system uses graphical point-andclick operations, and predefined pick-lists to optimize user-friendliness (not a feature of
INMACS). The system was designed and developed to conform to AECL policies, procedures
and form standards. It is now being considered as a model for real-time site-wide nuclear
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materials accounting, including the possibility of central inquiry by means of encrypted data
transmission, e.g., for monitoring for compliance with the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
Staffing and Training
The RFFL is a development laboratory rather than a full-scale production facility. As such, it
has, in the past, been staffed by technicians with appropriate qualifications and experience.
However, these staff are not now with AECL, and new technical staff have been recruited,
evaluated and trained for the facility. This process followed a comprehensive training plan,
which was developed in accordance with AECB-approved Company policies and practices.
The training plan included the following elements:
1. Extensive job/task analysis to determine knowledge and skills required.
2. Personal needs analyses for the job candidates to determine their training
requirements relative to the knowledge/skills required.
3. Development of facility-specific training materials to complement existing generic
courses.
4. Delivery of the training courses which included:
• Nuclear Operations Training School (NOTS) for science fundamentals, equipment
principles, and AECL generic policies and procedures,
• Radiation Protection Training for Group 3, Group 2 and Group 1 training
requirements,
• Facility Specific Classroom Training for job-specific knowledge, and
• On-Job Training to develop and evaluate operational skills.
5. Records are kept of the above actions so that the process can be verified and/or
audited, e.g., by the AECB.
The end result of this structured training process is Company and AECB confidence that the
RFFL staff have the capability to operate the facility efficiently and safely.
SUMMARY
AECL's MOX fuel fabrication activities are conducted in the RFFL at the Chalk River
Laboratories. The RFFL facility is designed to produce experimental quantities of alpha-active
(e.g., MOX) fuel for reactor physics tests or demonstration irradiations. From 1979 to 1987,
several MOX fuel fabrication campaigns were run in the RFFL, producing various quantities of
fuel with different compositions. In late 1987, the RFFL was placed in a state of active standby,
a condition where no fuel fabrication activities are conducted, but the monitoring and ventilation
systems in the facility are maintained.
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Currently, a project to rehabilitate the RFFL and resume MOX fuel fabrication is nearing
completion. The scope of the project was defined by an initial feasibility study, complemented
by two in-depth assessments, which generated numerous recommendati6ris~for specific action.
Major "hardware" actions included bracing the building to meet the most current (1990) National
Building Code of Canada seismic standards, replacement of the Radiation Protection (RP)
systems, addition of an alpha-in-air sampling system between the primary and secondary HEP A
filters in the exhaust train, and extension of the alarm display system. The rehabilitation project
also included a considerable "software" component, including extensive new and revised
documentation, and staffing and training activities to re-staff the facility. All activities are done
with extensive liaison with both the SRC and the AECB.
The initial campaign will consist of the production of thirty-eight 37-element (U, Pu)O2 bundles
containing 0.3 wt % Pu in H.E., destined for physics tests in the zero-power ZED-2 reactor.
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TABLE 1. Fuel Produced in the RFFL.

Experiment

DATE

FUEL TYPE

QUANTITY

DP-12

1977-78

Natural UO2

fifty 19-element bundles

BDL-419

1979-80

(U, Pu)O2 with 0.5% Pu in HE

fifteen 36-element bundles

BDL-422

1981-83

(Th, Pu)O2 with 1.75% Pu in HE

six 36-element bundles

BDL-430

1982

Natural ThO2

one 36-element bundle

WRl-1012

1982

(Th, U)O2 with 1.8% Pu in HE

two 21-element bundles

1982

(Th, Pu)O2 with 2.3% Pu in HE

two 21-element bundles

WRl-1010

1982-85

(Th, Pu)O2 with 2.3% Pu in HE

1332 elements

BDL-432

1986-87

(Th, U)O2 with 1.4% U-233 in HE

1350 elements
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ABSTRACT
The advanced fuel cycles are seen as very interesting alternatives to improve the utilization of
Uranium resources in the middle term .
Among them, the synergetic cycles between different type of reactors, particularly PWR and
CANDU are seen as very promising.
In the frame of the Argentinean-Brazilian cooperation agreement, a neutronic and economical
study was done on a Tandem cycle between the Brazilian Pressurized Water Reactor Angra-I,
and the Argentinean CANDU reactor Embalse.
The first calculations showed very interesting results regarding the obtainable savings in
natural resources, the cost of the fuel cycle, and the lower quantity of wastes to be disposed.
To perform the initial calculations, two methods were mainly used: standard calculation
codes, which use discrete ordinates or collision probabilities method to solve the neutronics of
the cell, or an algorithm that from now on we will call EQUIVALENT PLUTONIUM.
The present work describes the concept in which the algorithm is based, the obtention of the
coefficients needed for its determination, and, as an example, the results obtained applying the
algorithm to two particular cases of Tandem cycles:
- CANDU MOX fuel fabricated from PWR fuel, diluted with natural uranium, and with depleted
uranium.
The obtained results are compared with calculations performed with WIMS code.
It was verified that the methodology which makes use of the concepts of equivalent plutonium
simplifies a lot burn-up and blending ratio calculations for preliminary fuel cycle analysis,
giving results with very good approximation, (approximately 5%) and in a very simple way.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of advanced fuel cycles in commercial reactor is seen as a very interesting
alternative to improve the utilization of Uranium resources in the middle term, as well as a way
to reduce the amount of highly radioactive wastes to be disposed, coming both from front and
back end of the cycle.
Among them, the synergetic cycles between different type of reactors, particularly PWR and
CANDU III are seen as very promising.
In the frame of the Argentinean-Brazilian cooperation agreement, a neutronic and economical
study was done of a Tandem cycle between the Brazilian PWR Angra-I, and the Argentinean
CANDU reactor Embalse 121,131.
The basic idea of the TANDEM cycle is to burn in heavy water reactors, especially of
CANDU (Canadian-Deuterium-Uranium) type, the remaining fissile material from PWR's spent
fuel elements, which still contain approximately 1.5% of 2 3 5 U and Plutoniums.
After its extraction from the PWR, the fuel is chemically decontaminated, removing the
fission products and extracting uranium and plutonium together, without separating them into
different streams; this material is afterwards blended with natural or depleted uranium, to be
used in the CANDU reactor as mixed oxide fuel, MOX [(U-Pu)O2].
Argentina is presently operating two nuclear power reactors, both in the heavy-water - natural
uranium line. Between them, Embalse was chosen for the study, because CANDU is the most
convenient technology to fulfill the requirements for the proposed advanced fuel cycles: its fuel
elements are shorter, with lower fabrication costs, easier manipulation, better neutronic
behavior and more flexible possibilities for fuel management strategies.
To perform the initial calculations, two methods were mainly used: standard calculation
codes, which use discrete ordinates or collision probabilities method to solve the neutronics of
the cell, or an algorithm that from now on we will call "EQUIVALENT PLUTONIUM".
A related concept was previously used only in a light-water advanced reactor IAI.
The present work describes the concept in which the algorithm is based, the obtention of the
coefficients needed for its determination, and, as an example, the results obtained applying the
algorithm to two particular cases of Tandem cycles:
- MOX fuel fabricated from PWR fuel after one year of cooling time, diluted with natural
uranium, and with depleted uranium.
The obtained results are compared with calculations performed with WIMS code 151.
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2. "EQUIVALENT PLUTONIUM" CALCULATION
The definition of an "Equivalent Plutonium" factor is based in the fact that, for a given
reactor, if the isotopic composition of structural material, coolant and moderator are fixed, the
burn-up of the fuel element will be basically dependent of its isotopic composition.
Normally, burn-up is determined using calculation codes which solve the transport equation,
by discrete ordinates or collision probabilities, and with the neutronic spectra so obtained, follow
the evolution of the different isotopes of the system. It implies a use of a big amount of time and
computational resources for each case to be calculated.
If the relationship between burn-up and isotopic composition is unique, it can be interesting to
determine if a general curve or analytical expression can be defined, to permit the obtention of an
approximate extraction burn-up value for a given reactor, if a modification in the fuel
composition is done, for instance if MOX fuel is included, without new and expensive transport
calculations.
The possibility to define such an analytical expression relating the isotopic composition of the
fuel with reactor parameters like burn-up or multiplication factor is very important, because in
this way relevant fuel cycle parameters would be estimated in an approximate and immediate
way, without additional calculations.
The "Equivalent Plutonium" can be thought as an equivalent composition, in which the weight
percentages of the most important isotopes are multiplied by an importance or worth factor.
To calculate these factors, a series of calculations with WIMS code is performed.
Maintaining the characteristics of the natural uranium cycle, a small percentage of the isotope
to be considered in the mixture is introduced, and the system is calculated by a transport code.
The 2 3 5 U composition is afterwards modified, and the system recalculated, until the obtention
of a burn-up value similar to the one obtained before the perturbation.
In this way, it is possible to determine, for each isotope, a worth or relative value, as ratio of
numerical densities, referred to 235 U.
The relevant isotopes for this case are Uranium 235, Plutoniums, and in the case of a long
time between irradiation in PWR and use of the new assembled fuel element, Americium 241,
not considered in the present case.
Based in the factors so obtained, it is possible to define, for CANDU reactors, a formula to
calculate the Equivalent Plutonium as a function of the fuel isotopic composition.
For our case, the resulting expression is:
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Pu eq = 0.9 U5 + Pu9 - 0.3 PuO + 1.3 Pul - 0.2 Pu2
where U5, Pu9, PuO, Pul y Pu2 are the different isotopes' contribution to the fuel, expressed in
weight percentages, and the importance factors were normalized to 1 for 239 Pu.
It should be mentioned that, because of the way in which they were calculated, they maintain
a constant burn-up relationship for different isotopic compositions with equal Equivalent
Plutonium.
If results of burn-up calculations done with WIMS code in configurations with different fuel
composition are plotted against Equivalent Plutonium, a monotonously growing tendency can
be observed, as can be seen in Figure 1.
Results of calculated burn-up values and its Equivalent Plutonium factors for the cases of
natural uranium, LEU, four different MOX compositions and Tandem options are included, as
well as some data taken from Reference /I/, together with the best fitting curve.
The points referenced as "integral criteria" or "2*Medmm BU" correspond to the same WIMS
calculation, but different criteria for the determination of the extraction burn-up (Reference 111).
Making a statistical regression of these data, an analytical expression can be obtained for
burn-up calculation from equivalent plutonium factors.
For our case, the points can be fitted by an exponential curve, with a correlation factor of
0.999
Pu eq = 0.488247 exp. ( 3.69424E-05 * Q )
where Q is the burn-up value expressed in MWd/ton and Pu eq are the factors calculated from the
isotopic compositions.
This analytical expression permits the estimation of the extraction bum-up value obtainable
from a fuel, knowing only the isotopic composition of the initial MOX, in a very simple and
immediate way.
This result is obviously particular for CANDU reactors, and will be valid in a restricted burnup range, because it depends of the framework in which the perturbations to the fuel were done,
the isotopes that are present, and from the criteria adopted for the extraction burn-up calculation.
Regarding the accuracy of the method, for the cases of the present work, which as was
previously said include natural uranium fuel, LEU and different MOX compositions, the
maximum deviation from the predictions obtained by equivalent plutonium with respect to values
from transport calculations, was 11%.
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Particularly, for the range of burn-ups obtainable in advanced fuel cycles in CANDU, an error
of 5% is predictable when it is calculated through the Equivalent Plutonium formulation, which
is a very good"approximation for initial or parametric calculations.
The maximum difference obtained with the values of reference III is 2%.
Regarding the curve, it should be noted that, as it has a growing exponential behavior, it
reaches a saturation burn-up value with the fissile material composition, result that agrees with
the physical characteristics of the problem.

3. EQUIVALENT PEAK FACTOR
To consider in an estimate way the limitations imposed by the fuel channel when an element
with different neutronic characteristics is included, the effective multiplication factor is a good
parameter to evaluate.
Through a procedure similar to the one explained in the previous section to obtain the
importance factors for each isotope for Equivalent Plutonium calculations, worth can be defined
for each isotope for fresh fuel multiplication factor calculation.
Now, the magnitude to be kept invariable in the perturbation transport calculations is the keffective instead of the burn-up.
Defining the weighting factors in such a way, the expression obtained for what we called
equivalent peak factor is:
EPF = 0.5 U5 + Pu9 - 0.75 PuO + 1.47 Pul - 0.07 Pu2
Plotting this equivalent peak factor (EPF) against the effective multiplication factor of the
fresh fuel ( keff(O) ) calculated with WIMS, again a monotonously growing curve is obtained,
that can be fitted with an exponential curve with a correlation factor of 0.989, as can be seen in
figure 2.
The analytical expression obtained is:
EPF = 1.28861E-02 exp. ( 3.0577 * keff(0) )
It should be noted that the sensitivity to the changes in the initial composition would be
greater in this case, because it is not an integral magnitude, as burn-up is.
Even though, it is an interesting tool to evaluate limits in fissile material in the fuel, based in
a limiting fresh fuel multiplication factor criterion.
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4. APPLICATION TO TANDEM CYCLE CALCULATION
Typical time-consuming cases in this kind of studies are the parametric analysis of the
problems, often done to find an optimum point in several variables, to make afterwards final and
more refined calculations in that point.
The expressions obtained for equivalent plutonium and equivalent peak factor presented in
this paper, are a very interesting tool to perform these parametric calculations for the introduction
of advanced fuel cycles in CANDU reactors, because they give approximate values in an
immediate and simple way.
As examples of applications of the algorithm, partial results of a more complete study on a
Tandem fuel cycle between Angra-I and Embalse reactors will be presented here.
They were published in a complete way in reference 131.
Figure 3 shows a comparison between burn-ups obtained with equivalent plutonium formula
and with WBVIS calculations, for different compositions of MOX fuel, obtained varying the
percentage of natural uranium used in the dilution.
As it can be seen there, the agreement is very good. The maximum differences obtained in this
case are of 8%.
As it was previously said, in a synergistic fuel cycle like TANDEM, the fissile material
coming from the PWR burnt fuel should be diluted to fabricate the MOX.
For each dilution material, the optimal blending should be determined, taking first into
account which of the cycle parameters will be optimized.
In the work, the initial goal was to optimize the utilization of the uranium resources of the
bmational system.
Figure 4 shows an example of the consumption of uranium for the binational system
normalized to 1 GWe-year (where it has been assumed that both reactors have the same
capacity factor), as a function of the initial multiplication factor chosen for the CANDU.
All the values of Burn-Up and fresh fuel multiplication factors for the different blendings
were calculated through Equivalent Plutonium and Equivalent Peak Factors algorithms.
The minimum value of the bi-national uranium utilization curve indicates an optimum
initial multiplication factor
of 1.32-1.33, which agrees with the value reported in the
literature for similar cases.
Therefore, using this value of Keff(0), the blending ratio for one year of PWR's fuel cooling
time and natural uranium as dilution material should be 0.38 (38% of natural uranium)
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With this blending ratio, the composition of the fuel and its correspondent Equivalent
Plutonium can be calculated, as well as the obtainable extraction burn-upTthrough the analytical
expression shown in section 2.
The value obtained for the CANDU is 22,525 MWd/ton U, which shows a very important
increase (of about 3 times) over the actual CANDU extraction burn-up with natural uranium
(7,500 MWd/ton U).
The values obtained calculating with WIMS code the composition with 38% of natural
uranium are keff(0)=1.31032 and burn-up 22500MWd/ton.
It should be noted that the multiplication factor calculated by WIMS has a difference of
approximately 1800 pcm (1.5 %) with the value obtained with the methodology of Equivalent
Parameters, while in bum-ups the results are almost equal.
These differences are very low and completely acceptable considering the simplicity of the
method; this result confirms the adequacy of the method of Equivalent Plutonium for this case, if
the purpose is the estimation of the main fuel cycle parameters.
If depleted uranium coming from tail from enrichment plant is used as blending material
instead of natural uranium, a similar study can be done (with the Equivalent Plutonium
methodology).
Typical enrichments of these tails are between 0.2 and 0.3% in U-235. Between those limits,
and with blendings up to 40%, the multiplication factor at the beginning of the cycle and burn-up
is not sensitive to the initial enrichment of the tail, and the percentage that minimizes the
Uranium consumption is 26% of material coming from the tail.
With these values, the obtainable keff(0) is 1.33, and the extraction burn-up is 22000
MWd/ton
Calculating with WIMS, the keff(0) is 1.3112 and the extraction burn-up 21000 MWd/ton.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Analytical expressions were found to predict burn-up and fresh fuel multiplication factor of
different kind of advanced fuels potentially useful for CANDU reactors, starting only from its
isotopic composition.
It was verified that the methodology, which makes use of the concepts of equivalent
plutonium and equivalent peak factor, greatly simplifies burn-up and blending ratio
calculations for preliminary fuel cycle analysis, giving results with very good accuracy
(approximately 5%) and in a very simple way.
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Based in those results, it is possible to assert that these analytical formulas permit a simple
and estimate analysis of advanced fuel cycles to be applied to CANDLTreactors, because the
variables needed to optimize the cycle, (masses, costs and resources use), can be obtained in a
very direct and simple way, with very reasonable approximation.
The accuracy and simplicity of the method, make it highly recommendable for its application
to preliminary calculations.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is an overview of fuel-storage demonstration experiments, supporting research on
UO2 oxidation, and associated model development, in progress at AECL's Whiteshell
Laboratories. The work is being performed to determine the time/temperature limits for safe
storage of irradiated CANDU fuel in dry air. The most significant recent experimental finding
has been the detection of small quantities of U3O8, formed over periods of one to several years
in a variety of experiments at 150-170°C. Another important finding is the slight suppression
of U3O8 formation in SIMFUEL and other doped UO2 formulations. The development of a
nucleation-and-growth model for U3O8 formation is discussed, along with available activation
energy data. These provide a basis for predicting U3Og formation rates under dry-storage
conditions, and hence optimizing fuel storage strategies.

1. INTRODUCTION
Dry air storage in above-ground canisters is an important stage in the management of irradiated
CANDU fuel, between water-pool storage and deep underground disposal. In Canada, dry
storage facilities are currently in use at Point Lepreau and the decommissioned Douglas Point and
Gentilly-1 nuclear generating stations, as well as the Whiteshell and Chalk River laboratories (1).
One of the principal limitations on dry-storage temperatures is the oxidation of UO2 in defected
fuel elements, which leads to the formation of high-volume solid phases such as U3Og and, if
moisture is present, UO3-*H2O. The former phase has a 36% higher volume (per unit mass U)
than UO2, and can therefore cause swelling and splitting of fuel cladding, along with powdering
of the oxide fuel matrix (2,3). This could seriously complicate any subsequent handling of the
fuel. Although the hydrated oxidation products, UO3vcH2O, have still higher specific volumes
than U3O8, there is some indication that their formation may not cause swelling, because an
* Issued as AECL-11447, COG-I-95-467
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aqueous medium is required for dissolution of the fuel and reprecipitation of the hydrate (4-6).
The two-step oxidation of UO2 to form intermediate phases with fluorite-related structures
(U3O7 and U4O9+Z)*\ then U3O8 (which has a completely different, orthorhombic crystal structure)
has received a great deal of experimental attention (7). Nevertheless, there is little information
on the rate of formation of U3O8 at temperatures below 200°C, so the evaluation of fuel
performance under dry-storage conditions relies heavily on extrapolation of kinetic data from
elevated temperatures (2,8-10)
In this paper, we summarize recent findings on U3O8 formation in various experiments at
temperatures below 200°C. We also discuss the literature on the activation energy for U3O8
formation, and describe an approach to modelling the kinetics of U3O8 formation. Our ultimate
aim is to develop a model that can provide a conservative estimate of the rate of U3O8 formation
for a given storage scenario. If the margin of conservatism is small (i.e., if our understanding
of oxidation is sound and comprehensive), then it should be possible to optimize fuel storage
strategies and hence reduce overall storage costs.

2. DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENTS (CEX-1, CEX-2, ACX)
Since 1978, storage of irradiated CANDU fuel in nominally dry air has been evaluated by
ongoing demonstration experiments ("Controlled Environment Experiments", CEX-1 and CEX-2).
In these experiments, irradiated fuel bundles are stored in sealed containers in contact with dry
air (CEX-1) and moisture-saturated air (CEX-2) at 150°C (11-16). Both intact and deliberately
defected bundles are included in the experiments. Defected fuel elements are retrieved at
intervals of 2-3 years for detailed destructive examination, with attention to the mechanical
condition of the cladding as well as the physical and chemical state of the fuel matrix (12,13).
Particular attention is paid to the extent of UO2 oxidation and the identity of the oxidation
products; important findings have been summarized by Wasywich et al. (14).
Initially, the CEX-1 and CEX-2 experiments were configured such that there was a limited
supply of oxygen, relative to the quantity of UO2 in the defected fuel elements. This was due
to practical design limits, combined with the large number of defected elements (all but one of
the outer-ring elements in each deliberately defected bundle). In contrast, a commercial-scale fuel
storage "basket" would be unlikely to contain more than one defected element, therefore sufficient
oxygen would be available to oxidize the exposed UO2 entirely to U3O8."*

Hereafter, we shall refer to this family of phases collectively as U3O7/U4O9.
One Bruce fuel element contains ~510 g of UO2, which requires ~15 L of O2, or ~73 L
of air (measured at 22°C) for complete conversion to U3O8. One Pickering element contains
~710 g of UO2. Commercial 60-bundle CANDU fuel storage baskets (Pt. Lepreau design)
contain ~260 L of air; some other current designs are larger.
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Analyses of the container atmospheres in both the CEX-1 and CEX-2 experiments during
recent examinations have shown that significant oxygen depletion occurred during the typical
intervals of a few years between examinations (14-16). Attempts to model the progress of
oxidation have indicated that oxygen depletion may have been quite rapid (17); also, oxidation
of internal container surfaces and organic impurities contributed to the depletion. Nevertheless,
significant differences in oxidation behaviour were observed between the dry and moist
environments. Oxidation in CEX-2 (moist air) was more pervasive along grain boundaries than
in CEX-1 (dry air), but was limited to a thin surface film on the grains (14). Oxidation in CEX-1
was more limited in its progress along an element from the defect, but produced thick layers
(>1 um) of U3O7/U4O9 on UO2 grains in the defect region. No U3O8 was detected in either
experiment by XRD, after 100 months of operation with CEX-1 and 69 months with CEX-2.
To help simulate commercial fuel-storage conditions more accurately, the CEX-1 experiment
was modified in 1989 to increase the volume of air available to the fuel, by opening a fitting
(~4 mm i.d.) on the storage container. This made available to the fuel the air content of the
concrete canister in which the experiment is conducted. The available volume of air was thus
increased from ~0.8 L to ~48 L per defected element. In 1992, a new experiment (the Alternate
Controlled Environment Experiment, ACX) was initiated, in which fuel (selected elements from
CEX-2) is exposed to moisture-saturated air at 150°C and provision is made to analyze and
replenish the air supply at intervals of about 20 days. Fuel from both the modified CEX-1 and
ACX experiments has now been retrieved and examined.
In the modified CEX-1 experiment, fuel elements were examined after ~40 months of exposure
to the increased air supply (following -100 months in limited air) at 150°C. For the first time
in the storage demonstration program, traces of U3O8 were detected by X-ray diffraction (XRD).
This was detected in two of the four elements retrieved, and in a total of four of the 16
specimens examined by XRD. The largest amount of U3O8 found was about 1.7 wt.% of the
UO2, based on quantitative interpretation of the XRD data by the method of Choi et al. (18).
This is just above the XRD detection limit for U3O8 (~0.5 wt.%), and was insufficient to cause
any detectable fuel swelling, based on profilometry and metallographic examination. The XRD
sampling procedure tended to favour recovery of material from the outer surfaces of the fuel
fragments, so the fraction of fuel converted to U3Og, even in the most oxidized specimen, was
probably much less than 1 wt.%. So far as we are aware, this is the first reported observation
of U3Og formation (excluding very thin films) by UO2 fuel oxidation at temperatures below
200°C.
In addition to the formation of traces of U3Og, the fuel specimens from the modified CEX-1
experiment showed much more extensive oxidation to U3O7/U4O9 than previously, consistent with
the substantially increased air supply. Averaged over the four elements examined, 93% of the
fuel experienced some oxidation, and in most of the oxidized material the grains had been
converted entirely to U3O7/U4O9. Some intragranular cracking was observed, mainly near the
defects, which may be related to the onset of U3O8 formation. More details of these fuel
examinations will be presented elsewhere (19).
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3. SUPPORTING CHEMICAL RESEARCH

-—

3.1 Unirradiated Fuel Oxidation
Since 1988, the storage-demonstration experiments have been complemented by a small
research program on the chemistry of UO2 fuel oxidation in air. Initially, this program focused
on the oxidation process with different moisture levels at 200-225°C (4-6); these temperatures
were chosen to accelerate the oxidation so that substantial alteration could be detected in a matter
of days or weeks, rather than months or years, of exposure. This work demonstrated that
UO3;tH2O phases are formed when sufficient moisture is present to provide a medium for
dissolution and precipitation. Under saturated conditions, i.e., 100% relative humidity (RH), large
crystals of UO3xH2O can be formed. At RH values between -40% and 100%, fine-grained U3O8
and UO3;tH2O corrosion products are produced by reaction in a thin film of adsorbed moisture.
We have also used XRD to detect the early stages of U3Og formation on unirradiated UO2 fuel
in air at temperatures between 200°C and 316°C (9). This method provides an early indication
of U3O8 formation, preceding visible powder formation in time by a factor of three to ten.
Attempts to derive an activation energy for U3O8 formation from these data were not very
successful, however, because data for different degrees of oxidation to U3O8 yielded different
apparent activation energies, ranging from 124 to 139 kJ/mol (see Section 4.1).

3.2 Effects of Fission Products: SIMFUEL oxidation
SIMFUEL is a low-radioactivity material that replicates some of the chemical and
microstructural features of irradiated fuel (20). We have investigated the air oxidation of
SIMFUEL at 250°C, to determine the chemical effects of fission products on the oxidation rate
(18). Materials with various simulated burnup levels (up to 8 atom %, or ~80 MWd/kg U) were
tested. The oxidation tests were designed to provide insight into reported differences between
irradiated CANDU and LWR fuels. For example, defected CANDU fuel elements (~1 atom %
burnup) have been reported to suffer major swelling and splitting after ~200 h at 250°C, whereas
irradiated LWR fuel fragments (~2-5 atom % burnup) showed no sign of U3O8 formation after
10,000 h at the same temperature (3,21).
Our experiments indicated that the behaviour of SIMFUEL parallels that of irradiated LWR
fuels, in that there is a gradual suppression of U3O8 formation with increasing burnup (18). This
effect is illustrated in Figure 1, which compares the induction period for U3O8 appearance on
SIMFUEL with analogous data reported for irradiated LWR fuels. Qualitatively similar findings
have been reported with UO2 specimens containing a single dopant element, such as Gd,
indicating that fission products in solid solution in UO2 play an important role in suppressing the
nucleation or growth, or both, of U3O8 (23).
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3.3 Oxidation of Unirradiated Fuel in a Radiation Field
We are investigating the oxidation of unirradiated UO2 in a gamma-radiation field with various
oxygen and moisture levels at 150°C (24). The gamma field is comparable to those associated
with irradiated CANDU fuel after 10 to 20 years of cooling. These experiments are performed
in conjunction with the ACX experiment, making use of an interstitial space between the four
vessels containing ACX fuel (which provide the radiation field). The fuel specimens are isolated
in individual glass vials containing selected combinations of air, argon, oxygen and water; each
combination is run in triplicate.
Recently, fuel specimens were recovered from this experiment after two years at 150°C (with
intermittent cooling during air analysis and replenishment for the ACX experiment; see Section
2). The specimens were characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), as well as XRD. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a highly
surface-sensitive technique that provides information on the oxidation state of the elements
analysed, because their core-electron binding energies vary with oxidation state. In the case of
uranium, the U 4f7/2 peak near 380 eV is especially helpful for this purpose (24, and references
therein). The most significant findings are discussed briefly below, and further details are given
elsewhere (24).
Fuel exposed to a mixture of argon and 60%-saturated steam showed no evidence of oxidation,
even to XPS. The XPS spectrum was attributable almost entirely to the original IV oxidation
state of uranium in UO2 This indicates that radiolysis of water vapour alone is insufficient to
cause any detectable oxidation of UO2 at 150°C.
Fuel exposed to a mixture of oxygen and 60%-saturated steam acquired a fine-grained
corrosion-product layer consisting mainly of UO3-;tH2O and soddyite ((UO2)2SiO4-2H2O), with
traces of U3O8, as identified by XRD. The soddyite is presumably formed by interaction of the
uranium oxides with dissolved silica from the glass vessel. In this case, the XPS spectrum of the
surface was attributable almost entirely to the fully oxidized VI state of uranium. The
microstructure of the corrosion-product layer resembled those observed in our earlier work on
air/steam oxidation at 200-225°C (4-6).
Fuel exposed to dry air formed measurable amounts of U3O8; quantitative analysis by XRD
indicated that the outermost ~2 um contained 0.6 wt.% U3O8. Somewhat more U3Og was formed
in the closed vessels than the open ones. The reasons for this difference are not understood;
several possibilities have been discussed elsewhere (24). The formation of U3O8 after 2 years at
150°C is consistent with the results from the modified CEX-1 experiment, as described in Section
2, and also with earlier predictions based on extrapolation from data obtained with unirradiated
fuel at 200°C and above (9). Additional experiments are now in progress to establish the effects
of radiation fields on UO2 oxidation at 150°C.
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3.4 Direct Comparison of Unirradiated and Used Fuels
The long-term oxidation of fuel fragments in dry air at 130°C and 170°C is also being
examined. These experiments include irradiated LWR fuel (from H.B. Robinson Unit 2, fuel
assembly BO-5) as well as both irradiated and unirradiated CANDU fuel specimens (the former
from Pickering "A" Bundle PA13894W, element 4). Fuel specimens are currently being
examined after 1 year of oxidation; subsequent examinations are planned after 2 years, 3 years
(170°C experiment only) and 5 years (130°C only).
An important result from the current examination is the detection by XRD of minor quantities
of U3O8 on the unirradiated UO2 specimens oxidized at 170°C (nominal temperature; actual mean
temperature was 168.2°C). Quantitative analysis of the XRD data indicated 1.0 wt.% U3O8
within the analysed surface layer (~2 um). No U3O8 was detected on the irradiated fuel
specimens, but this was possibly due to the sampling procedure, which involved powdering a
substantial fraction of the specimen. In contrast, the flat surfaces of the unirradiated fuel
specimens could be examined directly.
The extent of U3O7/U4O9 formation for both of the irradiated fuel types at 170°C (based on
weight changes) was consistent with published data (8,25). Weight gain by the irradiated fuels
was much faster than by the unirradiated fuel, as expected, because of enhanced grain-boundary
oxidation (14,25,26).

4. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
4.1 Activation Energy and Kinetic Model for U 3 O ; Formation
Since the pioneering investigation by Aronson et al. (27) in 1957, the sequential oxidation of
UO2 to U3O7/U4O9 and U3O8 has been studied by many researchers, as summarized in a recent
review (7). The literature dealing with the activation energy for U3O8 formation is very
confusing. In most cases, no distinction has been made between the activation energies for
nucleation versus growth of U3O8; in some cases, the activation energies is estimated from the
overall oxidation rates, i.e., without distinction between U3O7/U4O9 and U3O8 formation.
The assortment of reported activation energies for U3O8 formation ranges from 48 to
194 kJ/mol. A critical review of these values is essential before any realistic extrapolation to dry
storage temperatures can be made. If we restrict our survey to studies below 300°C that clearly
distinguish U3O8 formation, the range of values is reduced to 124-172 kJ/mol, with an average
of 158 kJ/mol (2,9,27-31).
We have recently developed a sensitive, quantitative method of monitoring the formation of
U3Og on UO2, by applying a quantitative XRD technique (18) to the procedures described by
Taylor et al. (9). The extent of U3O8 formation on the surface of UO2 disks was measured by
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comparing the integrated intensity of the U3O8 diffraction peaks with those of a series of
calibrated standards. The progress of oxidation was found to follow sigaaoidal nucleation-andgrowth kinetics, as expected.
The kinetic data have been compared with a two-dimensional model for surface nucleation and
growth, which was developed to extract rate constants from the experimental results (32). The
model calculates the expected fraction of U3O8 on the surface of UO2 disks by considering the
formation of circular U3O8 nuclei at a given rate KN (nuclei/hour) and the subsequent growth of
these nuclei at a rate KG (m/h) on the two-dimensional surface of the UO2 disk. The theoretical
method correctly models the sigmoidal reaction kinetics, and yields a combined rate constant
K = KG 2 K N . A preliminary Arrhenius plot for K is shown in Figure 2; this plot yields an
activation energy of 146 ± 10 kJ/mol for the temperature range 170-300°C. The quoted
uncertainty represents the 90% confidence interval. This result may be compared with the range
of values from 124 to 139 kJ/mol, obtained previously by semi-quantitative treatment of a smaller
data set (9).

4.2

A Conservative Mechanistic Model for Dry Storage

We suggest the following approach to developing a conservative model of U3O8 formation.
(a) Define a maximum acceptable degree of oxidation to U3O8 in defected fuel elements;
(b) Determine a time-temperature relationship (and estimate the uncertainty limits) for this
degree of oxidation to occur with unirradiated fuel;
(c) Provide convincing evidence that unirradiated UO2 represents a conservative case, or include
an expression to account for fuel burnup;
(d) Take account of any radiation effects.
Hastings et al. (8) have estimated that CANDU fuel can undergo about 15% conversion to
U3Og before sheath splitting occurs (i.e., up to 15% conversion, the fuel expansion is
accommodated by swelling alone). Thus, one possible (very conservative) criterion for the
maximum acceptable degree of oxidation might be 1.5% conversion of an exposed fuel surface.
This is an order of magnitude lower than the threshold value for sheath splitting, and it also takes
no credit for non-uniform oxidation of the fuel (i.e., slower oxidation of internal regions of fuel
fragments). The 1.5% conversion criterion is also a degree of oxidation that can be measured
by XRD on a flat specimen of unirradiated fuel (and, in principle, on a flat irradiated fuel
specimen, although this presents practical difficulties). In other words, this is an experimentally
verifiable criterion.
Reports on the air-oxidation behaviour of LWR fuel (21-23) and our own work on SIMFUEL
(18), suggest that unirradiated UO2 should represent a conservative case, i.e., there is no evidence
that any irradiated fuels are intrinsically more reactive than UO2 with respect to U3O8 formation.
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For modelling purposes, data for UO2 with a rough surface should be used, because highly
polished specimens are somewhat more resistant to U3O8 formation than rough-finished specimens
(9,33). This is probably attributable to a higher density of nucleation sites on the rougher
surfaces. The use of data for surfaces with a high density of nucleation sites represents further
conservatism in our model.
At present, we do not have sufficient information to evaluate radiation effects completely.
These may be either direct effects on solid reactivity (i.e., introduction of lattice defects that
influence oxidation kinetics) or indirect effects from air/moisture radiolysis (i.e., formation of
oxidants that are more reactive than O2).
Using the data discussed in Section 4.1, we have estimated the time required for 1.5% surface
conversion of UO2 to U3O8 at various temperatures. Table 1 shows these estimates, expressed
as upper and lower limits of the 90% confidence interval. These values should be regarded as
preliminary estimates, although they are reasonably consistent with some of the experimental data
obtained at 150°C and 170°C, as discussed in Sections 2, 3.2 and 3.3.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Recent experimental results indicate that there is no threshold temperature for U3O8 formation;
it occurs slowly (over a period of years) at temperatures as low as 150°C. It is important to
quantify the rate of U3O8 formation, in order to evaluate various dry-storage scenarios. A critical
review of literature data and our own experimental results indicates that the activation energy for
U3O8 formation on unirradiated UO2 is probably within the range 140 to 160 kJ/mol. Work on
SIMFUEL and irradiated fuels indicates that they are converted to U3O8 more slowly (per unit
surface area) than unirradiated UO2, although the available surface area for oxidation may be
much higher in irradiated fuel. Based on these findings, we propose an approach to a
conservative model for evaluating fuel oxidation under dry-storage conditions.
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TABLE 1: ESTIMATED TIMES FOR 1.5% SURFACE CONVERSION
(OUTERMOST 2 urn) OF UO2 TO U3O8 **"
Lower estimate (90% confidence)
T(°C)

Upper estimate (90% confidence)

t (hours)

t (years)

t (hours)

t (years)

100

7.2 x 106

820

8.8 x 107

10000

150

3.4 x 104

3.8

2.7 x 105

31

170

5.4 x 103

0.6

3.9 x 104

4.5

200

460

3000

250

13

83

300

0.6

5.3

*Based on the regression analysis illustrated in Figure 2
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ABSTRACT
Phenomena of importance to the behaviour of high burnup fuel subjected to conditions of rapid
overpower (Le., LWR RIAs) include the change in cladding material properties due to irradiation, pelletclad interaction (PCI) and "rim" effects associated with the periphery of high burnup fuel. "Rim" effects
are postulated to be caused by changes in fuel morphology at high burnup.
Typical discharge burnups for CANDU fuel are low compared to LWRs. Maximum linear ratings
for CANDU fuel are higher than those for LWRs. However, under norma? operating conditions, the
Zircaloy-4 clad of the CANDU fuel is collapsed onto the fuel stack. Thus, the CANDU fuel performance
codes model the transient behaviour of the fuel-to-clad interface and are capable of assessing the potential
for pellet-clad mechanical interaction (PCMI) failures for a wide range of overpower conditions. This
report provides a discussion of the modelling of the phenomena of importance to high burnup fuel
behaviour during rapid overpower transients.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Computer models have been in place in Canada for many years to evaluate the behaviour of CANDU
fuel during overpower transients associated with large break loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs). The
computer code ELOCA (1) is capable of providing a temperature, stress and fuel morphology based
mechanistic assessment of the transient thermal and mechanical behaviour of Zircaloy-4 clad, pelletized
UO2 fuel.
As part of the code's validation process, ELOCA has been successfully used to model the transient
thermal and mechanical behaviour of LWR fuel in selected RIA fuel experiments from the Japanese
Nuclear Safety Research Reactor (NSRR). The results of these assessments, along with a discussion of
the modelling of the phenomena of importance to high burnup fuel behaviour during rapid overpower
transients, will be discussed.
Commercial irradiations employ a once-through fuel cycle based on refuelling at power. Studies have
not identified any life limiting phenomena which would preclude the use of the current fuel design to
burnups of at least 600 MWh/kgU (25 GWd/t) (2).
A substantial database has been established for advanced fuel cycles using MOX [(U,Pu)O2, (Th,U)O2
and (Th,Pu)O2] and slightly enriched uranium (SEU) for normal operation, including operational transients,
to burnups in excess of 1000 MWh/kgU (40 GWd/t).
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Figure 1 illustrates a typical overpower transient for a CANDU core for a critical break large LOCA.
The overpower transient has a pulse width of approximately 1 second. Licensing considerations preclude
centreline melting of the fuel. This limits the sum of the initial stored energy i n j . maximum powered fuel
element and the energy in the overpower during the first 5 seconds to less than approximately 960 kJ/kg
(230 cal/g).

2. EXPECTED OVERPOWER FUEL BEHAVIOUR
The transient thermal and mechanical aspects of fuel behaviour during overpower transients are
described as a function of the rate of energy addition to the fuel. The expected behaviour of CANDU fuel
during large break LOCA-induced overpower transients is shown to be predominantly affected by transient
thermal processes and to be far less severe than the in-reactor fuel response to overpower transients
representative of reactivity initiated accidents in light water reactors.

2.1 Fission Heat
The fission process is an energetic nuclear phenomenon. The rate of transformation of fission energy
to thermal energy is very fast (i.e., less than 10"10 seconds) (3). Each fission^ vent adds 3.1xlO'14 kJ to
the lattice.
In the Reactivity Initiated Accident (RIA) tests conducted in the Power Burst Facility (PBF), the
overpower transients typically have a duration of 0.050 seconds, with a maximum specific fission rate of
approximately 5X1020 fissions/s/kg (4). This is slightly lower than the 1.5X1021 specific fission rate
obtained in the NSRR RIA test series wilh a 0.012 second pulse duration (5). Since a fission path within
the fuel is about 10 microns long by 150 A in diameter, then approximately 40 per cent of the fuel volume
is affected by fission events during a typical RIA overpower pulse.
The fission fragments produce local shock waves (0.1-1 GPa) and local thermal stresses (0.1-1 GPa)
in the UO2 lattice (3). These stresses dissipate at the speed of sound in UO2. At fission rates in excess
of 2xlO21 fissions/s/kg, insufficient time would be available to dissipate these local stresses before the next
fission event occurred. At higher fission rates, stresses in the lattice could provide a driving force for
mechanical processes (i.e., energetic fuel dispersal). At lower fission rates, stresses due to fission events
have sufficient time to dissipate and energy transfer processes are thermally controlled.

2.2 Effect of Fission Rate on Fuel Behaviour during Overpower Transients
The fission rate determines the rate of energy deposition in the fuel. The fission rate increases from
the fuel centreline to the pellet surface due to flux depression within the fuel pellet (6). The fission rate
can be further enhanced at the fuel pellet surface by the distribution of fissile atoms (i.e., Pu239) associated
with neutron capture by fertile atoms, such as U238 (Figure 2).
Figure 3 illustrates the specific fission densities associated with known "overpower" transients ranging
from power ramps to pulsed reactor tests. The overpower transients predicted in the large break LOCA
analyses for a CANDU large break LOCA, the OPTRAN test results from the PBF and the CANDU-PBF
test have a similar energy deposition rate (7 and 8). The NSRR, SPERT-CDC and PBF-RIA tests form
another group with energy deposition rates approximately two orders of magnitude more severe (4, 5, 9
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and 10).

Figure 4 illustrates the thermal response of a fresh fuel element subjected to an NSRR type of
overpower transient {i.e., 10 ms pulse width) as predicted by the ELOCA code. The initial fuel radial
temperature distribution is uniform at 300 K. As shown in Figure 4, the maximum fuel temperatures
initially occur near the pellet surface. These predictions are consistent with observed fuel behaviour in
the NSRR tests and are considerably different from the behaviour expected for CANDU fuel during large
break LOCA-induced overpower transients.

2.3 Fuel Thermal Response Important to Overpower Transients
Heat transfer from the fuel during overpower transients is governed by the thermal diffusivity, the
ratio of thermal conductivity to heat capacity, of the UO2. The following sections examine the effect of
irradiation, porosity and fission product content on these parameters.

2.3.1

Thermal Conductivity of UQ,

The thermal conductivity of UO2 is needed for the assessment of fuel temperatures during normal
operating and accident conditions. The thermal conductivity of UO2 is influenced by the fuel
stoichiometry, the presence of plutonium and the extent of irradiation {i.e., pellet cracking, fission product
generation and fuel porosity).
It is generally accepted that the UO2 thermal conductivity can be expressed by the addition of two
terms. These terms reflect the theoretical premise that heat is mainly conducted in UO2 by mechanisms
based on phonons and small polarons (11). At lower temperatures {i.e., less than approximately 1500°C),
the phonon-based mechanism is dominant At higher temperatures {i.e., greater than approximately
1800°C), the polaron-based mechanism is dominant.
Several authors (11 to 15) have proposed values for all the constants associated with determining the
thermal conductivity of UO2. Figure 5 shows UO2 thermal conductivity versus temperature as predicted
via the information in References 11 to 15, inclusive.
Neutron irradiation generally decreases the thermal conductivity of UO2 through fission product
generation and porosity changes.

2.3.1.1

Fission Product Generation

The generation of fission products during irradiation has a two-fold effect on fuel thermal
conductivity. First, the production of fission products with high partial pressures at power contributes to
the formation of bubbles which modify the existing porosity and can consequently affect the thermal
conductivity of the fuel. The second effect is the production of fission products or compounds with low
partial pressures that cause modifications to the phonon-impurity scattering contribution to fuel thermal
conductivity.
Philipponneau (16) proposed that the effect of solid fission products on conductivity can be modelled
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by enhancing the value of the phonon term. Figure 6 shows the effect of this correction on the thermal
conductivity for CANDU fuel with a burnup of 0, 225 and 700 MWh/kgU. It is apparent from the figure
that the corrected thermal conductivity, for the solid fission product effects, is_very small for the range
of fuel burnups of interest to CANDU reactors. Recent measurements on irradiated fuel confirm that the
effect of irradiation on thermal conductivity is negligible for burnups less than approximately 800
MWh/kgU (17).

2.3.1.2

Porosity

The fuel porosity is comprised of unsintered fabrication porosity and the bubbles formed by the
fission release processes. Theoretically, it is expected that the porosity coefficient will decrease as fuel
temperature increases since pores will become better conductors of heat (i.e., gaseous and radiation
conduction). From published results, reasonable bounds for this parameter, which include a wide range
of pore shape and orientation, are 1 < coefficient < 3 (14, 18, 19 and 20).

2.3.1.3

Effect of Plutonium Content

Olander concludes that the parameter representing the effect of phonon-irripurity scattering is almost
independent of the plutonium content (13 and 21). Conversely, he concludes that the results from
experiments, in which the oxygen-to-metal ratio is held constant and the fraction of plutonium is varied,
can be fitted by varying the parameter that stands for the phonon-phonon (Umklapp) scattering process.

2.3.2

Specific Heat of UP,

The specific heat capacity of UO2 is needed for fuel behaviour calculations during normal operating
and accident conditions (22). As the heat capacity is an extensive material property, the addition of small
amounts of fission products and/or other materials that do not modify the structure of the bulk fuel matrix
for CANDU fuel will have little effect on the heat capacity.
Heat transfer from the fuel during overpower transients is governed by the thermal diffusivity, the
ratio of thermal conductivity to heat capacity, of the UO2. The diffusivity decreases with increasing
burnup (23) due to the decrease in thermal conductivity. The effect of burnup on fuel specific heat
appears negligible but a major effort worldwide is underway to confirm this observation.

2.4 Fuel Mechanical Response to an Overpower Transient
2.4.1

Plastic Core Formation and Pellet Cracking

At temperatures in excess of approximately 1000°C, UO2 can behave as a plastic material. At
temperatures near the melting point, UO2 becomes a "viscous" solid (24). However, the temperature at
which the UO2 exhibits plasticity depends upon the heating rate. The results of fuel irradiations in the
NRU reactor, indicate a temperature of plasticity close to 2000°C for fast ramps (i.e., 10 second durations)
to power (25).
The peripheral region of a fuel pellet, operating at temperatures less than the plasticity limit, is subject
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to brittle fracture in an attempt to reduce tensile stresses. The non-linear temperature profile produces
tensile tangential stresses and compressive radial stresses in the fuel pellet. Fracturing of the peripheral
fuel region (ijg., outside the plastic region), is predominately by radial cracks." These radial cracks
penetrate to the plastic inner zone. The deeper the crack penetration, the more the pellet can expand
thermally and the greater the potential for PCMI.
For the very short overpower transients typical of NSRR type tests, the initial peak fuel temperature
occurs near the rim of the fuel (Figure 4). Portions of the fuel pellet inboard and outboard of this high
temperature region are put into tension which further assists fuel cracking and expansion.

2.4.2

Grain Boundary Gas Bubble Behaviour and Microcracking

The behaviour of grain boundary gas bubbles during overpower transients and the impact of this
behaviour on the potential for extensive separation of the fuel grain boundaries (i.e., referred to as fuel
microcracking) are discussed. Fuel microcracking reduces the thermal conductivity of the fuel but appears
to be negligible when the sheath tightly constrains the fuel (26).
Due to surface tension effects, grain boundary bubbles tend to be lenticular in shape with the long
axis of the bubble oriented along the grain boundary. The dynamics of these gas filled bubbles is
dependent on temperature and heating rate (27 to 29). Grain boundary bubbles would be expected to grow
by vacancy diffusion in regions where the UO2 is sufficiently plastic. In the colder regions of the pellet
where the fuel is brittle, volume swelling of the grain boundary bubbles by overpressurization can be
caused by i) crack propagation from the sharp ends of the lenticular bubble (27 and 29) or ii) early
interconnection of bubbles by rapid grain boundary vacancy diffusion (27). At very high temperatures
(i.e., greater than 2300°C), grain boundary bubbles can take the form of large spheroid gas pools (29).
The overpressurization occurs at heating rates where gas atoms arrive at the grain boundary faster
than the bubbles can grow to accommodate the arriving gas atoms. At very high heating rates (i.e., greater
than 5000°C/s), energetic microcracking (i.e., "explosive fragmentation") has been postulated (28).
If low temperature, low power fuel is suddenly subjected to an extreme heating rate such as in the
RIA tests in NSRR (5), then an essentially flat temperature distribution with a sharp temperature peak near
the pellet perimeter exists for a short time at the peak of the power pulse (i.e., approximately 10 ms
elapsed time) (Figure 4). This temperature distribution causes the entire fuel pellet within the temperature
peak to be in radial tension and the outboard rim of the fuel to be in tension in the tangential direction.
As the fuel-to-sheath contact pressure is increasing rapidly at the same time, this tensile stress region will
only exist for a short time. However, this tensile radial stress (the circumferential stress is also tensile)
can assist in separating grain boundaries and releasing volatile grain boundary fission products.
Some fracturing of grain boundaries can also occur under fast cooling (i.e., rewet) due to the thermal
stresses generated. Gas filled boundaries would be prone to fracturing.
For the specific fission densities corresponding to a CANDU large break LOCA scenario, extensive
UO2 morphological changes are not expected. The OPTRAN and CANDU-PBF test results, with specific
fission densities similar to the CANDU large break LOCA overpower transients, support this prediction
since no unusual UO2 morphologies are found.
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2.4.3

Sheath Strain and Failure

One of the_rim effects of concern at high burnup is the reduction of clad ductility and impact strength
(6). Figure 7 illustrates the change in Zircaloy-4 yield stress for the high stress conditions typical of
PCMI during overpower transients. Irradiation hardening increases the yield stress of Zircaloy-4 with this
effect saturating at high dose levels (6). However, plastic strain increments as small as 0.3% can lead to
"work softening" as irradiation damage is cleared from the lattice by "swathing" of dislocations (30 to 32).
At high stress levels, Zircaloy-4 exhibits a high stress sensitivity leading to localized strain and failure at
stress risers on the clad. The swathing of irradiation damage increases this sensitivity. At elevated
temperatures (i.e., >500°C), annealing of the irradiation damage would improve the clad ductility at high
stress.
A related alloy, Zircaloy-2, used in the fuel channel structure of CANDU reactors, reaches very high
fast fluences (>1 MeV). The change in both the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and the failure strain
saturates, in an exponential manner, by a fluence of 8xlO2S n/m2. Test results at 170°C and a strain rate
of 10'3 s"1, show the UTS increasing from 290 MPa to a final value of 525 MPa. For the same test
conditions, the failure strain decreases from 40% total elongation to just under 10%.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

A number of contributing factors to fuel rod failure during overpower at high burnups (>60 GWd/t) have
been identified (6 and 33). These phenomena include:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

increased energy deposition in the fuel rim;
mechanical damage to the fuel from high pressure gas bubbles;
reduced cladding ductility and impact strength;
pellet clad mechanical interaction; and
corrosion (oxidation and/or hydriding).

These phenomena are modelled by Canadian fuel performance codes. Analysis and experiment have not
identified any life limiting behaviour which would preclude the use of current the CANDU fuel design
to burnups of at least 600 MWh/kgU (25 GWd/t) (2). Studies in support of advanced fuel cycles would
extend our confidence to burnups in excess of 1000 MWh/kgU (40 GWd/t).
Current studies are extending this bumup range by tests on related alloys (e.g., Zircaloy-2), related fuels
(e.g., SIMFUEL (23)), and re-examination of our high burnup fuels database.
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Figure 1
SMOKIN Predicted Overpower Transient
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Figure 3
Fuel Self-Heating Rate as a Function of Specific Fission Density
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Figure 4
Transient Fuel Radial Temperature Profile
Generated during the Overpower Pulse of a Typical NSRR Test
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Figure 5
UO2 Thermal Conductivity as a Function of Fuet Temperature
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Figure 6
Effect of Burnup on Thermal Conductivity
(from Y. Philipponneau)
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Figure 7
True Stress/True Strain for Zircaloy-4 Fuel Sheathing at Large Stresses
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ABSTRACT
The computer code AX_LOAD was developed to analyze constrained axial expansion of a fuel string
in a CANDU reactor under large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA) conditions. For certain large
break LOCAs, the fuel experiences rapid heat up and the differential axial thermal expansion can exceed
the available axial gap in the channel. Constrained expansion of the fuel string will then result and further
expansion is mainly accommodated by deformation of the fuel string.
The axial loads generated during constrained expansion and the consequential axial deformations are
assessed by the AX_L0AD code. The compliant components modelled include the fuel elements, latch
bundle, pressure tube, and bundle junctions. The heat up of the bundle junctions during constrained
expansion, as a result of contact between the end fuel pellet and element endcap, is considered. Effects
of initial fuel conditions and external forces such as flow, pressure and friction are also modelled.

1. INTRODUCTION
During normal operating conditions in CANDU nuclear reactors, there is an axial gap between the
inlet bundle and the inlet shield plug. This gap is intended to accommodate any differential thermal
expansion of the fuel string relative to the pressure tube during normal operation and also during upset
situations that could lead to elevated fuel temperatures. For reactors that fuel against the flow {e.g.,
Darlington, Bruce A/B), the shifting of the fuel string in this gap in a large break LOCA causes a
reactivity insertion and consequently increases the severity of the overpower transient. The effect of fuel
string relocation can be reduced by limiting the channel axial gap through a gap management system.
However, a small axial gap may not provide sufficient clearance for thermal expansion during the accident
resulting in constrained expansion of the fuel string. Constrained expansion will occur if the differential
axial thermal expansion of the fuel string relative to the pressure tube exceeds the available gap. This
constrained expansion exerts axial loads on the restraining components of the fuel channel (i.e., inlet-end
shield plug lugs, rolled-joints, outlet-end latch) and on the fuel string itself.
The AX_LOAD code (Reference 1) was developed to predict the magnitude of the axial loads
generated during constrained expansion to assure channel integrity. In addition to calculating the axial
load, AX_LOAD also predicts the temperature of the bundle junctions in contact with the end fuel pellet
The code calculates the axial load transients and bundle junction temperatures resulting from thermal
expansion of the fuel string in a channel for a user specified axial gap and temperature transients which
are obtained from a fuel behaviour code simulation of the accident
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2. FUEL AND CHANNEL MODEL
In the AXJLOAD model, the fuel string and channel system is treated as a series of interconnected
deformable elements connected in a loop as shown in Figure 1. The fuel string and pressure tube are
discreu'zed axially to represent each bundle location. The fuel elements in a bundle are treated as
concentric rings that can expand and deform independently. This model geometry is similar to that
implemented in the fuel behaviour code FACTAR (Reference 2) which provides the accident temperature
transients as inputs. Thermal expansion of each fuel ring is calculated assuming perfect axial and
circumferential alignment of the bundles. Each fuel ring is modelled to expand independently, ignoring
the restraining effect of the endplates. As the fuel heats up in the event of an accident, it can expand
freely to consume the available channel axial gap. No axial load is developed in this stage since sliding
friction between fuel and pressure tube (PT) is neglected. Once the gap has been fully consumed,
constrained expansion takes place resulting in an axial load being exerted on the channel restraining
components and the fuel string itself. The amount of differential expansion in excess of the available gap
(AL«) from the expansion of the fuel string (ALp) and PT (ALpj) must be accommodated by deformations
(5), satisfying the following relation
AL^S
ALF - AL^ - gap = 6 F + S w + Su, + 8BJ
(D
Four compliant components are considered: fuel element (F), pressure tube (PT), latch bundle (LB), and
bundle junction (B J). The deformations of the fuel element, latch bundle and bundle junctions are defined
to be positive in compression while the pressure tube deformation is positive in tension. The channel end
restraint components (i.e., end-fittings, shield plugs, liner tubes, rolled joints) are treated as rigid in this
model in order to maximize the load predicted. The relative importance of these deformation mechanisms
depends on the input transient conditions corresponding to the postulated accident scenario studied.
Because each fuel ring is modelled to expand independently, Equation 1 has to be satisfied for all the
fuel rings. Expanding the quantities in Equation 1 to be the axial sum in the channel, the governing
equation relating expansion and deformation for each fuel ring is

Er
i-1

iV
i-1

E
i-2

where i is the bundle index and n is the number of bundles. Use of the axial sum of the expansions and
deformations assumes axial and circumferential alignment of bundles in the fuel channel. The fuel
element compression is summed for only n-1 bundles since the latch bundle is treated separately. Models
used in the calculation of the expansions and deformations are described in the following sections.
The objective of the AX_LOAD code is to determine the axial load generated in the fuel string
compression process. For each fuel ring, AX_LOAD solves by iteration for a ring load which provides
sufficient deformations to satisfy Equation 2. The total axial load on the channel is then the sum of the
individual ring loads. Actually the ring loads are not completely uncoupled due to the presence of the
pressure tube and latch bundle deformation terms in Equation 2. These deformations depend on the total
axial load (i.e., sum of all ring loads). To uncouple Equation 2 for all the rings, a conservative
simplification is made in AX_LOAD to credit the pressure tube and latch bundle deformation resulting
from only the largest ring load ignoring the contribution from the other ring loads.
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3. EXPANSION MODEL
Thermal effect is the dominant factor influencing the expansion of the fuel elements and pressure tube.
Effects of external forces are also considered for completeness. At each time" interval in the analyzed
accident transient, AX_LOAD calculates the free expansion of the fuel elements and pressure tube relative
to normal operating conditions (NOQ on which the channel axial gap is based. These expansions are
completely governed by the inputs transients (eg., temperature and pressure).
3.1 Fuel Expansion
AX_LOAD models four factors affecting the fuel string expansion: thermal expansion of UO2, residual
axial clearance inside the fuel element, external forces, and thermal expansion of bundle junctions.
Thermal expansion properties of UO2 from MATPRO 11 (Reference 3) is used in evaluating the thermal
expansion of the fuel elements from the start of accident At normal operating conditions, the fuel pellet
temperature radial distribution is approximately parabolic. During the accident, the outer annuli of the
pellet experience the largest temperature rise and hence the largest thermal expansion. The fuel thermal
expansion is modelled to be governed by the pellet shoulder temperature rise assuming slippage between
the UO2 and the sheath. Use of the fuel shoulder temperature gives a conservative estimate of the fuel
expansion as demonstrated in Figure 2 which compares the thermal expansion using temperature rise at
various radial locations of the fuel pellet.
The fuel element is fabricated with an axial clearance to accommodate some thermal expansion of the
UO2. In modelling the residual axial clearance inside the fuel element, the UO2 expansion is assumed to
initially consume the predicted residual clearance at NOC before it causes any fuel string elongation,
consistent with the fuel/sheath slippage assumption. Prior to the residual clearance being filled, the change
in fuel element is controlled only by the thermal expansion of the sheath. The amount of residual
clearance under normal operating conditions (NOC) is the difference between the sheath length and the
longest fuel annulus in the ELOCA simulations which treat the fuel pellet as 100 concentric annuli.
Under NOC conditions, the fuel string is subjected to flow dependent external forces such as coolant
drag (skin friction and pressure drop). During a LOCA transient, the flow is reduced substantially and
the reduction of the coolant drag can result in elongation of the fuel string relative to its NOC length.
This effect is considered in the determination of the fuel string expansion. The external compressive load
at NOC is an input to the code. Immediately following the break, the mechanical elastic strain under the
external load is added to the fuel string length. This is equivalent to assuming the external force is
completely removed after time 0 and the fuel string returns to its unstressed length. The contribution to
fuel string expansion from thermal expansion of the bundle junctions is also included in the model but
its effect is small since the junctions make up only a small fraction of the total fuel string length.
3.2 PT Expansion
Thermal expansion of the PT is much smaller man that of the UO2 column because of the smaller
thermal expansion coefficient of Zircaloy and the smaller temperature rise experience by the PT during
the first few seconds of a large LOCA. New experimental data of the axial thermal expansion property
of Zr-2.5 wt% Nb pressure tube up to 800°C is implemented. The curve fit equations of the experimental
data are:
first heating: dL/L = 1CT6 x [ -179.95 + 7.4804(T-24) - 0.01062CT-24)2 + 1.3xlO"5(T-24)3]
subsequent: dL/L = 10* x [ -1261.5 + 8.060538(T-24) - 0.011902(T-24)2 + 1.5xlCrs(T-24)3 ]
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where T is temperature in °C. The expansion in subsequent heating exhibits aiarger expansion coefficient
because the material has transformed to beta phase material after being heated to 800°C.
In additiofTto thermal expansion, the effect of external forces such as channeldepressurization, coolant
drag, feeder loads, and friction between FT and channel end support bearings are also included in the PT
expansion model. Of the four external forces, depressurization and friction are found to be the more
significant. From experiments, the channel is found to contract axially when pressure is reduced at a rate
of approximately 0.16 mm/MPa. When friction is considered, the total axial force on the PT including
the effective thermal expansion force of the PT and fuel string expansion force must exceed the friction
force between the PT and its end supports before any PT expansion is credited. The friction force, which
is an input, is assumed to be constant during displacement of the PT since displacement and velocity are
very small. When the friction force is overcome, the amount of PT expansion credited is that from a net
resultant force which is the total axial force reduced by the friction.

4. DEFORMATION MODEL
Four compliant components are modelled to deform in accommodating the excess expansion of the
fuel string beyond the available gap: fuel element, latch bundle, pressure tube, and bundle junctions. All
other channel components are assumed infinitely rigid to maximize the axial load predicted. The residual
axial clearances predicted to exist in the end bundle elements during compression are not considered in
the deformation model which assumes the UO2 column is always supporting the element The relative
significance of the modelled compliant components in accommodating the excess expansion is dependent
on the accident transient analyzed.
4.1 Element Deformation
The fuel elements are modelled to undergo elastic compression as integral elastic beams under an axial
load. Local deformation at the pellet interface ridges are not considered. An upper bound of 60 GPa is
used as elastic modulus of the fuel element (Reference 4) to give a conservative high estimate for the
predicted axial load. In calculating the stress on a fuel element, the axial ring load is assumed shared
equally amongst the number of elements in the fuel ring. The cross sectional area of the fuel pellet is held
constant in the stress calculation since the expected change is small. Plastic creep of UO2 is also modelled
since it can be an significant deformation mechanism under high temperature and stress conditions.
At high temperatures, there are many factors which would affect the strength of the fuel (Reference
5) making the fuel elements more compliant. With 97% of the fuel string length made up by the UO2 fuel
column, additional compliance of the fuel at high temperatures would greatly alleviate the axial load.
4.2 Latch Bundle Deformation
Because of its unique support geometry, the latch bundle can behave differently in compression. The
load / displacement curve of a bundle compression experiment against a latch at room temperature
(Reference 6) is implemented in the code. Applying these room temperature results at the higher
temperature encountered in a LOCA should be conservative since the mechanical properties of the
materials would be over-estimated.
4.3 PT Deformation
The pressure tube deformation under axial load is modelled as elastic tension. The modulus of the
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Zr-2.5wt% Nb is temperature dependent and therefore each FT axial segment deforms a different amount
under the same axial load. Cross sectional area of the PT is kept constant in the stress calculation since
its deformation is relatively small. In evaluating the displacement of the PT as_a-result of the axial load,
the friction force between the PT and channel end supports are considered to-ensure that the total axial
load on the PT exceeds the friction force before any PT elongation is credited to alleviate the constrained
expansion.
4.4 Bundle Junction Deformation
Since the fuel element compliance at elevated temperatures is not modelled, bundle junction creep
deformation is a significant mechanism in accommodating for the expanding fuel. A typical bundle
junction end is illustrated in Figure 3. In order to analyze the deformation in detail, each bundle junction
end is discretized into four components of tractable geometry: endplate, spigot, endcap, and projection.
The deformation of a junction at a bundle location is twice the sum of the deformation of all the
components to account for the two ends in a junction:
5

BJ,

=

2

{

5

endpIate,+5Spigot1 + 5endcap1 + 5p«,jection1 }

(3)

Deformation of the bundle junction components is modelled as material creep. The incremental
junction component (projection, endcap, spigot, and endplate) deformation in a time interval is determined
from the component creep rate and duration of the time interval.
5BJC(t+At) = 5BJC,(t)+A5BJCi;
where BJC
t
At
o
T

A5 Bjq = e BJC (a,T)AtI^ JCi

(4)

= bundle junction component (spigot, endcap, projection, endplate)
= creep rate
= time interval
= applied stress
= temperature

The creep rate is primarily a function of applied stress and temperature. Although all bundle junction
components of the same fuel ring in the channel are subject to the same ring load, they can have different
applied stresses depending on the load bearing area. Stiffening of the junction component during
compression as a result of cross sectional area increase is modelled. Conservation of volume is used to
relate the change in cross sectional area to the axial deformation. The temperature of the bundle junction
components are evaluated in a junction thermal model in AX_LOAD.
Once the temperature and axial stress of a bundle junction component is known, its creep rate is
evaluated using the microstructural creep law COZY (Creep Of ZircaloY) (Reference 7). Most of the
predicted junction deformations occur at the projections because of the high temperature from the
proximity to the fuel and high stress from the smaller cross sectional area.

5. BUNDLE JUNCTION THERMAL MODEL
A thermal model of the bundle junction is implemented in AX_LOAD since the junction temperatures
are not available as inputs. The bundle junction is discretized into four lumped parameter volumes
corresponding to the four junction components in the deformation model. In essence, the model considers
the axial heat flow from the end pellets to the junction using the temperatures of the fuel, sheath, and
coolant calculated by the FACTAR code as input boundary conditions. The conduction equations are
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solved using a finite difference approach to provide the transient bulk temperatures of the endplate, spigot,
endcap and projection.
In order tor model both the steep temperature gradients which can form atlhe fuel ends in response
to heat removal to the endcap and the increased temperature due to end flux peaking, the fuel volume in
contact with the endcap is discretized into fine node volumes. The number of fuel nodes axially and
radially and their spacing are defined in the inputs to the code. Figure 4 shows the nodalization scheme
of the thermal model.
5.1 Boundary Conditions
The input temperature histories of the sheath and coolant define the temperature at these reference
nodes. The fuel nodes axially farthest from the endcap are also treated as reference nodes with defined
temperatures. However, the input fuel temperature histories represent fuel temperatures at the fuel element
mid-plane. To save computational time, the thermal model usually considers a smaller axial length of fuel.
To adjust these input temperatures to be representative of the fuel element ends in the thermal model, the
temperature difference from the input fuel centreline to fuel surface at the mid-plane was increased by the
flux peaking factor, which is a function of the distance from the endcap (Reference 8), to represent the
fuel temperatures at the reference fuel nodes.
5.2 Thermal Solution
The remaining node temperatures are derived from the heating rate which is evaluated in finite
difference form as:
(5)
dt
where Ts
Tj
hy
A;j
Cp
H
V

is
is
is
is
is
is
is

(C p V) ;

the current node temperature,
an adjacent node temperature,
the thermal conductance from node i to node j ,
the heat transfer area between node i and node j ,
the specific heat
the volumetric heat generation rate at the current node, and
the volume of the current node.

The thermal conductance hy is the overall thermal conductance from node i to node j , accounting for
thermal conductivity of the material(s), and heat transfer coefficients of the interfaces, if applicable.
Depending on the nodes involved, the thermal conductance hy can be thermal conductivity of UO 2 or
Zircaloy, or an interfacial heat transfer coefficient such as junction to coolant, fuel to sheath, or fuel to
junctioa Transients of the fuel to sheath and sheath to coolant heat transfer (which is used for junction
to coolant) coefficient are inputs.
The contact conductance between the fuel and the endcap is derived from a mechanistic model
accounting for radiation, gas conductance, and solid/solid conductance (Reference 9). During constrained
expansion, the fuel and endcap are in tight contact under high interfacial pressure and as a result, the
solid/solid part of the contact conductance quickly dominates the overall heat transfer coefficient With
this contact pressure sensitive thermal conductance model, the thermal conductance between fuel and
endcap is strongly a function of the axial load. This provides a negative feedback effect on the axial load
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since as the load increases, higher endcap temperatures will result due to the larger fuel/endcap heat
transfer coefficient and consequently reducing the load required to maintain the creep rate of the endcaps.

6. AXIAL LOAD DETERMINATION
At each timestep in the simulation transient, the amount of deformation in Equation 1 is known from
the excess expansion governed by input transients. To satisfy Equation 2 which is nonlinear, an iteration
scheme is used to arrive at a ring load yielding the amount of accommodation required. For conservatism
and execution speed, the temperature used in the calculation of the junction creep rate is the temperature
at the beginning of the timestep (i.e., heat up during the timestep is not credited). In this approach the
thermal model is called only once outside the load iteration loop after the ring load has converged.
Sample AXJLOAD outputs for a large LOCA simulation are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The excess
expansion is initially accommodated by the elastic deformation of the fuel and PT. At about 2.8 seconds
into the transient, the junction stress and temperature are sufficient to activate significant creep
deformation to accommodate the expanding fuel string.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The AXJLOAD code has been used in assessing constrained axial expansion in CANDU reactor
analyses. Verification and validation of the code are in progress. Preliminary experimental data from
single element axial compression experiments indicate a large margin of conservatism in the modelling
of the fuel element compressibility.
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Abstract
During CANDU postulated accidents the reactor fuel is estimated to be exposed to a variety of conditions.
These conditions are dynamic and, during the course of an accident, the fuel may experience a wide range
of temperatures and conditions from highly oxidizing to mildly reducing environments. The exposure of the
reactor fuel to these environments and temperatures may affect its stoichiometry and release performance.
In this paper a review of the importantfission product release mechanisms is presented, the results of three
out-of-pile experimental programs are summarized, and fission product release groups, for both oxidizing
and reducing conditions are proposed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

During CANDU postulated accidents the reactor fuel is estimated to be exposed to a variety of conditions.
These conditions are dynamic and, during the course of an accident, the fuel could be exposed to temperatures
ranging between 600 to 2400 °C and from highly oxidizing to mildly reducing environments.
The exposure of fuel to these environments and temperatures will affect its release performance. For
example the exposure of fuel to oxidizing environments will increase the oxygen potential of the fuel after the
Zircaloy sheath is totally oxidized. As a result, the fuel stoichiometry will increase, changing its thermal and
material properties. This stoichiometric modification will also have an effect on the fission product chemical
speciation and consequently, the release characteristics.
In reducing environments, due to the low oxygen concentration in the coolant, the Zircaloy sheath may
extract oxygen from the UO2. This attack will produce a reduction in the fuel stoichiometry that will also
affect the fuel thermal-mechanical properties and fission product speciation.
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In the assessment of the source term to containment, individual release calculations for about 800 fission
product and actinide radionuclides are not practical. This is due in part to the significant amount of computer
time needed for a full core analysis. Since many isotopes have similar release characteristics, the concept of
fission product release groups has been used in safety analysis for more than 20~years to reduce necessary
computation requirements.
Several experimental in-pile and out-of-pile research programs are actively studying the fission product
release characteristics for all observable fission products. These programs provide evidence of the release
characteristics of certain fission products and help in the integration of release groups. Also, equilibrium
thermodynamic calculations are very powerful tools in the assessment of the most likely chemical speciation
and consequently, in the expected release behaviour.
In this paper, Section 2 contains a review of the important fission product release mechanisms. Section 3
describes the test facilities and summarizes the results of three out-of-pile experimental programs. The
proposed fission product release groups are presented in Section 4.

2.

HSSION PRODUCT RELEASE MECHANISMS

2.1

Diffusion in Fuel Matrix

The intrinsic mobility will depend on the charge state of the atomic species that migrates by volume
diffusion through the lattice of the fuel. When fission product atoms reach a free surface they may form
thermodynamically-favoured compounds. The chemical form will determine the subsequent gas-phase mass
transport (i.e., vaporization). The mobility in the fuel is also determined by the solubility of the fission
product in the UO2 lattice. In oxide fuels, the chemical state can be typically grouped as: volatile fission
products (Kr, Xe, Br, I); metallic precipitates (alloys) (Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Te); ceramic
precipitates (oxides) (Rb, Cs, Ba, Zr, Nb, Mo, Te); and oxides dissolved in the fuel (Sr, Zr, Nb, Y, La, Ce, Pr,
Nd, Pm, Sm).1 During irradiation, the noble gases are distributed dynamically between a fission-induced
solution within the oxide lattice and their precipitation into intragranular and intergranular bubbles.
The release of short-lived fission gases from uranium dioxide during irradiation has been extensively studied
in a number of experiments with single and polycrystalline fuel specimens,2'5 and with swept assemblies in
which the fuel-to-sheath gap of an intact operating fuel element was continually purged.64 These experiments
generally demonstrate that diffusion of noble gas atoms and iodine in UO2 is the rate-determining mechanism
for release during steady-state operation. At lower fuel temperatures (< 1000°C) diffusion is independent of
temperature (athermal) but is enhanced as a result of the fission process;4'10 however, for the shorter-lived
isotopes, recoil effects can also become important.11'12 As shown in these various experiments, the diffusion
coefficients of krypton, xenon and iodine were found to be similar in magnitude and in their temperaturedependent behaviour. Both thermally-activated and athermal diffusion are implicated as the main release
mechanisms in these studies since the release-to-birth rate (R/B) ratio is observed to vary inversely as the
square root of the decay constant This type of behaviour was predicted over thirty years ago by Booth using
diffusion theory . m 5
An increase in the oxygen-to-uranium (O/U) ratio results in the direct enhancement of the diffusional release
of fission products from the fuel matrix.16'20 Experimental work has indicated that xenon diffusion occurs as
a neutral tri-vacancy in uranium dioxide,19 in agreement with the theoretical calculations of Grimes and
Callow.21 These calculations also indicate that in hyperstoichiometric fuel (UO 2+ J, the most stable solution
site is the uranium vacancy.21 This finding supports the model of Killeen and Turnbull for the noble gas
diffusion coefficient in UO2+X (for x in the range of 0.005 to 0.1), where it has been assumed that the gas atom
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mobility is influenced by the presence of the uranium cation vacancies in which Frenkel and Schottky
equilibria govern the isolated point defects.20 This model for the diffusion coefficient is in agreement with
annealing test results in CO/CO2, and with the experimental work of Lindner and Matzke.""20 The model has
been used to describe the in-pile steady-state release of fission gas from defective tuel rods.22 This treatment
has also been successful in describing the cesium release kinetics in out-of-pile experiments conducted at high
temperature in steam; i.e., a reduced release from Zircaloy-clad fuel specimens, compared to that with bare
fuel fragments, can be attributed to limited fuel oxidation, arising from a lower oxygen potential due to
hydrogen production from metal-water reaction.23"24
A diffusional release of volatile fission products (e.g., Kr, Xe, I, Cs, Te) has been observed in a number of
high-temperature, post-irradiation, annealing experiments with trace-irradiated polycrystalline UO2 fuel
samples,25 and high-burnup specimens taken from commercial spent fuel rods.26"35 In an annealing experiment
with spent fuel that was conducted in a hydrogen atmosphere, the measured release kinetics (and hence
diffusivities) of I, Cs and Ba were similar; in a steam test, where the Zircaloy cladding had been completely
oxidized, similar release kinetics were observed for I, Cs, Xe and Te.36 An idealized model originally
introduced by Booth,37 has been used extensively to interpret the diffusive release of the more volatile fission
products in these post-irradiation annealing experiments. A square-root behaviour is theoretically predicted
for the release fraction as a function of the anneal time. The equivalent-sphere model has been extended for
a non-uniform distribution that develops in the fuel grains during the irradiation period when the fuel
temperature is sufficiently high to allow for diffusion to occur.38 The model has also been generalized to
account for a time-dependent diffusivity that may arise from changing temperature and fuel stoichiometry
conditions.2412934 Several empirical models, based on a diffusion treatment and annealing test data, have been
developed for source-term analysis.29"34'39'40 However, in many out-of-pile experiments, the release kinetics
are found to be much more rapid than that expected from diffusion theory alone; for example, enhanced
kinetics, observed during temperature ramp-up, may result from a release of the stored inventory on the grain
boundaries (see Section 2.3).24'30'32'41 Following this initial release, a slower diffusional component is typically
observed.
2.2

Fission Product Vaporization from Fuel Surfaces

The release kinetics of the volatile or relatively volatile fission products (Xe, Kr, Cs, I, Te, Sb) can be
described by a rate-limiting process of solid-state diffusion through the UO2 fuel matrix.36-42 However, for
non-volatile fission products (e.g., Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd), their escape from
free surfaces into the gas phase may be so difficult that surface or gas-phase transport processes can control
the overall kinetics.25 This rate-limiting step is related to the chemical state of the fission products (i.e., vapour
pressure of the thermodynamically-favoured compounds) that are formed at the fuel surface, and to the mass
transfer from the free surface of the fuel to the bulk, hydrogen-steam, gas flow.36'39'4*46 The chemical state of
the fission products will depend on the temperature and oxygen potential of the gas environment. The oxygen
potential can change as a result of hydrogen production from the steam oxidation of structural materials
(Zircaloy) within the damaged core. The equilibrium chemical composition can be obtained (where
thermodynamic data permit) by a minimization of the free energy for a multi-component system consisting
of a condensed phase (i.e., fuel plus fission products) and a gas phase (steam, hydrogen and gaseous fission
product species).*"8 The vapour species released into the bulk environment may, typically, be found in either
an elemental/compound form, or as an oxide or hydroxide.
The chemical form (e.g., metal versus oxide) of the fission product can significantly affect its volatility. The
oxygen potentials required for the formation of fission product oxides can be obtained from an Ellingham
diagram.1'36'47'49 Here, the most stable oxides (e.g., C k A and LajQ,) are formed at low oxygen potentials.
Also quite stable are the oxides BaO, SrO and EUJOJ. On the other hand, oxides requiring relatively high
oxygen potentials for formation include the species TeO2, SbjOj and RuO4. Consequently, for typical, high-
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temperature, reactor accident conditions (with atmospheric ratios of HJ/HJO of-ten to one-tenth), the La, Ce,
Eu, Sr, and Ba fission products should be in the form of oxides, while the Ru, Te, and Sb fission products
should be found as metals.
Small releases of Ba, Sr and Eu are therefore expected in a steam environment from the low-volatility oxides
in the fuel. For example, in the Vertical Induction (VI) tests at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, small
releases of Eu have been observed in steam (< 0.01%).35>42 Releases of Ba, Sr and Eu measured in the Severe
Fuel Damage tests in the Power Burst Facility and Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident were also small
(typically 1% or less).49 In contrast, much higher Eu releases (19-57%) were observed in the VI hydrogen
tests, under similar temperature conditions, where higher-volatility metallics may have formed.35'42 Similarly,
in-pile measurements of fission product releases in the ST-1 and ST-2 hydrogen experiments at the Sandia
National Laboratories indicate much higher Ba and Sr releases of several percent and up to 15% for Eu.49-50
For the refractory metals, Ru and Mo, the oxides (RuO4 and MoQ) are much more volatile than the
elements, so that high releases would be expected only under strongly oxidizing conditions (high oxygen
potentials). In the VI-3 test (2700K in steam) only 5% of the Ru was released from the fuel,35'42 while at 1600
K almost 100% of the Ru was released in experiments conducted in air at the Chalk River Laboratories
following significant oxidation of bare fuel samples.51 The observed Ru releases are consistent with
thermodynamic arguments.52
2.3

Fission Product Release During Temperature Ramps

~:

In-pile power-ramp tests have produced greater gas (Xe and Kr) release than expected from a pure diffusion
mechanism. The gas release rates are also higher that those measured during steady state irradiations.53 To
assess the fuel behaviour and fission power release during power ramps and accident conditions, in which the
fuel is subjected to fast temperature excursions, several experiments have been performed out-of-pile, in direct
electric heating tests,54 with central line heating rates between 6 and 76 ° C/s. It was concluded for heating rates
higher than 50° C/s that the most probable mechanism of release was grain boundary separation. Enhanced
releases from the grains were required to supply the grain boundaries with the required fission product
inventories to match the observed releases. The most probable cause of this higher release was due to the
production and movement of over-pressurized intra-granular bubbles.
The results of Kashibe and Une,41"55*56 using an induction furnace, also point to a higher saturated grain
boundary inventory (by a factor 2 to 4) in order to match the experimental results. During the heating phase
of each experiment, a Kr burst was detected followed by a slower diffusional process. They interpreted their
observed release as controlled by grain boundary bubble interconnection and tunnel formation. However,
using fractographic techniques, they determined that up to heating rates of 10°C/s, no grain boundary
separation was observed. This is in agreement with the results of Rest and Gehl.54
Small57*58 has studied the release during ramps between 1 and 50° C/s, which indicates maximum releases
around 10°C/s. The enhanced release from the grains is attributed to the thermal resolution of intragranular
small bubbles and accelerated migration of larger bubbles close to the periphery of the grain.
A physical mechanism is needed to account for enhanced releases during temperature ramps.
Phenomenological approaches can be adopted24 until a mechanistic model is available. This extra grain
boundary inventory may be released by the standard grain boundary bubble interconnection for heating rates
up to 10°C/s, or by grain boundary separation at higher heating rates. As most of the measurements were
performed on Kr, no clear role has been attributed to other volatile fission products (Cs, I, Rb, Br). Also, no
experimental information has been obtained about the release behaviour during temperature ramps on nonstoichiometric fuel.
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2.4

Matrix Stripping ("Volatilization^

Alexander59 has observed that in oxidizing environments at temperatures of 2100 K or higher, the
volatilization of diverse species like Mo, Y, La and Ba exhibited the same activation energy for release.
Neither the nature of the species nor the nature of the solid state in the UO2 matrix showed a significant effect
Cox et al.60 also reported significant weight loss of UO2 in steam after a certain period of time. The weight
loss increased with increasing temperature. These two observations indicate a volatilization of uranium mass
which, in turn, will result in a release of fission products from the fuel matrix.
If theZircaloy sheath is severely oxidized, the oxidizing environment can react with UO2, and, under these
conditions, the UO2 will incorporate excess oxygen to form hyperstoichiometric UO2+I or be converted to a
higher oxide. At temperatures above 1800 K, UO2+)t is the stable condensed phase in both air and steam. A
significant vapour pressure of uranium bearing species is predicted at equilibrium. Since the gases in contact
with the fuel do not constitute a closed system, the condensed phase is vaporized at a relatively rapid rate due
to incongruent vaporization of the UO 2+I matrix. As the matrix is volatilized, the remaining noble gases (Xe,
Kr) and volatiles (Cs, I, Br, Rb) will be released from the volatilized fuel volume. The low volatility fission
products that were previously inside the fuel matrix become concentrated at the fuel surface, where they can
accumulate or else be vaporized (see Section 2.2) or entrained in the flowing gases as participates. This
process has been described by Alexander59'61 as "matrix stripping" or by Cox etfl/.60"62*63as volatilization.
UO3 or UO2(OH)2 were identified at the most likely uranium-bearing species in the volatilization process.
However, the maximum calculated rate of volatilization for both UO3 and UO, (OH), (using a Langmuir
formalism), exceeded the measured rate of mass loss. The vapour pressure of U0 2 (0H) 2 (and volatility of this
species) exhibit less of a sensitivity to temperature than UO3 (in stoichiometric steam). In fact, the temperature
dependence of the observed mass loss process shows better agreement with calculations based on UO3.60 As
the Langmuir formalism over predicts the observed behaviour, phenomena such as re-condensation and mass
transport effects are also believed to be important Conditions close to the fuel, like flow velocity and oxygen
partial pressure, become important for the mass transfer calculation.63
Ceramographic examination of both irradiated and un-irradiated samples showed that volatilization and pore
growth occurred preferentially along some grain boundaries, while other boundaries do not participate as
readily in the reaction.63 This preferential reaction at localized sites is an indication that a surface-sensitive
process is limiting the overall kinetics of formation of gaseous UO3 at the UO2+X surface.
For the case of high-volatility fission products, in which the release process is controlled by diffusion
through the fuel grains, the volatilization will decrease the time required for these fission products to reach
the open surfaces. An instantaneous release of the volatile fission products contained in the volatilized UO 2
volume is supported by the observations.
In the case of the low-volatile fission products, for which the controlling process is vaporization from open
surfaces (see Section 2.2), the volatilization process will increase the concentration of these fission products
in the open surfaces. However, the effect of this increased concentration of low-volatile fission products on
the uranium volatilization rate has not yet been determined.
2.5

Fuel Dissolution

2.5.1

UOj/Zircaloy Interaction

Uranium and zirconium can form an alloy. The melting point of the alloy varies with its composition, and
can be as low as ~1150°C. This alloy can be formed through reduction of the UO2 (to UO2.X + U) by Zircaloy
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which is still in the solid phase.
With contact between Zircaloy and UO2, a series of metallographic structures will develop,64"66 i.e., outward
from the fuel pellet surface one observes: (i) a mixture of ZxJ\J) and (U,ZrX (ii) a layer of (U,Zr); (iii) a layer
of ZrJP); and (iv) the remaining of the Zircaloy sheath. It has been shown that the presence of a CANLUB
layer can inhibit the chemical attack of UO2 by the Zircaloy.66 In this process, some fuel "liquefaction" may
result in the fuel element, well below the melting point of UO2. The occurrence of this liquified fuel can
contribute to an enhanced fission product release as a consequence of the fuel reduction.
2.5.2

UO2 Dissolution by Molten Zircaloy

If fuel heatup in an accident is sufficient to produce molten Zircaloy, the Zircaloy can act to reduce the UO2,
producing a liquid (U,Zr)O + (U.ZrXV, mixture. The (U,Zr)O is a liquid at temperatures which are
significantly below the melting point of UQj (~1150°C). This dissolution and liquefaction of the UO2 matrix
will result in large fission product release of all isotopes which either have a large partial pressure or which
can form volatile compounds in the prevailing environment.
Many experiments have been carried out using unirradiated UO2 to investigate this phenomenon. Dienst
et al.6* and Nikolopoulos et alf give the results of crucible experiments in argon for temperatures in the range
1800°C to 2000 °C. In these experiments, the chemical attack of the UO2 was sufficient to disintegrate the
crucibles. This large-scale chemical attack of the UO2 by the Zircaloy required intimate contact between the
fuel and the molten cladding for a period of >100 seconds. This requirement is due to the fact that O-poor
Zircaloy does not wet the UOj. Therefore, the molten Zircaloy must be oxidized by the UO2 before it can wet
the UO2, penetrate along cracks and over the entire available surface area and significantly affect the U p
morphology. Oxidation of the Zircaloy by the UOj occurs as quickly as oxidation of Zircaloy by steam, since
the rate-limiting step is diffusion of the oxygen in the Zircaloy.
Kim et a/.68 reports the results of experiments similar to those described above. These experiments confirm
that the chemical attack of UO2 by Zircaloy acts along exposed surfaces and cracks so that the wetting
behaviour of the molten Zircaloy is important. The interaction therefore develops hi layers for simple
geometries, and the layer growth can be described using parabolic rate kinetics. These experiments also
confirm the expected result that, while O-rich Zircaloy wets the UO2 more completely, the dissolution rate is
reduced due to the fact that the molten Zircaloy already contains some O and so the reaction with 0 from the
UO2 is less energetically favourable.
Rosinger et al.69 and Hayward et al?°'n report experiments which are intended to more closely represent
CANDU fuel. These experiments examine dissolution of unirradiated UO2 by molten Zircaloy for
temperatures of 1970°C to 2350°C. These experiments indicate that, if heatup is slow enough (i.e., the
Zircaloy oxidation is sufficient to allow it to wet the fuel element), the molten Zircaloy will not drip off of the
fuel element and will then reduce the UO2. The reduction of the UQ will dissolve a percentage of the fuel
element which depends on the temperature of the melt and the initial oxygen content of the Zircaloy. These
experiments indicate that O-free Zircaloy will dissolve ~60% more UO2 than Zra(O) if it is able to wet the fuel.
Indications of dissolution of UOjby molten Zircaloy in fission product release experiments has been limited
to experiments in reducing environments. This is due to the fact that, in oxidizing environments, experiments
which have heated up to temperatures sufficient to melt Zircaloy in an oxidizing environment have heavily
oxidized the Zircaloy cladding before reaching these high temperatures. ZrO2 does not reduce UO2. Only in
experiments in which Zr or Zra(O) is present in significant quantities at the time of melting does significant
UO2 dissolution take place.
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The ST-172-73 and VI-474 experiments were both LWR fuel experiments in which fuel was heated to 24002500 K in a H^rich gas flow. These experiments showed evidence of attack of UO2 by molten Zircaloy and
formation of the low melting point (U,Zr) eutectic. The attack was sufficient that macroscopic dissolution of
the UO2 matrix occurred. These processes occur at such high temperatures, however, that any additional
fission product release is swamped by the already high release rate associated with high temperatures for
volatile fission products and noble gases. Release of non-volatiles did not seem to be affected, except in the
case of Eu, which had its release enhanced, and Sb and Te, which were released in much lower amounts than
would be expected in an oxidizing environment in which molten Zircaloy-UO2 interaction does not take place.
The reduced release of Sb and Te is not directly related to attack of die UO2 by molten Zircaloy, but to the
presence of metallic Zircaloy to react with. The enhanced release of Eu is attributed to the reducing chemical
environment and not to the attack of the UO2 by molten Zircaloy.
2.5.3

UO2 Melting

At sufficiently high temperatures, UO2 melts. Stoichiometric U p melts congruently at a unique
temperature75, but hypo- or hyper-stoichiometric UO2 does not and has separate solidus and liquidus
temperatures. Latta & Fryxeli76 have determined the solidus and liquidus lines for U O ^ experimentally.
Non-stoichiometric UO2 has solidus and liquidus lines which are lower in temperature than the congruent
melting point of UO200, and a monotectic forms at an O/U ratio of ~ 1.65, with a melting point of -2425°C.
Their experimental data extends to UO2-23, which allows reasonable extrapolation to UO 2-25 The
solidus/liquidus lines are as shown in Figure 1, along with the high temperature U-0 phase diagram.
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The solidus and liquidus lines are also affected by the presence of fission products which are produced in
the UO2 as burnup increases. These fission products can be grouped into three broad classes. In the first, the
fission products are insoluble in either solid or liquid UO2. Since these fission products do not interact with
the UO2 in any way, they do not affect the melting point. Examples of these fission products are Cs, I, Kr and
Xe, as they all behave as gases diffusing through the fuel matrix, as well as noble metals such as Mo, Rh, Ru,
etc., which are present in power reactor fuel as metallic precipitates which do not interact with the fuel matrix.
The second class of fission products are materials, such as Sr and Ba, which are soluble hi the liquid phase
and are hence able to form eutectic alloys. Adamson77 assessed this impact on melting temperatures using data
from Koizumi et a/.78 and Boyle et ail9 If his results are extrapolated to CANDU fuel conditions, the
estimated decrease in UO2 melting temperature is <5 K at 225 MW-h/kgU and -12 K at 700 MW-h/kgU.
Hence it can be concluded that there is no significant impact on the fuel melting temperature due to the
influence of eutectic-forming fission products, although the presence of these fission products does complicate
the assessment of UO^ melting by metallographic examination, since they can cause features such as rounded
grams which can be misinterpreted as indications of the onset of melting.
The third class of fission product which can affect the melting behaviour of UO2 includes the actinide oxides,
rare earth oxides and Zr. The element hi this class which is produced in the greatest quantities in CANDU fuel
is Pu. The impact of Pu on the solidus and liquidus lines can be assessed80 using the assumption of an ideal
solution. Using this, in conjunction with experimental data, the effect on the solidus and liquidus lines can
be estimated. This effect results hi a decrease in the melting temperature of <5 K for CANDU fuel at a burnup
of700MWh/kgU.
Assessment of the impact of fission products produced as a function of burnup indicates that they have a
much smaller effect than changes in stoichiometry do. The effect at a bumup of 700 MW-h/kgU is <17 K.
At more usual buraups for CANDU fuel, the impact is <3 K.
When the UO2 melts, fission product release is very similar to the case of UQ ^ircaloy interaction (see
Section 2.5.1) or UO2 dissolution by molten Zircaloy (see Section 2.5.2). Any fission products which are
volatile or whose chemistry is such that, in the prevailing environment, they can form a volatile compound,
will be released. Other fission products will be released based upon their vapour pressure at that temperature.
2.6

Fuel Frothing

In Section 2.5, various processes were described which "liquify" the UO2, that is, they result hi a significant
disruption of the UO2 matrix. This will lead to a release of fission gases and volatile fission products which
are retained in the fuel matrix at the time of "liquefaction".
The pressure of fission gases and highly volatile fission products in the intact fuel matrix can be very high.
If the matrix is suddenly disrupted, these fission products can form large bubbles since the restraint of the UO2
matrix is no longer available to restrict the fission product volume. This process results in a large increase
in the volume of the fuel, a phenomenon which is referred to as fuel frothing.
Fuel frothing has been observed in experiments with irradiated fuel in which the fuel has been liquified
either by melting or by dissolution of UO2 by molten Zircaloy. The amount of UO affected by the
UCX/Zircaloy solid state interaction (see Section 2.5.1) is sufficiently small that fuel frothing does not occur.
Dissolution of UO2by molten Zircaloy (see Section 2.5.2) has been observed in significant quantities hi tests
in a reducing environment, such as ST-172"81 and VI-474, since these tests had significant amounts of nonoxidized Zircaloy available to wet the UO2 at temperatures above the Zircaloy melting point. Most
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experiments which heat up to such high temperatures in an oxidizing environment do not result in fuel
frothing82, since these tests are of long duration and the Zircaloy is fully oxidized by the time the melting
temperature is reached.
An exception to this general trend is BTF-10783. In this test, a flow blockage occurred which resulted in
rapid temperature escalation for the fuel sheaths to temperatures well in excess of the Zircaloy melting point
The escalation was sufficiently rapid that the Zircaloy was not fully oxidized before reaching the melting
temperature. Therefore, molten metallic Zircaloy was available to wet the UO2 and reduce it to UO2.X. Posttest examination of the fuel shows that the molten Zircaloy wetted the UO2 along all exposed surfaces,
including the cracks, and formed the molten (U,Zr)O eutecu'c phase. Large scale dissolution of the UO2 matrix
appears to have occurred, resulting in fuel frothing.
Because of the smaller fission gas production in the relatively low burnup CANDU-type fuel used in
BTF-107, the amount of fuel frothing was less in BTF-107 than in ST-1 and VI-4. The volume expansion in
BTF-107 can be estimated at ~10%, as compared to 50-100% in the higher burnup LWR experiments. As
would be expected in CANDU fuel, this is due to the lower gas quantity generated in the fuel matrix during
irradiation.
Fuel frothing is a mechanism whereby a small amount of highly volatile fission products can be retained
in the fuel, trapped in the bubbles. At these high temperatures, most of the volatile fission products would be
released even in an oxidizing or inert environment, so the dissolution of the fuel matrix does not have as large
an effect on fission product release as would initially be expected. However, the volume increase associated
with fuel frothing could have an impact on the accessability of coolant to the fuel, which could result in more
severe temperature transients than would be the case if frothing did not occur. These higher temperatures
could also have a feedback effect on fission product releases. Therefore, it is important that this process be
considered in accident scenarios in which it is possible for Zircaloy to exceed its melting temperature of
1760°C.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE

There are three main programs wich have conducted out-reactor tests on fission product release: at Oak Ridge
National Laboratories (ORNL) in the U.S., at the Centre d'&udes nucle*aire de Grenoble (CEN-G) in France, and
at the Chalk River Laboratories (CRL) of AECL in Canada. The experimental apparatus and approach to fission
product measurement has varied at the three sites. The following is a brief description of the results of the three
programs with comments on the usefulness of the data.

3.1

ORNL Experiments

The major recent ORNL tests are in the HI and VI series2®129. Conditions for these tests and important test
results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Both test series used highly-irradiated Zircaloy-clad UO2 fuel samples
that were 15-20 cm long (100-200 g). In these tests, fuel specimens have been heated under atmospheric-pressure
conditions at temperatures up to 1700 to 2700 K using induction furnaces; times at test temperatures were varied
from 2 to 60 minutes. Major differences in the VI and HI tests were that: a) the VI tests had the test sample
oriented vertically (all other ORNL tests had horizontally-oriented samples), b) the fuel bumups in the VI tests
were for the most part higher than those used in the HI tests, and c) VI test temperatures (2300-2700 K) were
higher than HI test temperatures (1675-2275 K). The VI-3, VI-5 and VI-6 tests were performed at maximum
test temperatures of approximately 2700 K; the test atmosphere (steam in VI-3, hydrogen in VI-5, hydrogen
followed by steam in VI-6, air and steam in VI-7) was varied so that the influence of atmosphere on high-
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temperature fission product release could be evaluated.
Measurements made in the HI and VI tests included: a) test sample temperature versus time by optical
pyrometry, b) thermal gradient tube measurements downstream of the fuel sample, to collect condensing vapours,
c) a package of graduated filters and impregnated charcoal cartridges to collect particulates and volatile iodine
species, d) a charcoal cold trap to collect and measure fission gases, e) radiation detector measurements to
monitor fuel location and to provide on-line measurements of cesium species in the thermal gradient tubes and
Kr-85 in the gas traps. In addition, all test components were sampled and analyzed (by gamma-ray spectrometry,
neutron activation analysis, spark-source mass spectrometry, and emission spectrometry) after each test.
Some of the key findings include confirmation of the similar release rates for noble gases, I and Cs. A
difference in transport behaviour was noted for Cs in steam relative to hydrogen. Reactive vapour forms of Cs
predominate in hydrogen conditions and transportable aerosols were noted in steam conditions. The releases of
Te and Sb appear to occur from the UO2 as for a volatile fission product, but these elements are retained by
metallic Zircaloy, so their release is delayed until cladding oxidation is nearly complete. Both Eu and Sb showed
a sensitivity to die oxygen potential at high temperatures29. Sb release rates were observed to increase in steam
conditions relative to hydrogen at higher temperatures while hydrogen-rich conditions caused higher releases of
Eu compared with steam environments90.
There was limited on-line measurement of fission product release rates (only Cs-137 and Kr-85) in these
experiments. Since a segmented furnace tube was used in the tests (to allow for rapid heating), there was not
good containment of the test environment. There is evidence of oxidation of the graphite susceptor in some of
the tests. In most of the tests the samples were at temperature for a relatively short period of time (about 20 min),
this time may not have been long enough to see oxidative releases (especially in the tests at lower temperature).
3.2

CEN-Orenohle Experiment^

Fission-product and structural material releases from PWR fuel specimens have been studied in out-reactor
experiments by the French CEA at Grenoble341*4. The HEVA program was conducted between 1983 and 1989,
and consisted of 8 tests in the temperature range 1800-2370 K. An induction furnace was used to heat Zircaloyclad specimens of PWR fuel, and gamma spectrometry was used to measure the fission product releases from the
fuel and transport to different locations in the apparatus. In most of the tests, aerosols were collected in a heated
cascade impactor and in filters. Control rod materials were used in the last two tests (HEVA-07 with Ag-In-Cd
exclusively and HEVA-08 with both control rods and fuel). Mixtures of steam/H2 and pure H2 have been used
as the environments for HEVA tests. Tables 3 summarizes the HEVA test conditions.
The VERCORS program is an ongoing extension of the HEVA tests using a modified apparatus with
augmented instrumentation. To-date, six tests have been completed in this program, up to a mpxiTrmm
temperature of 2300°C. Extensive post-test gamma scanning (including gamma tomography) has been done after
the VEROCRS tests. Most of the more recent tests in the HEVA-VERCORS program have used spent PWR
fuel that was re-irradiated in the SILOE research reactor, after a period of decay following discharge from a power
reactor. This permits the detection of short-lived fission products such as I, Te, Mo, Ba and La. Results for the
six tests are no presently available in the open literature.
The post-test gamma scanning done in these experiments enable a complete fission product mass balance to
be conducted. However, there have been similar problems to the ones at ORNL in the control of the environment
where there is no on-line measurement of the atmosphere (i.e., oxygen potential) during the tests.
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3.3

CRL Experiments

Six different types of furnaces have been used in experiments at CRL, depending on the temperature range and
size of specimen to be heated. For all experiments, monitoring and control of the gas environment have been a
priority, in particular, control of the oxygen potential to which the fuel is exposed. One of the key features of the
AECL program has been on-line measurements of the oxygen potential in the gas stream which allows for the
fuel oxidation kinetics to be calculated85. Another key feature of these tests has been a direct measurement of the
fission-product release rates, using a gamma-ray spectrometer which views the heated specimen through a
collimated aperture86. A second spectrometer is used to monitor activity in the exhaust gas swept out of the
furnace87.
The fuel specimens include UO2 fragments (0.2 to 1.5 grams each) that were extracted from irradiated fuel
elements after discharge and subsequent cutting. These tests have provided information on fission-product
release from bare UO2 without any Zircaloy barrier. The role of Zircaloy on fission-product release has been
investigated using fragments of UO2 enclosed in Zircaloy foil bags, and short segments of Zircaloy-clad fuel
elements with end caps fitted onto one or both ends of these samples to exclude the surrounding atmosphere from
direct contact with the UO2.
Experiments have been done on UO2 fragments in steam, air and inert environments to temperatures up to 2350
K88. In total over 150 tests have been conducted on fragments of irradiated fue!1. About 40 tests have been
conducted with Zircaloy-clad fuel segments to temperature up to 2200 K. It has been shown that the presence
of the Zircaloy sheath can either inhibit or delay the release of volatile fission products, compared to tests under
the same conditions using bare UO2 89. The delay is primarily associated with the time required to oxidize the
Zircaloy cladding, after which the UO2 begins to oxidize and cause enhanced release rates. Table 4 summaries
the test conditions and key results from a selected number of CRL tests. In more recent experiments with
Zircaloy-clad segments, in addition to release from the fuel, deposition and transport of fission products have
been studied. It is planned to do experiments in hydrogen-rich environments in the future.
Since the oxygen potential of the environment is known in the CRL tests, it has been possible to develop models
for steam and air oxidation of UO2. Enhanced release of Xe, Kr, I, and Cs has been observed during oxidation.
Significant release of fission products such as Ru and Nb have been observed only in oxidizing environments and
after the UO2 has oxidized to an equilibrium state31. As well, the volatilization of the fuel matrix in oxidizing
conditions has been modelled and identified as an important release mechanism for low-volatile fission products
(eg., Zr, La, Ba, Ce, Pr, Eu) in highly oxidizing environments or small fragments88"91.

4.

PROPOSED FISSION PRODUCT GROUPS

More than 800 fission product and actinide radionuclides are produced during fuel irradiation. However, in
early approaches to safety analysis, attention has predominantly focused on just two groups, namely the iodines
(specifically I131) and a "smeared average" of the noble gases. Subsequent analyses separated the noble gases into
specific isotopes with the addition of several more radionuclides, although the selections were somewhat
empirical. As part of an industry-wide attempt in the early 1990's to refine the source term, efforts were
undertaken to methodically select representative subgroups from all the radionuclides that would be "sufficiently
complete", and yet tractable for analysis.
A methodology for selecting subgroups must be defined. The selection may be based on ranking the
radionuclides according to their relative contributions to a particular type of dose. This ranking process includes
the establishing for an ordered list of radionuclides according to their total inventories, their release
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characteristics from the fuel and their radiobiological impact. At one or more stages in this process, the list of
isotopes may be shortened by eliminating those radionuclides that do not contribute significantly to the selected
type of dose. This type of exercise generally results in a final group of about 40 radionuclides or less that belong
to no more than 20 chemical elements.
Within the context of this work, fission product groups are proposed in accordance with their release
characteristics from the fuel. For example, the individual groupings follow from the experimentally observed
release behaviour, on the knowledge of the release mechanisms, chemical similarities92 and estimated vapour
pressure of the most likely chemical forms44'45146.
As discussed in Section 2, the environment surrounding the fuel elements has a major impact on the fission
product release, Le., the controlling release mechanism and the vapour pressure of the chemical species are also
strongly influenced by the environment. In view of this fact, the groups are proposed for two limiting
conditions: oxidizing and reducing environments. In oxidizing conditions (see Table 5), release mechanisms are
diffusion in stoichiometric or hyperstoichimetric fuel, matrix stripping and fission product vaporization from the
fuel surfaces. For the case of reducing conditions,(see Table 6), the dominant release mechanisms includes
diffusion in stoichiometric and hypostoichiomeric fuel, fuel dissolution and fission product vaporization from the
fuel surfaces. In both tables, for each chemical element, a brief description of the basis for their inclusion in a
particular group is given.
As more experimental information becomes available, the proposed groupings can be modify accordingly.
5.

SUMMARY

1.

A review of important fission product release mechanisms has been presented. These mechanisms
include: (i) diffusion in stoichiometric and non stoichiometric fuel; (ii) fission product vaporization from
fuel surfaces; (iii) releases during temperature ramps; (iv) matrix stripping; and (v) fuel dissolution.

2.

The experimental results of the out-of-pile experiments performed at ORNL (USA), CEA-Grenoble
(France) and CRL (Canada) have been summarized.

3.

A grouping of fission products, for both oxidizing and reducing conditions, has been proposed.
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Table 1 : ORNL Hi-Series Test Conditions and Results
TTest
Characteristic
Specimen source, reactor*
Specimen length (mm)
Specimen massb (g)
Fuel bumup (GWd/Mg U)
In-pile gas release (%)
Steam flow rate (g/hr)
Test heatup rate (K/s)
Test temperature (K)
Effective time at test
temperature*1 (min)
UO2 grain size (um)
Pre-test
Post-test
Fuel-cladding interaction
Fission Product Release
(% of inventory)
Kr-85e
1-129
Cs-137
Ag-110mf
Sb-125g
Te (elmental)11

Ba
Sr

Test Number
HI-1

HI-2

HI-3

HI-4

HI-5

HI-6

HBR

HBR

HBR

203
166

203
167

PB
203
306

Oco
152
133

Mont

203
168
28.1

28.1

25.2

10.1
10.2
0.29

38.3

40.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.81

0.76

0.31

1

4.1

2.0

0.03

1.7°

1.2

1.3

2.1

2.3

1.1

2.3

2000

2275

2200

2025

2250

33.8

22.5

21.3

21.6

21.5

2.5

2.8
3.4

2.8
3.9

6.6
6.6

9.2
8.9

-

None

Minor

2.8
4.3
Yes

Minor

Yes

3.13
2.04
1.75
-0.3
0.02
-0.25
-0.008
<0.002

51.8
53.0
50.5

19.9
22.4
20.3
18.0
0.33

31.6
24.7
33.1

-

-

Mo
La

152
170

1675

1.55
-0.5

59.3
35.4
58.8
0.02
>0.001
-0.3

-

-

2.9

Eu-154
Sn (clad)
Zr (clad)

—

,

31.3
24.7
31.7
>0.09
0.01
<0.4
<0.4
<0.005
<0.6

-0.02

-0.08

-

-

-

-1.7
-0.0001
<0.0002

-1.1
-0.0016

-0.5

-0.002

-

-

6.0
0.06

-

-5.9

-0.006
-0.023

Yes

-

-

Reactors: HBR = H.B. Robinson 2, PB = Peach Bottom 2, Oco = Oconee 1, Mont = Monticello.
Total of UO 2 and Zircaloy.
c
Average value over test time (rate varied from 0.2 to 2.4 g/min during test).
d
Includes estimates for heatup and cooldown effects.
e
Includes Kr-85 released during reactor operation.
f
Ag-llOm data for tests HI-2 through HI-4 are probably low.
8
Sb-125 data are probably low for all tests.
b
Determined by chemical analysis.
b

Table 2 : Conditions and Results for ORNL Vl-Series Fission Product Release Tests
Test Number
Parameter
Fuel Specimen
Bumup (GWd/MgU)
In-pile Kr release (%)
Test Conditions
Test temperature (K)
Time at Temperature
(rain)
AtmosnliGrE

VI-1

VI-2

VI-3

VI-4

VI-5

VI-6

VL-71

Oconee

BR3
44
«2

BR3
44
«2

BR3
47
«5

BR3
42
-2

BR3
42
=2

Monticello

40
0.7
2020, 2300*

2300

2000,2700a

2440

2000,2720*

2310

2025,2310*

20,20
Steam

60

20

20,20
Hydrogen

60

Steam

20,20
Steam

20,20
Air, steam

63
57
37
33
0
0
NA
NA
NA
NA
43
NA

67
31
33
68
0
0
NA
NA
19
94
86
NA

Hydrogen

Fractional release (%)
Cs-137
Kr-85
1-129
Sb-125
Eu-154
Ru-106
Te (elemental)
Sr (elemental)
Ba (elemental)
Sn (clad)
Mo (elemental)
Ce-144

100
100
b

99
-0.01

5.0
99
3

30
76
77
<0.2

96
85
71
6.4
19
0
NA
NA
27
0.63

6.9
NA

100
100
74
18
57
0
82
34
76
NA
2.3
2.0

* Test was conducted in two phases at two different temperatures.
Analysis incomplete.
c
Test VI-6 was heated at 2300 K in hydrogen, then switched to a steam atmosphere.
b

Hydrogen,
steam0

80

75
67

64
14
0
63
6
33
NA
12.6

NA

40
«2

71
69
b
52
0.04
b
1
4

I •

N A '•

NA
NA :

I

o

Table 3: Conditions and Results for CEA Grenoble HEVA Tests
Parameter
Fuel Specimen
Fuel type
Burnup (MWd/kgU)
Test Conditions
Test Temp, plateau (K)
Time at temp, plateau (s)
Row rate (mg/s)
H2
H2O
Fractional Release (%)
Cs-137
1-131
Xe-135
Te-132
Sb-125
Mo-99
Eu-154
Ce-144
Ru-106
Ba-140

Test Number
HEVA 04
HEVA 05

HEVA 01

HEVA 02

HEVA 03

CAP/2
19.4

CAP/2
19.4

BR3
27.7

Fessenheim 1/2
36.7

Fessenheim 1/2
36.7

Fessenheim 1/2
36.7

1900
900

2140
900

2070
1800

2270
420

2070
5760

2370
1800

2070
1800

2070
600

0
100

0
30

0.5
37

0.5
30

0.5
25

0.2
0

0.5
25

0.5
25

-2

68

38

-

20
<3
<3.2
<1.5
-

66
62
-65
54
55
-

30
30
15
11
0 (Sb-127)
-4
-5
0 (Ce-143)
0 (Ru-103)
27

-

1
-

44
43
-42
52
18
21
5.6

15
12
5 (detection limit)
15 (detection limit)
16 (detection limit)
-

41
-15
9 (detection limit)
5 (detection limit)
-

"
-

HEVA 06

HEVA 07

HEVA 08
Fessenheim 1/2
36.7

-

! r
6 (detection limit)

Table 4 : Conditions and Results for selected CRL tests.

l e s t JNHinc
Parameter

Fuel Specimen
Burnup (MWh/kgU)
Test Conditions
Test temperature (K)
Time at Temperature
(min)
Heating Rate (K/s)
Atmosphere
Releases (%)
Cs-137

1-131
Nb-95
Zr-95
Ru-103
Ru-106
Ba-140
La-140
Ce-144

MCE1-1

MCEl-6

MCEl-7

MCE2-13

MCE2-19

HCE2-BM3

HCE2-CM4

UCE12-8

Fragment*
257

Fragment
257

Fragment
257

Fragment
457

Fragment
457

Segment0
544

Segment
457

Segement
370

1973

2273

2350

2080

2300

1775

1625

1675

13
0.2
Air

37
0.2
Ar/2% H2

17
0.2
Air

17
0.2
Steam

10
0.2
Steam

110
0.1
Steam

140
0.1
Air

200
Steam

80
80

80

100

100

75

75

96

80
10
0
10
NA

100

NA

NA
<2
<2
NA
<2
NA

NA

30
100
NA
90

92
NA
25
<2
NA
42
NA

NA
< l
< l
NA
<1
NA

35
NA

NA
<5

0
0
100
NAb
0

0

40
0

NA

NA

45

Notes: * Bare fragment of UO2.
b
Isotope was not present in fuel at time of test.
c
Zircaloy sheathed segment of a fuel element (2 to 5 cm long).

47
<2
NA

80
,

NA
NA
20

NA
<2

3
< i
NA
20
NA
NA
<2

0.9

NA

<J2

w
i
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Table 5 : FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE GROUPS
(Oxidizing Conditions)
Group

Elements

1

Xe,Kr

2

Cs, I, Rb, Br

3

Comments
Noble gases. No chemical compounds with fuel or other fission products.

References

CRC

Cs and I showed similar releases (Table 1,2,3 and 4). Rb and Br
volatilities are bounded by Cs release kinetics.

ORNL, CEN,
CRL

Te, Sb, Sn

Delayed release due to interaction with the Zircaloy sheath. Lower releases of
Sb than Te (Table 3). After complete sheath oxidation, releases similar to
Group 2.

ORNL, CEN

4

Ba,Sr

Ba and Sr have similar chemical characteristics and similar release behaviour
(Tables 1 and 2). Insignificant releases of Ba below 1900 °C.

ORNL, CRL

5

Ru

Releases after the sheath and the fuel have been oxidized. Faster releases in
air than in steam (Tables 2,3 and 4 ) . High volatility due to the formation of
oxides (RUO4)

6

Mo

High volatility due to formation of oxides (Tables 1, 2 and 3). Volatility
depends on chemical state and Cs concentration.

7

Nb

High volatility due to the formation of oxides (Table 4). Higher releases in
steam than in air.

8

Rh,Tc

9
10

Based on vapour pressure estimates.

La, Ce, Pr, Y,
Low volatility oxides. Partially release by matrix stripping for T> 1800 °C.
Zr, Eu
U, Pu, Np

Notes:
CRC
ORNL
CEN
CRL
VapTher

Similar chemical characteristics. Released by matrix stripping (UO3).

CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Reference 92).
ORNL Experimental Program
CEN-Grenoble Experimental Program
CRL Experimental Program
Vaporization Thermodynamics (References 44, 45 and 46)

CRL CEN,
ORNL

ORNL, CRC

CRL, CRC
VapTher
CRC, CRL

CRL
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Table 6 : FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE GROUPS
(Reducing Conditions)
Group

Elements

1

Xe,Kr

2

Cs, I, Rb, Br

3

Te, Sb, Sn

4

Ba, Sr

Based on vapour pressure estimates. Estimated vapour pressure of Sr is
lower than the vapour pressure for Ba. ORNL results (Tables 1 and 2)
support these estimates.

ORNL,
VapTher

5

Nb, Ru, Tc

Based on vapour pressure estimates. Estimated Nb vapour pressures are
higher than Ba and Tc vapour pressures.

VapTher

6

Eu

Enhanced by reduction of stable chemical form (Table 2).

7

Rh

Based on vapour pressure estimates

VapTher

8

Zr

Based on vapour pressure estimates

VapTher

9

La, Ce, Pr, Y

Based on vapour pressure estimates. Estimated vapour pressure of La is
higher than the vapour pressures of Ce, Y and Pr.

VapTher

10

U,Mo

Based on vapour pressure estimates. Estimated vapour pressure of U is
higher than the vapour pressure of Mo.

VapTher

Notes:
CRC
ORNL
CEN
CRL
VapTher

Comments
Noble gases. No chemical compounds with fuel or other fission products.

Reference

CRC

Cs and I showed similar release (Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4). Rb and Br volatilities ORNL, CEN,
CRL
bounded by Cs release kinetics.
Reduced releases due to interaction with the Zircaloy sheathJLower releases
of Sb than Te (Table 3).

CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Reference 92).
ORNL Experimental Program
CEN-Grenoble Experimental Program
CRL Experimental Program
Vaporization Thermodynamics (References 44,45 and 46)

ORNL,CRL

ORNL
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ABSTRACT
SOURCE 2.0 is a computer code being jointly developed within the Canadian nuclear industry. It will
model the necessary mechanisms required to calculate the fission product release for a variety of accident
scenarios, including large break loss of coolant accidents with or without emergency coolant injection.
This paper presents the origin of SOURCE 2.0, describes the code structure, the fission product
mechanisms modelled, and the quality assurance procedures that are being followed during the code's
life cycle.

1.

INTRODUCTION

SOURCE 2.0 is being jointly developed within the Canadian nuclear industry for the assessment of the
release of fission products in a variety of postulated accident scenarios in CANDU reactors: large break
loss of coolant accidents with or without emergency coolant injection, stagnation feeder breaks, end fitting
failures, and fuel handling accidents. During these accident scenarios, the fuel is assumed to be exposed
to a wide range of temperatures and environments. The flexibility required to address this wide range of
conditions has been a major goal in the design of the code structure and in the selection of the fission
product release models. The fuel geometries modeled in SOURCE 2.0 vary from a complete reactor core
to channels, bundles, fuel elements and fuel axial sections/fragments. SOURCE 2.0 is designed to provide
best effort estimates of fission product releases.
The models presented in this paper fall into two separate categories: fission product release models and
fuel thermal properties models. The fission product release models will be implemented into
SOURCE 2.0, and the fuel thermal properties models will be implemented into fuel performance codes.
The fuel thermal models affect fuel thermal properties, which in turn affect fuel temperatures and fission
product releases. Therefore, for consistent fuel input parameters which are used by SOURCE 2.0, the fuel
thermal models are implemented into fuel performance codes.
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The basis of the SOURCE 2.0 code will be presented in this paper. First, the code's origin and
development history will be discussed. Then, details of the code organization are summarized together
with input andLoutput requirements. The fuel thermal models which will be implemented into the fuel
performance codes to provide SOURCE 2.0 with boundary conditions are also described. The details of
the fission product release models are then given. Lastly, the quality assurance requirements for the code
life cycle are also discussed.

2.

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

The reference codes for the development of SOURCE 2.0 are those in the SOURCE Version 1 series:
SOURCE 1.0 (References 1 to 3) and SOURCE 1.1 (Reference 4). Both SOURCE 1.0 and 1.1 have been
used in end fitting failure and large break loss of coolant accident analyses at Ontario Hydro.
SOURCE 1.0 was initially developed as an upgrade to CURIES-II (Reference 5), in support of the 1991
Generic End Fitting Failure analysis which required the calculation of fission product releases from fuel
element clusters, single fuel elements, fuel element pieces, and fuel fragments exposed to air environments.
SOURCE 1.0 models the releases of 24 fission products which are divided into three groups: (i) noble
gases; (ii) halogens and alkali metals; and (iii) alkaline earth and transition metals. For each of these
three groups, the pre-transient fission product inventory distribution between the grain matrix, grain
boundaries and fuel-to-sheath gap is assessed.
The fission product release mechanisms and operating conditions modelled in SOURCE 1.0 are:
• diffusion from fuel grains during temperature transients;
• steam-enhanced grain growth and grain boundary sweeping;
• transient gap inventory release after sheath failure;
• releases associated with air oxidation of the fuel;
• alloying and releases due to UO2 dissolution by molten Zircaloy;
• grain boundary separation (microcracking);
• reduction of steady-state free inventory of short-lived fission products based on sweep gas
tests;
• grain boundary release due to rewet; and
• load following operation.
SOURCE 1.0 was upgraded to SOURCE 1.1 to include through-wall oxidation failure and associated
releases, releases due to leaching, and the effect of bundle shift scheme on fission product releases
(Reference 4). The fuel transient temperatures necessary for the release calculations in both SOURCE 1.0
and 1.1 were obtained from simulations performed by fuel computer codes such as CHAN (Reference 6)
and HOTSPOT (Reference 7).
The fission product release models implemented in SOURCE 1.0 and SOURCE 1.1 were developed
between 1984 and 1988. At that time, the experimental information generated by COG- (CANDU
Owner's Group) funded research and internationally sponsored programs was sparse and the knowledge
of the principal release mechanisms was growing rapidly. For this reason, the release mechanisms
included in both SOURCE 1.0 and 1.1 are represented by phenomenological models or correlations
designed to overestimate the fission product releases over their range of applicability.
Recently, the database of fission product release tests and understanding of the governing release
phenomena have evolved dramatically. The quality of the new experimental information and the available
models to simulate the fission product release mechanisms motivated the development of SOURCE 2.0.
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The main upgrades planned for SOURCE 2.0 are:
• improvement of some of the existing models in SOURCE 1.1,
• extension of the range of applicability of existing models, and
• implementation of new models.

—

With these new models, SOURCE 2.0 will be suitable for the analysis of a wide range of accident
scenarios with their range of environments (i.e., steam, hydrogen-steam mixtures, pure hydrogen),
including large break loss of coolant accidents with or without emergency coolant injection availability.

3.

CODE ORGANIZATION

3.1

Design Basis

SOURCE 2.0 is an independent and self-contained production tool. It has been designed to calculate
the initial fission product inventory distribution in, and transient releases from, fuel exposed to inert,
oxidizing, or reducing environments during temperature transients. SOURCE 2.0 will be used with various
fuel performance codes (e.g., FACTAR 2.0, ELESIM/ELOCA), which provide the fuel conditions for the
calculation of fission product releases.
The fission products modelled in SOURCE 2.0 are divided into groups based on similar release
characteristics (Reference 8). SOURCE 2.0 will model 12 fission product groups with 3 sub-groups in
each group (to represent long, intermediate and short half-lives).
Because SOURCE 2.0 has been designed to be applied to several accident scenarios, it must have the
ability to represent a range of fuel configurations: channel groups for core analysis, bundles in a channel
for single channel events, and bundles, fuel element groups and fuel elements for detailed accident
analyses. To simulate validation experiments, SOURCE 2.0 must also be able to model fuel fragments
(bare samples of UO2) and mini-elements (short length test elements obtained by cutting a section of a
fuel element and adding Zircaloy end caps at both ends). In summary, the fuel configurations which
SOURCE 2.0 must be able to represent are:
• channel groups, consisting of groups of channels with the same input transients, geometry and
boundary conditions in each group;
• a single fuel channel, consisting of 'n' fuel bundles where 'n' depends on the reactor type
and/or the accident scenario;
• a 37- or 28-element fuel bundle;
• fuel element groups, consisting of groups of fuel elements with the same input transients,
geometry and boundary conditions in each group;
• fuel segments, which consist of cladded fuel with or without end caps; and
• fuel fragments, which consist of bare fuel (e.g., fuel pellets, or smaller fuel samples).
These requirements dictate the code structure and the development philosophy of SOURCE 2.0.
3.2

Overview of Code Structure

Figure 1 shows the primary logic of SOURCE 2.0. The fuel segment (or fragment) is the smallest
independent geometric "accounting" unit All fuel configurations can be represented in terms of fuel
segments. For example, in the case of a 37-element fuel bundle simulation, the code will internally map
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each fuel element into a corresponding fuel segment and all calculations will "be internally performed for
37 fuel segments.
Figure 1 also shows that the innermost loop controls the solution in time, i.e., the entire transient will
be calculated for each segment sequentially. The fission product inventory distribution for the fuel
element groups, bundles, and channel groups will be calculated by accumulating the entire transient results
from the separate fuel segment assessments. The code has been designed in this manner in order to avoid
large memory requirements during core analyses and single channel events.
For each geometric unit type, the inventory distribution for the entire simulation represented as being
the intra-granular, grain boundary, free and released inventory is stored in four arrays. Note that the sum
of these four inventories must always be equal to the initial inventory.
3.3

Input and Output Requirements

To perform a SOURCE 2.0 simulation, four input files are required:
• Generic input file: consists of information related to the type of analysis being performed
{e.g., geometric configuration, reactor type, fission product release groups simulated, duration
of the transient).
• Steady-state input file: contains the pre-transient fission product inventory and/or distribution.
The user may select whether i) SOURCE 2.0 will internally calculate the initial inventory and
distribution, ii) the initial inventory is input but the distribution is calculated, or iii) both the
initial inventory and distribution are input.
• Transient input file: contains information on transient fuel conditions required for the release
calculations {e.g., UO2 transient temperatures, coolant conditions, sheath failure times,
volumetric fraction of fuel dissolved by molten Zircaloy, volumetric fraction of fuel
volatilized).
• "Reference data set" (RDS): consists of three types of data: reactor specific data {e.g.,
number of fuel elements in a fuel bundle, pellet length, fuel stack length), model specific data
{i.e., parameters used in the models, such as correlation parameters, diffusion coefficients), and
general data {e.g., universal gas constant, unit conversion factors). This reference data will be
stored with the executable of the code and will be accessed at the beginning of a simulation
(see Figure 1). Changes to the reference data set will be allowed only under the change
control process.
The output from SOURCE 2.0 consists of three types of files:
• Summary file: consists of the following information for each fission product group and subgroup: (i) transient fractional release summary, (ii) initial and final inventory distribution
among the gap inventory, grain boundary inventory, intra-granular inventory and released
inventory, and (iii) transient activity release summary.
• Transient output file: consists of output tables for each geometric unit {i.e., fuel fragments,
segments, fuel elements, bundles or channels) and fission product group. The tables contain
the transient fission product distribution among the gap, grain boundary, intra-granular and
released inventories.
• Plot files: consist of columns of data for plotting.
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4.

NEW MODELS

Two components which must be accurately modelled and calculated in fissioirproduct release analysis
are the fuel conditions used to calculate the fission product releases (i.e., fuel temperatures, stoichiometry
changes) and the fission product release models themselves. This requirement is highlighted by the
relationship that changes in the stoichiometry of the fuel have a strong impact on fission product release.
In order for the fuel thermal codes to provide appropriate fuel initial and transient conditions to
SOURCE 2.0, modelling of the phenomena that modify the fuel stoichiometry is essential. Among these,
the most important are UO2 oxidation, UO2 reduction, matrix stripping, and UO2 reaction/dissolution by
Zircaloy. In addition, changes in fuel stoichiometry have marked effects on fuel material properties, which
in turn affect the fuel thermal calculations. These models are described in Section 4.1. The fission
product models which are new to SOURCE 2.0 are mostly related to the changes in the stoichiometry of
the fuel and are described in Section 4.2.
4.1

Modelling Stoichiometric Changes of the Fuel Matrix

SOURCE 2.0 will be executed using fuel transient conditions as input. Thus, the models which affect
the stoichiometry of the fuel should be implemented in the fuel performance code(s) (i.e., FACTAR 2.0,
ELESIM/ELOCA) to provide self-consistent input conditions for the fission product release models. The
most important mechanisms which affect fuel properties are discussed in the following subsections.
4.1.1

UO2 Oxidation in Steam

When UO2 is exposed to a steam environment, it oxidizes to an equilibrium stoichiometry which
depends on the fuel temperature and the oxygen potential of steam. This equilibrium composition will
be calculated by equating the oxygen potential in the steam to the oxygen potential in the UO2. The
kinetics of the fuel steam oxidation process will be modelled as an interfacially controlled process such
as that described in Reference 9.
At elevated temperatures (i.e., in excess of 1000°C), the Zircaloy sheath competes with the UO2 for the
available oxygen. Experimental evidence clearly demonstrates that UO2 oxidation does not begin until
most of the Zircaloy has been consumed (Reference 10). As a result, in SOURCE 2.0, it will be assumed
that oxidation of the UO2 occurs only if oxygen is available in the environment and 90% or more of the
sheath has been oxidized (to allow for a 10% confidence margin).
4.1.2

UO2 Oxidation in Air

In some of the postulated accidents (e.g., end fitting failure and fuel handling scenarios) the fuel is
assumed to be exposed to air. Air environments have a higher oxygen potential than steam and thus
produce a higher equilibrium stoichiometry. The model of UO2 oxidation in air will be divided into two
temperature regimes according to the highest oxide formed. For temperatures above about 1500°C and
at atmospheric pressures, UO2+X is the highest oxide formed. In this regime the fuel oxidation kinetics will
be modelled following the theoretical approach detailed in Reference 9. For temperatures below about
1500°C and at atmospheric pressures, the fuel oxidation limit is defined by U3O8. In this case, fuel
oxidation is a very complex process and may involve the sequential formation of U4O9, U3O7 and U3O8.
This regime will be modelled by adapting the methodology developed in Reference 11.
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4.1.3

U0 2 Volatilization

UO2 matrixjstripping, ie., volatilization, is a process by which the fuel "vaporizes" due to the formation
of volatile uranium-bearing compounds. This may occur in either air or steam environments. The
volatilization process can be rapid at high temperatures, and as such represents a possible mechanism for
the release of fission products. The theoretical model developed by Cox et al. (Reference 9), based on
the formation of gaseous UO3 at the fuel surface, will be implemented. The subsequent transport of UO3
to the coolant is modelled by a forced convection mass formalism.
4.1.4

UO2 Interaction/Dissolution by Zircaloy

UO2/Zircaloy solid/solid interaction may occur at sheath surface temperatures below 1760°C. The result
of this interaction is to slightly reduce the fuel to UO2.X and form a liquid phase at the interface between
the fuel and the Zircaloy. The model, which will calculate the stoichiometry deviation and the volume
fraction converted to liquid, has not been selected yet. The two options being assessed are to use either
the FROM.SFD code (Reference 12) directly, or to use a simplified algorithm based on a similar
methodology.
Molten Zircaloy has the capacity to dissolve the UO2 in very specific geometries and environments.
Typically, tests have been conducted using samples of UO2 containing a molten:Zircaloy core. Therefore,
these experiments do not provide geometry and correlations representative of in reactor fuel elements
which have the UO2 pellets surrounded by the Zircaloy sheath. In a reactor fuel element geometry, when
the sheath melts, the liquid Zircaloy readily relocates (Reference 13). Only a small mass of Zircaloy may
maintain contact with the UO2, thus minimizing the importance of this phenomenon. The dissolution may
occur at fuel temperatures above 1760°C. A phenomenological model has been developed to estimate the
volumetric fraction of the fuel dissolved by the molten Zircaloy. The model is based on experimental
information reported in References 14 to 16.
4.1.5

UO2 Material Properties

The UO2 specific heat capacity, melting temperature and thermal conductivity are sensitive to changes
in the fuel stoichiometry. The modelling of these properties in the fuel performance code(s) is essential
for accurate fuel thermal calculations. Based on an extensive literature review of measurements on
irradiated UO2a3C (Reference 17), unirradiated UO 2tx (References 18 to 20) and SIMFUEL (References 21
to 24) of these properties, along with theoretical treatments (Reference 25), expressions for nonstoichiometric specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity and fuel melting temperature have been
developed.
4.2

Modelling Fission Product Release

SOURCE 2.0 will include both new and more detailed models for fission product releases relative to
those used in SOURCE 1.1. In this section, a brief description of the most important fission product
release mechanisms is given.
In general, the release of volatile fission products will be treated as a single step process. The volatile
fission products will be released by diffusion from the grains to grain boundary bubbles. When these
bubbles are large enough that they interconnect, the excess fission products will be released to the free
volume.
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For the case of non-volatile fission products, releases will be considered to occur by a two step process.
In the first step, the non-volatile fission products will diffuse to the open surfaces. Releases to the free
volume fromjthese surfaces (second step) will then depend on the volatility of each particular fission
product.
As previously stated, stoichiometric changes in the UO2 have a significant effect on the release of
fission products. Small changes in fuel stoichiometry may produce very large changes in the release
kinetics of some fission products. The fission product release phenomena which will be modelled in
SOURCE 2.0 are discussed in this section.
4.2.1

Diffusion

The diffusion algorithm in SOURCE 1.1 will be replaced by a new approach. A generalized model
which has been recently developed accounts for the half-life of the fission products, as well as the
variation of the diffusion coefficients with time.
During certain postulated reactor accidents, fuel elements can be exposed to oxidizing environments
such as steam. If the Zircaloy sheath is heavily oxidized, the UO2 will be exposed to an oxidizing
environment thus forming hyperstoichiometric fuel (see Section 4.1.1). Because hyperstoichiometric fuel
has faster fission product release kinetics than stoichiometric UO2 (Reference 26), it is necessary to include
this effect in SOURCE 2.0. Enhanced fission product releases due to the formation of UO2+X will be
modelled using the new diffusion methodology. The diffusion coefficients will depend on the deviation
from stoichiometry in a manner similar to that described by Turnbull (Reference 27).
4.2.2

Matrix Stripping

When the
vaporization
inventory in
according to
4.2.3

UO2 is exposed to oxidizing conditions, the condensed phase is volatilized due to the
of the UO2 matrix (see Section 4.1.3). For the volatile fission products, 100% of the
the affected volume will be released. The non-volatile fission products will be released
their volatility.

Effect of Temperature Transients on Releases

In-pile power ramps and out-of pile temperature ramp experiments have demonstrated enhanced releases
than expected from the pure diffusion mechanism (Reference 8). Since the theory of the controlling
physical/chemical mechanism has not been established yet, the methodology described by Purdy
(Reference 28) will be assessed for implementation.
4.2.4

UO2 Interaction/Dissolution by Zircaloy

Zircaloy can interact with UO2 at high temperatures to produce liquid phases and fuel stoichiometry
reductions (see Section 4.1.4). Both the changes in stoichiometry and the formation of liquid phases may
affect the release of certain fission products. The effect of the formation of UO2.X on the release of fission
products is not yet clear. The results of Miekeley and Felix (Reference 29) show lower diffusion
coefficients for UO2.X than for UO2. This behaviour contradicts that reported by Lewis et al.
(Reference 30). A review of the available information is in progress and a phenomenological model will
be developed for SOURCE 2.0.
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In addition to the UO-^Zircaloy solid/solid interaction, liquid fuel can" also be produced by the
dissolution of UO2 by molten Zircaloy, and by the fuel itself melting. In one modelling approach, the
release of high, volatility fission products can be modelled by treating them as bubbles in a liquid, as
described in References 31 and 32. Alternatively, a simpler approach which captures the important
features of the phenomenon but is not as extensive may be used. A review of the available models will
determine the final selection.

5.

QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR CODE DEVELOPMENT

The development and usage of a computer program can be broken down into a number of phases:
development, verification and validation, and configuration management/change control. A configuration
management and change control process has been adopted for the code life cycle of SOURCE 2.0. The
quality assurance procedures applied during the development and the verification and validation phases
of the computer code life cycle are discussed in the following sections.
5.1

Code Development

SOURCE 2.0 is being developed in compliance with the interim quality assurance standard CSA N286.7
(Reference 33) and the Interim Ontario Hydro Reactor Safety and Operational Analysis Department
Nuclear Safety Analysis Quality Assurance procedures (Reference 34).
Prior to computer program development, three documents have been produced which outline the
development plan, program requirements, and details of the models to be implemented. These documents
are: Software Requirements Specification (Reference 35), Development Plan (Reference 36) and Software
Design Specification (Reference 37). A Verification and Validation Plan (Reference 38) will be released
during the development stage.
A model description document will be written for each model. This document will contain the specific
requirements for the model, theory, implementation, assumptions and justifications, verification, validation,
and source code listing. Thus, all the information related to a model will be contained in one document.
5.2

Verification and Validation

The SOURCE 2.0 Verification and Validation Plan (Reference 34) will cover the verification of the
entire SOURCE 2.0 code, and validation of the dominant fission product release phenomena. Verification
and validation of the independent modules will be performed first, followed by integral code verification
and validation. The goal of the verification and validation effort is to ensure quality, in the form of
reliability and accuracy, to the SOURCE 2.0 computer code before its formal release.
The verification process assures that the software conforms to design requirements. This process will
be divided into two parts: module verification and integration verification. Module verification will
ensure that modules perform the tasks for which they were designed within the specified range of input
parameters, and that the output parameters map onto a continuous domain without non-physical
discontinuities. Module verification includes both source code review and testing. Integration verification
will verify inter-module interaction and communication, as well as iteration and time stepping logic, as
modules are integrated. The person(s) responsible for the verification and testing of each subroutine will
be independent of the code developer(s) of that subroutine.
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The validation process assesses the accuracy of the simulation software predictions. In order to validate
the code, a technical basis document and a validation matrix will be developed.
The technical basis document describes the different accident scenarios of interest and the associated
safety concerns. The phenomena affecting fission product releases are described, along with the key
parameters used to quantify the phenomena. For each phase of an accident scenario, the possible primary
and secondary phenomena are identified.
The validation matrix document identifies those data sets which can be used to validate one or more
phenomena and provides a cross-reference between the governing phenomena and the test database. The
validation matrix is, therefore, independent of the code to be ultimately validated. Thus, an effort is in
progress to produce a Canadian nuclear industry single validation matrix for fission product release from
CANDU fuel.
The list of fission product release tests performed in Canada and abroad will be compiled into a fission
product release database. This database will comprise two separate parts: data for model development,
and data for validation. From quality assurance requirements, tests used for validation must be different
from those used for model development.
Validation of SOURCE 2.0 modules will be performed against data from thefission product validation
database. This database will provide information on the following parameters: geometry of the sample,
environment conditions (e.g., the partial pressure of oxygen), sample temperature, and activity releases for
fission products.

6.

SUMMARY

SOURCE 2.0 is a code being developed in a joint effort within the Canadian nuclear industry. An
overview of SOURCE 2.0's development history, code idealization, model components, and the quality
assurance procedures followed during the code's life cycle has been given. When released, SOURCE 2.0
will provide a verified and validated production tool which is designed to calculate best effort estimates
of fission product release from CANDU fuel in a variety of geometries (e.g., fragments, mini-elements,
fuel elements, bundles or channels) for a broad range of applications. SOURCE 2.0 will represent state
of the art modelling of the applicable physical behaviour.
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ABSTRACT
A fuel oxidation and diffusion-based fission product release model has been developed from the recent
analysis of I34Cs data from a number of experiments performed at the Chalk River Laboratories (CRL). The
release model was based on data from six tests in the Hot Cell Experiment (HCE2). These tests were conducted
in steam from 1354 to 1651°C, and contained fuel samples of either bare fuel fragments or Zircaloy-clad minielements. The fraction of fission products trapped in the fuel was also determined from additional tests in the
Hot Cell Experiments (HCE1 and HCE2), and the Universal Cell Experiment (UCE12). The model has been
validated against eight other tests not used in the model development, resulting in a value of 0.11 for the mean
absolute difference from experiment. The present treatment has also been compared to the ORNL simple
diffusion model and the empirically based CORSOR-M model with resultant mean absolute difference values
of 0.24 and 0.17, respectively, for the same validation set.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Within the reactor core under accident conditions, high temperatures will accelerate thermal diffusion of the
fission products from the UO2 fuel. In addition, hydrogen will be generated at high temperatures by the steam
oxidation of the core materials, which will alter the oxygen potential within the core. Annealing experiments on
bare fuel specimens (fuel fragments) of uranium dioxide have been recently performed at the Chalk River
Laboratories (CRL) to investigate the effects of fuel oxidation on the release kinetics of volatile fission
products1-2. Even in breached fuel rods, the Zircaloy cladding can provide both a physical and chemical barrier
that can delay or reduce the release of fission products. This effect has been demonstrated in CRL tests with
short-length fuel elements (mini-elements)2"4. The cladding can provide a sink for oxygen, and a source of
hydrogen, due to the metal-water reaction at high temperature, thus retarding the oxidation of the fuel and release
of fission products5.
In this paper, it is shown that a generalized diffusion-based model can be used to predict the fission product
release kinetics based on an integral-time transformation. Experimental data from the CRL program are used
to develop a physically-based model for predicting the release of fission product 134Cs from U0 2 fuel at high
temperatures in both reducing (Ar/2%-H2) and oxidizing (steam) atmospheres. The model accounts for thermal
diffusion, enhanced release during temperature ramps, diffusion due to oxidation of the fuel (with or without the
presence of Zircaloy cladding) and a trapped inventory dependent on fuel characteristics. The model is further
applied to a total of 17 CRL experiments and compared to predictions from both the CORSOR-M kinetic model
and the ORNL diffusion model.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
2.1 CRL HCE2 Experiments
An analysis of six HCE2 experiments, performed at CRL, is considered in the present work. Four of these
experiments represent new data from that reported in Refs. 6 and 7. The tests were conducted on both bare UO2
fragments (CF1, CF2 and CF3) and short-length mini-elements (CM1, CM2 and CM6). All fuel specimens were
obtained by cutting a section of a single spent fuel element of a CANDU-type design. The mini-elements also
contained loose-fitting end-caps (see Ref. 7). The details of the experiments are briefly summarized in Table 1.
Each fuel specimen was introduced into a flowing mixture of Ar/2%-H2 (400 ml/min at STP) and ramped
to a given temperature plateau of: 1360°C (CF2, CM2), 1500°C (CF3, CM6) and 1645°C (CF1, CM1). After
the temperature plateau had been reached, the fuel was immediately exposed to an oxidizing mixture of steam
(60 g/h) and argon (100 ml/min at STP). The oxygen partial pressure of the atmospheric composition upstream
and downstream from the fuel location were continuously monitored with yttria-stabilized zirconia oxygen
sensors8. Fission products released from the fuel specimens were swept away such that a gamma-ray
spectrometer, collimated at the sample location, provided information on the kinetic release behaviour.
The experiments were carried out under similar atmospheric and temperature conditions so that a direct
comparison could be made between the two different fuel types. Hydrogen production from the Zircaloy-steam
reaction will reduce the oxygen potential of the atmosphere, and thereby inhibit the fuel oxidation kinetics and
resultant fission product release. These tests therefore provide a means to quantify the physical and chemical
influence of the Zircaloy cladding on the release behaviour. The release kinetics of 134Cs for experiments CF3
and CM6, representing the two types of test specimens, are shown in Figs. l(a) and (b), respectively. A delay
in the release behaviour is typically observed in the mini-element tests compared to that of the bare fuel
fragments. This effect is mathematically modelled in Section 2.2.
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2.2 Model Development
It has been-suggested earlier that the cesium release follows a two-stage process^7. However, there is no
physical explanation to warrant a change in kinetics (i.e., no phase change occurs in the fluorite lattice structure
below a stoichiometry deviation value of x = 0.25 in UO2+X, and any release by grain growth is limited with a
pinning of the grain boundaries by the fission product bubbles)9. In the earlier treatment, the diffusion-based
release became more restricted with increasing time due to the use of a Taylor series approximation for the
fractional release representation6-7. As shown in the present work, this problem can be overcome with a more
generalized numerical treatment. An integral-time transformation can be used for the diffusion equation to
account for a changing diffusivity with temperature and stoichiometry deviation10-11. Consequently, the
generalized release fraction is given by6-7:
F=(l-go-QFD(x)

+g0,

(1)

where go accounts for the fuel-to-clad gap release fraction for mini-element tests (see Section 2.4), and C is the
fraction of the fission product inventory trapped in the fuel porosity. The function F D (T) is given by the
transformed Booth relation10-11:
FD = 6 J i -

FD=

3 T,

for x < 0.1 ,

I- ±exp(-7r 2 T) ,

for x > 0.1 .

(2)

( 3

)

The dimensionless variable x is evaluated from the integral relation
'

t

x = (D'(t)dt ~ Y^D'{*)&* ,

(4)

0

where D' = D/a2, D is the diffusion coefficient and a is the grain radius. Equation (4) accounts for the timevariable diffusion coefficient, D, that depends directly on the stoichiometry deviation, x, and temperature, T. The
grain radius, a, is typically constant during the anneal since the grain boundaries are pinned by the fission product
bubbles. As shown in the second expression of Eq. (4), the integral can be replaced by a rectangular-integration
rule where D'(t) is considered to be constant over a small time step At.
For the calculation of Eq. (1), the fission product diffusivity must be evaluated for hyperstoichiometric fuel.
The experimental work of Matzke indicates that xenon diffusion occurs at a neutral tri-vacancy site in the
uranium dioxide matrix12. The energy minimization calculations of Grimes and Catlow provide further evidence
for this mechanism, where it is predicted that this site is stable for xenon13. The same calculations also suggest
that the most favourable solution site for both xenon and cesium in hyperstoichiometric urania (UO2+X) is the
uranium vacancy. This finding is in agreement with other experimental and theoretical work for the calculation
of the rare gas diffusion coefficient14'16. For instance, the diffusion coefficient, D (in m2/s), as a function of the
temperature, T (in K), and stoichiometry deviation, x, can be given by the composite expression6-7-15-16:
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D = D(T) + D(x,T) ,

......

(5)

where the intrinsic diffusion component is given by

D(T) = 7.6xl0- 10 expf^^) ,
\

RT

(6)

/

and the enhanced uranium vacancy production term is
D(x,T)

= 4s2jvVv

.

(7)

In Eqs. (6) and (7), R is the ideal gas constant (1.987 cal/mol'K), s is the atomic jump distance (3 * 10"10 cm) and
j v = 1013exp(-5.52x 104/RT) (s'1) is the vacancy jump rate. The uranium vacancy concentration, VU5 is defined
by15

(8)

where the parameters S = exp(-1.47xlO5/RT) and Fo = exp(-1.13xlO4 /RT) correspond to the Schottky and
Frenkel defect, respectively. For most values of x and T under consideration, the condition x2 » 4F0 will hold
and Vu reduces to

Vv ~ — ,

for x2 » 4 ^ .

(9)

Consequently, Eq. (7) can be written in a much simpler form:
D(x,T)

=Z)0oxx2exp(^| ,

for x2 » 4 F 0 ,

(10)

where D ^ and Qm are constants that can be obtained in the present analysis. With oxidized fuel, one generally
finds that D(x,T) » D(T) in Eq. (5).
Determination of the diffusion coefficient, D(x,T), requires knowledge of the stoichiometry deviation. The
first step is to evaluate the oxygen partial pressure, p ^ (in atm), of the atmosphere surrounding the fuel. This
can be achieved using a Newton's iterative method for the transcendental expression17-18:

T" 1} + ( f +1)( ^>] = l ~ (Qc+1K~) •

(ID
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Here, p t is the total system pressure in atmospheres and K = exp(-AG7RT), where AG° = -59.9 +13.8(T/103)
kcal/mol. The parameter Qa is the hydrogen-to-oxygen atom ratio for a bulk atmosphere that contains a
steam/hydrogenTnixture7:
- —•
2

Qa =

"H2

-R,

= 2 1+

(12)

"mo

3

~^RH2

where (n^/nj^o) is the molar ratio for the gas mixture, R^Q is the rate of steam input into the experiment (in
mol/s) and R^, is the hydrogen production rate (mol/s) arising from the Zircaloy/steam reaction. The parameter
fg accounts for mass transfer of the steam into the fuel-to-clad gap of a breached fuel rod (i.e., loose-fitting endcaps were used in the CRL mini-element tests). Oxidation of the fuel can then be quantified by equating the
oxygen potential in the atmosphere (calculated from Eq. (11)) to that of the solid fuel. Hence, the equilibrium
stoichiometry deviation, x^ can be solved from the Blackburn thermochemical model for the oxygen in the fuel,
using a Newton's iterative method17-19:
P02 =

*.<?+*«)

(13)

where k is an empirical constant and ln(k) = 108xe2 - 32700/T + 9.92. The fuel oxidation kinetics are governed
by a surface-exchange reaction at the solid/gas interface defined by20"23

± = a[xe-x(t)](S/V)

,

(14)

where S/V (in m"1) is the surface-to-volume ratio and a = 0.365exp(-23500/T) (m/s) is the oxygen surfaceexchange coefficient as experimentally determined by Cox et al. at 1 arm9-22. Using a Taylor series
approximation, x(t) can be evaluated from one time step to the next as
x(t + bt) = x(t)+ —bt ,

(15)

where dx/dt is given by Eq. (14).
During the initial temperature ramp, the fuel specimens experienced a slightly reducing atmosphere, in which
the intrinsic diffusion coefficient in Eq. (6) should apply. However, this diffusivity results in a significant
underpridiction of the observed release behaviour. This finding may result from the fact that Eq. (6) is derived
from isothermal experiments24. Preliminary tests at CRL demonstrate a release dependence on the temperature
ramp rate (dT/dt). In addition, Une and Kashibe have reported a predominant release from the grain boundary
inventory during heating, where the critical temperature for the onset of this process was lower with increased
fuel burnup25. The present analysis incorporates this effect into a temperature ramp enhancement factor, E^
where Eq. (5) is replaced by:

D=

D(x,T) .

(16)
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2.3 Fuel Fragment Analysis
The fuel oxidation model can be directly tested against the measured stoichiometry deviation for the fuel
fragment experiments. Using the measured oxygen partial pressure in the Blackburn model of Eq. (13), the
equilibrium stoichiometry deviation, xe, can be evaluated. A further calculation can also be performed by
equating the oxygen potential in the solid, using the Blackburn model (Eq. (13)), to the oxygen potential for a
pure steam atmosphere (i.e., Qa = 2 in Eq. (12)). As shown in Table 1, these calculations are in good agreement
with the measured end-state stoichiometry deviation. Using the calculation of x^ in Table 1 (model), the fuel
oxidation kinetics can be predicted with Eqs. (14) and (15). Following the analysis of Ref. (7), it is assumed that
the surface-to-volume ratio, (S/V), is three times the geometrical one to include the effects of surface roughness
and fuel cracking (Table 1). The geometrical ratio is based on a calculation that the fuel fragments are perfect
cubes. A comparison of the predicted and measured fuel oxidation kinetics is shown for the CF3 test in Fig. l(c),
which is representative of the other fragment tests.
With a knowledge of the fuel oxidation kinetics, the release behaviour can be evaluated. The cesium release
can be modelled with Eqs. (1) through (4) and the diffusivity of (16), and using the stoichiometry deviation
curves. The grain radius is fixed as a = 3.5 [im for the peripheral fragments (see Table 1). For the present
analysis, the trapped fraction, £, was also fixed to a value of one minus the measured (end-of-test) release
fraction. The fitting parameters of the model are the constants D ^ and Qox for the diffusion coefficient (Eq. (10))
and the temperature ramp enhancement factor, E,, (Eq. (16)). These parameters were Tit simultaneously to all of
the release data (including the mini-element tests - see Section 2.4) using a Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm26.
The fitting parameters are listed in Table 1. As represented in Fig. l(a), the fission product release model is in
good agreement with the measured results from the fuel fragment tests.

2.4 Mini-Element Analysis
The mini-element tests were conducted under the same conditions of temperature and atmosphere (steam)
as the fuel fragment tests, except that the fuel specimens were clad in Zircaloy-4 (with end-caps). With this
addition, the oxygen potential was continuously changing as a consequence of hydrogen production from the
Zircaloy/steam reaction at high temperature. The fuel oxidation kinetics could not be instantaneously measured
in these experiments because of the complicating effect of the Zircaloy/steam reaction. However, since all
Zircaloy was converted to zirconium dioxide by the end of each test, the final weight gain for the fuel could be
estimated from the oxygen partial pressure measurements. Therefore, the fuel oxidation could be tested against
a measured end-state value of x. The effect of changing oxygen potential on the fuel oxidation kinetics can be
evaluated from Eqs. (11) and (12), with the measured hydrogen production rates (see Fig. l(d)) and steam input
rates. Good agreement with the measured end-state values of x was obtained with a fitted value offg = 20% for
all experiments, which accounts for the mass transfer of steam into the fuel-to-clad gap through the loose-fitting
end-caps. It was further assumed that only pure steam was present in the gap following complete oxidation of
the end-caps and sheath. At this time, external spigots on the end-caps had not completely oxidized. As shown
in Table 1, the end-state oxidation was predicted to within 17% of the measured weight gain. The measured
hydrogen production rate from the Zircaloy/steam reaction is shown in Fig. l(d) where the pure steam assumption
is implemented at a value for the hydrogen production rate of 6*10"6 mol/s. This value of the hydrogen
production rate was determined by employing parabolic kinetics to predict the Zircaloy oxidation process for the
CM2 experiment using the coefficients of Pawel et al.7"28-29. The predicted oxidation kinetics for the mini-element
test CM6 are shown in Fig. l(b).
In a similar analysis, the fission product release can be calculated using the predicted stoicbiometry deviation
kinetics. Here the diffusion coefficient parameters, D ^ , Qox and E tt , were simultaneously fit to the release data
from all tests (i.e., fuel fragments and mini-elements). The parameter £ was again fixed to an estimated value
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of 15% for all mini-element tests. The grain radius was set to the volumetrically-averaged value for the fuel pellet
(i.e., 6.5 p.m) as the temperature profile was uniform across the test specimen. Inspection of Figs. l(a) and (b)
shows that the release fraction at the start of the steam period is typically 15%-larger for the mini-element
compared to that of the fuel fragment. This additional source may result from a volatilization of the cesium that
was originally deposited on the internal cladding surfaces during irradiation or from the specific surface condition
of the fuel after irradiation. This value also accounts for differences in the available grain-boundary inventories
(between the peripheral fragment and fuel pellet) that are additionally released with fuel cracking27. To
incorporate these effects into the present model, the fuel-to-clad gap parameter, go, was set to 15% at the time
when the volatilization temperature of cesium is reached (671°C). Note also that this parameter was necessary
since limited release data was available during the temperature ramp as a result of the experimental setup.
As represented in Fig. l(b) the release predictions are in good agreement with experiment, although these
predictions are less precise than for those of the (small) fuel fragments (compare with Fig. l(a)). This result is
expected since the mini-element calculations are more complex because of the presence of the Zircaloy cladding
barrier, which leads to a changing oxygen potential and a reduced mass transfer into the fuel-to-clad gap. Thus,
uncertainties arise since the oxygen potential is based only on a point-kinetic model, as evaluated from the bulk
stream properties using a single factor (for all tests) to account for steam transfer into the gap (Q. The minielements also have a distribution of grain sizes compared to that of the (peripheral) fuel fragments; i.e., a further
approximation is invoked by modelling the grain size with a single (volumetrically-averaged) value for the pellet.
Fission product transport in the gap has also been neglected, although at high temperature conditions, any delay
in the gap is considered to be small7.

2.5 Trapped Inventory Correlation
In order to extend the model for a more general analysis, a correlation was developed for the trapped fraction,
C- If it is assumed that the trapped inventory results from a holdup in the intergranular bubbles6, this parameter
can then be defined as the ratio of the number of fission product atoms on the grain boundary to the number in
the grain volume30:
„

2

NN-4na

7-7-7,

(17)

where Ng is the number of gas atoms trapped in bubbles per unit area of grain boundary and Nf is the number of
gas atoms produced during irradiation per unit volume of fuel. Since Ng is dependent on temperature, and Nf is
proportional to fuel burnup, the trapped fraction can be defined as:

where a is the grain radius (in um) and BU is the burnup (in Mwh/kgU). To determine the temperature-dependent
function, f(T), the measured £ values from 12 CRL tests (see Table 2) were multiplied by the grain radii and
burnup. These results were then plotted versus temperature as shown in Fig. 2(a). Within the scatter of the
resultant plot, no temperature dependence is apparent and a constant value of f(T) = 300 u.nvMWh/kgU is fitted
through the data. The quantity Ng is equal to the number of bubbles per unit area of grain boundary times the
number of gas atoms in a bubble (m). Hence, the temperature dependence can be evaluated from the equation
of state and a mechanical force balance for the bubble in which31
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m - \HSL

PS.+O-L ,

•;-

(19)

where R is the bubble radius, y is the surface tension of the solid, o is the hydrostatic stress and k is Boltzmann's
constant. Thus, f(T) is inversely proportional to the temperature. Since this trend is not apparent in Fig. 2(a),
a more complex mechanism is presumably governing the trapped inventory. It is important to realize, however,
that the trapped fraction, £, is typically less than 20%. Table 2 and Fig. 2(b) show the predictions of the present
correlation versus the measured data. As seen in Fig. 2(b), the predictions deviate by up to a factor of 3. No
trend, however, is observed from the line of perfect correlation within the groupings of the given data set. Figures
2(c) and (d) represent release calculations with the present model, using the correlation for £. As can be see from
these plots, the release kinetics are well predicted during the tests, but a poorer prediction results at the end of
the tests due to the trapped fraction calculation.

3. MODEL APPLICATION
3.1 Comparison to Experiment
Using the trapped fraction correlation, the present analysis was applied to a validation set of eight
experiments that had not been used in developing any portion of the model (footnote (a) in Table 2). The same
diffusion coefficient was used for all experiments (see Table 1). A constant value for the surface-to-volume ratio
of three times the geometric value was also assumed. As discussed in Section 2.4, a value offg = 20% was used
for all Zr-clad experiments to model the fraction of steam into the fuel-to-clad gap. In addition, a pure steam
assumption was employed for the mini-elements whenever the hydrogen production rate was below 6x 10"6 mol/s.
The only variables in the calculation were the test conditions themselves. The specimens were characterized by
a volumetrically-averaged grain size, the burnup and a geometric surface-to-volume ratio. The changing
experimental conditions included the temperature, temperature ramp rate and oxygen potential of the atmosphere.
The environment (argon, hydrogen, steam) and the presence of Zircaloy cladding were therefore taken into
account through the oxygen potential calculation.
Figure 3 shows the model comparison (with stoichiometry deviation for steam tests) for 4 of the 8 validation
tests. The intrinsic diffusion coefficient, along with the temperature-ramp factor, are confirmed by the minielement tests (Figs. 3(a) and (b)) conducted in an atmosphere of purified argon. The parameter, go, was set to
zero for these tests, since the specimens came from a different fuel rod. Figures 3(c) and (d) provide an
assessment of the fuel oxidation and release model. The test in Fig. 3(c) is slightly underpredicted by the model,
although the fuel fragment had broken up into several pieces during the test (i.e., an increase in the release of Ce
was measured during the test)1. This would have resulted in an increased surface-to-volume ratio which was not
considered in the present calculation. In Fig. 3(d), the model slightly overpredicts the release when steam is
initially introduced into the system. This result may be attributed to a slight overprediction of the fuel oxidation
kinetics with the Blackburn methodology.
In order to quantify the release fraction prediction from the present treatment, the mean absolute difference
between the model and experiment was evaluated from all of the data points within the validation set. A mean
absolute difference of 0.11 was obtained for the release fraction, which provides a measure of accuracy for the
model prediction.
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3.2 Comparisonto Other Models
The presentrnodel can be compared to other models currently employed in reactor accident analysis. The
CORSOR-M model32 and the ORNL diffusion model33 were run for the same experiments as the present
calculation. The CORSOR-M and ORNL predictions are also shown in Figs. 1,2 and 3, i.e., the present model
typically predicts the release fraction more accurately than the other models. For instance, the mean absolute
deviation for these models was 0.17 (CORSOR-M) and 0.24 (ORNL) (as compared to a value of 0.11 for the
present model). Thus, the present model is able to better predict the release fraction by up to a factor of 2.

4. CONCLUSIONS
1. An analytical model has been developed to describe the release behaviour of fission product cesium from
uranium dioxide fuel during severe reactor accident conditions. In the present framework, the fission product
release kinetics are based on the state of fuel oxidation, in accordance with a generalized diffusion-based
approach. The fuel oxidation kinetics are detailed by a surface-exchange reaction at the fuel/steam interface. The
effect of a changing oxygen potential in the atmosphere (due to Zircaloy/steam reaction) is explicitly treated in
the model.
2. The model is based on the recent CRL HCE2 tests, conducted in a steam atmosphere at high temperature
(1354 to 1651°C) with both fuel fragments and Zircaloy-clad specimens. These experiments demonstrate that
hydrogen production from the Zircaloy/steam reaction will significantly reduce the oxygen potential and
subsequent cesium release. An enhancement in the release due to temperature ramp up is considered in this
analysis. A trapped fraction correlation has also been developed from other CRL test data.
3. The accuracy of the model has been quantified (mean absolute deviation of 0.11) from a validation set of
eight experiments. The present model is also in better agreement, as compared to predictions with the industrystandard CORSOR-M and ORNL release models.
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TABLE 1. MODEL PARAMETERS BASED ON CRL HCE2 TEST CONDITIONS.

Pre-Test Conditions:
Fuel Type
Element Identity
Buraup (MWh/kgU)
Test Description:
Fuel Specimen
Enrichment (wt% ^ U in U)
Specimen Weight (g)
Number of Fragments'*'
Fuel Length (mm)(b)
Grain Radius (jim)
Temperature (*C)
Environment*'*
Modelling Analysis:
Gap Inventory**
Equilibrium xe (experiment)*'*
Equilibrium xe (model)"
End-of-Test x (experiment)®
End-of-Test x (model)*1
S/V Ratio (m') (Fitted)"
S/V Ratio (m 1 ) (Model)*"
Model Parameters:

Mini-Element Tests 00

Fuel Fragment Tests"0

Parameter
HCE2-CF2

HCE2-CF3

HCE2-CF1

HCE2-CM2

HCE2-CM6

HCE2-CM1

Bruce-type*"
AC-19
457.2

Bruce-type*"
AC-19
457.2

Bruce-type*"
AC-19
457.2

Bruce-type0'
AC-19
457.2

Bruce-type'1'
AC-19
457.2

Bruce-type*"
AC-19
457.2

UO2 chips
1.38
0.566
3
3.5'"'
1354
Ar/2%-H2,
steam

UO2 chips
1.38
0.534
3
3.5(">
1504
Ar/2%-H2,
steam

UO2 chips
1.38
0.460
2
—
3.5'°'
1639
Ar/2%-H2,
steam

UO2/Zr-4(D>
1.38
14.696'°'
—
9
6.5<"
1368
Ar/2%-H2,
steam

UO2/ZT-4""
1.38
16.890<°>
—
11
6.5"'
1496
Ar/2%-H2,
steam

UO2/Zr-4(ll)
1.38
16.469(O)
10
6.5*"
1651
Ar/2%-H2,
steam

_
0.17
0.20
0.18
0.20
2.10x104
2.07x104

0.16
0.19
0.16
0.19
4.67x104
2.11x104

0.15
0.17
0.15
0.17
1.55x104
1.29x104

0.15
0.18
0.17
_
1.65x103

"o.is
0.16
0.19
_
1.53x103

Temperature Ramp'*: E*= 1.78x10* (s/K)
Inert Atmosphere*": D,*, = 7.6x 10'° (m2/s)
0^ = 7.0x10' (cal/mol)
Steam Atmosphere**: D0<>x = 2.22xl0'* (m2/s)
Q« = 4.02x10" (cal/mol)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)

Applicable to fuel fragment tests only.
Applicable to mini-element tests only.
For standard temperature and pressure conditions.
Fraction of "'Cs in the fuel-to-clad gap (mini-elements only).
Calculation based on measured p o ; data and Blackburn model.
Calculation assuming oxygen potential for pure steam (Q,=2) and Blackburn model.
Calculation based on measured weight gain at end of test
Calculation based on measured pOT data followed by pure steam assumption (Q,=2) and Blackburn model.
Fit performed on fuel fragments only.
S/V = 3*(SA0s««old1K (assuming cubic geometry for fuel fragment tests).
Tests are in order of increasing temperature.
Bruce-type fuel rod irradiated in the NRU reactor (enriched to 1.38 wt% D5U).
Range of 2 to 5-jJ.m (peripheral fragments chosen based on high Cs/Rh ratio).
UO2 clad in Zircaloy-4 with loose fitting end-caps.
Includes the weight of the Zircaloy-4 cladding and end-caps.
Based on volumetric average of as-received, irradiated fuel pellet
Determined from a simultaneous fit to all six tests.
Intrinsic diffusion coefficient as previously determined by Tumbull.
Determined from a simultaneous fit to all six tests.

0.15
0.15
0.17
_
1.59x103
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TABLED. TRAPPED FRACTION BASED ON CRL EXPERIMENTAL DATA.

Test

Specimen
Type
(

Temperature""

Environment'^

(°C)

Grain
Radius

Burnup
(MWh/kgt)

Trapped Fraction, £
Measured*'

HCE1-M12 ">
HCE1-M13
HCE1-M14

mini-element
mini-element
mini-element

1599
1603
1599

steam
steam
steam

6.5<«
6.5<«
6.5""

457.2
457.2
457.2

_<•>

HCE2-CF1
HCE2-CF2
HCE2-CF3
HCE2-CM1
HCE2-CM2
HCE2-CM5
HCE2-CM6
HCE2-CM7

fuel fragment
fuel fragment
fuel fragment
mini-element
mini-element
mini-element
mini-element
mini-element

1639
1354
1504
1651
1368
1500
1496
1622

steam
steam
steam
steam
steam
steam
steam
steam

3.5 W
3.5<"
3.5(t>
6.5""
6.5<«
6.5<«
6.5(d)
6.5<«

457.2
457.2
457.2
457.2
457.2
457.2
457.2
457.2

0.201
0.059
0.181
0.147

UCE12-T01<"
UCE12-T03<*>
UCE12-T05
UCE12-T07 w
UCE12-T08
UCE12-T09<'>
UCE12-T10<">
UCE12-T11
UCE12-T13W
UCE12-T17<">

fuel fragment
fuel fragment
fuel fragment
fuel fragment
mini-element
mini-element
mini-element
mini-element
mini-element
fuel fragment

1104
1600
1553
1555
1400
1398
1598
1586
1100
1481

steam
Ar/2%-H2
steam
steam
steam
purified Ar
purified Ar
steam
steam
steam

5.0<"
3.3(1)
5.7(1)
6.7 (l)

441
370
370
441

-.0

4.3®
4.3®
5.5®
5.5®
5.5®
4.5ffl

370

370
441
441
441
370

Trapped Fraction Correlation*1: f(t) = C-a-BU
= 300 (nm-MWh/kgU)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

Test not used in model development or trapped fraction analysis (i.e., model validation test).
Peak test temperature.
For standard temperature and pressure conditions during peak test temperature.
Based on volumetric average of as-received, irradiated fuel pellet
Range of 2 to 5 urn (peripheral fragments chosen based on a high Cs/Rh ratio).
Determined from post-test ceramographic analysis.
Based on volumetric average from post-test ceramographic analysis,
Determined from end-of-test "'Cs release fraction.
End-of-test I3<Cs release fraction did not reach equilibrium.
Calculation based on trapped fraction correlation.
Value represents average from calculations based on measured trapped fraction.

0.136
0.126

_©

0.127
0.154
0.052

0.030
"-•

0.039
_®

0.243
_<5
_<•>

Model®
0.101
0.101
0.101
0.188
0.188
0.188
0.101
0.101
0.101
0.101
0.101
0.136
0.246
0.142
0.102
0.189
0.189
0.124
0.124
0.124
0.180
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FIGURE 1. COMPARISON OF MODEL PREDICTIONS TO HCE2 EXPERIMENTS.
(a) Release fraction for fuel fragment test HCE2-CF3 (1504°C). (b) Release fraction
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fragment test HCE2-CF3. (d) Hydrogen production rate for mini-element test HCE2CM6.
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ABSTRACT
An analytical model has been applied to describe the diffusional release of fission product cesium from
Zircaloy-clad fuel under high-temperature reactor accident conditions. The present treatment accounts for
the influence of the atmosphere (i.e., changing oxygen potential) on the state of fuel oxidation and the
release kinetics. The effects of fuel dissolution on the volatile release behaviour (under reducing
conditions) is considered in terms of earlier crucible experiments and a simple model based on bubble
coalescence and transport in metal pools. The model has been used to interpret the cesium release kinetics
observed in steam and hydrogen experiments at the Vertical Irradiation (VI) Facility in the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory and at the HEVA/VERCORS Facility in the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique.

1. INTRODUCTION
A temperature increase will result when there is insufficient cooling to remove the fission and decay
heat from the nuclear fuel. During the progression of a reactor core melt, the temperature rise will
escalate with the exothermic oxidation of the Zircaloy cladding material by steam.1 The unoxidized
Zircaloy cladding will also melt at a temperature dependent on its oxygen content, i.e., the melting point
ranges from 2033 K (oxygen free) up to 2338 K (oxygen-saturated Zircaloy at -35 at% oxygen). The
molten cladding can liquefy the solid uranium dioxide fuel well below its melting temperature of 3100
K. Dissolution of the fuel in the molten Zircaloy will also cause a destruction of the matrix structure that
may result in an enhanced release of volatile fission products. The hydrogen that is generated at high
temperature by the steam oxidation of the core materials can influence the oxygen potential of the
atmosphere. These high-temperature phenomena will directly influence the release characteristics of the
fission products.2 To better understand the mechanisms that govern the release behaviour under degraded
fuel conditions, a number of single-effects annealing tests have been conducted at high-temperature in both
oxidizing (steam) and reducing (hydrogen) conditions.3'4*5'6-7

* Visiting scientist from the Royal Military College of Canada, Department of Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering, Kingston, Ontario, CANADA K7K 5L0.
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An analytical model has been developed to describe the diffusional release of cesium in terms of the
state of fuel oxidation in annealing experiments (see Ref. 8). This treatment considers the inhibiting
influence of hydrogen (produced by steam oxidation of the Zircaloy cladding) on the oxygen potential of
the atmosphere, and its subsequent effect on the fuel oxidation kinetics. In this paper, the model is applied
to the analysis of the vertical induction (VI) tests at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and the
HEVA/VERCORS tests at the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA). The amount of fuel dissolution
that arises in the annealing tests with hydrogen is evaluated in terms of previous data from crucible
experiments.9'10<u The impact of liquefied fuel on the cesium release is assessed in terms of earlier
theoretical work.12'13

2. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
2.1

Fission Product Release Model

As detailed in Ref. 8, fission-product transport in the uranium dioxide fuel matrix can be described by
a diffusional release process. The generalized release fraction is given by:
F=FD{r),

(1)

where the function Ffl(x) is given by the transformed Booth relation:6'14
—-3T,

forT < 0.1,

(2)

17

FD = 1 - — expi-TrM,

forr > 0.1.

(3)

7T 2

The dimensionless variable i is evaluated from the integral relation
'

i

T = fl>(t)dt - £ &(t)At,
o
°

(4)

where D' = D/a2, D is a time-variable diffusion coefficient and a is the grain radius. The grain radius a
is typically constant during the anneal since the grain boundaries are pinned by the fission product
bubbles.15
The diffusion coefficient D (in m2/s), as a function of temperature T (in K) and stoichiometry
deviation x, can be given by the composite expression:8
D = IXJ) + J\x,T).
Here the intrinsic diffusion component (as derived from isothermal experiments) is given by16

(5)
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= 7.6xlO- 1 0 expj- 7 - 0 x l ° 4 l
F
\ RT J

...
- _.

.

(6)

and the enhanced uranium vacancy production term is8

Dtx,T) - Z ^ e x p j ^ J ,

(7)

where R = 1.987 cal/mol.K, Do = 2.22 x 10'8 m2/s and Q = 4.02 x 104 cal/mol. With oxidized fuel, one
generally finds that D{x,T) » D(T) in Eq. (5).

2.2

Fuel Oxidation Model

The process of fuel oxidation by steam is governed by a surface-exchange reaction at the solid/gas
interface and not by the volume diffusion of oxygen into the solid.17'1819"20 The kinetics of this reaction
has been defined by

-f = -a{PHJm{SIV)[x-x^
at

(8)

2

where xe is the equilibrium stoichiometry deviation (see Appendix A), a is the oxygen surface-exchange
coefficient, m is the order of the reaction with respect to the steam pressure PH2O (in atm) and S/V is the
surface-to-volume ratio of the solid.
The stoichiometry deviation x as a function of time can be calculated by integrating Eq. (8) over a
given time step At of constant temperature T:
xe[l -Qxy{-a(SIV){P^mAt}],

(9)

where x(0) is the value of the stoichiometry deviation at the beginning of the time step. The parameter
a (m/s) has been determined experimentally by Cox et al. at 1 atm pressure in the temperature range 1073
to 1873 K (for sintered UO2 with a geometric
}519
a = a o e x p | - — 1 = 0.365 exp{ -23500/ Ti,

(10)

where T is in K. This parameter has also been evaluated by Abrefah et al. in the temperature range of
1273 to 1623 K, yielding similar coefficients of <xo = 0.450 and E/R = 22080 K.20
2.2.1 CEA Fuel Oxidation Experiments. To quantify the parameters of m and S/V in Eq. (8), further
experiments were conducted using a thermogravimetry technique at the CEA. Sample pellets were cut
into slices with a weight of 0.7 g and a diameter of 8 mm. These specimens were then placed into a Ptmesh crucible in which a gaseous flow was introduced. The results from a typical experiment with
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sintered U0 2 containing no open porosity are shown in Fig. 1. Equation (8) provides a good fit to the data
using a calculated value of jce based on the Lindemer and Besmann representation in Appendix A. Figure
2 shows a weight reduction resulting from fuel volatilization at 1773 K and -1873 K in an atmosphere of
He-1% H2O. A final reduction of the fuel sample in a hydrogen environment provides a measurement of
the rate of UO3 evaporation as shown in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. Significant evaporation can
be seen to occur above 1600 K.
Figure 4 shows the parameter cc(Pmo)m as a function of temperature (considering evaporation effects)
at a constant pressure of Pmo = 0.01 atm. This work yields an activation energy of E/R = 23300 K that
is in good agreement with Eq. (10). The quantity co(Pmo)m c&n a^so be determined from Fig. 4. By
repeating this experiment at various values of PmQ, the parameter m can be evaluated. Figure 5 suggests
that the oxidation reaction rate depends on the square-root of the steam pressure in the low-pressure
domain 0.01 to 1 atm, which is also in agreement with the findings of Abrefah et al.20
Other experiments were conducted with samples of the same geometry but with an open porosity of
3%. Using a nitrogen adsorption technique, the specific surface area of these samples was measured to
be 19 cm2/g compared to a geometric surface area of 0.5 cm2/g, i.e., the (S/V)Ml>i is approximately 40 times
the CW)geometric- This open porosity consisted of a network of interconnected cracks (~10 |im-thick) that
were stable upon resintering at 1973 K in H2. As typically shown in Fig. 6, the oxidation rate is slightly
higher for the fuel sample with 3% open porosity. From these results, an effective S/V is deduced from
Eq. (8) such that (S/TOeffective = 1-6 to 2.3 (5/F)geometric. This finding is in good agreement with the earlier
work for irradiated fuel.5 Thus, the effective surface area that arises in the oxidation reaction is much less
than the specific area measured with the adsorption technique. This result occurs because of limited steam
penetration into the microcracks. A relatively high partial pressure of hydrogen (produced from the fueloxidation reaction) in the microcracks may result in a low local value of xe even though there is a large
excess of H2O in the bulk atmosphere.

2.3

ORNL Experiments

A series of anneals were conducted in the vertical induction (VI) facility at the ORNL.21'22'23'24'25'26'27
In these tests, fuel specimens were heated in either a hydrogen, steam or air environment at atmospheric
pressure to temperatures ranging from 2000 to 2740 K. The fuel specimens consisted of 15-cm sections
of high-burnup Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuel in which Zircaloy end caps were press fit on. A small
1.6-mm hole was drilled at the mid-length position to permit gas release during heating. The fission
product release was monitored with on-line gamma ray spectrometry. A summary of the experimental
conditions is given in Table 1. The measured release kinetics of the volatile cesium species and the
temperature history are shown in Fig. 7 for the high-temperature VI tests 3 through 5.
2.3.1 Analysis of ORNL Experiments and Model Application. The ORNL Diffusion Model was
obtained from a fitting of Eqs. (1) through (4) to the release data of the first five VI tests (irrespective of
the atmospheric conditions).3 A simple regression was employed in this treatment to back-calculate the
diffusion coefficient from the measured release fraction.28"29 Assuming a constant diffusivity over a short
time period, an effective diffusion coefficient D (in m2/s) was evaluated for the ORNL model as an
Arrhenius function of temperature (T in K):3"28"29
(11)
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If all of the input steam reaches the fuel-to-clad gap then fg = 1. However, a previous Zircaloyoxidation analysis for the VI-1 test indicated a significant bypass in the test section where only -46% of
the steam had-actually reached the fuel specimen and reacted with the external-eladding surface.33 Thus,
if this fraction is then able to reach the gap, fg = 46%. Values of fg for the other steam tests may be
obtained from a suitable scaling of the VI-1 value by considering the ratio of the total quantity of
hydrogen measured to that which occurs from complete Zircaloy oxidation. The total amount of molecular
hydrogen produced from all sources in the steam tests is given by the area under the hydrogen rate curves
(Fig. 8), yielding a value, for example, of 2.0 mol (VI-1) and 1.8 mol (VI-3); in comparison, the quantity
of hydrogen produced from the Zircaloy/steam reaction can be calculated from the Zircaloy masses in
Table 1 as 0.69 mol (VI-1) and 0.46 mol (VI-3). The result of this calculation yields an estimated value
of 33% (VI-3) (see Fig. 7(a)).
The equilibrium stoichiometry deviation xe can be estimated as a function of time for the ORNL steam
tests. This calculation employs the fuel oxidation model of Eqs. (A-l), (A-4), (A-5) and (A-19), as well
as the measured data for the steam input rates (RH2o) and hydrogen production rates (/?ff2) (Fig- 8), and
bounding values of fg. The stoichiometry deviation x can in turn be determined from Eqs. (9) and (10)
where the S/V ratio is taken to be 490 m"1. The value of xe in Fig. 8 is observed to decrease under certain
times when steam bypass becomes important. This decrease wDl therefore lead to a fuel reduction. In
the present analysis, it is implicitly assumed that the reduction process occurs instantaneously, rather than
by the slower kinetics of Eq. (9). This assumption is made because reduction is much more rapid than
oxidation since the former process is solid-state diffusion controlled.20 With a knowledge of x(f), the
cumulative release fraction can be estimated from the fission product release model of Eqs. (1) through
(4). The combined diffusion coefficient of Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) is employed.
The result of the calculation for the VI-3 steam test is shown in Fig. 7(a) as labelled by the model
D(x,J) (with^ = 1 and 0.33). In general, the release is underpredicted early in the test This result occurs
because release from grain-boundary cracking and from deposits on the internal clad surface have been
ignored. On the other hand, the model tends to overpredict the release later in the experiment since the
fuel oxidation is, in reality, more limited as a consequence of a reduced mass transport into the fuel-to-clad
gap. The given release prediction is comparable to that of the empirical ORNL diffusion model.
However, it is worthwhile to note that the present calculation is essentially a "blind" test since no
adjustable factor is used.
A best-fit prediction can be provided for the VI-3 steam test by considering the second-order effects
of release from the grain boundaries and fuel-to-clad gap. These effects can be incorporated into the
combined fuel oxidation and fission product release model by replacing the intrinsic diffusivity of Eq. (6)
with the effective diffusivity of Eq. (12). This change is only applied during the initial ramp below a
temperature of 2000 K (VI-3) where dT/dt > 0. During this period, the hyperstoichiometric diffusivity
is reduced since x is very small as a result of hydrogen production from the steam reaction with the
Zircaloy cladding (see Fig. 8). Consequently, Eq. (12) will dominate for the ramp release. The reduced
transport of steam to the fuel can be further modelled with an empirically-fit parameter^. In accordance
with the earlier analysis, a best-fit value of fg = 26% implies that only 80% of the steam, which actually
reaches the reaction tube, enters into the fuel-to-clad gap through the drilled hole or cracks in the oxidized
cladding. The release prediction is considerably improved, as indicated by the "best fit" model in Fig.
7(a).
In summary, the present analysis indicates that the atmospheric effects are less important in the ORNL
tests as a consequence of a reduced oxygen potential in the steam tests (resulting from steam bypass and
a reduced mass transport of steam to the fuel-to-clad gap).
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where R = 1.937 cal mol'1 K"1. This diffusion coefficient was recommended for the bumup range of 38
to 44 MWd/kg uranium. In most circumstances, Eq. (11) leads to an underprediction of the cumulative
release fraction as labelled by the model "ORNL" in Fig. 7.
The VI tests 4 and 5 were conducted in a hydrogen environment at high temperature. Under these
conditions, the diffusion component D(x,T) = 0 and intrinsic diffusion would be expected to predominate.
As discussed in Ref. 6, the intrinsic diffusivity in Eq. (6) significantly underpredicts the release behaviour.
However, a revised diffusion coefficient D(T) (for hydrogen conditions) can be obtained from a specific
fitting of the fission-product release model to the VI-4 and VI-5 data. Using a Marquardt-Levenberg
algorithm for the regression analysis, the following diffusion coefficient (in m2/s) is obtained:
(12)

This diffusivity provides a much better release prediction for the hydrogen tests [labelled as D(T) in Figs.
7(b) and 7(c)] than that proposed for the ORNL model in Eq. (11).
The fuel in the hydrogen experiments (VI-4 and VI-5) is expected to be close to stoicbiometry for the
following reasons. A "pure" hydrogen atmosphere will produce a low oxygen potential, where equilibrium
thermodynamics predicts a hypostoichiometric phase for the urania.30'31 In fact, at higher temperature,
a region exists where the UO2.X is in equilibrium with liquid uranium (containing dissolved oxygen).31
However, this result was not observed in the ceramography of the hydrogen tests at the CEA (Section 2.4)
or ORNL, which may indicate that the fuel was buffered somewhat by trace quantities of water vapour
in the apparatus. Although the fuel can also be reduced on contact with the Zircaloy cladding, this
reaction will be inhibited with the presence of an oxide layer on the inner surface of the cladding. This
oxide layer will result from the liberation of oxygen with high fuel bumup. The fuel will also not increase
in stoichiometry during the previous irradiation period as a consequence of this gettering of the oxygen
by the cladding, as well as by the fission-product molybdenum.32 The poor wetability of the fuel after
clad melt in the annealing experiments will also prevent significant fuel reduction (see Section 3). In
conclusion, the present discussion suggests that the diffusivity in Eq. (12) should correspond to nearstoichiometric conditions.
A significant effect of the atmosphere on the release behaviour was not observed in the ORNL steam
tests (VI-3). This result may be attributed to a lower oxygen potential resulting from steam bypass of the
fuel test section and limited mass transport of steam into the fuel-to-clad gap of the fuel specimen.33'34
The bypassed steam also reacted with the graphite susceptor of the test assembly, liberating carbon
monoxide and additional hydrogen. With limited fuel oxidation, the diffusivity in Eq. (12) should
therefore apply. In fact, the use of this diffusivity in the model of Eqs. (1) through (4) also provides a
good prediction of the release behaviour for the "steam" test (VI-3) (as labelled as D(T) in Fig. 7(a)).
This analysis suggests that the oxygen potential is lower than expected in the various steam tests. This
result can be further demonstrated with the use of the fuel oxidation and fission product release models
(Sections 2.1 and 2.2). In this calculation, it is important to consider the mass transfer of steam to the fuel
specimen and into the internal rod atmosphere. This effect can be quantified in terms of the parameter
fg in Eq. (A-19).
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2.4

CEA Experiments

Eight annealing tests were performed in the HEVA facility at the Commissariat a 1'Energie Atomique
(CEA)-Grenoble from 1983 to 1989 (see Table 2).7>35'36 In these tests, fuel specimens were heated in either
a hydrogen or steam atmosphere between 1900 K to 2370 K. This program has been extended as the
VERCORS test series in order to investigate the release behaviour of fission products in the presence of
greater fuel deterioration at higher temperature. On-line gas chromatography was also used to monitor
the hydrogen production for the tests after VERCORS-1.
Each test (except HEVA-7) was conducted with a small section of a spent Pressurized Water Reactor
(PWR) fuel rod. The irradiated fuel specimen consisted of three pellets that were contained in the original
Zircaloy-4 cladding. A half-pellet of depleted UO2 was placed at each end of the fuel stack. The fuel was
held in place by crimping the ends of the cladding (i.e., no end caps were used). In order to restore the
short-lived inventory after the long cooldown periods, the fuel samples were reirradiated in the SILOE
experimental reactor for ~6 days at 8 W/cm (HEVA tests) to 15 W/cm (VERCORS tests), after which the
annealing tests were carried out within 50 h.
The measured release kinetics of the volatile cesium species are compared for the two high-temperature
tests (HEVA-6 and VERCORS-2) in Fig. 9. An oxidative phase was performed in the early part of the
HEVA-6 test, where the fuel specimen was exposed to a mixture of steam (25 mg/s) and hydrogen (0.2
mg/s) at a temperature of 1620 K for 50 min, in order to oxidize about two-thirds of the thickness of the
Zircaloy cladding. The HEVA-6 test (see Fig. 9(a)) reached a maximum temperature plateau of 2370 K
in a hydrogen atmosphere. A reducing environment is also expected to be present in the early phase of
the test as a consequence of hydrogen production from the Zircaloy-steam reaction. In comparsion, the
VERCORS-2 test in Fig. 9(b) was carried out at 2150 K in a predominantly oxidizing (hydrogen/steam)
environment These experiments can provide a further validation of the models in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
2.4.1 Model Application. Since the uranium dioxide fuel in the HEVA-6 test experienced a reducing
environment, the fission product release model of Eqs. (1) to (4) can be directly applied with an intrinsic
diffusion coefficient. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the diffusivity of Eq. (6) (derived from isothermal
experiments) leads again to an underprediction of the 137Cs release kinetics. On the other hand, it can be
shown that the release kinetics are significantly overpredicted with the diffusivity of Eq. (12) (derived
from the ORNL hydrogen tests). This difference may be related to the fact that cladding is present in an
oxidized state throughout the HEVA-6 test (as a result of an initial oxidative phase), whereas the metallic
cladding has melted and relocated in the ORNL hydrogen tests (VI-4 and VI-5). Thus, the enhanced
release in the VI tests may be attributed to a lack of fuel constraint by the cladding or, perhaps, due to
dissolution of the fuel by the molten Zircaloy (see Section 3).
A best fit diffusivity can be evaluated for the Heva-6 test using a Marquardt-Levenberg regression
analysis (see Fig. 9(a)). This analysis indicates the presence of a shallow minimum where a number of
fitting-parameter pairs (i.e., pre-exponential factor and activation energy) yield equivalent results. For
instance, on fixing the activation energy to the value obtained for the Vl-hydrogen experiments, the
following optimized diffusivity (in m2/s) is obtained (compare with Eq. (12)):

RT J

(13)

This diffusivity is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than that given in Eq. (12). The best-fit
model is in good agreement with the observed release kinetics.
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The fuel oxidation and cesium release model can be directly applied to the VERCORS-2 test (see Fig.
9(b)), which was conducted predominantly in a steam atmosphere. The oxygen potential for the given
steam/hydrogen mixture can be evaluated with Eqs. (A-4), (A-5) and (A-19), where Rmo is the steam input
rate and Rm is the sum of the hydrogen input rate and the measured hydrogen production rate (Fig. 10).
The steam bypass can be similarly quantified by taking fg in Eq. (A-19) as the ratio of the calculated
amount of hydrogen produced from Zircaloy-clad oxidation to the total amount of hydrogen created (as
measured by gas chromatography), i.e., fg = 370 mg 1^2126 mg H2 = 0.174. The subsequent mass
transport of steam to the gap was not limited in this case because the fuel specimen had no end caps.
Hence, the equilibrium stochiometry deviation (xe) can be evaluated by equating the oxygen potential in
the atmosphere to that of the solid using the Blackburn representation of Eq. (A-l). Following the
methodology of Section 2.3.1, the stoichiometry deviation can, in turn, be calculated from Eqs. (9) and
(10) for an S/V ratio of 490 m'1. With the calculated x(t) values in Fig. 10, the 134Cs release kinetics can
therefore be determined from the release model of Eqs. (1) through (4). The combined diffusivity of Eqs.
(5), (6) and (7) is again used in this calculation. The grain radius is fixed as a = 7.5 |am (Table 2). As
shown in Fig. 9(b), the model prediction is in good agreement with the measured data. To consider an
enhanced release from the grain boundary and fuel-to-clad gap during the temperature ramp-up period
(where dT/dt > 0) (see Section 2.3.1), the intrinsic diffusivity of Eq. (6) can be replaced by Eq. (13) (as
deduced from the HEVA-6 test). However, there is essentially no change in the predicted release curve
of Fig. 9(b) since the hyperstoichiometric term typically dominates the intrinsic one in Eq. (5) for the
given experimental conditions.
In summary, comparing the CEA (Heva-6) and ORNL (VI-4 and VI-5) test results under hydrogen
conditions, the loss of cladding support in the ORNL tests (as a result of melting and relocation) leads to
an enhanced cesium release. The fuel oxidation and fission product release model, developed in Ref. 8,
is able to reproduce the release kinetics in the Vercors-2 steam test (where again steam bypass effects must
be considered).

3. DISSOLUTION PHENOMENA
In the ORNL steam tests (VI-1, VI-2 and VI-3), the fuel specimens had remained intact However, fuel
collapse was observed in the hydrogen tests (VI-4 and VI-5) above the melting temperature of the Zircaloy
cladding. Radiation detectors along the axial length of the fuel column indicated that the fuel stack had
collapsed at -2150 K in VI-4 and between 2400 to 2700 K in VI-5.25 It is believed that the cladding/fuel
was in a semimolten state because of the degree of downward penetration of the fission products below
the original fuel location.24 Post-test metallography of the VI-4 assembly indicated a chemical interaction
between the liquid Zircaloy-4 and the solid UO2. The effect of fuel dissolution on the release of the
volatile fission products is considered in Section 3.1.
The oxygen content of the cladding must exceed a minimum value (e.g., ~1 wt% at 2200 K) to provide
sufficient wetting of the fuel for dissolution.9'10 Early in the VI-4 experiment, the wetability of the fuel
was limited because the test was conducted in a reducing (hydrogen) atmosphere and the cladding was
originally oxygen-free. Consequently, only weak UOj/Zircaloy chemical interaction is expected to occur
after clad melt while the molten Zircaloy runs down the cracked fuel pellets; i.e., significant dissolution
of the UO2 can not occur until there is an increased oxygen content in the melt after fuel collapse into the
molten pool.
The volume-percent of fuel dissolution expected in the VI-4 experiment can be estimated as follows.
Recent crucible experiments have shown that the maximum solubility of UO2 in liquid Zircaloy depends
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on the UOj/Zirealoy mass ratio, the initial oxygen content of the cladding and the temperature of the melt.
The time-dependent behaviour of the dissolution process can also be described by first-order kinetics:11
' "

(14)

where C^t) is the uranium concentration in solution at time t, Cv» is the uranium concentration in the
saturated melt, k' is the first-order rate constant = ky (S/V)L (s1), ku is the uranium assimilation rate
constant (m/s), and (S/V)L is the fuel surface area/molten Zircaloy volume ratio (m"1).
The crucible experiments in Ref. 11 were conducted with a (S/V)L ratio of 730 to 770 m"1. In
comparison, a lower-bound estimate of the (S/V)L for the VI-4 fuel specimen is -800 m"1 using the
fabricated geometry of the fuel specimen and neglecting any cracking effects for the irradiated pellets.
Since the (S/V)L ratios are similar, Eq. (14) suggests that an equilibrium concentration should be reached
at about the same time (or even more rapidly with a larger ratio) in the VI-4 experiment if convective
stirring in the melt is not limited. For instance, the crucible experiments typically reached saturation in
about 0.5 to 3 min within the temperature range of 2273 to 2473 K, where k' varied from 0.025 to 0.14
s"1. On the other hand, the UCyZircaloy mass ratio was /nj/O/mzry ~ 11 for the crucible experiments,11
compared with a lower mass ratio of muo/mZry = 78.2 g/21.1 g « 4 for the VI-4 test (Table 1). A lower
ratio for the VI-4 experiment will yield a greater amount of fuel dissolution at a given temperature,
although this increase will be offset somewhat with a reduction of the ZrO2 furnace tube by melt
interaction; as the oxygen content of the melt increases, the amount of UO2 that can be dissolved by the
melt decreases.9"11
In conclusion, the saturation concentration should be rapidly reached in the VI-4 test (with sufficient
convective stirring) with a value comparable to that of the crucible experiments. The average temperature
of the melt during the VI-4 test after fuel collapse was 2373 K. Hence, at this temperature it follows from
the crucible experiments that ~9% of the volume of the fuel should dissolve when the Zircaloy is initially
oxygen free.11 This estimate can also be compared to that determined by a fission product release analysis
for the VI-4 test (Section 3.1).

3.1

Fission Product Release With Fuel Dissolution

Based on mass balance considerations, the fractional release (F) of volatile fission products from the
fuel with the occurence of fuel dissolution is:
F= [FJj) -AF^-FJjz)}]*

fll-FJj^Ftf,

(15)

where/is the volume fraction of fuel dissolution (see Section 3.), FD{\) is the release fraction for matrix
diffusion [see Eqs. (2) and (3)], and FL(f) is the release fraction for dissolved fuel. It is assumed that fuel
dissolution occurs at the dimensionless time x = xL (or time t - tj). The first term in Eq. (15), i.e., FD(x)
- f{FD(\)-FD(xL)}, corresponds to the diffusional component of release while the second term describes
that from the dissolved fuel region. The release fraction for dissolved fuel is assumed to occur as a firstorder rate process for time t z tD
FL(i) = [l-expi-Ht-tj}],

(16)
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where k is a rate constant of release. Since the process of fuel dissolution is rapid (see Section 3.), the
dissolution kinetics can be modelled as a step function where tL is the time of complete dissolution which
is assumed toTOccur one minute after fuel relocation into the Zircaloy melt. - Hence, for time, t < tL,f =
0, and Eq. (15) simply reduces to the release fraction in Eq. (1); at time t z tu the parameter/is taken
to be equal to the saturation value. By the time of fuel dissolution, a fraction FD{x{) has already been
released by diffusion from the fuel matrix.
The model in Eqs. (15) and (16) can be fit with a Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm to the VI-4 data in
Fig. 7(b). For this calculation, the fraction FD(xL) is fixed at 27% at -58 min (based on the observed time
of relocation). The additional fitting parameters of the generalized model are/and k. As shown in Fig.
7(b), better agreement is obtained when the effect of fuel dissolution is considered. The model parameters
in this case are evaluated a s / = 3.7% and k = 4.6 x 10"7 s"1 (Table 3). A discussion of these results is
presented in the following sections.
3.1.1 Volume Fraction of Fuel Dissolution (f). The fitted value of/(i.e., 3.7%) is comparable to that
expected from the crucible experiments (i.e., 9%). The lower value for the VI-4 test may result from a
higher oxygen content in the melt (from a reduction of the furnace tube by the melt) and, possibly, from
limited convection in the melt (see Section 3.). The VI-4 result is also lower than that measured in a
preliminary test (VT-4) with hollow and unirradiated pellets (-11%). This result is to be expected in light
of the lower UCyZircaloy mass ratio in the VT-4 test 24
3.1.2 Rate Constant for Volatile Release from Dissolved Fuel (k). The first-order rate constant k can
be determined in terms of a physical process of bubble rise through a viscous melt. Considering a balance
of forces for gravity and drag versus buoyancy, the terminal rise velocity Vb! (in m/s) for a submerged
rigid bubble of radius rb (in m) is given by,1213
V

=

where pL is the density of the melt (kg/m3), g is the gravitational constant (= 9.807 m/s2), and [iL is the
viscosity of the melt (Pa.s). To account for the tortuous path that the bubble must take in its upwardlybiased rise through the partially dissolved fuel pellets, the effective bubble rise velocity Vb is taken to be
one-half of the terminal velocity.12 Thus, the rate constant k for cesium release can be related to a timeaveraged, bubble rise velocity <Vb> according to:

^It,

(18)

where C = *! Pi 8/(9 \iL $), f] is the molar ratio of cesium to total volatile gas in the fuel specimen, and
i is the characteristic thickness of the melt The parameter r\ may be approximated for VI-4 by the mass
ratio mcJimc+m^ = 0.26 g/(0.26 g + 0.50 g) = 34%.24 From the metallographic examination, and a
calculation of the total amount of cladding that is available for relocation, f is estimated to be about 0.02
m. The physical parameters for the melt, pL and [i^, must also be obtained. Although the values for these
and other parameters are given in Ref. 12 (for liquid UO2), they are not referenced and, in several cases,
have incorrect units. Consequently, an independent search was undertaken for the various quantities listed
in Table 3.9.37.3839.40'41 Hence, using Eq. (18) with the fitted value of kand the physical parameters in Table
3, the effective bubble radius is evaluated as rbeff = [<r62>]U2 = 0.11 (am.
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One can further estimate the amount of volatile gas present in bubbles compared to that which is
trapped within porosity or dissolved in the liquefied fuel. This can be determined by accounting for
bubble coalescence and growth in the liquefied medium. Using previous theoretical treatments,12>13'42'43 the
effective bubble radius can be derived in Appendix B as given in Eq. (B-16). The only unknown quantity
in Eqs. (B-16) and (B-17) is the available content of gas (M) that fixes the bubble density in Eq. (B-5).
However, only a certain fraction (e) of the total gas density in the melt (Mo) is available for bubble growth
since some gas will remain dissolved in the molten pool or will be trapped in porosity, i.e., M = eM0.
The parameter Mo can be evaluated for the VI-4 test based on direct gamma spectrometry of the fuel
specimen and an ORIGEN2 code calculation. Here the concentration of volatile gas is C = 4.6 x 1020
atom/cm3 of UO2 (i.e., 7.3 kg of Xe/tU and 3.7 kg of Cs/tU).24 Thus, the total gas atom density in the
melt at the time of dissolution ( T , ) is
= C(\-FD<jM

(19)
V
V

UO2(L)

+ v
+
V

Zry(L)

where the volume of liquefied fuel is J V ^ D = fmuo2/Pvo2,m and the volume of molten Zircaloy is
= mzry/Pzr.m- Using the data in Table 3, with/= 3.7% (Section 3.1.1), FD(Xj) = 27%, and the given masses
for the fuel specimen in Table 1 (i.e., mUO2 = 78.2 g and m^ = 21.1 g), M^is evaluated as 2.8 x 1025
atom/m3. A value of € = 13% is finally obtained by equating Eq. (B-16) to the previous fitted value of

This analysis indicates that only -13% of the fission gas is found in bubbles. The remaining gas is
presumably in solution in the melt or located within the observed porosity (voids).
3.1.3 Discussion. The phenomenon of fuel disolution, and its impact on the volatile release behaviour,
are quantified in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. The present treatment explicitly assumes a single event for
bubble nucleation in which the corresponding bubble growth is described by Eqs. (B-l 1) and (B-14). This
formulation is supported by the fact that there is an in-situ supersaturation of fission gas during melt
formation.
Liquefaction was only observed for those ORNL experiments performed in a reducing (hydrogen)
atmosphere (VI-4 and VI-5). However, the dissolution process did not have a significant effect on the
fission product release behaviour (see Fig. 7(b)). An instantaneous release is not indicated with fuel
dissolution (as assumed in the NUREG-0772 fission product release correlation44) because of limited
growth of bubbles in the liquefied material. This finding is also supported in the analysis of Ref. 12.
Only about 13% of the total cesium contained in the molten fuel is released via bubble transport (Section
3.1.2). The majority of the volatile cesium appears to remain in solution or is trapped inside voids. The
low fraction of cesium in bubbles may reflect the presence of additional holdup mechanisms not
considered explicitly in the model; for example, such phenomena may include: bubble nucleation in the
pool, vapor diffusion of gas into bubbles, and the interaction/release of bubbles at the surface of the pool.45
Caution should be exercised, however, in the use of the present results to real accident situations since it
is not clear what impact the hydrogen carrier gas has on void production within the melt
, Inspection of the release curve in Fig. 7(c), suggests that only a diffusional release occurred from the
fuel in the VI-5 experiment Fuel relocation was observed much later in the VI-5 test (perhaps at a
temperature as high as 2700 K) compared to that in VI-4 because of the lower bumup of the fuel
specimen.25 By the time of relocation in VI-5, most of the release would have already occurred by
diffusion (i.e., / ^ ( x j = 0.95 in Eq. (15)).
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Finally, in -ihe CEA experiment performed in a reducing environment (HEVA-6), some Zircaloy
penetration was observed in the fuel cracks. However, the fuel specimen remained intact as a consequence
of the early steam period in which the cladding was partially oxidized (see Section 2.4), i.e., a protective
(inner) zirconium oxide layer, produced early in the test (during the 1620 K temperature plateau), would
prevent significant Zircaloy/UO2 interaction. Thus, the total amount of fuel dissolution is expected to be
small, leading to a predominant diffusional release in Fig. 9(a).

4. CONCLUSION
1. An analytical model has been applied to describe the release behaviour of fission product cesium from
uranium dioxide fuel during severe reactor accident conditions. In the present framework, the fission
product release kinetics are based on the state of fuel oxidation, in accordance with a generalized
diffusional approach. The fuel oxidation kinetics are detailed by a surface-exchange reaction at the
fuel/steam interface. The effect of a changing oxygen potential in the atmosphere (due to the
Zircaloy/steam reaction) is explicitly treated in the model.
2. The influence of pressure, fuel porosity and UO3 volatilization on the fuel oxidation behaviour has been
investigated in experiments at the CEA. The model has been applied to the ORNL (VI-3 through 5)
and CEA (HEVA-6 and VERCORS-2) tests performed under various atmospheric and temperature
conditions (i.e., in steam and hydrogen at 2150 to 2740 K).
3. A significant difference in the release was not observed between the hydrogen and "steam" tests at the
ORNL and CEA since the oxygen potential was reduced as a result of hydrogen production from the
Zircaloy/steam reaction. In addition, a significant steam bypass occurred at both facilities, resulting
in additional hydrogen liberation from a steam reaction with the graphite susceptor of the furnace
assembly. Limited transport of steam to the fuel-to-clad gap also reduced the fuel oxidation kinetics.
4. Intrinsic diffusivities were evaluated from release data in the hydrogen tests at the CEA (Heva-6) and
ORNL (VI-4 and VI-5). These diffusivities were larger than those reported in earlier isothermal
experiments, which may be related to temperature ramp effects. Fuel collapse was observed in the
ORNL tests (VI-4 and VI-5) following clad melt and relocation; however, the clad remained intact in
the Heva-6 test as a result of an earlier oxidative phase. The loss of cladding support yielded an
increased diffusivity by an order of magnitude.
5. A small amount of fuel dissolution occurred in the ORNL hydrogen tests following clad melt The fuel
dissolution kinetics in the VI-4 test were analyzed in terms of separate-effects crucible experiments.
The amount of volatile release from the dissolved fuel was assessed with a simple model based on the
phenomena of bubble coalescence and buoyancy rise in a molten pool. The VI-4 analysis indicates that
volatile release from dissolved fuel can be inhibited by bubble dynamics and porosity in the melt.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF xe
The equilibrium deviation from stoichiometry (xe) in Eq. (9) is determined-by-equating the equilibrium
oxygen pressure in the solid (Section A.I) with that of the gas mixture (in the fuel-to-clad gap) (Section
A.2).5
A.I

Oxygen Partial Pressure in the Solid

The partial pressure of oxygen pO2 (in atm) of the solid, as a function of temperature (in K), is given
by either the Blackburn thermochemical model:30
= 21nA--21n(l-T)+21n(2+A) + 1 0 8 A T 2 - ^ ° ^ +9.92,

(A-l)

or the solid solution representation of Lindemer and Besmann:.31
In/?,
A

15.15+21n x(l-2xf

for x < 0.01,

(A-2)

for x > 0.01.

(A-3)

3

(1-3A) J

A.2

Oxygen Partial Pressure in the Atmosphere

At a total system pressure pt (in atm), the pO2 in the gas mixture can be estimated from the
transcendental equation:46
(A-4)

where Ky = VK${-LG°/RT},
AG° = -250800 + 57.8T J/mol and R = 8.3145 J/mol.K. The parameter Qa
is the hydrogen-to-oxygen atom ratio of the environment:5
n.

<?, - 2

(A-5)

n
where nHJnH2O is the ratio of the number of moles of hydrogen-to-steam in the gas mixture.
Alternatively, Eqs. (A-4) and (A-5) can be replaced by considering the equilibrium constant K2 for
water vapour decomposition for the reaction:

2/^

(A-6)
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The parameter-Xj is given in several references. For example, from the definition of AT, in Ref. 46, the
equivalent expression for K2 is:
Olander:

log A^ = - - ^ 5 ° +6.032,

(A-7)

where T is in K. Other representations for K2 include, respectively:47'48'49
Wheeler and Jones:

Nemst.

Ulich:

logK2 = -252?§ + 1.958 log T- 0.9659,

\ogK2 = - ^ 3 0 0

\ogK2 = -25300

+ 4M

1.75 fog T- 1.2,

+

+

j 04(00007 z_

02

(A-8)

(A-9)

).

(A-10)

The oxygen partial pressure pm can be evaluated at equilibrium at a given temperature T from the law of
mass action for the given reaction in Eq. (A-6):
K2 = %&.,
Pop

(A-ll)

and the laws of conservation of mass for H and O:

where (pmo)i and (Pm)i are the initial water and hydrogen partial pressures that are introduced into the gas
mixture. Equations (A-ll) through (A-13) lead to a cubic equation for the oxygen partial pressure,
analogous to Eq. (A-4):

4

^

^

/

^ = 0.

(A-14)

Two cases are of particular interest:
(i)

When only pure steam is introduced (i.e., there is no cladding present or the cladding is fully
oxidized), the solution for the p^ is:
1/3

(A-15)
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(ii) When .a mixture of steam and hydrogen is introduced (i.e., the cladding is still oxidizing), such
that there is a significant contribution of hydrogen, i.e., K2 « (PmX ^ i < 5 (?H2)i2/(PH2o)i> 4(Po2)3
« (Pmo); 2K2 and 4pO2 « (p^, Eq. (A-14) reduces to:

Equations (A-8) and (A-16) yield the usual Wheeler and Jones formula for the oxygen potential
in a hydrogen and steam mixture:47
4.509 log T- 2.224 - 4.605 log -

(A-17)

As expected, if nm « nH2O> Eq. (A-5) reduces to the pure steam condition, Qa = 2. hi this situation,
Eq. (A-4) simplifies to an explicit expression for the pai\i*'
(A-18)

which yields the same result as Eq. (A-15).
The molar ratio nH/nH2O in Eqs. (A-5) or (A-17) can be estimated from the bulk-stream conditions at
the mid-point of the fuel specimen using the measured hydrogen production rate RH2 (in mol/s) and the
steam input rate into the reaction tube RH2O (mol/s):

J!± =

1—Hl

.

(A-19)

^ is the fraction of steam that enters into the fuel-to-clad gap from the mass transfer.

APPENDIX B: BUBBLE COALESCENCE AND GROWTH IN LIQUEFIED MEDIUM
Considering a single bubble-class size, the rate of change of the bubble density Nb (bubble/m3) moving
by both random and biased motion in the liquefied medium is 1213
PQ A*,

where Db is the bubble diffusivity. The first term in Eq. (B-l) accounts for random motion due to bubble
diffusion (the full derivation of this term is given in Ref. 41). The second term describes the bias motion
and corresponds to the product of the bubble density and the interaction volume swept out by each
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bubble.12'13 The bubble velocity Vb (derived from Eq. (17)) is appropriate since the temperature
distribution across the bottom section of the fuel assembly was uniform in the VI-4 test However, if a
temperature gradient were present, bubble transport may also occur by a volume diffusion or vapour
transport mechanism, in addition to that of buoyancy (see Ref. 12).
The fission gas bubbles will migrate with a bubble diffusivity given by:12
r, _

3ft

„

(B-2)

Here D is the atomic volume (= 41 x 10"30 m3 per U atom) and Dy is the uranium-atom diffusivity.
Equation (B-2) actually follows from arguments for volume diffusion of bubbles in UO2 in the solid
state.12>42 The effects of diffusion in a molten liquid is accounted for in the estimate of Dv. If there is no
tendancy for the melt to slip at the surface of the diffusing uranium atom, Dv (in m2/s) is determined by
the classical Stokes-Einstein equation42'43

(B-3)

M

where kB is Boltzmann's constant (= 1.381 x 1023 J/K) and Tis the temperature (= 2373 K for VI-4). The
radius of the uranium particle rv can be estimated from the atomic volume where Anrv%l3 = Q, which
yields a value of ru = 2.1 x 10"10 m.
Substituting the diffusivity (Eqs. (B-2) and (B-3)) and the bubble rise velocity Vb (Section 3.1.2) into
Eq. (B-l), yields:
dN,b _
dt

N2h.

(B-4)

The relative importance of the two terms on the right side of Eq. (B-l) or (B-4) can be deduced by
plotting the volume rate constants of (dN/dt)/N? as a function of the bubble radius (at the given
temperature of 2373 K for the VI-4 experiment), i.e., the random motion will dominate for small bubbles
less than ~0.057 um, whereas bias motion will become important for larger bubbles. Consequently, the
two phenomena in Eq. (B-4) can be decoupled.
For the Vl-4 experiment, the amount of gas release from the melt is small since kTL « 1, where TL
« 29 min (= 1.74 x 103 s) is the given period of release after dissolution. Thus, it can be assumed that
the available quantity of gas M (in atom/m3) in the melt is fixed such that
M = mNb = constant.

(B-5)

The parameter m in Eq. (B-5) is the number of gas atoms contained in a bubble of radius rb. This quantity
can be evaluated from the equation of state for the gas atoms in the bubbles, and from a mechanical force
balance for an equilibrium bubble in the liquid medium, i.e.,41
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(B-6)

m -

where 5 is the Van der Waals parameter (= 85 A3/atom for xenon) and yL is the surface tension of the
liquid medium. For the given value of yL and temperature (Table 3), bubble coalescence will be
sufficiently rapid so that B « (kBT/2yj)rb, and Eq. (B-6) will therefore reduce to

m=

B1 1

Thus, combining Eqs. (B-5) and (B-7), one obtains a relation between the bubble radius and bubble
density:

rb)

(3MkBT)

b

(B-8)

Considering only random motion for the moment, on substituting Eq. (B-8) into (B-4), yields
(B-9)
dt

(3TUVLLM)

Integrating this equation, and applying the initial condition Nb(t=0) = Nbo, gives

N2b
After several generations of coalescence, the condition Nb<< N^ applies, and the first term on the right
hand side of Eq. (B-10) can be neglected.41 Finally, expressing this resultant equation in terms of the
bubble radius with the use of Eq. (B-8) yields

3Mi v*

(B-ll)

This equation is only valid while random motion dominates, i.e., from time 0 <. t <. t0. The time t0 is
evaluated from Eq. (B-l 1) in which rbrandom(Q = rbo = 0.057 \im.
Similarly, when the bias motion predominates, Eqs. (B-4) and (B-8) lead to the differential equation:
dN,b _
dt

(B-12)

"it J
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or equivalently,
L

b

_

(B-13)

dt

Separating variables in Eq. (B-13), and integrating from time t0 to t (where rb(t0) = r^), yields the result
pLgMkBT

(B-14)

l

b,bias

In light of Eq. (18), <rb2> can be evaluated as

<r\> = [rfo dtlf dt = \

+

\r\biasdt

(B-15)

where time zero starts from the time of dissolution. Substituting Eqs. (B-l 1) and (B-14) into Eq. (B-15),
and performing the integration, gives the final result
<rb> =

J

(B-16)

where
1/2

9LgMkBT

(B-17)
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TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF VERTICAL IRRADIATION (VI SERIES) TESTS AT-ORNL
Test Number

Parameter

Fuel specimen
Ftaeltype
Rod identification
Enrichment (wt96 2KUi
Zirealoy-4 dadding
Outer diiuflc-tcr (cm)
Fuel length (cm)
Fuel loading (g VOt)
Weight of Zircaloy (g)
Total specimea weight (g)

VI-1

VI-2

VI-3

VI-4

VI-5

VI-6

VI-7

Oconee
1D13 (0S747)

BR3
1-1002
5.76

BR3
1-1002
5.76

BR3
1-1059
S.26

BIG
1-114

BR3
I-I14

Montksllo
BND03«(G5)

5.76

5.76

2.87

1.08
15.2
109.18
31.18
140.36

0.95
15.2
82.0
21.3
103.3

0.95
1SJ2
81.1
212
102.3

0.95
1S.2
78.22
21.07
99.29

0.95
15.2
80.8
21.22
102.0

0.95
15.2
SU
21.54
103.0

1.243
15.2
126.0
44.2
170.2

7/76-9/80

7/76-9/80

7/76-9/80

47
270
6.0
10

7/74-2/80
40

222
6.0

7/76-9/80
42
•yy)
6.0

Irradiation Data
Irradiation period
Bumup <MWd/kgU)
Max. heat rating (W/cm)
Grain radius (Jim)
In-pile Kr release ( * )

2/75-11/79
40

7/76-9/SO
44

4.6
0.7

6.0
2

42
251
6.0
10

Test conditions
Test temperature (K)
Time at temperature (tnin)
Atmosphere*1

2020,2300"
20.20
Steam

2300
60
Steam

2000,2700"

2440

2015, 2740"

20,20
Steam

20
Hydrogen

20, 20
Hydrogen

1.54

l.M

1.6

0.4

63
57
37
33
0
0

67

100
100

>33
68
0
0

99
-O.01
5.0

96
85
71
6.4
19
0

21

22

23

24

How rate (I/mm)
Fractional rtitast (%)
"•Cs
"Kr
•"I
•"Sb
"Rn

2

2

0.4

2310
60
Hydrogen,
steam10
0.4, 1.0

202$, 2307"
20, 20
Air (with
saturated water)
1.0»

100
100

80
75

71
65

18
57
0

64

52

25

26

14
0
27

w

Some tests (VI-1, Vl-3, VI-5 and VI-7) were conducted in two phases at two different temperatures.

(b)

£ ? v ? ? w a ? h S ^ o S o T m ^ d r o g e n (Phase A) a d then switched to a steam atmosphere (Phase Band Q During Ptuse
B and the first 17 min of Phase C, steam flow across fuel specimen « s reduced by an unknown amount because of leakage.
During test period 2000 to 2300 K (saturated water at X T Q .

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF HEVA AND VERCORS TESTS A T CEA
Famaetcr

HEVA 01

HEVA 02

HEVA 03

HEVA 04

HEVA 05

HEVA 06

HEVA 07

HEVA OS

VERCORS 01

VERCORS 02

TatSaaip&en

•Coamossooiot
test
-Fisskan Protect
Rctose (FPB3 "<
1900K i s HjO
withiiwfiaied foci

-Cotnausskninj
test
-FPR *t 2140 K in
HjOvjifa
insdittod foci

- F P R * 2070Km
H I O»ndH,»rtl)
inadiated fuel
-Aerosol Si2ui{ it
1070 K

-FPRat2270Xm
H,O Bid Hj with

-FPR * 2070 K m
HjO aod Kt with

•FPR at 2370 K m
Hj with imnfiatedy

-Rekase rf A t fa.
Cd at 2070 K m

-FPR at 2070 K is
HjOsndF^witb

•FPR it 2130 K m
H,O and H, with

-FPR at 21S0 K in
HjOredHi w i *

iiraOttd foel
-Aerosol smut at
S70K

iawfitted fad
-Aerosol steog at
S2OK

-Aerosol sizing at
S20K

ttunadtnod fod
•Actosol «jiint«
520K

inaditfed tad
•Aerosol suing at
870K

inadiatBd fi*|
-Aeiosol sajnj at
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TABLE 3: VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY
Symbol

A. Values Assumed ia
Study

Pi

'a

B. Physical Parameters
and Constants

PuoiPz,..
Hum*
Y*.-

Vu.
Q

g
*.
C. VI-4 Analysis
(0 Experimental Parameters

FjL*d

K

<•„
T
TL

(u) Model Parameters
(Fitted)

(a).
(b).
(c).

f
k

Explanation of Parameter

Value

- Put*..""
- f TO.""
= Y*. and »«."*
Radius of uranium panicle

S.74 a 1O1 kg/m!
4.3 x 10' Pa.s
1.5 N/m
2.1 x 10'° m

-

-

Density of uranium dioxide on melting
Density of zirconium on melting
Viscosity of uranium dioxide on melting
Surface tension of zirconium on melting
Surface tension of uranium on melting
Atomic volume
Acceleration of gravity
Boltzmann's constant

8.74 x 10" kg/mJ
5.S x 101 kg/m1
4.3 x 10 ! Pa.s
1.40 to 1.48 N/m
1.5 N/m
41 x 1 0 " m'/U-atom
9.807 m!/s
1.381 x 1 0 " J/K

Cs release fraction at time of dissolution
Volatile gas concentration in melt
Critical bubble radius*"'
Average temperature during dissolution
Period of release during dissolution
Volume fraction of fuel dissolved
Cs rate constant for release from dissolved fuel
Fraction of gas in bubbles

27*
2.8 x 10" atom/m1
0.057 Jim
2373 K
1.74 x 101 s
3.7%
4.6 x 10'' s'
13% [Eqs. fB-11) and (B-14)]

Ref:

37,38
39
37,38
9.39,40
39
41
39
39

Units are incorrect in Ref. 12.
See item B.
Bubble radius when random motion equals bias motion (for mode) calculation in Eqs. (B-ll) and (B-14)).
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FIGURE 1. Oxidation kinetics of a sintered pellet {S/V - 7 cm"1)
at 1473 K in He-3%H2O (5 1/h) using a theimo-gravimetry
technique at the CEA. The sample is taken to 1473 K under an
inert atmosphere. At time zero, 3% H2O is introduced into the
carrier gas.
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FIGURE 2. Weight evolution of sintered pellets (S/V - 7 cm 1 ) at
1773 K and 1873 K in He-1%H2O (10 1/h). The initial weight of
the sample is 0.7 g. The end-state stoichiometry deviation (after
reduction in Hj) is determined to be 0.07 and 0.08 for the samples
at 1773 and 1873 K, respectively.
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FIGURE 3. Fuel evaporation rate (in number of UO3 mol per min
per exposed pellet surface area) as a function of temperature.

FIGURE 4. Plot of the quantity ln{a(P m o )"} as a function of
temperature for the CEA experiments. The surface-exchange
coefficient, a, is given in units of cm/s and the pressure, Pmo, is
given in units of atm.
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FIGURE 5. Plot of the quantity a^P^y
as a function of pressure
for the CEA experiments. The quantity a o is given in units of cm/s
and the pressure, Pmc, is given in units of atm.
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of fuel pellet oxidation with no open
porosity and with 3% open porosity at 1473 K and in a He-3%H2O
(5 1/h) atmosphere.
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FIGURE 7. Measured and predicted release of cesium during the
ORNL experiments conducted in a steam atmosphere: (a) VI-3, and
in a hydrogen atmosphere: (b) VI-4 and (c) VI-5. The diffusion
coefficients employed in the release models include: Eq. (11) for
the ORNL model, Eq. (12) for the intrinsic diffusion model
[labelled as D(T)], and Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) for the fuel
oxidation/fission-product release model [labelled as D(x,T)]. The
best-fit model uses the combined diffusion coefficient of Eq. (5)
where the intrinsic diffusivity during the initial ramp is given by
Eq. (12).
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ABSTRACT
An analytical model has been developed to describe the release kinetics of non-volatile fission products
(e.g., Mo, Ce, Ru and Ba) from uranium dioxide fuel under severe reactor accident conditions. The
present treatment considers the rate-controlling process of release in accordance with diffusional transport
in the fuel matrix and fission product vaporization from the fuel surface into the surrounding gas
atmosphere. The effect of the oxygen potential in the gas atmosphere on the chemical form and volatility
of the fission product is considered. A correlation is also developed to account for the trapping effects
of Sb and Te in the Zircaloy cladding.
This model has been used to interpret the release behaviour of fission products observed in the CEA
experiments conducted in the HEVA/VERCORS facility at high temperature in a hydrogen and steam
atmosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION
During a severe reactor accident, fission products will be released from the degraded core. The amount
of release will depend on various physical and chemical processes that occur in the fuel matrix and in the
surrounding atmosphere. The release kinetics of the volatile fission products (Xe, Kr, Cs and I) can be
described by a rate-limiting process of solid-state diffusion through the UO2 fuel matrix.1'2'3'4 On the other
hand, vaporization from the fuel surface is the governing mechanism of release for the relatively involatile
species (Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ba, La, Ce, Pr and N d ) . 5 A W 1 0 This second process will
depend directly on the vapor pressure of the fission product and on the subsequent mass transfer from the
fuel surface to the gas stream that flows past the fuel. It may also involve chemical reactions of the
fission product with the gaseous environment.
Since high temperatures are experienced during a severe reactor accident, chemical equilibrium can be
assumed for the determination of the chemical form of the fission product The speciation will depend
directly on the oxygen potential of the gas environment, which can change as a result of hydrogen

* Visiting scientist from the Royal Military College of Canada, Department of Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering, Kingston, Ontario, CANADA K7K 5L0.
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production from steam oxidation of structural materials (i.e., Zircaloy) within the damaged core. The free
energy of formation of various fission product oxides are shown as an Ellingham diagram in Fig. i.6-11-12-13
The most stabte oxides (e.g., Ce2O3 and La2O3) a r e formed at low oxygen potentials; also quite stable are
BaO, SrO and Eu2O3. Oxides requiring relatively high potentials include the species TeO2) Sb2O3 and
RuO4. The range of the oxygen potential in the gas atmosphere anticipated in a typical reactor accident
is shown in Fig. 1 for a partial pressure ratio of hydrogen-to-steam of 0.1 to 10. Within this range, oxides
are expected to form for the La, Eu, Sr and Ba fission products, whereas metals will form for the Ru, Te
and Sb products.
The chemical form (metal versus oxide) of the fission product can significantly affect its volatility.6
For example, in the Vertical Induction (VI) tests at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), small
releases of barium and europium have been observed in a steam environment where these products occur
as low-volatility oxides in the fuel (BaO and EU2O3). In comparison, higher releases were observed in a
hydrogen atmosphere, under similar temperature conditions, in which higher-volatility metallics may have
formed.1-14
In the present work, an analytical model is developed to describe the non-volatile release behaviour.
This physical model is based on mass transfer considerations.510 The present treatment also employs the
results of an earlier determination of the fission-product vapor pressure^ based on a free energy
minimization calculation for a system consisting of a condensed phase (UO2 plus fission products) and
a gas phase (H2O and H2 plus gaseous fission product species).7"9 The model is validated against nonvolatile release data measured in high-temperature, annealing experiments, conducted in both hydrogen
and steam, as part of the HEVA/VERCORS test program at the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
(CEA).15

2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The release of fission products from the damaged fuel rod occurs as a two-step process, consisting of:
(i) transport through the fuel matrix, and (ii) vaporization into the gas stream flowing past the rod. Thus,
the release kinetics are controlled by the rate-limiting step. As discussed in Section 1, the first process
is the slower one for the volatile species; in contrast, the second process becomes rate-limiting for the nonvolatile products. These mechanisms are described mathematically in the following sections.

2.1

Fission-Product Transport Through Fuel Matrix

As detailed in Ref. 4, fission-product transport in the uranium dioxide fuel matrix can be described by
a generalized diffusional release process. The release fraction (in the case of no fission product trapping
in the fuel porosity) is given by:

N

*>

where Nd(z) is the number of atoms which has diffused through the solid matrix and Ngo is the original
inventory in the fuel at time t = 0. The function Fd(x) is given by a transformed Booth relation:4
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forr
1 "

< 0.1,

(2)

, for 7 > 0.1.
TT

The dimensionless variable T is evaluated from the integral relation
(3)
o
in which D' = D/a2, D is the diffusion coefficient (in m2/s) and a is the grain radius (in m).
Equation (3) accounts for a time-variable diffusivity that depends directly on the temperature Tand on
the stoichiometry deviation x in UO2+X as the fuel oxidizes in steam. The diffusion coefficient D(x,T) for
the volatile cesium species is given in Ref. 4. The calculation of the fuel oxidation kinetics in a variable
hydrogen/steam gas mixture is also detailed in this reference. The oxygen potential curves (in kJ/mol O2)
shown in Fig. 1 for hyperstoichiometric fuel (UO2+X) can be calculated from the Blackburn thermochemical
model:4-16
(4)

where Ink = 108*2 - 32700/7 + 9.92, R is the ideal gas constant (= 8.314 x 10 3 kJ mol 1 K"1), Tis the
temperature (in K) and pO2 is the oxygen partial pressure (in atm). Similar curves in Fig. 1 for a gas
mixture in the atmosphere (as a function of the partial pressure ratio of hydrogen-to-steam (p^fPmo)) c a n
be evaluated from the Wheeler and Jones formulation:417
= RT)npa = RT

57625

(5)

4.509 log T- 2.224 - 4.605 log
PHlo\

The equilibrium stoichiometry deviation of the fuel for a given fuel temperature is simply evaluated on
equating Eqs. (4) and (5), i.e., as indicated by the intersection of the corresponding oxygen potential lines
for the fuel and atmosphere in Fig. 1.

2.2

Fission-Product Vaporization

The vaporization release of non-volatile fission products from the fuel depends on the the partial vapor
pressure of the material and the mass transfer from the fuel surface into the carrier gas stream. From mass
transfer theory, the release rate (i?,) (in atom/s) of a fission product species i, from an exposed fuel surface
area (5) (in m2), is given:5-18
R = VvNflt-(x-x}\

(6)
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where &,m is the mass transfer coefficient (see Section 2.2.1) (mol m 2 s"1), x^ is the mole fraction of fission
product i at the surface of the fuel, xin is the mole fraction of fission product i in the bulk gas stream, yf
is the numberof atoms per molecule of fission product i, and NA is Avogadrcte-number (= 6.022 x 1023
mol"1). The mole fraction of fission product at the surface of the fuel is

where p^ is the partial pressure (in atm) of the fission product i in the vapor phase (see Section 2.2.2),
and pT is the total system pressure (= 1 atm in the present analysis). For the small quantities of nonvolatile fission products anticipated in the bulk stream, it can be assumed that x^ » 0.
Depending on the chemical form of the fission product as a result of the atmospheric conditions (e.g.,
metal versus oxide) (see Section 1), the species may be sufficiently volatile that the rate of release is
dominated by mass transport through the solid fuel. The rate-controlling step (solid-state diffusion versus
vaporization) can be determined from mass-balance considerations. At a given time t, the number of
atoms in a condensed phase (liquid or solid) on the fuel surface, Nc(t), is equal to the number atoms that
diffuse to the surface, Nd(t), (see Eq. (1)) minus the amount which is released by vaporization, Nr(t), i-e.,
Ne{t) = Nd(t)-Nr(t),

':-

(8)

where, using Eq. (6) (and dropping the subscript i):

Obviously, if Nd <, Nr in Eq. (8), there is an insufficient release to the fuel surface to keep up with the
vaporization (i.e., Nc must be > 0) and, therefore, the release kinetics will be dictated by the diffusional
process of Eq. (1).

2.2.1 Mass Transfer Coefficient. Using a heat/mass transfer analogy, the mass transfer coefficient km
(dropping the subscript i) in Eq. (6) for a cylinder fuel specimen can be determined using correlations for
annular flow, i.e., in the case of a forced-convective carrier gas flow in the laminar regime (see Section
3):18-19
k

mD
cBAB

=

Jl.62 (ReScD/L)1'3
[4

for L/(DReSc) < 0.07,
for L\{DReSd) > 0.07,

no)

where NuAB is the Nusselt number for mass transfer, Re is the Reynolds number = DVp/\x, Sc is the
Schmidt number = [i/(pDA^), D is the equivalent diameter = Dj - D2 (m), Dt is the channel diameter =
25 x 10"3 m (see Section 3), D2 is the fuel rod diameter = 9.5 x 10"3 m (see Section 3), L is the fuel rod
length = 80 x 10"3 m (see Section 3), c is the molar concentration of gas around the fuel specimen = pT
I{RT), DM is the binary diffusion coefficient of fission product (A) in carrier gas (B) (m2/s), Fis the bulk
flow velocity (m/s), p is the bulk gas density (kg/m3), and \i is the bulk gas viscosity (kg m"1 s"1).
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The bulk gas density p can be evaluated using an ideal gas law
PTM

(11)

P = RT'

where pT is the system pressure (= 1.013 x 105 N/m2) and M is the molecular weight of the carrier gas.
For a gas mixure, M can be evaluated from
M = Vs xM;

(12)

where i refers to the gas component and x, is the mole fraction in the atmospheric mixture. The bulk gas
viscosity |i (in g cm"1 s"1) is calculated from18
u = 2.6693 x 10 -5 4MT

(13)

where T is in K, M is in g/mol, and o is the collision diameter of the molecule in the gas (in A). The
parameter Qn can be determined from the expression Q(i = 1/(0.6441 + 0.2581 ln(K77e)} (i.e., this relation
is derived from the values in Table 9-1 of Ref. 20), where €/K is a characteristic temperature (in K) of
interaction between the molecules of the carrier gas. The values of a and G/K for various carrier gases
are given in Table 1. Similarly, for a gas mixture18

(14)

in which
(15)

A

Here n is the number of chemical species in the mixture, and the subscripts i and j correspond to the
species i a n d / The quantity ${j is dimensionless and equals unity when i =j.
Finally, the binary diffusion coefficient BAB (in cm2/s), as needed for the calculation of the Schmidt
number, can be evaluated from the Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory:18'20'21

JL + _L

= 0.0018583

[MA

MB

(16)
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where Tis in K, M is in g/mol, o ^ is in A, and the parameter Q DAB = 1/(0.7049 + 0.2910 ln(K77eAB)}
(i.e., this relation is derived from the values in Table 11-1 of Ref. 20). The combining laws for the
parameters o^g and e ^ are based on the individual quantities for the fission- product (A) and carrier gas
(B) species such that:21
<6,

(18)

(17)

The parameter £ is a correction factor to account for the diffusion of a nonpolar-polar gas pair; for
example, this factor would arise if a nonpolar fission product is diffusing in a polar steam medium. In
this case,
(19)
\/2
where the subscripts n and p refer to the nonpolar and polar constituents. Here, a n is the polarizability
of the nonpolar molecule (e.g., see pg. 10-197 in Ref. 22), and
f*

p

_ 1 V-dipole
~ ~~i^
7'

(20)

is the dipole moment of the polar gas. As shown in Table 3.10-1 of Ref. 21, t* = 1.2 for
where
steam. In the case of a nonpolar-nonpolar gas pair, £ is simply equal to unity. If a trace fission product
species is diffusing in a carrier gas mixture18
1
B AB

(21)

where j refers to the components of the gas mixture.
Values of aA and eA are not known for many fission product species. These parameters, however, can
be estimated from normal boiling point (subscript b) data, or from melting point (subscript m) data,
according to18
e/K = 1.15 7;,
e/K = 1.92 Tm,

a = 1.166
a = 1.222

(I/quid),

(22)

(solid).

For these empirical relations, e/K and T are in K, a is in A, and V (in cm3/mol) is the molar volume of
the liquid at the boiling point, or the molar volume of the solid at the melting point The molar volume
Vb in Eq. (22) can also be evaluated from the normal boiling temperature (Tb):20
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(23)

Vf
where 0 = TbfTc. Here the critical temperature Tc can be evaluated as:20
Tc=l.47Tl603.

(24)

Using Eqs. (22), (23) and (24), the collision diameter can therefore be evaluted as a function of Tb (see
Fig. 2). For example, values estimated from Fig. 2 for the noble gas species and for simple polyatomic
substances have an average error difference of about 4% from those values reported in Ref. 18. The
largest error in the calculation of the binary diffusion coefficient in Eq. (16) arises from the uncertainty
in a ^ as a result of the square dependence. However, this error becomes less significant in the present
analysis because of the relative insensitivity of a in Fig. 2 at higher boiling temperatures, i.e., typical of
the involatile fission product species (where Tb > 2000 K).

2.2.2 Fission-Product Vapor Pressure. The total equilibrium pressure of the fission product (FP) vapor
species has been reported for: the refractories (Zr, Nb, Tc, Ru, Rh and Pd);7 and the lanthanides (La, Ce,
Pr, Nd) as well as Sr, Y, and Ba.9 The molybdenum has a much more complex behaviour (see discussion
below) than the other refractory elements which have a stable chemical form as either an oxide or metal.7'9
The vapor pressures were determined from a free energy minimization treatment using the
SOLGASMIX program.7'9 The vaporization equilibrium was evaluated as a function of temperature (1000
to 3000 K), for total system pressures of 3 atm and 170 atm, and partial pressure ratios of H2/H2O in the
gas atmosphere of 0.1, 1 and 10. This analysis was applied to systems containing a condensed phase (UO2
plus FP) and a gas phase (H2O and H2 plus gaseous FP species). The total pressure of a specific FP was
then evaluated as a function of temperature and gas phase chemical conditions (see Figs. 3 through 5).
The chemical form of the fission product is therefore directly considered in terms of the atmospheric
conditions. Simplified equations of the vapor pressure curves (except for Mo) are also given in Figs. 3(b)
and 4(b). These equations are able to represent the curves in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) within about 0.2 log units
(factor of ~2). The amounts of fission products present in the fuel were based on an ORIGEN calculation
for a commercial reactor at burnups of 37000 and 42800 MWd/tU (see Table 2), i.e., the reported vapor
pressures can be scaled accordingly for different bumups.
The vapor pressure curves in Figs. 3 through 5 are for a total system pressure of 3 atm (the
corresponding curves for 170 atm are given in Refs. 7 and 9). For most species, the vapor pressure is
relatively insensitive to the H J / B J O ratio. The treatment for molybdenum, however, is more complex (see
Fig. 5), which is related to the fact that the equilibrium chemical state for Mo can change from MoO2 (in
solid solution in UO2) to metallic Mo as a function of temperature and the H2/H2O ratio. In addition, the
vaporization of Mo depends strongly on the pressure of Cs in the vapor state due to the stable gaseous
species CS2M0O4; at higher temperatures, this species becomes less stable than CsOH and therefore does
not contribute significantly.
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3. COMPARISON OF MODEL TO EXPERIMENT
The non-volatile release model can be applied to annealing experiments conducted in the
HEVA/VERCORS facility at the CEA. A brief description of the HEVA-6 and VERCORS-2 experimental
conditions are given in Section 3.1. The model is compared to the experimental results in Section 3.2.

3.1

Experimental Description

Several high-temperature annealing tests were conducted at the CEA under atmospheric pressure in
hydrogen (HEVA-6) and steam (VERCORS-2). The details of the fuel specimen, pretest irradiation
conditions and experimental parameters are briefly summarized in Table 3. A schematic diagram of the
experimental facility is shown in Fig. 6.
The fuel specimens were cut from spent commercial rods, and consisted of three pellets contained in
the original Zircaloy cladding. A half-pellet of depleted UO2 was placed at each end of the fuel stack,
which was held in place by crimping the ends of the cladding (i.e., no end caps were used). The total
fissile height was about 45 mm and the total sample height was -80 mm. In order to restore the shortlived inventory after the long cooldown periods, the fuel samples were reirradiated in the SILOE
experimental reactor for -6 days at 8 W/cm for the HEVA test and at 15 W/cm for the VERCORS test.
In the HEVA-6 experiment (see Table 3 and the temperature history in Fig. 7), an initial phase was
performed to oxidize the Zircaloy cladding; here, the fuel specimen experienced a mixture of steam (25
mg/s) and hydrogen (0.2 mg/s) at a temperature of -1570 K for 60 min. The sample was then exposed
to a reducing atmosphere of helium (8 mg/s) and hydrogen (0.2 mg/s) and ramped in temperature (1.4
K/s), where it was maintained at a high-temperature level of 2320 K for -30 min.
The VERCORS-2 experiment (see Table 3 and the temperature history in Fig. 8) was carried out at a
low-temperature plateau of -1780 K for 30 min in a gas flow mixture of steam (25 mg/s), hydrogen (0.05
mg/s) and helium (0.5 mg/s). The fuel was then ramped in temperature (1.6 K/s), and experienced a hightemperature level of -2100 K in a predominantly oxidizing atmosphere of steam (25 mg/s) and hydrogen
(0.5 mg/s) for 13 min.

3.2

Model Application

3.2.1 HEVA-6 Test Analysis. The measured release kinetics of the relatively volatile species (i.e., 137Cs,
131
I and 140Ba) are shown in Fig. 7. As discussed in Ref. 4, the cesium release is dominated by diffusional
transport in the fuel matrix, in accordance with Eqs. (1) through (3). The similar behaviour of the other
fission products suggest that they are also controlled by diffusion, with a comparable diffusion coefficient
(see discussion below for Ba). The end-of-test release fractions for these and other fission products are
given in Table 4.
Since Fig. 7 indicates that there is no significant diffusional release at lower temperatures, one need
only to consider an analysis for the high-temperature plateau region (where T - 2320 K). During this
period, the given input flow rates correspond to partial pressures in the gas atmosphere of pHe = 0.9524
atm, pm = 0.04762 arm and pHlo = 2.000 x 10"5 arm. This calculation assumes that the carrier gas (He
and H2) has an impurity level of 20 ppm of water vapor.4 The oxygen potential in the atmosphere can
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be calculated using Eq. (5), where PHJPH2O ~ 2380 and T = 2320 K. As shown in Fig. 1, the fission
product Ba should be found as an oxide, whereas Ru will remain as a metal.
The flow conditions in the experiment (see Section 2.2.1) can be estimated as follows. The carrier gas
primarily consists of He (mole fraction of -95%), and therefore the bulk properties can be determined for
this species. Equation (11) yields a density of p = 2.1 x 10"2 kg/m3. Using Eq. (13), with the parameters
for helium in Table 1, gives a viscosity of u = 7.9 x 10"5 kg m"1 s"1. The bulk flow velocity can be
determined from the relation:
^

(25)

For a mass flow mf = 8 x 10"6 kg/s, and cross-sectional flow area Ac = (•KI4)[D12-D22] = 4.20 x 10"4 m2,
Eq. (25) gives V = 0.91 m/s. Using an equivalent diameter of D = DrD2 = 1.55 x 10"2 m, the Reynolds
number is calculated as Re = DVp/\i = 3.7, which indicates a laminar flow regime.
The vaporization rate of fission products can now be estimated having established the flow regime.
As a typical example, consider the fission product Ba. As discussed previously^ this species is presumably
in oxide form (BaO), which has a boiling temperature of Tb ~ 3200 K.5 Hence, Eq. (22) and Fig. 2 yield
molecular force constants of ejK = 3680 K and oA = 6.0 A. Using Eqs. (16) to (18) (with £ = 1), and
the data in Table 1 for helium, one obtains D ^ = 8.3 x 10"4 m2/s and a Schmidt number of 5c = ix/ipE*^)
= 4.6. The quantity (L/D)(Re 5c)"1 in Eq. (10) is evaluated as 0.30, and therefore Nu^ = 4. Thus, the
mass transfer coefficient in Eq. (10) is calculated to be km = 1.1 mol m"2 s"1 with the use of the relation
c = pT/(RT). The vaporization rate follows directly from the release rate expression in Eq. (6). Using
the simplified vapor pressure equation for Ba in Fig. 4 (pv = 1.48 x 10"3 atm), and a fuel surface area of
S = 3.77 x 10"4 m2 (see Table 3), R = 3.8 x 1017 atom/s. Given that this constant release rate will occur
over the 30-min temperature plateau, Eq. (9) yields a total release from the fuel specimen of Nr = 6.8 x
1020 atom. This value is greater than the original inventory in the fuel specimen (see Table 5); hence, the
release kinetics must be diffusion controlled. Assuming the same diffusion coefficient as cesium in Ref.
4, a fractional release value of NJNg0 ~ 34% is predicted with Eqs. (1) through (3). This prediction is in
good agreement with the measured value in Table 4.
A similar calculation can also be performed for Ru and Ce. The previous value of the mass transfer
coefficient (km= 1.1 mol m"2 s"1) is a reasonable estimate for the other fission products since the diffusion
coefficient in Eq. (16) will not change significantly. For instance, a ^ 2 and QDAB are relatively constant
at the higher boiling temperatures expected for the involatile species, and the inverse molecular weight
of the fission product is much less than that of the gas atmosphere. An upper-bound of the vapor
pressures can be immediately determined from the curves in Figs. 3 (PHJPH2D = 10) and 4, respectively,
where pv (Ru) = 3.98 x 10"7 atm andp v (Ce) = 2.93 x 10"8 arm. The results of the calculation are Nr (Ru)
= 1.8 x 1017 atom and Nr (Ce) = 1.3 x 1016 atom. These values are orders of magnitude smaller than the
original inventories (Ng0) in Table 5 indicating, in this case, a vaporization-limited process. The
corresponding release fractions (.NJNgo) are again in good agreement with the measured results (see Table
4) where no significant release is observed.
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the behaviour of Mo is much more complex. An estimate of the release
fraction can be similarly performed, assuming there is no cesium in the gas atmosphere. Using the vapor
pressure curves in either Fig. 3(a) or Fig. 5 (for PnJpmo - 10), pv (Mo) = 1.00 x 10"5 atm, and therefore
Nr (Mo) = 4.6 x 1018 atom. The vaporization release fraction is calculated as 0.9% using the original
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inventory in Table 5. This value is about a factor of 4 smaller than the measured release in Table 4. The
present analysis is expected to provide a lower estimate since the effect of cesium is ignored in the
calculation (see Fig. 5); however, this effect is less significant because the CSj-MeO^ will become unstable
at higher temperature.
3.2.2 VERCORS-2 Test Analysis. The release kinetics of the volatile 134Cs and 137Cs species are shown
in Fig. 8 for the VERCORS-2 test. The release does not start to increase until a temperature plateau of
1780 K is reached. At the high-temperature levels, the gas atmosphere is predominantly steam; however,
the oxygen potential varied due to different trace quantities of hydrogen added to the carrier gas, i.e., pm
IPmo = 0.018 (1780 K) and 0.18 (2100 K) (see Figs. 1 and 8). For the present analysis, the vapor
pressures curves with PHJPH2O = 0.1 a r e assumed.
The previous methodology of Section 3.2.1 can be applied, where now the bulk properties of the carrier
gas are evaluated for a steam medium (mf = 25 x 10"6 kg/s). The details of the calculation are provided
in Table 6. For the polar steam molecule, a correction factor £, defined in Eq. (19), must be applied to
the combining laws for the molecular potential parameters. In this analysis, the non-polar fission product
is considered to be BaO for the given oxygen potential of the VERCORS-2 test (see Fig. 1). For a
massive fission product present as a simple oxide compound, the polarizability can be reasonably
approximated by the value for the elemental form; e.g., a n = 39.7 x 1024 cm3 for Ba.22 Thus, using t*
= 1.2 for H2O, the parameters in Table 6 follow where the parameter \ = 1.05.
A laminar flow regime is again identified, leading to NuAB = 4. A corresponding mass transfer
coefficient is calculated in Table 6 for the two high-temperature levels in Fig. 8. Similarly, using the
vapor pressure curves with Eq. (6), the release fractions can be calculated for the various fission product
species (see Table 4). In this calculation, the integral in Eq. (9) is carried out over 30 min at 1780 K and
13 min at 2100 K (see Fig. 8).
For the given test conditions, vaporization is the rate-limiting step for the release of Mo, Ce, Ru and
Ba. The predicted release fractions for these species are in good agreement with the measured results,
except for Mo that is again underpredicted by a similar factor of ~3. On the other hand, the volatile
fission products (Cs, I, Xe) are controlled by diffusion through the fuel matrix (see Ref. 4).

3.3

Antimony and Tellurium Analysis

For the conditions in both CEA tests, the antimony and tellurium should be in a metallic state (see Fig.
1). Equilibrium thermodynamics indicate that the elemental forms of these species are very volatile so
that diffusion would be the rate-limiting step.8'13 However, as seen in Table 4, the release fraction of these
isotopes are significantly smaller than those of the volatile species 137Cs, 131I and 135Xe. This finding can
be attributed to a chemical trapping of Te and Sb in the Zircaloy cladding that depends on the oxidation
state of the cladding.1'614 Tellurium (and barium) have been identified in the cladding material of the
HEVA-6 specimen using a gamma-ray tomography technique (see Fig. 9).23 It has been further suggested
that the tellurium is trapped in the metallic Zircaloy as ZrTe2.1>6 More recent experiments have also
provided evidence of trapping where the compound Zr1+xTe2 is formed at 723 to 1273 K; the zirconiumrich compound Zr5Te4 is favoured, however, at high-temperature (1273 K) in combination with a low
tellurium vapor pressure.24 During the dad-oxidation process, the tin constituent in the Zircaloy alloy is
concentrated into a thin layer, producing a thermodynamically-stable species SnTe.1'6 Since this species
is volatile, a partial release of tellurium results.
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The fissiorwproduct trapping can be empirically modelled as a reduced (diffusional) source release:

where C is a trapping fraction. An analysis of available CEA data indicates that the Te will be released
when the clad is -60% oxidized; however, limited data (for HEVA-6) suggest that the Sb will remain
trapped until the oxidation process is complete. A small release of up to 18%, at a high temperature of
2700 K, was observed for the ORNL tests in a reducing atmosphere (VI-4 and VI-5), although this release
may be attributed to the fact that the clad had melted and relocated in these experiments.l The fissionproduct trapping will also become less significant with increasing temperature. Using the end-of-test
release fractions for Cs, Sb and Te, as measured in the HEVA/VERCORS test program (see Ref. 14), £
(in %) can be correlated as a function of temperature (in K) and the clad oxidation state (see Fig. 10):
CSb = 0, {clad oxidation < 100%)
( 100,
T< 2001 K,
£s. = { -0.1817 T+ 463.6, 2001 < T< 2551 K,

[o,

Cre = 0, {clad oxidation
[ 100,
C r = { -0.1297 7+341.7,
[0,

(27)
{clad oxidation -100%)

T>2551 K,

< 60%)
T< 1864 K,
1864 < T< 2635 K,
r>2635 K.

(28)
{clad oxidation ;> 60%)

All tests in Fig. 10 experienced a pre-oxidative phase, i.e., the clad was completely oxidized in the
VERCORS test series but only two-thirds oxidized in the HEVA-6 test. The correlation for tellurium in
Eq. (28) follows from the measured release kinetics for 132Te, and from the hydrogen production kinetics
(as a result of Zircaloy oxidation) measured by gas chromatography. In the present analysis, a similar
diffusion coefficient is implicitly assumed for Cs, Sb and Te; this assumption is supported by the observed
release kinetics in Fig. 11, where the cladding was completely oxidized prior to any volatile fissionproduct release.
The model predictions for Sb and Te using Eqs. (26) through (28) are shown in Table 4. As expected,
the calculations are in reasonable agreement with the measured results for the HEVA-6 and VERCORS-2
tests since the trapping correlation is derived in part from these data.

4. DISCUSSION
The present theoretical treatment is able to describe the release behaviour of both the volatile and
involatile fission products (see Table 4). For the non-volatile species, the model is expected to be
conservative; in the present representation (Section 2.2.1), it is assumed that the cladding does not offer
any physical resistance. In reality, the mass transfer will occur in series (analogous to that of heat
transfer), with an overall mass transfer coefficient defined by:18

}

=

T + JT'

(29)
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in which kc!ad accounts for the holdup effect of the cladding, ha the present application (Section 3.2), it
is implicitly assumed that kclad » km; alternatively, it can be seen in Eq. (29) that kT <, km, and therefore
the use of £ m trather than fcr) in Eq. (6) will result in an overprediction. This-may help to explain the
overestimation of the Ba-vaporization release in the VERCORS-2 test (see Table 4).
The present methodology can be applied to different flow conditions (e.g., turbulent flow or natural
convection), and/or to other fuel geometries (e.g., a porous bed or fuel rod banks) with a suitable choice
of the mass (heat) transfer coefficient (see, for example, Refs. 5 and 18). These cases may arise in various
reactor accident scenarios, hi addition, this work provides a means to extrapolate the test data for the
given experimental conditions to those conditions found in the reactor (using an appropriate mass transfer
coefficient).
For some species, the vapor pressure is somewhat dependent on the total system pressure and hydrogento-steam molar ratio. In particular, Mo is very sensitive to these parameters (see discussion in Section
2.2.2). A further free energy minimization analysis is therefore required to cover the full range of
conditions of oxygen potential (hydrogen/steam gas mixtures) and total pressure (i.e., atmospheric
pressure) experienced in the various annealing experiments. This is particularly important because the
CEA and ORNL annealing tests form the majority of the data base for model validation. The extended
calculation should also include the Eu species, which has been omitted in the earlier analysis of Refs. 7
to 9.

5. CONCLUSION
1. An analytical model has been developed to decribe the release behaviour of non-volatile fission
products from uranium dioxide fuel during severe reactor accident conditions. The present treatment
indicates that the release kinetics are dominated by the rate-controlling step for diffusional transport
through the fuel matrix or vaporization from the fuel surface. The vaporization model is based on the
equilibrium vapor pressure of the fission product and mass transport theory (for a laminar gas flow
stream). The given vapor pressure was determined from an earlier free energy minimization calculation
for a system consisting of a condensed phase (UO2 plus fission products) and a gas phase (H2O and H2
plus gaseous fission products). An empirical correlation was also considered to account for the trapping
of antimony and tellurium in the Zircaloy cladding as a function of temperature and the oxidation state
of the clad.
2. Non-volatile release data were obtained in the CEA experiments, HEVA-6 and VERCORS-2, which
were conducted, respectively, at high temperature (2370 K and 2150 K) in a hydrogen and steam
atmosphere. The model is in agreement with the experimental results for the volatile (Cs, I and Xe),
semi-volatile (Sb and Te), and non-volatile (Mo, Ce, Ru and Ba) fission product species.
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TABLE 1: INTERMOLECULAR FORCE PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS CARRIER GAS CONSTITUENTS
Substance

Molecular Weight
M (g/mol)
2.016
4.003
18.015

H2
He
H,0

Lennard-Jones Parameters

a (A)

e/K (K)

2.915
2.576
2.65

38.0
10.2
380

Reference

18
18
21

TABLE 2: MOLES OF FISSION PRODUCTS USED IN SOLGASMK ANALYSIS
Fuel Bumup of 42800 MWd/tU w (4.5 atom% burnup)

(a)
(b)

Fuel Burnup of 37000 MWd/tU*>

Element

Moles

Element

Moles

Zr
Nb
Mo
Tc
Ru
Rh
Pd
U

3440
33
3150
754
2270
263
1360
264000

Sr
Ba
Y
La
Ce
Pr
Nd
U

860
945
446
825
1820
734
2340
264000

Taken from Ref. 7. Distribution of fission products assumed in analysis of Fig. 3.
Taken from Ref. 9. Distribution of fission products assumed in analysis of Fig. 4.
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS FOR HEVA-6 AND VERCORS-2 TESTS
HEVA-6W

Parameter

- -VERCORS-2 W

- Fission Product Release at 2370 K in H2
with irradiated/re-irradiated fuel
- Aerosol sizing at 520 K

Test description

Fuel specimen
Fuel type
Rod identification
Enrichment (wt% 235U)
Clad Outer Diam. (mm)
Pellet Outer Diam. (mm)
Pellet length (mm)
Fissile length (mm)
Sample height (mm)
Irradiation Data
Irradiation period
Bumup (MWd/kgU)
Average heat rating (W/cm)
Cooling period (y)
Grain radius (|im)
Re-irradiation
Test conditions
Test date
Temperature rise (K/s)
Maximum temperature (K)
Time at high-temperature plateau (s)
Flow rate (mg/s)
H2
H2O
Impactor temperature (K)
Ag/In/Cd

- Fission Product Release at 2150 K in H2O
and H2 with irradiated/re-inadiated fuel
- Aerosol sizing at 870 K

Fessenheim 1/2
C12 (FDC 57)
3.1
9.50
8.19
13.96
46
80

Bugey/3
C19 (FGC 53)
3.1
9.50
8.19
13.96
44
80

3 cycles to 06/81
36.7
185
7
7.5
Yes

3 cycles to 02/83
38.3
7
7.5

3/88
1.4
2370
1800

6/90
1.6
2150
780

0.2
0
520
No

0.5
25
870
No

Yes

Taken from Ref. 4.

(a)

TABLE 4: COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND PREDICTED RELEASE FRACTIONS
HEVA-6

Chemical
Measured
Isotope

Cs
I
Xe
Te
Sb

Mo
Eu
Ce

Ru
Ba
(a)
(b)
(c)

137
131
135
132
127
99
154
143
103
140

w

VERCORS-2
Predicted

Fractional release (%)

30
30
15
11
0
-4
~5
0
0
27

34*'
34*'
34*'
20*'
0*>
0.9
0.005
0.04
34*'

(l>

Measured

Predicted

Rate-limiting
step(c)

Isotope

Fractional release (%)

SD
SD
SD
SD+ZT
SD+ZT
VLP
VLP
VLP
SD

137, 134
131
135
132
125
99
154
144
106
140

29, 32
24
-22
19
-7
17
-0
~0
-0
£8

41*>
41*>
41*>
13<b)

yfb)

5
0.00004
0.003
17

Rate-limiting
step(e)
SD
SD
SD
SD+ZT
SD+ZT
VLP
VLP
VLP
VLP

Taken from Ref. 4.
DTt and using the diffusion coefficient for cesium
Predicted for diffusional release kinetics where Da = D, = DXt
in Ref. 4. For Sb and Te, the trapping effects in the Zircaloy cladding are calculated in accordance with Eqs. (26) through (28).
SD - Solid Diffusion; VLP - Vaporization-Limited Process; ZT - Zircaloy Trapping.
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TABLE 5: INITIAL FISSION PRODUCT INVENTORY IN CEA TESTS
Element

Inventory Ng, (atom)**'
HEVA-6

Br
Kr
Rb
Sr

Mo
Ru
Sb
Te
I
Xe
Cs
Ba
La
Nd
Ce*'
(a)
(b)

- —

VERCORS-2

4.67 x 1O1S
5.92 x 10"
5.87 x 10"
1.27 x 1020
5.14 x 1020
4.54 x 1020
3.74 x 1018
5.57 x 1019
2.76 x 10"
6.06 x 1020
2.67 x 1020
1.41 x 1O20
1.30 x 1020
3.66 x 1020
2.85 x 1020

3.58
5.74
5.69
1.22
4.99
3.14
1.24
5.38
2.63
5.90
2.51
1.37
1.27
3.52
2.74

x 10IS
x 10"
x 10"
x 1020
x 1020
x 1020
x 10"
x 10"
x 10"
x 1020
x 1020
x 1020
x 1020
x 1020
x 1020

Based on calculations with the MARISE code.
Calculated using the ratio of Ce/Nd in Table 2.

TABLE 6: CALCULATION OF VAPORIZATION-MODEL PARAMETERS FOR VERCORS-2
Temperature

Parameters

Bulk Properties
Density, p (kg/m3)
Viscosity, n (kg m"1 s1)**'

1780 K

2100 K

0.123
7.10 x 10"3
0.96
0.48

Reynolds number, Re
Schmidt number, Sc
I/(DReSc)

1.24
13
3.78
0.105

0.105
8.02 x 10 5
0.92
0.57
2.07 x 1CT4
1.17
12
3.71
0.121

Mass Transfer Coefficient
1 1
CDM (mol m s )
2 1
K, (mol m s )

1.043 x lO"3
0.269

1.200 x 10"3
0.310

Q,

Flow Velocity, K(m/s)
Diffusion Coefficient, B^ (m2/s)(*w
QDAB

(a)
(b)

1.52 x ia 4

Assumes o B - 2.65 A and e/K - 380 K for H2O.
Assumes oA - 6.0 A and e/K - 3680 K for BaO (see Section 3.2.1).
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temperature (T,).
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FIGURE 1. Oxygen potential plotted against temperature for
fission product oxides, UO2,% and hydrogen/steam gas
atmospheric mixtures. The oxygen potentials of the HEVA-6
and VERCORS-2 tests (solid circles) are also shown.
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FIGURE 4. Fission product vapor pressures of Ba, Sr, La, Ce,
Nd, Pr and Y. The given results are foi p^/p^g - 1. The
curves for pmlpmo
- 0.1 and 10 are very similar. (Taken from
Ref. 9.)
(a) Curves from Solgasmix analysis.
(b) Simplified equations of vapor pressure curves.
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FIGURE 3. Fission product vapor pressures of Zr, Nb, Mo (no cesium
present), Te, Ru, Rh, Pd (and U). (Taken from Ref. 7.)
(a) Curves from Solgasmix analysis.
(b) Simplified equations of vapor pressure curves.
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FIGURE 9. Distribution of 132Te in the fuel rod and
cladding for the HEVA-6 test using gamma-ray
tomography. (Taken from Ref. 23.)
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ABSTRACT
Unirradiated and irradiated CANDU* fuel cladding was tested to compare the role of stresscorrosion cracking and of hydrogen in the development of fuel defects. The results of the
tests are compared with information on fuel performance in-reactor. The role of hydriding
(deuteriding) from the coolant and from the fuel element inside is discussed, and die control
of "hydrogen gas" content in the element is confirmed as essential for defect-free fuel
performance. Finally, implications for fuel element design are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In 1984, Unit 3 at the Bruce-A Nuclear Generating Station (NGS) experienced systematic fuel
failures among bundles built by Combustion Engineering-Superheater (CES). CES was one of
three fuel manufacturers that had fuel in all four Bruce-A units at the time. Unit 3 also had fuel
from the other two manufacturers: General Electric of Canada (GEC) and Westinghouse Canada
(WECAN), now named Zircatec Precision Industries (ZPI). This fuel did not show systematic
failures.
The Bruce bundle has the end bearing pads brazed on outer fuel elements in staggered locations.
Because of this, the two ends of each outer element have different geometry and properties. At
the "out-board" end, where the end bearing pad is located close to the end cap, the braze
heat-affected zone (HAZ) extends to the very end of the sheath. The other end ("in-board") has
the end bearing pad away from the end cap, such that the as-received (AR) condition of the
tubing is preserved at the sheath end. Thus, at the "out-board" side, the end cap is welded to the
braze HAZ of the sheath, while at the "in-board" end, it is welded to the AR sheath.
The CES fuel failures were characterized by circumferential cracking in the end cap weld at the
"out-board" end of high-powered outer fuel elements.
The results of the post-irradiation examinations (PIE) were inconclusive. The suspect defect
mechanism was either stress-corrosion cracking (SCC) or delayed hydride cracking (DHC) [1-3].
The investigation did not explain why the defects preferentially occurred
CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium; registered trademark.
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- among CES bundles;
- at Bruce-3 unit; and
- at the out-board ends of outer elements.

—

CANDU fuel is built to common technical specifications that specify several of the requirements
as performance requirements. This gives the manufacturer some flexibility for detailed design
variations (e.g., in the design of the end cap weld, pellets, or fuel-element internal geometry).
Also, at the Bruce-A NGS, the conditions have been maintained within common specifications
that permit slight differences between reactor units (e.g., in hydrogen level in the coolant).
The results of the Bruce-3 incident investigation suggested that differences in fuel-element
detailed design and in in-reactor conditions played roles in the primary defect mechanism.
To understand the primary defect mechanism, the CANDU Owners Group (COG) embarked on an
experimental program designed primarily to investigate the development of similar defects, and to
compare the role of SCC and of hydrogen (i.e., DHC) in unirradiated and irradiated fuel
cladding.
During the test program, the following information became available, indicating that hydrogen can
play a significant role in the development of primary defects:
a) excess hydrogen due to the underbaking of the graphite Canlub coating was believed to be
responsible for systematic fuel failures at Point Lepreau in 1991/92 [4], and
b) defects related to primary hydriding (blisters) were found in a prototype 43-element fuel
bundle subjected to severe overheating in the NRU reactor in 1990 [5].
In this paper, we compare the test results with relevant information on CANDU fuel performance
in-reactor. The objective is to evaluate the existing fuel-design requirements related to hydrogen.
COG EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
As-manufactured, hydrided and irradiated cladding material was tested in a neutral environment
and in iodine vapour. Material and experimental methods are described in [3, 6],
Hydrogen (deuterium) was introduced into the cladding material using four different methods:
a. Pre-hydriding ("static hydriding") of unirradiated cladding: Hydrogen was introduced into
and redistributed in the specimen before the application of the mechanical load. Hydrogen
concentrations ranged from low (solubility limit at 300°Q to as high as 300 ppm.
b. "Dynamic hydriding": Hydrogen was introduced
bl) at the cladding outside (in a Ni layer at the outside surface), or
b2) at the cladding inside surface (as undercured Canlub),
and redistributed (adsorbed and redistributed) in the cladding after the application of the
mechanical load (i.e., during the test).
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c. Deuteriding from the coolant, and hydriding from element inside, of reactor fuel cladding
in-reactor.
Methods a, bl and b2 worked with a uniform temperature (300°C) throughout the specimen. In
case c, the (relatively slower) deuteriding and hydriding took place in a temperature gradient.
There were no stresses in the cladding during the "static hydriding" (method a). The "dynamic"
methods (bl, b2) were redistributing hydrogen in the presence of tensile stresses. The in-reactor
deuteriding/hydriding (c) proceeded under loads from coolant pressure and pellet volume changes.
The test results are presented as % of cracked or fractured specimens in Figure 1 (Expanding
mandrel tests) and as defect thresholds in Figure 2 (Internal pressurization tests). Note that tests
with cladding produced by all three Canadian manufacturers are merged in these two summaries.
Compared to the effect of material condition (as-manufactured, irradiated, pre-hydrided) and test
condition (neutral environment, iodine vapour), the effect of the weld design was of lesser
importance. Therefore, for the purpose of this paper, we decided to disregard it.
A strengthening effect of pre-hydriding is apparent; this confirms earlier results [7]. The (slow)
deuteriding and hydriding in-reactor has, in general, a similar effect on the defect threshold of the
irradiated material. Dynamic hydriding from the outside surface resulted in some alignment of
hydrides in high-stress areas; however, fracture has not been achieved. Dynamic hydriding from
the inside results in a small reduction of the threshold, if compared with the as-manufactured
condition. It results in a large reduction, if compared with the pre-hydrided condition.

INFORMATION FROM REACTOR FUEL
Experience with fuel performance in-reactor yields additional information on hydrogen/deuterium
behaviour in the fuel elements. In particular, we will pay attention to the following:
-

-

deuteriding from the coolant (through the cladding outside surface);
hydriding from sources inside the fuel element (through the inside surface):
. formation of hydride blisters from moisture inside the fuel elements,
. hydriding of the cladding in fuel elements with undercured Canlub,
. sheath hydriding at high temperatures; and
distribution of hydrogen in the sheath under stress and temperature gradients.

DEUTERIDING FROM THE COOLANT
Three factors strongly influence the ingress of deuterium in the cladding [8, 9]: the presence of
neutron fluence, the condition of the coolant, and the condition of the cladding.
Figure 3 shows in-reactor hydriding rates for AR and braze HAZ parts of the sheath in
low-power and high-power positions, and compares them with out-reactor rates. Note that for
high-power positions, the average deuteriding rate is -0.6 ppm D/day for braze HAZ of the
sheath, and -0.3 ppm D/day for AR sheath. After longer residence times, the differences in
deuterium contents of HAZ and AR parts of the sheath become smaller, as illustrated in Figure 4.
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HYDRIDE BLISTERS FROM MOISTURE
One of the lessons learned from the early experience with CANDU fuel-(prior to the introduction
of Canlub) was that excess moisture content inside a fuel element can lead to the formation of
hydride blisters, cracks in the sheath, and eventually defects.
A volume increase accompanies the formation of hydrides in Zircaloy [10]. When hydrogen from
the moisture enters the sheath, it is often localized in a highly hydrided zone. Because of the
interaction with other parts of the sheath, the hydrided zone is under compressive stresses,
surrounded by low-hydrogen sections under tensile stresses. This leads to hydrogen diffusion into
areas under tensile stresses, and eventually to growth of cracks and through-wall fractures. To
prevent this, a limit was introduced for the content of hydrogen gas per fuel element [11].
PRIMARY HYDRIDING FROM CANLUB
Uncured or undercured Canlub contains hydrogen that gets released from its bond in the Canlub
layer early after bundle loading in the reactor at normal operating conditions. This "hydrogen
gas" is available for absorption by the sheath. This is the mechanism responsible for the 1991/92
defects in Point Lepreau. Up to 4 mg of hydrogen gas have been found in as-manufactured fuel
elements with undercured Canlub. Defects have been detected in bundles that were exposed to a
steady high power above a power-bumup threshold line. Unlike the SCC defects, the sheaths
with undercured Canlub did not need any power ramp to defect [4]. Figure 5 compares thresholds
for "undercured Canlub defects" with power-ramp defects [11]. The ramped powers and power
ramps for Bruce-3 defects are also shown in the figure.
Hydride blisters with the accompanying cracks have been found in the sheaths of two elements of
a prototype 43-element bundle that was severely overheated during irradiation at Chalk River
Laboratories (CRL) [5].
Tests done on graphite coating of fuel elements for the Italian research reactor "Cirene" [13]
demonstrate that the Canlub layer contains hydrogen even after good curing, and that this
hydrogen gets released (becomes "hydrogen gas") if the graphite layer reaches temperatures above
the curing temperature. A correction for differences between the CANDU and Cirene graphite
layer (diameter, thickness, curing temperature) gives the quantity of "additional hydrogen gas"
available for high-temperature transients as 0.4 mg per fuel element in a 37-element bundle.

HYDROGEN (DEUTERIUM) DISTRIBUTION IN A SHEATH WITH STRESS AND
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
Sawatzky [14, 15] developed a model that explains why hydrogen concentrates in zones at low
temperatures or under high tensile stresses.
In the absence of significant stress gradients, temperature gradients across the sheath wall govern
the distribution of hydrogen (deuterium) in the sheath. Typically, H and D contents are the highest
at the sheath outside surface, and the lowest at its inside surface.
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Hydrogen andLdeuterium analyses of intact elements in CES fuel involved in the Bruce-3 incident
indicate some deviations from the usual pattern. Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of
hydrogen and-deuterium between the end caps, braze HAZ and AR sheath-6f such fuel elements.
For comparison, similar data are shown for WECAN fuel that was used in the Bruce-3 reactor
under comparable conditions to the CES fuel, and performed well.
In CES fuel, the content of H in the end caps (both "in-board" and "out-board") is unusually
high. In view of Sawatzky's model, this indicates high tensile stresses in the end caps right after
loading in the reactor.
Figure 8 shows the increases of isotopic hydrogen contents in WECAN and CES fuel elements.
The increases, defined as differences between the contents found during PIE of discharged fuel,
and in as-manufactured fuel, can be made up of two contributions: hydrogen gas ingress (from
the element inside) in-reactor, and hydriding (from the outside) of the discharged fuel in the bay.
Thus, the values found are an upper bound for hydrogen gas ingress in-reactor.
The total for WECAN elements (1.05 mg) is obviously affected by this additional hydriding after
discharge; to obtain an estimate of hydrogen gas, it should be corrected downward - there is no
reason to expect hydrogen gas contents as high as 1 mg/element in this fuel. Note that the total
for CES fuel elements (0.78 mg) is below the specification limit for hydrogen gas even without
correction for possible hydriding after discharge.

DISCUSSION
COG Program: DHC vs. SCC
One of the objectives of the tests was to compare SCC and DHC as defect mechanisms for fuel
cladding, and for the end cap welds in particular. The tests demonstrated that at 300°C, the
presence of a SCC-active species always reduced the defect threshold significantly. The presence
of hydrogen caused a limited reduction of the defect threshold in some cases, but increased the
threshold in many others. There are earlier reports with similar observations. For example,
Reference [7] states that hydrides increase the SCC resistance, and eventually limit the effect of
iodine to pitting; i.e., render Zircaloy resistant to SCC by iodine.
To explain this, together with other effects of hydrogen described in this paper, we have to
consider not only DHC, but also other phenomena related to hydrogen.
The Role of Hydrogen in the Development of Fuel Defects
Within the scope of this paper, we consider three categories of hydrogen-related mechanisms:
- hydrogen as the cause of mechanical loads (stresses),
- hydrogen as the element involved in the mechanism of crack growth, and
- hydrogen as the hydride-forming component; i.e., properties of alpha-Zircaloy with
hydrides.
The formation of blisters in the sheath falls into the first category. Compared to the original
alpha solution, solid hydrides of the blister cause a significant increase in volume [10]. This
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imposes a stress field on both the blister and the surrounding microstructure. The stresses are
predominantly compressive in the blister, and tensile in the surrounding parts of the sheath.
DHC belongs to the second category. Under tensile stresses in front of a crack tip, DHC is the
mechanism of hydrogen migration, hydride growth, realignment and crack propagation. The
stresses may come from a blister present in the sheath, or from pellet expansion.
To characterize the third category, let us consider the hexagonal solid solution of alpha Zr with
large particles of hydrides that do not dissolve completely during changes of stress or temperature.
Hexagonal alpha-Zircaloy has high resistance to crack growth across the basal planes of its
grains. There is a strong crystallographic correlation between the hydrides and alpha zirconium.
Unless there are steep stress gradients in the solid solution, hydrides have platelet morphology,
and their habit plane is parallel with the basal plane of alpha zirconium [10]. Such precipitation
increases the resistance to crack growth in the direction normal to the basal plane. Because the
tubing for CANDU sheaths is manufactured with a texture where the basal planes have
hoop-axial orientation (basal poles have radial orientation), resistance to crack growth across the
wall (i.e. in the radial direction) increases because of the presence of hydrides.
Deuteriding from the Coolant
The condition of the coolant, such as the degree of radiolysis, temperature, and coolant chemistry,
governs the amount of deuterium available for ingress into the cladding [8].
Deuterium pickup by the cladding then depends on the cladding surface condition and/or
microstructure. Figures 3 and 4 confirm the preferential deuteriding of the braze HAZ of the
sheath, likely related to the higher oxidation rate of the outside surface in braze HAZ parts of the
sheath [9]. A gradual decrease of the concentration differences between HAZ and AR can be
explained by deuterium diffusion along the concentration gradient in the axial direction, and by
the effect of higher D concentrations in the sheath surface on the pickup rate.
Because of the heat flow from the pellets to the coolant, there are temperature gradients across the
sheath. In the absence of stress gradients, this results in a deuterium concentration gradient in the
wall, keeping most of the deuterium in cooler outside layers [14, 15].
The rate of deuterium ingress in the sheath is relatively low. At the rates that can be derived
from Figure 3 for high-power positions, it would take approximately two full-power days to
reach the D solubility limit in a layer at the OD as thin as 1% of wall thickness. Because of a
high neutron flux there, the stress relaxation rate is high, and no serious tensile stresses should be
expected in the section of the wall between the deuterided layer and the inside surface.
We can thus conclude that deuteriding through the outside surface does not constitute a root cause
of fuel defects. At most, it may act as an additional factor, if other causes for crack growth in the
cladding are present.
Hydriding from the Fuel-Element Interior
There are three sources of hydrogen gas inside the fuel element: i) pellets, ii) filling gas, and iii)
Canlub. As long as the manufacturing process is under control, the hydrogen content in pellets
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and in the filling gas should be low. However, Canlub contains significant quantities of
hydrogen, even after good curing. Some of this hydrogen is released at normal operating
temperatures, some at higher temperatures.
—
Thus, there is hydrogen inside the fuel element available for pickup by the cladding immediately
after, or soon after, bundle loading in the channel. Figure 6 shows that, for CES fuel, the
hydrogen pickup at the cladding inside surface can be localized, depending on the presence of
tensile stresses and strains. The combination of these two conditions, the quantity of hydrogen
gas and degree of localization, should be considered when the effects of hydrogen gas are being
assessed.
Factors Affecting the Risk of Canlub-related Hydriding Defects
Canlub is used in CANDU fuel sheaths to improve their resistance to SCC. In some respects,
improvements of this SCC-protective function of Canlub may not be consistent with the desire to
minimize the content of hydrogen gas. Therefore, a balanced approach has to be adopted.
Sheath protection from SCC improves with Canlub thickness [16]. On the other hand, the
quantity of residual hydrogen, and with it the quantity of hydrogen gas from Canlub, is also
proportional to Canlub thickness. This may become important in the development of CANDU
fuel for high burnup.
Chan et al. [17] have presented evidence that the SCC-protective effect of Canlub depends on the
presence of some hydrocarbons in the layer (i.e., on Canlub curing conditions): a low degree of
curing gives the best SCC-protection, a high degree reduces the protecting effect. This, of
course, means that the "best Canlub" will have relatively high residual hydrogen.
Curing under conditions of mass production offers additional complications. A batch of tubes in
vacuum is difficult to heat uniformly to curing temperature. There will be a distribution of
temperatures and times-at-temperature during the curing cycle, resulting in a distribution in the
degree of curing within a production batch of sheaths.
Bruce-3 Incident Re-examined
The data presented in this paper provide an insight into the mechanisms responsible for the CES
defects that occurred in Bruce-3.
Considering the results of chemical analysis of CES bundles discharged from Bruce-3 (Figures 6
and 8), the hydrogen gas content in as-manufactured fuel elements was obviously below 1
mg/element. Thus, it satisfied the specification requirement.
The internal design of the CES fuel element at that time included several factors that caused a
buildup of high tensile stresses in the end caps and end cap welds during irradiation [1, 3, 6]: a
short axial gap, the use of standard pellets at stack ends (large pellet diameter facing the end cap),
and high pellet density. The fact that a large fraction of hydrogen gas was picked up by the end
caps (both out-board and in-board) indicates that high tensile stresses existed in the end caps
early after bundle loading in the reactor, i.e., in the initial low-power position. Some of the
stresses got relaxed through time in this initial position, but the shift to a higbpower position
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(position 3 to position 7, in most cases) brought them back to high levels.
At the time of-the shift, the fuel bumup was 40 to 120 MWh/kg U - enough to make fission
products available in quantities sufficient for SCC. With reference to the COG testing program
(Figures 1 and 2), SCC is the low-threshold defect mechanism under such conditions. We
therefore conclude that SCC was the principal crack-growth mechanism. However, in the initial
low-power position, hydrogen was entering the end caps and welds under high tensile stresses,
and hydrides were precipitating stress-aligned. Thus, hydrogen was likely an additional factor
involved in the initiation of cracks.
High tensile stresses in the end cap and end cap weld, related to insufficient clearances and high
densities, were the root cause of the defects.
Fuel Design
In the existing technical specification, the importance of the "hydrogen gas" content in fuel
elements is recognized. The limit, max. 1 mg H/fuel element for 28- and 37-element fuel
bundles, has been in place for a number of years, with fuel performance generally free of
hydrogen-related defects. The experience with undercured Canlub in Point-Lepreau [4] also
indicates that the limit is justified, at least for present fuel designs and conditions of use. The
population where defects occurred had hydrogen gas distribution far beyond 1 mg/fuel element,
and defects were found in outer elements at high linear powers only.
There are, however, several design-related areas where attention should be paid to the role of
hydrogen gas in the fuel element:
a. Development of Canlub. Changes in Canlub composition, thickness and curing conditions
will have their impact on the quantity of hydrogen gas and on its release from the layer.
b. Development of CANDU fuel for high burnup. A "better" and probably thicker Canlub
layer may be needed, to last to higher burnups than those at present, with the consequence that
the fuel element will contain a higher quantity of hydrogen gas.
c. Uranium content in fuel elements. The combination of hydrogen gas availability in the
fuel element, and tensile strain/stress at the cladding inside surface, can lead to critical
conditions, and therefore deserves careful assessment. At present, technical specifications
for CANDU fuel do not address this factor directly.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the COG test program were reviewed in combination with information on the
effects of hydrogen and deuterium on fuel performance in-reactor.
To understand the effects of hydrogen, we considered the following three processes:
-

hydrogen-related volume changes and accompanying stresses,
hydrogen-related crack growth, and
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-

microstruclural strengthening by hydride platelets.

Deuteriding from the coolant and hydriding from the fuel-element interior were compared, and
their potential as causes of fuel defects was assessed.
The existing specification limit for hydrogen gas in fuel elements has been reviewed. The
experience with fuel performance, including hydrogen-related defects, indicates that the present
limit for hydrogen gas is justified, at least for present fuel designs and conditions of use.
The mechanisms involved in the 1984 Bruce-3 defects were reviewed. We have concluded that
the root cause of the defects was high tensile stresses related to an improper internal design of the
fuel elements, and the principal cracking mechanism was stress-corrosion cracking.
In programs where there is a potential for larger hydrogen gas releases (such as the development
of Canlub and the development of CANDU fuel for high burnup), attention should be paid to the
risk of hydrogen-related defects.
Additional hydrogen gas may be released during high-temperature transients. The risk of fuel
defects should be assessed for such cases.
~-~
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ABSTRACT
A new method and apparatus are reported for determination of the total hydrogen
content by measurements on as-manufactured fuel elements, heated at prescribed temperature
values between 200°C and 600°C.
The method is based on the catalytic oxidation of the organic compounds and
transformation of the hydrogen in the equivalent water quantity which is analysed by a special
infrared detector.
Different types of measurements for determination of the hydrogen content from
graphite coating, UO2 pellets and filling gas are presented.
Also, experimental observation regarding water release and graphite thermal
decomposition kinetic are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due the major effect of the hydrogen on the structural integrity of zirconium alloys,
determination of the total hydrogen content in the as-manufactured fuel elements, is of an
essential importance.
The are three main sources of hydrogen in the fuel element [1]:
1°) from the UO 2 pellets;
2°) from the graphite layer;
3°) from the zircalloy sheath.
The hydrogen content of the UO2 pellets is usually determinated by extraction in
carrier gas at high temperature (minimum 1600°C) followed by analysis with thermal
conductivity cells (e.g., LECO-type analyzer).
Also, determination of the hydrogen content of zircalloy sheaths is part of reception
quality control, by similar gas extraction method.
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Determination of the hydrogen content of the graphite layer is made by various
methods, but many of them are based on the catalytic oxidation of the organic compounds
contained in the graphite layer; in this way, the hydrogen is completely transformed in water,
which are analysed by different techniques.
These methods, based on catalytic oxidation, differ by the type of sample (small sheath
ring, scraped_graphite) or by the type of the resulting water analysis! (electrolytic cell,
gravimetric/piezoelectric cell) [2].
The DCH-ME apparatus, which is presented in this paper, has two specific
characteristics:
(1) the samples for analysis are as-manufactured fuel elements;
(2) the hydrogen equivalent water resulting from catalytic oxidation is analysed by a
sensitive infrared detector.
Thus, the DCH-ME analyzer permits to determine the total amount of hydrogen from:
- the graphite layer;
- the moisture contained in the open porosity of the UO2 pellets and in the filling gas.
The DCH-ME apparatus was completely designed and constructed by Ultraacoustics
R&D Laboratory of the Institute for Nuclear Research - Pitesti / ROMANIA, and is now
currently used for determination of the fuel hydrogen content in the QA System of the Nuclear
Fuel Plant - Pitesti / ROMANIA.

2. METHOD AND APPARATUS
There are four main sequences in our measurement method for the hydrogen content
determination [3]:
(1) Tight perforation of the end-caps of the fuel element and stabilisation of the carrier
gas flow (helium).
(2) Fast heating of the fuel element sheath, at a prescribed temperature between 200°C
and 600°C. As a result, the organic compounds from the graphite layer are decomposed/
sublimated and are taked by the carrier gas.
(3) Catalytic oxidation of the sublimated organic compounds and hydrogen released
from the fuel element, in an oxidation furnace. The used catalyser is CuO, the catalytic
reaction being supplied by O2 injected in the carrier gas. In this was, at the end of the
oxidation furnace, the carrier gas will transport H2O vapours, CO2 and O2. The optimum
temperature range is between 800°C and 950°C.
(4) Infrared analysis of the water content of the carrier gas. To perform this, a special
differential cell with Lead Sulphide (PbS) photoresistances are used. The spectral range of this
detectors is limited in the near - infrared region, by using Ge filters. In this way, the spectral
response of the PbS photoresistances is comprised between 1.5 (am and 3.5 urn, with maximum
sensitivity at around 2.7um (fig.3).
The detailed block - diagram of the DCH-ME apparatus is presented in fig. 1. It is
composed by the following main systems:
(1) Gas circuits with pressure and flow rate controllers, tight perforation device,
catalytic oxidation furnace. In the measure part of the gas circuits there is, also, a 2-way
chromatographical valve for injection of the gas samples (hydrogen) for calibration and
verification.
(2) Controllers for the temperature stabilisation around the software prescribed
values, for the purification furnaces, oxidation furnace and for the analysed fuel element. The
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temperature sensors for the purification and oxidation electrical furnaces are platinum
thermocouples. For the fuel element heating, because it is necessary to have a very fast
temperature rise, we use an electronic near - infrared pyrometer. For the all four
temperature controllers the command signal is furnished by the process computer on the basis
of special prop'ortional - integral regulation algorithms.
(3) Differential infrared detector. Is an essential part of the. apparatus. Its blocdiagram is presented in fig.2. As we have specified, the infrared sensitive elements are PbS
photoconductive detectors with Ge filters. This type of sensors has the advantage of a very
high sensitivity in the spectral range of a maximum interest for water vapours detection, as it
can be seen from table 1. But, on the other hand, the PbS photoresistances are, also, very
sensitive to the temperature variations of its support. Thus, for obtaining a sensitivity around
5ug H2, it was necessary to perform a temperature stabilisation of the photoresistance support
as good as +0.02°C. To attain this very high temperature stability, we use two independent
temperature controllers:
- the first (BTP) is a liquid circulator with a built - in temperature control unit which
pass thermostatically controlled liquid through the bath of the second - stage
controller; BTP can assure a precision of ±1°C over 2 hour periods;
- second (BTS) is, also, a liquid circulator, but it use a thermistor as temperature sensor.
The command signal formed by the electronic block BTS - E is a fixed frequency,
variable duty - cycle TTL signal, having the duty - cycle proportional with the
temperature error.
The infrared sources (filaments) are made by NICROTHAL wire. The base-line stability of the
infrared detector is, also, influenced by the regulation accuracy of the filament current. Using
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL AND DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG conversion channels with 12 bits
resolution in the numerical regulation loop, it was possible to obtain an accuracy as good as
±0.07% for a current regulation range of ±10%.
In order to eliminate the detector response to the CO2 content of the carrier gas, two CO2
filled rooms, in serial connection are provided, between the infrared sources and the
measuring/reference rooms; also, to avoid the water vapour condensation on the glass
windows of the optical system, the measuring and reference rooms are heated to around 70°C.
(4) Process interface computer. This system assure the command, control and
synchronization of all functional blocks of the apparatus. It assure, also, the automatic
acquisition, processing and storage of the detector response curves and of the analysis
parameters. The I /O signals operations are performed by a high performances interface with
12 bits resolution on the analog input and output channels, and 30 KHz A/D conversion speed.
The specific software support "ANALIZOR" was elaborated as a C+* program with
specialized functional blocks structurated as distinct subroutines:
Fi.. .F5 : Numerical regulation loops for the process parameters
F6 : Performing calibration or verification (with injection of hydrogen calibrated
volumes)
F7 : Display of the detector response curves and selection of the interval for
integration
Fs : Processing of the response curves and calculus of the hydrogen content.
The first operation for performing a hydrogen content analysis, is the calibration of
the apparatus. For this, 3 different calibrated hydrogen volumes (usually, between 0.5ml and
6ml) must be injected in the carrier gas. From the corresponding response curves, the
software support of the apparatus automatically compute the (hydrogen amount)/(response
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curve area) ratio. The value of this ratio can be verified any time by injection of known
calibrated hydrogen volumes.
The heating of the tube or fuel elements samples is made by Joule effect, and it is
important to know the temperature distribution during the analysis process.
The time dependences of the external surface temperature, measured with an infrared
electronic pyrometer during the normal heating cycle of an analysis process,' are shown in
fig.l2(a) for an empty tube sample and in fig. 12(b) for a fuel element sample. It can be seen
that the prescribed temperature (550°C) was reached very fast in the case of the empty tube
and relatively slowly in the case of the fuel element.
The radial temperature distributions calculated [6] in these two cases are shown in
fig. 10 for empty tubes and in fig. 11 for fuel elements. The temperature differences between the
inside and outside sheath surfaces is very small (less than 0.1°C) in the case of the empty tube,
with or without graphite layer ([6],[7]).
The radial temperature drop is more significant in the case of a fuel element (around
30°C between pellet surface and outside sheath surface) but it cannot affect the thermal
decomposition of the organic compounds from the graphite layer or the water release from the
UO2 pellets.
The heat transfer calculations in the reference [6] were performed with the ANSYS 4.0
code, for usual values of the materials constants.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Different kind of measurement were made in order to characterize the performance of
the method and apparatus.
(1) Statistical parameters for repeated measurements on hydrogen calibrated volume
samples
For a set of n=10 calibrated volume samples, each containing 1.5ml H2 (or,
equivalently, 135ug H2) the mean of the measured values was 133u.g with 1.5% relative error.
Also, for n=10 calibrated volume samples of 6ml H2 (or, equivalently, 540fag H2) the
mean of the measured values was 530u.g H2 with a relative error of 2%.
Typical response curves for different quantities of hydrogen are shown in fig.4.
(2) Determination of hydrogen content of ethyl cellulose samples
This measurements are of a great interest, because ethyl cellulose is the binder for the
DAG 154 graphite type.
Ethyl cellulose is a range of compounds depending on the extent of ethoxyl
substitution in cellulose [4].
We have used the N-22 compound from Acheson Colloids (sample GP31345,
lot 713-2) with an assumed (calculated) hydrogen content of 8.6% [5].
The ethyl cellulose samples was preparated by deposition of 50^1-80)0.1 of solution, on
aluminium foil support. Then, the samples was heated at 200°C, around 20 min, for drying-off
the solvent. A number of samples deposition on zircaloy-4 sheath support was, also,
preparated, in order to verify the influence of the support nature.
The quantity of ethyl cellulose on each sample was determinated by gravimetric
measurements.
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The obtained results are shown in tables 2 and 3. Two sets of measurements are
presented. In all cases, the estimated hydrogen content (calculated with the 8.6% assumed
content) was in good agreement with the measured values.
No significant differences between the Al foil support and zircaioy-4 support can be
noted.
For performing these measurements, the samples was introducedlih an empty tube
which is heated at 550°C in the normal process of the analysis.
Typical response curves for ethyl cellulose samples with different hydrogen content are
shown in fig. 5.
(3) Measurements on empty tubes.baked graphite
The obtained results are presented in table 4. Because the end-caps perforation was
performed during the heating at 550°C, the determinated hydrogen content include, also, the
filling gas moisture.
The analyzer response curve for the sample To is shown in fig.6.
(4) Gradual thermal decomposition of unbaked graphite
An interesting experiment was performed on the tube sample T2G with unbaked
graphite (helium filled). The amount of hydrogen relased in five thermal cycles at different
temperatures was measured.
From the data presented in graphite layer is almost complete in the temperature range
between 200°C and 250°C.
(5) Measurements on fuel elements
The hydrogen content of fuel elements with UO2 pellets and baked graphite (helium
filled) was measured in two thermal cycles at 200°C and respectively, 550°C. An inlet pressure
of 4.5 atm was necessary in order to assure the normal flow rate (200ml/min) in the fuel
elements, even at 200°C.
The obtained results are presented in table 6. An interesting feature appears in the
response curve for the 200°C cycle (fig.7): the water from UO2 pellets being the first released,
its contribution is clearly separated from the graphite layer hydrogen content.
(6) Measurements on tube samples without graphite
A number of measurements was made on tube samples without graphite, air filled. The
results (table 7) are very close on the estimated value of 110u.g H2 which correspond to the
moisture from around 5 5 cm'' of the samples, at 70% humidity.
Also, a measurement was made on a tube sample filled with Ar + 7% H2 mixture
(analysis temperature: 55O°C). The determinated value is close to the calculated amount of
hydrogen.
The corresponding response curve of the DCH-ME analyzer are presented in fig. 8 and
9, respectively.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The new method and apparatus presented in the paper, permit the determination of the
total amount of hydrogen from:
- the graphite layer
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- the moisture contained in the open porosity of the UO2 pellets and in the filling gas.
The apparatus (DCH-ME Analyzer) has the following specific characteristics:
(1) the samples for analysis are as-manufactured fuel elements;
(2) the hydrogen equivalent water resulting form catalytic oxidation is analysed by
"a. very sensitive infrared detector;
(3) j h e temperature value of the sample during the analysjr process can be
prescribed in the range between 200°C and 600°C.
The accuracy of the hydrogen determinations is as good as 5%, demonstrated on
calibrated hydrogen volume samples and, also, on ethyl cellulose samples.
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TABLE 1. Main absorption bands for H2O and CO2. Absorptivity A is expressed in percents of
the maximum value corresponding to the X ~ 2.8(um H2O band
H2O
A,[j.un] j
0.94
1.12
1.33
1.37
1.44
1.78
1.85
1.93
2.7
2.9

A[%]

•

7.81

!
i
1
j
|
I
j
j
j

13.64
40.83
75.02
40.58
40.76
83.25
40.48
39.62
100
39.80

1.7
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narrow band
narrow band
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wide band
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\

wide band

i
\
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J_
s
i
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21

23

CO2
A[%]
15.55
14.82
34.85
48.88
21.84
39.67
69.16
39.14
39.66
90.91
39.83

Ajjjan]

1.60
1.65
1.98
2.05
2.10
2.62
2.65
2.78
4.10
4.25
4.35
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Fig.3. Spectral sensitivity of the PbS infrared photoresistances with Ge filters
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Sample
Determinated
Analysis time
Max. ampl.

: 2,7|igH2
: 4.8(.igH2
: 19 s
: 0.215 V

Sample
: 9(.igH2
Determinated : 9.
Analysis time : 19 s
Max. ampl. : 0.608 V

Sample
: 135|igH2
Determinated : 129.5^igH2
Analysis time :30 s
Max. ampl. : 4.216 V

5V

Sample
Determinated
Analysis time
Max.ampl.

: 270|agH2
: 250.2|,iH2
:35 s
: 4.863 V

Sample
Determinated
Analysis time
Max. ampl.

: 540(.igH2
: 536jagH2
: 46 s
: 4.44 V

Fig. 4. Analyzer response to different quantities of hydrogen.
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5V

Estimated content
Determinated content
Analysis time
Max. ampl.

45.7 ng]
30 s
1.243 V

Estimated content
Determinated content
Analysis time
30 s
3.945 V
Max. ampl.

5V

Estimated content
:231ngH2
Determinated content : 228.1 ^ g H
Analysis time
:38 s
Max. ampl.
: 4.692 V

Estimated content
: 287 ng H2
Determinated content: 292.2 jig H2
Analysis time
: 38 s
Max. ampl.
: 4.919 V

Fig. 5. Analyzer response for ethyl cellulose samples with different hydrogen content.
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5V

0
Fig. 6. Analyzer typical response for measurements on empty tube samples with baked graphite.
MEASUREMENTS PARAMETERS:
Sample code
:T6
Analysis temperature : 550 °C
Flow rate
: 200 ml/min
Analysis time
:57 s
Max. ampl.
: 1.338 V
Determinated content : 84.5 ng H2
5V

Hydrogen from
graphite layer
Pellets
moisture

Fig. 7. Analyzer typical response for measurements on fuel element samples (with UO2 pellets,
baked graphite,helium filled) at 200 °C analysis temperature.
MEASUREMENTS PARAMETERS:
Sample code
Flow rate
Analysis time
Max. ampl.
Determinated content

EC 18
200 ml/min
44 s
1.863 V
:88.1 ugH 2
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Fig. 8. Analyzer response for the measurement on the NG.AER 2 sample(tube without graphite,
air filled).Estimated hydrogen content : 110 |ig.
MEASUREMENTS PARAMETERS:
Analysis temperature
Flow rate
Analysis time
Max. ampl.
Determinated content

: 550°C
200 ml/min
55 s
1.577 V
: 106.9 |igH 2

5V

Fig. 9. Analyzer response for the measurement on the NGFZAH.72 sample (tube without graphite
filled with Ar +7%H2 mixture).Estimated hydrogen content: 346 |j.g.

MEASUREMENTS PARAMETERS:
Analysis temperature
Flow rate
Analysis time
Max. ampl.
Determinated content

550 °C
200 ml/min
60s
3.911 V
371.9 n g H
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(b) empty tube with 10 u,m graphite layer
Fig. 10. Calculated temperature distributions in the wall of a empty tube, during the
hydrogen analysis thermal transient at 200 s after analysis strat-up
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Fig. 11. Calculated radial temperature distribution in the fuel element, during the
hydrogen analysis thermal transient at 120 s (o) and 200s ( ! ) after analysis
start-up
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Fig..I2. j^xtcrnaJ surface temperature vs. time during hydrogen analysis, measured on:
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TABLE 2. Analysis of ethyl cellulose samples dq>osited on Al foil.
Analysis temperature: 55O°C
Date of analysis: July, 1994
Determined content of
Relative error
! Sample"
Estimated content of
-."
•[%]
|_ No _
hydrogen [ug]
hydrogen f^ig]
231
228
1.3
|
1
304
300
1
2
1.3
270
1
3
287
6.3
271
279
2.9
i
s
287
292
1.7
287
283
1.4
ii 67
143
160
11.9
i
'
151
161
6.6
1 8
7.7
142
153
182
I
165
10.3
i io
150
152
1.3
j n
I
164
6.5
154
1 12
134
139
3.7
! 13
165
162
1
1.8
1 14
155
149
!•-:
3.9
! 15

i
1

j
1

I 4

I ^

|

':
|

TABLE 3. Results for ethyl cellulose samples, obtained at the yearly requalification test of
the DCH-ME equipment. Analysis temperature:550°C.
Date of analysis: September, 1995
3.1. Samples deposited on Al foil
Estimated content of
Relative error
j Sample
Determined content of
i No
[%]
hydrogen [Mg]
hydrogen [f.ig]
141
116
21.5
|
1
148
132
12.1
1 32
27
141
111
148
134
i
4
10.4
187
188
0.5
232
222
4.5
211
192
9.9
!
7
181
194
7.2
8
247
7.9
229
9
221
223
0.9
S 10

i

I 5
S 6

f

3.2 Samples deposited on zircaloy-4 support.
Determined content of
Estimated content of
Sample
No
hydrogen [ug]
hydrogen [ug]

I

109
128
122
118

105
122
96
101

[
I

Relative error

3.8
4.9
27.1
16.8
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TABLE 4. Measurements on empty tubes with baked graphite. The tubes was helium filled and
normally graphitised. Analysis temperature: 55O°C.
Sample code
| Determinated hydrogen content [^g]

T6

T7

T8

T9

85

104

-125

83

TABLE 5. Gradual thermal decomposition of unbaked graphite.
Sample code:T2G

i

Measurement
sequence

j

1

1

|

I

2

I

i
i
i
i
j

3
4
5

Total hydrogen
released jjog]

Detector amplifier

180

14

8

230

1500 (over scale)

250

312

400
550

133

Temperature

_|
|

_[
S

linear gain

L

2

5

63

8
Total amount of hydrogen > 2022

TABLE 6. Measurements on fuel elements with UO 2 pellets and baked graphite, helium filled.
Sample code

EC17

EC18

EC16

Hydrogen evolved at 2O0°C

101

88

104

Hydrogen evolved at 550°C

54

49

70

155

137

174

j Total amount of hydrogen [jag]

TABLE 7.Measurements on the tube samples without graphite, air filled.
Analysis temperature: 550°C

i

Sample code

NGAirl

NGAJr2

Measured value of hydrogen content Qig]

129

107

I NGAir3
126

i ABLE 8. Measurements result for a tube sample filled with Ar + 7%H2 mixture.
Sample code

NGFZAH.72

Estimated hydrogen content [ugj

346

Measured value [us]

372
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an overview of the post-irradiation examination (PIE) services available
at AECL's hot-cell facilities (HCF). The HCFs are used primarily to provide PIE support for
operating CANDU power reactors in Canada and abroad, and for the examination of
experimental fuel bundles and core components irradiated in research reactors at the Chalk River
Laboratories (CRL) and off-shore. A variety of examinations and analyses are performed
ranging from non-destructive visual and dimensional inspections to detailed optical and scanning
electron microscopic examinations. Several hot cells are dedicated to mechanical property
testing of structural materials and to determine the fitness-for-service of reactor core components.
Facility upgrades and the development of innovative examination techniques continue to improve
AECL's PIE capabilities.

INTRODUCTION
AECL has a long history of providing PIE services to CANDU reactors in Canada and
abroad. During the era of fuel development for the first CANDU power reactors the HCFs were
used primarily for the examination of experimental fuel bundles and components irradiated in the
research reactors at the CRL and the Whiteshell Laboratories (WL). As CANDU reactors have
matured, this role has broadened to include comprehensive examination and analysis services on
all types of irradiated fuels and components requiring remote handling in support of reactor
surveillance and plant-life extension (PLEX) activities. AECL has recently expanded its PIE
services business by contracting to do hot-cell work for vendors of commercial light-water
reactor (LWR) fuel in the United States, and examination of irradiated materials for customers in
Europe and the UK.
The wide variety of PIE services offered at AECL places a heavy demand on its HCFs and
equipment. Recent technological innovations and facility upgrades, which have significantly
improved AECL's examination and analysis capabilities, are described.
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HOT-CELL FACILITIES
The shielded facilities for PIE at AECL comprise the Universal~Cells and Fuels and
Materials Hot Cell Facility (FMHCF) at the CRL, and the Shielded Facilities (SF) at the WL. All
these facilities are operated and administered by the Radioactive Materials Services Branch.
There are three Universal Cells, housed in Building 234 at the CRL site. UC-1 is used
primarily for isotope production and development. UC-2 is used for spark machining flaws in
reactor pressure tubes and burst testing them, and for receiving the interproject shipping flasks.
UC-3 is used for welding and machining pressure and calandria tubes, assembly and disassembly
of loop fuel strings, fuel bundle/element visual examination, profilometry and other
measurements. It can accommodate fuel assemblies up to 3.6 m long and 15 cm in diameter.
Examinations of full length LWR fuel rods are performed in this cell.
The FMHCF, known more commonly as the "metallurgical cells" is located on the basement
floor of building 375. A major refurbishment of this facility, completed in 1987, was presented
at the 2nd International Conference on CANDU fuel [1]. It is used primarily for the destructive
examination of irradiated fuels and materials. A variety of operations are performed, from visual
examination and fuel element leak testing to gamma scanning and optical microscopy. Three
specialized cells, MTC-1, -2 and -3, located in this facility, are dedicated to the mechanical
testing and examination of non-fissile materials.
The Shielded Facilities (SF) at the WL site include the HCF and the Immobilized Fuel Test
Facility (IFTF). The maximum dimensions of fuel assemblies or reactor components that can be
received and handled directly in the HCF are 8 m in length by 15 cm in diameter. The HCF
provides a full range of PIE services for CANDU customers. The IFTF provides space and
facilities for a wide range of experiments using radioactive materials in support of the Canadian
Nuclear Fuel Waste Management and CANDU reactor safety research programs.
Some general specifications and functions for all the hot-cells are given in Table 1.

AUXILIARY F AdLITIES
The spent fuel (rod) bays associated with the NRU reactor serve a multi-purpose function in
delivering PIE services. The bays can accommodate the unloading of large flasks (NLI-1/2,
LWT), that cannot be unloaded directly into the hot cells. Fuel and fuel channel components are
stored in the bays for an interim period while awaiting examination in the hot cells and some PIE
tasks, such as visual inspection and leak testing of fuel bundles, can be performed. Visual
examinations are performed with a portable field-model Questar telescope and remote TV
camera. Areas of interest are photographed by attaching a Hasselblad camera with a Polaroid
magazine or a 35-mm camera to the telescope.
After unloading a length of pressure tube, the initial visual examinations, photography and
gamma-field measurements are made in the rod bays. Sections of pressure tube can also be
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transferred to special racks for ultrasonic and eddy-current inspections. Components that are too
large to be transferred to the hot cells in one piece are sectioned using an abrasive cut-off wheel.

POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION SERVICES
Visual Inspection - Bundles and Elements
Hot cells at each of the facilities are equipped with periscopes and stereo microscopes for
viewing and inspecting bundles and elements. The periscopes in the Universal Cells can be
interfaced with a CCTV camera for video monitoring and recording, a Polaroid camera, or a 35mm camera. Video monitoring is very useful for viewing large objects and for close-up viewing
of machining operations. More detailed examination is performed with stereo microscopes that
have a magnification range of 3X to 12X and provide large depth-of-field viewing. A remotely
operated wall-mounted stage is used to manipulate items for viewing, and a rotating device can
be set on the stage for full circumferential inspection of cylindrical objects.

Dimensional Measurements - Bundles and Elements
Measurement of dimensional changes after irradiation is important to monitor the axial and
diametral strains that result from pellet-clad interaction and internal gas pressure. Diametral
expansions at the mid-pellet and pellet interface positions are measured regularly on discharged
fuel elements to ensure that sheath strains are within acceptable limits. Changes in element
diameter and bow can also affect the thermalhydraulic performance of the bundle.
Length changes in both bundles and individual elements are measured. The bundle length
measurement apparatus consists of a base plate with motor-driven rollers and a yoke fitted with
an anvil and displacement transducer that contacts the outer face of the end plate. Length
measurements on individual elements are performed with an apparatus comprising a base plate
with two adjustable V-blocks, with brackets at each end to hold an anvil and a dial gauge.
Thermocouples in contact with the sheath measure sheath temperature so that length
measurements can be normalized to 20°C.
Both the CRL and WL profilometers are constructed from a modified 1.2-m-long South
Bend Lathe. A linear variable differential transducer (LVDT), attached to the fuel carriage,
measures the change in diameter along the length of the fuel element. The original single
transducer system was replaced with a two-transducer system at CRL in 1980 (L.N. Herbert,
unpublished data) to provide simultaneous measurement of element diameter and bow, and to
simplify hardware setup for different types of elements. The addition of chisel-tip probes
minimized the effect of fuel element bow and sag on diameter measurement. The SF at WL still
use the single transducer system that allows measurement of bundle diameter.
The profilometer at CRL was recently upgraded to provide computer control and digital
recording of the data (J. Montin, D. O'Brien and R. Moeller, unpublished data). The reversing
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motor used to-move the transducers, and the manual mechanism used to rotate the fuel element
were replaced with computer-controlled stepping motors. Custom software was written for the
stepping motors to control the movement of the transducers and the rotation of the fuel element.
The transducers were replaced and new collets were fabricated to hold the elements and provide
calibration steps. The upgraded profilometer can measure diameters to within 0.010 mm, with a
precision of 0.004 mm (2a), and it meets the accuracy standard of ±0.1 % for CANDU fuelelement diameters.

Corrosion Film Thickness Using FTIR Interferometrv
Corrosion film thickness measurement is an integral part of the PIE of zirconium alloy
components removed from nuclear reactors. Under normal operating conditions, corrosion and
the associated hydriding of zirconium alloys are important factors affecting the integrity of
reactor core components. Interferometry is a non-destructive and non-contacting technique that
can be used for the accurate estimation of oxide film thickness from the spacing of interference
peaks in the mid-infrared. AECL has developed the application of Infrared ReflectionAbsorption Spectroscopy (IRAS) to measure corrosion film thickness ~bn irradiated zirconium
alloy components [2]. Corrosion films on fuel elements discharged from CANDU reactors have
been examined by IRAS in the CRL HCF [3]. These films are normally thin and IRAS offers a
non-destructive and non-contacting technique with good sensitivity for the investigation of the
effects of cladding microstructure, coolant chemistry and surface deposits on corrosion.
When compared with the usual procedure of metallographic examination, the rapidity and
non-destructive nature of the spectral measurement eliminates the various steps in preparing
cross sections and saves valuable hot-cell time. IRAS demonstrated this advantage during the
Pickering and Bruce re-tubing projects by measuring oxide film thickness on several hundred
pressure tube samples in a very cost-effective manner.
The current hot-cell system is limited to accurate measurement of thicknesses less than
25 urn. In this way it complements Eddy Current Testing (ECT) that can reliably measure film
thicknesses of over 100 fim , but which is less sensitive for film thicknesses less than 10 (i.m.

Gamma Scanning
Axial gamma scanning of full-length CANDU fuel elements is performed routinely at both
sites. Movement of the fuel element past a lead collimator is controlled automatically; the fuel
element can either be moved continuously at different speeds or stepped incrementally. The
element can also be rotated continuously or stepwise to allow any circumferential position to be
scanned. The scanning, detection and measurement of the emitted gamma energies is controlled
by a PC, which along with the amplifiers and multi-channel analyzer serves as a single integrated
package for gamma spectrometry. Gross gamma energies and the distribution of individual
isotopes can be measured to yield information on axial flux shape, end-flux peaking, pellet
cracks and inter-pellet gaps.
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Fission Gas Collection and Analysis
Element Puncture and Gas Volume Measurement. Fission gases released from the fuel during
irradiation lead to an increase in internal element pressure. This is particularly important at
extended burnups, since failures caused by stress corrosion cracking may occur at high internal
gas pressure. High internal gas pressure could also lead to reduced thermal conductance across
the fuel-to-sheath gap, resulting in higher fuel temperatures. The normal method for determining
fission gas volume is to puncture the element, collect the gas in a standard volume and measure
the pressure. A puncture tool and stainless steel gas collection apparatus, with processor
controlled pneumatic valves (FCV1000) was designed and fabricated at CRL [4] for this purpose.
The FCV1000 features automated gas collection and void volume measurement, capability for
puncturing fuel elements with internal gas pressures up to 6.9 MPa, and an isolation system to
detect water-logged fuel elements.
The FCV1000 puncture and gas collection system has significantly reduced the time required
for puncturing, collecting gas and measuring void volume, which has resulted in much more
effective use of valuable hot-cell time. It has an accuracy of 2.5% and a precision of ±1% for
void volume measurement and an accuracy of 3% and a precision of ±2% for total gas volume
measurement.

Fission-Gas Analysis. A substantial amount of gas (1 L) is typically collected during puncturing
for mass spectrometer analysis to provide a quantitative measurement of each gas component and
its isotopic composition. This is required to determine the actual volume of fission product gases
released from the fuel, as distinct from any fill gases that may be present, such as He and Ar.
Traces of H2, O2, and CO 2 could indicate the ingress of water through a pinhole defect in the
sheathing. At CRL a VG 601 magnetic-sector mass spectrometer is used with a customized gas
introduction system. The mass spectrometer response is calibrated by the analysis of prepared
known mixtures. A range of mixtures is analyzed and the results are fitted to establish a
relationship between maximum signal intensity and partial pressure of each component. Fissiongas analysis at WL is carried out on a VG MM8-80 mass spectrometer with fixed exit slits using
the VG Process Soft and Spectrascan software. Calibration is carried out in two stages. First, a
gas mixture containing Xe, Kr, CO2 and H2 is used to calibrate the mass scale. Second the
relative sensitivities of the gas components are determined from known mixtures.
At CRL, the accuracy and precision is at the 2% (la) level for Xe, Kr and He and within
30% for the trace components, except Or At WL, the accuracy and precision are in the 2-10%
( l a ) range for Xe, Kr and He, and within 50% for the trace components, except Ar. The WL
analysis is within requirements for the important components, He, Xe, Kr and CO2- From the
analysis of the gas composition, the total Xe and Kr released to the element's free volume is
calculated. This is compared with the total inventory of fission gas produced during irradiation,
calculated using a computer modeling code, such as ELESIM [5], to yield the fraction of gas
released.
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Microstructural Characterization
Optical Metallography and Ceramography. Optical light microscopy i s extensively used to
examine microstructural features in ceramic fuels and Zircaloy sheathing. Fuel channel
components, such as pressure tubes and rolled joints, are examined for hydride distribution and
flaws [6]. Both the CRL and the WL hot cells are well equipped for remote optical
metallographic and ceramographic examination of reactor core materials. Sample preparation
cells are equipped with high-speed cutting wheels and belt grinders for trimming and removal of
large quantities of material. Final grinding and polishing is done with commercially available
equipment that has been specially adapted for remote work. The light microscope laboratory at
CRL comprises a suite of self-contained blister cells, constructed of 125-mm-thick lead walls,
which accommodate a low-power microscope, two high-power microscopes, and a sample
storage block. A Leitz MM5RT and a Reichert Telatom, modified for remote operation by their
respective manufacturers, are used for bright field, dark field, and polarized light examinations.
The Leitz is equipped for micro-hardness testing. Similar capability is available at WL, where a
Leitz MM5RT is used for micro- and macro-optical examination. It is also equipped with a
micro-hardness tester.
High-resolution alpha- and beta-gamma autoradiography techniques are also available for
the qualitative examination of irradiated fuels. Alpha-autoradiography is useful for showing the
distribution and homogeneity of plutonium-rich zones in MOX fuel.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and X-ray Microanalysis. AECL's HCFs have the
capability for topographical and compositional analysis of active samples in scanning electron
microscopes. The instruments at both CRL and WL are housed in steel and lead enclosures,
which provide a radiological barrier for the operator and the main console electronics. In both
cases the instruments sit above the hot cells, and active samples are transferred to the
microscopes by a small elevator, eliminating the need to remove highly radioactive samples from
the hot cells and keeping personnel exposure to a minimum.
Both microscopes are equipped with energy dispersive and wavelength dispersive X-ray
spectrometers (EDS and WDS) for elemental analysis, permitting the instrument to function as
an electron microprobe (EPMA). The X-ray microanalytical capability is useful for studying
fission-product distribution and migration in irradiated fuels, as well as fission products
deposited on the inner sheath surface. The examination of fracture surfaces in the SEM
(fractography) has proven invaluable for determining the root cause failure mechanism in fuel
bundles and pressure tubes.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Examination by Transmission Electron Microscopy
can yield information on radiation damage and deformation at the atomic level in fuel, sheathing
and other reactor structural components. Of special interest is the effect of precipitates
(hydrides) on the formation and movement of dislocations and point defects in Zircaloy
materials, and the precipitation of fission gases and solid fission products in fuel.
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Zircaloy specimens are normally prepared for TEM by cutting slices of material about 0.25
mm thick in a hot cell using a slow-speed diamond saw. Further thinning to. about 0.1 mm is
performed by~swabbing with a chemical polish. At this point the specimens can be removed
from the hot cell, and final thinning is performed in a fume-hood using a Metalthin twin-jet
polishing apparatus.
Preparation of irradiated ceramic fuel is somewhat more difficult. The method employed at
CRL, originally developed at the Transuranium Institute, is to crush small samples into fine
particulates and sandwich them between two carbon-coated, copper mesh screens. The edges of
these particulates are usually thin enough for TEM examination.

Micro-Sectioning
Examining the distribution of fission products, and the effects of densification and swelling
in a fuel cross section, is enhanced by having the capability for extracting small samples at
precise locations. AECL's hot cells provide the required precision and remote control for cutting
small samples from highly active material by using a computerized numerical control (CNC)
milling cutter. The CNC machine tool is equipped with processor-controlled, three-dimensional
motion that that uses a diamond wheel to cut samples as small as 1 mm x 1 mm x 2 mm across
the diameter of a fuel pellet. Measurement by various physical and chemical techniques on
several of these samples can provide a radial profile of density, O/M ratio and retained fission
products. An unsaturated polyester resin is used to impregnate and stabilize irradiated ceramic
fuel during the cutting operation. The resin can withstand the radiation damage and is easily and
completely dissolved from the individual samples.

Burnup Analysis by HPLC
The determination of burnup by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) uses
La-139 as a fission monitor. The need for isotopic analysis is avoided because La-139 is
monoisotopic in fission. The fuels are dissolved and small aliquots of the fuel solution,
quantitatively diluted with the HPLC mobile phase, are injected into a reversed phase column.
Solution standards prepared to simulate fuel compositions are used to calibrate the HPLC signals.
The number of fissions, and hence, the burnup are determined from the measured U and La
concentrations and the appropriate fission yield, corrected for neutron capture in La-139. The
effective fission yield is obtained from an irradiation simulation generated by one of the
established reactor physics codes. The method has been successfully applied to a variety of fuels,
including UO2 and UA1 [7].

Hydrogen and Deuterium Analysis
Excess hydrogen and deuterium in Zr-4 fuel bundle components and Zr-2.5 wt % Nb alloy
pressure tubes precipitate as hydrides/deuterides and may lead to embrittlement problems.
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Although it is rare, defects can occur in fuel sheathing from hydride accumulation, and
hydrogen/deuterium pickup is regularly monitored as part of CANDU fuel surveillance. A high
concentration" of hydride platelets that have their inplane dimensions~in the crack growth
direction (radial hydrides) can lead to a reduction of fracture toughness in Zr-2.5 wt % Nb
pressure tube material. Accurate measurement of the initial hydrogen concentration and the
accumulated deuterium concentration during irradiation is required to monitor H/D levels and
determine if these core components are fit for service.
Hot Vacuum Extraction Mass Spectrometrv. AECL uses a method known as hot vacuum
extraction mass spectrometry (HVEMS) to measure hydrogen concentrations in zirconium alloys
(L.W. Green and G.A. Bickel, unpublished data). In this method, the sample is heated to a high
temperature in vacuum to extract the gas that is transferred with the use of a vacuum pump to a
mass spectrometer inlet. The HVEMS has high sensitivity and is designed to prevent
fractionation effects between the hydrogen in the metal and gas phases. The mass spectrometer
allows determination of both hydrogen and deuterium in the same sample. The HVEMS system
can accommodate small samples of fuel sheathing or end-plate, and scrape and pellet samples
from pressure tubes. The accuracy and precision meet CANDU customer requirements of ±5%
(2a) for concentrations above 10 (Xg/g, and ±0.5 jxg/g for concentrations Below 10 |ig/g.
Differential Scanning Calorimetrv (DSC). The excess hydrogen and deuterium concentration
permissible in zirconium alloy components at reactor operating temperatures is defined by the
terminal solid solubility (TSS) of hydrogen in zirconium. The enthalpy change associated with
the dissolution or precipitation of the hydride/deuteride can be accurately detected with DSC. By
using HVEMS to determine the corresponding total H/D concentration in the sample, a
correlation can be established between H/D concentration and the TSS transition temperature.
TSS transition temperatures have been measured by DSC for concentrations as low as 10 jLLg/g,
and DSC is now routinely used on pressure tube scrape samples and other zirconium alloy core
components to estimate H/D concentrations.

Ion Beam Techniques
Ion beam techniques provide a method for the chemical characterization of irradiated
materials. The sample surface is bombarded with energetic particles that slowly erode it away by
a process termed sputtering. In Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), analysis of the
sputtered material is performed with an energy filter and a mass spectrometer. For the
examination of Zircaloy components, SIMS is particularly useful because it can detect hydrogen
and its isotopes over a wide range of concentrations. Composition versus depth profiles are
easily obtained as the material is sputtered away, providing information on corrosion and
hydrogen pickup in fuel sheathing and pressure tubes. The SIMS is also a versatile tool for
determining ppm levels of fission products and other elements in ceramic fuels. At AECL's
HCFs, SIMS is complemented by other surface analysis techniques, such as Scanning Auger
Microscopy (SAM) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), to provide a broad range of
quantitative analyses.
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Measurement-of Mechanical Properties
The function of the Mechanical Test Cells at both laboratories'^ to investigate the
mechanisms of deformation and failure in CANDU reactor structural components.
Consequently, they are well equipped with electro-mechanical and servo-hydraulic machines for
the mechanical testing of irradiated materials. Furnaces and ovens are available for testing at
elevated temperatures up to 400°C.
Tensile, Fracture Toughness and Fatigue Testing. Tensile and fracture toughness tests can be
performed using standard ASTM procedures. Spark machining is used to fabricate specimens
from sections of pressure tube. Zircaloy fuel sheathing is normally defuelled and tested using
custom-designed tubing grips. The hot cells also have facilities for performing both S/N and
fatigue crack growth rate tests.
Delayed Hydride Cracking (DHQ. Considerable effort goes into the investigation of delayed
hydride cracking of zirconium alloys, and the hot cells have extensive computer-controlled
testing rigs for measuring threshold stresses for the initiation of cracks by hydrogen induced
cracking mechanisms in irradiated material. Crack velocities are measured using acoustic
emission techniques under computer control.
Burst Testing. There are a number of facilities for performing burst tests under either rising or
static pressure on tubes up to 100 mm diameter. In the case of constant load tests the pressure
and temperature can be programmed to follow reactor histories. Zircaloy sheathing is tested with
the centre core of fuel drilled out to accommodate the hydraulic fluid.
Residual Stress. AECL has also developed techniques for the measurement of residual stresses
using strain gauge techniques, specifically for rolled joints between zirconium alloy pressure
tubes and stainless steel end fittings, but they could also be applied to other radioactive tubular
components.
For all these testing techniques accurate machining of specimens is required, and in-cell
machining techniques using lathes, milling and spark machines have been developed.

Measurement of Physical Properties
During irradiation the fuel and sheathing both undergo significant radiation damage that can
alter their physical properties from the unirradiated state. In addition, fuel accumulates high
levels of gaseous and solid fission products that can have an effect on properties such as gas
diffusivity, thermal conductivity and O/M ratio. There is an increasing requirement for accurate
values of physical properties to improve the predictive capabilities of fuel modeling codes for
extended burnup and high-temperature transient scenarios. AECL's hot-cell facilities are
responding by developing techniques to measure physical properties on irradiated materials.
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Microdensity -Measurement. Dimensional changes can occur in the fuel as a result of
densification and/or fission product swelling. These temperature-dependent, off-setting effects
can vary across the pellet diameter, and this variation can only be measured on very small
samples with a sensitive microbalance. A shielded mini-cell with a high precision electronic
balance, accurate to ±0.125 \±g, is used at CRL to measure the densities of samples cut from
precise radial locations with the CNC saw.
Oxygen/Metal (O/M) Ratio. The O/M ratio, which signifies whether there is an excess of oxygen
vacancies or interstitials, has an influence on diffusion rates in oxide fuels and can affect physical
properties such as fission-gas diffusivity and thermal conductivity. A coulometric titration
apparatus is available at CRL (P.G. Lucuta, R.A. Verrall and L.E. Bahen, unpublished data) to
measure O/M ratios on small samples of irradiated fuel. The equipment is designed to control
the oxygen potential of a stream of gas flowing over the heated sample, and measures the amount
of oxygen the sample either absorbs or releases to that gas atmosphere. Deviations from
stoichiometry, as low as 0.0003, have been measured (P.G. Lucuta, R.A. Verrall and L.E. Bahen,
unpublished data).
Thermal Diffusivity. The technique of "flash diffusivity" is a practical means of measuring
thermal diffusivity at high temperatures (>1000°) in irradiated materials. Thermal diffusivity is
measured by flashing the front surface of the sample with a pulse of heat and monitoring the
temperature rise on the back surface as a function of time. The thermal conductivity of the
sample can be calculated from the thermal diffusivity, provided values of specific heat and
density are known at the desired temperature. AECL is experimenting with the application of an
accelerator to flash the front face of the sample with an electron beam. The sample can be heated
to temperature with the beam prior to flashing the front face. This offers an advantage over more
conventional methods (laser flash), as no separate heating furnace is required.

SUMMARY
The full range of AECL's HCFs is utilized to provide PIE on fuel and fuel channel
components, and to respond to urgent requests at CANDU nuclear stations. Post-irradiation
examination has played a significant role in successfully resolving problems with fuel bundle
assemblies and fuel channel components. Timely resolution has saved Canadian nuclear utilities
millions of dollars in lost production.
As part of AECL's goal to provide state-of-the-art PIE services, the HCFs are increasing the
application of electron and ion beam techniques to characterize irradiated materials for advanced
CANDU products. Commercial contract work with off-shore utilities and fuel vendors
contributes to AECL's revenue generation and provides additional stimulus for upgrading our
technical expertise. There is a positive feedback from meeting the demands of external
customers, and the implementation of quality assurance ensures that the facilities and services
described in this paper are continually improved.
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Table 1 General Hot-Cell Specifications

Inside Dimensions (m)
wx d x h

Shielding (m)

Work
Stations

Specimen Dim. (cm)
lxd

land 2
3
FMHCF-CRL

2.7 x 2.4 x 4.6
4.9x1.8x4.0

1.1 (concrete)
1.1 (concrete)

3
2

15x15
360 x 15

1 - isotope extraction
2 - receiving and mech. testing
receiving and general purpose

1
2
3
4,5,6 and 7
10
11
MTC-land-2
MTC-3
HCF - WL
land 2
3
5, 6 and 11
4, 7 and 8
9
10
12
IFTF - WL
13
14
15 and 16
17
18

3.0 x 1.5x3.7
3.7x1.8x3.9
5.0x1.7x3.5
1.0 x 1.0 x l.O(approx)
2.4x1.2x2.2
3.0x1.2x3.3
2.7x1.5x3.2
2.6x1.2x3.2

0.1 lead
0.7 (concrete)
0.9 (concrete)
0.25 (lead)
0.13 (lead)
0.5 (concrete)
0.6 (concrete)
0.4 (concrete)
0.4 (concrete)

1
1
1
2
0.5
0.5
2
1

50x15
50x15
8x8
5x5
50x8
50x8
12 x 12
12x12

general purpose - fuel channels
general purpose - fuel bundles
met. sample prep & FTIR
optical microscopy
clean - DSC
clean - DHC
mechanical property tests
mechanical property tests

3.6x1.8x4.0
2.4 x 2.7 x 3.2
2.7 x 1.5 x 3.5
2.1x1.5x3.7
2.7x1.5x3.7
1.5x1.5x3.5
1.1 x 1.1x0.8

1.1 (concrete)
1.1 (concrete)
0.8 (concrete)
0.6 (concrete)
0.6 (concrete
0.8 (concrete)
0.15 (lead)

4
1
2
4
1
1
1

300 x 15
50x10
7x3
50x1.5
50x1.5
3x1.5
2x3

receiving and general purpose
chemistry
mechanical property tests
met sample prep and opt mic
chemistry
chemistry
optical microscopy

5.6x3.0x6.2
1.0x1.5x1.2
1.5 x 1.5 x 1.2
1.4 x 1.5x1.2
3.3x1.1x1.2

0.7
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

1
1
2
1
1

250x200
25x35
25x35
25x35
25x35

receiving, general purpose
waste management
waste management
waste management
waste management

Facility

Function

Universal Cells - CRL

(concrete)
(lead)
(lead)
(lead)
(lead)

-P-
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FUEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION THROUGH IODINE ACTIVITY
MONITORING
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Bo m ba,-4000 85 ,INDIA
ABSTRACT

The objective of the failed fuel detection system is to keep a watch on fuel behaviour
during operation. This paper describes the evaluation of fuel behaviour by monitoring the
activities of various isotopes of iodine both during steady state and during a reactor
shutdown. The limitations of this approach also has been explained. The monitoring of
tramp uranium for different types of release, namely fixed contamination and continuous
release from fuel, is also presented.
1.0 INTRODUCTION:
The fuel for nuclear power reactor is designed in such a way that the amount of
structural material is kept to the minimum to achieve better neutron economy. A well
designed fuel has a very low failure rate. The cladding forms the first barrier against the
leaching of radioactivity. The defected fuel releases fission product iodine to the primary
heat transport system. The analysis of various isotopes of iodine and their ratios in the
coolant gives an indication of the type and number of failures. The activity in the coolant
could be due to activity leached from the fuel and from the contamination in the reactor
core. The intent of this analysis is to locate and remove the failed fuel immediately after it
starts leaching out the activity. When the reactor is shut down, water enters the pelletclad gap of the defected fuel element. Iodine being more mobile in water than in steam,
there is an accelerated release of iodine called Todine spiking1. Two of the iodine spikes
have been compared with the calculated values.
2.0 IODINE ACTIVITY
The fission gases generated widely vary in their decay times. The content of gases with
very long decay time keeps on increasing with time and contributes to fission gas
pressure. The radioactive isotopes of iodine reach a saturation value depending upon
operating parameters like power and health of fuel like defect size.
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2.1 Steady State iodine activity
The inventory of iodine in the pellet clad gap after reaching equilibrium is given by

3 ^D F Y
N=

(1)

A O+k)
where N - No. of atoms in the gap
D - Diffusion coefficient
F - Fission rate (Fissions/sec.)
Y - Fission Yield
X - Decay constant (sec"1)
k - Escape rate coefficient (sec"1)
The fuel diffusion coefficient, as reported by Notley1, is given as ar-function of
operating power (P) in KW/m.
D

=

1Q

(P-145X10

(2)

The above equations can be used to calculate the inventory of iodine isotopes in the
pellet clad gap.
2,2 Iodine ratios
The steady state inventory of iodines reach a saturation value. The ratio of the iodine
activities could be used as an indication of the leakage rate from fuel. The Release Rate
(R) through the defect could be taken as a first order rate process & derived from
equations (1 ) and (2).
3

R= kN =

(3)

.
A

+ k)

The ratios of the isotopes can be derived from the above equation, if one assumes the
diffusion coefficient (D) and leakage rate (k) is same for both 1-131 and 1-133.

(4)
R3

Y3

Tn^0.5

(Xi+k)
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The subscripts 1 & 3 refers to 1-131 and 1-133 respectively. The equation (4) is plotted
in Fig. 1. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the ratio is around 12.5 for a leakage rate of
10"8/secand reduces to around 2 for a leakage rate of 10"5/sec.
- —'
The above equations give the ratio of the number of atoms of iodine isotopes released
from the defect. The plant measurements (Cm) are given as activity in microcuries/litre
(jaCi/1). The relation between the activity measured and the release rate depends on the
contamination due to tramp uranium in the system and the purification flow. The
correction for purification flow is
RX eXT
Cm (5)

where
P - Purification constant (sec'1)
V - Volume of the PHT coolant (litres)
T - Time elapsed between sample collection and measurement
2.3 Limitations of this approach
The analysis assumes that the equilibrium concentration of the isotopes are present in
the pellet clad gap and hence the release rates. Whenever there is a power change
(increase / decrease) or a new fuel is introduced during the refuelling, the ratios will
change as a function of time. This happens due to
(i) the decay rates and inventories are different
transient and

for different isotopes before the

(ii) The generation is dependent upon the new power.
The Fig-2 indicates that around 20 days of steady state operation is needed to get
reliable results through this procedure.
2.4 Tramp Uranium
The uranium, which is exposed to the coolant, comes mainly from three sources a) As fixed contamination from the fuel fabrication plant
b) Released from a defective fuel which has been discharged but the contamination on
incore surfaces still remain.
c) A small but continuous release from a defective fuel.
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Of all the isotopes of iodine, 1-134 has a short half life (Ua = 54 m). The activity of
1-134 found in the coolant comes mainly from the tramp uranium and very little from
diffusional release.
-— • •
2.4.1 Generation of 1-134: The initial composition of the contamination is identical to
that of leaking rod. On the other hand its future development is different. In the very fine
UO2 layer on the outside of the cladding, the flux depression phenomenon does not
intervene and the decay of U-235 and growth of Pu-239 is much faster in the
contamination than in the fuel. This factor should be considered in the evaluation of 1-134
activity in the coolant. Fig. 3 indicates the production rate of 1-134 both in the fuel and in
the contamination as a function of time. In both the cases the production rate of 1-134
steadily falls.
The pattern of 1-134 activity with time is different for a defect which releases
continuously very minute quantity of fiiel into the coolant. The released fuel particles get
deposited on the down stream side of the defect. The 1-134 activity continuously
increases for a long time before settling down to a constant value. The behaviour of fuel
for a continuous release is shown in fig. 4. This compares well with the LWR literature
which shows an increase in 1-134 concentration with time during a cycle.2"3.
2.4.2 Estimation of tramp uranium: The primary process by which the fission gases are
released from tramp uranium is recoil and knock-out. However, the tramp uranium being
fine coating on inner surfaces, recoil is the major process. The release/birth (R/B) ratio in
tramp uranium is around half4 The birth rate is given by
B = FY
R/Y = C = F/2

(6)

This ratio is constant for tramp uranium irrespective of the isotopes.
2.5 Analysis of Power Reactor Data
The release during steady state operation of a reactor could be expressed as a
combination of activity release from defective fuel and from tramp uranium in the form
R/Y = a Xh H1 + C

(7)

H1 - a dimensionless factor which takes precursor effect into account,
b - constant varying from -0.5 to -1.5 depending upon the defect size.
The measurement and plotting of release rates of 1-131,1-133,1- 134 and 1-135 enables
us to evaluate a, b and C in the above equation. This could be graphically or analytically
solved. The fission rate (F) for tramp uranium is given by equation(6). The Fission
rate/gram of tramp uranium (Fu) was calculated assuming
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i) the distribution of tramp uranium in the core is same as that of fuel in the core,
ii) The contamination is assumed to be natural UO2.
—
Tramp uranium in the core = F/Fu gms.
The calculated values were compared with the reported values 6A in literature and are
given below.

Tramp uranium (gms)
Reactor

Reported

Calculated

Douglas Point

180

206

Point lepreau

3.528

4

The calculations and the reported values are in good agreement.
3.0 IODINE SPIKING
When the reactor is shut down, water enters the pellet-to- sheath gap of the defected
fuel element. Since iodine is more mobile in water than at steam that is present in
defective fuel at power, there is an accelerated release of iodine causing the so called
'iodine-spike'. The magnitude and timing of the iodine spike depends on the same
parameters as that for steady state release.
3.1 Evaluation of Iodine spiking
The iodine release model during a reactor shutdown is based on the relation given by
B.J. Lewis.4 The model assumes
i) Axial diffusion of iodine in the gap to be rate determining step.
ii) Defects have been distributed uniformly so that the resistance to axial diffusion is same
for all defects.
iii) Diffusion does not take place at element ends and concentration of iodine at defect
size is zero.
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For fUel element of length T with a defect at the centre, the number of atoms of a
particular isotope in the coolant *Nc' at time Y after shut down is given by
Nc = {Nco + Ngo * (k / (k-p)) * [l-exp(-(k-|3)t)]} * exp (- (X+ (3)t)
Nco - Initial inventory of iodine atoms in the coolant at the time of shut down.
Ngo - Initial inventory of iodine atoms in the pellet-clad gap available for release at
the time of shut down.
The escape rate coefficient k, is a function of number of defects (n) and length of fuel
elements (1).
3.2 Application to power reactor
The above equations have been used to follow the iodine transients following one
typical iodine transient from MAPS-15 is shown for 1-131. The fig. 5 shows the transient
for 1-131 following a reactor trip. To verify the results, the 1-133 transient for the same
reactor trip was followed and is given in fig. 6. The figs. 5 & 6 indicate that the
agreement between theory and measurements is very close.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The iodine analysis has shown us that it is possible to predict the type & power of a
failed fuel assembly inside the' core. This data in combination with DN scans can help us
to locate the failed fuel bundles. These could be further confirmed by dry sipping and
Post Irradiation Examination.
We intend to continue this work to include bum up effects and the release of gaseous
fission products. These along with the analysis of DN results can be a good tool for failed
fuel management.
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ABSTRACT
The effect of O/U ratio on chemical reactivity was investigated in a cesiumiodide/urania/tungsten system at temperatures up to 2200 K. It was found that slight changes in
the oxidation of the urania had a large effect on reactivity. Crushed fresh fuel samples showed
little reaction with Csl; however, slightly hyperstoichiometric fuel showed considerable reaction.
The tungsten participated in the reaction by removing excess oxygen from the urania, eventually
leading to a cesium tungstate species that was analyzed by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
and X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques.

INTRODUCTION
Reactor safety analysis for a hypothetical loss of coolant accident (LOCA) scenario requires
an understanding of high-temperature interactions between fuel, fission products, and structural
materials. In the event of large-scale fuel failure and subsequent fission product release, in-core
temperatures would likely exceed 1000 K, a temperature regime where reactions occur very
quickly and the chemistry of the system is bounded by thermodynamic, rather than kinetic,
constraints. There are numerous chemical species involved, and a large effort is required to
acquire quantitative data; thus, the thermodynamic database used in modelling fission-product
release from fuel is continually being appended and revised. We are involved in this effort,
studying the interaction of UO2+X, fission products, and structural materials at temperatures up to
3000 K. Several oxide-fuel reactor designs share many of the same safety concerns, so
international collaboration is very productive and worthwhile. However, there are significant
differences between CANDU* and light water reactor (LWR) fuel that may affect fission product
chemistry. Some data on the operating conditions and properties of typical CANDU fuel and
various LWR fuels of particular importance to reactor safety are presented for comparison in
Table 1.
Physical properties of uranium-oxide fuel, such as thermal conductivity and oxygen-diffusion
coefficients, are highly dependent on the O/U ratio, to the extent that the former can be used as
an analytical measure of the extent of oxidation of urania (e.g., Lucuta et al. [1]). In addition,
the chemistry of the fuel should also be sensitive to O/U ratio. This was investigated in a
chemical system comprising Csl and UO2+X in a tungsten vessel. The reactivity of title system

'CANada Deuterium Uranium, registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
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was found to change dramatically with the O/U ratio of the UO2+X, which was varied over the
small range 2.00 ± 0.01 < 2+x < 2.01 ± 0.01. At the higher O/U ratio the tungsten scavenged
excess oxygen-from the urania, and formed a cesium tungstate. Iodine vapour was liberated from
the mixture at low temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL
Samples of Csl and UO2+X in a tungsten cell were heated to 2200 K in an evacuated Knudsen
cell apparatus described previously [2], as shown in Figure 1. The Knudsen-cell cavity had a
diameter of 10.0 mm, a depth of 12.7 mm and an orifice diameter of 0.7 mm. The ratio of
orifice size to sample surface area was 0.005. Mass spectra of the vapour phase effusing from
the cell were collected using a Finnigan quadrupole mass spectrometer and PC-based Shrader
data acquisition software. Temperatures were measured using a pyrometer focussed into the
blackbody cavity in the Knudsen cell. The pyrometers included a single-wavelength Ircon from
623 to 1073 K, and two dual-wavelength Ircon pyrometers, ranging from 973 to 1673 K and 973
to 2200 K respectively. Details on the calibration procedures will be published elsewhere [3].
The Csl, 99.999% pure, was purchased from AESAR. One of the uranium-oxide starting
materials was a crushed fresh fuel pellet analyzed gravimetrically as having O/U = 2.00 ± 0.01.
A slightly oxidized starting material was made by heating the crushed pellet to 673 K for 3 d,
resulting in a powder with O/U = 2.01 ± 0.01, as measured by bulk analysis. Stoichiometric
uranium dioxide powder purchased from Cerac, which was found to have oxidized in storage to
UO^p^^, was used for the infrared experiments. Cesium diuranate, Cs2U2O7, synthesized
according to the procedure of Cordfunke and co-workers [4] was analyzed by X-ray diffraction
to be composed of a mixture of the a and P phases, in a ratio of 1.8 ± 0.7.
Experiments comprised measurement of the ion signal as a function of either temperature or
ionizing-electron energy. The vapour pressure of silver was used to calibrate the apparatus for
the measurement of absolute vapour pressures. Compensation for daily variations in mass
spectrometer sensitivity was achieved by monitoring a calibrated leak of perfluorotributylamine
(FC43), also used to determine the mass dependence of the quadrupole analyzer and electron
multiplier. Personal computer programs written in Labview were used to analyze data from
temperature ramps to compute second-law heats of vaporization and vapour pressures. Ion
intensity was plotted as a function of electron energy, and appearance potentials (AP) were
determined by extrapolation of the linear portion of the curve to the baseline. These data were
used in combination to deduce speciation as a function of temperature.
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed on the cesium-tungsten
compound evolved from a mixture of Csl and UO2^9±001 in contact with tungsten plates. The
volatiles were trapped in an argon matrix deposited on a KBr window cooled to 10 K on an
APD202 cryostat. A Bomem DA3 FTIR spectrometer with a mercury-cadmiurn-telluride (MCT)
detector and KBr beamsplitter was used to collect spectra between 500 and 4000 cm"1 at a
resolution of 4 cm"1. In addition, layers crystallized on the tungsten plates used in the infrared
experiments were analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD), sampled after heating to 1073 and to
1696 K.
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RESULTS
The samples of Csl/urania and cesium uranate, when heated in a tungsten Knudsen cell, gave
qualitatively similar results. The ions observed as the samples were heated as a function of
temperature are displayed in Table 2, and their second-law heats of vaporization computed from
integrated Clausius-Clapeyron plots in Table 3.
Little reaction was observed in the system with the unoxidized fuel. The main signal arose
from the volatilization of cesium iodide from 700 to 1000 K. In addition, a small release of
cesium was observed between 1000 and 1250 K, as shown in Figure 2. The condensed phase
compound giving rise to this signal depleted rapidly above 1250 K. The heat of vaporization of
ions belonging to Cs and Csl determined from the slope of the integrated Clausius-Clapeyron plot
was 155 ± 8 kJ'mol"1 in agreement with the literature value, 154 kJ-mol*1 at 1000 K [5]. The
appearance potential of the cesium ions was 7.6 ±0.1 eV (Table 3), suggesting a molecular
parent such as Csl. The appearance potential for cesium ions from atomic cesium is much
lower, reported as 3.894 eV [6].
In contrast to the stoichiometric UO2, the oxidized fuel sample released large amounts of
cesium when heated between 1000 and 1600 K, Figure 2. The high-temperature cesium ion
appearance potential of 7.1+0.1 eV again suggested a molecular parent. The cesium ion was
observed along with CsWO2+ , Cs2WO4+, as well as tungsten-oxide ions, and this indicated that
the Cs+ signal arose from the volatilization of a cesium tungstate parent. The oxidized sample
showed at least 20 times more reaction than the fresh urania, as shown in Figure 3.
The heating of cesium uranate produced low temperature cesium release between 769 and 1000
K, perhaps because of volatilization of a cesium hydroxide residue remaining from the cesium
uranate synthesis but more likely from the reaction of cesium uranate and tungsten, Reaction (2),
discussed later. High-temperature cesium species were observed between 1024 and 1724 K, as
shown in Figure 2. As in the case of oxidized urania, tungsten-oxygen ions were also observed
in the high temperature region, suggesting the signals were from the volatilization of a cesium
tungstate. The deviation between the data for Csl + UO2+X and Cs2U2O7 on Figure 2 above 1300
K was attributed to the amount of cesium tungstate present in the sample. Cesium signals were
converted to partial pressures using the parameters listed in Table 4. A non-linear least squares
fit was used to obtain the following relationship between P(Pa) and T(K):

— ) =21.0-2.7xl04(-)
Pa
T

This equation yields a second-law heat of vaporization of -224 kJ^mol"1, comparable to those
reported in rows 2, 3, and 5 of Table 3. In addition, the fit can be used to compute third-law
heats of vaporization, when free energy functions of the gas-phase cesium tungstate become
available. We plan to calculate the latter from structural information, bond lengths and
vibrational frequencies, derived from semi-empirical or db initio models and spectroscopic
evidence.
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The sample of highly oxidized UO 229 heated with Csl in the presence of tungsten, produced
a volatile compound that gave infrared absorptions at 892 and 831 cm'1, characteristic of W-0
stretching frequencies [7]. The peak was first observed at 1265 K, and_gfew until 1696 K, in
agreement with the Knudsen cell results, as shown in Figure 4.
X-ray diffraction analysis identified major phases as being tungsten metal and UO2. At 1073
K, small amounts of ternary phases involving cesium-uranium-oxygen, cesium-tungsten-oxygen,
and tungsten-uranium-oxygen were observed. Definite phase identification was not possible
because signal levels were very low. At the higher temperature, 1696 K, at which point all the
reaction product was expected to have vaporized, no ternary phases were observed.

DISCUSSION
Ternary cesium-transition metal-oxygen phases are of interest in reactor safety because they
would be the product of the reaction of cesium with structural materials in the primary heat
transport system. For instance, Cs 2 Sn0 3 , arising from a reaction between fission product cesium
and the tin alloying element in Zircaloy-4 cladding, may be important in the deposition of vapour
phase cesium as it is transported from the fuel into containment. The thermodynamic properties,
vapour pressure and reactivity of cesium stannate are quite different from those of Csl, the most
abundant cesium vapour phase species. In this current study, we have examined the formation
of cesium tungstate. Although tungsten is only a minor component of Zircaloy-4, O.lmg'g'1 [8],
it is easily oxidized and hence was chosen to demonstrate the formation of ternary alkali metaltransition metal-oxygen compounds that may play a role in mitigating fission product release in
a reactor accident scenario.
Cesium-tungsten-oxygen compounds exhibit a variety of stable phases, some of which are of
interest to the electronics industry. For instance, CsxWO3 (0.16 < x < 0.33) has been found to
show superconducting properties [9], and electrochromic devices may be prepared that take
advantage of ion diffusion through hexagonal-tungsten-bronze (HTB) lattices formed by certain
cesium tungstates [10]. Hence, the chemical literature has several detailed accounts of research
into cesium-tungsten-oxygen phases and their characterization. A phase diagram, Cs2O-WO2WO3 was published by Cava and co-workers [9], showing the relationship between a number of
stoichiometries. Tungsten is in the +6 oxidation state in many of these compounds, such as
Cs2WO4 and Cs 6 W u O 35 [11]. However, reduced compounds also occur, spanning a series of
a crystal structures, ranging from HTB to pyrochlore [12].
In general, cesium tungstates can be produced by the reaction of cesium salts (often Cs2CO3)
and WO3 between 973 and 1173 K [10]. For instance, a reaction between Csl and WO3 at 973
K was observed elsewhere to give HTB crystals corresponding to reduced Cs 0i9 WO 3 [13].
Cesium tungstates melt at moderately high temperatures, similar to those at which the ion signal
was observed in the Knudsen cell apparatus. The melting point of Cs2WO4 was reported as 1235
K [12]. In another study, a tri-tungstate and a tetra-tungstate were observed to decompose upon
melting, at 1133 and 1161 K respectively [14]. The same authors found a di-tungstate that
melted congruently at 1033 K. High-temperature transitions between cesium-tungsten-oxygen
phases have been studied by differential scanning calorimetry and differential thermal analysis
[7,15].
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From the observation of the ions of cesium, tungsten oxides and ternary cesium-tungstenoxygen species in the Knudsen cell experiments, it is evident that a cesium tungstate forms by
reaction between Csl and tungsten in the presence of UO2+X. The reaction, involving Csl begins
at temperatures as low as 623 K, and continues until either the excess oxygen is depleted or Csl
is volatilized, Reaction (1). Iodine is volatilized below 700 K, Table 2; however, because the
system was not in chemical equilibrium, thermodynamic information such as heats of
vaporization could not be derived from the Knudsen cell data for this species.
(1)

2CsI + W + 4/(x-y) UO2+X ** Cs2WO4 + 4/(x-y) UO2+y + I2(g)

Formation of a cesium tungstate also appears possible by a process involving cesium diuranate
and tungsten, such as Reaction (2). Vapour pressures derived from thermodynamic equilibrium
calculations indicate Cs2O would be volatilized in amounts observable in the Knudsen-cell
apparatus above 800 K, in agreement with current results. Direct observation of Cs2O is difficult
because of fragmentation of the oxide in the ionizer and overlap with of CsO+ with a prominent
FC43 ion at m/z =149.
(2)

2Cs2U2O7 + W ** Cs2WO4 + 4UO2 + 2Cs2O(g) + VfcOjCg)

In both Reactions (1) and (2), the product cesium tungstate has a significant vapour pressure at
its melting point, which would account for observation of ions from the volatilized tungstates,
shown in column 4 of Table 2, in the mass spectrometer.

CONCLUSIONS
The present experiment demonstrates the importance of O/U ratio in high temperature uraniumoxide chemistry. Tungsten, being more easily oxidized that other cell materials, such as
tantalum, was shown to extract excess oxygen from UO2+X and form a cesium tungstate. Cesium
tungstates and cesium uranates are similar in that they represent stable phases on a ternary phase
diagram involving oxides of the metal in the (IV) and (VI) oxidation state and Cs2O, i.e., WO2WO3-Cs2O and UO2-UO3-Cs2O respectively. Although no example of a quaternary cesiumtungsten-uranium-oxygen phase diagram was found in the literature, it is likely that tungsten
oxides are soluble in the fluorite UO2 lattice, as is the case for rare earth and alkaline earth
oxides. Participation of tungsten in the reaction between Csl and UO2+X may be considered an
example of how metal structural materials could influence the fission product-fuel chemistry in
the primary heat transport system.
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TABLE 1
TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR CANDU VERSUS LWR FUEL
Operating Conditions

CANDU

LWR —

Centreline temperature

1073 < Tc < 1973 K

1073 < Tc < 1473 [16]

Linear power (kW^m'1)

20 to 55

15 to 33 [17]

Average burnup
(MWh^kgU"1)

144 to 288

192 to 960

Oxygen potential
(kJ-mol1)

-379 to -358
(481 to 642 K)
[Elder 1994, private
communication]

<-350 [18]
-550 to -400 at 1023 K [19]

Stoichiometry after average
burnup (UO^)

0.0005 < x < 0.001

-0.005 < x < 0.001 [19]

Fission product abundances
in fuel as a whole
(10- 4 mol/kgU)

46.4 cesium
4.80 iodine
burnup of 190 MWh-kgU"1
calculated from ORIGEN
[8]

58.1 cesium
5.60 iodine
burnup of 240 MWh'kgU'1
calculated from ORIGEN
[20]

TABLE 2
MAJOR IONS OBSERVED AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
+
+ +
cs+, csi+, cs 2 r, Cs+, W + , WO + , uo 2+ , uo , u ,
Csl + UO2+X
r, cs", r*
+w
[(wo2)x(wo3)yr uo2 , uo~ u~
0 < x < 1 and
Cs + , C s ^ ,
Cs 2 U 2 O 7
0<y<3,
(CsOH) 2 +
CsWO2+,
+w
Cs2WO4+,
300 K
•
500 K

•

700 K

•

900 K

•

HOOK

•

•

1300 K

•

1500 K

•

1700 K

•

1900 K

•
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TABLE 3
ENTHALPIES OF VAPORIZATION AND APPEARANCE POTENTIALS
Sample

Temperature (K)

Appearance
Potential (eV)

Average Heat of
Vaporization
(kJ-mor1)

Csl(g) from
4% Csl + UO229±001

746

7.9 ± 0.1

not measured

Cs(g) from
4% Csl + UOZ00±a01

1248

7.1 ± 0.1

251

Cs(g) from

1146

7.6 ± 0.1

222

(CsOH)2 or Cs2O
from Cs2U2O7

845

8.3 ± 0.1

188

Cs(g) from Cs2U2O7

1127

3.3 ± 0.1
8.6 ± 0.1

226

5 % C s l + UO2.00iQ.0j

TABLE 4
PARAMETERS USED TO COMPUTE VAPOUR PRESSURES

P=kIT

ar]yfskAg
Description

Value

P

pressure

calculated (Pa)

I

ion intensity

measured (counts)

T

temperature

measured (K)

a

ionization cross section

3.2 x 10"16 cm2

isotopic abundance of ion

1 for cesium

Y

mass sensitivity correction

1.44 for Cs+

/

orifice correction

0.81

s

analyzer drift correction

2.954

silver calibration constant

1.26 x 1021 counts K cm'2 Pa 1

Symbol
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FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC OF KNUDSEN CELL APPARATUS
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FIGURE 2: PLOT OF THE PRODUCT OF CESIUM ION SIGNAL (COUNTS) AND
TEMPERATURE (K) AS A FUNCTION OF RECIPROCAL TEMPERATURE (K 1 ). DATA
FROM Cs2U2O7 • , Csl + U02oi±ooi • . AND CsI + UO 200±001 • , ALL FALL ON THE SAME
LINE PRODUCED FROM A NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES FIT OF THE DIURANATE
RESULTS.
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FIGURE 3: PLOT OF CESIUM ION INTENSITY (COUNTS) AS A FUNCTION OF TIME
(MIN), AS HEATED ABOVE 950 K. A 20 FOLD INCREASE IN CESIUM SIGNAL WAS
OBSERVED WITH THE OXIDIZED FUEL, D, AS COMPARED TO THE FRESH FUEL, • .
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FIGURE 4: PLOT OF TRANSMTTTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY. DATA
WERE TAKEN AS Csl, VO229iSm, AND W WERE HEATED BETWEEN 1170 AND 1696 K,
PEAKS ATTRIBUTED TO THE W-0 STRETCHING VIBRATION ARE IDENTIFIED.
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ABSTRACT
A defect model for irradiated UO2 fuel solid-solution was devised based on the defect
structure of pure urania. Using the equilibrium among fuel solid-solution and fissionproducts and the material balance within the fuel, the stoichiometry change of the urania
fuel was traced with burnup. This tracing method was applied to high burnup fuels and
DUPIC, and the implications were discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION
The stoichiometry of the urania fuel has strong effects on the performance of nuclear
fuels. With the increase of hyperstoichiometry, the diffusion coefficient of fission gases
increasesfl] and the thermal conductivity of the fuel matrix decreases[2]. This trend is
harmful because they are interrelated and seem to accelerate each other. The fuel
stoichiometry may change during irradiation due to the appearance of fission product
(F.P's). The oxygen potential of the fuel determines the chemical states of F.P's.
However, the oxygen potential of the fuel is also influenced by the soluble F.P's to the
fuel matrix.
Economical uses of nuclear fuels make a trend for the extended burnup, nowadays.
High burnup fuels contain lots of F.P's, and these F.P's affect the stoichiometry of the
fuels and also the performance. So, the stoichiometry change of high burnup fuels
becomes one of concerns. DUPIC(Direct Use of spent PWR fuels Into CANDU) fuels,
which decrease the amount of radioactive wastes per electricity generated, are being
developed. DUPIC fuels already contain lots of F.P's initially. And the effects of F.P's
has to be analyzed in detail.
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II. OXYGEN POTENTIAL OF IRRADIATED FUELS
1. Chemical State of Fission Products
Table 1 illustrates the chemical states of F.P's in groups in urania fuels. Xe and Kr are
inert gases, and Br and I have high vapor pressures with the possible formation of Csl.
Cs is very reactive, and forms somewhat complicated compounds with U, Mo and O.
Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh and Pd are metallic. Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb and Te also exist as metallics,
but their low vapor pressures make them observed in the vicinity of pores and gap
between pellets and cladding. Nd, La, Y, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Pm, Zr, and Pr form the
solid solution with UO2 fuel.
2. The Oxygen Potential of Urania Fuels containing Soluble Fission Products.
The oxygen potential of the urania fuel with soluble F.P's is modeled based on the
defect structure of pure urania[3]. Since F.P's are composed of many kinds of elements,
grouping of F.P's is necessary. We divide the soluble F.P's into three groups - Pu, Ln
and Zr groups - depending on their valences in the fuel, as shown in Table 2. Pu, an
actinide is included since Pu also affects the oxygen potential of urania ftels. Pu, Ce are
very soluble to urania, and easy to be reduced comparing to U under the reducing
condition. In the hypostoichiometric region, most Pu ions are known to be reduced to
meet the charge neutrality. The solubility of Zr in urania is not high, but when mixed with
rare earth elements, the solubility increases. The Oxygen potential of urania is measured
to be slightly lower than that of pure urania with the addition of Zr in it [4]. However, the
Zr concentration in this measurement may exceed the solubility limit, and the measured
values by Aronson may not be credible[5]. Hence, we assume that Zr does not give any
effects on the oxygen potential except staying on the metal site with the valence of +4.
Rare earth elements, Nd, La, Sm and Y exist in urania with the valence of+3. They
generally increase the oxygen potential of the fuel solid solution.
A defect model for the oxygen potential of the urania fuel containing F.P's is made
based on the defect structures of doped uranias[6,7]. The model assumptions are as
follows;
i) The basic defect structure of pure urania is applicable[6].
ii) The factor for the anion site reduction due to the addition of dopants is the same as
that of Nd-doped urania [7].
iii) Pu group elements make an equilibrium with uranium ions;
P u * + U * =Pu' u +U- u
: Kp
(1)
ivJLny forms a vacancy cluster with U positive polarons and oxygen vacancies;
V~ + 4U* +2Ln^ +Uu = (5U: V:2Ln)*
: K,
(2)
v)Ln{j makes a cluster with oxygen interstitials and U positive polarons and oxygen
interstitials;
O; / +2U* u +Ln( J =(2U:O:Ln) /
: KN
(3)
vi) Ln(j partially forms a pair with an U positive polaron;
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: KB
(4)
vii) The numbers of sites for both cations and anions are conserved. And, material
balance for oxygen to metal ratio (O/M) and the charge neutrality have.to be met.
The oxygen potential data of irradiated nuclear fuels that are comparable to this
model are rare. Une and Oguam have measured the oxygen potential of simulated fuels
with respect to non-stoichiometry at 1273 and 1573K using a Gravimetric method[8].
We compared Une and Oguma's results with this model to find the equilibrium constant
of each defect reaction. The equilibrium constants that give the best results are shown in
Table 3. Figure 1 and 2 show the comparison between the calculation results and the
experimental values at 1273 and 1573K, respectively. This model reasonably well
explains the behavior of the oxygen potential of the urania fuel with F.P's.

III. OXYGEN POTENTIAL OF URANIA FUELS DURING IRRADIATION
During irradiation in the reactor, the stoichiometry and the oxygen potential of urania
fuels change due to the appearance of F.P's. Fission of a U(or Pu) atom generates two
fission products and liberates two oxygens. Some of liberated-oxygens can be
recombined to form compounds with F.P's; but, not all the F.P's accept oxygen. So,
there is a possibility of the increase of O/M. To find the stoichiometry change during
irradiation, we simplify the chemical behaviors of F.P's as follows.
i) Noble gases (Xe, Kr) and volatile elements (Br, I) neither react with oxygen nor affect
the oxygen potential of the fuel,
ii) Cs exists as Cs 2 UO 4 .
iii) Ba forms oxide precipitates, BaZrO, with Zr.
iv) Mo exists as metal when the oxygen potential of fuel is lower than the formation free
energy of MoO2. Mo is oxidized and stays in fuel matrix when the fuel oxygen potential
is higher. The atomic fraction of Mo in fuel matrix is fMo.
v) The inner side oxidation of the cladding is neglected. And, the fuel solid solution and
F.P's are chemically equilibrated.

1. Application to High Burnup Fuels
The concentration of an element, i produced by the fission is given by;
N—pY^
(5)
where 3 is burnup, Yt is fission yield of i, and N^ is the initial uranium concentration.
O/M change due to the fission products is;
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' '
where

—

is the initial value of O/M,

and the notation for each group is given in

Table 1.
Mo in both fuel matrix and metallics are equilibrated to each other, and this Mo
equilibrium reduces to the following relation.
P(YM + ( 1 f

AG°=AG0 -RTln[[-^2_ll£2

1f

Jv (\-R\ + R(Y +f
1

I

+

"°)Y^°)

|

(7)

Y +Y - Y ) I
I

lm\
^Pl.
Ln
*Mo * Mo ^
Zr
* Ba / )
where AG^0 is the standard formation
free Penergy
of MoO2
and AG
0 , is the oxygen
potential of fuel. y r and y m are the activity coefficients of Mo in fuel matrix and
metallics, respectively.

If the value of initial O/M and the ratio of activity coefficients of Mb in fuel matrix to
that of metallics are known, the oxygen potential change of fuels during irradiation can
be calculated. Figure 3 shows the oxygen potential change of irradiated urania fuels at
750C° considering the equilibrium of Mo in both fuel matrix and metallics. In this
calculation, the initial O/M is set as 2 and the ratio of activity coefficients (Y f /y m ) as 1.
Measured values of the oxygen potential of irradiated fuels[8,9] are compared with the
calculation results. Even though we simplified the behaviors of F.P's in the fuel, the
calculation results explain the measured values reasonably well. The oxygen potential
changes slowly as the fuel burns up. Figure 4 shows the fraction of Mo staying in fuel
matrix. Liberated oxygens are consumed by Mo, and the fraction of Mo in fuel matrix
increases with burnup. Matzke has measured the oxygen potential of the rim region in
high burnup fuels, recently[l 1]. The burnup range of the rim region corresponds to more
than 12%, and the oxygen potential in that region is measured to be -410 to -450 kJ/mol.
Considering the consumption of oxygen due to inner side oxidation of cladding, the
measured oxygen potential may be lower than the calculation values where the
consumption was neglected. So, current model indicates quite similar values as Matzke
has measured.
Due to the buffering role of Mo, the oxygen potential changes slowly, and so does
the stoichiometry. In the case of Figure 3, the O/M values change from 2.000005 to
2.00001. Equation (6) gives the O/M limit of fresh urania fuel where the stoichiometry
can be fully controlled by Mo. Figure 5 shows the limit of PWR fuels. When the initial
O/M value is less than the limit, the excess oxygens produced by fission can be consumed
by Mo, and the fuel behavior is stable due to the negligible degree of non-stoichiometry.
In the other case (over the limit), the fuel is always in the hyperstoichiometric region
with high degree of non-stoichiometry, and harmful effects may start to show up.
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2. Application To DUPIC Fuels
DUPIC fuels are made from spent PWR fuels by Dry Process. The compositions of
DUPIC fuels are dependent on the extent of PWR fuel bunrup and the procedures during
Dry Process. Since Dry Process for the production of DUPIC fuels is still under
development, the composition of F.P's in DUPIC fuels is not known yet. We set 2
scenarios to see the behavior of DUPIC fuels — low and high elimination of F.P's during
Dry Process. Table 3 shows the assumed elemental elimination models (or scenarios)
during Dry Process. After Dry Process, Mo fully survives and stays in fuel in the case of
low elimination, while ] % of Mo survives in the other case.
O/M change of DUPIC fuels during irradiation is given by;
( N T + f Mo N Mo)- 3 ( N Ba - N B a ) " 2 ( N C s - N C S )- 2 < f Mo N Mo - f Mo N Mo>

(8)
N

T

+ f

Mo N Mo

where, N T = N y + N Pu + NLn + N Cc + N ^ - N Ba

N

— and superscript, o indicates the

initial value.
The equilibrium of Mo between fuel matrix and metallics gives the following relation.

AG°MO = AG02 - R T l n f f - % - l l l - ( N M

lUWY

+(1f>fa)NM )

»1

N

(9)

)

The concentration of each element in DUPIC fuels during burnup is calculated by
ORIGEN-2[12] using CANDUSEU library. Figure 6 and 7 show the results of
calculation in the case of low and high elimination, respectively. The O/M value of initial
DUPIC fuel is set as 2 in the calculation. It should be emphasized that Mo working for
buffering during irradiation is only that in metallics. The effect of the chemical state of
Mo on the fuel oxygen potential is shown in Figure 6 in the low elimination case. As the
fraction of Mo staying in fuel matrix increases, the buffering ability of Mo is reduced to
increase fuel oxygen potential. The buffering role of Mo is also observable in the high
elimination case(Figure 7); but available Mo is exhausted and similar oxygen potential
behaviors are expected after a certain burnup regardless of the initial state of Mo.
The range of O/M values of DUPIC fuel is narrow - 2.00001 to 2.00008 - in this
calculation. The control limits of Mo on O/M values of initial DUPIC fuel appear on
Figure 8 with respect to the Dry Process procedure and Mo chemical states. When Mo
exists as oxide in fuel matrix, the buffering role no longer exists, especially at low burnup.
So, the control of stoichiometry and that of Mo chemical states during the production
seem to be important for the better quality of DUPIC fuel.
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IV. CONCLUSION
1. Based on the defect structure of pure urania and those of doped uranias, a defect
model for the irradiated urania fuel is developed. This model reasonably well explains
available experimental data.
2. Using the developed defect model of irradiated urania fuel, the oxygen potential and
the stoichiometry of fuel solid solution are traced with burnup. The oxygen potentials of
urania fuels change slowly with burnup due to the buffering role of Mo. Even in high
burnup, the fuel has the low values of oxygen potential, as observed in Matzke's
experiment.
3. The oxygen potential of DUPIC fuel during irradiation depends on the procedure of
Dry Process and the chemical states of Mo. Only Mo in metallics does a buffering role in
fuel. The stoichiometry of fuel changes very slowly during burnup. But, the initial
chemical state and the amount of Mo can change the oxygen potential noticeably. So the
stoichiometry of fresh DUPIC fuel and the chemical state of Mo should be adequately
controlled for the better quality of DUPIC fuel.
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Elements
Xe, Kr
Br, I
Rb, Cs
Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Tc
Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb
Ba
Nd.La.Y, Nd,Sm, Eu, Gd
Pm, Zr, Cc, Pr

Notation

Chemical States
Noble Gas
Volatiles
Reactive. Cs-IJ-O,
Cs-Mo-O
Metal. Mo can be oxide
Metal. Low TM
Oxide Precipitates

Xe
Br
Cs
M

Cd
Ha

Soluble to Fuel Matrix

Ln

!
J
Table 1. Elements and chemical state of each group of fission
products.
.

Element

Valence

Pu, Ce, Pr

+3, +4

Nd,La,Y, Nb,Sm,Eu,Gd,Pm
Zr, Mo

+3
+4

Characteristics
Mainly +4, +3 in
reducing codition.
always +3
always +4

Table 2. Grouping of soluble F.P's and their valence in fuel solid
solution.

Elements
Xe, Kr, Rn
Br, I
Cs, Rb

—
Elimination
during Dry
LowProcess(%)
Elimination
High Elimination
100
95

Mo
Rh
Ru

100
99
99
100
100

Pd

30

95
90
0
40
10
0

Table 3. Two scenarios of elemental elimination during Dry
Process.
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ABSTRACT
The grain-boundary chemistry of used CANDU fuel exposed to dry air at 150°C for a
prolonged period has been investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). High degrees of surface oxidation have been determined using the
chemical-shift effect for the uranium photoelectron emission, but these must be largely restricted
to thin films. The observed distribution of segregated fission products implies an absence of
major fuel restructuring and SEM examinations revealed mainly subtle changes in the UO 2 grain
structure. These findings are consistent with metallographic evidence of pervasive grainboundary attack, despite only slight bulk alteration of the fluorite-lattice structure.

1. INTRODUCTION
The used fuel discharged from nuclear power reactors is traditionally stored in water pools
to dissipate the decay heat. Long-term fuel storage in concrete canisters, following an initial
pool-cooling period of -10 years, has become increasingly attractive [1-3]. Dry storage of used
CANDU fuel has been demonstrated in Canada and similar programs are planned or underway
in several other countries. An extended study of the potential for progressive degradation of used
CANDU fuel during such storage was undertaken in 1980 [2-5]. Intact and intentionally defected
fuel elements, spanning a wide range of fabrication parameters and power histories, were stored
at 150°C in sealed containers filled with either dry air or moisture-saturated air — designated as
CEX-1 and CEX-2 respectively (for Controlled Environment Experiment, Phase 1 and Phase 2).
Destructive analysis of several defected elements from each of these experiments over the first
decade of exposure revealed significant differences in the fuel oxidation behaviour [3]. Visible
alteration of the fuel was largely restricted to the immediate vicinity of the defect in dry air,
whereas grain-boundary oxidation was identified throughout the element in moist air. Because
pronounced depletion of O 2 from the storage-container atmosphere was also found in both cases,
the experimental configuration was changed to provide either unlimited (but constricted) air
access (CEX-1) or frequent air replenishment (CEX-2), which should more closely simulate the
high air to exposed-fuel ratio expected under actual storage conditons.
Destructive analysis of four defected fuel elements after -40 months in unlimited dry air at
150°C, with a cumulative exposure of -140 months, has recently been completed. Extensive
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grain pullout was observed in metallographically prepared sections along the full length of each
element and indicates pervasive grain-boundary attack. Thorough characterization of the nature
of that attackrby surface analysis of fuel fragments using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), is summarized in this paper. The fracture mode,
grain morphology and any secondary crystallization were revealed by the SEM examinations.
Grain-boundary chemistry was investigated with high surface specificity by XPS, providing
information not only on the uranium oxidation state but also on fission-product segregation and
redistribution. Other aspects of the bulk properties of these exposed fuels are reported in a
companion paper [6].

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The used CANDU fuel elements that were destructively analyzed in the present study are
identified in Table 1: the reactor of origin, Bruce (B) or Pickering (P), has been specified by the
first letter in the bundle serial code, which is followed by the element number. Before the initial
storage emplacement, each element had been intentionally defected by drilling a single 3 mm
diameter hole through the Zircaloy sheath. Discrete fragments of fuel, ~3 mm in size, were
extracted from element segments using minimum force to preferentially access well exposed
cracks and grain-boundary interfaces. Vibrations during handling and sheath removal (cut open
using an argon-cooled silicon carbide saw) were sufficient to cause extensive fragmentation of
the weakened fuel pellets. The fragments were affixed to individual aluminum mounts with
conductive, silver-based epoxy for XPS/SEM analysis. All of the preliminary operations were
conducted remotely in a hot cell, because of the radiation fields involved; however, the final
critical steps were performed manually, using long tweezers, in a shielded fumehood. Duplicate
samples were taken from four different segments of each element, as specified in Table 1.
X-ray photoelectron spectra were recorded using a modified McPherson ESCA-36 instrument
that has been specifically adapted for studies of small highly radioactive samples. Photoelectron
emission was excited by Mg Ka X-radiation and collected from an area of -400 um by ~2 mm
centred on the fragment. Further details of the procedures for instrument operation and data
processing have been reported elsewhere [7-9]. Composition depth profiles were compiled by
sequential XPS analysis and argon-ion sputtering, at a rate of 0.1 nm/min, calibrated using ionimplanted UO 2 standards [10]. After completion of the XPS studies, each fragment was sputter
coated with a thin film of gold to prevent surface charging during the subsequent SEM
examination. This was performed using a shielded Hitachi S-570 microscope equipped with a
Microspec model 2A wavelength dispersive X-ray analyzer [11]. The fracture surface
morphology can provide important confirmation or qualification of the suitability of a fragment
for XPS analysis [8,9] — the results from only two samples (BF06605C/14 13-1 and
BE04323C/8 8-0 in Table 1) were completely rejected on that basis in the present study.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Grain-Boundary Oxidation
The degree of surface oxidation of each fuel fragment was determined from chemical-shift
effects in the uranium photoelectron emission spectra. Curve-resolution of the broadened U 4f7/2
peak envelope into two components yields a quantitative estimate of the proportions of uranium
in the +4 and +6 valence states [3-5,9,12]. An independent check on the curve-resolved
measurement is provided by the relative intensity of the U 5f peak, which progressively declines
as UO 2 is oxidized to UO 3 (illustrated in Figure 1). The results for all fragments, expressed as
%U 6+ and U 6+ /U 4+ ratio, are collected in Table 1. These data represent the extent of surface
oxidation averaged over the escape depth of the photoelectrons (~2 nm) and the analysis area on
the sample. An appraisal of the probable error range for the %U 6+ values has also been given,
based on consideration of the statistical uncertainty, robustness of the fit and confidence in the
surface-charging correction [3].
The measurements in Table 1 show no apparent correlation between radial location and the
degree of surface oxidation of the fuel fragment, consistent with previous XPS studies of used
CANDU fuels exposed to CEX-1 or CEX-2 conditions [3-5]. A large increase in the average
%U 6+ has been found here (70 %U on average) in comparison with fuels exposed to limited
air, in particular BF06605C/8 (43 %U 6+ on average after -100 months in dry air at 150°C) [3].
This indicates that the unlimited air available during the last storage period has caused a
significant advance in the extent of grain-boundary oxidation. Further consideration of the data
in Table 1 reveals a lack of dependence on fuel power history but a weak trend with distance
from the sheath defect — the highest %U values are always found near the defect. A different
pattern has been observed for fuels exposed to CEX-2 conditions, where grain-boundary oxidation
increases with the fuel power but is essentially uniform along the element length [3-5].

3.2 Fragment Surface Morphology
A representative selection of secondary electron images depicting the surface morphology of
the CEX-1 fuel fragments has been reproduced in Figures 2-5. The range of features observed
reflects the power history of the fuels as well as the subsequent storage exposure and sampling
methodology. Visible indications of surface alteration were surprisingly muted considering the
other evidence of grain-boundary attack; specific observations on each fragment have been
summarized in Table 1. The predominant overall trait was clean intergranular fracture, accented
by grain-edge rounding and separation. A small contraction of the fluorite lattice that occurs
when UO 2 is oxidized to U 4 O 9 or U 3 O 7 would be consistent with the latter [5,13]. About a third
of all fragments exhibited at least one crack; however, it is uncertain whether these are entirely
a manifestation of the fuel oxidation. Visible cracking of individual fuel grains was uncommon
and possibly caused by physical damage (Figure 4d) incurred during fuel handling or sample
selection. Some transgranular fracturing was also seen, but more typically appeared to reflect
old, in-reactor cracks rather than fresh grain cleavage (Figures 2c, 2d and 4a).
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The effects of reactor irradiation were still readily apparent on most of the fragment surfaces.
Fission-gas bubbles and tunnels, decorated with e-phase (noble metal) particles [14], were
identified orr several fragments taken from near the centreline of—the high-power fuels
(Figures 3a, 4c and 4d). Extensive surface texture, which is characteristic of CANDU fuels [8,9],
was observed on many other grain faces (Figures 3b, 3c, 4b and 5a). Secondary crystallization
was probably found on a number of fragments as well, but in widely varying proportions and
with different levels of certainty (Table 1). Sparse coverage by very fine-grained material, which
may develop a cloud-like appearance, has been tentatively attributed to U3Og nucleation and
growth (Figures 2c, 2d, 3d, 4a and 4b). Heavier deposits of less distinctive particulate may at
least partly represent debris created by physical damage (Figures 5b, 5c and 5d).

3.3 Fission-Product Segregation
Pronounced segregation of certain fission products to cracks and grain boundaries in used
CANDU fuels has now been well established through XPS studies of fragments taken from both
intact elements and defected elements, after CEX-1 or CEX-2 exposure [4,8,9]. Chemical-shift
measurements were indicative of oxidized species, probably mixed uranates. Segregation at
monolayer-level coverages was demonstrated by sequential XPS analysis and argon-ion
sputtering. Calculations based upon an idealized thin-film model were broadly consistent with
the composition depth profiles and the known properties of CANDU fuels.
Representative low-binding-energy portions of XPS spectra recorded from typical fragments
of the four CEX-1 fuels analyzed in the present study are compared in Figure 6. These show a
marked dependence of fission-product segregation on fuel power history. The two high-power
fuels both exhibit distinct Rb 3d and Ba 4d peaks as well as strong Cs 4d spin-orbit doublets;
conversely, only weak Cs 4d emission has been detected from the two low-power fuels (more
convincingly from BF06605C/14 than from BE04323C/8 in Figure 6, but the opposite for some
other fragments from these two fuels). At the relatively low burnups achieved, CANLUB appears
to have had little impact on fission-product segregation. Pre-storage fission-gas release (FGR)
measurements and diametral y-ray scans for cesium on other outer elements from the same
bundles are sensibly correlated with the XPS results. The two high-power fuels had 4.5-7.2%
FGR and up to 60% depletion of 137Cs from a central 5 mm core, whereas the two low-power
fuels had <0.16% FGR and no radial 137Cs migration. A sequence of low-binding-energy XPS
spectra collected from another fragment of P26244C/7 fuel, at increasing intervals of argon-ion
sputtering, has been reproduced in Figure 7. The pattern of fission-product removal seen here
is similar to that observed for fragments taken from intact elements and indicates monolayer-level
surface coverage with probably some inhomogeneity [8].
Variability in the extent of fission-product segregation within the high-power fuels is
illustrated in Figure 8; typically, the relative abundance of cesium differs less from one fragment
to another than that of barium. A similar behaviour has been observed for intact fuels and can
be pronounced also for tellurium, as shown by the representative selection of Te 3d spectra in
Figure 9 that were collected from the high-power CEX-1 fuels. Because of the evident lack of
correlation with location in the element, as seen in Figures 8 and 9, redistribution of fission
products during the recent (and prior) CEX-1 storage would appear not to have been significant.
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Air exposure .at 150°C, however, would seem to have caused further oxidation of tellurium from
the +4 to the +6 valence state, although TeO 3 cannot be distinguished from a tellurate [8,15].
Chemical-shift effects in general, but most notably for cesium, were- again compatible with a
mixed uranate [8].
Representative XPS spectra covering the 210-260 eV binding-energy range, recorded from
the four CEX-1 fuels, are compared in Figure 10. Rubidium and cesium both have secondary
photoelectron peaks in this region, which provide much of the emission intensity seen for the
fragments from the two high-power fuels. Conversely, the two low-power fuels consistently
showed distinctive Mo 3d doublets, at binding energies that are characteristic of molybdenum in
the +6 valence state, although MoO 3 cannot be easily distinguished from a molybdate [15].
Further oxidation of molybdenum presumably occurred during the storage exposure, but whether
it was initially in a tetravalent or metallic state remains uncertain. Oxidized molybdenum has
commonly been found at similar levels on fragments of low/intermediate-power fuels from the
CEX-2 experiment as well [9]. The higher power/burnup CANDU fuels that show the greatest
segregation of other fission products have not yielded much evidence of molybdenum by XPS
regardless of exposure [8,9]. Although there are several potential explanations for such odd
behaviour in terms of molybdenum speciation [9], further XPS data on-intact fuels with a wider
range of power histories will be needed for a proper assessment.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The XPS results reported here confirm the metallographic observations of pervasive grainboundary attack during the last CEX-1 storage period in unlimited air; however, the high degrees
of oxidation measured (Table 1) must still be largely restricted to very thin films. Detection of
fission products at about the levels expected on the basis of the fuel power histories implies an
absence of major fuel restructuring. The SEM examinations also revealed mainly subtle changes
in the UO 2 grain structure and suggested only the initial stages of U 3 O 8 formation over limited
areas. These findings are consistent with X-ray diffraction analyses, which have identified U 4 O 9
and U 3 O 7 as the predominant alteration phases, with minor amounts of U 3 O 8 detected in just a
few samples [6]. Previous studies of the air oxidation of used CANDU fuel at higher
temperatures have demonstrated that massive disruption of the fuel matrix requires considerably
greater bulk oxidation.
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TABLE 1. XPS MEASUREMENTS OF INTERNAL OXIDATION IN USED CANDU FUEL
Samplea Location1* %U 6+ A(%U6+)C

U 6+ /U 4+

SEM Observations'1

BFO6605C/14. CANLUB. Burnup = 213 MWh/kg U. Peak (Averaged Power = 39 (32) kW/m
2-1
+75
71
68-74
2.4
Mainly IGF with light ST. Some grainedge separation and modest SC.
2-0
+75
71
68-74
2.4
Mainly IGF with light ST. Modest SC over
entire surface.
8-1
-50
89
85-91
8.1
Weathered TGF suggests in-reactor crack.
Moderate SC over entire surface.
8-0
-15
79
77-83
3.8
Mainly IGF but a little TGF. Moderate SC
and/or debris in a few areas.
13-1
-170
31
25-37
0.4
Mixture of IGF and TGF with no SC.
Reject for XPS analysis.
13-0
-170
57
54-62
1.3
Mainly IGF but a little TGF. Limited
grain-edge separation and no SC.
17-1
-280
76
72-80
3.2
Weathered TGF suggests in-reactor crack.
Modest SC over entire surface.
17-0
-280
61
57-64
1.6
Mainly IGF with light ST. Some grainedge separation and modest SC.
BEO4323C/8. CANLUB. Burnup = 186 MW-h/kg U. Peak (Average) Power = 33 (30) kW/m
2-1
+75
74
71-76
2.8
Mixture of IGF and weathered TGF. Some
grain-edge separation but no SC.
2-0
+75
71
69-73
2.4
Mainly IGF with light ST. Some grainedge separation and modest SC.
8-1
-15
79
77-81
3.8
IGF with light ST. Moderate to heavy SC
and/or debris over entire surface.
8-0
-15
59
56-61
1.4
Mixture of cut surface, IGF and TGF.
Reject for XPS analysis.
13-1
-160
68
66-70
2.1
Mainly IGF but a little TGF. Some grainedge separation and modest SC.
13-0
-160
75
73-77
3.0
Mainly IGF. Some grain-edge separation
and modest SC.
16-1
-280
57
55-59
1.3
Mainly IGF but a little TGF. Modest to
heavy SC and/or debris over limited area.
16-0
-280
59
56-61
1.4
Mainly IGF with light ST. Moderate
coverage of SC over most of surface.
continued
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TABLE 1. XPS MEASUREMENTS OF INTERNAL OXIDATION IN USED CANDU FUEL
(concluded)
Samplea Locationb

%U6+ A(%U6+)C

U 6+ /U 4+

SEM Observationsd

P11171W/7. CANLUB. Burnup = 204 MW-h/kg U. Peak (Average) Power = 50 (46) kW/m
2-1
+75
70
68-72
2.3
Mainly IGF with some FGB. Moderate SC
over entire surface.
2-0
+75
72
68-76
2.6
Weathered TGF suggests in-reactor crack.
Modest SC over most of surface.
8-1
-15
72
68-76
2.6
Weathered TGF suggests in-reactor crack.
Modest SC over entire surface.
8-0
-15
99
96-100
99
Mainly IGF with light ST. Light SC over
most of surface.
13-1
-125
63
59-67
1.7
Mainly IGF with FGB. Modest SC over
most of surface.
13-0
-125
74
70-80
2.8
Mainly IGF with some ST. Some grainedge separation and light SC.
17-1
-280
39
35-44
0.6
IGF with FG bubbles but some TGF. Very
little SC.
17-0
-280
55
52-58
1.2
Mainly IGF with a few FGB. Very little or
no SC.
P26244C/7. non-CANLUB. Burnup = 222 MW-h/kg U. Peak (Average) Power = 48 (44^) kW/m
2-1
+75
75
72-77
3.0
Mainly IGF but a little TGF. Heavy SC
and/or debris over limited area.
2-0
+75
60
56-64
1.5
Mainly IGF with some tiny FGB. Light to
moderate SC over most of surface.
8-1
-25
65
60-70
1.6
Mainly IGF with FGB but a little TGF.
Little or no SC.
8-0
-25
92
89-94
11
Mainly IGF with distinct ST. Some grainedge separation but little SC.
13-1
-125
68
63-73
2.1
Mainly IGF with distinct ST. Some grainedge separation and SC.
13-0
-125
48
44-52
0.9
Mainly IGF with some tiny FGB. Modest
SC and/or debris over entire surface.
17-1
-280
74
68-76
2.8
Mainly IGF with some ST. Some grainedge separation and modest SC.
17-0
-280
66
62-71
1.9
Mainly IGF with some tiny FGB.
Modest SC and/or debris over entire
surface.
a
b
c
d

Segment number and nominal radial position: I = near fuel axis and O = toward fuel periphery.
Approximate distance above (+) or below (-) the sheath defect in millimeters.
Probable error range for the %U 6+ values as discussed in the text.
Abbreviations used are: IGF = intergranular fracture, TGF = transgranular fracture,
ST = surface texture, FGB = fission-gas bubbles and SC = secondary crystallization.
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Abstract
A new technique is being developed for measuring the thermal diffusivity of materials using a 11.4
MeV electron beam. A short, high-current pulse (wO.l second) of high-energy electrons penetrates axially into one end of a cylindrical sample whose length is a few times the electron range.
Thermocouples or remote heat-sensing devices measure the resultant tirffe-dependent temperature
distribution on the other end of the sample. A comparison with both reference standards and
theoretical predictions allows one to determine the thermal diffusivity. The errors are the result
of uncertainties in (1) the pulse timing (which is small), (2) the electron penetration distribution,
and (3) the rate of heat-loss to the surroundings. Initial proof-of-principle measurements on a fresh
UO2 CANDU reactor fuel pellet demonstrated accuracy and reproduciblity with a statistical error
of < ± 6%. An added benefit of the technique is that it simultaneously measures the fractional
change in the specific heat with temperature.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a new technique for measuring the axial thermal diffusivity of a reactor fuel
pellet. The thermal diffusivity, a(rn2 • s" 1 ), is a measure of the rate of propagation of a heat pulse
through a material and, together with the specific heat, Cp(kJ • K~l • kg-1), determines both the
transient and steady-state fuel operating temperatures. The thermal conductivity, \{kW • K'1 •
m" 1 ), is obtained from the product of the thermal diffusivity, the specific heat, and the density,
p(kg -m~ 3 ):
\{T) = a(T).Cp{T)-p{T).
(1)
The present technique is conceptually similar to the laser-flash diffusivity technique/1) and is based
on the rapid, pulsed heating of one end of a cylindrical sample - using a high-power, 11.4 MeV
electron beam - and measuring the temperature response of the backface of the fuel sample. The
sample is mounted with only a few sharp contact points to reduce heat-loss to the surroundings.
Some advantages of the present technique over laser flash are: a larger amount of energy is available
to be absorbed in the sample permitting the use of larger or thicker samples, the absorbed energy is
distributed over a significant thickness of the material resulting in small instantaneous temperature
rises over small portions of the sample, and the absorbed energy is independent of sample reflectivity
or temperature.
The theory for the time-dependent evolution of the spatial distribution of temperature in a cylindrical sample is well established, and the specific approximations suitable to the present experiment
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will be mentioned. The initial distribution of temperature (i.e. the initial conditions for the time
evolving problem) are determined using a well-known and validated electron/photon Monte Carlo
transport code, ITS-CYLTRAN-p/2) The thermal response of the backside of the pellet was measured with thermocouples, and the theory was suitably modified to take into account thermocouple
response times. The theoretical response function had three free parameters with which to fit the
data: the diffusivity, the average temperature rise caused by the beam pulse (proportional to Cp)
and the rate of heat loss to the surroundings (a very small correction at present temperatures).
The axial thermal diffusivity of an 8.02 mm long, 12.5 mm diameter section of an unirradiated Bruce
UO2 fuel pellet was measured to test the technique. The theoretical response fitted the data very
well, yielding small statistical errors. The relative specific heat as a function of temperature seemed
also to be well determined. It appears that the systematic errors associated with the technique will
determine the ultimate uncertainty, and can only be evaluated through more measurements using
different geometries and materials.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The measurement system consists of an electron accelerator delivering pulses of electrons into a
vacuum chamber (Fig. 1), where a cylindrical specimen is held thermallyjsolated from its surroundings. A small radiant heater maintains the sample and its surroundings at the required ambient
temperature. Thermocouples pressed against the sample backface measure the temperature as a
function of time. The digitally-stored data is later fitted by the theory to extract the thermal
diffusivity and the relative specific heat.
a) Pulsed Electron Beam
The electron beam is generated by the Pulsed, High-Energy Electron Linear Accelerator (PHELA)
at AECL's Chalk River Laboratories. The accelerator is a 3 GHz on-axis-coupled-cavity linac,
driven by a klystron rf (radio frequency) power generator. The klystron generates 5.9 micro-second
long rf power pulses at a maximum rate of 250 pulses per second. The output electron beam
current during the 5.9 microsecond pulse has a mean value of 200 milliamperes at a mean output
energy of 11.4 MeV. The latter was determined by the aluminum-wedge technique.l^3) The beam
at the accelerator exit has very low divergence and is «5 millimetres diameter. For the present
measurements, the accelerator was turned on for 25 pulses (at a rate of 250 pulses per second),
producing a 100 millisecond long "macropulse" with 305 microamperes mean current during the
pulse. Thin, air-cooled foils of titanium alloy (Ti6A14V, £;150 microns thick) are used as vacuum
windows to separate the accelerator structure vacuum (< 10~7 Torr) from the sample chamber
atmosphere.
It should be noted that a linac is a very simple device with very stable output current and energy.
The energy is governed by rf power levels which are regulated to < ±2%, and the beam current
is governed by gun spatial geometry and dc bias voltage - both very stable. Thus, although the
absolute value of the beam current and energy may have some systematic uncertainty, the relative
values over many hours and days are very reproducible. This means that the beam deposits a very
reproducible amount of energy in the sample regardless of the ambient temperature of the sample,
and thus the relative temperature increment at each temperature is directly proportional to the
value of the specific heat at that temperature.
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b) Target Chamber and Sample Mount
The physicaljayout of the vacuum windows, the target chamber and the sample and sample mount
is shown in Fig. 1. The distance between the dual, thin-window foils and the sample was set so that
multiple-scattering in the foils would introduce sufficient divergence in the beam to achieve less than
10% variation in the intensity of illumination of the sample front face, while maintaining sufficient
current per unit area to produce an easily-measurable temperature pulse. A collimator was placed
upstream of the sample to shield the sample mount and target chamber from the scattered electron
beam. Approximately 10% of the beam actually intercepted the sample. The sample was suspended
in a simple cage of stainless steel wire which was in good contact with the 12.7 mm ID stainless
steel tube. The larger chamber behind the sample mounting tube was used for the thermocouple
mounting jig and for easy mounting of pumping and gas-handling ports. The present measurements
were performed with «1 atmosphere argon backfilled into the system.
c) Thermocouple Temperature Measurement and Data Logging Systems
A schematic view of the mounting technique of the thermocouples is shown in Fig. 1. The temperature rise on the back face of the sample was expected to be ^10°C. Because high temperatures
were not required for initial demonstration experiments, type J, 0.25 mm diameter, sheathed thermocouples (maximum temperature of 500°C) were chosen because of their high sensitivity. The
sheathed type of thermocouple was used to reduce electrical noise pickup from the electron beam
and the klystron drive pulse. A small-diameter (0.25 mm) thermocouple was chosen to minimize
the inherent response time to a temperature pulse. It was necessary to independently spring-load
the thermocouples against the pellet backface - anything less than positive loading force produced
a clear increase in "thermal resistance" between the sample and a thermocouple.
The actual response time of the thermocouples was determined by measurements on copper samples
having a known high value of thermal diffusivity and thus showing a known, fast response to the
beam pulse. The fitted data and the extracted value of the "effective RC equivalent circuit" response
time are shown in Fig. 2.
3. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE THERMAL RESPONSE
Fitting the measured data requires a solution of the time-dependent thermal response of the sample
to an effectively instantaneous deposition of distributed heat in the bulk of the sample. The response
of the sample at the location of the thermocouple (the backface in this case) must then be folded
with the thermocouple response function to achieve a representation of the data. In the present
case, the beam and the sample can be represented in cylindrical coordinates with no azimuthal
dependence - i.e. azimuthal symmetry is assumed for all properties. Under these conditions, the
time-dependent thermal diffusion equation for the situation where no heat is generated inside the
sample is given by
1 d r dT,
r or L Or J

d2T
oz2

1 dT
a at

n

where the homogeneous solutions have the form
T(r,z,t) = U(r)V(z)W(t)

(3)

and the solutions are obtained by the separation of variable technique:
Tt,n(r, z, t) = JQ{Vtr) • cos(nirz/L) •e - K 2 + ( W ^

;

(4)
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where n = OJ.,2---, L is the sample length, and the values of i/e(£ = 1,2,3---) are determined by
the radial boundary conditions. Assuming only a small radial heat loss and a nearly-uniform radial
electron beam density, the time response of the pellet can be described- as-a Fourier sum over the
axial modes while retaining only the single lowest order radial term in the expansion (t = 1):
AT(z,t) = AT0e-<^2<(

^

Fcn • cos(nn/L) •e - « ( W ^

;

(5)

n=0,l,2---

where Fcn are Fourier coefficients, determined by the fit to the initial, instantaneous, axial temperature distribution produced in the pellet by the electron pulse at t = 0, and the value of V\ is
determined by the fit to the slow decrease of the pellet temperature after the fast thermal transient.
The initial, mean axial, temperature distribution was obtained using the ITS - Monte Carlo code,
which simulates the energy transport and deposition in materials produced by an incident projectile.
It is a full 3-dimensional code, so the experimental arrangement of dual thin foils, drift to the pellet,
stainless steel vacuum chamber and sample were all modeled. The mean axial energy deposition was
obtained by conceptually slicing the sample into 0.5 mm thick discs and having the code calculate
the energy deposited in each disc (Fig. 3). The resultant axial distribution was used to calculate
the Fourier coefficients in eq. (5) up to the 16th order (n=16), which produced good theoretical
fits to the initial temperature distribution as typified by the curve shown in Fig. 3.
The theoretical response of the sample backface for a given ambient temperature, T a , was obtained
by evaluating eq. (5) at z = L:

AT(L,t) = ATa[ J2 (-l) n i ? c n e- a ^ + (" ir /- L)2 l < ],

(6)

71=0,1,"-

where ATa, a and v\ are functions of the ambient temperature, and in which the Fourier coefficients
are normalized so that Fco = 1. This results in ATa being inversely proportional to the specific
heat if the energy delivered to the sample is maintained constant:
Cp{Ta)

(7)

~ ATa • Ms(kg)'

where Ms is the sample mass, and AE is the energy deposited by the beam in the sample. The final
consideration in modeling the complete system response is to include the correction for the thermocouple response. Considering the thermocouple response to be simulated by a series RC network
(response time r i c ), in series with the backface response of the pellet, the following modification of
eq. (6) gives the equation for the measured thermocouple output:
(-l)nFcn

2(*) = ATO

(e-<*tf+Kl]t _ e-t/Tt

n=0,l,2---

where
Fitting eq. (8) to the measured backface response of an 11 mm long, 12.5 mm diameter copper
pellet (thermal diffusivity, a = 113 x 10~6m2s~a), using the same thermocouples and thermocouple
mounting system, resulted in a value of r ic = 0.256 seconds (Fig. 2). A large variation of this value
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has very little influence on the measured diffusivity value, when the sample response time is 2.5
seconds or more.
4. DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AND SPECIFIC HEAT
A typical set of measurements over a broad temperature range is accomplished in one day. The
sample is mounted in its cage and the thermocouple mounting fixture is checked for positive loading
force and then fixed in place. The chamber is sealed up, evacuated and back-filled a few times,
and then filled to the required pressure. The ambient heater is used to bring the sample to the
required temperature, as measured by the backface temperature. Then, upon operator request,
the control/data logging system starts recording the backface thermocouple temperature at a rate
of 250 Hz (i.e. every 4 milliseconds). Two seconds after initiating the data logging, the control
system turns on the accelerator for 25 machine pulses at the same 250 Hz rate, synchronized to the
same pulse generator. The result is a 100 millisecond macropulse, synchronized to the data logging
timing. The system continues logging thermocouple data at the 250 Hz rate for up to 60 seconds.
After this sequence, the ambient temperature is set to the next desired value and the sequence
repeated.
Data reduction and fitting to the theory is all done off-line. The first step is to reduce the noise
on the digitized thermocouple response by averaging 25 consecutive thermocouple measurements
and associating this value with the mean time of the 25 measurements. A typical measurement of
the thermocouple response, averaged in this way, is shown in Fig. 4, and typically has a 0.03°C
r.m.s. temperature variation in the flat region before the pulse. This data reduction results in 10
temperature points per second with a spacing equal to the beam pulse width.
In the general case, the data would be fitted using eq. (8), with the value of the thermocouple
response time pre-determined by measurements on a copper pellet. In the present case, the pellet
was well isolated from its surroundings and the heat loss factor, u\, was very small (Fig. 4). Thus
the values presented here result from a three parameter fit, in which a, ATa and v\ were varied to
produce a minimum r.m.s. temperature variation (typically < 0.06°C) between the data and eq.
(8), starting the fit 0.3 seconds after the beam pulse. Each measurement was performed six times
at each temperature. The six values of a and ATa determined for each temperature were averaged,
and the average values are shown in Fig. 5. The error shown is the rms spread of each six values.
The relative values of the specific heat were determined using eq. (7) and assuming the beam pulse
delivered a constant energy to the sample at all temperatures. The six values determined at each
temperature were averaged, and the curve normalized at 200°C to those of Lucuta/4) The errors
represent the rms variation of each set of six values.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the first set of axial thermal difFusivity measurements on a UO2 pellet suggest that the
electron beam pulse method will be a viable technique. The accuracy achievable with the technique
appears to be better than ±5%, and will be limited by systematic errors since the statistical error
can be made quite small. Clearly, many more measurements with diiferent geometries of sample,
sample holder and thermocouple mounting are required to establish systematic error limits. The
influence of the uncertainty in the initial electron energy distribution can be determined using the
ITS Monte Carlo code. Work is underway to build the required transfer flasks and target chambers
to allow measurements on irradiated fuel.
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The technique also appears capable of simultaneously measuring the relative specific heat of the
material, although this does rely completely on the linearity of the temperature pulse measurement
technique. This will require careful control and checking of systema-tie-errors, such as, in the
present case, the influence of temperature on the effective thermal contact resistance between the
thermocouple and the pellet.
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Fig. 1. A section of the target chamber, showing the pellet mounting technique, the spring-loaded thermocouples. The electron beam enters from the right.

Fig. 2. A measured temperature-versus-time response curve for a long copper pellet, used to determine
the thermocouple response time.
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ABSTRACT
A technique for measuring the Kr-85 grain-boundary inventory in irradiated fuel based on the
conversion of UO2 to U3O8 at low temperatures has been improved. The improvements include:
1) the use of a tracer isotope to account for release from the matrix during measurement of the
grain-boundary inventory and 2) the cutting of samples from known locations. With these
improvements it is possible to measure radial variations in the grain-boundary inventory. The
measurements of the Kr-85 grain-boundary inventory can be combined with gamma mapping and
ceramography to allow investigation of the connection between microstructure and fission-product
distribution.

INTRODUCTION
Fission product release experiments have been conducted at Chalk River Laboratories (CRL)
for a number of years(1>2). This work has been part of the CANDU®* Owners Group (COG)
program on fission-product source term research. The principal objective of this program was
to provide a data base of fission-product release from CANDU fuel, from which rate equations
and fission-product release models can be developed. Single-effect fission-product release

CANDU: Canada Deuterium Uranium is a registered trademark.
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experiments are conducted by post-irradiation annealing of UO2 samples. Some of these
experiments have investigated the distribution of fission products in irradiated nuclear fuel(3).
The fission-product inventory in irradiated UO2 fuel can be divided into three major
components: the inventory in the fuel-to-sheath gap, the inventory on the grain boundaries, and
the inventory in the UO2 matrix. The distribution of fission products is generally a function of
the fuel-irradiation history (peak linear power and burnup) and fission product chemistry.
The distribution of the fission products within the fuel is important to fuel safety analysis
because the components of the inventory can be released differently and at different times in
postulated accident scenarios. To predict how the inventory is released during an accident it is
necessary to know the distribution of the fission products prior to the onset of accident
conditions. Experimental measurements are required to quantify the distribution and to help in
the development and validation of fuel performance codes which are used by safety analysts to
calculate distributions of fission products. These measurements can also be used in fuel waste
management studies to help calculate instant release fractions1^.

METHODOLOGY
The migration and segregation of fission products during irradiation is a process that is largely
controlled by diffusion in the matrix and hence the fuel operating temperature. Fission products
that are in the UO2 will diffuse to grain boundaries given high enough temperatures. Once on
the grain-boundaries, the fission products may form metallic particles (Ru, Pd, Mo, Tc, Rh) or
become trapped in bubbles (Xe, Kr, Cs, I). Since volatile fission products, such as Cs and I, are
only in the vapour phase at high temperatures and low pressures, it is possible that they may
condense on the grain boundaries. As the concentration of these fission products increases the
grain-boundary bubbles expand and can inter-connect. Once inter-connection has occurred, the
gaseous fission products in the bubbles can be vented to the fuel-to-sheath gap.
The technique used to release the volatile and noble gas grain-boundary inventory was
developed at CRL out of studies on the oxidation of UO2 in air(S). In these studies it was
observed that preferential oxygen penetration along grain boundaries occurs during oxidation of
UO2 to U3O8 at temperatures between 400 and 600°C(6'7). The process is shown schematically
in Figure 1. At the beginning of air oxidation, the grain boundaries are oxidized preferentially
and the corresponding volume expansion separates the grains, releasing the grain-boundary
inventory of fission gases. The exposed grains begin to swell due to U3O8 formation and, as the
oxidation to U3O8 continues, the grains crack due to volume expansion. Finally, complete
conversion to U3O8 creates powder fragments that are smaller than the original grain size. The
conversion to U3O8 and the fragmentation of the grains allows some of the matrix inventory to
be released, in addition to the grain-boundary inventory.
In a typical test, a small section (0.2 to 1 g) of irradiated fuel is oxidized in air at about 500°C.
The fuel sample is fractured along the grain boundaries releasing the grain boundary inventory
of noble gases which can be quantified by gamma-spectroscopy. After the grain boundary
inventory has been released the sample is heated to higher temperatures (above 1050°C) to drive
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off all the noble gases in the fuel. These gases are measured to determine the total inventory in
the fuel sample.
In past work at CRL(3) on grain-boundary inventories, it was assumed that all the release
observed at 500°C came from the grain boundary. Any release from the fuel matrix during the
oxidation was interpreted as grain-boundary release. As well, in the early experiments the radial
location of the samples could only be estimated using the Cs/Zr ratio in the fuel. However, this
method is only useful in cases where there has been significant Cs migration during irradiation.
In the more recent work reported here, the matrix release is accounted for using a tracer
technique described below and the samples have been cut from precisely measured locations.
To account for release from the fuel matrix a short-lived "tracer" isotope is introduced by lowpower re-irradiation following a long (> 6 month) decay period after the original irradiation.
Since the re-irradiation is at low power (and hence low fuel temperatures), the tracer fission
product can not migrate to the grain boundaries during the irradiation and is predominantly
located within the matrix where it is created. During the annealing at 500°C the long-lived
fission products (which were produced predominantly during the power reactor irradiation) are
released from both the grain boundary and the matrix while the tracerjusotope is only released
from the matrix. By comparing the releases of the tracer and the long-lived fission products, the
matrix release of the long-lived fission products at 500°C can be accounted for. In the tests
described here, the Kr-85 (t% = 10.73 years) grain-boundary inventory was measured by
comparing Kr-85 releases to those of the tracer Xe-133 (i% = 5.24 days).

EXPERIMENTAL
For these experiments, sections of fuel elements were re-irradiated in a special facility in the
National Research Universal (NRU) Reactor at CRL. The re-irradiation was at low power (fuel
temperature < 300°C) and varied between 4 and 14 days in duration. After irradiation, test
samples were cut from known radial locations. Typically, the cutting pattern gave five samples
of roughly the same size. One sample was from the central region, two were from the mid-radius
region and two were from the peripheral region.
The annealing experiments were conducted in a hot-cell in the Universal Cell Facility at CRL.
A crucible furnace, capable of a maximum temperature of 1200°C, was used to heat the samples.
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the test equipment. The test sample was placed in a
quartz basket that fitted near the bottom of the quartz reaction vessel. The vessel was sealed with
an aluminum end-cap using an O-ring seal. A type-K thermocouple inside the quartz vessel
monitored the sample temperature and was also used to control the furnace temperature. The
side-arms of the quartz vessel provided inlet and outlet gas flow. The inlet side-arm was attached
to a quartz tube that ran down to the bottom of the vessel so that the gas was introduced below
the sample.
The atmosphere in the system was either Ar/2%H2 or air, supplied from commercial grade gas
cylinders. The gas flow rate was controlled by out-cell rotameters. After passing through the
reaction vessel, the gas flowed to a fission-product scrubbing system to remove volatile fission
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products (eg.,._Cs, I). After scrubbing, the gas was routed to an out-cell gamma-counting station
where the noble gas activity in the flow stream was measured.
In a typical test the sample was heated to 500°C in flowing Ar/2%H2. Once the furnace
temperature was stable at 500°C, the gas was switched from Ar/2%H2 to air which was used for
the rest of the test. The temperature was held at 500°C until the sample was completely
oxidized. The temperature was increased to about 1100°C and held at this temperature for about
30 minutes to allow for complete release of the noble gases from the sample.
The releases of the noble gases were measured with a gamma spectrometer at an out-cell
gamma-counting station. The detector used was calibrated in this geometry, so that the total
activity (Bq) observed in each spectra can be calculated. Another gamma spectrometer was
sighted on the fuel during the tests to measure the evolution of total activity during the test. The
data measured with this spectrometer is not directly used in determining the noble gas grainboundary inventory.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results presented are on samples from an element irradiated to high burnup (over
500 MWh/kg U). These samples were selected as an example of the information that can be
obtained with this technique, especially when it is combined with other post-irradiation
measurements. Ceramography and two-dimensional gamma mapping (with 0.8 mm resolution)
had been conducted on a section of the fuel element prior to the annealing tests. These
techniques give information on grain growth and cesium migration during irradiation. The
measured radial variation in grain size is given in Table 1. Figure 3 shows a gamma-map of Cs137 showing cesium distribution for the same element. These measurements shows there has
been considerable equiaxed grain growth (> 30 jum) in the central region of the fuel and that
cesium has migrated from the centre to the periphery of the element during the power-reactor
irradiation. Figure 4 compares the radial variation in cesium activity and grain size.
Figure 5 shows typical release curves for Kr-85 and Xe-133 along with the thermal cycle
during the tests. The measured cumulative activities have been normalized so that the releases
of the two isotopes can be compared. In Figure 5, it can be clearly seen that a larger fraction
of the Kr-85 than Xe-133 was released by the end of the 500°C anneal. The releases are similar
for the rest of the test. Since the Kr-85 was produced during the power reactor irradiation while
the Xe-133 was generated during the low temperature re-irradiation, the difference between the
fractional releases at 500°C represents the grain-boundary inventory. By this method, the grainboundary inventory can be determined as a fraction of the total inventory in the sample.
The total amount of Kr-85 released from each sample can give some information on the radial
distribution of the noble gas in the element. Figure 6 shows the variation in total Kr-85
measured (in Bq/g) with diametral position; for comparison the Cs-137 variation from Figure 3
is also included. The horizontal bars on the Kr-85 measurements indicate the size of the sample.
There is good agreement between the distribution of the two isotopes indicating that the
migration of cesium and krypton in the fuel is similar.
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Figure 7 shows the measured radial variation of the Kr-85 grain-boundary inventory along with
the radial variation in grain growth from Table 1. The grain-boundary inventories are shown on
an arbitrary scale. As before, the horizontal bars indicate the width-of-the sample, while the
vertical bars indicate the uncertainty in the measurements. The uncertainties in the grainboundary inventory measurements largely arises from the statistical uncertainty in the gamma
spectrometer measurements of Kr-85.

CONCLUSIONS
An improved technique for measuring the grain-boundary inventory of noble gas fission
products has been applied to CANDU power reactor fuels. The results presented here on an
element with high burnup and high power show there can be a significant radial variation in
grain-boundary inventory. The present technique takes into account some matrix release that was
not accounted for in past experiments.
Measurements of grain-boundary inventories can be combined with other post-irradiation
measurements like gap release, ceramography and gamma mapping tojgive a more information
on the relationship between microstructure and fission product distribution. The grain-boundary
inventory measurements are also useful for validation of fuel performance codes. In the future,
it is planned to extend the technique to volatile fission products (cesium and iodine).
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TABLE 1: Measured radial distribution of grain sizes (mean intercept length).

Mean Intercept Length

Fractional
Radius
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0.09
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0.27
0.36
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0.73
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FIGURE 1:

Schematic representation of low temperature oxidation of UO2
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FIGURE 2:

Schematic diagram of the hot-cell apparatus.
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FIGURE 5:

Cumulative measured Kr-85 and Xe-133 for one sample with the typical
temperature profile.
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FIGURE 6:

Variation of total sample inventory of Kr-85 along with the variation in Cs-137
concentration (from the gamma map). The horizontal bars indicate the width of
the sample.
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FIGURE 7:

Variation in grain size and the Kr-85 grain-boundary inventory (arbitrary units).
The horizontal bars indicate the width of the sample.
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